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DEDICATION

The 22d DcD Explosives Safety Seminar is dedicated to the memory
of Dr. Thomas A. Zaker, member of the DDESB Secretariat froe lb March
1970 until his untimely death on 12 June 1986.

Dr. Zaker obtained his BS from Case Institute of Technology,
Cleveland, Ohio and Master and PhD from Illinois Institute of
Technology, Chicago, Illinois. Prior to his employment with the
Federal Governament, Dr. Zaker worked at the Illinois Institute of
Technoiogy Research Institute. He began his employment at the DDESB
Secretariat as a Mechanical Engineer in charge of the Board's
ENplosives Safety RDT&E Program. In July 1984, he became the Director
of the Technical Programs Division.

Through exceptional performance of duty, professional competence,
devotion to duty and untiring efforts, Dr. Zaker significantly
contributed to the accomplishment of the vital mission of the
Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board. His vast knowledge and
expertise in the field of explosives safety was recognized throughout
the Department of Defense and international communities. He will be
sorely missed by his co-workers and contemporaries.
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"?REFACE

This Seminar is held as a medium by i-i,--i there may be a free

exchange of information1 regarding exiosives safety With this idea in

mind, these minutes are beeing provided for your info mation. The

presentations, made at this Seminar, do not imply i4orsement of the

ideas, accuracy of facts presented, or any-pioduct, by either the

Department of Dcfense sipiosi--sSafety Board or the Department of

Def~jgi.-~

BRUCE B. HALST'EAD
Colonel, USA
Chairman
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These proceedings are published for information as an accommodation to 0
the participants at the Seminar. The Department of Defense Explosives

Safety Board cannot accept responsibility for the correctness of those

papers wiich have been directly reproduced from copy furnished by t-he

authors.
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CHAIRMAN'S OPENING REMARKS

22d EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SEMINAR

Mrs. Pope, reneral Eckelbarger, General Fender, Commodore Peeves,

Mrs. Zaker, Distinguished Guests, Professionals of the Explosives

Safety Commuiity, friends. Welcome to the 22d Fxplosives Safety

Seminar. Our largest yet - 710 not included late registration.

The fact that oir goal for the next three days is to improve the

quality of explotives safety through the active exchange of

state-of-the-art information. Look around you. You see :ost of

the explosive safety expertise available, not only from the United

states, but also from 19 countries thru-out the world. Make the

most of this great opportunity to compare notes, rub shoulders,

and unite in pursuit of the awesome responsibilities each of us

share. We depend very much on each other to find ways of meeting

increasing requirements of military readiness with acceptable

margins of safety in an environment of more potent explosives,

limited real estate and even more limited financial resources.

It is now my pleasure to introduce to you the current members of

the Explosives Safety Board. The Army is represented by Colonel

Bill Parris from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for

Logistics, Department c(f the Army. The Alternate Board Member,

Mr. Charles Cates is also here. Mr. Cates is from the Army Safety

Center at Fort Rucker, Alabama. Captain Bob Wernsman is the Navy
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Representative. Pressing duties in OP-41 of the Navy Staff

prevent Captain Wernsman from attending. We are fortunate,

however, to have the Navy's Alternate Poard member here today, Mr.

Carlo Ferraro. He is from the Explosives and Nuclear Weapons

Safety Section in the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations in

the Pentagon. From the Air Force, our newest member Colonel Chip

Morrison. Colonel Morrison is the Chief of Weapons Safety, Air

Force Inspection and Safety Center, at nearby Norton Air Force

Base. Also from the same office, the Alternate Air Force member,

the Chief of Explosives Safety, Mr. Ken Shopher.

I would now like to introduce our Keynote Speaker for the 22d

Explosives Safety Seminar. Major General Donald Eckelbarger is

the Director for Human Resources Development in the Office of the

Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Department of the Army.

Graduating from the Military Academy and an Engineer by education,

General Eckelbarger has followed the route of an artillery officer

in his Army career. He has seen first hand the impact of our

explosives safety standards on the lives of the soldiers in his

commands and on operational readiness. As the Army's Director of

Safety, he is imminently qualified to speak to us today on the

Army's program, "Safe Army 1990." General Eckelbarger
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BALANCING OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EXPLOSIVES

SAFETY

KEYNOTE ADDRESS /

BY

MG DONALD F. ECKELBARGER

DIRECTOR OF US ARMY SAFETY

22ND DOD EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SEMINAR

26 AUGUST 1986

I AM PLEASED AND HONORED TO HAVE BEEN INVITED TO ADDRESS THIS

DISTINGUISHED GROUP OF EXPLOSIVES EXPERTS. THIs 22ND DEPARTMENT

OF DEFENSE SPONSORED EXPLOSIVE SAFETY SEMINAR PROVIDES A UNIQUE

OPPORTUNITY TO EXCHANGE INFORMATION AND TO DEVELOP IDEAS

0REGARDING ALL ASPECTS OF EXPLOSIVE SAFETY. COLLECTIVELY YOU

REPRESENT MUCH OF THE FREE WORLD'S KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN

THIS FIELD. WHILE I WILL NOT ATTEMPT TO DISCUSS THE TECHNICAL

ASPECTS OF YOUR PROFESSION, I DO WANT TO SHARE WITH YOU SOME

THOUGHTS ON EXPLOSIVES SAFETY AS VIEWED FROM MY PERSPECTIVE AS

DIRECTOR OF SAFETY FOR THE UNITED STATES ARMY.

OF THE MANY ELEMENTS OF THE ARMY'S OVERALL SAFETY PROGRAM,

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY IS ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT, IT IS DIFFICULT

BECAUSE A BALANCE MUST BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN OPERATIONAL

REQUIREMENTS AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. WE SOLDIERS MUST HAVE

EXPLOSIVES -- MUNITIONS AND WEAPONS -- TO DO THE JOB, TROOPS

TRAIN AND LIVE WITH EXPLOSIVES, WHERE INHERENT DANGER AND

0 HAZARDS ARE THEIR DAY-TO-DAY COMPANIONS, COMMANDERS
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MUST HAVE POLICIES, REGULATIONS, AND PROCEDURES -- RULES -- THAT

'lILL ALLOW THEM TO ACCOMPLISH THEIR MISSION, AND AT THE SAME TIME

PROTECT THEIR SOLDIERS. THIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE WITH FORCES

THAT ARE PREPARED FOR FORWARD DEPLOYMENT WHERE SOLDIERS MUST BE

ABLE TO LITERALLY ROLL OUT OF THEIR BUNKS, GET THEIR AMMUNITION

AND MOVE TO TACTICAL LOCATIONS - READY TO FIGHT. THEREFORE,

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY MUST SUPPORT THE ARMY MISSION, NOT IMPEDE IT.

THE NATURE OF MODERN WARFARE WITH ATTENDANT SMALL UNIT

ACTIONS, HIGHLY FLUID BATTLEFIELDS, AND EXTENDED BOUNDARIES,

COUPLED WITH THE USE OF ADVANCED WEAPONRY -- HIGH RATES OF FIRE

AND INCREASED LETHALITY -- PUTS A PREMIUM ON QUICK RESPONSE.

To MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS BATTLEFIELD, WE DEPLOY HTGHLY

SOPHISTICATED WEAPONS AND CONCENTRATE LARGE QUANTITIES OF

EXPLOSIVES IN FORWARD AND DISPERSED AREAS. THIS CAN RESULT IN

POTENTIAL RISK TO BOTH MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL, PROPERTY,

AND EQUIPMENT. IN SUCH AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT, WHERE

SOLDIERS, CIVILIANS, WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVES ARE INTER-MINGLED, A

SINGLE ACCIDENT COULD HAVE CATASTROPHIC CONSEQUENCES. IN

ADDITION TO A POTENTIAL FOR THE LOSS OF LIFE AND DESTRUCTION OF

PROPERTY, THERE IS THE POSSIBILITY THAT A MISHAP COULD GREATLY

IMPAIR OUR ABILITY TO MAINTAIN GLOBAL COMMITMENTS.

FOR EXAMPLE, AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING THE PERSHING II MISSILE

SYSTEM POSITIONED IN GERMANY CLEARLY DEMONSTRATES THIS POINT.

ON 11 JANUARY 1985, DURING A ROUTINE TRAINING EXERCISE, A

PERSHING II MISSILE MOTOR CAUGHT FIRE AS IT WAS BEING LIFTED OUT

OF ITS SHIPPING CONTAINER.

4



THE ACCIDE1IT HAPPENED IN A LOCAL TRAINING AREA ABOUT 3 KILOMETERS9 EAST OF HEILBRONN, WEST GERMANY. THREE SOLDIERS WER-E KILLED AND

lbOTHERS WERE INJURED. THERE WERE NO CIVILIANS, AMERICAN OR

GERMAN, INVOLVED,

THE SEQUENCE WENT SOMETHING LIKE THIS. MISSILE HANDLERS WERE

STARTING TO ASSEMBLE A LIVE MISSILE TAKEN FROM ITS STORAGE

CONTAINER. IT WAS THE THIRD MISSILE ASSEMBLY OPERATION CONDUCTED

THAT DAY. AS THE MOTOR WAS BEING LIFTED FROM ITS CONTAINER, AN

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE IGNITED THE ROCKET MOTOR WHICH THEN

BURNED RAPIDLY FOR SEVERAL MINUTES. THERE WAS NO EXPLOSION. IN

ADDITION TO THE SOLDIERS KILLED AND INJURED, THE MOTOR AND

SHIPPING CONTAINER WERE DESTROYED, THE VEHICLE AND OTHER RELATED

EQUiPMENT WAS DAMAGED.

AMERICAN AND GERMAN SAFETY OFFICIALS JOINTLY CONDUCTED AN0 ~EXHAUSTIVE. INVESTIGATION TO IDE14TIFY WHAT WENT WRONG. THIS

EFFORT DETERMINED THE EXACT CAUSE OF THE FIRE AND CORRECTIVE

ACTIONS HAVE BEEN TAKEN.

ALTHOUGH THERE WERE NO NUCLEAR WARHEADS OR NUCLEAR MATERIALS

AT THE SCENE OR INVOLVED IN THE ACCIDENT IN ANY WAY, ACCIDENTS

LIKE THIS CAN GREATLY UNDERMINE THE CONFIDENCE OF HOST COUNTRIES

IN OUR ABILITY TO SAFELY MAN AND MAINTAIN OUR WEAPONS SYSTEMS.

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF

MAINTAINING DEPLOYED FORCES WEIGHED AGAINST THE POTENTIAL RISKS

OF ACTIVITIES INVOLVING EXPLOSIVES IS AN ACCIDENT WHICH TOOK

PLACE HERE INJ THE UNITED STATES.

IN 1985, A COMMERCIAL TRAILER TRUCK TRAVELING THROUGH0 OKLAHOMA, WAS TRANSPORTING 10 MARK 84 BOMBS DESTINED FOR

5



OVERSEAS. IT COLLIDED WITH A PRIVATE AUTOMOBILE ON A MAJOR

INTERSTAYE HIGHWAY. THE CAR CAUGHT FIRE AND SUBSEQUENTLY

DETONATED SEVERAL OF THE BOMBS. THE EXPLOSION4S LEFT A 27 FOOT

DEEP CRATER IN THE MIDDLE OF THE HIGHWAY. NEARLY HALF THE

BUILDINGS IN A NEARBY TOWN WERE DAMAGED, AND MORE THAN 5>0 PEOPLE

WERE INJURED. As ONE WOULD EXPECT, THE EVENTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES

OF THIS ACCIDENT RECE T VED NATIONWIDE TELEVISION AND NEWS MEDIA

COVERAGE. THIS ACCIDENT CAUSED ANXIETY AMONG MEMBERS OF THE

AMERICAN PUBLIC, JUST AS THE PERSHING MISSILE ACCIDENT CAUSED

ALARM AMONG GERMAN CITIZENS.

THESE TWO ACCIDENTS SERVE TO UNDERSCORE THE FACT THAT ANY

ACTIVITY INVOLVING EXPLOSIV/ES IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE, AND A

SINGLE INCIDENT CAN PRODUCE CATASTROPHIC RESULTS. ACCIDENTS SUCH

AS THESE REMIND US OF THE NECESSITY FOR CONSTANTLY FOCUSING ON

BETTER MEANS OF PROVIDING A SAFE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT III ALL

ASPECTS OF THE EXPLOSIVES BUSINESS.

APART FROM THE OBVIOUS AND SINCERE HUMANITARIAN CONCERN FOR

THE SAFETY OF SOLDIERS AND CIVILIANS, EXPLOSIVES SAFETY IS A KEY

FACTOR IN TERMS OF READINESS. WE MUST SUPPORT OUR TACTICAL

MISSION IN AREAS WHERE SOLDIERS LOAD AMMUNITION ONTO TACTICAL

VEHICLES, TRANSPORT IT ON CIVILIAN HIGHWAYS, AND USE IT IN

TRAINING. WE MUST ALSO MAINTAIN A HIGH DEGREE OF SAFETY ir~i

MANUFACTURING, HANDLING, AND' STORING OUR MUNITIONS TO INSURE A

HIGH STATE OF COMBAT CAPABILITY.

BECAUSE OF THE INHERENT HAZARD POTENTIAL OF AMMUNITION AND

EXPLOSIVES, IT IS EVEN MORE VITAL THAT 1NEW APPROACHES TO THIS

ASPECT OF SAFETY BE DISCUSSED AND SUBSEQUENTLY DEVELOPED, AT

MEETINGS SUCH AS THIS.

6



THE ARMY FULLY REALIZES THAT ITS EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROGRAM

HAS TO BE A BALANCE BETWEEN ONE THAT PROVIDES FOR TOTAL

PROTECTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY AND ONE THAT PERMITS FIELD

COMMANDERS TO ACCOMPLISH THEIR MISSION OF TRAINING A COMBAT READY

FORCE,

A POSITIVE SIGN OF THE ARMY'S COMMITMENT TO IMPROVING

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY AND AN INDICATION OF THE HIGH ORDER OF ITS

PRIORITY IS THE FACT THAT EVEN IN THIS ERA OF GRAMM-RUDMAN BUDGET

CUTS, THE ARMY HAS FUNDED AN ADDITIONAL $30 MILLION FOR IMPROVING

THE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY POSTURE FOR DEPLOYED FORCES. THIS MONEY,

WHICH SURVIVED A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE DISTRIBUTION PROCESS, WILL BE

USED TO BUILD PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES AND TO RELOCATE AMMUNITION

STORAGE SITES AREAS AWAY FROM AREAS POPULATED BY SOLDIERS AND

CIVILIANS.

TO FURTHER ENHANCE OUR ARMY EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROGRAM,

SEVERAL KEY ACTIONS HAVE BEEN TAKEN.

FIRST, WE HAVE PROVIDED EXPANDED ARMY EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

TRAINING COURSES TO MEET THE WORLDWIDE NEEDS OF SAFETY

SPECIALISTS AND SAFETY APPRENTICES. THESE TRAINING COURSES Focus

ON DAY TO DAY MISSION REQUIREMENTS DEALING WITH THE STORAGE AND

TRANSPORTATION OF EXPLOSIVES.

SECOND, WE ARE DEVELOPING RISK ASSESSMENT POLICIES SO THAT

SAFETY PERSONNEL WILL BETTER UNDERSTAND MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND

BE ABLE TO FULLY INTEGRATE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY INTO OPERATIONS,

THEREBY ACHIEVING A SITUATION THAT COMPLEMENTS BOTH MISSION AND

SAFETY.



THIRD, WE ARE WORKING TOWARD WRITING EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

INSTRUCTIONS INTO OPERATION ORDERS SO THAT FIELD COMMANDERS WILL

RECOGNIZE AND MINIMIZE RISKS DURING TACTICAL TRAINING.

FINALLY, WE ARE WORKING CLOSELY WITH ALLIES AND HOST COUNTRY

OFFICIALS TO RESOLVE SPECIAL EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROBLEMS

WORLDWIDE. TOP ARMY OFFICIALS ARE INVOLVED IN REVIEWING AND

SUPPORTING THESE INITIATIVES. THESE ON-GOING ACTIONS ARE A

POSITIVE SHIFT TOWARD THE CONCERN FOR STRIKING A BALANCE BETWEEN

OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EXPLOSIVE SAFETY.

BEFORE I FINISH, I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY MENTION AN

INITIATIVE THE ARMY HAS DEVELOPED TO IMPROVE ITS SAFETY PROGRAM.

IN OCTOBER 1985, THE CHIEF OF STAFF ENDORSED A 5-YEAR PLAN

ENTITLED SAFEARMY 1990. THIS LONG-RANGE STRATEGY CALLS FOR

IMPROVEMENTS IN ALL ASPECTS OF SAFETY.

A KEY PART OF THIS PLAN CALLS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A

PROGRAM GOAL FOR EXPLOSIVE SAFETY. THIS GOAL PROVIDES FOR THE

INTEGRATION OF SAFETY PRACTICES IN MOVEMENT PLANS AND OPERATIONAL

PROCEDURES, ESPECIALLY THOSE RELATED TO PRE-POSITIONING AND

PRE-STOCKING OF EXPLOSIVES, THREE OF THE KEY ACTIONS IN SUPPOPT

OF THIS GOAL ARE DEVELOPING AN AUTOMATED DATA BANK CONTAINING THE

LATEST EXPLOSIVES HAZARD CLASSIFICATION DATA, ASSESSING THE

IMPACT OF EXPLOSIVES SAFETY CRITERIA ON DEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS,

AND EVALUATING THE OPTIONS FOR LOWERING THE LEVEL OF RISK.
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BECAUSE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY IS NOW AN INTEGRAL PART OF SAFEARMY

1990, IT REMAINS A DYNAMIC, FR.EXIBLE PROGRAM THAT CAN ADAPT TO

CHANGES. MANY OF THESE CHANGES WILL BE STIMULATED BY THE WORK OF

YOU AND YOUR COLLEAGUES.

IN LOOKING AT THE CONFERENCE AGENDA I WAS IMPRESSED WITH THE

VARIETY AND IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECTS TO BE COVERED, THE

DIVERSITY OF THE PARTICIPANTS, AND THE CHALLENGE YOU HAVE SET FOR

YOURSELVES. I KNOW THAT EACH OF YOU WILL BENEFIT GREATLY FROM

THIS CONFERENCE, IT CAN BE A SOURCE OF IDEAS WHICH WILL ASSIST

GREATLY IN OUR SEARCH FOR NEW KNOWLEDGE, NEW TECHNIQUES, AND NEW

APPLICATIONS. THE CHALLENGE BEFORE US IS TO MEET THE NEED FOR

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BOMBS, BULLETS, AND

SHELLS THAT THE SOLDIER CAN "BEND, FOLD, AND SPINDLE", OR AS YOU

USUALLY SAY, INSENSITIVE ENERGETIC MATERIALS. WE NEED BETTER

0 BLAST-RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION, AND A SAFER MEANS OF HANDLING

TRANSPORT ANU STORING OF EXPLOSIVES. WE ALSO NEED PEOPLE WHO ARE

INNOVATIVE IN THEIR APPROACH TO EXPLOSIVE SAFETY.

I AM CERTAIN THAT WHATEVER YOUR SPECIFIC INTERESTS ARE, THE

NEXT THREE DAYS OF THE SEMINAR WILL AFFORD YOU THE CPPORTUNITY TO

EXPLORE THEM PROFITABLY.

k WISH YOU EVERY POSSIBLE SUCCESS.

0 ,
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15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH RISK MANAGEMENr

A REVIEW FROM A MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

by
Maj. Gen. U.F. Bender

Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics
Chtairman of the Swiss Military Explosives Safety Board

ABSTRACT

In 1971 risk management was introduced in Switzerland for dealing with
safety in the storage of aimmunition. After briefly reviewing the develop-
ment of safety regulations in Swiss ammiunition storage and main features
of the new safety concept, a review of fifteen years of first-hand ex-
perience from a management perspective is presented. General experience

asserts tChat risk management requires
-special management involvement

-time and patience

-an atmosphere of multilateral trust and confidence

Practical experience with risk management shows that

-actual risks from ammnunition storages in Switzerland were drastically
reduced in the last 10 years at minimum cost

-under Swiss conditions, compliance with NATO safety principles would
only lead to a marginal increase of safety, while causing large
financial outlays

- needed additional manpower is relatively small while substantial sav-
ings in overall systems costs can be obtained

- the reaction of Swiss politicians were generally positive; risk manage-
ment can also bring positive side effects in other areas.



INTRODUCTION

Exactly 15 years ago, the first quantitative risk analysis of an amimuni-
tion storage installation was preserted to the Swiss Explosives Safety
Board. This event was a major milestone in the history of Swiss explosives
safety regulations. It inaugurated a transition phase from a traditional
safety concept that was based on quantity-di stance tables to a modern
safety concept based on assessing quantitative risk values.

Fifteen years of first-hand experience with this new safety concept, and
with problems presented b~y the transitional phase were collected since
then. As chairman of the Swiss Explosives Safety Board, I can state that
it has been a very positive experience. We have learned in these years a
lot about the DO's and DONT's of the risk concept.

I intend with my talk to present to this distinguished audience several
important experiences that were obtained in my country. Several presenta-
tions given at the last seminar, in 1984, especially the opening addresses
by my colleagues from the British and Australian safety boards, demon-
strated to me that other nations have also considered the introduction of
similar concepts. Though each nation must adapt this concept to its own
and special situation, our experience in Switzerland might help other's in
one way or another.

HISTORY OF AIMtIITION SAFETY REGULATIONS IN SWITZERLAND

Let me set out with a brief review of the history of Swiss regulations
pertaining to ammunition storage. Up to the end of World War II, Switzer-
land lacked extensive regulations in this field. Though the responsible
authorities knew that neighboring nations had established far more string-
ent regulations, our authorities trusted in the high quality of our ammnu-
nition and regarded major accidents as practically impossible. As a re-
sult, large storage facilities were built in close proximity to civilian
installations.

Such thinking ended abruptly after World War 11, when four consecutive
accidents killed 19 persons and inflicted over 100 milli~ons of Swiss
f rancs of damage to the affected surroundings and to the installations,
plus the loss of almost 101000 tons of anmmunition. The most spectacular
and devastating event occurred in an underground installation on December
19, 1947, which killed 9 persons, when part of a mountain came down on a
nearby village.

These events marked a first major milestoiie in the history of Swiss safety
regulations. The Swiss Military Explosives Safety Board was established,
and one of its first tasks was to work out new and more stringent regula-
tions. In essence, the new regulations followed the traditional and widely
accepted concept of saf ety-di stances to inhabited buildings and to roads,
and also the concept of various hazard categories.

Only a few years after the new regulat4'rns became effective, a number of
problems arose:
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- The amount of ammunition and its explosive content steadily increased;

- The military readiness require-ment called for additional storage space
closer to populated areas, and for mixed storage of various hazard ca-
tegories;

- As urbanization of Switzerland steadily progressed, dwellings, indus-
tries and roads moved closer to existing installations.

In the mid 6Oies, it became obvious that this situation permitted only
three feasible alternatives:

1. Increasing the niumber of waivers from existing regulations;
2. Relocation of existing storages;
3. Development of new regulations based on a new safety concept.

The Explosives Safety Board realized that an increase of waivers would be
"sticking one's head in the sand", while the financial resources necessary
to relocate existing storage would be unavailable, aside from the diffi-
culties in finding appropriate sites. The Board therefore detided at the
end of the 6Oies to investigate possibilities for working out new regula-
tions. They were to be based on a safety concept that incorporates the
following features:

- Quantitative assessment of actually expected damage from accidental ex-
plosions, through risk analysis, considering

"* a realistic amiount of explosives involved in an explosive event;
"* a realistic analysis of explosion effects;
*a realistic and probabilistic prognosis of persons present in hazard
zones;

- Realistic probability consideration of accidental explosions;
- Explicit criteria -For acceptable risks;

- Cost-Benefit Analysis for improving the safety situation.

As my introductory sentence stated, the first experimental risk analysis
of an underground installation based on this new safety .oncept was pre-
sented to our Board in 1971. After careful review, the Board decided to
adopt this concept for the future, marking the second important milestone
in the history of Swiss s;afety regulations.

The last 15 years were devoted to introducing this new safety concept.
During an initial phase, research was sponsored to work out the technolo-
gical base for risk analysis. It consisted of theoretical and experimental
work, for simulating explosion effects as well as of realistically esti-
mating probabilities of accidental events. In addition, research was spon-
sored to develop criteria for risk acceptance and for answering questions
of risk acceptability.

In a second phase, the administrative framework was established. It con-
sisted of elaborating detailed regulations for the administrative authori-
ties; recruitment and training of personnel for performing risk analysis
and development of computer code for facilitating numerics of risk ana-

I, 1 ys is.
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The third phase, still in progress, is devoted to the practical implemen-
tation of this concept in the storage system. It consists of step-by-step
analysis of all existing storage installations. These analyses form the
basis for deciding to which extent further use can be approved, and for
measures to be taken to improve the safety situation. The authorities are
allowed to switch to the new regulation and introduce mixed anmmunition6
storage only when all these conditions are met.

REVIEW FROM A MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

Our generally positive experience with risk management in ammunition safe-
ty does not mean that we lacked problems during the last fifteen years. We
too had to recognize that risk management is not. just another technical
tool which you buy just once and then let the authorities use it. In many
ways, risk management is also a new way of thinking about and of looking
at your problems. It therefore needs management's special attention. Let
me cite three points, which, based on Swiss experience, are of special im-
portance in this context:

1. Risk Management Requires Management Involvement

The traditional safety concept based on quantity-distance tables is fairly
easy to administrate and does not require much management involvement. De-
fining the appropriate quantity-distances is a purely technical task and-
provided saf ety-di stances are followed - the check is straightforward and
may be left to lower-level authorities. A clear black-and-white definition
exists between a "safe" and an "unsafe" condition. When switching to the9
risk concept, however, the dividing line between "safe" and "unsafe" con-
ditions becomes blurred. Therefore, top level management must be involved
when questions of value judgements or special technical issues are addres-
sed such as the following:

- What safety goals should be established?

- What numerical values should be selected for the criteria of individual
and collective risk?

- How can compatibility be assured between goals for &'miunition safety
and safety goals in other technical fields?

- Which trade-off between risk, costs, and military readiness are appro-
priate in actual cases of ammunition storage?

- Which numerical probability estimates of accidental explosions are
appropriate?

- Which conditions must be met, and which measures must be taken to
assure that the probability factor does not rise?

Based on our experience, we therefore recommuend to set up a managewe~nt
structure which is capable of coping with such questions.
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2. Risk Management Requires Time and Patience

Risk management requires time, both during the transitional ph ase from
former regulations to risk-based regulations, and during the subsequent
phase. The effort required to perform initial risk analyses for all of
your current storage installations must not be underestimated: technical
tools have to be prepared, skilled personnel must be trained and data have
to be collected before even analysis work can start and which - depending
on the local situation - requires varying time periods.

This initial work will usually be followed by sporadic future efforts.
Risk management requir-es updates of risk analyses and a new assessment of
the safety situation whenever the situation in affected surrounding areas
changes. Keeping track of safety is therefore a continuous task.

Aga~n, based on ;uir experience in Switzerland, we recommend that all pro-
spetive risk mranagement proponents set realistic goals regarding transi-
tion time, and to proceed along clear priority lines.

3. Risk Management Requires an Atmosphere of Multilateral Trust and
Confidence

From the traditional safety-distances concept, even top level managers can
read the required distances, e.g., to inhabited buildings, from the corre-
sponding table in the regulations, and compare them to existing distan-
ces. Special skill, however, is required to check input data and numerics
of a risk analysis, which is difficult, if not impossible, for higher
management. The responsibility for accuracy of risk analysis, therefore,
rests with the analyst. He can cheat by selecting wrong input data at ran-
dom. Such "mistakes" are often difficult to uncover. For risk management
to be truly successful, it thus becomes necessary for top management to
amply support the executive authorities so that a basic atmlosphere of
trust and confidence will exist.

After hearing about these basic prerequisites of successful risk manage-
mernt, I can imagine thit you w'ill be asking: "Is it really worthwhile go-
ing for the risk concept?", "Do the benefits outweigh the efforts?". To
answer these questions, I will, in the final F. irt of my presentation con-
front you with our practical experiences and the results which we have
gained in Switzerland since introducing risk management.

a. Comparing Risk Situations of Storages in 1.975 and in 1985

Shortly after introducing the risk conicept, a preliminary risk analysis
was performed for all existing storage installations in order to obtain an
overview of the safety situation and to designate priorities during the
transitional phase. The result for one group of installations is schernati-
:cally shown in this graph. Each bar represents one storage installation,
while the height of each bar represents the risk as of 1975. This graph
clearly demonstrates an unbalanced overall risk situation at a consider-
able number of storages with high risk values, as well as a large number
of storages with medium and small risk walues. Needless to say, the
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responsible authorities were much astonished when this picture was shown.
Ten years later, in 1985, the overall risk situation of the same group of
storage installations was again designated. This graph showvs that most of
the high risk situations have been eliminated, mostly by improved ammnuni-
tion allocation to existing storage installations, but also through tech-
nical safety measures. The total cost of this program amounted to several
million Swiss francs. Overall capacity of this group of storages remained
approximately the same. We miv thus state that thanks to risk management
we were able to keep our storaje capacity, and at the same time substan-
tially improve our risk situat'ion. Moreover, we have to keep in mind the
increasing urbanization of our~ country during this decade. No doubt, a
real and measurable sticzess!

b. Comparing Swiss Regulations wuith NATO Safety Principles

A substantial amount of our reserve ammunition for the first readiness
phase is stored in above-ground freestanding storage facilities, dispersed
all over Switzerland. A clear comparison, between quantities allowed by
our risk-based regulations, and by NATO regulations based on quantity-
distance relationships, can be made for these types of storages.

11 am, for example, taking a region in which 20 storage facilities are lo-
cated. According to our regulations we are authorized to use 19 of them
and to store a total of about 2100 tons of anmunition of mixed hazard ca-
tegories. Only one storage proved to have an unacceptable safety situa-
tion. According to the total risk value resulting in this region, we would
tolerate 1 fatality in about 1700 years, i.e. a fairly low risk according
to our regulations. 

1
Were we to apply quantity-di stances of the NATO Safety Principles to the
situation of these same 20 storages, only 7 of them could henceforth be
used for storing ammunition of mixed hazard categories. The 13 remaining
storages do not, in one way or another, comply with required minimum
safety distances to inhabited building or roads. The storage capacity in
this region would be reduced to about 500 tons of ammnunitioni. This reduced
capacity could only be somewhat increased if the various hazard categories
wt -e stored separately. This, however, would substantially decrease the
required military readiness level. Therefore, we can conclude that
complying with NATO Safety Principles would force us to build 20 to 25 new
storages in order to meet the required total capacity of 2100 tons of
ammunition in this region. Provided that we can find acceptable storage
sites, it would cost up to 10 million Swiss francs, just for one particu-
lar storage region.

In this situation we have to ask the crucial question: "Would storage ac-
cording to NATO Safety Principles provide more safety trian storagJe accord-
ing to the Swiss risk-based situation?" Based on detailed risk, analyses
for actual storage sites fulfilling NATO standards, and by comparison with
the actual storage sites that fulfill Swiss safety criteria, we ,-an answer
that in this particular region NATO principles provide only a -marginally
higher safety than our regulations. Instead of the previously mentioned
total risk value of 1 expected fatality in 1700 years, we wo~jld accept
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an overall risk of 1 fatality in 2200 years. This small difference is
chiefly because NATO principles focus on the closest building or road
only, and not on the total number of persons exposed to an accidental ex-
plosion, both in buildings, cars and in the open field.

Thus, we may conclude that, in Swiss conditions,' compliance with NATO
safety principles increases the safety only marginally, while necessitat-
ing considerable financial costs. Based on our experience, the risk-con-
cept enables an efficient use of existing storage facilities while main-
taining high safety and high military readiness levels.

c. Necessary Manpower for Implementing Risk-Management

At the present time, about 2/3 of all storage facilities are being operat-
ed according to risk-based regulations. Efforts to subordinate existing
facilities to new regulations are slowly decreasing, whereas efforts to
update the risk analysis continuously increase. Based on our experience so
far, we expect that in the future 5 to 10 individuals will be required
full time to administrate risk management for armmunition storages. They
are responsible for updating analyses and for the technology base. Compar-
ed to the size of our ammunition storage system, and the total number of
persons involved, we regard this as a small additional effort. Moreover,
it is our experience that risk-management, as a consequence of better and
more economical allocation schemes, resulted in saving manpower for ope-
rating the storages. Thus, we can definitely state that according to our
experience in Switzerland, risk management costs nio more than the tradi-
tional safety concept. In fact, our figures indicate substantial overall
savings.

d. The Politician's Response to Risk-Managemnt

In several instances, politicians as well as local authorities were expos-
ed to the risk-management idea. While it would be unrealistic to expect
unanimous acceptance of these ideas throughout the political spectrum, our
experience showed that most politicians fully accepted this idea. In in -stances where local cokwniunities planned civil developments near existing
installations, local authorities even got involved in the process of risk
analysis by providing input data estimates. Consequently, they obtained a
general understanding of safety problems and eventually agreed to this

p method as a basis for negotiations.

The positive reaction of the majority of politicians, as observed in Swit-
zerland, is not really surprising. First of all, risk-management is a
trade-off method for multiple objectives, i.e., of safety, money and mili-
tary criteria in an. openly demonstrable way. And making trade-off s is,
after all, the way democracy works. Secondly, the militilt system of the
Swiss Army enhances understanding for defense problems and provides the
essential basis of confidence in our defense system.
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e. Positive Side-Effects of Risk-Hwiigement

As mentioned earlier, risk-management is more than just another tool. It
is also a new way of thinking. Risk-management requires systematic and ra-
tional thinking, a readily understandable and open demonstration of the
problem and of ways to solve it and, lastly, ;t requires factor and cr1.-
teria quantification, as well as cost-benefit considerations. All these
aspects are, of course, not limited to the problem of safety of ammunitGn
storage. As a positive side-effect of our work in anmiunition storage, we
have observed during the last few years that the underlying way of think-
ing has spread to other areas as well; first to the related area of ammu-
nition and explosives manufacture, and recently also to such areas as
military optimization and protection of military installations.

Ladies and gentlemen, each nation confronts its special situation. Thus,
something benefiting one nation need not be equally effective for an-
other, I suppose that this also applies to our experience with risk
management. For us, it has been consistently positive and worthwile, and I
hope that this will also be your future experience.

Thank you.
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TURNING POINT TO A NEW SAFETY CONCEPT

I INCREASING EXPLOSIVE CONTENT

MILITARY READINESS REQUIREMENTS
* Storages Closer to Populated Areas
o Mixed Storage

CONTINUING URBAN13ATION

Figure 1
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FEATURES OF NEW SAFETY CONCEPT

QUANTITATIVE ASSESMIENT OF ACTUALLY
EXPECTED DAMAGE THROUGH RISK ANALYSIS

"* Reaflstic Arnumni of Explosfves mvo
In an Explosive Event

"* Realistic Analysis of Explosion Effects

e Reaflstic Proonoshs of Persons Present
In Hazar- Zones

REALISTIC PROBABILITY
CONSIDERATION OF
ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS _

EXPLICIT CRITERIA FOR ,

ACCEPTABLE RISKS ACCU". ACaPT.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Figure 2
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GENERAL EXPERIENCES WITH RISK MANAGEMENT

1. RISK MANAGEMENT REQUIRES
MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT

2. RISK MANAGEMENT REQUIRES
TIME AND PATIOENC

3. RISK MANAGEMENT REQUIRES AN
ATMOSPHERE OF MULTILATERAL
TRUST AND CONFIDENCE

Figure 3
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES WITH RISK MANAGEMENT

COMPARING RISK SITUATIONS OF STORAGES
IN 1975 AND 1985

"",975.

STnORAGE TALnMS

1985 * Total Storage Capacity
Unchanged

", Total Cost of Safety
knprovement: 4 Mio SFr.

STORAGP, WITALLATUONS

Figure 4
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES WITh RISK MANAGEMENT

COMPARING SWISS REGULATIONS WITH
NATO SAFETY PRINCIPLES

* 20 Freestanding Storages In a
Actual Region In SwIfterland

* Required Storage Capacity
In Region: 2100 Tons

"NATOCOPARISON swns mouLAOm saner pwOMP"S

Adwttedl, maoea faora
Amommal~onStre~go 19 in 7 f x

Sales*8 XXXXX

t100 TIMM B0 ToMnNem"On storute" 111

Ho ere easeasNone 2000
* a am maa
sme*a

- *Costs None -10 Mw. aFr.

TOWa Number of 19 .s! l~~torage* 0-1

Aeopted Total Risk 1 Fatality In I 1 Fetailty In
From AN Storees 1700 To y200 Yews

Figure 5
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ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY AND ITS IMPACT ON EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

Introduction

SLIDE
I Ladies and Gentlemen, it is a great honour and pleasure to have been

invited to speak at this 22nd Defense Explosives Safety Seminar. For
that I thank Coknel Bruce Halstead and before him Captain Otis Brooks.
My subject to-day is Advancing Technology and its Impact on Explosives
Safety.

'Stop the World I want to get off' is a well known saying and no doubt
there are many In this hall today who have at one time or another have
said just thah. But technology is a remorseless juggernaut and hard
taskmaster which does not accept complacency and just does not allow
us to stop tho world. Over the years, most nations have deri-v*ed
principles which if adhered to during weapon design and manufacture
will enable the weapon to be assessed as safe and suitable for service
and indeed, a harsonised set of such principles Is currently being
prepared within NATO. Similarly, national and international guidelines
for the safe storae& and transport of explosives and weapons have been
generated. My talk will address the pressures these principles and
guidelines are facing as a result of changing technology and then I
intend to address what we in the UK are doing to face up to them.

It would be easy for a safety authority to lay down a set of
principles by which a weapon will be judged for safety and then to say
to designers either you obey them or your weapon will not get the
clearances it needs to go into service. Such a rigid approach is only
tenable if your rules are seen to be credible, relevant and cost-
effective and in a world of advancing technology and increased
rAmpatitiveness, this is rarely possible. Safety authorities have to
be receptive to new ideas, though not so receptive as to be changing
principles every time a new project or technical advance arises. We
have to achieve a fine balance - if we are too conservative, we will
be regarded as an irrelevant barrier to pro&resa and a hindrance to
weapon development - if we are too dyramic, our principles will have
no stability or provwn track record causing confusion and muddle and
we would rightly lose credibility as a safety authority. Nevertheless
the recent disasters in the world this year serve as a timely reminder
that the glitter and seductiveness of technology can blind people to

SLIDE safety can blind people to safety requirements and as examples I show
2 two slides which record the disaster at Chernobyl and also here in the

SLIDE US the tragedy of the Shuttle Challenger. To show you that danger is
3 non discrimatory and that I am not being nationalistically selective,

SLIDE the next slide shows UK's most notorious safety incident of the last
4 18 months - the Bradford fire where 60 people lost their lives and

five times that number were injured due to the practise of out of date
safety procedures.
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Just as we in the military learnt a great deal from the LISS Forrestal
fire - indeed, many of the safety tests we now carry out on weapons

BLANK stem from that incident - I am sure that many lessons will be learnt
trom th"mee more recent disasters.

In the military explosives world, advancing technology is giving us
Increased missile accuracy and hence we are seeing a trend towards
smaller warheads albeit with more energetic materials, together with
larger and more energetic propellants to give the greater speeds arnd
ranges being called for. The transcending trend, however, is in the
advent of micro-computers. No self-respecting weapon is without its
chips and software and more and more they are being used for safety
critical functions in missiles and ammunition.

As a backcloth to these trends is the greater public awareness of
safety generally - the increase in single issue pressure groups is
testimony to the fact that western society is not prepared any longer
to be treated paternalistically by those in authority but vish to be
part of the consultative process, where the publics weosl being is
concerned. This same public, on the other hand, is unhappy to see
good farming or building land being left fallow because explosives
quantity distance rules demand, on the grounds of public safety, that
sufficient space be left to provide a safety zone surrounding
explosives concentrations - a problem I suspect which is more acute in
crowded Europe than here in the USA. Consequently, Safety Authorities
have now to be even more careful and even more thorough in their
deliberations anid be prepared for their findings to be Justified in
open debate.

On the other hand, the industrial scene presents us with a conflicting
pressure. Some 60% of UK's contracts these days are fixed price
packages to cover development and the costs of the first production
batch. Within these packages are the trials analysis and hardware
needed to enable the safety authority to reach its Independent judge-
merit on safety. That judgement at the end of the day is subjective
with the constraint that safety cannot readily be traded off' against
other parameters when either the money becomes tight or the schedule
starts to slip. In the competition to win a contract, firms generally
gamble on success-oriented programmes. If in the event, results of
the trials are negative and thus have to be repeated after some
modification to the design, budget problems a~rise. Consequently,
commercial pressure is, in effect, for a lowering of safety standards-
an inescapable fact, I fear, which is usually hotly denied by the
companies themselves.

Nevertheless, it is my opinion that the public is winning the argument
and higher standards of safety are being called for.

In support of that judgement, let me cite the demonstration of the
safety of a nuclear waste container which was carried out by the UK's
Central Electricity Generating Board in 1985. The aim Was to show

SLIDS that the container was virtually indestructible. To this end, a train
5 was obtained from British Rail and deliberately crashed into a nuclear

fuel flask. The slides form a series of snapshots of the trial. The
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SLIM train plus its three carriages weighed 250 Tonnes and the impect
6 velocity was 100 mph. The flask was cuboid in shape, of aide two and

SLIDE a quarter metres long, and weighed with its various ancillaries, some
48 Tonnes. After the impact it took five mteconds for all the
components involved in the crash to come to rest. The locomotive was
crushed, the carriages were badly damaged but the nuclear flask was
funtionally intact. The point about this demonstration was that it
cost a considerable sum of money to stage and had very little
scientific or engineering value. It was put on as a Public Relations
Exercise for the media in order to get full TV &ad press coverage
with the Intention of favourably influencing public opinions towards
the expansion of UK nuclear generating plant and reprocessing
facilities. As the Chairman of the Central Electricity Generating
Board said afterwards "In the past, people have had to take our word
that these flasks are safe. Now they can see for themselves".

These factors of growing public awareness and industrial competition
make it more important than ever, that those of us in the safety world
anticipate new developments so that we are prepared accordingly when
they are presented to us and that we react correctly taking due regard
of public opinion as well as of military considerations. I am now

SLIME going to describe some examples of current interest to the UK and I
8 have chosen software, pyrotechnic initiated ammunition, seamines,

submunitions and risk analysis as illustrative of the various aspects
of the problems that face us. Let me start with that most dramatic of
post war developments, namely electronics and software.

Software

Thee have been several recent weapon designs in which safety has been
invested in software. A particular example is software based safety and
arming mechanisms In guided weapons and gun ammunition. UK design
principles decree that these mechanisms should be designed such that,
and I quote, "No single circumstance can result in arming until the
spec • arming distance is reached". This implies the uae of at
leaj. two safety features which are independent and which are operated
by separate stimuli.

Micro-compvters\ and softwa•, prr.' iidi•ig Eafety functions can meet this
criterion, provided one. of7 t.ie saftaty brealks to not a semi-conductor,
but even so we have had to develop a new appet ach for validating the
software where it is in ftz providing one o.7 ihe safety features.
Consequently, the UK Ordnanco Board gathered to-ether a cross-section
of the software expertise that was available and as a result of their
deliberaitions, guidelines were produced. As far as safety critical

SLID software is concerned two important aspects are highlighted - the
9 d of the software so that it can be audited by an independent

authority and the assessment itself. With regard to the desieg,
several principles have been evolved but essentially it comes down
to two main points.

Firstly, There should be a rigorous software requirement specifica-
tion mathematically defined stating unequivocally the required
functions of the software. This must be followed by a system design A
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specification stating how the system shall perform the required
functions, subdividing it down as necessary into program modules.
These in turn must have their own mathematical requirement specifi-
cation and~ associated design specification.

Secondly, A risk analysis shall be carried out module by module and
configuration control and documentation shall be to the highest
standards.

As for the assessments, discovery of software errors has been achieved
traditioaally by a combination of pre-delivery dynamic testing - that
is, carrying out tests with a range of inputs and monitoring the
outputs for correct'ness - and post-delivery customer misfortune.
However, exhaustive testing is considered to be neither theoretically
nor financially possible, while partial testing is inconclusivG.
Consequently, we have decided that when we are assessing safety
critical software, we will use static analysis techniques supplemented
where necessary by some dynamic testing.

Let me say something about static analysis. Static analysis is a
technique for finding errors in computer programmes without actually
running them. On the control front, it will reveal false entry points,
including unreachable instructions, unwanted exit points including
those known to the trade as black holes etc. As far as data is
concerned, it will identify data used but not set, data set but not
later used and so on. On the semantic front, it reveals algebraic
formulae relating output to input and these may be compared with the
specification. Thus, software bugs will have been systematically
rooted out before the software is used in anger in a quick, effective
and economical manner.

Nevertheless, we still believe it advisable to carry out a limited
amount of dynamic testing after the static analysis but such testing
will be minimal and only sufficient to confirm that the software
indeed functions as intended and has been effectively debugged.

It cannot be over emphasised that a precursor to this approach, is the
need for rigourously structured software in a modular form. Indeed,
our current major activity in this field is persuading industry and
our contractors who are being required to operate in a very competi-
tive climate to adapt to this approach with the discipline it implies.

The static analysis techniques 1 have described are the culmination of
a decade of research at the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment at
Malvern and at Southampton University. Two sets of software tools are
now commercially supported: MALPAS marketed by Rex, Thompson and
Partners of Farnham, Surrey and SPADE marketed by Program Validation
Ltd of Southampton. For maximum efficiency these tools should be used
durin3 the actual software development process and it is claimed that
the checking out procedure is ten times faster than the writing pro-
Cess.

Having a set of proven software is only of benefit to safety, if the
hardware it runs on is also functionally correct. Work has been
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progressing in the UK on the formal ispecification of hardware and the
mathematical methods - method. using the same static analysis concept
an for software - which are needed to prove thi~t the implementation of
such specifications are correct under all circumstances.* This has
levad to the development of VIPER, a new 32-bit micro-processor, spec-
iltically designed for safety applications and with software whichi is
particularly amenable to static analysis. Many safety, arming and
fuzing systems, however, do not require the complexity of micro-
processor based systems, but the same techniques of hardware verifica-
tion are equally applicable to custom VLSI designs. I do have some
handouts on the static analysis tools, MALPAS and SPADE, which I will
be pleased to hand out to anyone Interested.

Pyrotechnic Initiated Ammunition
SLIDE
10 As the second example, I have chosen pyrotechnic initiated ammunition

which Is at the cheaper, mass-produced end of the weapon scale in
contrast to the expensive guided weapons which tend to have the type
of software about which I have just spoken. Pyrotechnic initiated
ammunition, is usually of the smaller calibre variety (12mm-'emm)
whose warhead is initiated on impact, by the heating of the initiating
compositions in the nose. This in turn acts as a booster to the main
charge. These initiating compositions are more 3ensitive than Tetryl
and according to the safety principles to which the UK work, should
therefore be separated from the main charge by a mechanical shutter.
Clearly, in this type of ammunition which does not even have a Safety
and Arming mechanism, this criterion is not being met. Consequently,
to avoid throwing out the concept which has the advantage of being
cheaper and more effective than its conventionally fused HE
equivalent, we are carrying out a set of safety and environmental
trials which of necessity need to be more extensive than for conven-
tionally ru-zed HE ammunition. If after this thorough examination, we
are satisfied that the pyrotechnic initiated ammunition is no less
safe than the conventionally fused round, we will of course pass it.
In the course of this work, other related aspects have been high-
lighted. For example, the use of impact sensitivity as the dominant
criterion upon which to assess the sensitivity of an explosive com-
position in relation to Tetryl has been called into qaestion. The
advent of Pyrotechnic Initiated Amumunition has certainly stirred up
much debate in the UK and elsewhere on the wider issues of sensitivity
of explosives and the UK Is now prepared to use, where appropriate, a
range of tests to assess the explosive sensitivity of a composition in
the actual configuration in the armament in which it will be used.

Sea Mines
SLIDE
11 Changing track now to the sea or more specifically undersea. I would

like to address the safety problems associated with sea mines. I
don't suppose many of you know much about the intricacies of Interna-
tional Maritime Law but we have had cause to look into it reasonably
closely because of UK's interest in modern Sea Mines.

The Hague convention No VIII of 1907 and other subsequent interna-
tional agreements require that dangerous mine fields must be declared,
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and that subsequently, after the requirement for them ceases, they
must be made safe. However, one of the operational characteri.stics
which has been made possible by modern technology, is for a mine to40 remain inactive and therefore safe to shipping for a controlled but
variable period after deployment with the aim - so the argument
goes - that it's presence need not be declared until shortly before it
is made aztive. During that interim period, shipping of various
nations may pass within the lethal zone, so it is clearly essential
that any such mine should have a very high level of safety during it's
inactive period. Similarly, a very high level of reliability is
required for the sterilisation facilities that are being asked for-
namely facilities which cnable an armed minefield to be 'switched off'
and in due course be declared safe.

There is no doubt that mines can be designed these days which can be
switched on and switched off at will and do other clever things using
modern technology, but the serious international implication of an
undeclared mine exploding will require special consideration by any
Government wishing to deploy such live mines in the inactive state
without declaring them. Acceptability of such an action will depend
very much on the circumstances prevailing at the time. We do not
believe safety authoritie3 can determine how safe is safe under these
circumstanc~es. For this reason, the UK are taking the line that we
will aasess the safety of the mine dupling the inactive period and
sterilisation period against the same standards as we use for the mine
before its deployment from the parent vehicle. It is then the
Governments' and its military forces perogative to interpret such a
statement in what ever manner they see fit, in the light of the
political and military situation pertaining at the time.

Sub-munitions
SLIDE
12 So-called maintenance free weapons is another development which modern

technology is now making possible and as an example I have chosen sub-
munitions. I define sub-munitions as the smaller munitions contained
in one larger weapon. Typical are the airfield runway destruction
weapons such as the UK's JP233 wh..ch is loaded as one weapon onto the
aircraft and when over the target fires off a multitude of sub-
munitions, some to crater the runway and the rest to act as anti-
personnel devices. A modern trend with these and other such
complicated weapons is to take advantage of the greater reliability of
modern electronics in the laudable attempt to design them as 'wooden'
rounds so that once they have left the fic~tory they require no
maintenance. The inability to breakdown such munitions has
implications for safety because there is no reasonable way in which
the sub-munitions can undergo a surveillance programme for safety in
the course of its life. Incorporation of modifications, disposal of
munitions at the end of their service life and investigation of
munition defects and accidents, all require the munition to be broken
down. As this has implications for safety we are suggesting to
designers that means of access into weapons needs to be provided even
if it means returning the weapon to a base depot or even the original
manufacturer.
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Risk analysis
SLIDE
13 As a final example and leaving the consideration of individual

weapons, I wish to changa to the area of masis storage of weapons and
introduce the work we are doing on risk analysis. I mentioned in my
opening remarks how the application of quantity distance rules could
cause conflict with the public whom they are designed to protect, by
making demands on scarce land resources. Consequently, we have put in
hand a so called Hazard and Risk study with the Royal Military College
of Science. The aim of the study is to derive a methodology for use
when licensing an explosives facility which introduces a 'risk' factor'
into the assessment. At present the quantity distance rules assume
that at some time an explosion will occur but protecto the public by
ensuring that the resulting effects of the explosion are confined
within a 'cordon sanitaire'. Dr Rees will be describing these
procedures in his talk on quantity distances later in the seminar.

Of course, there are things you can do to make an exploding mass safe
or at any rate safer. Technology, using such principles as unitisation
of stores, now building designs, chemicals to quench liquid propellant
explosives, has advanced to an extent whereby there are practical
means of reducing quantity distances if you are prepared to pay for
them. To some extent this means putting a price on safety, which may
appear cold blooded where human lives are concerned but it has to be
done for any hazardous activity where the budgets are limited. The
settlement in the Bhophal disaster in India will, I believe, cost
Union Carbide at least $350m. If the company had replaced the safety
equipment along the lines of the research to which they contributed had
inidcated, they would have spent only about $1m and killed far fewer
people - such is the wisdom of hindsight.le

It is this trade off between the cost of accidents political as well
as financial against the cost of their prevention which is at the
centre of hazard and risk assessment. Crucial is the estimation of
the likelihood of an accident occuring in the first place together
with an agreed definition of what is an acceptable risk. I am not
going to comment on the matter any further as Professor Hartley who is
leading the UK study on the derivation of a risk methodology, is
presenting a paper on the subject later in the conference.

Conclusion
BLANK
SLIDE Let me sum up. I have given some examples where technology is taking

us into uncharted seas and thpre are many other areas on which time
does not permit me to dwell. Nevertheless, I hope you have been able
to obtain some understanding of how we in the UK are responding to the
challenge of remaining a credible safety authority in an age whwje
public awareness and sensibilities need to be increasingly taken into
account, where industrial competition is becoming fiercer and where
technology is forcing us to look into new methods of working and new
standards.
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Future

What of the Future? The competitive element these days in weapon
procurement contracts has accelerated a long standing post World War
!I trend of reducing the hardware available for safety trials and
consequently a greater reliance having to be placed on paper analysis,
modelling and assessments. In the old days, it was possible to use a
statistically significant number of rounds of ammunition, say, to give
a practical demonatration of safety but sophisticated and expensive
stores such as Guided Weapons and torpedoes have made this quite
impractical and for some time now, we have had to be content with
having perhaps just one store available for a particular safety test
such as the 12m drop. The results of such tests can at best only give
safety authorities a warm feeling in their stomach that their
judgement is correct. In recognition of this trend, I would like to

SLIDE see work going ahead on two fronts. First, much more R&D effort put
14 into methods of prediction of weapon safety characteristics. The aim

ahould be to arrive at a situation whereby the study of the chemical
and physical properties of an explosive, its containment within a
weapon and the environment with which it has to contend, could lead to
a confident prediction as to its response to fire or dropping or
whatever without actually having to destroy expensive hardware in the
process. In fact, we are already some way down the road as we can
predict with reasonable precision how long some explosive stores must
be exposed to, for example, a fuel fire before an energetic reaction
is produced, and it may be possible before very long to predict how
violent that reaction will be. Secondly, in the teats that we do have
to carry out, we need to ensure that we get the maximum information
out of the tests not only by better instrumentation and by non-
destructive techniques but also by interpreting safety in its widest
sense, so that even when stores safely withstand a drop or a fire we
know by what margin that safety was achieved. The data obtained from
this second thrust would of course, support the first. My scientific
colleagues tell me that I am an impractical misty eyed idealist and
that there really is no substitute for trials. So ladies and
gentlemsen, I leave you with that clhallengtZ and thank you for listening
to me so patiently.
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GOOD MORNING LADIES AND GENTrLEMEN,

I . AS THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR FAMILY

SUPPORT, EDUCATION AND SAFETY, IT IS INDEED MY PLEASURE !'C SEE

SUCH A LARGE ATTENDANCE AT THIS IMPORTANT EXPLOSIVE SAFETY

SEMINAR. THIS TURNOUT IS PARTICULARLY GRATIFYING TO M4E BECAUSE

THE PURPOSE FOR MY BEING HERE TODAY IS TO PRESENT A POSTHUMOUS

DOD SERVICE AWARD TO THE INDIVIDUAL TO WHOM WE ARE DEDICATING

THIS SEMINAR, DR. THOMAS A. ZAKER.

BEFORE I CONTINUE, LET ME ASSURE YOU THAT I HAVE ABSOLUTELY

NO INTENTION OF "PREACHING TO THE CHOIR." I RECOGNIZE THAT

GATHERED HERE TODAY ARE SOME OF OUR BEST TECHNICAL ADVISORS AND

EXPERTS IN THE FIELD OF EXPLOSIVE SAFETY. I WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THIS OPPORTUNITY, HOWEVER, TO REPEAT SOMETHING THAT I'M SURE

YOU ALREADY KNOW - THAT WE RELY HEAVILY ON YOUR TECHNICAL

EXPERTISE. I AM THEREFORE VERY HAPPY TO SEE YOU HERE TODAY.

YOUR ATTENDANCE AT THIS SEMINAR INDICATES A HIGH LEVEL OF

COMMITMENT AND DESIRE TO KEEP ABREAST OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENTrS IN

YOUR FIELD. AS INFORMATION IS SHARED DURING THE VARIOUS SESSIONS

OF THIS SEMINAR, THE KNOWLEDGE YOU WILL GAIN AND THE USE OF THAT

KNOWLEDGE BACK AT YOUR ACTIVITY WILL, I AM SURE, MAKE MY JOB

EASIER,,

THE DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION,

HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVES, SAFETY IS

A RESPONSIBILITY OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE TO ME AND TO THE
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR FORCE MANAGEMENT AND

PERSONNEL, MR. CHAPMAN B. COX. WE STRONGLY SUPPORT YOUR EFFORTS

AND THOSE PROGRAMS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO THE OPTIMUM DEGREE OF

SAFETY ASSOCIATED WITH ALL ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCTION, HANDLING,

AND CONSERVATION AND TRANSPORTATION OF AMMUNITIONS AND

AXPLOS IVES.

THE DOD EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROGRAM ATTEMPTS TO PROVIDE THIS

DEGREE OF SAFETY BY PROVIDING A DISCIPLINED APPROACH TO IDENTIFY,

EVALUATE, AND ELIMINATE OR CONTROL HAZARDS WITHIN TWO MAJOR

CONSTRAINTS OF OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS, TIME AND COST.

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROFESSIONALS LIKE DR. ZAKER AND

YOURSELVES, BOTH IN GOVERN4MENT AND IN INDUSTRY, CONTRIBUTE

SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE DEFENSE OF THIS NATION. YOU DO THIS THROUGH

THOSE EFFORTS THAT LEAD TO A LONG-RANGE EFFECT ON THE AMMUNITION

AND EXPLOSIVES PRODUCTION BASE AND OUR NATIONAL RESOURCES, COMBAT

CAPABILITY, AND RESPONSIVENESS WHICH ARE ESSENTIAL IN MAINTAINING

THIS COUNTRY'S DEFENSE POSTURE. EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROFESSIONALS

TRULY DESERVE A GREAT DEAL OF THANKS AND APPRECIATION FOR WHAT

THEY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED. WHEN YOU STOP TO CONSIDER THE LARGE

NUMBF -)F WEAPON SYSTEMS WE HAVE WITHIN DEFENSE, THE RELATIVELY

LOW FREQUENCY OF MISHAPS AND THEIR LIMITED EFFECTS WHEN THEY DO

OCCUR, CLEARLY INDICATE THAT WE ARE DOING A LOT OF THINGS RIGHT

BUT THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT - ONE LIFE LOST IS TOO

MANY. THE INDIVIDUAL WE HAVE DEDICATED THIS SEMINAR TO AND WHO

WE ARE eNOS: TODAY HAS PLAYED A MAJOR ROLE IN THIS

ACCOMPLISHMENT.
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I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY ADDRFESS SEVERAL ELEMENTS WITHIN THE.

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROFESSION AND HOW THEY RELATED TO DR. ZAKER'S

CAREER. THESE ELEMENTS ARE ENGINEERING AND SAFETY STANDARDS-.

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO OPERATE ANY PROGRAM WITHOUT SPECIFIC

GUIDELINES. THE SET OF EXPLOSIVES SAFETY STANDARDS IS OUR GUIDE

FOR OPERATING AN EFFECTIVE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY PROGRAM. TO BE

EFFECTIVE, STANDARDS DO NOT HAVE TO BE CA111,ED IN STONE, BUT THEY

MUST BE DYNAMIC AND ABLE TO CHANGE AS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPEPIENCE

ARE GAINED FROM SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING PROGRAMS. IN

CONSIDERING THE ENGINEERING ELEMENT, THAT ASPECT OF ENGINEERING

WHICH FIRST COMES TO MIND IS THAT WHICH IS CONCERNED WITH

BALANCING OPTIMUM SAFETY WITH EFFECTIVENESS AND COST IN THE AREA

OF FACILITY S.ITES, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND LAYOUT OF OPERATIONS.

EQUALLY IMPORTANT, HOWEVER, IS THAT ASPECT WHICH DEALS WITH THE

MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, TOOLS AND MATERIALS USED IN THE LOGISTIC

LIFE CYCLE OF AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVES.

DR. THOMAS A. ZAKER, DURING HIS SIXTEEN YEARS ON THE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY BOARD, WAS ACTIVELY

INVOLVED IN THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF OUR EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

STANDARDS. HIS VIGOROUS EFFORTS IN THE INTEREST OF EXPLOSIVES

SAFETY AD~iLNCED OUR NATION'S DEFENSE IN TWO IMPORTANT WAYS - BY

BY INCORPORATING INTO THE STANDARDS QUANTITATIVE DATA

OBTAINED FROM THIE RESULTS OF TESTS AND STUDIES SPONSORED BY
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THE EXPLOSIVES BOARD, DR. ZAKER REFINED THE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

QUARANITY-DISTANCE STANDARDS FOR EARTH-COVERED MAGAZINES. THE

PURPOSE OF THESE STUDIES, WHICH WERE CONDUCTED UNDER HIS-

DIRECTION, WAS TO ACCOUNT FOR THE STRUCTURAL DEBRIS HAZARD

WHICH RESULTS FROM SMALL QUANTITIES OF EXPLOSIVES AND FOR THE

SUPPRESSION OF AN EXPLOSIVE BLAST BY THE EARTH'S COVER. IN

APPLYING THE FINDINGS OF THESE STUDIES, DR. ZAKER ALSO DEVELOPED

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY QUANTITY-DISTANCE STANDARDS FOR DOD AhtUlITION

AND EXPLOSIVES ACTIVITIES IN THEATERS OF OPERATION OUTSIDE THE

UNITED STATES WHERE GROUND AND AIR UNITS ARE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN

A HIGH STATE OF READINESS. THE APPLICATION OF THESE STANDARDS

WILL RESULT IN SAFER AND MORE ECONOMICAL UTILIZATION OF STORAGE

FACILITIES..

DR. ZAKER ALSO DEVELOPED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR METHODS OF

CONTROLLING EXPLOSION EFFECTS. UNDER HIS GUIDANCE, PRINCIPLES

WERE ALSO ESTABLISHED FOR THE PROTECTION OF WORKERS ENGAGED IN

THE PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING OF AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVES

FROM THE BLAST, FRAGMENTS AND THERMAL HAZARDS OF SUCH MATERIALS.

AS A RESULT, SAFETY STANDARDS WERE ISSUED REQUIRING PERSONNEL

PROTECTION FROM SUCH HAZARDS THROUGH FACILITY AND EQUIPMEN•f

DESIGN FEATURES.

UNDER DR. ZAKER'S LEADERSHIP, THE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY BOARD

TECHNICAL PROGRAMS DIVISION SUPERVISED AND COORDINATED THE

EXTENSIVE REVISION AND EXPANSION OF THE TRISERVICE DESIGN MANUAL,
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"'STRUCTURES TO RESIST THE EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS."

THIS MANUAL, FIRST ISSUED IN 1969, IS A HIGHLY REGARDED STANDARD

REFERENCE FOR DESIGNERS OF STRUCTURES TO RESIST EXPLOSION LOADS.

THE NEW COVERkGE AND METHODS WILL RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT ECONOMIES

IN FUTURE DESIGNS OF FACILITIES FOR AMMUNITION STORAGE AND IN THE

MANUFACTURING OF AMMUNITIONS WITH~OUT COMPROMISING EXPLOSIVES

SAFETY.
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INSENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVES EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Author:
Lt John D. Corley

Chemical Research Office':
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0 e Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL) is developing an insensitive
Q6 high explosive (IHE) for use in general purpose bombs. IHE will improve

operational readiness by increasing munitions storage density at no
additional risk. IHE candidates are tested for thermal stability, shock
sensitivity and initiability prior to full scale testing. Subsequent full
scale evaluation includes the following series of tests:

SSympathetic detonation test;
SFast cook off (Bonfire) test,
•-& Slow cook off test'
"A;? Sled impact test.
�B ullet impact test'

Fuel fire test-O'Q
Arena performance testing,

The Air Force uses state-of-the-art instrumentation techniques to
accomplish these tests. This paper describes these techniques and test
procedures leading to the IHE qualification of explosives

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE; DISTRIBUTION UNLIMITED I
AD PA 86-233
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INmoIxOTZON

The maximum amount of explosives permitted at any location relative to
inhabited buildings and public traffic routes is prescribed by the quantity/
distance (Q/D) requirements in APR 127-100 (Reference 1). In populated
regions and in areas where real estate is limited, Q/D criteria severely
restrict the quantity of munitions stored on Air Force Installations. The
primary concern in these areas is mass detonation of munitions stockpiles.
As shown in Table I, the introduction of Insensitive High Explosives (IHE)
ammunition into the inventories will significantly increase the allowable
storage quantities, thereby improving operational. readiness and sustain-
abi li ty.

TABLE I. STORAGE ADVANTAGES OF IHE

IHE Radius
Present Radius to to Inhabited

Quantity Structure Inhabited Building Building

500,000 lbs Igloo/Bldg (IHE) 3970 ft 600 ft

MK82 Pallet Open 1240 ft 65 ft

To be labelled as IHE ammunition, an explosive item must be able to
withstand any severe environment to which it might be exposed during its
life cycle without ac,,, iýlentally detonating. Additionally, an IHE item
must be able to survive the detonation of an intentionally detonated item
without sympathetic de :.onation. These environments are simulated by the
qualification tests for IHE ammuni.Aon (Reference 2). These tests and
the corresponding required results are shown in Table II. The required results
are characterized in the following manner.

A detonation is the most violent reaction achievable by an explosive item.
It produces the maximum possible air shock, resulting in blast and fragment
damage. In a detonation, all of the contained explosive participates in
the reaction and the casewall is broken into small, highly stressed and
sheared fragments. A detonation is a propagating reaction; it can be
transferred from one item to another.

An explosive is not as severe as a detonation. Nonetheless, it results in
a violent pressure rupture of the munition casewall and air shock. Larger
fragments and unreacted or burning explosives are typically recovered from an
explosion. This type of reaction is non-propagating.

The burning reaction required in the slow cook off is relatively mild. An
explosive item which burns produces no casewall fragments. The system merely
vents and the explosive is consumed in place.
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TABLE II. IHE AMMUNITION CRITERIA

Test Required Result

Bullet impact No Detonation
Sled Impact No Detonation
Fast Cook off (Bonfire) No Detonation
Slow Cook off No Detonation or Explosion
Propagation No Propagation of Detonation

in Storage Configuration

In addition to the five tests listed, the Air Force also performs a fuel-

fire fast cookoff to determine item survivability in this high temperature
setting and arena tests to characterize the overall effectiveness of items
filled with candidate explosives.

The U.S. Air Force methodology for developing and testing IHE candidates is

the subject of this article. The evaluation techniques, which employ state-of-

the-art instrumentation to acquire the necessary parameters, are discussed in
detail.

IUEVOPOM• PROCESS

The Air Force development strategy for Insensitive High Explosive (IHE)

candidates is illustrated in Figure 1.
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pFigure 1. Insensitive High Explosives Development Cycle

A team of chemists and chemical engineers conduct processing studies and
chemical compatability experiments (Differential Scanning Calorimetry,
Chemical Reactivity Tests, Thermogravi metric Analysis, and Henkin Time-To-
Explosion experiments) on very small explosive samples during the
formulation process. Impact sensitivity tests are then conducted with a 5-kg
drop hammer.
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Data from these experiments are reviewed by a s~fety committee. The
committee's approval grants authority to perform a one liter cook off. This
cook off is conducted to confirm the predicted time to explosion and critical
temperature. Scale up is attempted only upon confirmation of the parameters6
measured in the small scale tests.

Intermediate scale tests are conducted next to further characterize the
experimental, explosive. Shock sensitivity and booster tests are performed in
8-in.-diameter cans to ensure the formulation of interest can survive
realistic shock inputs and remain reliably initiable. Critical diameter is
established to ensure that the formulation is detonable and the
measurements of shock sensitivity are valid. Modest changes in the
formulation are allowed during this phase of testing to achieve the desired
sensitivity/booster thresholds.

Once a baseline formulation meets the threshold requirements, full scale
testing can begin. Sympathetic detonation and full scale slow cook off are
considered the most critical tests and are conducted first. The bomb fill
must pass both of these tests before proceeding with bullet impact, fast
cook off, arena (performance) and sled impact testing. (If the formulation
has difficulty surviving the slow cook off test in the existing hardware,
mechanical modifications to provide pressure relief may be attempted
(Reference 3). When all of the IHE criteria prescribed by DoD-STD-6055.9 are
achieved in single item tests, the multiple item qualification tests are
addressed.

This development approach provides an efficient method for downselect-Ing
from several candidate formulations. It is the dynamic pro)duct of lessons

learned over years of explosive development. This methodology greatly6
abbreviates the normal interim qualification process since those explosive
systems under consideration as IHE are mixtures of well characterized explosives.
A more cautious approach is employed for those candidates which lack a significant
development basis.

SHOCK SENSITIVITY

The response of an explosive formulation to shock inputs define its
survivability in sympathetic detonation scenarios. This response is
determined by the amplitude and duration of the input pulse. For general
purpose (GP) bombs, the duration of the pulse seen by the acceptor bombs in
sympathetic detonation scenarios is relatively long. Conventional small
scale shock sensitivity experiments do not adequately simulate these long
duration pulses. Foster, et al. (Reference 3) have developed an 8-in.-diameter
heavily confined gap test to better model the large scale propagation environment
(see Figure 2). The Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL) uses this
evaluation technique extensively to characterize the shock sensitivity of
its insensitive high explosive candidates before proceeding to large scale
testing.
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Figure 2: Set-up for the 8-inch-Diameter Gap Test
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In this test, both the donor and acceptor charges are confined in 8.00-inch
OD steel cases with 0.35-inch-thick casewalls. The chargq.s are positioned
horizontally resting on a grooved woodblock. The donor chare is 8 inches
long and contains approximately 18.5 lbs of Comp B explosive. The acceptor
charge is 16 inches long and its explosive weight is a function of the
formulation density (generally 30-35 lbs of HE). The endplates on these
engineering scale units are 0.5-in.-thick steel and are fastened to the
cylinders using plastic bolts.

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA or plexiglas) cards are placed between the
endplates of the donor and acceptor charges as shock attenuators. Varying
thicknesses of PMMA present different levels of shock to the acceptor
charge. The numerical pressure values corresponding to these thicknesses or
gap widths are calcu!,ated using the HULL hydrodynamic code. The technique for
arriving at these values is discussed in detail in "Suppression of
Sympathetic Detonation," Proceedings of the 22nd Explosive Safety Seminar,
August 1983 (Reference 41.

Representative data from these calculations are presented in Figure 3. The
pressures shown are the calculated centerline pressures seen at a point 0.5
inches into a EAK (Density=l.61 g/cm3 , Us=2.657 x 105 cm/sec, Los Alamos)
acceptor.
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Figure 3. Centerline Pressure Pulse of EAK Acceptor (1/2-inch into EAK)
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When endplates are not present between the donor and acceptor charges, the
wave entering the acceptor is not exposed to the discontinuities introduced
by the endplates. Figure 4 shows a comparison of data calculated with
endplates in place and data calculated with no endplates. The values
presented are calculated at the end of the PMMA gap prior to the interface
with the acceptor endplate or explosive surface. It must be noted that the
impulse duration is significantly longer when endplates are in place than
when they are removed.
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Figure 4. Shock Wave Pressure at the End of the PMMA Gap in the 8-inch-
Diameter Gap Test

The degree of reaction from the acceptor charge is determined from an
extensive but elementary data analysis. Piezoelectric time of arrival pins
(Dynasen Inc., CA-I136) are placed at 2.0-inch intervals along the acceptor
charge to monitor the velocity of the reaction front. As the shock wave
passes, electrical signals from the pins are recorded by 20 MHz HP5180
transient digital recorders (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Typical Recorder Output

The records from these signals are confirmed by witness plate markings
and case fragments. Transition to detonation is evidenced by signatures
generated from high velocity casewall fragments impacting the rolled
homogeneous armor (RHA) plate and the "burn" mark on the belly fragment (the
fragment generated from the portion of the acceptor casewall resting on the
grooved wood block).

Additionally, the fragments from the acceptor become notably stressed,
thin, and highly sheared as steady state detonation is obtained (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Fragments From a Detonated Acceptor Charge. Note the "burn" mark
indicating the transition co. detonation.

When the detonation of the donor charge does not propagate to the acceptor,
the latter leaves no markings on the witness panel. The casewall fragments
show no signs of high stress of adiabatic shearing. The fractures observed
are typical of pressure bursts. Additionally, unreacted explosives are often
recovered from the test arena after "no goes" (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Post Test Remnants From a Non-Detonating Acceptor Charge.
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At this point, there is not a large enough data base available from the
8-inch-diameter gap test to directly correlate shock sensitivity with surviva-
bility in full scale sympathetic detonation scenarious. That is, a maxim'ra
level of shock sensitivity, above which explosive formulations cannot
survive full scale sympathetic detonation without propagation has not yet
been established. IHE candidate melt cast formulations which have demon-
strated sensitivity to shock inputs of between 42 and 65 KBars, (2 and 3 inches
of PMMA) with endplates in place and between 45 and 50 KBars (6 and 7 inches of
PMMA) with no endplates between the e!onor acceptor charges in the 8-inch-
diameter gap test, have survived full scale propagation tests without
detonating.

Currently, an explosive system is not taken to the full scale propagation
arena without demonstrating an insensitivity tc shock inputs of at least 40
KBars. A full scale sympathetic detonation versus 8-inch gap test data base is
presently being compiled for several of the Armament Laboratory's melt cast
IHE candidate systems.

Shock sensitivities obtained for representative explosive systems are
provided in Table III.

TABLE III. SHOCK SENSITIVITY VALUES FOR VARIOUS EXPLOSIVES

Explosive Go/No Go(inches of PMMH) Calculated Pressure Input(Kbar)

Tritonal (80/20) 6/7 (Endplates) 14-18
Tritonal (70/30) 6/7 (Endplates) 14-18
TNT 6/7 (Endplates) 14-18
PBX-9502(7 inches x 10 4/5 (No endplates) 55-60

inches charge)
PBX-9503(7 inches x 10 7/8 (No endplates) 35-45

inches charge)
AFX-1100 2/3 (Endplates) 42-65
(TNT/wax/Al-66/16/18)
AFX-1100 6/7 (No endplates) 45-50
AFX-900
PE/Al/RDX/NQ-16/17/18/49 7/8 (No endplates) 35-45

16/17/20/47 7/8 (No endplates) 35-45
16/17/18/49 6/7 (No endplates) 45-50

CASENALL FRAGIET VELOCITIES

The 8-inch-diameter cans used in the gap tests can also provide a
valuable initial look at explosive performance. The metal driving
capability of explosive formulations may be determined by positioning
piezoelectric pins radially about detonating charges to measure casewall
fragment velocities (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Gap Test with Radial Pin Array to Measure Casewall Fragment Velocity.

A blast shield is placed around the charge of interest between the point
of initiation and the radial pin array. This shield deflects the axial wave
long enough for the desired measurements from the radial, fragment producing
wave to be obtained.

The radial pin array should be positioned around the experimental charge at
a point where steady state detonation is achieved--a least one-fourth of the
way down the charge of interest. One pin should be placed on the exterior
surface of the casewall to define time zero. Pins should subsequently be
spaced radially at least every O.lR inches (every 0.4 inches for 8.0-inch
diameter charges, R=4) out to about three inches from the casewall.
Attempts to record casewall velocities beyond four inches from its original

position have generally proven futile in the 16-in.-long cans. It appears
that one of two events occur as the fragments travel beyond this radius.
Either (1) the axial wave deflected by the blast shield catches up with the
radial fragments, driving the shield through the pin array or (2) the radial
shock front catches up with the fragments, interfering with the desired
measurements. Regardless of the source of difficulty, reasonable velocity
measurements are obtained in the prescribed diameter.

Once the average terminal casewall velocity has been determined for a
particular explosive, its Gurney number may be determined from the equation:

5+ C/2M
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where:

whe .2 mpirical Gurney Constant (having dimensions of V)
V= Terminal Fragment Velocity

C/M= Ratio of explosive weight to case weight

The ratio C/M may be determined from

2
C/M p exp

2 r2) -

where: (r 2  r1  p case

ri= radius of explosive -harge = inner radius of casing

r2= outer radius of casing
pexp= calculated density of explosive charge
pcase- density of case material

Calculated Gurney numbers may then be used to rate the explosive performance
of IRE candidates against other known explosives and among themselves.
Gurney numbers calculated from measurements obtained in the manner described
are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. GURNEY NUMBERS CALCULATED FROM CASEWALL FRAGMENT VELOCITY
MEASUREMENTS IN 8-INCH-DIAMETER CANS

Explosive Vavg (km/sec) M f2W

AFX-900-P4(22) 1.31 32.5 2.56
(PE/NQ/RDX/AL-16/17/22/45

AFX-900-P4( 20)
(PE/NQ/RDX/AL-16/17/20/47) 1.13 34.8 2.15

AFX-900-P4(18) 1.01 32.2 1.99
(PE/INQ/RDX/AL-16/l7/l8/49)

Comp B (60/40) 1.59 18.4 2.95

Comp B, Grade A 2.995

Comp B 2.716

TNT 2.545

Tritonal (80/20) 2.326
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After an explosive formulation has demonstrated an acceptable level of
insei sitivity to shock inputs in the 8-inch gap tests, initiability studies
are conducted, Unquestionably, the goal of the Armament Laboratory's
development efforts is to develop an explosive which can survive the adverse
environments posed by the five IHE qualifications criteria. However, such
an explosive is not serviceable if it cannot be readily and reliably
initiated.

Initiability for an explosive is a strong function of critical diameter--the

larger the critical diameter for an explosive formulation, the more
difficult it is to initiate. The IHE candidates presently under review by
the Air Force have relatively small critical diameters (1.0-2.0 inches).

Theoretically there exists an overlap between the IHE zone and the
initiation zone for explosive formulations (see Figure 9). The challenge is
to determine the size of this overlap, if in fact it does exist, and to
tailor IHE candidates to perform in this crossover zone.

1 * TRITONAL IHE CANDIDATES

INITIATION ZONE

EASIER _

INITIATION RGO
,- OVERLAP REGION

IHE ZONE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LESS SENSITIVE
DECREASING SENSITIVITY

Figure 9. Initiation vs. Sensitivity--The Dilemma
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It is desirable to develop an IHE which can be used in the existing hardware
configuration with existing fuze/booster systems. Therefore, initiation
studies begin by setting boosters from inventory fuzes against IHE
candidates before proceeding to full scale testing. The booster tests are
conducted in 8-inch-diameter cylinders which have standard fuzewell liners
attached to the inside of the forward baseplate (see Figure 10). The items
aie positioned above RHA witness panels and instrumented with piezoelectric
pins as in the gap test. The booster tests are conducted at -65OF to ensure
reliability of the initiation system in extreme temperature conditions.

1@

Figure 10. Booster Test Cylinder (FZU-2 and T-147 Booster Train Shown)

The boosters are inserted into the fuzewells in the configurations shown in
Fig-are 11.

The 124g tetryl booster from the FMU-124 is tried first. The felt pad and
heavy aluminum plating in the bottom of this fuze generate a radial impulse
from its '.ooster. This forces the reaction in the candidate explosive to
"turn-the -corner" or transfer the radial wave into an axial wave. This
coruier turning process is not easily achieved by secondary explosives with
large critical diameters.
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FIRJ-*1 SIMULATOR

HARDWARE

U-

FNUU1 SIMULASOR

I I

T-147 AUXILIARY a

HARDWARE '
BOOSTER

FMU-124 BOOSTER

TETRYL (303 GNS) TETRYL (125 (;S) TETRYL (45 GNS)

TETRYL (45 GOS)

Figure 11. Fuze/Booster Configurations

If the 124g tetryl booster is successful in initiating the main charge, the
pie-shaped 45g tetryl FZU-2B tetryl booster from FMU-81 is tested. However,
if the booster from the FMU-124 is not successful in initiating the
candidate IHE, the 303g tetryl (T-147) booster from the M-905 fuze is
tested. The FZU-2B is used to light the T-147 as illustrated.

If success is not achieved in this configuration, the type of impulse
needed to initiate the IHE candidiate under evaluation requires a supplemental

booster. The challenge is presented graphically in Figure 12.
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INITIATION VERSUS SENSITIVITY
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-, SHOCKS TRANSMITfED.... BY BOMBS •

TIME

Figure 12. The Role of Impulse in the Initiation of Explosives.

The solid line on the pressure vs. time plot represents the P2 r curve for
typical explosives such as tritonal. The dotted line shows a P2r curve for
IHE candidates. As is shown, the pressure impulse seen by a nearest-
neighbor acceptor item in a sympathetic detonation environment is relatively
low in terms of peak pressure but is long in duration. on the other hand,
the pressure impulse from typical boosters is short in duration but has a
relatively large peak pressure. As is illustrated, promising IHE candidates
can escape the low pressure, long duration impulses from nearby detonations
without propagating the reactioi.o However, since they a:e so insensitive,
they may not be readily initiated by the peak pressures from existing
boosters. The concept of the auxiliary booster is to i.crease the pressure
impulse from conventional boosters by increasing their peak pressure output.
This is accomplished by utilizing a booster containing larger amounts of
explosive or by substituting a higher energy explosive into existing fuzes.
The former solution has been tastel using a 1 lb prototype booster of PBX-
9503 (see Figure 13). The main charge explosive was readily initiated at
-65°F.
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Figure 13. Prototype Auxiliary Booster for Reliable Initiation of IHE

SYMPATHETIC DRTONATIOU

The sympathetic detonation or propagation test is designed to determine
the response of general purpose (GP) bombs to the detonations of nearest-
neighbor items. Ultimately, the items are tested for mass detonation in the
storage and shipping configurations. For MK-82's, the shipping
configuration consists of two pallets of three bombs each, stacked one on
top of another and banded together. MK-84's are handled as single pallets
of two bombs each (Figure 14). Pallets of bombs are generally stored side-by-!
side and end-to-end in earth--covered, concrete igloos.

~35 1/2'

AIR FORCE UNIT,
6 BOMBS PER METAL PALLET

UNIT W•IGIT 3,50 LBS jAPPHOXI

CUB_ 42• ? CUBIC FEET

Figure 14a. Standard Handling Configuration for MK-82S
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Figure 14b. Standard Handling Configuration for MK-84S

For testing, the items are initially placed side-by-side at the standard
closest-point separations of 0.5 inches for MK-82's and 0.75 inches for MI-
84's (see Figure 15). They are supported above 1.0-in.-thick rolled 0
homogeneous armor (RHA) witness plate using cradles from standard wooden
bomb pallets. Stacks of sandbags are placed along two edgk.s of the armor
witness panel to catch the radial fragments and to deflect the major test
remnants upwards. The donor bomb is detonated remotely. Composition C-4
explosLve is packed into the fuzewell and initiated using an RP-l detonator or
an RP-2 detonator with datasheet Q (Dupont).
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Figure 15. Set-up for the Sympathetic Detonation Test

The fuzewell may be plugged to eliminate the fire-producing jetting reactioni
resulting from their collapse. This arrangement helps prevent range fires
without altering the conditions of the experiment.

When the test items are positioned in two dimensional arrays, fragment
signatures on the witness panel and bomb case fragments generally provide
sufficient evidence of the degree of reaction for the acceptor bombs (see
(Figure 16). The witness panel is typically ripped into two pieces when
detonations occur. Markings from the high velocity case fragments (similar
to those observed from detonating items in the 8-inch-diametex gap test)
scar the witness plate on either side of these fractures.
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Figure 16. Witness Panel

The donor bomb was positioned directly above the crack.
The non-propagating acceptor bomb was positioned to the left of

the donor.

The fragments recoered from detonating items are long and very thin
(Figure 17). They show the effects of the very large stresses to which they
are exposed during the expansion process and evidence the adiabatic shearing
which occurs as the casewall finally breaks-up.

Figure 17. Fragments Typical of a Detonating Item in a Full Scale Sympathetic
Detonation Test.



Fragments from acceptor bombs which do not detonate leave no markings on the
witness panel; however, mild fractures are often observed directly beneath
the original posi tions of these non-detonating items. These fractures do
not result from the reaction of the acceptor bomb but from the high velocity
fragments of the nearest neighbor donor bomb which are diverted into the
witness panel by the acceptor before it is translated away from its original
position.

Caae remnants from non-detonating items are typically much larger than the
fragments of detonated bombs. They are thicker and show no evidence of
adiabatic shearing. The acceptor case remnants recovered are usually
severely scarred from fragment impacts. Some post test acceptor pieces
actually have portions of the donor bomb welded to them (see Figure 18).

4k.

IA

Figure 18. Typical fragments from non-detonating acceptor bombs in a
full scale sympathetic detonation test.
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Additionally, the recovery of any unreacted high explosive (HE) after the
event is always a clear indication that at least one item in the array did
not detonate.

Piezoelectric pins (Dynasen Inc., CA-11136) may be positioned along the
casewall of the donor bomb to measure the detonation velocity of its
explosive fill and provide additional evidence that a detonation did in fact
occur. High speed film is used to monitor the event. Exposure rates of
1000, 8000, and 40,000 frames per second from several different angles and
fields of view will usually provide adequate coverage.

Air blast pressure instrumentation may be used as desir,-.t to further
characterize the events occurring in two-dimensional arrays. This data
source becomes almost essential for meaningful analysis cI- reactions in
three dimensional stacks. Witness plate markings from it..•ms in the upper
rows of 3-D arrays are not a definitive as those from the bottom row or from
2-D arrays.

For 3-D arrays, it is recommended that baseline shots using inert acceptors
or tritonal acceptors be conducted against the air blast pýssure
instrumentation prior to collecting data on IHE candidate.. "lie air blast
pressure data from subsequent tests may then be compared w- t) :he baseline
measurements to determine if mass detonation occurred. All tl.ast pressure
data is acquired using the procedures prescribed in the Joint. Munitions
Effectivness Manual: Test Procedures for High Explosive Munilions.
(Reference 7). Additionally, piezoelectric pins may be positioned radially
about acceptor bombs to measure casewall fragment velo :itien. These
velocities are then compared to measurements from baseline tests of detonating
items of the same explosive fill to determine if propagatior occurred.

Acceptor cases from the upper rows of 3-D stacks are often damaged to the
degree of being indistinguishable or they are translated lonq distances
and are not recoverable. Tool and die may be used to ligh,.jy label the test
items in 3-D arrays prior to detonation. This will assist in reconstructing
the event during post-test analysis. Fragment collection is accomplished
from a visual search.

Sympathetic detonation can result from direct shocP transmission or from
fragment impact. Fragment impact can propagate a detcaation either by shock
initiation or by ignition of the explosive with subsequent deflagration
detonation transition (DDT). Mechanical deformation of the borb and its
explosive can also result in ignition with subsequent DDT. Foi' the classes
of explosive under evaluation by the Air Force Armament Lab- rt~ory as IHE,
direct shock initiation appears to be the predominant mode.

Several IHE candidates have been tested for sympathetic detonation at
various separation distances to isolate the contributions c shock
transmission from fragment impact (Table V).
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TABLE V. MK-82 SYMPATHETIC DETONATION RESULTS FOR SEVERAL IHE CANDIDATES

Explosive Number of Tests Separation Distance Results

AFX-11O0 1 0.5 inches No propagation
(TNT/Wax/AL-70/12/18) of detonation

AFX-1100-II 2 0.5 inches No propagation
(TNT/Wax/Al-66/16/18) of detonation

AFX-1100-II 1 5.0 inches No propagation
of detonation

AFX-1100-II 1 10.0 ft No reaction
(severe fragment damage

to casewall)

AFX-900-P4(22) 1 0.5 inches No propagation
RDX/NQ/AL/Polyethy lene of detonation
16/17/22/45

AFX-900-P4(18) 1 0.5 inches No propagation
RDX/NQ/AL/Polyethylene of detonation
16/17/18/49

A very small separation distance (less than 1.0 inch), the pressure impulsel

felt by the acceptor bomb is quite large, but the donor casewall is still
undergoing deformation and is not fully fragmented. Transmitted shocks are
divergent due to the curvature of the bomb casewall combined with the fact
that the donor bomb is initiated at the nose or tail. Therefore, at larger
offsets the pressure impulse dons not contribute as significantly to the
propagation of detonation. Also, at larger separations, the energy froad the
donor fragments is distributed over such a large portion of the casewall
that initiation of the contained explosive does not occur. Results indicate
that worst case conditions exist at donor/acceptor separations of
approximately one bomb radius. At this distance, the donor casewall has
accelerated to maximum velocity upon impaut with the acceptor. Also, peak
pressure will be at a maximum in this region, but the total impulse will be
lower since the donor casewall has expanded and is much thinner than it
would be at closer spacings. The exact amplitude and duration of the
pressure wave transmitted to the acceptor is not readily calculated since
the Hugoniot values for the developmental explosives (unreacted and
products) are not known. Effort is underway to develop predictive methods
for donor/acceptor shock interactions using hydrodynamic codes such as HULL
and TOODY. Regardless, fragment impact is not the primary source of
detonation propagation for the IHE candidates presently under evaluation
(Figure 19a-b).
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Figure 19. Sympathetic Detonation Remnants from Acceptor Bombs at Separati4 on
Distances of a) 5 inches and b) 10 ft from the donor bomb.
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SLOW COOK OFT

The slow cook off represents the enViL'onment that a bomb could sense in
storage of shipping if it was in a magazine adjacent to a fire. As the
temperature rises, the rate of explosive decomposition is increased until
self heating or spontaneous ignition occurs. This reaction, which involves
essentially all of the contained explosive, most likely begins inside the
explosive where the amount of self confinement determines the violence of the
response.

in a slow cook off test, the item under evaluation is enclosed in an aluminum
coffin-type oven (see Figure 20). It is supported inside the oven by a
separate, steel, angle-iron stand. Exudation troughs are provided at the
nose and tail of the bomb for the removal of any molten explosive which
might exude from around the fuzewell liners. Additionally, the oven is
equipped with ports to provide air circulation. Ducts from the ports feed
to a recirculating blower which is protected behind a concrete block. The

I movement of the air maintains a uniform temperature throughout the oven
I airspace. Electrical heating tapes are wrapped around the exterior of the

oven and insuilation covers both the oven and the air ducts. Thermocouple
wres are placed throughout the oven airspace. They are also attached to
teinside of the oven wall and the bomb skin as well as inside the

fuzewells and charging conduits to provide a temperature record throughout

I Figure 20a. The Slow Cook Of f Oven
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Figure 20b &20c. The Slow Cook off Oven
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Figure 20d. The Slow Cook off Oven

Since it is speculated that the slow cook off results in a gradual pressure
build-up inside the bomb, it is desirable to monitor the internal bomb
pressure to determine when mechanical failure occurs. Pressure measutements
may be accomplished with a high temperature rated transducer-type gauge
tapped through the bomb-skin.

During a slow cookoff, ambient conditions must be taken into consideration.
The oven temperature should be raised to 20-30°C above the formulation melt
temperature and these conditions maintained until a pseudoequilibrium is
achieved between the bomb and the airspace. The bomb-fill temperature is
monitored by tracking the profile measured inside the charging conduit.
Pseudoequilibrium is achieved when the temperature vs. time curve for the
airspace and the bomb fill become horizontally parallel. In full scale
testing, this is a slow process involving the phase change of 150-200 lbs of
explosive in MK-82s.

The heating process for the actual slow cookoff test is then initiated by
presoaking the item at approximately 55.5 0 C below the expected reac.ion
temperature as prescribed by DoD-STD-2105(NAVY) (Reference 8), Again, the
bomb should ie maintained at this temperature until pseudoeruilibrium is
achieved with the airspace.
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Next, the average temperature of the airspace is increased at a rate of
3.3 0 C until reaction occurs. Temperature control may be accomplished
manually o.. by using a feedback control loop. Trial runs on inert items
should be attempted prior to live testing to establish confidenze in the
temperature control mechanisms.

Temperature readings should be recorded at least once per minute until the
test item nears the predicted reaction temperature. At this point the
recording rate should be increased to about one every ten seconds to provide
a better sampling of the temperature profile.

Video monitoring *ahould be used to record the event. Due to the length of
testing, night lighl'ing may be necessary and should be arranged prior to,
beginning the test. 'Once testing h~as started, no personnel should be
allowed in the test arena until reaction of the item occurs or a system
malfunction results in a no test and range safety personnel authorize entry.

Post test analysis is accomplished by reviewing the pressure and temperature
profiles and viewing the test remnants and video recordings. if the item
merely burns, it remains in tact in its ini~tial position. Damage to the
test fi xtures results only from the heat and smoke of the fire (see Figure
21).

Figure 21.* Post Test from a Slow Cook off Burn
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If the item explodes, the test fixture will be consumed by the reaction and
the bomb casing will break into small pieces. The pieces are thicker and
heavier than those resulting from a detonation (see fig. 22). It is
unlikely that any of the molten explosive will remain unreacted after a slow
cookoff explosion.

Figure 22. Remnant from a Slow Cook off Explosion

A detonation in the slow cookoff is evidenced by snall, highly sheared
fragments and cratering as well as other severe damage around the test site.
As mentioned previously, the slow cookoff test presents one of the major
challenges to the Insensitive High Explosive development programs. Its
applicability in terms of Air Force life cycle environments is currently
under review by a DoD technical review panel.

SLED TESTS

The sled test required for Air Force qualification of an IHE is conducted to
determine the sensitivity of the candidate formulations to high velocity
impacts (1450 ft/sec) with reinforced concrete targets (Figure 23 a-b). This
differs from the subsonic velocity sled test used on items to determine
penetration effectiveness. Eglin AFB has a 2,000 ft dual rail sled track
inclined at 0.6 percent. For general purpose bomb tests, the track is used
as a monorail carrier sled. The item is secured to the carrier sled with
two nylon straps. The rear fuizewell remains empty while a nose plug and
nose support cup are used to reinforce the point of impact.
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Figure 23. b) the 10 ft x 10 ft x 4 ft Reinforced Concrete Target
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Six Zuni rocket motors are used to accelerate the pusher sled to the desired
A& velocity. At the end of the rail, the item separates from the carrier sled

and enters the center of the 10 ft x 10 ft x 4 ft steel reinforced concrete
at zero abliquity. The exhausted rocket motors are deflected away from the
target by a large diverter. High speed cameras (8000 frames/sec) monitor
the impact event from several different angles.

Post test analysis is accomplished from viewing the high speed film and
examining the test remnants, including case fragments, unreacted explosive
and the remains of the concrete target. (Fig 24 a-d).

0

Figure 24. Sled Test Remnants for a) an IHE Candidate which did not
react
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Figure 24. Sled Test Remnants for b) an IHE Candidate which did not
react arid c) Trritona1 Which Exploded.
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Figure 24. Sled Test Remnants for d) Tritonal Which Exploded

The applicability of the sled test for Air Force IHE candidates is also
under scrutiny by a DoD technical review group.

BULLET IMPACT

DoD-STD-2105(Navy) (Reference 4) states that "the bullet impact test is
designed to evaluate the response of major explosive subsystems to the kinetic
energy transfer associated with the impact and penetration by a given energy
source." For the U.S. Air Force, this energy source is a three round burst
of .50 cal AP delivered at service velocity (app. 3000 fps) from a distance of
30-70 meters.

For testing, a single MK-82 or MK-84 filled with the candidate explosive is
placed on a heavy wooden stand, 110 ft downrange from the projectile
delivery source. The Air Force uses the M-2 machine gun (Figure 25).

I.

Figure 25. M-2 Ma3hnie Gun used for Bullet Impact Testing
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One may also use a set of three Mann barrels energized with a sequencer to
deliver the desired three rounds and activated remotely using a solenoid
switch. Before attempting to impact a live test item, several rounds are
fired through velocity screens into a target located above the test stand.
The gun is adjusted until the target is realiably penetrated in the region
of interest and adequate velocity measurements are acquired. The velocity
screens are then removed from the arena and a three round burst is fired at
the target to determine the scatter pattern. Final adjustments are
performed until a 3 to 4-inch-diameter pattern results from the multiple
impacts.

The test item is then moved into position. The gun is loaded and the test
rounds are fired. Identical tests items must be impacted in three separate
orientations by three separate three round bursts:l) the baseplate 2) the
centerpoint between the suspension lugs and 3) a point 10 inches in front of
the forward suspension lug. High speed film (1000 frames/sec and
4000 frames/sec) is used to record the event from different angles. Video
monitoring is used for safety purposes.

IHE candidate filled items may not appear to react upon impact; a waiting
period of 30 minutes should be allowed to ensure hotspots which could lead
to a delayed reaction, are quenched. If no reaction occurs, the same 4 tem
may be impacted in three different orientations.

Post test analysis is accomplished from the high speed film records and item
remnants. As just mentioned, IHE candidate filled items may not react
appreciably. Slight smoking of the item may appear on the film records. If
this is the scenerio, the item will remain essentially intact (see Figure 26
a -d).

4n

Figure 26. Nonreacting Item in Bullet Impact Test, a) Overall View
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Figure 26. Nonreacting Item in a Bullet Impact, b) Closeup of Nose
Impact

Figure 26. Nonreacting Item in a Bullet Impact Test, c) Closeup of Center
Impact
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Figure 26. Nonreacting Item in a Bullet Impact Test, d) Closeup of
Baseplate Impact

The item must be handled carefully and disposed of using the proper
procedures. However, the item is likely to undergo one of the following
reactions:

If the item explodes, a bright fireball will appear on the film and
the bomb will break-up into large, heavy pieces. Unreacted explosive will
be scattered about the arena. This sort of reaction, although extremely
violent, is permitted by the IHE criteria. It is interesting to note that
in the tests for which an explosion has occurred, the large fragment
resulting from the casewall where the ammunition impacted contains only one
hole, indicating clearly that the first round of ammunition produced the
reaction before the subsequent rounds reached the item (Figure 27).
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Figure 27. Post Test Remnants of an Exploding Item in the Bullet
Impact Test. The item was filled with tritonal.

A detonation is evidenced by a larger, brighter fireball on the film records.
Small, thin fragments which show the classic signs of stress and adiabatic
shearing are normally recovered. Ordinarily, all of the explosive in a bomb
is consumed during a detonation.

BONFIRE (FAST COOK OFF)

It is difficult to predict all of the hazards to which a general purpose
bomb will be subjected during its life cycle. It is speculated that at some
point, either in storage or shipping some items will be exposed to a
woodfire. The survivability of bombs filled with insensitive high explosive
(IHE) candidates in such a fire is determined in the bonfire test or fast
cookoff "to ascertain the effect of fire external to the items or packages
and, in the event that the fire causes deflagration, detonation, or
explosion, to ascertain the violence and extent of propagation and the
external hazard," (Reference 9).
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In a fast cook off, thermal decompositon of the explosive most likely begins
at the interface between the test item and the explosive, initiated by
thermal hot spots. Recill, this is different from the slow cook off in which
esstentially all of the explosive is uniformly raised to reaction

temperature.

During development testing, a single bomb is ste'l banded to a stand about 1
meter above the ground. Dry 1 inch x 4 inch lumber is stacked under and around
the test item to give at least one half meter of wood in all directions
(Figure 28 a-b). The wood is di ýnched with approximately 15 gallons of kerosene
or diesel fuel and ignited by two incendiary (thermite) hand grenades. The
grenades are situated to prevent reaction with the test item and are ignited
with a time delay fuze.

Figure 28. Buildup for the Wood Bonfire Test. Lumber surrounds the
test item to give at least one meter of wood in all directions.
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Figure 28. Buildup for the Wood Bonfire Test. Lumber surrounds the
test item to give at least one meter of wood in all directions.

Closed circuit television and 30 frames/sec (real time) film is used to
monitor the event. A minimum waiting period of 12 hours is required after
reaction of the item before it may be approached for post test analysis.
The analysis generally consists of viewing the case remnants and unreacted
explosive (if any) to determine the degree of reaction (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Bonfire Remnants for one of the Armament Laboratory's IHE
candidates--a burn.
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PURL FIRE ThST

The fuel fire fast cook off does not presently exist as one of the Air Force
insensitive high explosive qualification criteria. However, this test is
currently prescribed for the Navy by DoD-STD-2105(Navy) (Reference 4). it
has been proposed that upon establishing DoD Technical Requirements for
Insensitive Munitions, the fuel fire test be required by all services ir. lieu
of the wood bonfire test. The Air Force therefore tests its IHE candidates in
fuel fires in accordance with MIL-STD-1648A(AS) (Refere.nce 10).

Experience suggests that both the fuel fire test and the bonfire test are
fast cookoffs. The principle difference being the peak temperature and the
rise times to this peak temperature. The fuel fire generally reaches
temperatures as high as 1800-2000°F in a matter of a few seconds. The wood
bonfire, on the other hand, builds slowly over a period of several minutes
to a maximum temperature of approximately 1000-12000 F. The fuel fire gives
more reproducible results, because the time to cookoff is less dependent on
meteorological efforts.

The test consists of suspending an item of height of three feet above the
surface of 1200 gallons of JP-4 or JP-5 fuel. A steel I-beam with lug
attachments supports the item. The fuel is contained in a steel pan (Figure
30) or a film lined earth test pan. Thermocouples are positioned at the same
height as th2 item, approximately four inches from each side. The fuel is
ignited using incendiary hand grenades with time delay fuzes.

Figure 30. The Configuration for the Fuel Fire Test
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The temperature profile is monitored and recorded at least once every
second. An An average flame temperature of 1600°F during the course of
the test constitutes a valid evaluation. Closed circuit television or color
motion picture film provides a video record of the event.

Post test analysis is accomplished by viewing the case remnants and
unreacted explosive (if any) to determine the degree of reaction.

ARENA TEST

The Air Force Armament Laboratory intends to develop an Insensitive High
Explosive with a performance level similar to that of existing bomb fills
(i.e. tritonal). Warhead blast and fragmentation effectiveness parameters
are measured in the arena test.

In this test, the item being evaluated is detonated at the centerpoint of a 90
degree array of 4-ft-thick stacked fiberboard. Behind the fiberboard are 4 ft
thick stacks of plywood. The 16-ft-tall bundles are positioned at a
prescribed radius from the item and are supported on special steel stands.
Additionally, velocity screens are placed in front of the fiberboard. A 90-
degree array of 16-inch-thick mild steel flash panels are positioned adjacent
to the fiberboard bundles (Figure 31). Combined, these fixtures provide
fragment velocity, weight, size, and distribution data.

Figure 31. The Arena Performance Test (a) Before
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Figure 31. The Arena Performance Test (b) After

As the metal fragments reach the 4 by 8 ft aluminum coated velocity screens,
electrical impulses are generated. The impulses are recorded to be used in
calculating the fragment velocities. After penetrating the velocity panels,
the fragments are trapped in the fiberboard and plywood bundles. As they are

recovered, the X-Y-Z coordinates of each fragment is recorded along with its
weight and size. Additional fragment distribution data (X-Y coordinates) are

provided by the flash panels.

Obviously, only a small portion of the total bomb skin is accounted for in

this test. When detonated in a vertical configuration, a large portion of the

fragments from azimuthal zones (see Figure 32), are recovered from a small set of
polar zones. The particular polar zones recovered are a function of item
height. Several shots must be performed to adequately sample the major
fragment producing polar zones. Conversely, in a horizontal test the entire
set of polar zone fragments may be sampled from a very small number of
azimuthal zones. Meaningful nose and tail fragmentation data may only be
obtained from horizontal arena tests.

CIRCLE OF
CONSTANT LATITUDE

POLAR AXIS

= POLAR ANGLE

AZIMUTH ANGLE

Figure 32. Polar and azimuth angles
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In addition to the fragmentation data, air blast pressures are measured.
Two gauge lines, 90 degrees apart (see Figure 33), are used to assure against
loss of data.

BOMB LOCATIONI

0 -GAGE LOCATION

Figure 33. Typical Gauge Layout

The gauges are positioned on the side of the bomb opposite of the
I ~fibe~rboard bundles and flash panels at 10 ft radial spacings from 15 ft out to

65 ft. Hiatt s~peed film (8K frarnes/sec) front several different angles is used
to record the event. Free air blast data may be obtained by positioning the

I ~gauges in thea mach stern region at the same height as the detonating
item. Eventually, the fragmentation data and blast pressure data are combined
to calculate the probability of kill (Pk) for a GP bomb filled with theI particular explosive zandidate against a variety of targets.
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RESULTS AND COWCLUSIONS

The challenge of developing an Insensitive High Explosive that is readily
initiable and which provides acceptable levels of performance is formidable.
Progress toward meetiLq this challenge is being accomplished with
melt-cast explosive systems.

AFX-1100 is a wax, TNT, aluminum system. This explosive has passed each of
the five IHE qualification tests in MK-82s at least once during its develop-
ment cycle. Complete suppression of sympathetic detonation has been
achieved only in two dimensional arrays. The additional confinement which
exists in three dimensional stacks causes total elimination of propagation to
be very difficult in GP bomb storage and shipping configurations. AFX-1100
has passed the slow cookff twice by v'enting and burning mildly; however, on
three other occasions AFX-1100 has exploded during this test. The role of
confinement in slow cook off reaction severity is being studied. It is
speculated that the violence of the reaction from this test could be controlled
by designing a realiable means of mechanical failure into the bomb hardware.
The feasibility of tear away fuzewell liners or melt out plugs to relieve pressure
is being explored. Additionally, performance parameters for AFX-1100 are being
evaluated from data collected in this arena test.

AFX-900 is an RDX, nitroguanidine, aluminum melt cast system with a low
melting polyethylene binder. It has demonstrated acceptable levels of shock
sensitivity and is initiable at -65 0 F with a 1.1 lb PBX-9503 prototype
booster. AFX-900 has survived the MK-82 sympathetic detonation test with a
formulation containing 16% polyethylene binder and as much as 22% RDX.

Variations of AFX-1100 and AFX-900 are also undergoing evaluation. These
simultaneous efforts are designed to bring about an effective IHE system in
an expedited manner.

The payoff is big. The introduction of IHE into the inventory will
instantaneously increase munitions storage capacity, Iramatically enhancing
operational readiness. The evaluation techniques used in this development
effort are designed to ensure that munitions systems can survive the maximum
credible event without posing a hazard to our own troops, allies, or the
civilian community.
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STWENTY-SECOND DOD EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SEMINAR
26-28 AUGUST 1986, ANAHEIM - CALIFORNIA

Ln am PROPE•LANTS 1O Loll VUTUINUBILIaw mfiKUITIONS

oB DT . DGA,30, j. OOLIrGIR and F.X. BEOSSN&U

INTRODUCTIOI

Most of gun propellants, in use today, contain nitrate ester which
determine their explosive behavior with regards to intentional aggres-
sions.

For the large caliber weapon propellants, violent damages can be
observed if one of the rounds is accidentally set off.

For the infantry weapon propellants, the thermal behavior is considered
as the problem (short and long cook-off).

These problems are being corrected by using more thermoreuistant and
lesa sensitive energetic material.

The French LOVA gun propellant, RDX disperaed in an inert binder (HTPB
binder, for example), is one of possible candidate solutions which is
presented in this paper.

* SNPE-CRB - P.O. Box n" 2 - 91710 VERT LE PETIT - F R A N C E

Telex - 690 479 - POUDRES F
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I - VULEIjAUiy Tom (a U PZRfMl CURRI Y t•= lUM FRANCE

The ,-lnerability tests allow to have some information on the explosive
behavior oý' the gun propellants submitted to deliberate aggressions such as:

- bullets
- shaped charges
- crushing
- explosive shocks
- thermal aggressions

The explosive behavior consists of

- the blast effects
- the thermal effects
- the projections effects

Three levels of e*.ze for the samples are possible

- the laboratory tests (up to 3 kg of explosive material)
- the model tests 'up to 20 - 30 kg of explosive material)
- the true size tests on ammunitions

The tables 1 present the main French laboratory tests.

The table 2 and figure 1 present the main French model tests.

Some interestin- true siz9 tests are reminded at the end of this
paragraph.
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I . YA3,1 2

MAIN PlUIK YYT 01 NOD= UM II VuT ARBILMY P1093*18

SAMPLE CRITERIA AND
NAME OF THE TEST AGGRESSION AND CASING OBSERVATION

BULLET IMPACT Unique impact by
a AP bullet of Volume of gun There shall
12.7 mm. Velocit;- propellant - 3 be no detonatior
from 400 to 12C•/a liters
by steps of 200 m/s

Casing : steel
Thickness 3 m- The state of

CRUSHING TEST Unique impact by a ID - 90 mm the casing is
S kg bullet, L - 309 mm examined after
hitting the model each test
at 65 m/s It is a 90mm
Bullet - $ 81 mm cartridge case
h - 210 mm, steel

_Closed by a 2 kg The reaction
cannon ball is filmed

FIRE TEST External fire of (cylindrical)
45 liters of fuel

See figure 1
SHAPED CHARGE Unique impact by hereafter

TEST a 120 kJ shaped
charge through
a steel plate,
200 mm thickness

SLOW COOK-OFF A gradually increa
sing air temperatu-
re at 5*C/min

The same casing is used towards different aggressions.
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Cannon-ball
L----- 2 4g)

crimp ring

(2900 - 3 600 DaN) D o

v v v VVVV v
v Vvv V.V

vvvVvv

Iv vv vv v
. vvv vv

V V v v

ContainerVvV-\vvv v -- - -...
S=39VV.-- V V (90 mm cartridge case)

C,) vv vv
VVvv V

V V v v V v
V V \ ý V . Gunpropellant

(3 liters)
V VV v v
vv v

FIGURE I
Scale 1/2 P,5.79 mm
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Of particular interest are the tests on pimok~ss (the complete
product consisting of the packaging and the ammunitions, or the
gunpropellants).

Packages can be submitted

- to fire (see U N test 6c)

- to bullet

- to shaped charge

Blast, projection, thermal flux must be recorded or collected if one
wants to have detailed results.

II - WXPLSI =ATI= AND MRENS 01 3 GUMPMOPLUTM

It uust bn reminded that the level of vulnerability of a waapon system is
a characteristic of the total system (including the carrier).

In order to lower this level, and after reduction of the detectability
and hittability of the weapon system, it is admitted that there are three
types of solution.

TYPE A : Use a better pro'ection to the monition (Armor, Kevlar sheets,...)

TYPE B : Redesign the casing of energetic materials ; for example
fragilisation of the outside casing to let the hot gases, go out, in case
of ignition

TYPE C :Redesign the munition, and use less sensitive gunpropellauts.

It is admitted that the use of lese sensitive gun propellants improves
the response of the weapon system. This paper is devoted to the influence of a
change of the gun propellant.
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,",npropellants in packagi•gs detonate after an attack by a
. unarge, when they are unprotroted.

Piner gunpropellants can aetonate after an initiatiou by 50 to 100 a of
high explosive.

ITP --osm es

Three gunpropellants were tested

I* - Ciunpropellant type B 19 T - 1.34
Web - 1.34 mm used for 105 mm O0L
(Nquivalent to A P D S F S)
Single base

2" - Gunpropellant typo LB 7 T - 1.2
Web - 1.2 mm - seven perforations
Used for 100 mm caliber, Navy Forces
Cool burning single base with 5 % Dinitrotoluene

3" - Candidate Lova gunpropellant
YH -7T
Web = 0.9 mm - seven perforations

The two first gunpropellants are fielded ; they are tested as
references.

See hereafter on Table 3 and figure 2 for details on the two variants of
YH-7T.
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TAfR 3

9lVU!LB UOMPLJLAWM WVA CAhMIM&

M1ALL&N ON

ENERGETIC DIMENSIONS DENSITY
BINDER COLOR m= -

FILLER filling
Web d i/d Real of

case

YH7T(O.9)100 80% RDX 20% black
(0-100 HTPB 0.9C 0.6( 1.5 1,53( 520
microns) Binder
graphite

YH7T(O.9)1003 78.6% RDX 21.4 % white
(0-100 HTPB 0.92 0.61 1.5 1,52 540
micronsa Binder
D.O.P

FIG=RI 2

SHM OF M TGRIN

d 0.6rm m I
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IULYS : The reasilta are preeented hereafter in Tables 4 and 5.

2h~a 4

YAM"Y on LABORATYOIY -am

GUNPROPELLAW.T CANDIDATE
B 19 T (1.34) LB 7 T (1.2) LOVATEST YH - 7 T

CRITICAL THICKhNESS
OF DETONATION <8.5 mm >60 ma >15 mm

LE1INQTH BEFORE
DETONATION >1,200 mm >1,200 mm I1200 myt

GAP TEST 38 mm <,O.2 mm < 36 mm,

REACTION TO SHAPE *
CHARGE detonation no reaction no reaction

30 KG FALLHAMJER
(NO REACTION) 1,250 mm > 4,0OO mm >4,O00 mm

CRITICAL HEIGHT
(NO DETONATION) >1,000 mm >1,000 mm >1,000 mm

HOT BALL TEST * e
(FOR MASS 0.13 G) 450"C 375*C 625"C

FRICTION

SENSITIVITY 112 N 0 % 53 N 298 N

THERMAL INITIATION 166"C 170*C 2340C
(5"C/,=).. .

IGNITION
propane flame 230 ma 190 ma 5600 ms
ignition time I I I

* Estimated from similar gunpropellants
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I , ~TAML 5

PEIMITS ON NODY" TIMT

TESTý B 19 T (1.34) LB 7 T (1.2) YH7T(O.9)

BULLET IMPACT DEFLAGRATION DEFLAGRATION NO DEFLAGRATION

CRUSHING DEFLAGRATION DEFLAGRATION NO REACTION

FIRE DEFLAGRATION DEFLAGRATION NO DEFLAGRATION

SHAPED CHARGE DETONATION * DEFLAGRATION DEFLAGRATION

SLOW COOK-OFF DEFLAGRATION * NO DEFLAGRATION NO DEFLAGRATION

I Estimated from similar gunpropellants
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III - POSSIBLE OBJMTIVU AND CRITERIA OF BU&VIOR FOR GUNPROPELLAT0

Throe basic principles are to be respected

Principle A : the performances of the gun propellant must remain at a
proper level in the weapon.

Principle B : the cost of the total system must remain comparable :
arguing on the cost of a separate component such as the
gun propellant is of no significance for a property which
is a total system property

Principle C : the improvement in vulnerability must be significant.

We will develop this third principle.

Three combined effects are tmdesired :

- the blast
- the projection
- the thermal flux

with their own severity and probability

If we have a gain on the blast, for example in reduoing the
detonability of the gun propellant, the progress will be of little interest
if we maintain a high level of burning rate in a confined situation.
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POSIBL PROGDRS IN YKIEAL ZEFFC

Figure 3 givee for different gun propellants, in different packagings,
the expected maximal radiant flux at 140 meters for 10,000 kg of product.
The durations of fire are given in seconds. The maximal radiant flux are
given in kilowatt by square meters. The assumptions for figure 3 are the
following.

I NEQ Constant - 10,0000 kg

2 Product = gun propellant

3 Constant out put - 50 kJ/m2 at 140 meters

4 1-3a/1-3b divide according to the french regulation

5 Ratio max. flux/average flux = 3

6 As comparison, liquefied propane, after a punching of the tank
and fire of the exhausted gaz (product of class 2 - mass of propane
of 10,000 kg)

The different poin q are coming from calculations, or experiments.

A French subdivision between products which burn with a considerable
radiant heat (1-3 a products), and products which give an important radiant
heat, but burn during a longer time or one item after the other (1-3 b) is
visible on the figure 3.
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MAXIMAL RADIANT FLUX AT 140 METERS
(KW/M2 )

0.93 .21

Liquefied propane

I see assumptioh 6

Possible extremum k¥trapolated)

Ballpowder in monocontainer

Extvapolated M26 - Web = 1 mm
PLYWOOD DRUMnIm

I UN Manual
(Extrapolated)

French trial TIGRE N° 6 4 kW/m 2 for 100 kg
Small caliber, 10 000 kg

' real, plastic bags

2.5 I

DURATION
I I, -- -•'~FOF THE FMRE

p
5-U6 15 40 60 150 (S)

1.3 a 1.3 b 1.4

IIGVUI 3

POCSIM =MI31N MUAIORB FOR A 1.•. P0JIODC ; NADUL RADIA
]IUX At 140 V W fM • L]OTIOl OF 'in F
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Figure 4 shows in function of

- the distance to the center of tho fire

- the level of the absorbed thermal flux at this distance,

the curvs of available tim, to got a protoeted position before
bmifg bi•rt at the second depee.

The assumptions for figure 4 are the following

1 Radial velocity of the evasive person - 5 m/s

2 Radiative source - constant flux

3 Duration of the fire - illimited

i 4 Burn - second degree

5 Tbq thermal flux taken int, account here is the thermal flux
absorbed by the skin and not the incident thermal flux.

When the evasive action is not radial, figures at the right of tne
curves can be used.
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THERMAL FLUX ABSORBED AT THIS DISTANCE,f (Kw/M2)

See 3 examples i ApBC,
050 Next page

(Calculation realized
with a computer code)

.40

Very small available duration of time
to get a protected position

30

20

5 s 15 kW/m 2

10P-
" - - . .. . , . . .s _•S W/M

11limited t.ime li ed time 1

No 2 nd degree burn - im 1 . W/m2

Initial

distance from
Ithe center of the

•~~~~~~~ t ..s .•t ire . ,-

0 10 20 30 60 :OO 1).!o (0)

jnjq 4

ATAILAiI DUWIU Of l=E 20= A 1002 09W IUIT I W=2

W=XU U1WI /if MC03 N (bsz. uda - evmulve Ve*ooitY 2 /8)
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*EPLR A

- A flame of a few square centimeters emitting a radiant flux of
70 kw/m 2 (not very hot flame). At 10 ca of it, the radiant flux is only of
0.05 kw/m 2 .

Example : A hand passing in the flame of a gas-lighter is not burnt.

UINPLE B

- Assuming an absorbed flux of 12 kw/m 2 at 60 m from the center of a
fire ball, a man running away with a velocity of 5 m/s can not be burnt to
the 2 nd degree. (Case of 15,000 kg of gunpropellant in plastic bags)

UKIEPL C

- Aceuming an absorbed flux of 10 kw/m 2 at 120 m frcm the center of the
fireball, a man running away with a velocity of 5 m/s has twenty seconds to
get a protected position before being burnt at the 2 nd degree.

- END OF EXAMPLES -

From the curves of Fi.gures 3 and 4, we cnn deduce it would be quite
useful, to have in 1.3. Ammunitions, a divide value in order to have two
types of ammunitions. The first type of ammunitions (1.3 a) vould
comprise ammunitions which burn with a considerable radiant heat. The
second type (1.3 b) would comprise ammunitions, the thermal effects of
which wonld be limited. A fire of such 1.3 b products would allow near
people to escape from their place safely, in P ma.jority of situations.
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COICLUSIONS

1S ignificant efforts have been reported in developing new less sensitive
guzOropellants. These efforts must be translated in significant
improvement in vulnerability of weapons. Defining clearly the objectivos,
would be an essential step. Thermal effects can be very lethal in some
situations. It could be useful to define 1-3 b munitions which would burn
with a not too high radiant heat

10

"N
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(1) EFFECTS OF EXPLOSION ON ADJACENT BAY BLOWOUT WALLS

C by

IPaul D. Smith and Theodore R. Crawford

Analysis and Testing Group
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

Explosives processing plants are often configured as adjacent bays, the sixth

wall of each being a frangible blowout wall. As illustrated in Fig. 1, if an

explosion occurs, one wishes to know whether the blowout wall will be pushed

in or pulled out by the blast wave. If pushed in, the explosives operaticn in

that bay may be at risk from blowout wall debris. The plant investigated in
this study has processing bays that are nominally 24-ft deep, 20-ft wide, and

12-ft high. Charge weights considered were 25 and 100 lbs of PBX 9404.

Figure 2a shows a schematic representation of a single processing bay and an
attached wall representing the blowout wall of an adjacent bay, upon which

pressure measurement stations are designated. This configuration was subse-

quently used in a series of scale model experik-:.:,nts. Figure 2b shows an

axisymmetric approximation of the processing bay and attached wall. The

diameter of the axisymmetric model was chosen to preserve the cross sectional

area of the rectangular bay.

A finite difference, axisyminetric numerical model of the processing bay was

studied using the SALE 1 computer code. Computational cells were approximately
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15 in. x 14 in. At time zero, explosive modelled with suitable density 4nd

internal energy at the cengter cell of the bay was allowed to release its

energy instantaneously. Pressure and specific impulse at three points on the

simulated adjacent blowout wall were calculated and are shown in Fig. 3 for

the middle location. These showed an initial inward pressure load of suffi-

cient impulse to cause co'ncern that the blowout wall would fail catastroph-

i cal ly.

These disturbing analytical results led to scale model confirmatory experi-

ments. Figure 4 shows a one-eighth scale steel model of the processing bay to

which a rigid steel wall has been appended to model the blowout wall of an

adjacent bay. Three pressure transducers were installed in this wall at posi-

tions shown in prototype scale in Fig. 2a. Explosive charges were cylinders

of PBX 9404 weighing 22- and 88-g. Figure 5 shows a charge being suspended on

monofilament line at the center of the model. Charges were detonated from the

bottom.

The transducers •electe1 for this application were the new plezoresistive,

silicon diaphragm, full active am bridge, series 8510 marketed by Endevco.

The major problem associated with pressure measurements in a metal wall

subjected to nechanical shock is acceleration induced signal in the trans-

ducer. The specified sensitivity of this transducer to acceleration along its
sensitive axis is typically 0.3 psi/1000 g's. The DC response of the pressure

transducers enabled us to make simple static end-to-end calibrations with a

dead weight tester. Photosensitivity of the transducers was successfully

sidestepped by carefully removing the protective screen ove.- the diaphragm and

completely coating the diaphragin with a light layer of opaque grease. The

grease was standard silicon vacnum grease loadeo with approximately 30Z by

weight of dry copier toner. Dampir% crcuated by the grease applied to the

diaphragm would affect tne frequency respoi,q, somewhat but, if tI'e coating is
just sufficient to cover the diaphragm, the effect is negligible.
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The cabling in the sysrem consisted of a 30-in.-long transducer pigtail

(4 cond, #32AWG, shielded) connected to 115-ft length of 15 pair cable (#22

AWG, twisted, sitielded pair), which in turn connected to a 30-ft length of

2 pair (#22 AWG, twisted, shielded pair) that terminated via a single

connector to the signal conditioner. The low side of the excitation was

connected to the shield in the pigtail and was grounded at the test fixture.

The shields of the pairs were connected through and maintained separately

until the connection at the pigtail where they were tied together and

grounded. The signal pair shield was tied to the signal conditioner guard,

and the excitation pair shield was insulated and floating at the signal

condi ti oner.

The signal conditioners were Ectron 776B units. These consist of a high gain

dlffere.itial amplifier, an excitation supply, and an adjustable calibration

supply contained in a shielded box maintained at guard voltage. The power

transformer primaries, the final amplification stages, and some control

circuitry are oitside of the guard shield but inside the main cabinet main-

tained at local system ground. Each signal conditioner is self contained and,

with the exception of the prima-y power feeds and the local ground, arc

completely isolated. This configuration, along with proper cabling, provides

freedom from ground loop induced noise and noise from common mcde signals. A

calibration signal that matches the full-scale output of the transducer is

applied to the input of the amplifier just before zero time. The known signal

level is recorded through the same path as the transducer signal, enabling one

to use it as a calibration reference for the unknown signal.

The bandwidth of the signal conditioners is 100 kHz. The excitation voltage

to the transducers was set to 10.00 VDC at the signal conditioner.

The output of each signal conditioner was attenuated to match the input level

(+ 1.414 V) of a Honeywell 10. Instrumentation Tape Recorder. The input to
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the recorder was a wide-band Group I IRIG FM channel. Recording speed was

120-in/s. providing an effective bandwidth of DC to 80 kHz. The very stable

tape speed of this unit • relied on to eliminate time base errors and FM

frequency shifts.

The data reduction portion of the system used the reproduce portion of the

tape recorder to regenerate the analog signal, a Nicolet 660B signal analyzer

to time domain digitize the analog signal, and an HP 85 computer and periph-

erals to store and pi ot the data.

The overall system is shown in Fig. 6.

Figures 7 and 8 show measured pressure raw data for 22- and 88-g shots.
Pressure scales directly, but time and impulse must be multiplied by the

geomet.ic scale factor of eight to transform these data from mooel to proto-

type scale. Each pressure record is characterized by multiple short duration

peaks, sources of which are the various reflecting surfaces in the processing

bay, followed by a long regative phase of smail magnitude relative to the

positive phase. In Table I, peak pressures and positive specific impulses
calculated using the axisymmetric computer model are compared with measure-

ments from the scale model experiments. Except at the far position for the

smaller charge, the measured data confirm to within an order of magnitude the

calculated pressures and impulses.

Having confimed the substantial imnard load, the blowout wall was analyzed

for structural failure'. The building was constructed in the 1950's, and the

only laiformation on the structure of the blowout wall was a drawing note:

"Pahwels: - Robertson, 'Q-Parel' Type 'A' 14 B&S Ga. 3SH14
Aluminum with 1-1/2-in.-thick 'Fiberglas' Insulation Type

PFG or Equal."
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TABLE I

CALCULATED AND MEASURED LOADS ON ADJACENT BLOWOUT WALL

- 11WDLAGM AMD LEASUJO WADS

,AUT MIIAMW CA.ULAUTW IMUM

NAR s 2 U 44WLUSIO8mLE 1 14 53a 47FAR 7 I n as

tEAR m 10 14 4

Perusal of Laboratory archives, inquiry to the H. H. Robertson Co., and search

of an old building materials landfill resulted in neither detailed drawings

nor a sample of the blowout wall panels used in this building. Figure 9 shms

the panel cross section as determined from on-site measurements. Ideally a

samnple of this complex cross section would be available for experimental

determination of its moment capacity. Absent this option, structural proper-

ties were calculated2 and are summarized in Fig. 9. Ultimate moment carrying
capacity was assumed to occur when the webs of the corrugated front panel

buckled.

In all cases, the positive phase duration of the load is less than 25% of the

equivalent single degree of freedom natural period of the blowout wail panel.

0
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Peak deflection4 were calculated using linearized forms of the measured pres-

sure traces and Newmark numerical integration. These results were checked by

converting the positive phase pressumes to simple, zero-rise-time triangular

pulses that preserved peak pressures and specific impulses of the measured

data. Peak deflections were then obtained using the standard procedure found

in TM5-1300. 3 Peak deflections are summarized in Table II and confirm that

inward catastrophic failure of the blowout wall is likely.

Qualitative numerical experiments were rur, using the axis,,mmetric finite

difference model to see If extension of the partition between processing bays

would limit the pressure loads on adjacent blowout walls. Extensions of up to

10 ft were tried, and although pressures were reduced, sufficient reduction

did not occur. These calculations are summarized in Fig. 10. No scale model,

tests were run in this confiljration. Figure 11 shows the simple interior

blowout wall bracrn- system eventually used in this buil('ing to limit iriard

urflection of the 6I,, % l The blowout walls are nCt attached to the

braces.

or a particular processing bay cofgrto,_'la*Onthat adjacent bay
blowout walls are at risk flor catastrophic inward failure. An axisymmetric

computer model of the fluid flow associated with an explosion proved useful in

this configuration for determination of loads on adjacent blowout walls.

Existing blowout walls found to be vulnerable can be easily braced. Designers

of blowout walls for new explosives processing facilities must consider the

possibility of inward failure
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TABLE II

CALCULATED BLOWOUT WALL DEFLECTIONS

CALCULATED DE8EAl!ON8 DUE TO MEASLRtE LOADS

CHARMW PANEW

NEAR 117 66!
100 L.S MIOlE 36 20

FAR 60 20

WEAR 10 a
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(ONDw HOME (WOWm F"

Fig. 1. Adjacent explosives processing bays.

'I /

(a) - ,

(b)

g 2a and b. Explosives processing bay and axysvmmetr. c model.

Figs. a
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AXISYMMETRIC CALCULATION

FREE AIR

, ADJACKAT
BLOWOUT

WALL AT CENTER OF ADJACENT
CHARGE AT SAY BLOWOUT WALL

4'" -CENTER OFNAYC Psi PEI-M$

I .WEIGHT

I IOOLS Is O

Fig. 3. Calculated pressure and specific impulse.

Fig. 4. One-eighth scale model explosives processing bay.
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Fig. 5. Explosive charge in scale model processing bay.

Pressure Transducers
Endovco 8510, 8611
diaphram coated
with graph~te
loaded silicon Ectron 776B

g r e a s e '.:,4~ C a pl H o n e y w e llr - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T Supply Model 101
ape Recorder Nicolet 660B

14 Track Digital Analyzer
WBI

I 'upply Channel/Tk
2 twisted shielded Signal
pr #22 Condi'loner L

Gen~ral Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB)

HP 7245B HP 85A HP 9125D
Plotter Computer Disc

Fig. 6. Data acquisition system.
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Fig. 7. Measured pressure and impulse, 22-g charge.
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Fig. 8. Measurd pressure and impulse, 88-g charge.
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Fig. 9. Structural properties of blowout wall.

CALCULATED INTERBAY•

EXTENSION EFFECT

T AT CENTER OF ADJACENT

SAY BLOWOUT WALL

-I - ------- C HARGE / / o /o
ADJACENT CWAGE I/ P T

BLOWOUT WEIGHT
WALL 01 .5 07

,CHARGE AT 25 LO
-CENTER OF 0.4 ,0.5'" 0.46

, IF DAY

0.10 0.60 0.7,

10OLB 0.34 0.47 0.57

0.42 0.37 0.37

Fig. 10. Calculated effect of extending interbay partition.
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9
S. IAY

DmAY

Fig. 11. Internal bracing system for blowout walls.
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ABSTRACT

S4his work presents a computational study of blast venting from a

cubicle, for a charge detonated at the center of the cubicle. The study is

carried out using the PISCES 2DELK code employing modern, second order

accurate, flow calculations. The computational model has provisions for

varying the charge weight, the venting area, and the frangible panel •aas.

The results of the calculations are presented in the form of wall impulse

and average pressure time-histories. Comparison with previous work-ts

inc lided.

INTRODUCTION

The design of vented chambers, with or without a frangible panel,

requires a means for estimating the impulse loading on the walls. Previous

work inclunes experimental data in the form of wall pressure time-histories

[1], simpl t fied mathemiatical models for the effects of a frangible panel

[21, and some numerical flow calculations of shock reflection and

reverheration inside the structure [3]. A recent study [4] combined

theoretical results and experimental data and reduced them to a single
"working curve" using similarity methods.

The purpose of present work is to study, in detail, few cases of blast

venting, and to compare them with reported results. We employ a numerical

solution of the full flow problem, including both the initial intense shock

reflectionn and the later gradual venting. Frangible panels are treated as

undeformable bodies with finite mass, and are allowed to move through the

flow field by the action of the surrounding pressure.
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The numerical solt'tion is obtained with the PISCES 2DELK code, using

its secend order Euler processor 15). The results of the calculations are
presented in the form of precaure contours and velocity vector fields at

selected tinws, and time-histories of pressure and impulse on the walls.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

To conform to the axial symmetry of the numerical code, we tonsider a
cylindrical cubicle, having equal length and diameter. (Fig. 1). One end

of the cylinder is assumed to be completely closed, whereas the other end
has a circular opening to represent the venting area. The venting area may
he left open, or it may be covered by a frangible panel. An explosive
charge is assumed to be detonated at the center of the cylinder.

The parameters in the problem are:

V - the volume of the cubicle,

W - the energy of the explosive charge,

A - the venting area,

M - the areal density of the frangible panel.

These parcmeters define the problem comletely, when the equation of
stste of air and the initial state (pressure and density) are given. The
solution of the repulting flow field should provide the impulse I imparted

to the walls, which is the central objective of the calculation.

The specific dimensions of the cubicle were chosen such that its
vnlume is one cubic meter. A nominal explosive energy of 4.5 MJ was taken,

representing one Kg. of TNT. Three cases of open vents were calculated,

and one case of a frangible panel. These few cases are not intexided to

irovide design data. Rather, they are regarded as a feasibility study to

aRsess the methodology rnf using detailed flow calculations, to validate or

calibrs~e existing simplified models.

The parameters of the runs are as follows:

V 1 m3

W 4.5 Hioule,

A = 0.916 0.554 and 0.180 m 2, for M-0,9 2 2A 0.554 m for M-10 Kg/mr
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THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The computational model consists of a grid of 1.44mwO.72m with

computational zones of O.03mxO.03m. The cubicle, with dimensions of
1.08m(1ength)xO.54m(radius), is imbedded in the computational grid as shown

in Fig. 2. The cubicle walls are represonted in the model by defining the
xones along the walls as cells with rigid boundaries. Along the sides of
the computational grid we employ boundary conditions. The axis of symmetry
and the closed end of the cubicle are given a rigid wall condition ,

allowing motion parallel to the wall only. The rest of the boundaries are

aqstgned a "continuative flow" condition, which prevents reflections from
the boundaries, thus simulating an infinite medium. The continuative flow
condition is an approximation that saves computational resources while
nncriticing some accuracy in the results.

The explosive charge is simulated by a sphere of dense hot air, having

the same energy and mass, but extending over a larger volume. (A sphere of
0.2122m radtup, four times larger than the actual radius of the I Kg. TNT

charge). Again, this approach is employed to save computer resources,

since the actual charge would have required much finer zoning, and

consequently much smaller time steps. It is expected that the long term
impulse on the walls will not be affected appreciably by this

Approximation, as was actually verified in a test case. 'Reported in the

next section).

The CAlculations reported here consumed a total of 18u hours on a VAX
750 machine.

RESULTS

As ar example, results for the case A-0.554m2 , M=10Kg/m are shown

(Figs. 3-6). Fig. 3a is a velocity vector plot at time-mS. The effects of
shock reflection from the walls are clearly seen. A later time 93 shown in

Pig. 3b, where the frangible panel moved sufficiently to clear the opening
wAil, so that venting started on the perimeter. At a later time, venting

Is establlskied, and the gas flows around the panel( Fig. 3c). At thic
time, the panel was removed from the computational grid (representing
hreakage). This did not cause an appreciable change in the venting

process, since the actual venting area at the perimeter of the panel was
roghly the rame as the opening area. At much later time the flow pattern
chnngeR to that of an uncovered opening: a stream along the axis of

Rymmetry (of the kind represented by Fig. 3d, for A-.18, M-0).
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The main result of the calculation iq the wall Impulse. It Is

nbtained by integration of the pressure on on assigned section of the

boundaries. The process involved both spatial and temporal integration,

and is carried out automatically by the code. Two walls were designated in

these calculation: the "hack", or the closed end of the cubtele, and the
"side"* or the cylindrical wall of the enclosure. Time-histories of the

impulses on these walls are given in Figs. 4.

Wall pressure at selected points could also be shown, but we chose to

display averaged wall pressures. Point pressures are sensitive to local

reflection effeots, whereas the averaged pressures represent the global

loading on the wall. The averaged pressure was obtained by appropriate

tivwo differentiation of the impulse curvas. (Figs. 5).

The inclusion of a frangible wall is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where two

Caes 4ith an opening of A-.554, with and wIthout a frangible wall, are

compard. The areal mass density is 10Kg/m , which repreIents a panel

having 4% of the mass of a typical hardened wall in a 60m chamber.

To evaluate the effect of the initial conditions, we compared the

resu'ttng impulse for two cases having the same vent area, but different

inttiAl volume of the jhArge. In the standard case the charge is modeled
by a sphere of 251g.!r density, and in the test case the density is 200"- 3
Kg./m . As would be expected, the average pressure has sharper peaks in
the "dense" charge •asm, but their ccntribution to the total impulse is
practically identical to the standard case, the differance being less than
5X (F 4 g. 7).

DISCUSSION

A summary of the results is given in Table I, for the impulse, and in

Table 2, for the pulse duration. IB and I S are the impulses of the back

wnll And the vide wall, respectively, I is the reduced impulse,av
Averaged, somewhat arbitrarily, over the two walls. The reduced impulse
is defined by I=la A/poV, a being the speed of sound in the ambient air.

0 0
Table 2, shows the pulse duration T, and the reduced duration T-a TA/V.o
The redread parameters are presented tc enable a simple comparison with

previous work.
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0 According to the similitude analysis, the reduced impulse of the

quasi-static pressure is a constant for a given charge per unit volume. The

three values In table I are almost a constant (7.86*0.12). This is

unexpected, since the impulses in Table I are total impulses (shock

reflection+quasi-static pressure). The present results thich include the

shock pressure contribution, are indeed higher than values presented by

previous workers for the quasi-itAtic pressure only. The present average

vnlue of 7.86 is 20% above the valoe given by Kulesz and Friesenhann ([21,

Fig. 4) end 70X above the best fit to the data compiled by Anderson et al.

(141, using W!P V-450 or p-17.2). It is interesting to note the behaviour

of the quasi-static impulse values calculated for our configurations by

Tancreto's equation 3a (ref. Ic). These values are 2, 4 and 13.2 MPa-mS

for A=.916, .554 and .18 respectively. Compared with our total impulse

values of 2.8, 4.% and 13.6 MPa-mS, one can see that as the vent area gets

RmAl.er, the quasi-stAtic impulse values tend to become very nearly the

same AS our total Impulse values. However, the present calculations

dtsagLee with the TM5-1300 manual 16J, which predicts a dhock ref .ction

Impulse of 4.2 MPa-mS, 502 higher than the impulse for A-O.916m2

The case with frangible panel yielded an impulse 42% higher than the
corresponding uncovered case. The code of Kulesz and Friesenhann predicts
an increase of only 4% for this case.

The pulse durations (Table 2) range from 4.4 mS to over 50 mS,

depending on vent area and the presence of a frangible panel. The reduted

duration varies between 1.35 and 3.00, In the same range. This result Coes

not agree with the simplified modeis, which predict a constant reduced

duration for a given charge per unit volume, for a pure quasi-static

pressure venting process. However, this result seems to be consistent with

the compiled experimental data [Anderson at all, which appears to have much

larger scatter than the reduced impulse. A more extj jive study is

required to clarify thin point. The parameter T (A) ,shown in the last

column of Table 2, Is almost a constant, fov" the cases considered. There

is no simple explanation of this result, at present.
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Table I

Impulse for explosion venting
V-1 cu. meter, W-4.5 IJ (1 Kg. TlT)

Vent Area Panel Mass Impulse(back) Impulst(aide) Reduced Imp.
A, 02 M, Kg./m2 18, MPa-mS IS, MPa-mS Ia(averaged)

0.916 0. 2.8 2.25 7.73
0.554 0. 4.46 4.04 7.88
0.180 0. 13.6 12.9 7.98

0.554 10. 6.3 5.8 11.2

Table 2

Pulse duration for explosion venting
V-I cu. meter, W-4.5 KJ (1 Kg. TNT)

Vent Area Panel Mass Duration Reduced duration
A, m 2 , KR./m 2  T, mS T * 71

0.916 0. 4.6 1.35 1.29
0.554 0. 8.3 1.53 1.14
0.180 0. 50+ 3.00 1.27

0 1-54 10. 9.3 1.72

CONCILUS IONS

A computational model, to be used with the PISCES 2DELK code, was
presented. The model allows a complete analysis of the venting problem,
covering both the shock reflection phase and the quasi-static pressure
release phase, and including frdngible panel effects. Few cases were
presented. Comparison wit. previous works cited indicates that further
work is needed to resolve points of disagreement and turn our model into a
routine working tool.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is designing chemical demilitarization

facilities to reduce the number of stockpiled chemical weapons. In the demil

process, weapons are mechanically sheared inside an explosion containment room

(ECR). This reinforced concrete room is designed to provide complete blast

and fragment confir.erent and contain the release of chemical agent in the

event of an accidental explosion (Figure 1). This paper describes a study

conducted by Southwest Research Institute to determine the post-explosion

environment (pressure/temperature decay) inside an ECR following an accidental

explosion of chemical munitions.

An estimate of the post-explosion pressure and temperature decay is

needed to evaluate potential hazards from

o cookoff of munitions inside the ECR

o leakage of toxic gas through cracks in the walls and penetrations

o required time to return to a safe temperature

o spontaneous combustion of materials inside the ECR
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The study was performed in three stages. First, the post-explosion
environment inside the containment room was studied by experimentally

observing the cooldown phenomenon in a modeled test cell. A heat transfer
analysis was then performed to predict a temperature decay that could be
compared to experimental data. Complete confinement (no leakage) was assumed
in the analysis. Finally, the problem was evaluated numerically to model
simultaneously heat dissipation and gas leakage.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

An experimental program of 13 tests was performed to examine the

transient temperature and pressure in an unvented enclosure following an HE
explosion [1]. A 55 gram spherical charge of Comp B was detonated inside an
80 cu ft steel structure. Blast and gas pressures, thermal flux, and
temperatures were recorded.

The test cell was approximately a one-fifth scale model of the ECR (based

on geometric scaling). The primary objective of the test program was to study
blast pressures inside the structure. Hopkinson scaling was then used instead
of thermal scaling. However, we felt that test data could also be collected
on thermal transients in the chamber and utilized in the analysis. It was
thought that a heat transfer analysis capable of predicting the cooldown in
the test cell should also prediýfl cooldown In the ECR.

The test cell differed from the ECR in that it was constructed of steel

rather thdn concrete and that there were no blast doors or penetration
panels. Pneumatic tests made before and after the testing showed the cell
remained virtually leak tight during the test sequence.

The instrumentation locations in the test chamber are shown in Figure
2. Four blast and gas pressure setisors,- two gas temperature sensors, two wall

tempera.ture sensors, and two heat flux sensors were placed in the test cell.

Figure 3 illustrates the pressure decay in the test cell following an
explosion. Pressure fluctuations caused by the reflection of shocks in the
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cell die down within a second of the detonation. During the first second, the
gas pressure decays rapidly, but later slows to an exponential decay.

Thermal measurements show that the wall temperature and heat flux rpach a
maximuim at about 0.1 seconds after the detonation and quickly (within 0.5

seconds) diminish to a fraction of the peak value (Figure 4). Following an
initial peak of about 130*F, the wall surface temperature remains within 150F

of the' ambient temperature during the duration of the cooldown.

Th~e experimental results reveal two distinct phases of gas cooldown.
Immediately after the detonation, thermal radiation is the dominant heat
transport mechanism as the hot gas products rapidly release heat to the
surroundings. As the gases inside the ECR are explosively set in motion with
the detonation, heat transfer is enhanced by forced convection. This effect
is short lived; however, as '%*he gases are randomly tossed about, no steady
flow fields are established.

The second phase of cooldown is characterized by a slower rate of
temlperature decay. Heat is lost by natural convection as buoyancy effectsa
induce flow paths between hot and cool regions. The diffusion of heat from
the interior of the room to the walls is the rate determining process. The
walls are able to conduct away from the surface as quickly as it is applied.
This is evidenced by the near ambient wall surface temperatures observed in

the experiment.

HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS

The objective of che heat transfer analysis (21 was to develop a
prediction procedure based on the dominant heat transfer mechanism during the
cooldown, natural convection.

The gross cooldown of the gas inside the enclosure may be simplified to
the following energy transfer.
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rate of decrease in) (convective heat flowinternal energy 1 ;.o surroundings )

PC V = -hA(T-T ) (1)

where V and A are the volume and surface area of the room, P, cp, and h are

the density, constant volume specific heat, and convective heat transfer

coefficient of the gas; T, and TW are the gas and wall temperatures; and t Is

the time.

The solution to the differential equation is

w EXP( (2),,6 Tw PC [-vV)

where Tqs is the peak gas temperature.

Assumptions made in this simplification are:

o radiation is neglected. The first phase of cooldown is ignored to

give a conservative (longer duration) prediction.

o wall temperature remains constant.

o complete gas mixing from the explosively driven turbulence of the

detonation.

o ideal gas behavior. This permits a correlation between temperature

and pressure; T-Tw/Tqs-Tw - P/Pqs"

o gas properties based on time weighted gas temperature.

The convective heat transfer coefficient is dependent on the properties

of the gas (kinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivity, etc.) and on the
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geometric constraints on the convective flows in the enclosure. Natural

convection is defined in nondliensional terms. The Rayleigh number, Ra, is

the ratio of the buoyant and viscous forces Ir the gas, and so correspords to

the mount of gas motion in the enclosure. The Nusselt number, Nu, is the

ratio of the amount of heat transfer from convectior and conduction. The

Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers have been related emp:rically for a variety of

geometries. The cooldown was examined by considering the enclosure as

vertical or horizontal plates, and as a vertical cylinder.

An eight-step procedure is used to predict the temperature/pressure

'decay:

1. The peak quasi-static pressure, Pqs9 is determined for the ratio of

charge weight to room volume.

2. The total number of moles of gas in the enclosure following the

detonation (including combustion products) is determined.

3. The peak quasi-static temperature, Tqs, is estimated from the ideal

gas law.

4. A time-weighted temperature, T*, and film temperature, Tm, are

calculated based on ana exponential decay. Gas properties are

evaluated at the film temperature.

5. The Rayleigh number is determined at temperature T*.

6. The Nusselt number is fou•d as a function of the Rayleigh number.

Nu - c Rab

where b and c -e empirical constants.

7. A convective heat transfer coefficient is determined from the

Nusselt number.

8. The pressure-temperature decay is taken from Equation 2.
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Comarsons of predicted to experimentally observed transient pressure
are shown in Figure 5. The predicted decay rate, a, closely estimates the

experimental data when the theoretical calculations are based on an average of

"vortical/horizontal plate configurations. lhis heat transfer model may then

be applied with some confidence to the cooldown inside the ECR.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In the chemical demil process, sections of munitions sheared apart in the

ECR are dropped through a feed chute to a furnace retort (Figure 1). A

structural analysis of the feed chute leading from the ECR to the deactivation

furnace [31 reported potential plastic deformation in the chute should an

accidental explosion occur. This blast-induced deformation creates a gap in

the containment room through which gases would leak through. A numerical

analysis 141 was required to consider simultaneous gas leakage and cooldown.

Gas leakage rates and the effect of leakage on the pressure decay were

determined.

The governing equation was modified to include leakage by

(rate of decrease in) = (heat loss to) , roonvective heat flow)
internal energy leaking gas to surroundings

PCV ad -i=4 pT -hA(T-T

where ii is the leakage rate and cp is the constant pressure specific heat of

air. The leakage mass flow of a compressible ideal gas through an orifice is

Y-I-JLtPJ'- ) eY'e for unchoked flow

= CD A yp0 (-2) y-1 for choked flow
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Were CO is a discharge uOffcient, AA is the leak area, t is the ratio of

ectifl-. heats (Cp/Cv). and Peis the environment pressure. Thlse equations

were solved simultaneously -with a RunWe-Kutta numerical Integration computer

program.

Diffusion of heat into the concrete ECR walls was numericaliy analyzed as

a finely divided series of lumped nodes. Retults show surface temperatures

remain close to ambient as the heat of the gas is quickly absorbed by the

messive walls. At depths greater than one inch into the concrete, no

noticeable change in temperature (greater than 10F) was computed. The thermal

response of the walls surrounding the enclosed explosion• is then essentially

the same for concrete or steel.

A sample of the results of the computer simulation is shown in Figure

6. The pressure response of the ECR is highly dependent upon the leakage

rate. For the leakage area considered, for example, the depressurization

caused by cooldown in neglectable relative to the leakage.

CONCLUSIONS

>4h e cooldown following an HE explosion in an explosion containment room

was investigated. The post explosion temperature/pressure environment was

analyzed. The three-part study was comprised of: experimental modeling, heat

transfer analysis, and numerical mod1liog of cooldown with gas leakage.

Two phases of cooldown were observed. Radiant heat flow and explosively

"Wtven, forced convection in the first fraction of a second result in a rapid

temnerature and pressure decay. At later times, natural convection dominates

and the pressure decays exponentially.

The transient pressure/temperature decay wcs modeled based on the natural

convection in the enclosure evaluated at a time-weighted temperature.

Predicted values compAred closely to experimental data.

A numerical simulation was developed to determine the impact of leakage

o, the pressure and temperature inside the enclosure during cooldown.
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CONTEANTS or
STRUCTURES TO RESIST THE EFFECTS OF ACCIDNTAL EIPLOSIONS

('JC 5-1300, UIYFaC P-397, AFN 88-22)

Joseelp Caltagiroe, ABDEC
M•iohael Dede and David Kowaovwe, Amnn & Wbitney

ABSTRACT

i rocedures for structures designed to resist the effects of HE type ex-
plosions are pr'esently available in the Tri-Service Design Manual St ructures
to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions (TM 5-1300, NAVFAC P-397, AFM
'-22). However, these prouedures are limited to reinforced concrete struc-

t.ures. Since its original publication, a considerable amount of data has been
generated which brought about the requirement to revise existing procedures in
the manual and incorporate new data. This describes the differences between
the old and new manual and discusses the additional data incorporated in the
new manual.
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CONTENTS OF
STRUCTURmE TO RESIST THE EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS

(1w 5-1300, NAYFAC P-397, ALi 88-22)

INTHODUCTION

This paper summarizes the material contained in the design manual Struc-
tures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosione. This manual, as con-
tained in Reference 1, shall here after be referred to as the "new manual".
The present 1969 publication of the "Tri-Service Manual", as contained in
Reference 2, shall here after be referred to as the "old manual".

Subsequent to the publication of the old manual, various government agen-
cies conducted several high explosive tests. These tests were perfomed to de-
termiae explosive environments, and the response of specific structures and
materials. The result of these tests have provided sufficient additional in-
formation to revise the H. E. Protection Design Criteria of the old manual.

VOLUME I - INTIODUCTION

Volume I consists of an expanded discussion of the topics in Chapters 1
to 3 of the old manual. The specific global topics are illustrated in Figure
2. The significance of the new manual can be seen in its expanded discussion
and treatment of the topics concerned with the safety factor, explosive pro-
tection systems, and design tolerances.

Althoug the factor cf safety remains unchanged between the old and new
manuals, the new manual contains a discussion of the effects of increasing the
flexural strength of a member beyond the design requirement s. and the detri-
mental effect this has on supporting members.

The three components of explosive protection systems are described in
detail. Namely, Donor, Protection and Acceptor Systems, are discussed inde-
pendently and interdependently. The aim of the discussion is to enable the
Designer to judge the requirements of each portion of the explosive system, to
produce a practical and cost effective system.

The ol d manual considered three pressure design ranges. The new manual
considers only close-in and far-out ranges. However, these two design ranges
consider the pressure-time variation rather than the pressure alone on both
the acceptor system and the protective structure.

Lastly, the extensive increase in the data pertaining to acceptor sensi-
tivity has been included in the new manual. Specofically, human tolerance to
both blast pressure and shock, explosive initiation by fragments, and equip-
ment tolerances to shock loads, are discussed. Knowledge of acceptor sensi-
tivity is an important factor in developing practical and cost effective pro-
tective structures.

VOLUME II - BLAST, FRAGMENT AND SBOCK LOADS

This volume is presented in three main sections, as is shoun in Figure 3.
The first section is concerned with protective structures sustaining the im-
pact of a blast load pressure due to an explosion. The second section is con-
cerned with primary and secondary fragments associated with the break-up of a
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explosive charge casings, equipment, or buildings containing an explosion.
The third section is concerned with the motions induced in protective struc-
tures due to an impact with the shock front and/or ground motions due to an
explosion.

BLAST LOADS:

A summary of the changes and additions presented in the new manual com-
pared to the old manual is illustrated in Figure 4. Based on recently devel-
oped data, the major change in the free air burst curves are the modification
of the impulse curves (both incident and reflected waves), and the positive
duration of the shock wave, as may be seen in Figure 5.

On the other hand, the magnitude of the blast pressures acting on the
ground due to an air burst are completely different, as is shown in Figure
6. Furthermore, the new manual contains impulse loads corresponding to the
new peak pressures acting at various locations on the ground, as is shown in
Figure 7.

Blast parameters associated with a surface burst explosion of TNT have
not changed. However, additional blast parameters for 95 different explosives
other than TNT, also detonated on ground (surface burst), have been included.
These additional explosives vary in explosive and casing material and shape.
An example of this data is shown in Figure 8.

Blast loads from vented explosions refer to thosc detonations which occur
next to a barricade or other obstruction, or within a cubicle type structure,
which permits total venting of the explosive effects. The impulse loads asso-
ciated with close-in detonations presented in the new manual differ from those
of the old manual because they are based on new data obtained after the publi-
cation of the old manual. Specifically, the new manual contains revised aver-
age peak impulse loads, and additionally, the newly developed associated aver-
age peak preasures. These average pressures are used in conjunction with the
average impulses to define the internal shock loads of a cubicle type struc-
ture, as is shown in Figure 9.

Previous data presented for vented explosions assumed that light material
panels at one or more sides of a structure would permit total venting. Recent
test data has indicated that even light material panels will permit reflec-
tions, increasing shock loads within a cubicle. The new manual presents this
new data, and defines the magnitude of the internal loads and the pressures
venting out of a structure with light material panels.

Blast loads corresponding to confined explosione are similar to those of
vented explosions except for the additional long duration loading which occurs
within the fully contained structure. These latter additional loads are re-
ferred to as quasistatic or gas pressure loads, and are produced by the accum-
ulation of the gaseous products of detonation and the increase in temperature
within the fully confining structure. The magnitude of gas pressures pre-
sented in the neu manual may he seen in Figure 10. In addition, the new man-
ual gives the impulse of this gas pressure load for various charge weight to
structure volume ratios. Scaled impulse as a function of scaled vent area is
given for various weights of vent covers. A sample of these curves is shown
in Figure 11.
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The procedures for determining blast loads acting on the exterior of rec-
tangular shelter type structures were available in the old manual. These pro-
cedures have been refined edd supplemented in the new manual te. more closely
define the blast environment for a shoý,k front impinging on a shelter not only
orthogonally, but at an angle, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. In addi-
tion to the blast loads acting un the exterior surfaces of a structure, the
new manual presents procedures to determine *he internal environment due to
the leakage of external blast pressures into a structure through openings, as
is illustrated in Figure 14.

FRAGMENTS:

Fragment generations from explosions consist of primary fraguents formed
by the fragmentation of explosive casings or 3ontainerc, and secondary fraS-
ments formed by the break-up of equipmont located in the general vicinity of
the explosion. Procedures for primary fragments was presented in the old man-
ual. However. the procedure was limited to only cylinderically shaped explo-
sive casings. The new manual has expanded the procedure to contain non-
cylinderical! cortainers as well.

The damage ^aused by secondary fragments ir a function of the size and
shape, the attained velocities, and the direction of propogation of the mis-
siles. The new manual contains procedures to evaluate all these parameters,
as is shown ix Figure 15.

SHOCK LOMDS:

Blast loads Acting on a structure and/or tran8mitted through the ground
to a structure, cause motions in a structure. This motion cauAs t.he vibra-
tion of irternal otJects (such as ceilings, walls, equipment. etc.). If the
structure or the internal objects are not d;tsigned to sastain the shock loads,
failure can o*cur.

Structure motions produced by a shock load duo to a detonation can be
classified in three categories. The first being the motions due to a direct
impact of an aiL, blast. The second being motions produced by an air blast
acting on the ground surface. The third being the ground shock effects 6ue to
the transmission of the shock wave directly through the ground. The first
catsgory generally causes the most severe motions,

The new manual presents procedukres to determine the three categories of
structure motion. These procedures are summarized in Figure 16. The proce-
dure for determining motions due to a direct air blast impact utilize numeric
Integration. After determining the air blast loads acting on a structure, a
rigid body analysis is performed with consideration for the resistir3 friction
between the structure and the ground. The procedures for the other two iate-
gories are based on empirical relationships, established from tests.

After determining the structure motions, shock response spectras way be
evaluated to establish the structure shock environment. These shock spectras
are to be used to respectively design the struorurai ccmponents.
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VOLUME III - PRINCIPLES OF DMUAIC ANALYSIS

This volume contains the procedures for analyzing structural elements
subjected to blast overpressures. The procedures and charts are general and
apply to reinforced concrete and structural steel as well as to other mater-
ials whose dynamic structural strength can be expressed. The outline of the
contents of the volume is listed in Figure 17.

The procedures for determining the resistance-deflection functions have
been significantly increased in the new manual. The old manual contained the
elastic, elasto-plastic and ultimate resistances and stiffnesses of several
one-way and symmetric3ally supported and reinforced two-way members. The new
manual considerm additional one-way members with various load and support con-
ditions. The two-way members considered have been increased to include unsym-
metrically sc.pported and/or reinforced (if concrete) elements. However, as
was the case in the old manual, the elements are for uniform load conditions.

As in the old manual, the new manual utilizes the single-degiee-of-free-
dom method to reprasent the motions of the actual structure subjected to blast
loads. The utilization of the single-degree-of-freedom method requires deter-
mining the load, the mass, the resistance, the load factor, the mass factor or
aa an alternative the load-_rss factor. Transformation factors are presented
for one way members having variable loadings while load-mass factors are pre-
sented for various two-way apanning elements.

The present manual contains two response charts for idealized triangular
pressur-e-time loads. One chart pertains to maximum structure response while
the second is used to determine rebound loads. The number of response charts
furniehed in the new manual has been increased to 216. These new charts cover
the maximum elastic response to triangular, rectangular loads, gradually
alplied loads, triangular pulse loaus and sinusoidal loadings. The new charts
also cover the maximum r6sonse of ejasto-plastic systems to trangular loads,
rectangular loads, gradual]y applied loads, triangular pulse loads and
bilinear-triangular loads. The bilinear-triangular load condition (Figure 18)
represents the idealized pressure-time load which would occur in a partially
vented structure. Figure 19 illustrates the response curves for bilinear-
triangualar loads .

In addition to the expanded section on response charts, the new manual
co-tains procedures for performing numerical integration as a means of analy-
ses. 'These analyses include both the average-acceleration-method as well as
the acceleration-.impulse-extrapolation-method. Procedures are presented which
include damping in a system as well as for analyzing two-degree-of-freedom
systems.

VOLT•iE IV - REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN

The technical data in the volume for the design of concrete structures
has been gpeatly expanded from the previous edition (Figure 20). Not only has
the exiating data been expanded, a considerable amount of new data has been
added. This additional data will facilitate the design of more cost effective
struct, eliminating conservativeness resulting from a lack of data.
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The old manual is concerned primarily with the design of laced re.inforoed
concrete walls to resist the effects of close-in detonations. Some~ data is
included for the design of slabs to resist the blast effects of far range ex-
plosiotus. A well informed individual could adapt and expand this considerable
amount of data to enable the not so informed individual to prepare realistic
and cost qffective designs.

The new manual provides a better estimate of the dynamic capacity of both
the concrete and reinforcing steel than the old manual. Based on recent re-
search and testing, the dynamic increase factors for both concrete and rein-
forcing st ael are presented as a function of the actual resonse of the struc-
tural elements as well as the values needed for design. In addition, the
static yield strength of the reinforcement is increased 10 percent beyond the
minimum specified by the ASTM to account for the actual strength steel that is
furnished by the steel producers. Finally, the shear capacity of concrete
elements as presented in the current manual has proved to be conservative.
Therefore, the new manual deletes the capacity reduction factor applied to the
shear capacity of concrete.

Conventionally reinforced (unlaced) concrete elements were n~ot exten-
sively treated in the old manual. Only a lzmited amount of data was presented
for the design of one- and two-way elements. This new manual greatly expand4s
this data to include design procedures for slabs and valls of various support
conditions, as well as desitgn procedures and deflection criteria for beams and
both interior and exterior columns.* The design of slabs I 'oe] de not only one-
and two-way slabs of various support conditions, but also :iueludes the design
of flat slabs. Also,, when support conditions permit, tension membrane action
of the slabs is incorporated in the design. The inclusion of this membrance
action permits the slab to attain relatively large deflection's at reduced
strength and thereby resulting in substantial cost savings.

The design for close-in blast effects is concerned solely with the design
of laced concrete elements in the old manual. Laced concrete walls can be de-
signed for deflections ranging from small to larger to incipient failure con-
ditions and beyond to the design of post-failure fragments. Unlaced concrete
walls may also be designe*d for close-in effects. However, these walls must
contain shear reinforcement in the form of single leg stirrups (Figure 21) and
the scaled distanc3 between the wall and explosive charge must be greater than
1.0 to prevent breaching of the wall. The charge may be loeated considerably
closer for laced walls.

The relationship between the design parameters for unlaced one- and two-
way slabs or panels is illustrated in Figure 22. An element may be designed
to attain deflections corresponding to support rotations up to 2 degrees under
flexural action (Figure 23). For far range effects,, stirrups would be pro-
vided if the shear capacity of the concrete is not sufficient to develop the
ultimate flexural strength. A Type I cross-section provides the ultimate
moment capacity. The flexural action of the element may be increased to 4~
degrees support rotation if single leg stirrups are pro,. I.ded to restrain the
compreasion reinforcement. In this deflection range, a Type II cross-section
provides the ultimate moment capacity and mass to resist motion. For close-in
effects, the element must utilize stirrups. &minimum quantity of stirrups is
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required even if the shear capacity of the concrete is sufficient to develop
the ultimat3 flexural capacity. The maximum permissible deflection of the
element would be limited to 4 degreets support rotation. If spalling occuls, a
Type III cross-section provides the ultimate moment capacity.

A nin-laced element may be designed to attain large deflections, that is,
deflections corresponding to 8 degrees support rotation. These increased de-
flections are possible only under tension membrance action (Figure 24). The
element must have sufficient lateral restraint to develop in-plane forces.
Fur close-in effeots stirrups are required, while for far range effects, stir-
rups would be provided only if the shear capacity of the concrete is strength
of the element. A Type III cross-section provides the ultimate moment capac-
ity and mass to resist motion.

Flat slab structures are designed to resist the blasc and fragnents asso-
ciated with a far range explosion. The relationship between the design param-
eters for flat slabs is illustrated in Figure 25. Flat slabs may be designed

to attain limited o. large deflections in the same manner as non-laced ele-
ments. Under flexural action alone, the slab may attain deflections corres-
ponding to 2 degrees support rotation. The flexural action may be extended to
4 degrees rotation if single leg stirrups are added to restrain the flexural
reinforcement. If sufficient continuous flexural reinforcement is provide,
the slab may attain 8 degrees support rotation through tension membrane
action. Unless necessary for shear, single leg stirrups are not required for
the slab to achieve tension membrane action.

The design of beams as presented in the new manual apply to beams in
shear wall type structures rather than rigid frame structures. The design
procedure presented is for transverse loads only. Axial loads are not con-
sidered. However, the procedure includes the design for torsion. The re-
lation between the design parameters for beams is illustrated in Figure 26.
The design of beams is similar to the design of one-way slabs.

Beams are generally employed in structures designed to resist the effects
associated with far range explosions. They may be designed to attain limited
or large deflections in the same manner as non-laced slabs. Under flexural
action alone, a beam may attain 4 degrees support rotation and, if sufficiknt
lateral. restraint is provided, the beam may attain 8 degrees support rotation

under tension membrane action. Closed stirrups are always required for beams.
While usually not the case, beams may be designed to resist close-in explo-
sions. They could generally be employed as pilasters around door openings.

The design of columns is limited to those in slear wall type structures
where the lateral loads are transmitted through the floor and roof slabs to
the exterior (and interior, if required) shear walls. Due to the extreme
stiffness of the shear walls, there is negligible sidesway in the interior
columns and, hence, no induced moments due to lateral loads. Therefore, in-
terior columns are axially loaded members not subjected to the effects ol
lateral load. However, significant moments can result from unsymmetrical
loading conditions.

Design procedures are included for both tied and spiral nolumns.
Slenderness effects are included in the procedures. Exterior columns of shear
wall type structures are generally designed as beams.
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The structural design for brittle mode response contains most of the data
from the previous manual. However, prediction curves for the occurrence of
apalling of concrete is included. These curves will more realistislly pre-
dict the need for costly structural steel spall plates. In addition, the
structural behavior to primary and secondary fragment impact is expanded.

The new edition of the manual contains a chapter on foundation design.
The data presented will enable the Designer to predict the gross motion of
structures subjeot to overturning. The structure notion is based on rigid
body motion to predict soil-structure interaction.

The last portion of this volume greatly expands the detailing procedures
presently incorporated in the manual. The old manual provides details for
laced construction. These details are expanded to include information pro-
Vided for aonventionally reinforced concrete, elements incorporatring either
single leg stirrups or lacing, flat slabs, beams, columns and foundations.

VOLDI V - STRCTUAL STEIL DES•i

This volume covers detailed prooedurei and design techniques for the
blast-resistard% design of steel elements and structures subjected to short-
duration, high-intansity blast loading. Highlights of this volume are pre-
sented in Figure 27.

While the design techniques presented in the old manual are applicable to
single-degree-of-freedom, alasto-plastio systCms, there was no olear-cu
method for determining the properties of a structural steel element, such as
moment capacity, resistance, allowable or ultimate stresses, dynamic increase
factors ejuivalent etiffness, etc., that are relevant to such a system. This
volume covers the methods as they apply to beam-type and plate-type systems.

The effects of rapidly applied dynamic loads on the mechanical properties
of structural steel are considered. Figure 28 illustrates the dynamic in-
crease factors for yield stresses at various strain rates.

The design procedures and applications Of this volume are directed toward
steel acceptor- and donor-type structures. Donor-type structures, which are
located in the immediate vicinity of the detonation may include steel contain-
ment cells or steel components of reinforced concrete contaizwneit structures
such as blast doors or closure plates. In some cases, the use of suppreLsive
shielding to contv-ol or confine the hazardous blast, fragment and flame
effects of detonations may be an economically feasible alternative. The high
blast pressures encountered in these suggest the use of large plates or built-
up sections with relatively high resistance. In some instances, fragment im-
pact or pressure leaLage must be considered. Acceptor-type structures are re-
moved from the immediate vicinity of the detonation. These include typical
frame structures with beams, columns ana beam-columns composed of standard
structural shapes and built-up sections. In many cases, the relatively low
blast pressures suggest the use of standard building compononents such as
open-web joists, prefabricated wall panels and roof decking detailed as re-
quired to carry the full magnitude of the dynamic loads. Another economical
application can be the use of entire pre-engineered buildings, strengthened
locally, to adapt their designts to low-blast pressures (up to 2 p3i) with
short duration.
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Beam-type elements differ from plate-type in that the effects of overall
and local instability upon the ultimate capacity is an important considera-
tion. The design of these elements, including beams, beam-columns, open-web
joints, and cold-formed panels, in which slenderr. 38 effects are prominent,
are covered in this volume. In general, the ultimate resistance of a beam-
type system is reduced in light of local or overall instability. Plate-type
elements, in which local or overall instability is not predominant, are
covered in much the same way as their reinforced concrete counterparts.
Special requirements for blast doors, with respect to their function during
and after an explosion, are discussed (Figure 29).

The procedures for the design of structural systems, involving a multi-
degree-of-freedom analysis are presented. Preliminary designs for rigid
frames and braced frames subjected to blast loads are presented. Methods for
proportioning the frame members for maximum esonomy are considered. Figure 30
illustrates such proportioning by way of collapse mechanisms, for rigid
frames. Computer pror'rams, which cover the elasto-p~astio dynamic analysis of
framed structures, are available for final design,

Some qualitative differences between steel and concrete protective struc-
tures warrant special consideration for rebound, stress-interaction, conneo-
tion integrity and fragments.

"(1) The amount of rebound in concrete structuras is con-
siderably reduced by internal damping (crackiLag) and is
essentially eliminated in cases where large deformations
or incipient failure are permitted to occur. In struc-
tural steel, however, a larger response in rebound, up to
100 percent, can be obtained for a combination of short
duration load and a relatively flexibie element. As a
result, steel structures require that special provisions
be made to account for extreme responses of comparable
magnitude in both directions.

(2) The treatment of stress interaction is more of a
consideration in steel shapes since each element of the
cross-section muet be considered subject to a state of
combined stresses. In reinforced concrete, the provision
of separate steel reinforcement for flexure, shear and
torsion enables the designer to consider these stresses
as being carried by more or less independent systems.

(3) Special care must be taken in steel design to pro-
vide for connection integrity up to the point of maximum
response. For example, in order to avoid premature
brittle fracture in welded connections, the welding char-
acteristics of the particular g-ade of steel m',ist be
considered and the introduction of any stress concentra-
tious or notches at the joiit must be avoided.

(4) If fragments are involved, care should be given to
brittle modes of failure as they affect construction
methods. For example, fragment penstration depth majI ,govern the thickness of a steel plate.
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IWfl V - SPUMI CIE*Ih N UPLOIY3 FACILM~ DESIG

The oontents of thts volume is new and was not presented in the old man-
ual. This valume is divided into nine subsections, as is shown in Figure 31.

All of the above subsections are independent of each other, and could
have b4en presented in separate volumes. However, their short length, and in
same cases their function as introductions to speOific Manuals In which their
topics are completely discussed, made their combination into one volume more
desirable.

MASONRY DESIGN:

SThis subseotion describes the procedures for designing a masonry wall
subjected to blast overpressures. The design procedures consider free stand-
Ing masonry walls; masonry walls working in conjunction with structural steel
frames, as illustrated in Figure 32; and arch action in masonry walls, permit-
ting the design of walls for large deflections. In addition, this subsection
also includes an outline of the design criteria and the dynaiAio strength or
materials to be used for blast resistant designs.

PRECAST CONCRETE DESIGN:

This subsection includes procedures for the design of precast concrete
elements subjected to blast overpressures. A method for determining the ulti-
mate strength of a precast element from the static and dynamic material
strengths is presented. Methods for performing a dynamic analysis and deter-
mining rebound loads are presented. Plso presented are recomended details
for precast construction, as is shown in Figure 33.

PRE-ENGINEERED BUILDINGS:

Standard pre-engineered buildings are usually designed for conventional
loads such as dead, live, snow, and wind loads. Blast resistant pr'3-engi-
neered buildings must. be designed in a similar manner, but with much higher
static loads to account for the actual blast loads. This subsection presents
methods for the design of the foundation, the metal frame, and the roofing and
siding of a pre-engineered building. It includes a method for performing a
blast analysis of such a structure. It also includes a recommended specifi-
cation for pre-engineered buildings subjected to blast overpre:ssures.

SUPPRESSIVE SHIELDING:

This subsection summarizes the design and construction procedures which
are outlined in the design manual Suppressive Shields - Structural Design and
Analysis Handbook (HNDM 1110-1-2). As is shown ini Figure 34, only those
shields which have received safety approval have be.n presented. Also pre-
sented are pro-iedures with which new shields may be analyzed and designed. In
addition, included ere reco-mended details for penetrations, such as utility
and vacuum lines and personnel and equipment doors, along with other required
structural details to obtain safety approval.
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BLAST RESISTANT WINDOWS:

Historically, exploslon effects have produced airborne glass fragments
from failed windows at the risk to life and propt ,ty. Based on a series of
explosive tests, guidelines have been developed for the design, ev&luation,
and certification of windows to safely survive a prescribed blast environment.
This subsection contains design criteria for both glazing and frames. *In ad-
dition, the presented design procedures inilude a series of design charts, as
iS shown in Figure 35, as well as oonstruction details.

DESIGN LOADS FOR UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES:

This subsection contains a summary of ths data presented in the design
manual Fundamentals of Protective Design for Conventional Weapons (TM5-e55-
1). The data pertaining primarily to the effects of an explosion occurring on
or below the ground, and the blast pressures produced on below ground struc-
tures, is presented. Also procedures are preeeitted for bomb penetration into
earth, as well as for the structural design of below ground walls and roof
slabs.

EARTH-COVERED ARCH-TYPE MAGAZINES:

This subsection deals with typical earth covered magazines which are used
for the storage of explosives. It is an expansion of a similar section in the
old manual, and includes requirements for both metal arnd reinforced concrete
arch magazines (Ns is shown in Figure 36), including semi-circular and oval
shapes. A discussion of the method of design, required safe separation dis-
tanoe between magazines, and construction procedures is also in3luded

B3LAST VALVES:

This subsection discusses remote and blast actuated blast valves used for
sealing ventilation openings in protectiie structures. Included is a discus-
sion of the requirements of plenums and fragment protection. Also included is
a list of manufacturers and a description of the valves, their pressure capac-
ities, closure times, flow rates, and test data if available. Tn addition, a
recommended specification for poppet valves is included.

SHOCK ISOLATION SYSTEMS:

The data for Shock Isolation Systems presented in this subsection is
greatly expanded from that presented in the old manual. The new manual data
is basically qualitative rather than quantitative. It includes shock toler-
ances for personnel and equipment; shock isolation principles; methods of
analyzing isolation systems; shock isolation arrangements, including individ-
ual and group mounting platform characteristics; isolator arrangements, con-
sisting of base and overhead mounted systems (see Figure 37); and shock iso-
lation devices, such as helical coil, torsion, pneumatic, liquid, and other
spring configurations.
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STRUCTURES TO RESIST THE EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS
(TH 5-1300,NAVFAC P-397, AFM 88-Z2)

MANUAL CONTENTS

VOLUME I INTRODUCTION

VOLUME I I BLAST, FRAGMENT AND SHOCK LOADS

VOI.UE !II I PRINCIPLES OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

VOLUME IV REINFGRCED CONCRETE DESIGN

VOLUME V STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN

VOLUME VI SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
EXPLOSIVE FACILITY DESIGN

COMPUTER PROGRAM REPOSITORIES

FIGURE 1
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On 1 April 1985 at approximately 8:20 a.m., an accidental
explosion occurred at Milan Army Amunition Plant (MAAP), Building A-2
of Line A. The source of the event was a feed hopper serving a gre-
nade pressing operation. It was estimated that the feed hopper con-
tained approximately 18 pounds of Composition A5. The pressing
operation was located in a reinforced concrete cubicle located on the
east side of the building. The incident caused the blowout ftilure of
the frangible exterior wall of the adjacent 4ervice ramp, as well as
the failure of a large area of the cement asbestos roofing over the
main area of the building behind the cubicle. There was no signifi-
cant strictural damage to the buildiug framing or the press cubicle.
There were 45 operating personnel in the building at the time of the
incident and only two minor Lnjuries occurred, neither requiring
hospitalization. Repairs of the building were completed by July 1985.
This paper discusses the evaluation of the blast within the building
and also the effetts of the blast on the operating personnel>

Facility History

Building A-2 of Line A at MAAP is a 1940's vintage sttucture. It
consists of steel roof trusses on steel columns as its main frasing
system, witý a cement asbestos (transite) roof and clay tile block
infill "ails. The building was upgraded in 1980 to accommodate the
&-inch M509 Load Assembly and Pack (LAP) activity currently housed
there. The principal elements in the building upgrade included the
addition of reinforced concrete cubicles to house the hazardous press
operations and enclos.ng exterior service ramps on both 3ides of the
building. The press cubicles were designed in accordance with
TH 5-1300 and were ý'o provide protection to operating personnel from
primary ovTerpressure and fragment hazards originatir.& in the press
cubicle. Management of the design modirication contract anO technical
rev;iw cf tle blast design wa, performed by The U.S. Army Engineer
Divisiou Huntsville (USAEDR).

Investigation

USAEDH was .equested by MAAP to perform a damage assessment and
stri::curRi :a1egrity evaluation of the facility after the incident and
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* to estimate the magnitlide of the blast effects that personnel in the
building may have been exposed to. To meet this objective, the fol-
lowing tasks were performed.

o Structural Damage Survey
o Prediction of Blast Effects
o Evaluation of Structural Integrity
o Assessment of Personnel Protection Provided

2.0 STRUCTURAL DAMAGE SURVEY

Overall Building

A detailed inspection of the oveeall condition of Building A-2 was
performed within a few days of the incident. The ,esults of this
inspection were favorable to a relatively simple replacement of roof-
ing and siding. Figure 2-1 presents a plan view of a portion of the
Building 2-A, showing the area where the donor cubicle was located and
designates the direction in which photographs presented as Figures 2-2
through 2-5 were taken. As can be seen in the pictures, the building
damage was essentially limited to wall cladding and roof decking. The
wall cladding on the east side of the ramp was intended to be a "fran-
Sible" or blowout-type wall designed to fail quickly and vent the
shock and gas pressures from the adjacent cubiclei. Figure 2-3
clearly shows large sections of the light weight frangible alumiium
ramp wall panels which performed as intended. The bulk of the remain-
ing damage was failure of the brittle tr-ansite roof decking material.
The extent of this damage is exemplified in Figures 2-2 through 2-4.
This material is very brittle and tends to break up into relatively
small pieces under low overpressures. It should be noted that the
roofing on the right side of Figure 2-4 had already beeai removjd by
repair crews and does not represent damage from the incident. The
only damage to structural load carrying members involved two roof deck
support beams directly in front of the donor cubicle. These members
were twisted sufficiently that replacement was justified. With the
exception of these members, the structural framing system was in
excellent condition and immediately capable of accormodating the new
wall and roof decking materials.
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Press Cubicle-

The donor press cubicle was designated No. 3 as shown in Figure
2-1. Figure 2-5 shows a frontal view of the cubicle looking west.
This cubicle was designed in accordance with TH 5-1300 for 25 pounds
mf Composition A5. Close examination of the cubicle indicated that it
was ir excellent condition. There was no exterior spalling of any of
the walls. There was a liwited area of npall/scAb on the exterior of
the roof directly above the feed hopper location. This was a result
of direct air blast shock being transmitted through the roof slab.
Huwever, the concrete spall was still attached to the roof as shown in
Figures 2-6 and 2-7 and could not be broken loose without the use of
tools. While flexure tensile cracks were observed as expected for an
internal explosion, they wure not extensive or large in sise. Figures
2-8 through 2-11 show some of these typicak cracks. Stringline
measurvments revealed that only very limited inelastic deformation had
occurred and only within a short distance near the open end of the
cubicle. There was absolutely no evidence of any compression zone
distress of the concrete section that indicated significant damage.
The fact that observed tensile crack patterns had not formed classical
yield line patterns further suggested very limited response. Follow-
ing the initial inspection, the cubicle walls were sandblasted to
remove paint, filler, and sealant. The appearance of the cubicle
after sandblasting was consistent with the initial observations. In
addition, the spall/scab area on the roof was removed until cound
concrete was reached. Inter-elly, the principal damage to the cubicle
was cratering due to high velocity primary fragments from the press
tooling. The main cratering damage was localized over several well-
defined regions as shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-13. The maximum depth
of these spell craters did not exceed 2 inches in any location and
were generally much less. It was judged, based on the initial inspec-
tion, that the cubicle could be repaired using epoxy grouts or high
strength mortars. This evaluation was confirmed by analysis based on
material properties obtained from nondestructive testing of the actual
cubicle.

3.0 PREDICTION OF BLAST EFFECTS

Loads on the Building

The principal damage to the building system was the destruction
of the cement asbestos roofing. This was also the primary area of
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concern regarding hazards to which operating personnel were exposed.
Therefore, the main emphasis in estimating the air blast effects from
the incident viii be determining the loads to which the roof and tho
personnel behind the cubicle were subjected. The determination of
probable overpressure loads on ti~e building viii be based on air blast
parameters given in TM 5-IOO (Referen,'e 1) and the methodolgy
developed in Referince 2 by Feenan at tue Naval Civil Engiueering
Laboratory (NCIL). This approach has the i-erit of having been
confirmed in part from the testing of an actual building of nearly
identical construction to Building A-2 (Reference 3). The analysis
procedurQ provides for a modificatiuui of the scal& distance from a
donor charge in a cubicle to a receiver. This method accounts for the
effect of the cubicle walls and roof in increasing the scale distance
from the donor to the receivqr.

The location c ! the feed hopper in the cubicle was such that
there was some qustion as to whether the donor charge should be
considered a free air burst or a surface burst, the letter being !ully
reflected. Air blast parameters for the two cases are given respec-
tively in Figures 4-5 and 4-12 of Reference 1. Because oi thit
question, both situations are considered and estimated overpressure
calculated for each. Tables 3-1 anid 3-2 show the geometric data and
resulting air blast parameters for the estimated overpresaures on the
roof and also at an elevation of 5 feet above the floor (for effects
on a standing adult). Figure 3-1 presents these same results as
expected upper an4 lower bounds of overrressure for thý roof and the
interior of the building respectively. Figure 3-2 shows the idealized
path of the blast wave over the building. There is another path which
must also be considered and it is shown in Figure 3-3. The results of
this load path wve found to be no more nevere than those of Figure
3-2 and therefore, were not further considered. The building tested
in Reference 3 had a roof deck of transite oearly identical to the
Milan Building A-2. The estimated dynamic capacity or the roof decking
in that test was about 6 psi for shor. duration ipu!-ive loadings.
Since The Milan Building A-2 deck is a slightly longer span, it would
be expected to fail at a slightly rover load. Predicting the decking
failure load at Milan Lo be approximately 4.5 psi, the iitormation in
Figure 3-1 suggests that roo.' deck within about 30 feet of the cubicle
would probably fail. This wes consistent with observed damage as
shown iii Figures 2-2 through 2-4.

Blast Loads Within the Cubicle

The blast environment inside the donor cubicle is also cl"ulated
based on the information in Reference 1. The cubicle has one entire
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vail open to the adjacent servicik ramp and the ramp was designed with
a frangible exterior waill. As c onsequence, pas pressure is not a
consideration and only shock ptessures need be considered. The
estimated air blast environment within the cubicle is presented in
Table 3-3. The information shown is similar to the same data in
Reference 3 eor a similar magnitudu donor.

4.0 ASSESSMENT OF REMAINING STRUCTUR&.T. CAPACITY

Building Structural System

Upon completion of the damage st~rvey and the initial evaluation
that the building structural framing -ýystem was undamaged and suitable
for reuse, a new lightweight aluminum roof decking was installed.
This decking was used in place of the tormer cement asbestos decking
which had the undesirable trait duriog failure of generating large
amounts of secondary free falling fragment*. Nowever on the
beneficial side the low. failure capacity of the transite assured that
significant dynamic loads would not be imposed on the roof deck
support beams (purlins) or the main building framing. The new
aluminum decking has a very low load capacity *hen it was limited to a
two span configuration. However the decking as ictuially installed
covered four spans. This results 4 the two interior spans being
capable of developing large deflection membrane resistance after the
low flexure capacity is exceeded. It was therefore necessary ta
asnure that the roof purlins were capable of resisting thie new lozds.
Using the upper bound overpressures determined previously for the
roof, a conservative analysis based on Referenceb 1 and 4 confirmed
that the roof purlins and trusses could safely resist a similar
incident in the future.

Press Cubicle

Dynamic analyces of the press cubicle walls and roof were
performed based on Reference 1. The concrete strength used in the
analyiis was baied on the results of the actual in-place compressive
strength ol che cubicle concrete as datermined by nondestructive
testing performed in Reference 5. The measured compressive strength
values are given in Table 4-1 and exhibit the increase in strength
with age that is typical of quality concrete. The dynamic stuctural
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properties of the cubicle are piven in Table 4-2. The results of
these analyses in terms of predicted maximum deflections and actual
measured values at midspan of walls and roof are shown in Table 4-3.
It should be no'ed that the presence of tensile steel at the middepth
of the concrete elements has a significant influence in limiting the
maximun deflection. This steel is normally neglected when designing
for flexure. The measured deflections reflect only localized perma-
nent deflections near Lhe open end of the cubicle. The ductility
ratios associated with these deflections are within the range con-
sidered to be acceptable for reusable structures in Reference 1.
Repair of the spall damage with a quality epoxy grout will provide a
cubicle which is capable of resisting a similar incident safely in the
future.

5.0 EVALUATION OF PERSONNEL PROTECTION

The Milan A2 building was an upgrade of an old structure to
accommodate a new process with a hazardous operation. Thi ezonomics
of the project did not allow for hardening the entire building for
personnel protoction nor did safety policy at the time require such
action. However the use of cubicles with hardened roofs and frangible
vent walls on the ramp adjacent to the open wall of the cubicle were

Sused to provide the highest feasible lev . of protection for a build-
ing of this type. Hazards to personnel include overpressure, prim&ry
fragments and secondary fragments. Primary fragments were either
confined or directed safely away by the cubicle and were not a consid-
eration for personnel in Building A-2. Overpressure can result in
several types of hazard and these will be discussed individually as
will secondary fragments.

Primary Blast Effects

Primary blast effects on the human body are related to peak over-
pressure and specific impulse of the blast wave. The lungs are the
most susceptible organs in the body when considering primary blast
effects. Figure 5-] piesents data which allows evaluating the risk uf
lung damage based on incident overpressure and impulse. These curves
are extracted from References 6 and 7. Shown also on the same figure
is the scaled overpressure and impulse based on the upper bound values
in Table 3-2. Thf-Re calculations were based on an assumed body weight
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of 130 pounds. The results are plotted on the figure and show clearly
that for the predicted blast environment in the work area of Building
A-2, the risk of lung damage is negligible.

Tertiary Blast Injury

The term "Tertiary Blast Injury" refers to injuries resulting
from whole body displacement. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 present criteria for
risk of injury to either the skull or the whole body due to impact at
the velocities shown. Although the skull injury tolerance is gener-
ally lower, both criceria have the same lower limit "mostly safe"
velocity. Figure 5-2 present-s the critical velocities in Table 5-1 in
terms of incident pressure and impulse. Plotted on this figure is'
again the upper bound data from Table 3-2. Results show clearly that
translational forces for the Milan incident appear to be well below
those needed to cause a critical velocity.

Ear Drum Damage

The human ear is the most sensitive part of the body when consid-
ering th. effects of a blast wave. An incident overpressure of 5 psi
arriving normal to the ear represents the threshold for eardrumr
rupture. Evern lower pressures can cause temporary loss of hearing.
The generally accepted "Temporary Threshold Shift" (TTS) is about 2.3
psi (Reference 8). These values and the 50 percent rupture pressure
are plotted on Figure 5'-3 in terms of incident overpressure and
impulse, Along with the upperbound data from Table 3-2. This indi-
cates that a risk of at least temporary hearing loss and the onset
of eardrum rupture existed at Milan if the head were oriented side-on
to the blast wave.

Secondary Fragment Impact

RiskE of injuries due to secondary fragment effects at Milan were
due almost entirely to the break up of the transite roof decking and
it's falling into the work area behind the cubicle. Figure 5-4 pre-
sents criteria developed in Reference 9 for injuries to personnel from
secondary fragments. Riskt of injury is a function of impact velocity
and fragment masa. It should be noted that the lower threshold for
injuries from fragments greater than 3 pounds is identical to that for
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tertiary injury given earlier in Figure 5-2. The height of the tran-
site roofing above the work area floor varies from about 11 feet at
the exterior walls to 21 feet at the center of the building. Assuming
unobstructed free fall and neglecting drag, Table 5-3 presents free
fall times and velocities from the roof to the floor and from the roof
to 5 feet 6 inches above the floor respectively. Although a great
percentage cO the roofing broke into small pieces) i.e., less than 2
or 3 pounds, there were sizeable numbers of larger fragments present.
Based on the potential free fall velocities from the Table 5-3 and the
criteria in Figure 5-4, there appears to have been a risk of injury
from secondary fragments. The minimum risk appears to exist for per-
sonnel in the upright position which reduces both the abdominal,
thorax, and limb exposure, as well as the probable head injury veloc-
ity. Based on the velocities calculated, any fragment larger than 2
pounds '"ould pose a risk. It is interesting to note that a fragment
falling froir the highest elevation of the roof would have to weigh at
least 3.7 pounds to exceed the 58 foot-pound hazardous fragment as
defined in DOD 6055.9 (Reference 10) which is the most current relat-
able safety criteria. It should also be noted that the space below
the roof and above the work area is very congested with ventilation
ducting, piping, conduit and other items, none of which fell. These
items would tend to obstruct the unimpeded free fall of fragments,
particularly large ones. This effect may have contributed to the lack
of actual fragment-impact injuries.

6.0 SUNMARY

Original Design Safety Criteria

The original criteria used in the modification of the building
called for protection of personnel from primary blast and fragment
effects (Reference 11). Original criteria also proposed a three-wall
cubicle with a venting roof. During review of the criteria (Reference
12), cotuments were made by USAEDH regarding protection which such a
cubicle was capable of providing to personnel in the building. It was
recommended that the cubicles be designed with a hardened roof since
this would substant~izly reduce the overpressures to which the build-
ing behind the cubicle would be subjected. However, it was also
commented that even a hardened roof would not reduce overpressures on
the transite roof sufficiently to preclude failure of the decking, The
recommendation for adding the hardened roof to the design was ircor-
porated into the criteria. The comments regarding roof deck failure
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were acknowledged but fiscal constraints resulted in retaining the
revisiew waroobtai the phigoohes polsioled lnevtel ofurotciong wthinaft
reviiewga rooftai The phioohys fplossbed ande acceptdurotciong wtheiaft
the limitations of the existing building structural system.

Actual Performance of the Building

The performance of the cubicle was as expected 2n the original
design. All primary blast and fragments were directed safely away
from the operating areas and the hirdened roof reduced overpresniures
behind the cubicles sufficiently to eliminate essentially all risks
other than threshold eardrum rupture and secondary fragments. It is
significant to note that if the original concept of a three-wall
cubicle with a venting roof had been used, the peak overpressure on
the roof and behind the cubicleth would have 17 and 11 psi, respectively,
and both damage and risk of injury would have increased substantially.
The actual performance was also aided by the fact that the quantity of
explosive involved was less than the quantity called for in the design
rriteria. In addition, the actual concrete strength had increased
substantially above the original specified value. In any case the
cubicle with a hardened roof is superior to one with a venting roof in
terms of reducing pressures behind the cubicle. The overpressures and
cubicle shock loads calculated in this analysis agree quite well with
observed damnage at Milan and are also in good agreement with measured
data from the full scale building test of Reference 3.

Personnel Protection

The most current governing criteria for personnel protection is
defined in Reference 10. This guidance requires personnel be pre.-
tected from fragments exceeding 58 foot-pounds of energy and over-'
pressure exceeding 2.3 psi. This guidance did not govern at the time
the Milan design and construction were performed. Although not in
compliance with this more recent criteria, the Milan building and
cubicles do in effect provide a high degree of protection for opera-
ting personnel. The new aluminum roof will essentially eliminate
the secondary fragment risk experie~nced Ain this accident. The most
likely remaining risk to personnel will continue to be that of
temporary threshold shift and possible eardrum rupture.
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Table 3-1. Airblast Loading on Roof
(see notes)

0=2.71

ROOF(I) R'(2) Z AIRBURST(3) SURFACE BURST(4)
LOCATION I(FT) Ih & I To Is. PS 0 -IS

R-I 27 10.0Q 6.7 5.6 16.T 9.5 6.0 26.4

R-2 35 12.9 4.2 6, . 3.., 6.5 7,2 20.8
R-3 47 17.4 2.7 7.5 10.8 4.0 8 16.7
R-4 58 21.4 1 2.2 - 8,18.9 12.7 1.q_2 _t 13.6

Table 3-2. Airbla3t Loading 5 Ft Above Floor
(see notes)

FLOOR(I) R'(2) Z AIRBURST(3) SURFACE BURST(4)
LOCATION (FT) %%• Pjo. To Is Pso To Is

F-I 38 14 3.5 6.8 11.6 5.0 7.3 18.9
F-2 38 14 3.5 6.8 11.6 5.0 7.3 18.9
F-3 45 16,6 2.5 7.3 10.0 3.9. 8.4 16.2
F-4 54 20 2.3 7.6 _8.6 2.7 92.1  12.9

NOTES: 1. See figure 3-1 for locations
2. R'-effective distance determined

per reference 2
3. From figure 4-5 of reference 1
4. From figure 4-12 of reference 1

UNITS: P so-(PSI) TO (msec) Is-(PSI-msec)
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Tabl.e 3-3. Blast Invironusnt Within Cubicle

CUBICLE PARAMETER (2L)
LOCATION IMPULSE PRESSURE DURATION

(I) (PSI-ms) (PSI) (msec)
ROOF . 6 313 3.6

:_SIDEW LL2 600 331 3.8AEA WAL 60 262. 4-.g
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Table 4-1. Measured Compressive Strength (PSI)
(reference 5)

LOCATION LOWER I MIDDLE UPPERILEFT "
WALL 6870 7000 7000

RIGHT 6155 7460 7000
WALL
REAR 6285 7240 7000WALL

ROOF 7000 7000 7000

Table 4-2. Cubicle Dynamic Properties

CUBICLE NATURAL ULTIMATE I STIFFNESS MASS
SURFACE PERIOD RESISTANCE Ke Me

(maec) (PSI) (BIIIN) (LB-ms 2 /IN)

SIDEWALL 5.36 209 3354 2438
ROOF 7.8 169 462 2271

REAR WALL U 177 2108
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Table 4-3. Response

CALCULATED MEASURED
CUBICLE 2-DEGREE ELASTIC MAXIMUM MAXIMUM

SURFACE DEFL (IN) DEFL (IN) DEFL (IN) DEFL (IN)

SIDEWALL 1A4 0.060 ,221 0J56
ROOF 1.8 0.055 0.236 NONE

REAR WALL 1.68 0.115 0,344 0.25
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Table 5-1. Criteria for Tertiary Damage (Decelerative
Impact) to the Head (reference 8)

SKULL FRACTURE IMPACT VELOCITY

TOLERANCE FT/SEC

MOSTLY "SAFI" 10

THRESIOLD 13

50 PERCENT LETHALITY 18

NEAR 100 PERCENT LETHALITY 23

Table 5-2. Cri6erta for Tertiary Dawage Involving
Total Body Imp-ct (reference 8)

TOTAL BODY IMPACT IMPACT VELOCITY

TOLROANCR FT/SEC

MOSTLY "SAFE" 10

LETEALITY TRRESHOLD 21

50 PERCENT LETRALIrY 54

NEAR 100 PERCENT LETHALITY 138
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Table 5-3. Free Fall Impact Velocities

ROOF TIME (SEC) VELOCITY (FT/SEC)
HEIGHT TO TO 5'-61 TO TO 5'-6'

FLOOR ABOVE FLR FLOOR ABOVE FLR
T 7 0.585 26.6 18.8
13 0.898 0.682 28.9 22.0
15 0.965 0.768 31.1 24.7
17 1.027 0.845 33.1 27.2
19 1.086 0.915 34.8 29.5
21 1.14 0.981 -T_6. .._ 31.3
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DESKTOP COMPUTERS AND EXPLOSIVE SAFETY

by John M. Ferritto, Consultant
Pacificr Airfield Technology Company

3875 Telegraph Road, Suite A-321r Ventura, California 93003
805 984-1269

Introduction

0 The last ten years have witnessed a major evolution in
computing capability. We started with programmable calculators
and ended up with desk-top computers. This astounding change

I) resulted from the capability to package many individual electronic
Ocomponents into a single chip. The capability of producing a
0single chip replacing thousands of equivalent "transistors"

a.. coupled with the ability to mass produce these chips at low cost
I has made it possible for every engineer to now have a computer at

his desk which 10 years ago would have cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars and filled a room. For example in 1980 the central<processing unit chip (CPU) for a desk-top computer, an 8088 chip
cost $350. Today the same chip costs $8. The memory of the desk-
top computer largely has used the 4164 dynamic ram chip. The IBM
PC uses a set of 9 of these chips for each book of 64k memory.
The current cost of these chips is typical of mass-produce d
integrated circuits. Once the initial development costs are pai d
off and competition develops, prices decrease rapidly. To
illustrate note the cost for 1 4164 chip:

1980 $175.00
1981 50.00
1982 15.00
1983 7.50
1984 5.00
1985 1.00

In 1980 512k of memory cost about $12,000; today it is under $100.
The U.S. computer industry once the sole producer of chips

and computers has now found severe competition from Japanr, Taiwan,
and Korea. This competition has resulted in~ the U.S. losing not
only the lead, but the total ability to compete in the dynamic-ram
chip area. Japan developed the new 256k ram chip first. Now the
major U.S. chip producers are abandoning that segment of the
market. The major com~puter manufacturers like IBM are now faced
with fully functioning "clones" being imported from Taiwan at 1/3
of the cost.

The engineer now can have at his desk a computer with 2 disk
drives, 512k of memory and a monochrome monitor for $1,000.00. It
is now possible to p ut the programs that were developed to run on
main-frame computers on the desk-top computer.
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FORTRAN Compilers

FORTRAN was devel' ed by IBM in 1956 when computers were in
the hands of scientists primarily dealing with algebraic formulas.
The name FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) and the mathematical
appearance of the language reflect the background of its
designers. It remains the language of choice on today's super
computers.

FORTRAN has been the computer language used by most engineers
to develop programs. FORTRAN has been around about 30 years.
Personal computer users can utilize FORTRAN; however, to do this a
compiler must be used. A compiler is a program set which is used
to translate the engineer's FORTRAN code to a usable machine
language. The engineer can develop his FORTRAN code using any
work processor when he has completed the development phase he
"compiles" and "Links" the program. The compilation process uses
a compiler program which checks each FORTRAN statement for errors
and then creates an object program. The linking process uses a
linking program to combine the object program and subprograms
(subroutine) tcgether with a library of standard functions (sine,
cosine, etc.).

There are about 8 FORTRAN coimipilers for use on the personal
computer. The main ones are:

IBM Professional
Microsoft MS FORTRAN
Lahey Computer Systems F77L
Ryan-McFarland
Supersoft FORTRAN-66

The first IBM/Microsoft FORTRAN compiler was released in
1982. It was slow, cumbersome and had limited capabilities. The
situation has improved dramatically. IBM now markets a full
implementation of FORTRAN-77 froir Ryan-McFarland. Ryan-McFarland
markets a similar version. Microsoft is a major producer of one of
the most popular compilers. Their compiler uses a 2 pass system
as opposed to the single pass system in the IBM/Ryan-Mcfarland
compiler. This means you must run your FORTRAN source through 2
computer programs instead of one. A major advantage of the
Microsoft compiler is that the use of the 8087 Math coprocessor
chip is optional. It will support it if it is present and it will
also work if it is not. This makes code more adaptable to a wider
variety of computers. However the code runs slightly slower than
tne IBM/Ryan-Mcfarland compiled code. The Lahey compiler produces
code which will run at speeds usually faster than Microsoft's
code. Further the Lahey compiler is the fastest compiler taking
half the time of IBM/Ryan-Mcfarland and Microsoft. Lahiy requires
an 8087 chip. The Supersoft FORTRAN-66 is an older version and as
such would not support the FORTRAN-77 standard.

Each compiler has advantages and disadvantages in the size of
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code vihich can be compiled, the variation in FORTRAN language
extensions and formats. one may check certain errors while
another not. The IBM/Ryan-McFarland and Microsoft compilers

operate on 192k and the Lahey compiler requires 256k.

PCBARCS

This section will illustrate the development of a computer
program for the analysis of reinforced concrete slabs. Some years
ago we were faced with the analysis of numerous blast resistant
cells. The analysis was to follow the proczedures outlined in TM

p 5-1300. The detailed pL-oceduros generally required about 40 man
hours per cell per exp).osive location to analyze the response of
each wall. To accomplish this task various portions of the
analyses were automated and then combined into a single program.
The program ran on a large main-frame computer. With the
development and wide accessibility of desk top computers, we
produced a version of BARCS which would work on a personal desk-
top computer. The original pý:ogram was a "batch" program designed
to run from a set of data statement without user interaction.
The program was redesigned to facilitate data 'input. Further the
loads portion was separated from the response part to simplify
usage. The program was made menu-driven and the user is guide
through the input of the required data. When the TM5-1.300 was
revised the program was rewritten to include the updates. TheI, 1986 version reflects the significant changes in loads
computations and the revisions to the stiffness computation.

This section will explain the input data questions asked by
the computer to calculate the blast loading on a wall. The basic
geometry of the problem assumes that a spherical charge composed
of TNT is located a distance away from the wall of interest and it
is desired to calculate the zverage peak reflected pressure, the
duration of this pressure and the impulse; additionally, the peak
confined gas pressure, duration of the gas pressure and gas
impulse may be computed from the cell geometry and vent area. TheI program assumes that the explosive is a sphere of TNT; no
provision is made for explosive type or shape factors. The user
must increase or decrease the actual explosive to account for the
shape of the charge and/or the type of explosive. Additionally a
safety factor may be applied to the explosive weight to increase
it to account for unknowns. The program next asks for the
distance the charge is away from the wall, the height of the wall,
the length of the wall and the distance the explosive is to the
left side of the wall, see Figure 1 for clarity. The program next

asks for the cell volume for use in computing the gas pressure.
The cell volume is the product of the height, width and length of
the room containing the wall of interest. Also the area of the
vent is required for the gas computation. This is the area of
the frangible surface assumed to be blown away to provide venting
of the gases after an explosion. The weight of the frangible
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material in pounds is required. The reflected impulse on the
frargible panel is required. The program can include reflections
from floor, roof and left and right side walls. Generally
reflections from all these surfaces will occur and should be
included. A reflection has been noted to occur from all surfaces
even frangible surfaces.

This section will explain the input questions asked by the
computer to calculate the response of a reinforced concrete slab
to the shock and gas pressure pulse shown in Figure 2. The
program asks the equivalent spherical TNT charge weight used to
calculate the pressures, the peak average pressure acting over
the wal2, the duration of the shock pressure, the peak gas
pressure, the duration of the gas pressure, and the total
impulse. The units used for these variables are psi, nisec, and
psi-msec. The valves are obtained directly from the output of
the loads portion of the program. The program asks the wall
height and width in feet. The program next asks for a code number
to identify the boundary conditions of the wall giving the
restraint fixity of the sides. Figure 3 shows the codes used. A
code 1 has the base supported and all other sides free; a code 2
has the left side and floor fixed and the other two sides free; a
code 3 has the roof free and the other sides fixed; a code 4 has
all four sides fixed; a code 5 assumes oneway beam action with
simply supported sides on two opposite sides and free sides the
other way; a code 6 assumes oneway beam action as in 5 but with
the two opposite sides fixed and the other two free; the code 7
assumes oneway beam action with one side simply supported and the
other opposite side fixed and the two other sides free. The
program aski for the allowable deflection limit in degrees. The
usual range is between 2 and 12 degrees or support rotation
depending on the degree of life safety required. A provision
is included to compute a wall impulse capacity for use in
composite concrete-sand fill walls.

The program next asks for the wall section and material
properties, concrete thickness, ultimate dynamic concrete
stress, dynamic yield stress of the reinforcing steel, lacing
spacings if used. Units of inches and psi are used. The
program gives the user a choice of how he may enter the
reinforcing either in areas of steel per foot of wall or in
standard U.S. bar sizes and bar spacings. Provision is made for
horizontal and vertical reinforcement on the top (blast side)
and bottom (opposite side).

OPTIMIZED DESIGN

The program PCBARCS has the capability to perform
optimized design performing repeated iterations minimizinig the
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cost cf a concrete slab and adjusting the thickness of
concrete and the amount of reinforcing steel. The optimization
problem is complicated by the deflection limits and shear
requirements which must be satisfied. The final selection
depends upon the starting point. The iteration is performed a
number of time until a limit is reached or the solution fails to
change significantly. The uc_. must verify the adequacy of
the final design. It is possible that a solution could not be
found which satisfies all constraints. Particularly the design
of a reinforced conurete section without shear steel restricted
to deflections less than 2 decrees is complicated by the fact
that as flexural stiffness is increased to limit deflection
additional shear strength is required which is based only
on the unreinforced concrete section. Indeed there are
combinations of load and geometry in which it is impossible to
produce a section which meets all constraints w:.thout the use of
shear reinforcement. This is one of the reasons the revised
P397/TM5-.1300 manual reduced the minimum requirements for
flexural steel. When the optimized design section is selected the
cost of concrete and steel is input.

The optimization problem consists of finding the
least-cost structure that satisfies all the design constraints;
or, stated in optimization terms:

Find X such that M(X) is a minimum and

g (X) LT 0 i = 1,2,N
i

where X = vector of design variables

N = number of desiln constraints

g = vector of design constraints

M = objective function

Specifically for this problem, the design variables selected
are areas of steel reinforcement and thickness of concrete. The
design constraints are the flexural and shear limits. The
objective function consists of the costs of formwork and
concrete flexural and shear reinforcement.

Fixed Variables

explosive weight

wall height

wall length
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height of explosive above floor

diatance of explosive from left side of wall

distance of explosive from wall

reflection code

ultimate dynamic concrete strength

dynamic yield strength of reinforcing steel

rotation criterion

Design Parameters, X

concrete thickness
X = area of vertical reinforcing steel

area of horizontal reinforcing steel

Constraints, g (X)

maximum deflection

V(X) LT Vc for Theta LT 2 deg, maximum shear

Tc GT 10, minimum thickness

Asv GT 0.0015 bd, minimum vertical steel

Ash GT 0.0015 bd, minimum horizontal steel

The methodology selected uses the unconstrained minimization
approach. The problem is converted to an uncon.'itrained
minimization by constructing a function. 0, of the general form

O(X, r) = M(X) + Pig (X), ... ,g (X),r]

For this problem the interior penalty function technique
was selected. This methodology is suitable when gradients are
not available, and, because the method uses the feasible region,
a usable solution always results. The objective function is
augmented with a penalty term that is small at points away from
the constraints in the feasible region, but increases rapidly as
the constraints are approached. The form is as follows:

N
O(X,r) = M(X) - r * SUM ( 1 / (g WX)) )

j=l j
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where M is to be minimized over all X satisfyin g1X) Lt O, j -

2...N. Note that if r is positive, then, since at any interior
point all of the terms in the sum are negative, the effet-t is to
add a positive penalty to M(X). As the boundary is approached#
some g (X) will approach zero, and the penalty will increase
rapidly. The parameter, r, will be made successively smaller in
order to obtain the constrained minimum of M.

Objective Function, F

Cost = F = (H* L* TC)CC + (AV+AH)(L * H)CS

+ (AS )(L * H)CL

where CC = Cost of concrete ($/cu ft)
CS = Cost of flexural reinforcement ($/cu in)
CL = Cost of shear reinforcement (S/cu in)
AS = Area shear reinforcement ($/cu in)

N
0 = F + r * SUM (1/ ( g (x) )

j=l j
where r is the penalty function.

The program requires a starting point in the feasible region
before optimization can proceed This is accomplished
automatically by the program by incrementing the design variables
until a feasible point is reached. An algorithm which
comprises the steps most commonly used is as follows:

1. Given a starting point Xo, satisfying all
g(X) LT 0 and an initial value of r, minimize
0 to obtain Xmin.

2. Check for convergence of Xmin to the optimum.

3. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
reduce r by c where c is less than 1.0

4. Compute a new starting point for the
minimization, initialize the minimization
algorithm, and repeat from step 1.

The minimization of O(x,r) is accomplished by a method developed
by Powell using conjugate direction. Powell's method can be
understood as follows: Given that the function has been
minimized once in each of the coordinate directions and then
in the associated pattern direction. Discard one of the
coordinate directions in favor of the pattern direction for
inclusion in the next minimizations, since this is likely to be a
better direction than the discarded coordinate direction. After
the next cycle of minimizations, generate a new pattern
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direction, and again replace one of the coordinate directions.

CAPABILITIES AND LIMITS OF THE PROGRAM

program is written to follow the Department of Deferse
Triservice Manual TM5-13O0ODesign of Structures To Resist the
Effects of Accidental Explosions*. The procedures used in the

program are automated fo.)rms of the hand calculations pecformed in
the manual and as such are no better or no worse. The methodology
computes the approximate structural properties of a reinforced
concrete slab and treats it as an equivalent single degree of
freedom system solving for the dynamic response. This is a major
simplification however experience has shown it to produce results
which are adequate considering the errors in determining the
loads. The results tend to be on the conservative side in favor
of safe construction. This procedure is intended to give
professional engineers a first cut in the design of complex slabs
subject to dynamic blast loads.
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Figure 1, Wall geometry show~ing explosive.
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Figure 2. qulivalent pressure loading. le
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF AMMUNITION STORAGE FACILITIES

TO

o WITHSTAND CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS EFFECTS

REUBEN EYTAN

in EYTAN BUILDING DESIGN LrD@
o TEL AvIv, ISRAEL2

S&ABSTR&ACT

<e paper de&ls with the optimal design of afmunition storage facilities

to withstazud conventional weapons attacks both in conventional warfare

and in commando/terrorist attacks. The structures discussed are storage

magazines and assembly facilities and represent actual projects already

constructed. Several of the latest weapons and explosive devices used

by terrorists worldwide are described, as well as potential damages to

the ammunition related facilities and the surrounding structures and

installations.

The conceptual security, hardening, and protection countermeasures are

presented and the optimal design of the entire facility as well as of

the individual structures is described

Two computer codes developed in-house are shortly reviewed:

0 T.,( Computerized Security Analysis (CSA)
* The Computerized Hardening Analysis (CHA)

The use of these computer codes in the optimal design of ammunition

related facilities to withstand conventional weapons effects is

detailed.
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INTRODUCTION

Lately, the threat of ammunition storage facilities being subjected to

conventional weapons attacks from convencional warfare in regions where

armed conflicts are occurring or could occur and from terrorist attacks

worldwide has increased considerably.

Ammunition storage facilities are normally designed for the case of an

accidental explosion occurring in one structure when the adjacent

structures will not allow a sympachetic explosion to occur, it seems

that designing these installations to withstanu conventional weapons

effects is not really required.

However, the following factors should be considered:

a. The much higher probability of a conventional
weapons attack as compared to an accidental
explosion.

b. The actual explosion effects to the surrounding
facilities and to the people.

c. The costs of necessary repairs to the damaged
installations.

d. The costs of the amounition activated by the
conventional weapons effects.

In light of the above considerations, recent designs of ammunition

related facilities in many countries have incorporated requirements Lo

withstand conventional weapons effects. In this paper, tue subject of

optimal design of these installations is addressed.

CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS ATTACKS

Conventional weapons attacks, as referred to in this *aper, include:

- conventicnal warfare
- commando raids
- terrorist attacks
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The weapon.s considered in the conventional warfare scenario are the

normal ground, air, and sea delivered projectiles of all types usually

containing different amcunts of high-explosives.

The weapons associated with con;.,ando raids are the whole range of

portable infantry weapons as well as weapons mounted on light

vehicles. Relatively large quantities of explosives can also be

considerad for commando raids.

The weapons used in short-range terrorist attacks are similar to those

for ccnmando raids; additional weapons used by terrorists in Long-range

attacks should also be considered.

RECENT WEAPONS AND EIPLOSIVE DEVICES USED
IN TERRORIST ATTACKS

Recently, several "new" types of wcapona were used in long-range

terrorist attacks broadening the range of weapons for which the

designers must provide appropriate strength to the installations
requiring protection.

Among these recent weapons one can find:

a. Anti-aircraft double-barrel guns mounted on light
vehicles.

b. More powerfull RPG projectiles (Rocket-Propelled-
Grenades).

c. Recoilless guns activated by two terrorists on the

ground.

d. Different types of anti-tank military rockets.

e. Different types of ground-to-air rockets.

f. "Home-made" mortar launchers mounted on vehicles.
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S. Different types of self-taunching rocket-propelled
projectiles.

h. Different typis of rocket-launchers mounted on
light vehicles.

In addition to the aforementioned weapons, several "new" types of

attacks using explosive devices have occurred:

a. Throwing explosive devices over perimeter barrier
systems by using slingshots.

b. Carrying explosive charges to the target by using
remote-controlled small aircraft, gliders,
balloons, etc.

c. Carrying explosive charges to the target by using
remote-controlled small boats and mini-submari-es.

In many recent instances, car-bombs and truck-bombs have been used

against different installations worldwide with severe consequences;

especially when the drivers committed suicide in performing the attack.

Finally, animals (mules, etc.) have also been used to carry explosive.

inside an installation and even innocent people inadvertently carrying

explosives have been made to approach different targets.

In conclusion, we are witnessing both an increased number of terrorist

attacks on military and civilian installations worldwide and also the

use of more efficient and sophisticated weapons and explosive devices as

well as the suicidal type of attacks.

ANOUJITION RELATED FACILITIES

The following ammunition related facilities could be considered as

targets for conventionm. weapons attacks:
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0 Ammunition storage installations

- open storage areas
- barricaded structures
- magazines

* Assembly facilities

0 Manufacturing plants

* Testing facilities

As shown recently in several terrorist attacks in diffirent countries,

"soft targets" such as service facilities and evea eccommodation

quarters were attacked.

POTENTIAL DAMACES FROM CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS ATTACKS

ON AMMUNITION RELATED FACILITIES

As we all know, ammunition related facilities are dedigned for the case

of an accidental explosion; the risk of local damage is accepted while

the requirement is to prevent sympathetic explosions in adjacent
installations.

However, when considering conventional weapons attacks, the probability

of the installations being hit and the inducing of an explosion is much

higher than for the case of accidental explosion--for these types of

attacks, the erplosion of more thai, one installation cai. easily be

induced increasing the local damage considerably. Besides the much

larger local damage which can be expected in conventional weapons

attacks, higher levels of damage to the surroundings could be incurrec

with severe consequences to property and life.

For conventional weapons attacks, we should :onsider carefully the costs

of repairing the damages to the installations as well as the time

required to return to normal activity--especially in assembly and

manufacturing facilities.
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Finally, as the ammunition becomes more sophisticated and expensive, the

actual costs of replacing damaged ammunition after an attack are being

considered in different countries.

In conclusion, the consequences of conventional weapons attacks in

general &nd a terrorist attack in particular can be quite severe and

definitely much higher than for An accidental explosion.

DECISION ON STRIECTIHRMIVG AMUITION RELATED FACILITIES
ACAIRST CONVEMTIONAL WEAPONS ATTACKS

Befere deciding what action to take when considering conventional

weapons attacks on ammunition related facilities, the following analysis

should be perforred:

a. A threat analysi's in which all the possible types
of attacks, weapons and explosive devices must be
considered in a probabilistic way in direct
connection with the specific installation.

b. A vulnerability analysis in which all the
components of the installation must be considered
and their vulnerability to the defined threats maust
be estimated.

c. A damage analysis in which the expected damages
should be estimated in terms of damage to physical
installations, damage to ammunition, disturbance tc
the facilities' normal functioning, and injuries to
personnel and people outside the installation.

At this stage, the level of expected risk should be established and it

should be concluded whether the expected risk is acceptable or uot.

If the level of expected risk is acceptable, no f'trther action will be

taken. However, if the expected risk is unacceptable, strengthening of

the facility against conventional weapons attacks is required.
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COUNTWRMASURES TO RDUCE DAiACES FROM
CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS ATTACKS

The countermeasures to be applied against conventional weapons attacks

are of the following types:

a. Active countermeasures--usually by human actions.

b. Passive couxitermeasures--usually by systems and

physical measures,

c. Post-attack--emergency procedures.

Speaking as architects/engineers, our main contribution is in the field

of passive countermeasures in the hardening of the installations but the

implem~entation of all the other countermeasures should also be

coordinated by the A/E design team.

OpTImAL DESIGN OF THE FACILITY BY USING THE
COMPUTERIZED SECURITY ANALYSIS (CSA)

In order to achieve an optimal design of the facility to withstand

conventional weapons attacks, we have developed a Computerized Security

Analysis (CSA) which is capable of the following:

a. The description of the facility as an input to the
computer code.

b. The description of all types of attacks, weapons,
and explosive devices a& inputs to the computer
code.

c. The description of all types of countermeasures as
inputs to the computer codes.

d. The cnalysis of the combined effectiveness of the
countermeasures against different threat scenarios.

e. The definition of the optimal combination of
countermeasures which is most effective in
countering a defined threat scenario.
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f. The estimation of costs of the countermeasuves and
the calculation of the cost-effectiveness.

g. Repeating the above until reaching the optimal
design of the facility.

The types of countermeasures ccnsidered in the GSA code are:

a. Preventive Countermeasures:

"* general such as dispersal, redundant functions
and systems,

"o access control measures,

e anti-intrusion measures--intrusion detection and
alarm systems, anti-intrusion barriers,

"* hardening of structures,

"* surveillance systems and personnel, and

"* indirect measures such as shielding, camouflage,
deceiving.

b. Response-to-the-Attack Measures:

"* direct i.esponse of the security force, and

"* help from outside organizations.

c. Post-Attack Measures:

e emergency measures such as fire fighting, quick
repairs, medical aid.

The Computerized Security Analysis (CSA) code was applied to actual

projects and has proved to be a useful tool which aided the designers in

espablishing an optimal, balanced set of countermeasures against

conventional weapons attacks.
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OPTIMAL DESIC1 O THE STR&JCTURS
BY USLUC TRH COPUTIR•IZED IHARDIING ANALYSIS (CHA)

In order to achieve an optimal design for hardened structures to

withstand conventional weapons attacks, we have developed a Computerized

Hardening Analysis (CHA) which is capable of the following:

a. The description of the different structures as an
input to the computer code.

b. The description of all types of attacks, weapons,
and explosive devices as inputs to the computer
code.

c. The description of architectural and structural
hardening features for each structure.

d. The analysis of the weapons/explosive devices
effects on the structures.

e. The estimation of the expected damages to the
s-.ructures and their contents.

f. The estimation of the casts of the hardening
* measures.

g. The estimation of the cost-effectiveness of the
hardening measures.

h. Repeating the above until reaching the optimal set
of hardening measures.

The Computerized Hardening Analysis (CHA) code was applied to actual

projects and has proven to be a useful tool which aided the designers in

establishing an optimal, balanced set of architectural and stri•ctural

hardening measures.
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MAIN CHARACTUISTICS OF TE CO•QUTIRIZD SCURITY ANALYSIS (CSA)
AND CONPU'I'IZED HAIMIMC ANALYSIS (CIA)

ctomeun Ecr'Dgs

We would like to stress that the CSA and CHA computer codes are design

tools and serve as help to the designers to achieve optimal cost-

effective solutions.

The codes were developed by using first-hand knowledge on the latest

weapons and explosive devices used in conventional weapons attacks.

The main characteristic of the CSA and CPA computer codes is that the

analysis is not theoretical but is based an practical experience in the

fields of weapons and explosive devices effects on actual structures, as

well as the effectiveness of different security countermeasures to

actual attacks.

Practicil exnerience gained in the design and building of numerous

hardened ammunition related facilities was also used in the CSA and CHA

computer codes development. From a practical point of view, the CSA and

CHA codes run on PC computer stations, are user-friendly, And provide

outputs in formats enabling quick decision making.

The potential use of the CSA and CHA computer codes is as follows:

a. Optimal design of new installations.

b. Estimation of the effectivwness of the
security/hardening/protection measures in existing
installations.

c. Optimal design of additional strengthening measures
for existing installations.
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SCflNCLUSION

The practical experience gained in the last 18 years in designing and

building hardened structures to withstand conventional weapons attacks

was applied in the developmwnt of two computer codes serving as design

tools--the Computerized Security Aralysis (CSA) and the Computerized

Ha.-dening Analysis (CHA).

These proprietary computer codes have been applied to actual projects

and have beer. proven as very helpful in the achievement of optimal

designs.

I would like to thank my fri2nd and associate, Mr. John N. Musacchio,

Vice President of Paul C. Rizzo Associates, Inc., from Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, for his valuable comments *tid for his support in writing

this paper.
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ACCIDENT-PRINE RISK FACTORS

IN

THE PROF 7TION OF PYFUTEQ4NIC AMMUNITIONS

PRENTIVE MEASURS THEREFOR

General.

1. After world war-II, pyrotechnics have become more

of science than the medieval Art. 'Pyro-Technology' has become

a specialised subject of study. The Pyrotechnic Industry

has no longer remained an Empirical one.

1.1. The Pyrotechnic Ammunitions covered in this Paper

are the conventional ones; and not the Pyro-devices currently

extensively used in the Aero-Space Mission.

1.2. Sfhe scope of discussion in this paper has been

restricted to the Manufacture of one of the main constituents

of the Pyrotechnic Ammunition - The 'Candle'.

1.3. The Candle is compressed 'rom the Pyrotechnic

Compositions - either Bare with proper outer lining or encomnassed

into a metal container with suitable inner lining/coating. "The

size of the candle depends upon the calibre of the Ammunition,.

1.4. - In order that the Risk-factors and their severity

are properly appreciated the various processing stages in the

manufacture of the candle are shown Table-1 - stage.I and

Stage-II.

2.0. Manufacture of Candle.

The manufacture of the candle involves two major

stages.

Stage.I. Manufacture of Pyrotechnic Composition.

Stage-K - Consolidation of the Composition to

form the candle.
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2.1. stage.I.

The manufacture of Pyrotechnic composition comprises

of the following steps:-

i) Storage of Ingredients.

ii) Preparation of Ingredients.

iii) Mixing of Ingredients to form the Pyrotechnic

Composition.

iv) Interstage storage of the composition.

2.1.1. The major Ingredients used in the manufacture

of the composition are:-

(1) Fuels Magnesium Powder, Aluminium Powder, Boron, Zr.Nickel
Alloy, Lactose, Starch.

(2) Binders. Lithographic Varnish, Boiled Linseed Oil,Polyester
Resin system.

(3) Oxidants Nitrates of Sodium,potassium, Barium chromate,
Potassium Chlorate, Potassium Perchlorate.

(4)Moderants Calcium Oxalate, Magnesium Carbonate, Mannitol,
Inert Liner-casting materials like DPG, MFD,Thiokol
etc.

(5)Color Strontium Oxalate, Barium Chlorate, PVC Powder.

Intensifiers.

2.2. Stage-IH.

The consolidation or the Pressing of the composition
is normally carried out in Oil-Hydraulic Presses, although the
recent trend is for Pneumatically operated Presses.

The Oil-Hydraulic Pres3ses are erected inside
the specially built cubicles whose three walls are R.C.C. and
the rear wall is a brick-lined wall. There is an entrance door
with a sight-window, Hatchway, control panel on the front wall.
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The sequence of operation of these presses is so inter-
linked that unless the Hatchway door and the entrance door are

fully closed, the Ram of the Press will not start operating.
Similarly, after the pressing operation is over, the Hatchway
will not ooen unless the Ram reaches its upper most position.
If the Entrance door is kept open, the pressing operation will

not start.

3.0. Accident-Prone Risk-Factors.

In any Industry, particularly the one in which large
quantities of Hazardous materials are handled, it is just impossible

to remove every risk factor.

Qualitatively, one can achieve the little more ,afety

by providing more additive protective equipments. But then a
stage is reached when one has to decide how far to go in removing

such Risks. One has to initially identify the Risk-Factors involved
in everry process which are likely to lead accidents or 'Near-Misses',

and attempt to minimise their probabilities.

0• 0 .

CHE•CK Jr T0 CD wOcF

Figure - Methods of' identifying and assessing Risk Factors.
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One method of identifying Hazards or the Risk-Factors

is the Hazard and Operability studies or 'Hazops'. The Technique

is to search the proposed design systematically looking for every

process detail and the integral part of the system in turn.

The step for identifying the problems is

Possible causes - Process deviation - Possible

consequences.

In order that all the possible causes are properly

identified it is important to form a working Task Force consisting

of members with wide spread of knowledge, expertise and adequate

experience so that all the aspects of the study are fully covered.

The search for the causes and the consequences of process deviation

must be carried out thoroughly and systematically, looking for

every eventuality and its likely effect. This becomes all the

more important when the manufacture of the 'Pyro-candle' is to

be studied.

3.1. The various Risk-Factors, after having carried

out the study of the likely process deviations, can be grouped

as under:-

i) Storage of Metallic Powders/Resins/Chemicals,

ii) Energy source.

iii) Release of materials.

iv) Process stage.

v) Fire and Explosion Risk.

These are discussed in the following paragraphs:-

3.1.1. Storage.

It will be seen from the Table-I that the various

Ingredients are stored at three main places -

i) Main store (ii) Expense store inside the Explosive Area and

(iii) at work place in the shop.
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These storages and the movement of these materials

pose Risk-factors especially when -

i) their correct nomenclatures along with their popular trade

names are NOT properly indiceted on the containers.

ii) their characte-istics such as -
- Toxicity.

- Flammability.

- Incompatability with other chemicals.

- their Fire-Fighting Classification.

- the Protective Equipment to be used for their Handling.

- Special properties, if any.

are NOT clearly made knnwn to those who directly handle these

materials.

(iii) the special precautions for the disposal of spillages/rejected/

deteriorated ,mteria'.s are NOT available to the shop operatives.

3.1.2. Energy Source.

In this particular study the finely divided metallic

powders by themselves form the potential energy source.

(i) the Electrical - (a) a-i electric spark attaining temperature

of thousands of degrees celsliis, sufficient to Agrlite dust ýlouds,

V31OuTS.

(b) High intensity electrical lischarges which can ignite solid

materials.

(ii) Hot surfaces- (a) Ulectrical motors getting hot due to inade-

qa~jte maintenaize.

(b) the drives: which are likely to reach teriperatures upto 250

degree ceintigrade and 'orming the cisk factors to cause ignition/

fire.

(iii) :riction and Impact sources -

The mechanical rubb.ng of one surface on another L.n cause ignition

especially when hazardous materials get nipped between them

- one of the major risk factor during pressing, which on many

occasions is a 'Near-miss' one.
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The accidental fall of the tools on the sensitive

materials/blended ingredients is another source to be taken note

of. This can lead to explosion.

(iv) Self ignition source - Almost all the ingredients used in

the manufacture of the candle are likely to ignite if heated

sufficiently in air.

3.1.3. Release of Materials.

During tha transference and the processing stages,

spillages3 of finely divided metallic powders Unsaturated resins,

the mixed compositions on the shop floor cannot be avoided. The

do pose the potential Risk factors unless these are frequently

swept not allowed to accumulate, and are solved in specified

w'ste receptacles away from the woiking areas.

The toxic materials may also get Inadvertantly

released to increase the toxicity of the surrounding atmosphere

beyond permissible limits. This may affect the Personnel working

in that area and may lead to 'Near-misses' if not accidental
situations.

S~~3.1.4. Process Sta•

During the preparation of the Ingredients and the rlnxing operations

all the ingredients/chemicals in the finely divided state arc

e~poed in open containers in the working buildings.

These powders settle down in various places such

as (i) the overhead A.C.Ductings (ii) the window sills (iii)

the corners and sharp edges in the buildings (iv) the working

tables and (v) the floorings. These fine floatingpowders would

coalesce to form dust clouds. These, naturally, pose potential

Risk-Factor.

If there are sudden changes in the temperature

and humidity conditions e.g. the failure of Air-conditioning.,

the conditions in the working place would suddenly change - the

temperatures would shoot up, the air may get too dry. Such change3

are likely to be accidental in the summer of the Tropics.
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During the pressing operations, if the pressure

gauge on the presses did not record correct losas, the chances

of excessive loads on the compositiuns cannot be ruled out. The

compositions could get over heated and may blow 'out'. The priming

compositions which are normally more sensitive would add to such

potential risk.
Most of the candles are now- a- days matured/cured

in heating cup-boards. In such cases, there is likelihood, that

(i) there can be instrumentation failure controlling temperature

and this can lead to overheating of the candles (ii) there are

chances of the formation of local hot spots (probably due to

improper un-uniform consolidation) whi-Th again can pose risks

of spontaneous ignition, at times leading to explosion of the

bulk candles.

3.1.5. Fire & Explosion Risk.

It would be natural to take the normal precautions

of Fire fighting. However,in 3ddition, the folloming have also

to be taken care of, to avoid'near-miss' explosive situations:-

- Undue exposure of flammable materials to Dery

atmospheres.

- Solar Radiatioi effect on sensitive chemicals/

mixed ingredients and/or compositions.

- Oily cotton waste/rags,left over wastes of Paints/

varnishes adjacent to the working buildings

due to the release of Exothermic heat.

4.0. Preveitive Measures.

Apex budies of Experts comprising of members with

wide spread of knowledge, long experience to their credit and

expertise from the various speciV.tsed disciplines have carefully

investigated the various Risk-factors and accidents and -Yen

the 'near misses' arising out of them over a period of more than

three decades and have arrived at rationalised preventive measures

for implementation.
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These measures, of course, cannot be considered

the panacea for all the situations; and it cannot be assured

that the implementation of the proposed preventive measures would

eliminate all the accidental situations and accidents will not

take place.

4.1. The various preventive measures proposed can be grouped

under the following major heads:-

i) Buildings and their construction.

ii) Working conditions in the storage areas.

iii) Working conditions in the process buildings.

iv) Preventive maintenance.

v) Safety of Personnel.

4.1.1. _jIdlinas and their construction.
In addition to the normal norms for the safe and

sturdy construction of the Buildings the following special factors

have to be taken into consideration especially from the safety

point of view:-

(i) Ccmpile the assessment sheets for the storage of various

ingredients.

(ii) Identify clearly the type of explosives/compositions to

be handled/processed in the specified buildings.

(iii) Provide Blast wall protection or suitaole traveses where

necessary.

(iv)Provide a weak rear wall for the cubicles and even for the

small bays where mixing, and/or pressing operations are carried

out; and also to the Expense store houses.

(v) Provide conducting media/flooring to the Process Buildings

and store houses.
(vi)Provide lightning arrestors on the buildings and personnel

tester at the entrance of the buildings.

4.1.2.Storage corwitions.

(i) Properly identify the various ingredients. Ensure that proper

lables are affixed to their containers.

(ii) Take care to see that Incompatible ingredients are NOT stored

at one and the same place. The details in this regard are fully

I ,made known to the operatives handling these.
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(iii) Ensure that proper ventilations have been provided to these

buildingst and also that adequate interspace is provided in between

the stacks.

(iv) Ensure that the Temperature and humiditv controls are

implemented properly, periodically monitored and records for su:h

checks maintained.

(v) Display prominently the classification of the contents in

the stoiage buildings.

(vi) Provide proper fire fighting appliances in the. vicinity

of these buildings at the optimum distances; easily accessible

to face emergencies.

(vii) Ensure that the unheading of the bulk packages is NOT carried

out in the store houses/expenses stores. Provide a separate annexe

(small room/cubicle) with proper protective measures forn this
operation-

(viii) Ensure good housekeeping.

4.1.3. Workting conditions in the Process Buildings.

A. Minimise dust accumulations:

i) Provide sloping sills in the structures.

ii) Keep the area of filters on the return air on the AC

system to its optimum.

iii) Provide dust extraction units at the operational points

where the dist formation is inescapable.

(iv) Maintain high dust velocities so as to avoid the settling

of dusts.
(v) Clean the AC ducts/the filters carefully and with specified

frequencies.

B. Control Operating Conditions.

i) Maintain optimum humidity conditions as per the process

requirements.

ii) Ensure that the dry-bulbs temperature inside the working

place does not exceed 30 degree centigrade.

iii) Avoid over-drying of the process area.

iv) Where exothermic reactions are known to take place, spread

out the compositions in trays in this layers for maturetion

to avoid hot spots.
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v) From the safety aspect carry out most of the operations

behind the shields and the barricades.

vi) Check up the machines for absence of static charge by

testing with the static charge detector especially those

where metallic powders/chemicals are ground and sieved.

vii) Do not pour bulk of the co.•positions sudenly into the

hopper. There are chances of the development of stati.c

charge on the particles.

viii) Check up the condition of the tools - the moulds and

the drifts for their close tolerances; for, their physical

condition and also "or their life.
ix) Use brass hammers( and not !teel hamners) for releasing

the Jrifts which occasionally get jamned into the moulds..

C. Elintinate Ignition Sources.

i) Watch out, for hot surfaces like Motors, Drives, heating

coils and lights.

ii) Be alert to friction and impact sources especially (a)

during the preparation of ingredients and (b) during

the pressing operations.

iii) Avoid the nipping of the compositions.

iv) Ground all the metal cc.itainers, the flooring and even

the Personnel to avoid the li'<elihood of generation of
static charge.

D. Practice Good House-Keeping.
i) Ensure that the over-head AC ductings, the window sills

are always kept clean.

ii) Remove tne dust as cften as possible. Use plain brooms

to sweep oft the dust.

iii) Keep the sloping surfaces in the structures clean.

iv) Ke-ep the quantum of Toxic materials in the process building

to the bare minimum.
v) Bring inside the pressing room quantities of explosives/

compositions sufficient for approx. 3 hours.
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vi) Avoid accumulations of Oily waste, waste cotton, waiste

compositions/sweepings.0
vii) Earmark specific areas for storage of such wastes suffici-

ently away from the bulk compositions.
viii) Arrange for the disposal of wastes as often as possible.

4.1.4. Preventive Maintermw~e.
It is important that all the machines, the equipments; the

Instruments are properly periodically checked before any operation/

prccessing stage is undertaken on them. This is essential so

as to- minimise the avoidable Risk factors and 'near-miss' acciden-
tal situations.

The following are some of the important points that need

be checked:-

~) Rigidity of the couplings/joints.

ii) No leakages through the Pipe joints.

iii) Proper periodical greasing of the nipples and ensuring that

they are not dry.

iv) Oil levels in the oil tanks of the power pack of the presses

are proper - topped up when necessary.
v) Free rotation of tha Drives manually without any abnormalities.

vi) Smooth and free movement of the Ram without jerks.
vii) Corrcct recordings on the pressure ýgauges- against the stati-

meter readings.

viii) Smooth and normal functioning - fail-safe of the complete

operational cycle on the press without any failure- in the

interlocks of the systems.

This is most important and should invariably be undertaken

as a blank run before actual operations are carried out.

ix) The mixing machinery is checked for its cleanliness, free

from foreign matters.

x) The Remote control system for these "narhines is free from

defects.
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5.O0.,SafeU of Plersonrml.
The safety of the Personnel is by itself a subject which

can be dealt as a specialised paper.
The paramount importance of the safety all the personnel

either directly connected with the production activities or are

the supporting personnel in the neighbourhood of the Explosive

area reeds no special emphasis.

5.1.Re ibility of the Employer.

(i) At the outset it is imperative on the part of the employer

to provide the protective clothing and equipments suiting the

particilar operation to the operatives working on them.

(ii) The employer organises in his works the 'Safety Department'
independent of other departments.

(iii) This Department formulates a :omorehensive safety policy,

and ensures that this Policy is implemented at all levels through

out the organisation.

(iv) This department is headed by a 'Safety. Manager' - directly'

reporting to the Top Executive - who is competent enough to interpret

the various safety legislations; is aole to advice on Safety

mmatters to all the other departmental heads; is able to train

the employees in implementing the preventive measures by persuasive

methods impressing on them the consequences of not following

these measures.
(,v) This department does not only ensure that the existing safety

syst.3ms and the incorporated built-in safety procedures are monitored

but also carries out indepth study of these systems and prepare

'fail-safe' procedures in these system.
(vi) This department causes.check on safety, preventive maintenance

of plants and machinery and reports' deficiencies observed directly

to the Top Execitiva for his information and directing the corrective

measures to the concerned departmental Heads.
(vii) The last but not the least important responsibility of

the Employer is that he must discuss safety matters with the

same importance as the Production and the productivity matters

at every level . He encourages valuable suggestions in safety

matters from the subordinates at all levels.
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5.2.,..Rempsibility of the EMqloym.
The employer, on his part, will ensure that all the statutory

regulations, approved *afety policy are fulfilled and the legal

aspects well looked after.

It will be the primary responsibility of the employee to
implement the preventive measures; to adopt all the safe practices;

avoid any deviations from them, not only for one's own personal

safety but the safety of his co-workers also.

He should ensure that -

(i) He is fully knowledgeable in regard to safety precautions

to be followed by him for the operation he is undertaking and

also is aware of the special dangers to be avoided.

(ii) He does not allow, either by himself or by others, any flame
producing devices such as matches, lighters etc. in the sensitive

areas.

(iii) None of them is under the influence of liquor or narcotics

during the working hours at the work place.

(iv) He is fully alert to all the fire risk situations and takes.
prompt action during such emergent/dangerous situations to avoid

service accidents.
5.2.1. It is pertinent to add that the employee;., if he is alert,

normally gets a first warning of the impending dangerous situations

another if he is smart enough, properly trained, his prompt reflex

actions in the first few minutes can, in most of the situations,
play an important role In saving material losses as well as the

injur:y to the personnel.

6.0. Case Studies.
There have been a few Accidents practically experienced during

the past two decades and more, and quite a 'Near-miss situations.

A few important of them are discussed here.

6.1. Unusual flash over frcu Electrical Circuit.

It had rained heavily in the forenoon of the particular

day. The work was required to be suspended due to non-standard

conditions of Temperature and Humidity in the work1i., rooms.
In the afternoon when the working conditions became satisfactory

to start tha work the coating of Magnesium Powder with paraffin

wax was to be commenced. .I...Qder to melt the wax the operator

put the switch of -the electrically heated table 'ON' when there

was a sudden flash from the conduit.
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The alert operator immediately put 'off' the switch and

reported the incident to his superior.

When the situation was examined it was noticed that there

was a minor crack developed from the wall-side of the conduit

which had gone unnoticed; that 'there was a slight seepage of

the rain water through this ctack; that a very .little portion

of the sheath of the inside wire had become bare with the result

that when the switch was put 'ON' the fine powder deposited on

the conduit burnt with a white flash.

in order to avoid such conditions subsequently the use at

the electrically heated table in the working area was suspended.

The melting of wax was taken up in steam jacketted vessel, the

wax in molten condition was brought for the necessary coating

operation.

6.2.Defective Tools.

In one of the processing cubicles there was a loud 'bang'

during the pressing of the ccmposition. The ram was damaged,

the mould broke into pieces. There was,, however, no damage outside

the cubicle to the ' Hatchway door and the entrance door.-

On examination of the sets of tools in use for the pressing

of this type of sensitive composition, it was noticed that these

had been in use ')r much more than the specified pressings. Since

the fresh sets of tools were not immediately available, and there

was the exigency of work, the operators were using these old

tools to complete their oays target. Nothing had gone wrong with

the use of these tools for nearly 200 pressings on the particular

day before the incident.

It was recommended that the Works Inspection staff must

check the tools everyday before the pressing operaiidons are taken

up,reject such of those which did not satisfy the quality parameter

and must ensure that these are removed from the working area

duly stamping the 'reject' stamps on them.
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631 Use of' cow ni for 9 FIions.
The 'interstage transport of the composition from the Expense

-. stoe to thefilling bay inside a container with'a conical month
was in vigWe for qtite a 1ong period. Since nothing ser.ous had
taken place the use of such container was not seriously taken

note of for replacement by other improved container.

"nn, one fateful day, it happened thet the composition freshly

prepsied arnd stored in this type of cobntainer(most likely not

fully watered) was being transferred when there was some hissing

sound from inside the container. This scared the operator. As
the excessive heat haJ developed inside the 'container, the composi-

tion caught fl:e, and the operator dropped the container from
his hand. This resulted in a loud bang and fatal injuries to

the Operatoz.

On careful study it was realised that the conical shape
had acted as a shell, burnt the container causing the explosion.

shattering the container leading to the fatal injury.

The Court of Enquiry found fault -

(i) with the lack in monitoring system and (ii) with the use

of these wrong type of container for such sensitive compositions.

6.4. hjdue delay in disposal.

One batch of mixed composition was noticed to have been

wrongly mixed and rejected. The batch was immediately emptied
into small rontainers and stored at a demarcated place away from

the other compositions.

Due to oversight, tiis batch was left undisposed for a couple

of days when one night shift there was a loud 'bang' from one

of these containers which threw the adjacent containers helter-shelter.

There was a slight damage to the window frame and partly to the

adjacent door frame.

Even when this composition was taken to destructor ground

for disposal and lighted, quite a few slivers were also thrown
lout'.
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It was noted during trv. enquiry that the Operator, knowing

that there was some mistake in the preparation of the batch had

just emptied out tha same without putting it for proper curing,

with the result that there was formation of hot spots over a

period which then caused spontaneous ignition of the contents

leading to the 'bang' -In the case of other containers the composi-

tion had got hardened and hence some slivers at the destructor

ground.

It was rocommended that any. batqh of composition, once

taken up for mixing, should be'finished in the normal manner even if it

is known not to have met the specified parameters and disposed

without any undue delay.

7.0. CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, remember the following golden rules:-

(I For the employer.

(a) Remember that 'safety' is not a factor that can be delegated.

(b) Conduct regular Training Programmes for the Supervisory

Staff and the Skilled Craftsmen to impart the important characteri-

stics of all the ingredients and safe working practices in handling

the same.

(c) Conduct Fire fighting training programme and periodical

fire practices to educate the employees to be alert to such

situations.

(ii) For the employees.

(a) Do not under-estimate the Fire-risks accompanied with the

processing of Pyrotechnic Ingredients and compositions.

(b) Be alert to dangerous situations likely to arise out ofn

either the potential or actual hazard.

(c) Always handle Toxic materials and the mixed Compositionis

in small quantities to minimise the Risk-factors.

(d) Observe all the established safe practices laid down for

the Processing, Handling, Storage and Disposal, keeping in mind

the special precautions, and also special dangers to be avoided.

and last but not the least:
(e) Remember that 'Good House-keeping' is the key word for safe
practices.
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TR1M HNUT PbOT•CTIO

U.niel R. Barrios, Dr. D. . Davenport, Olso Nelsom

1.

Becaus *Any stages in the production oR infrared decoy

flares (OI/PTV3) require that the production workers operate close to

=amr pounds of the flare materisl in both the guralatod .ad pressed

states, it is required that the workers wear fire suit type of protection

at several stages of the process. Although the chemical reaction of an

accidantal Ignition of this zaterial does not generate large volumes of

gos, so that blast is not a prima7 hazard, the beat of the reaction is

above 400001 and the af terburning of the excess nagnesium vapor in air

can ganat. pluw. toempratures of over 5000°.

This means that the major hazard is fErm the thermal

radiation accompanying such high t4eratures which is intense enough to

ignite materials many feet away. Because the thermal pulse is relatively

short (a few Feconds), the huaard is 'quito different from that faced by

the firoan or the steel mill worker for whom most suits were design*4.

Furthermore, the worker has to perform many tasks wbere

the stiffnes, bulk ad weight of the conventional fire suit make it very

difficult for the worker to accomplish his task. If the exposure of a

task requiring the use of a fire suit is relatively short, the worker may

even be tempted to skip dressing properly in such a cumbersome outfit and

thus subject himself to unnecessary hazard.

For all of these reasons, Tracer MA and Star Glove and

Safety Products Corporation set .bout looking at improved fire suit

designs which were directed toward soiving the pyrotechnic operater's

safety problems. The pyrotechnic teutirg was carried out by Tracer HA

while the material design and samples were furnished by Olen Nelson of

Star Clove.
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Furthermore, since we had no quantitative data on how

available suit materials performed In such an environment, we gathered

saMles from soveral present fire suit suppliers which could be subjected

to a standard test to yield Compearative data and guide cur development

tests.

2. The Test nviroanment

The first task was to select a test environment that

simulated the type of hazard we were interested in and at a level at

which we could gather data showing the relative performance of various

materials.

We chooe as a baseline a magnesiumnPTP3 (polytetrafluoro-

ethylene) pellet mounted in an open, steel lined box. with the fire suit

sample munted at one open side at a distance of 12" from the flare

pellet (See Figure 1).

The sample was a 6" x 8" rectangle of material held firmly

between steel jaws in a holder mounted on a retractor bench. In the

initial tests, some of the sampiles were withdrawn along the bench after a

one-second exposure to simulate a worker rmtreating. It was found,

however, that a stationary sample using a smaller pellet gave more

reproducible results, so fixed samples were used in all of the later

tests.

Two pellet sizes were tried, a 500 gram pellet and a 100

gram pellet each of which burned in 4 to 6 seconds. The plucw. from the

lageer pellet enveloped and destroyed many of the samples so completely

that quantitative evaluation was difficult, so most of the the tests were

carried out with the 100 gram pellets.

The initial tests were all carried out out-of-doors but,

because even small braezes seem to cause the data to scatter, the final

test series was carried out in a closed building with just an exhauAt fan

providing a controlled, gentle air movement to sweep away the smoke.
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3. Ilmterlats Tested

The available fire suit materials which were included in

the test are shaow in Table 1.

4. om•rimo of Ieat Iaviroments

To obtain a comparison of the severit) of the available

teat enviroments, a single type of fire suit smeple ( lMoen's Pyrasteel)

wse run with all three enviramoente:

loog pellet with fixed sample 12"

1001 pellet with sale retracted after I see

SOO& pellet with sample retracted after 1 see

The data for these tests are showm in Figure 2.

The 100 grem pellet with the sample retracted after one

second gave only a 35so temperature rise while the 50 •grm pellet wiLh

s**le retraction save about 2500 temperature rise before the

thermocouple detached from the smple. The fixed sample with the 100

aram pellet would appear to give same intaermate value but the

thermocouple shorted out after about three seconds so a colete trace

was not obtained.

Although this data la sketchy at best, Ahe- combined with

the photos of Figure I which showed the extended fireball of the 500 arm

flare, we concluded that the best basis for comparison would be the fixed

sample with the 100 gram pellet. This would give a vesponse which was

great enough to make comparisons based on thermocouple response yet

moderate enough not to completely destroy the sample.
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9 5. First Test Series

A. 500 Gram Tests

Additional tests were carried out with the 500 gram

pellets (with sample removal after one second) just for information and

they are given in Figure 3. The samples used were the Encon which had no

felt backing, the Protex III which is designed as a backing felt, and

three aluminum coated fabrics which had felt backings.

These tests confirm that with a felt backing, this

scenario gives fairly modest peak temperatures, but because of the

variability in the shape of the plume produced by the mild breezes, the

quantitative results were regarded as suspect. In the case of the two

Fyrepel fabrics, the aluminum coatings were not even scorched which

indicated that the plume did not expand as rapidly toward the sample as

in the other cases. T1is again indicates that this scenario is too

non-reproducible to use for sample comparison or evaluation.

B. 100 Gram Tests

Figure 4 shows the results of the tests with the fixed

sample with the 100 gram pellets. Again the samples without felt backing

showed very rapid temperature rises, whereas the samples with a felt

backing showed quite tolerable temperature rises with the Fyrepel

materials being best. Since neither the Protex III or Star Glove

material were aluminum coated, the tests suggest the importance of an

aluminum coating in reducing the radiation input when dealing with such

high temperature inputs. In the Fyrepel 2 tfst. the movies indicate that

the 100 gram pellet came loose and moved toward the sample in the middle

of the burn. This probably accounts for its relatively high temperature

compared to the values secin with the other two Fyrepel fab:•cs.
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5. Importance of Aluminized Coatinit - Second Test Series

in order to, gather further information on the importance

of the aluminized coating for this scenario in which the fabric is not

directly in the flame, we looked at further combinations. Since we were

interested in as light and comfortable a suit as possible, we used the

PSI material In both knit and felt forms. The results are shown In

Figure 5.

if one compares the results of using only tho lightweight

PBI knit material, with and without the aluminized coating. it is seen

that both give very fast temperature rises which reach unacceptable

temperature levels.

When one backs the aluminized knit with another knit

layer, the temperature rise becomes much slower and reaches tolerable

levels. When t.he aluminized knit is backed by the PBI felt, the

temperature rise is almost trivial and compares favorably with the best

of the Fyrepel results obtained previously.

In this teat we also exposed one of the Star Glove %loves

which has no aluminized coating but does have the PBI felt backing. in

this case the thermocouple was mounted inside the Blove in the palm which

was located about where the other samples were mounted. The temperature

rise can be compared to that obtained with the aluminized knit with the

felt backing and one sees the significantly greater temperature rise one

gets without the aluminum coating. The glove resulta are comparable to

those one gets when backing an aluminized knit with only a knit.

When these results are compared with the prev-*ous Star

Glove data with non-aluminized mIaterials, one can see the importance of

an aluminized coating, when the hazard is largely a radiative source.
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6. Ostimizia t&e Deal 2n

At this stage we felt we had a qualitative feel for the

performance parameters and needed to got more quantitative data in order

to select an optimum deslgn. The test matup was moved indoors in order

to obtain better reproducibility. The important design parameters

considered for optimization were a) protection, b) comfort, and 0) cost.

The PSI seemed to give the best protection and comfort but was the most

expensive of the materials. Therefore it was decided to test various

felts with the aluminized PSI knit to establish the level of proteEtion

that could be achieved.

Figure 6 shows the results using PSI. fiberglass and

Kevlar felts behind the aluminized PSI knit. Note in this case the

actual temperatures are plotted instead of the temperature IncLeases.

Although the data is not complete since the thermocouples detached from

the fabrics about 2000F, it is seen PSI is clearly best with Kevlar

knit second *nd fiberglass probably rot. acceptable.

In the fourth case we attempted to use an aluminized

Kevlar knit as the protection for the fiberglass felt and found that the

Kevlar burned from the intense radiation and gave temperatures of about

3000F. Thic indicates the intense nature of the radiation field and

why materials such as PBI are useful in this application.

At this stage of the test it was suggested that we

consider a second aluminized layer in case the heat transfer from the

front aluminixed knit layer to the second layer was predominantly

radiation since contact between the layers was random at best. The

results are shown in Figure 7.
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The temperature scale in this graph has been expanded to

make It easier to fea the results. A single aluminized layer over

fibeaslasa with a knit backing was rerun for comparison and appears as

the steepest curve rising above 2000F. (Note again these are measured

tem'.eratures with a base temporature of 60 7F.) The two curves for a

single aluminized PBI knit in front of PSI felt were transferred from the

previous curve for comparison. Then three samples were run with an

aluminized PBI knit backed by an aluminized Kevlar knit, a fiberglass

felt, and a final PBI knit for comfort,

Although the reproducibility leaves something to be

desired, it is clear that this four-layer sandwich compares favorabl-

with the pure PSI material. In this case the aluminized Kevlar as a

second layer was able to withstand the temperature and served well as an

isolation barrier. It delayed the stotrt of tho temperature rise by 2 to

4 seconds and cut the peak treerature down to a very modest level.

7. Earic Test Conclusions

The PB. materials provide an excellent resistance to

temperature so are ideal for the backing for an aluminum coating layer.

Because they are comfortable, the PSI's knits form an excellent line'

material for a fire suit. If one inserts a second aluminized layer in

front of the felt to reduce radiation transfar, one way use •he low cost

fiberglass felts and still obtain excellent fire protection.

S. Fire suit. D-sign

The fire suit constructicn was designed to protect the

wearer against the accidental Ignition of 50 - 100 pounds of

magnesium/Teflon flare granules contained in a pot on a low tablQ or cart.
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The criteria for construction were taken ft-om two major

ares - the protection that the suAt would offer against thiv thermal

load and the usability of the suit by 3 wearer in the work environment.

Only a proper maliing, of these sometimee conflicting requirm•ents can an

acceptable suit be desined.

The previous tests had shown that the Par based hybrid

fabrics could provide the thermal stability usually found only in the

such heavier glass f r;brics and with a great deal more comfort and

flexibility. This stability is provided by the high decomposition

temperature of the PSI material and the fact that it slowly carbonizes

under excess thermal load maintaining its fibrous nature.

The PBI also has a remarkable moisture absorbentc

capability (50L greater than cotton) which makes it a very comfortable

static-free fatric against the skin even when blended with 50L PYR rayon.

The four layer protective design tested in the previous

eperiments used knit fabrics in front of and behind the felts since they

ofWer a great deal more flexibility than woven fabrics and would make it

much easier for the wearer to perforwt his necessary tasks. At the sme

time, the knit fabrics provide over 50 more air space in the fabric than

a woven material so one gains additional insulation without additional

weight.

Finally, the four layer design provides both the two

aluminized layers and the three air interfaces which are very effective

insulators with a minimum of added weight.

The suit construction itself provides for improved user

comfort in several ways. The new hood design provides the user with a

large 8" x 14" gold coated window for excellent downward visibility as
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well as peripheral with a hood weight reduction of 25%. The visor given

minimum distortion and is coated to provide anti-togging protection.

Hood vents designed for the pyrotechnic type exposure aid in wearer

comfort without sacrificing safety.

The storm flap design on the front of the su.t provides an

easy protection for any possible exposed area of the chest, wh3il the

hood anJ shoulder drape provide additional sealt at Joints. An internal

spandex system at coat bottom provides a seal at this juncture, but

allowing full freedom and movement. The &laves and cuffs have Ma

internal double knit thumb type wristlet and anklet to provide seals in

this areas.

Cloven are gauntlet type and include the layered concept

for protection. Dexterity in the prime concern here and the glovfs sre

capable of handling the small parts and functions neceesary for this type

of job.

The coat is designed without a collar to reduce woight.

The necessity of a c,'llar was not evident. The coat pattern Is also a

special design for shouldor and arm freedom. Properly sized garments

have no restriction in total tavement of all parts of the body.

Integral spats were des.ned for the shoes to allow for

the Rpecial conductive shoes worn. The genKral suit design has a

continuous outershell of the aluminized STAR/PbI knit fabric. The inner

liner concept is positioned on the front half of the total garment

structure only. with the sleeves fully Insulated.

The final suit designed for the test is shown in Figure S.

The hood assembly weighs about 5 pounds while the rest of the assembly

weighs only 11-1/4 pounds. The suit would retail for about $1500.00.
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9. Fire Suit TJet

To test the complete suit against a possible accidental

ignition, it was instrumented with thermocouples, placed on a dummy

mounted at 3 feet from a barrel with 37 pounds of ZrLnulated Mg/PTFE

blond (See Figure S).

Thermocouples were attached to the inside surface of the

suit for the log, body, arm and hand. and to the dummy surface for the

lip and ear lorations. The lip location was chosen as an area looking

directly through the gold-coated face shield so it wud show direct

response to the radiation, while the ear location was directly opposite

a helmet vent and would see mostly the hot air entering through tte

vent.

The thermocouple responses from the test are shown in

Figure 10. The lip and ear thermocouples responde4 the quickest and save

the highest readings which were only 20 - 300F above ambient. All of

the other thermocouples showed very slow rises to only 10 - 150 above

ambient.

The development and size of tVe plume are shown in Fig-

ure 9. It is seen that the plume srows in size as it rises and the

excess magnesium vapor is oxidized in the air. This is graphically

indicated by the scorched areas on the suit being largely limited to the

face shield and upper portions of the helmet (Figure 8).

These results also Indicate the importance of using a high

ceiling room for pyrotechnic operations so that the plume can rise

rapidly a-ay from the worker ani reduce the radiation exposure. Since

radiation intensity falls off nearly as the cube of the distance, it

doesn't take much distance to make a radical reduction in the intensity.

This is seen in the difference in the scorch obtained on the helmet

compared to very little discoloration seen on the hand wbich was also

facing upward.
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10. g__COUSIOTS

fire suit designed with two aluminized layers and a

fiberglass felt has been shown to provide a more than adeqiaate shiele.ing

against the accidental ignition of pyrotechnic in its moot hazardoua form

- rapidly burning granulles. Simpler and less costly designs seem

feasible, if the double alt.uuinized design is maintained by placing the

second aliminized layer on the fiberglass felt and eliminating the second

fabric layer.

Although this suit was especially designed for highly

radiativa pyrotechnic events, the double aluminized layer concept should

be helpful in the lower temperature fire and furnace applications
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Some aspects of the new French regulation coucerning the

protection of workers with regards to the hazards of explosive

activities from the manufacturer's point of view.

In

0 by

R . M. RAT

Chief Engineer

SNPE

SAINT NEDARD EN JAVLES - FRANCE

ABSTRACT

One of the most remAlrkable innovations of thi French regula-

tions consists in the obligation for the manufacturer to carry
out a safety analysis before each change in his activity, to con-

suit the Hygiene and Safety Workers Commitee and to obtain the

prior French administration approval before applying the change

if it is an important one, such as the start of a new facility,

the manufacturing of new energetic materials or the use of new
processes.

The main aims of this safety anelysis are

- detecting all explosive accident possibilities,

- assessing in each case the nature, the severity and the

probability of the risks which the pl.ant's personnel, the public

and propErty are submitted to,
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- determining the necessary measures to prevent accidents

and to limit their consequences,

- demonstrating that the residual risk levels are within the

thresholds fixed by the regulation for each kind of threatened

entity.

The iase choosen to present the manner in which the manufac-

turer meet with his obligations is the case of a new mixing faci-

lity designed to prepare composite propellant paste with at least

one granular high explosive component.

It presents the main explosive hazards : fire, mass detona-

tion, fragments and it allows to show all the aspects of the

works carried out to design the new facility in accordance with

the technical needs and with all fixed prescriptions

- safety data gathering on equipments, processes, materials,
materials classification and in processes classification,

- assessment of the possible hazardous zones in relation

with these data, the energetic materials masses, the design of

buildings and protections, the land configuration,

- assessment of the accident probabilities,

- demonstration that the project meets all ý.he regulation

requirements.

The carrying out of this work needs specific tests and expe-

riments, the use of advanced safety analysis methods and codes

like the "DENSECLK" and "PROJSEC" codes we have had to develop

prior to the analysis to assess the hazards of fragments and pro-

jections.
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INTRODUJCTION

One of the msoo remarkable Innovations of the new French

regulationq (References 1, 2, 3) consists in the obligation for

the manufacturer ~:a carry out a safety analymis before each chan-

ge in his activii~y, to consult the Hygiene and Safety Workers

Committee and to obtain the prior French administration approval

before applying the change if it is an important one, such as the

start of a new facility, the manufacturing of new energetic mate-

rials or the use of new processes.

The main aims of this safety analysis are to define the ne-

cessary conditions to prevent accidents and as it is quite impos-

sible to avoid them completely, in spite of the previous condi-

tions, to limit their consequences to a very low level, especial-

ly for personnel. This regulation has been developed both to make

adisastrous incident impossible and to reduce the frequency andI . the consequences of any explosive accident.

The steps taken in this safety analysis are:

- detecting all explosive accident possibilities,

- assessing in each case the nature, the severity and the

probability of the risks wh-1ch the plant's personnel, the public

and property are submitted to,
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- determining the necessary measures to prevent accidents

and to limit their consequences,

- demonstrating that the residual risk levels are within the

thresholds fixed by the regulation for each kind of threatened

entity.

The different criteria of conformity are not limited to the

usual ones like "QUANTITY-DISTANCE TABLES".

Two important innovations have modified these traditional

points of view :

- the first is that most of the regulation requirements are

fixed in terms of results and not of means,

- the second ia the fact that these requirements introduce a

relation between the acceptable consequences of an accident and

-.s probability of occurence and that, not only for the near and

far environment. There are also requirements at the level of the

working station directly concerned by the accident.

Tbcise last requirements have been shortly summarized through

the LWo following rules which we use to prove that an elementary

expJ'-ive fa'ility called "af" is in accordance with these

a•,,. s of the regulation :

- The first, called "RULE OF CONFORMITY Ak ZI Pj" allows us

to show the conformity of the lay-out of an installation "ak"

(ten dil.-4erent kinds of ak defined in table 1) located in the ha-

zardoL !ones "Zi" created by "aso" (five kinds of "Zi" defined in

table 2) with the probability level "Pj. (five level3 defined in

table 3). The requirements to co.tply with are given by table 4.
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- The second, called "RILM OF CONFORIM11 In a* 21' allows us

to show that the number of workers simultaneously present in the

hazardous zones 021" and "Za" of "a. with a level of probability

greater than P1 is in accordance with the regulations, i.e.

roughly : maximum five If the probability of accident is "P 2 " ,
maximum five if it is "P3 but with les than .0 2 of the working

time, no personnel present if it is 'P40 or "PS"

APPLICATION EX•MPLE

To illustrate the manner used to perform tte "SAFETY ANALY-

SIS" and to prove the conformity to the two previous rules, I

will briefly present some aspects of the work carried out to

design a new propellant mixing facility in our plant of Saint-

1fdard.

We needed a new mixing facility to prepare composite propel-

lant paste with at 'least one 1.1 hazard class component. The

amount of paste per unit operation was fixed to 3 000 kg. The

choice of the mixer was given : a vertical one, already qualified

for this kind of production and wellknown in our plant.
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I - 7I1ST STEP

rhe first step of the SAFETY ANALYSIS consists in detecting

all explosive accident poss'.bilities.

These possibilities are the consequences of the presence of

sensitive, tnergstic materials (raty. interwediate and finished

materials and wastes) which are submittcd to the actions of pro-

ceases in norpal or abnormal conditions, in aa environment which

may be unfriendly aid sensitive.

Materials

To assess them, It is necessary to set up the exhaustive

list of all the energetic materials which may be present in the

installation and to know very well their behaviours and their

sensitivity to the different kinds of agression : mechanical,

thermal, chemical, electrostatic, etc...

We use for that a procedure called I.S.P. (Integrated Safety

Programý which has been developed to collect these characteris-

tics and, if they are not available, to perform the tests or

experiments necessary to obtai.n them. One of the main characte-

ristics required for the analysis is for each material its clas-

sification in a risk division (table 5) eventually in relation

with the level of t.onfinement or in relation with another charac-

teristic like the mass, the geometry, etc.a.
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Process**

for each process, we have determined the maxinua stresses

applied to the material In normal and abnormal conditions.

At this point of the analysis, it I1 already possible to

forges the different possibilities of explosive accidents

(e.g. : ignition by mechanical friction, initiation by ipact,

etc...e , to assess margins of safety and to define critical
stresses.

2 -SICOND STEP

The second step consists in assessing the nature, the seve-

rity and th• probability of each potential accident.

The nature of the effect comes from ihe risk division of the

matcrials i their environment (process, packaging, temperature,

etc...) and from the nature of the stresses.

In otir case, the presence of a high explosive Lompontnt

creates the hazard of mass detonation and consequently the risk

of blast. The blast effect on the mixer, especially its bowl, on

the different apparmtus located near the mixer, on the raw mate-

rial containers and on the building will give the risk of frag-

seats and projections. As the final product is a propellant pas-

te, we have also the hazard of combustion or deflagration and tne

ri-ks of severe heat flux with a large amount of very hot gases

in a confined space.
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The severity

The saverity comes from : the nature of the risk, the mass

of energetic material involved in the accident, the environment

(eventual presence of protections around the initiated load).

These informations allow us to determine a preliminary as-

sessment of the extent of the different hazardous zones created

by the mixing shop, using the equation which gives the radius of

these zones as a function of the mass for each kind of hazard, on

flat ground, without protection

i- xiq 3

were Ii - the upper limit radius of the hazardous zone Zi

-i - factor dependant of "I" and of the division of risk of

the energetic material (table 6).

For the evaluation of the thermal hazard zones we have taken

the tota. mass of energetic material present in the mixing faci-

lity (figure 7) but for the blast effect, we increase this mass

by a factor of 1.4 which is the upper value of the TNT equivalen-

ce of the propellant (figurs 8).

The fire-hazard zones are comolet.ly contained in the blast

hazard zones.

As equations to aseass fragments and projections risks are

only available for the case of amunitions, we de-ided to design

a protection to contain the most dangerous fragments, i.e. those

which can be. produced by the fracture of the bowl because they

will be the most numerous and with the highest initial veloci-

ties.

0
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To determine the characteristics of this protection and to

prove Its efficiency, we apply the *DENSZCLA" code, especially

developed by the "SNPI TECUNICAL SAFETY GROUP" for that purpose.

for a cylindrical explosive charge, placed in a steel case,

this code gives the distribution of fragments in mass, energy and

direction as a function of the explosive saas, the Gurney and

Mott coefficients, the thickness and the nature of the steel

(figure 9).

In our case, the result of the computatiun in the worst con-

dition of initiation (at the base of the bowl) is that all the

dangerous. fragments will be emitted tn an angle less than 12"

with the horizontal plan.

So with a convenient shield, the fragments hazard zones will

be contained inside the blast hazard zones.

The probability of dccurence

The different probabilities of accidents have been assessed

on the base of our experience and analogic comparisons between

the new materials present in the mixer and already wellknown ma-

terials in the same conditions.

Afterwards, we added a "FAILURJ HODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS"

(F.M.b.A.) to improve this first assessment especially to take in

account all the changes introduced by the new materials and the

new equipments, to give more accurate safety speclfications to

design the equipments and to beach lower ieve½ of pcobabilities

(mote than 200 failure modes analyzed).
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As this analysis Appeared to be insufficient to prove that

Lhe risk of mass detonation initiated by foreign *o~ies in the

boul wes sufficiently low, we coapleted the work by carryirt out

a "•IULT TUIK ANALYSIS" (p.T.A.) for this scenario.

finally, we could justify a level "P3 " for the fire risk and

the level "P20 for the mass detonation risk.

At this step of the analysis, I, was possible to define the

lay-out'of the new shop with its acces*es in accordance with the-
% ' lal Pj" and "a, Zj* rules and to achieve the analysis of the

measures taken to prevent the cis).* and to limit the consequences

of an accident.

Mearures taken to prevent the risks

They have been determinated from the previous risks analysis

(Experience, P.M.I.A., F.T.A.) with a priority to the situations

presenting the most iaportant "SIVSEITY, YROB•K'.TY" couplis.

Various measures have been prescribed.

Among then :

- for materiels handling : to cut off the zisk nf container

and bowl fall ; all handling operations are feasible without

hanging, only using lifts or elevators.
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- for the raw materiel. : all raw materials have to be

screened or filtered, before their introduction into the mixer

bowl very close to itt The sievns have to be designed without the

possibility of creating inside foreign bodies,

- for the building : design to avoid the posse.bility of get-

ting foreign bodies which could fall into the bowl.

- for the operatinA instructions : to limit the exposure

time of the open bowl to the environment, to check the use and.

the presence of tools, to clean and to check perfectly the appa-

ratus and the mixer shop.

- for the mixer : to clear better the blades and the mixer-

head in better working conditions, wa asked the manufacturer to

widely open the aft side of the mixer.

- for the electrostatic discharge initiation risk : genera-

lized grounding, conductives floors, conducýAves shoes, personal

conductivity system for daily checking.
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Measures to limit the consequences

A number of measures were identified and prescribed to redu-

ce the consequences. Some are given below for the main risks

- The mixer building has been designed to contain the most

dangerous fragments. It is barricaded with concrete walls and

earth. (figure 10) ; the top of this rough work is designed at

least at 20* above the bowl in the working position, This gives a

margin of 66 % with regard to the 12* given by the "DENSECLA"

Code.

- To limit the elevation of the waliL and to remove the need

of stairs to approach the mixer blades and head for cleaning ope-

rations, the mixer base has been placed 1,5 meter below the

ground level.

- To reduce the number of projections and the associated

risks, the upper pacts of the building are made of light, easily

fragmentable materials, such as wood and foam-concrete which are

not able to give dangerous fragments. (These materials and their

surface treatments have been tested to verify their impermeabili-

ty and their compatibility with the energic materials).

- The choices made for handlings avoid the presence above

the mixer of heavy travelling crane and steel beams, potential

projection sources.
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Adak To limit the risk of deflagration to detonation transition

(DDT) we have equiped the mixer with a very efficient and relia-

ble deluge system with IR and 1UV detection (icotal time between

detection and water arrival in the bowl less than 150 ms).

This deluge system gives also the workers a protection

against fire during their interventions.

Other measures have been prescribed to limit the consequen-

ces of a fire.

3 - LAST STEP : CONFORMITY DEMONSTRATION

This step consists in demonstrating from the previous tech-

nical informations (nature, probability, effects of the risks)

that the residual risks ;hich the workers in the mixer-shop and

in the other facilities, the people an'd properties in the vicini-

ty are submitted to, are in accordance with the regulations

(rules "4 21- and "ak Zj Pj )

(In fact, the progression is iterative and not linear).
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To satisfy this obligation, as the probability of incidents

able to generate a "ZI is above "Pl , we have to fix the amount

oi persons simultaneously present in the mixer shop to five wit-

hout any limit of time for the less dangerous operations (P2) -

like handling and cleaning ; but as the probability is at the

level "P3" during the rotation of the blades or the up and down

movement of- the bowl, nobody will be present (during this

period). The conformity is so realized without using the 10 X

working time presence possibility. These operations are remotely

controlled from a shelter located in the "Z2 Of the mixing sta-

tion and design to protect the people inside at the level '14"

Rul. !X Z, Pj*

- We have two "al* , the upper remote control room and the

place where the energetic materials and propellant wastes are

stored after cleaning and before removal for disposal. This place

has been choosen to be in *Z2' , at the foot of the revetment.

Its access is authorized only when the mixer is stopped. In com-

plemient, we verified that there wes no risk of direct transmis-

sion of initiation between the charge of waste and the charges

inside the mixing shop.
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- We have several shops, storages and roads classified as-
"a2a facilities. None are in "Zl* or "Z2 " except one road common

to many shops %aich his partially in "ZIW .

As we can affirm that the traffic on this way will give a

presence during less than 10 Z of the working time, this situa-

tion also complies.

- The situation of the offices classified as *a3" , in "Z4"-

from the blast effect also complies since the probability of this

risk is only "P 2 "

- The conformity is also verified in the vicinity : all

houses and main roads are in "ZS" or more distant and we don't

find any large gathering place like a market, a school or a sta-

dium in the "Z4 " and 'Z 5 " •

Reciprocally, we have to give the demonstration that the

mixing station is not located in a iurbidden hazardous zone

coming from another explosive shop or from an other risk like a

flamable solvent depot.
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CONCLUS IONS

The SAPETY ANALYSIS prescribed by the new French regulatiobn

is an excellent mean to rationalize the numerous steps and choi-

ces which are to be achieved all &long the design of new explosi-

ve facilities.

As the conformity criteria are very detailed and discrimina-

ting, dependent in particular both on the severity and the proba-

bility of the feared events, it is possible to design our facili-

ties and to use them on one hand without inadequacy ctf m~ean and

on the other hand, without overestimated protections, equipments

and instructions.

As many requirements are formulated in term of results, it

is possible to introduce innovations which improve safety in our

plants with adequate, economical performances.

Briefly, the SAFETY ANALYSIS prescribed by the new French

regulations, represents more than an obligation and a formality,

it is principally an excellent method to improve safety>

REFERENCES:

(1) "d~cret 79846" diated September 28, 1979

(2) "arr~tfi" dat.ed September 26, 1980

(3) "circulaire" dated May 8, 1981
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LAILL-1
0=SXNATIUV OF I UALATIONS TO PROTEC

FROM DOMG "o

It, FACILITSIMAM38 THE PLANT

at PYqOT9CINICAL FACILITIES HAVING TO BE

LOCATED NEAR "So"

ma OTLER PYROTECHNICAL FACILIT £S1 AND

INftER ROADS

tma INERT BUILDING

L2. ROADU OMnIDS t •t ffP

bi TRAFFIC '4 200 VEICULES/DAY

STRAFFIC BETWELl 200 AND 200C VEHICULIS/
DAY

b3  IDPORTANT TRAFIC > 2000 VEHICULES/DAY

-3.-5U',imomUS m-PACE 038 SI THis PLAMTJ

-'1 UNINHABITID, SHORT PRESENCE

C2 INHABITED BY OR WITH PRESENCE OF PLANT

PERSONNEL

C3 OTHER FACILITIES, HOUSES,

04 GATHERING PLACES OF PEOPLE : MARKETS,

SCHOOLS. HOSPITALS, DENSELY BUILT UP
AREA.

I. TABLE 2

DUSIGNATION OF HAZARDOUS ZONES

PEiRSOAL PROPERTY

INJURY DAUARY

LETHAL INJURY VERY SEVERES IN MORS THAN 50 %DAMAGE
OF CASES

SERIOUS INJURIES SEVERE
Z2  WHICH MAY aE DAMAGE

LETHAL

INJURIES AND SLIGHT DAMAGE

Z4 POSSIBILITY or SLIGHT DAMAGEINJURIES

VERY LOW VERY SLIGHT
Z5 POSSIBILITY nAMAGE

OF SLIGHT INJURIES
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Pg EW TABLE

Pi umRL 2XRO•

i E.XTRE•C NLY 4 C iO STABLE EXPLOSIVE
PACKED FOR TRANSPORT
TN A STORAGE.

P2 VtJY RARE (.103 PACKING, CASTING
HANDLING.

P3  RARE 10o2  NITRATION, MIXING,
DRYING, MACHINING
OF REIMSZTIVS, ENER-
GCTIC NATZRIAL.

P4  RATHER 10-1 OPERATIONS ON VERY
FREQUINT SENSITZIW MATERIALS

PRODUCTION OF
PRIMARY IXPLOSIVzS.

Ps FREQUENT 1) IO M IXING, CONPRlSgION
OF PRIMARY EXPLO-
SIVZS.

P, 2 _ _ -4 -

Zi aa aC0W (xx) &a(xx)

&I&Ia *1(x)&I(x
Z2 &2 (x)

aI b1  cl am. b1  cl &I al al W

Z 3 b2  a 2  &2
a3

&I. bl CL &I bi €l al. bl. c. al al.

Z4 a2 b2 ca a2 b2 c2 a2 62

£3 a3.

aI b. 1c a, bc, c1  al b1 c 1  al b a1  I1 b, cl

4 s 2 b 2 c 2  a 2 b 2  2 b 2 c 2  * 2 b 2  c 2  a2 b 2  c 2
&3 b3  c3  3 b3 c 3  a3 b3 c e3  b 3  C3  a3 b3

(x) , presence limited to mov'u•a 10 % of the working time.
(xx) - no presence e . -;sd F, ad in particular circonstances.
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HAAR CLLZU

CLASS DIVISION KSM

1 1 NASS-DETONATI.o

NOM MASS-4ETONATINGFRAGNEN• PRODUCING

MASS 10RI A -HIHZ, BUIRNING ItATIt

lb MASS FIRI -
LOW BURNING RATE

NODERATEt FIRE
No BLAST

I 5ASS-DITOtATIOG
""oV SN51TIVITY

O NAXflm ItADIlJ3 RIt V U IMSO US Si

Kamm Mo ft (U) T=

"Ra,,• Z , "' Za Z3 Z4 Zs

Q5 Q11 3  a Q1 / 3  15 Q1/3 22 Q1 ./3  44 Q1 /3

so Q1 8 (120I( on 
RX) 300 max.) 600

1.2 )- .. .. .-...
) ,. wA -m 135 mx 75 f (1 /Q400 max.) 50

1.3.,. 2.5 91/3 3.5 Q1/ 3  5 Q1/3 6.5 j1/3
I1/3 1/ .. . . . . 1/3- -

5 Q3 2 2.5 3, 5 Q1/3

)1.3 b 1

(05 Q1/3 10 Q51/3 25 Q1/3l~q max.) 5
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ABSTRACT

French Department of Labour has edicted in 1979 new
regulations in order to protect worker- in explosive or
pyrotechnic establishments. For the enforcement of this
new regulations the Labour Inspectorate has received
assistance from the Inspectorate of Armaments for
propellants and explosives of the French D.O.D.

The aim of INGENIEUR GENDRAL R.V. AMIABLE, DEPUTY
INSPECTOR FOR PYROTECHNIC SAFETY at the FRENCH INSPECTORATE
of Armaments is :

Sto make a short history of the French safety
regulation concerning exrlosive or pyrotechnic
establishments,'
to explain the main characteristics of the
new regulations;'c #t j

D-to discuss the benefits and the disadvantages
of the new system in the light of a six years
pratice, first from the point of view of the
French Inspectorate and second from the one
of the mnanufactureNs
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1. - REGULATING BEFORE 1980

1.1 - THE PREHISTORIC TIMES : 1875 - 1955

Before 1955 there was no one specific law or decree in FRANCE
concerning the protection of workers against special risks
to which they were subjected in establi.shmdnts dealing with
gun powder, propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics or ammunitions.

However we had the law of the 19 th of december 1917
concerning the establishments which had to be classified for
the protection of the environnement. The most dangerous of
them, in particular explosive or pyrotechnical factories,
were submitted to a preliminary official authorisation before
opening ; this authorization was given by an order which
constrained the head of the classified establishment to take
a number of precautions for protection of the vicinity,
of course, but ali. of the workers of the factory. This safety
regulations could be noticeably different according to the
place or the time.

Moreover there was an older particular way of reg s .ating
concerned specially the dynamite factories and which was fixed
by tte law Qf the 8 th of august 1875 and the decree of the
24 t of august 1875 with the view to protect vicinity and
workers.

in that good old days Frenchmen dealing with explosives,
propellants or pyrotechnics made preliminary risk analysis
and they chose the safety ordering and devices with
reference to the three old ahd famous principles of the
FRENCH POWDER MAN :

- FIRST to limit the risks

- SECOND to separate the risks

- THIRD to superposate the safety devices.
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1.2 - THE BIRTH OF MODERN TIMES IN 1955

A modern regiilation concerning specially the protection
of workers in factories dealing with explosive or pyrotechnical
mat6rials was born in FRANCE in 1955. It took the form of a
decree signed by the Prime Minister, the Minister of Labour
and Minister of Defence# The Council of State having been
heard on the matter ; this decree was the decree no 55.1188
of the third of september 1955.

The main caract~ristins of this new specific regulation
were the followings :

1. The head of the explosive or pyrotechnical establishment
had to establish general safety regulations, regulations
concerning each pyrotechnic room and special regulations
specific to each work, location or station, and to submit
this safety documents for prior approval to the
district Director of Labour and Employment, who consulted
the Inspector for Explosives and Propellants.

2. The head of the establishment had to get the permission
of the district Director of Labour, who consulted
the Inspector for Explosives and Propellants, before
beginning to produce or handle explosive materials with
a new apparatus.
3. He was required moreover to satisfy a number of ither
mcans obligations concerning :

- distribution of buildings
- type of constructions
- exits and passageways
- floors, walls, ceilings, frameworks
- electrical installations
- heating installations
- equipment
- raw materials
- wastes
- individual safety equipment
- fire-fighting
- maintenance and repair work
- proficiency of managers and workers.
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The general safety regulations of the factory had to
include more especially :

1. Prohibition to smoke, carry any smoker's articles,
naked flames, incandescent objects, matches or any
other means of c:reating flanue.

2. Prohibition of any employee for going to an other
work location - except personnel representatives
subjected to the observation of the special safety
regulatibns.

3. Obligation foi. the personnel to wear, during
working hours, clothing, hats, slives and cther
personnal safety accesories supplied by the bead of
the establishment.

4. Prohibition of personnel to remove explosive materials
or objects.

5. The measures to be observed for drivinq and parking
vehicles of all types within the pyrotechnic enclosuze.

6. General regulations to be observed in case of fire.

Moreover each work location or room safety regulation
had to include :

1. The maximum quantities of explosive materials or
objects and of their components which might be found in
the room or at the work location, and, if necessary, at
each work station.

2. The maximum number of persons which might deal with

them.

3. The hand tools to be used therein.

4. The procedures to be used and the operations to be
forbidden therein.

5. The procedures to be followed in case of fire,
thunderstorm, or lighting or power failure.

6. Particular prescriptions for the room or the work
location, more specially the measures to be observed
for neutralization on the place or collecting, conserving
with the view to dispose of the production wastes.
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All this new official prescriptions resuAted from the
French experience gained during the prehistoric period
thanks to preliminary risk analysis before explosive or
pyrotechnic accidents andtmay be moreowing to posterior
analysis.

It is important to note that a lot of technical
requirements enacted as obligations of means by the decree
n" 55.1188 flowed from this ,risk analyses and moreover
reflected accurately the state of the art in FRANCE
during the fiftees.

The main advantages which the French national authorities
were waiting for were the followings :

1. To deal with the little establishments which were not
concerned in the past by the law and the decrees related
to the protection of the environment.

2. To make more uniform the prescriptions concerning
the explosive and pyrotechnical safety inside the
factories.

3. To ensure enforcement of up-to-date technical safety
1equirements in all the explosive and pyrotechnic
establishments, including the little ones, with a view to
decrease the probability of occurency and the gravity
of the dangerous effects of the accidents.

4. To aim at the same result thanks to the obligation
of establishing safety regulations by the head of the
establishment and obtaining the approval of the
district authorities.

5. To give to the French authorities the means of
verifying the existence of such safety regulations and
in the same time their quality, thanks to the consultation
of the Inspector for Explosives and Propellants.

6. To give also to the same the mean of controlling the
use of new machines and prohibiting the use of too
much dangerous.
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1.3 - TWENTY FIVE YEARS WITH THE DECREE No 55.1188

The enforcement of the decree n* 55.1188 contributed
to maintain during many years a satisfying level of safety
insids the factories dealing with explosives, propellants or
pyrotechnics, facing the danger inhering in new materials
more energetic and sensible, and in objects more complex.

In the same time new risk analysis tools were created and
applied to the explosive and pyrotechnic field (fault trees,
failure mode and critical effects analysis, ... ) anC the
three principles of the "FRENCH POWDER FN" became five :

- FIRST to know the risks

- SECOND to limit the risks.

- THIRD to separate the risks

- FOURTH to superposate the safety devices

- FIFTH to integrate the safety in the design.

Parallely the state of the art progressed in the matter
of technical means able to protect the workers inside the
factories dealing with explosive materials, making thereupon
the decree o. i955 look older.

to appreciate correctly the submitted safety regulations and
the authorizition requests concerning new machines because
they had no information about the preliminary risks analyses
which had justified the choices of the heads of establishment.

Unfortunately terrible accidents occured in FRANCE during the
seventies in several factories dealing with single base prope 1ant,
with dynamites and with pyrotechnic compositions.

At the same time the French Government had decided to
increase the protection of workers thEnks to a new general
law and new specific decrees.

All that was the reason why a new decree appeared in 1979
in the French explosive and pyrotechnic field to take the
place of the decree of 1955.
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2.- THE NEW FRENCH XPLIZVE SAFETY REGULATION

2.1 - THE DECREE No 79.846 OF IRE 28 th OF SEPTEMBER 1979

The decree n* 79.846 has been signed, like decree
n* 55.1188. by the Prime Minister, the Minister of Labour and
the Minister of Defence, the Council of State having been
heard on the matter.

The main caracteristics of this new decree are the
tollowings a

1. The heads of the establishment, when planning a new
fabrication, the use of new processes, the construction
or modification of premises, the creation or modification
of an installation, the fitting-out of a work location
or station likely to have an effect on the safety of
employees or the use of new means or systems of transport
in the establishment, shall carry out a safety analysis
or shall bring existing safety analysla up-to-date :

Tending to determine all the possibilities of
pyrotechnic accidents and to establish, in each case,
the nature and aravity of the risks incurred by the
establishmentg8 employees -
!c:tcrnini* .Lh teatht- to be taken to prevent

'-'9,•t• and to limit their consequences. (1)

The heads of the establishment shall consult the health
and safety committee concerning the study, or failing this,
the labour delegates, as well as the workers' delegates
for safety appointed under the above law of 8 april 1938
when such exist.

2. This safety analysis, to which is added the report
of consultation of the Health and Safety Committee, shall
be submitted for prior dpproval to the district
Director of Labour and Employment, who consults the
Director of Technical Inspection of Armaments for Powders
and Explosives. The district Director snall ma.t his
decision known to the head of the establishment within
three months from i•eceipt of the approval request. He may
however, by decision with justification, set a new
deadline if required by examination of the file.

(1) Concerning the installations existing on the date of
entry into force of the decree n* 79.846 the heads of
establishment had to prove that maintenance of these
installations in their present condition did not involve
any significant risk.
They had to give the proof thanks to a safety analysis
carried out in the same conditions as ..kor new instal.lations.
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He may also,.by justified decision, request the head of
the establishment to carry out or to have carried out, at
the cost of the company, and by a competent organization,
additional tests necessary for tho assessment of potential
risks and of the effectiveness of the planned means of
protection.

The three-month period shall begin again from the date
on which the district Director has gained familiailty
with the results of these tests.

In the absence of an answer from the district Director
within the deadlines set, the head of the establishment may,
in conditions resulting from the safety analysis, implement
the planned operations. Sould be dispute one of the decisions
taken by the district Director in application of this
Article, he shall approch the Minister reponsible for
Laoour, for decision.

3. The procedures are defined by the head of the establishment
in accordance with the conclusions of the safety analysis,
and shall be consigned in service instructions.

4. Relying on the conclusions of the safety analysis, before
implementing the operations which they cover and after
consultation with the health and .afety committee or,
failing this, with the personnel delegates, as well as
the workers' delegates for safety where they exist, the head

St2 establishment shall establish :
General safety regulations ;
Regulations concerning each pyrotechnic room ;

-,,,,-.red, special regulations specific to each work
location or station.

5. The general safety regulations of the establishment
P. :.to include the same prescriptions as those enacted
by the previous decree, plus the prohibition to proceed
to pyrotechnic premises for operations not covered by
instruction or regulations in force and measures to be
observed for the movement of personnel within the pyrotechnic
enclosure.

The regulations concerning each pyrotechnic room shall
specify the same rules as previously, with some precisions.

Likewise the instructions specific to each pyrotechnic
work location or station shall specify the previous rules
concerning equipment for individual protection and hand
tools, plus mobile equipment.
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6. In the establishments covered by this Decroe, the
safe distance between two buildings or installations of
the pyrotechnic enclosure# and between one of these
buildings or installations and a building or installation
outside the pyrotechnic enclosure, shall be such that the
transmission or propagation of an accident is highly
improbable, and that in case of accident sustained by a
building or installation, the employees other than
those who are found therein shall be subject to a limited
risk.

If a building has a blast discharge faqade, no other
building shall be placed facing this fagade unless it
is suitably protected.

Ministerial Orders set the requirements applicable
for determining the minimum safe distance to be oL3erved,
taking account of the type and quantity of e'.po3ible
materials and objects, the activities performed, and the
natural or artificial pr6tection systems which may exist
between the buildings or installations.

7. The head of establishment has moreover to satisfy a
number of means obligations which concern the same points
as previously, plus :

- doors, windows and stairways
- personnel movements
- air-conditionning
- ventilation
- risks of electrostatic origin
- transport and storage within the establishment
- training and information of personnel.

A number of previous obligations are determined more
precisely and completed.

2.2 - THE MINISTERIAL ORDER OF THE 26 th OF SEPTEMBER 1980

The Ministerial Order of the 2 6th of september 1980
has been edicted to fix the rules for determining safe
distances pertaining to explosive and pyrotechnic installations

In the same time it gives a safety analysis methodology
and it supplies criteria able to quantify the danger for
each exposed site (E.S.) in the vicinity of a potential
explosion si.e (P.E.S.) and also to fix minimal levels of
pyrotechnic nafety for each E.S..
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First,the head of establishment has to classify each
explosive material or object proluced or handled in his factory
in a risk division of the UNO vlass I and, if applicable, in
a compatibility group. This classification must be made by
using a series of tests and by taking account of effective
specific operating conditions, for example con'inement of
a material in a machine.

Second he must determine the danger zones generated
around each P.E.S. with reference to the classification of
five danger zones Z1, Z2, Z3, 24, Z5 defined by the Order
and by calculating distances by the means of formulae
given by this Order for each type of dangerous effect
(explosion in mass, projection, heat radiation). Of course
this distances shall be increased if specific conditions are
liable to aggravate the danger or may be reduced if the
land configuration or the installation of effective
protection systems reduce the gravity of the danger.

Third, the probability of a pyrotechnic accident shall
be estimated in each elementary pyrotechnic installation
with reference to five degrees P1, P28 P3, P4 et PS
(extremely rare, very rare, rare, fairly frequent or
frequent).

Fourth, the different categories of installations to
be protected against the effects of a pyrotechnic accident
liable to occur in an elementary pyrotechnic installation
"ao" have to be listed and classified "al", M"a or "a3".

Fifth, the triplet (ak, Zi, Pj) determines the quantified
pyrotechnic risk generated by each P.E.S. Ma0 " against it
vicihity of E.S. "ak" and it permits at the same time to
know with precision and objectivity and to announce the
residual pyrotechnic risks to be generated by the new actiAty.

Sixth, the head of establishment shall verify that such
residual pyrotechnic risks are not greater than the minimal
safety levels required, which are given in a table of"installation layout conformity "under the form of triplets
(ak, Zi, Pj). If not he has to modify his project with the
aim to obtain the conformity required by the new safety
regulation.
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It is important to note that such a methodologic step
answers Pn essential obligation of results required by the new
French 3afety regulation, letting liberty for the neana to achieve it.

Morwover and parallely the head of establishment has
to consider the security of the different persons present
in each P.E.S. and to limit their number in each "a0* relating
with the gravity Zj and the probability Pj.

The entire text of the Ministerial Order is annexed to
this paper.

2.3 - THE MEi4R0ANDUM OF THE q th OF MAY 1981

The Directorate of Labour Relations at the French
Ministry of Labo'ur has puLlished in may 1981 a memorandum which
was intended to supplement and, where applicable, to discuss
some of the protisions of the Ministerial Order edicted
the year before.

This memorandum gives on that occasion a lot of advices
which are precious for carrying out the safety analysis ;
they concern mainly :

- the classification of explosive materials or objects,,
the tests and the inclusion procedure

-protc-ctive s\-•,lems and reduction of the danger zones Zi
- estimation of the probability Pj of pyrotechnic accident-

- risk analysis of propdgation in case of a pyrotechnic
accident.
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3. - BENEFITS AND DISADVANTAGES TO GET
OUT OF THE ,NFORCEMENT OF THE NEW
REGULATION

3.1 - FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE FRENCH NATIONAL AUTHORITIES

3.1.1 - Expected benefits

French national authorities expected some important
benefits in the matter of protection of the workers :

a) a reduction of the probability and gravity of the
pyrotechnic accidents thanks to up-to-date technical
means obligations.
bl an other similar reduction owing to better
preliminary risks analysis in the new framework of
required safety analysis inducing better specific
safety regulations and safer procedures.
c) a working participation of the health and safety
committees in the safety anaiys!.s.
d) the possibility to apprec-j.te the quality of the
risk analysis work carried out by the heads of
establishment and the safety measures flowing from it,
owing to the study of the submitzed docuz'ents.

e) a better knowledge by heads of establishment and
in consequence by French authorities of the pyrotechnic
residual risks thanks to the new and 6rig'.nal means
of quantification by the triplet (ak, Zi, Pj).
f) the correlative ability to enforce the respect of
minimal pyrotechnic safety levels inside each
potential explosion site "ao" and at each exposed
site "ak" in the vicinity.

3.1.2 - Obtained benefits six years after

The st'idy at the French Inspectorcate for Explosives
and Propellants of several hundreds of safety analyses
carried out by heads of establishmenm. since 1980 allows
this authority to think that most people are able
now to make go')d safety analyses by the new way and
correlatively to reduce a.equately the pyrotechnic
risks in their factory and to announce in the same time
the quantified residual pyrotechnic risks.
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In more and more *stablishments the health and safety.
comittee contributes to day diligently and profitabily
to carry out qood safety analysis.

The task of verification by the French authorities of
the pyrotechnic safety levels thanks to the examinate'on of
oubmitted documents appears easier and more inteoreating than
before 1980.

Tho final aim consisting in thc respect by the head
of establishment of quantified minimal safety levels
and the verification of this respect by the national
authority is reached. However a number of years of
suoplerantary practice will be necessary to be sure of
result, more especially in the matter of pyrotechnic
disasters.

3,1.3 - Appeared disadvantages

To study and to verify all the files of new type is
a hard task to perform by the French Inspectorate. Further
this task was notably made more difficult during the
first years because there were a number of insutfioiency
in the forin and the matter of this files.

Moreover this task was largely made heafier in the
same time because many heads of establishment submitted
in addition for approval, safety analysis carried out for
the installationA existinT on the date of entry into force
of the new regulation (1).

It is not always easy to appreciate the contents of
safety analysis from a parisian office and by reading
a file. Happily the Inspectorate engineers are in contact
wi th th_ .anufacturers and they go reriodically in the
establishments to make visits of safety inspection.

A number of divergences also appeared for interpreting
some technical points of the new regulation. The French
Inspectorate tried to solve this delicate problem and
to constitute a jurisprudence.

(1) Such safety analysis had not to be submitted for
approval but French authorities accepted to deal with them
like with the others with te view to aid the heads of
establishment.
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The practice of the new regulation has quickly shown
that the criteria which had been chosend in the Ministeral
Order with the view to determine the projection danger
zones were not appropriate to many real situations,
for example explosion of a tank full of explosives or
bursting of a missile propeiling. The French authorities
will have to ameliorate the present regulations.

3.2 - FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE MANUFACTURERS

3.2.1 - Found disadvantages

Many h-ads of establishment think that it is a very
heavy task to carry out safety analysis by the new
method and to constitute the corresponding files. It
needs much time ... and time is money !

The enforcement of the new regulation has incited
a number of manufactures to design and to construct new
types of pyrotechnic- buildings. These new constructions
are certainly more iAre for the workers but they are
also certainly more expensive to build.

The new regulatifv- has created a hard requirement
concerning the clas'2"fication of each material or
object produced or handled.

To execute serieb of tests with taking account of all
the effective specifi.c operating conditions induces
sometimes to make a rery great number of experimentations
which consume much '.-me and money.

The time-limit of three months allowed to the French
authorities to examine the files and to agree or not, is
not always quite compatible with good fulfilment of
contracts and commercial dynamicz.

The pertinence of some technical criteria fixed by the
Ministerial Order has been contested, more specially
the criterion to determine .the projection danger zone
and the scale with five degrees of probability.

3.2.2 - Observed benefits

To have to try to determine all the possibilities of
pyrotechnic accidents induces deeper thoughts of the
responsible hierarchic line.
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To have to receive a preceding safety approval for a
new installation brings the manufacturer to integrate
soonaer and better the pyrotechnic safety in his project.

To have to classify the materials and objects with
taking account of the effective specific operating
conditions induced * many safety trials and will increase
the knowledge of real explosive risks.

Last but not least, the existence of official
safety criteria utilizable by the heads of establishment for
recognizing in advance the character acceptable or not
of a situation in the matter of explosive or pyrotechnic
safety appears more and more like a precious tool for
design, for management and social dialogue.
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ANNEX to the paper of R.V. AMIABLE

RWNStTW or ZAVOUR MID IAM'XCIPATION

RULES FOR IMNNNGSF DISTANCI=
P]MI AINING TO PVIRM IC DISTAZJATIOS 0

The Flnister of the Interior, the Minister of Defencet the Minister
of the Environment and Quality of LUfet the Minister of Labour and
Participation, the Minister of .Industry and the Minister of Txansportg

Considering Chapter 211 of Book 11 of the Labour Code, especially
Article L.231-2 (S 2)s.

Considering Law Wo.70-575 of 3 Ouly 1970 concerning reforms of the
regulations. governing gunpowders and explosive substancess

Considering Isv No.76-663 of 19.July 1976 concerni.ng installations
classified for the protection of the environemt-

Considering Decree 1o.79-046 of 28 September 1979 concerning public
* administration regulations governing the safety of workers against

spe:cal riaks to which they are sub3ected in pyrotechnic establishment&,
and especially Articles I, 3, 14 and 27j

Considering %he opinion of the Commaision on Imlosive Substancess

Consdering the opinion of the liAgher Corncil oe the Prevention of
Ocmqational Masards,

Article 1

The present Lnast••Aial Order applies to all svtabliixznts or parts of
establishments covered by Article I of Decree No.79-846 of
28 September 1979 mentioned above.

2t sets the rules to be obseived's in accordance vith the provisuons of
Article 14 of the above-mentioned Decree No.79-046, for determining safe
distaknees to be maintained between two installations when one e' them a-'
be the Saurrce of a pyrotoechnic accident.
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The tern instalnlaiLAnsw applies to vork locations, workshops. depots,
storerooms, locate* inside or outside a pyrotechnic enclosure, as well
as structures or potential sites human activities located An their
environment and belonging to a pyrotechnic establishomt at not.

The term pyrotecbnAk accident Is applied to an woloskan, imaustton or
decomposition of explosible raterials or objects not rsmIlt•ing tfrm the
normal operation of the Installation where it occurs, &Ad liable to cause
personal injury and property dasage.

Article 2

The safe 4istances to be umintaianed betenmm the installations mentioned
In Axticle 1 above vary accordinzg to the type and quantity of explosible
materials or objects involved, the types of operation performed on these
materials or objects, and the effectiveness of the protective systems
placed between the installations.

In this Ministerial Order, tey @Av coasldered as depeading on:

(1) The gravity of the effects of a pyzotec.ic accident.

(2) The probability of such an accismut.

SC 2 CIASSIFICATZON 2Z EPS~ Z MERIAS PRt OJECTS

Article 3

Explosible materials or objects w' up Class I of daNgerow. goods and
are classified as follows:

by risk divisions, depanding on the types of effect of their
explosion or their combustion, or according to their degree of
sensitivity,

-opatibilfty groae, accordi.g to the speclfic type of additional
risk which they may Lneur when in tha presence of materials or
objects belonging to other groups.
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S A 3SK DIVISIONS

Article 4

The risk divipions, numbered from I to So each Include materials or
objects whose characteristics are given in the following table.

Classification of explosible
mattrials or objects In

risk divisions

Class Division characteristics of materials or
number number objects in the Division

S1 )Materials or objects ossentLally Involving a
dnger :,f explosion In mass, i.e. affecting
nearly the total charge practically
Aitantaneously.

2 Materials or objects Involving a danger of
projection but not a danger of explosion in
mass.

3 materials or obhects Involving a danger of fire
w., minimal danger by blast and projection
efalects, but not erhibitiLng any danger of
explosion in mass.

fiis Division Jacludes the following:

bZlAyionAS.3a, consisting of materials
or objects who3e combustion gives rise to
considerable heat radtation,

Sub-Division 3b, consisting of materials
or objects that burn WAily slowly, or of
which some burn after the othei, with
minimal blast and projection exfects.

4 Ratev'ials or objects notoinvolving very
significant dangers, designed or packaged so as
to exhibit a relatively minor d•ager, or whose
effects, in case of firing or priming, do not
give tise to the projection of fragments of
appreciable dimensions, and zrmain, In all cases,
sufficiently small to avoAid Agnificantly
hindering tAre-fighting operations and the
application of emergency measures.

cmntinued
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*Class Division characteristics of materials or
number nuber objects An the Division

5 Materials which are as dangerous as those of
Division ! it they explode, but which ate
relatively insensitive. These materials
display a very low probability of'pALming and
passage fram combustion to detonation, Unless
they are found in large aounts in a confined
ipace.

They shall not explode under the external fire
explosion test.

Article S

The classification of explosible materials or objects in a risk
division may depend on their packaCLng, and particularly on the type of
packaging eWloyed.

a COMPAT•BZL•TY GROUPS

Article 6 
4

Zach of the compatibility groups is designated by a capital letter:
A, a, C, D, 3, 1. G,.,0 7 or X.

Two other groups with special properties are added to them# desijnat•d
L and S respectively.

The composition of these different groups is given in the following table.
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Classification of explosible
materials or objects in

compatibAIlty groups
and possible classification codes

description of tAsk divisions

group explosible materials1,2 .3 1.4 .S
designation or objects in 13 .

group clamsification codes

A 'Primary or priming 1.IA
explosive, I.e. material
vhich, 'even in small
quantitits, detonates
under the action of a
flae, friction or
slight impact.

I Object containing 1.13 1.23 1.43
primary., explosive.

C Secondary low explosive 1.1C 1.2C 1.3C 1.4C
(with the exception of
black powder) or
propellant explosive or
object containing such
a material.

D Seconlary high explosive, 1.1D 1.2D 1.4D 1.5D
or object containing such
an explosive without
built-in priming devices
and without propellant
charges, or non-bulk
black powder in closed
packing acceptable for
txansport.

Object containing a 1.1Z 1.21 1.3I J .4E

secondary high explosive
without built-in priming
devices with propellant
charges, with the
exception of those
containing an inflammble
liquid (classified under J)
-and those which Contain a
hypergol liquid (classified
under L).

-5 continuedS~351



PvlULl mats r alh 1. 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
designation IC ebjects JA the_______________

• g••' US&AII•UeMU codes

1 'Ob:ject Containing 1.11PLF 1,31P 1.40
secmdary high explosiV

With built-in primi•g
devices and with or vithout
]Wpellaimt charges. vith
the tCsmOUO of them
om'autaing an lat m3bel
at ipergol liquid.

G Pyrotacbnc cqmpositiumo 1.10 1.26 1.3G 1.46
or object containing such
a coioiAtion or oblect
coatain$ng, togethcr ,ith
another explasible meterial.
a lighting,, Iceandiary,
tear-Inimacing at smake-
producing CM•qIotion.
With th emeptioa of any
kydroaktive object
(classified uader L) or
one containing white
tosphbous (classified

um4er K) or oine CMtUAnIug
an ALtiammbie liquid or
gel (rclsssifted er )..

a object containing both an 1.29 1.33
explosibie baterial and
White phosphorus.

J object containing both an 1.1J 1.23 1.33
explosible raterial anA
an Inflamable liquid or
gel.

K Object containing both an 1.2K 1.3K
explosLle materLal and a
toxaic chemical.

conttiued
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glowIs material.s 1.1 1*2 .1.3 '1.4 1.5
designatiin at ojects in the _ _ _ _ _ _ _

matria ateb~ect*Alh LasslL 1.Losm

mat be iselated Irom
OW other uste: lal or
abject at a different
type I.*. one which
ame got havte doSam
rovertIes cc the Same
6AOm NILtU. Black
powder In bulk or, In
packing Wot acceptable
aftranmsport.

6 nateruLl or object packed 14
or dasigmd An uch a
mine tbat all the effects
due to Aecisental oepration.
only eddit a a4n du vvere
alld 10e0Ai Within the
packing or do not affect
:Its "mediate vicinity.

Article 7

Naterials vrojects Lut arOSs A to Be 0 MAd R COM"e be stored Am the
same dept If they belpnq to. di~faemt eqpaULMI~itV WroWS..
Uowewsr. different Vgro~s of thewse aterialb cc objects way be Placed
in a depot of the 'establishment if suilable mammaes ar,.i taken to avoid
any treasaassios of a Pyrotechnaic accident between these different grOUPS.

m aterials or objects An Group 1. shall be separted if they are Of
different typs. end shall not be placed together with meterials or
objects belonging to apqther gROW,.

Materials or objects in Group S my be stored with materials. or objects
of all1 the other groups. vith the exception of Groups A and L
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Article a

fth procedure fm iAClusien In Class I and ciasAificateae in a risk
&ivision and. If appicable.* An a eoepat4iLIty poem, lnvolves a
series of tests perfoMueG by,

an ozganiaatio approved by the Ninistor responsible for
Zadustry,

under the respensibiUty of the sanufaeturer, provided that the
instal1ations and methods employed for these tests have bern
inspected within the two previous years by an organization approved
by the Mnister responsikle for Zndustry@

a service appoAnted by the iniAstry of Defence In the establishments
under his jurisdiction.

This procedure is applicable to ewploaLble materials or objects vhic!! are
sot classified or insufficiently known.

The final classificatiom sall not be altere witbout jusntficatLoa.
Such Jus•tifcation shell be provided by the safety analysis, which shall,
in particulart take account of effective specific operating conditions.

SZcTIOt 3 PYITA RISKS

classification of danger zones

Article 9

Ii each elementary pyrotechnic installation, i.e. in each work location
situated outdoors or in a rooe, isolated or formlng part of a workshop,
depot or storerom, and containilng a charge of explosible materials or
objects, this charge is at the source of danger zones broken down into
the five cateeorLes Indicated below, classified according to the probabie
gravity of the dangers which they incur for persons and property.
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designation 8 34
of et tone

fotreeeeble morta1 serious Injuries #*as- very low
personal Ir.P.ury In Injuries ibility possibility
Injuzy wore than which may of of slight

50% of be aortal injuries Injuries
o:ases

foreseeable very serious average slight very
property serious damage and damage slight
damage damage slight damage

a Area of danaer zones

Article 10

The area of danger zones depends essentially on the land configurations
the protective systems Installed, and on the tpe and, In particular,
the risk division of the eplosible materials or ebjects, givng rise to
the dangers.

S&Article 11

Arti : Q.&& i texpresai.t i et.es,, ndi.cated in this Article, the

limits of danger zones with a charge of mass Q (expressed in kilograms)
of exploasble materials or objects, placed at ground level, are defined-
in a normal atmosphere, i.e. in temperature and pressure conditions
•ou= 15 *C and 1013 millibars, above a flat ground without special
proteAtion.

Heasures taken in the application of Article 2 of Law No.70-575 of
3 July 1970 may allow lower values of these distances If the safety of
workers Is not affected.

AUtLcle 11. 1 Case of a charge of materials or objects of Division 1.1

designation
of zone S II .. ,

distance Qt
fiv the

massQ
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M a 9 1L1*e to Seumate Is the enatrs of the taMer mas detf t
ov.e bet, at MW pelat beft a 4m is li e to am*e othem

deteaatiM allot sMnwt, 0 utsx th on cc the masean
Ustie to Gektfmte aliret 82mlt0 ussn"J.

.tonatiml een mid to be almwt elnaltmnms if thq S , lew each
Other ORil~mly eloely (at tiam Anteavals bt a 64 milliseconds) to
pesaue a peak We raosse at a olint, Whish is greter thM that of
the that the•, wold Feace if they occue somrately.

Xt is sumnd that, SA flat lad without special retectins. the
detonetion of a mas 0:

* en6e=9, Within a radius 2. .0a5I/3.

kay Ca•ise within a radiuS a- .2.41/3
1.1 there is a risk of projectln*

the nostly simltaneous etouiation of am mas Liable to Setotate.

Article 11.2 Cse of a carge of materials or objects In Division 1.2

(a) 9 2o100.

(b) 10 40 100: the distnces shown in the table below lay be
reduced by one-third.

(c) Q < 10: the liaits of dnger zones hall be determaine by A
special study.

In case: %'-' m% -' t"o exa'ined above, 0 represents the net mass of
explosible materials, vith the exceptitn of cntainers.

If the materials or objects exhibit both a danger of explosion In mass
and a msjor risk of projection (over 150 gians wer* than 15 metres), the
danger zones to be considered are the largest of those which have been
determined for these materialk oa objects considexvd as belonging tot

• •ivisioin 1.1.

S Dvisimon 1. 2.
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7I
I II . I I _ ' - I ' I

3 (1) zaee of wL a omu albre S SO m cc A e " eof the zAk
St wJecte of ze tShan ISO grams ovez E than as matwr.
viumut the risk et projeetlaim of Over 20 9 over one than
1S metme,

di.stance 3 <i e a C 4 a I1 r t C.i I* &M~QIMS c a O

most Q

(2) in case of sanutons of callbre D l6i am or An e.e of the risk
of wroJectien of over 250 gram over oru th"a is mtreea

distance 1 0CI Ic ar -£P4o 133~ -C in 11104103~lSI.

charge of ase ••t M M ie Qu,,
-'Q

Article 11.3 CWse of a charge of mateorals or bjects An Division 1,3

-- II In _ 1•' •l

of tce• eS '4 '4

(1) In case of materials or objects I SDubfliviason 1. 3a&

distance I
from the #.CR1(445QI C paDo,( A I -ISC1aCQ, At(U
charge of
mass

(2) in case of materials or objects in Sub-Division 1.3b:

distance I

charge of

mass

'This case does not include gone 35.
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rrmtechnie accident sholl be estiftted and designated respectively
by Plo Vas Pp, P4 ,Md Pse 40cGOWng to vhet4r the pCobabUlty of
nbh aM accident Is extremely wane, very clre, raze. bULY ftequent
or frevj~nt.

C KVA3oAkTZCN OF PfltC ZC YaSV

Aruicle 14

Vbhtevewr specified, and especially In Gsue discussd In Article 3 of
Deenae No.79446 of 30 3epte•aer 1979 mentioned Above, the safety
analysis, accoapanJe4 by all valid justifications, determLnes the
followiýg for each .lementazy pyroteuhnic installation.

(a) ClasifteaUon of wilasill mterials Or objects 3 the
appropriate risk U~vlsion or aib-viaLon.

(b) Tie resultng dangez sones, with Ogs cosslderatiot• t f &]pLcablet
of specific exoPlOsve $ oPeries of these materials or objects:
and taking accont of planned meaturet or prevailizqg conditions
likely to redtc or to agpavate the danger, and in particular,
the installation of protection systems such as earthwocks, walls
or shields.

(c) The estimated probability of a pyrotechnic accident and the
measures taken to avoid the transmission of such an accident
between elementary pyrotechnic installations, or even within such
an installation, when it cantains materials or objects of
dif ferent coqbatibility, grups.

SECTION4 4 MhXNUH ALlOWA=L RISKS IN ZVANR ZONS

A IN•YRTRY Or ZNSTALLATIONS TO U3 PFVTD

Article 15

The table below defines the difterect categories of Installations to
be protected against the effects of a pyrotechnic accident liable to
occur in an elementary pyrotechnic installation which# vw&th its access
Loads and auxiliary structures Vhich are Indispensable Ia Its mediate
vicinity. is iesiAqted a$.
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Article 11.4 Case of a charge of materials or objects in Division 1.4

,.I sa g n a t l o n 9 2 23 s o#
of zone

distance R from the O<R(SQ' CO R o 14 Ic23

charge cf mas Q .SQ. >8 I

This case does not include zones X1 and 2S.

Materials ov objects of type 1.4S do not involve greater dangers than
those of zones Z4.

Article 11.5 Case of a charge of materials In Division 1.5

The danger zones are the same as those determined in the case of a
charge of materials or objects in Division 1.1.

Article 12 .

In normal temperature and pressure conditions above flat land and without
protection, the distances from the explosible charge which shall be taken
as limits of zones 21, Z:w Z 3 , Z4 and Z5 are those indicated in Article 11
dfove, unless v the specific explosive propertzes of the charge Artifl e 9
difoerent evaluation of the area of the danger zones defined an Article 9
above.

These distances shall be Increased if specific conditions prevail which
are liable to qggravate the danger.

They may be reducd If the land configuration or the installation of
e ictive protection systems raduce the gravity of the da.nger.

a P30BUILITY OF A PYROTEC1UNIC ACCIDENT

Article 13

in each elementary pyrotechnic Lnsta.lation, depending on the types of
explosibl, materials or objecti which may be found therein, and the
types of r, -atLon which are performed therein, the probability of a
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type characteristics classi-
of of each ficationt
installation installation category .sylhal
(a) Structures or (1) Pyrotechic installations (work

locations Inside locations, workshops, depots,
a pyrotechnic storerooms) and their access
establishment. roads and auxiliary structures

which are indispensable in the
near vicinity of ao.

(2) Pyrotechnic installations not a,
classified "al". Internal
traffic lane3.

(3) Non-pyrotechnic buildings and a 3
preuises.

(b) Traffic lanes (1) Slightly travelled lanes In which bl
outside a the traffic does not exceed
pyrotechnic 200 vehicles per day.
establishment. (2) Travelled lanes in which the b 2

traffic ranges from 200 to .2000

vehicles per day.

(3) Heavily travelled lanes In which b3
the traffic is equal to or
greater than 2000 vehicles per day.

; ' ''-uctures or (1) Uninhabited and infrequently c1
.Locations outside visited structures (garden
a pyxotechnic shelters, farm sheds etc.
establishment. (2) inhabited or visited premises C2

related to the establishment or
isolated dwellings.

(3) Industrial, coamercLal or c 3
agricultural installations or
inhabited or visited premises,
which are not necessarily related
to the establishment. Non-
buried water supply and
distribution installations,
electric power supply and
distrLbution Installations such as
high and medium voltage electric
power networks, tanks and piping
containing inflamable materials#
air energy production and
transmission units etc.

continued
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type characteristics classi-
of of each fication
installation installation category symbol

(a) continued (4) Gathering places of persons c4
(Pliygrounds. religious gathering
places, markets, school# hospitals
etc), densely built-up areas, tall
buildings and buildings forming a
curtain wall.

a INSTALIATION LAYOUT REQUIREOWHTS

Article 16

The table below gives the possible layout of the different categories
of installation defined above in each danger adne characteiiged by:

(1) Subscript I of Ze Indicating the gravity of the dangers
Incurred.

(2) Degree j of probability P, of a pyrotechnic accident in the
Installation giving rise ao it.

l" •"y of pyrotechnic accident

danger PS
zone ,t o be .s

2, ......... b, ao Al Ill a 'a at &I t",

go ,, ...... l aI so * go &I a, .:t,
ss a, as a2. ......... a, b, e a, b,8 *! *g ba "e, a, ar

o ........ 1 8I to 61 h t o &I a l 11 to a, b,., .a,......., a,.," , ,, a, a," a, a": , .b
a s 3 C3 a W3, ta ag b, a2a Z a 1  C. as b,

continued
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(i) Indicates that the personnel required to operate the installation
concerned shall not be subjected for more than 10% of their
working time to rises equivalent to those to which they are
exposed in this instAllation.

(**)Indicates that no person shall be found in the zone and
Installation concerned. In application of the requirements of
Article 27 of Decree No 79-S46 of 21 September 1979.

The number of peraons allowed to gather simultaneously in zones Z1 and
Z2 shall be limited to the minimum.

The number of persons present Pimultaneously t3woughout installation &C
exhibiting a probability of pyrotechnic accident greater than PI shall
not nozmally exceed S.

The Installations &aO(* cate I aIs ad (**) In ZIo My be
changed respectively to a0 and a 0 (*) if it zan be shown that# in these
installations, perceptible signs occur providing advance warning of an
a~cident or an explosion, such as abnorml smells or noises, excessive
overheating, characteristic sooke etc,, proviAdng certain foreknowledge
of the A=&inent occurrence of a pyrotechnic accident, but allowing the
personnel in da.nger enough time to leave the exposed zone In complete
safety.

Article 17

Any area common to two danger zones belongs to the zone in which the
possibilities of Installation are the least.

Article 10

The foregoing provisions constitute minimum requirements for worker
safety, and do not waiy9 the observation of any other regulation
concerning the holding, transport, fabrication ad' use, storaga,
analysis and experimentation of explosible materials or objects, as
well as their destn•ction and possible protection against
electromagnetic radiation.
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C %NSTAL1ATICK LACOLu PLAN4

Article 19

The Units of danger sones shall be noted on a drawing of the installatLon
or pyrotechnic establishment concerned and of its aurroundings.

This drawing, appended to the safety file, or broken down in the different
safety analyses, indicates the layout of the different installations a:,d,
for each installation, the estimate of the probabilities of a pyrotechnic
accident.

Xf necessary, this drawing shall include eialarged drawtngs of some parts
of the establishment, in order to distinguirh each of the work locations,
workshops, depots and storerooms liable to be the Mource of a pyrotechnic
accident.

Article 20

The Director. of Regulations and Legal Matters of the Ministry of the
Interior, the Director of Armaments and the Chiefs of Staff of the Army,
Navy and Air Force e t the Ministry of Defence, the Director of Pzevention
of Pollution at the Ministry of the Environment and Quality of Life, the
Director of iabour Relations at the Ministry of Labour and Participation,
the Director of industrial Quality and Safety at the Ministry of industry,
the Director of Land Transport at the Ministry of Transport, are charged,
each in his own area, with the enforcement of this Ministerial Order,
which shall be published in the Journal Officiel of the French Repul1ic.

Paris, 26 September 1980

The Minister of Laboixr and Participat.ion,
for the Minister and by delegation:

D. balmary . , . . . , , The Director of Labour FAlations

The Minister of the Interior,
for the Minister and by delegation:

C. Goudet ..... . . . The Director of Regulations and Legal Matters

The Minister of befence,
for the Minister and by delegation:

J.C. Rowueplo . . . . . . The Director of L*gal Matters

The Minister of the Invironment and the
Quality of Life,

.for the Minister and by delegaticn.
T:. Chaybolle . . . . . • The Director of the Prevention of Pollution

The Minister of Zndustty,
for the Minister and by delegation:

F. Kosciusko-MorLzet . . The Director of Industrial Quality and Safety

The Minister of Transport,
for the Minister and by delegation:

C. Collet . .. . . The Director of Land Transport
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Ln GAP TESTS AND HOW4 THEY GROW

CL• Donna Price

Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000

Abstract

'ý>4ý vailable data from four different gap tests were compared. The

study indicated a linear relation between the critical gap legagths

(50% point) of the NOL LSGT and those of each of the other three tests,

hence a linear relation for any pair of the 4 tests.

On the other hand, the approximate equivalency curve between the

50% gaps of the NOL LSGT and those of the recently developed expanded

LSGT has been drawn with some curvature. The reasons for this are

presented, and t:ie detonation properties leading to increased size of

the gap test are described. Finally, the recently developed NsuperV

gap test is compared to the others and its objective considered
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For well over a quarter of a century, gap tests have been used to

assess the relative shock sensitivity of explosives. A gap test consists

of an explosive donor followed by a solid attenuator followed by an

explosive acceptor, the test material. The attenuator thickness is

varied until detonation occurs in 50% of the trials. This 50% point or

critical thickness measures the relative shock sensitivity in the

particular test configuration. The test may be confined or unconfined,

calibrated or uncalibrated, witnessed by steel plate or pipe or other

explosives. In fact, the test had no sooner been invented, than various

experimenters started modifying it until now dozens of gap tests exist.

Recently, however, an additional complication has been introduced

with the advent of a group of materials known as insensitive high

explosives (IHE). Some of these cannot be initiated in the more

conventional gap tests. Consequently, larger and larger gap tests have
been designed to test IHE.

It is the objective of this paper to show that there are unexpected

correlations between gar tests of very different designs, to show why

testing of IHE leadsto larger tests, and to discuss two recent large

tests: the expanded large scale gap test (ELSGT) and the "super" gap

test.

Since our largest data base is for the NOL large scale gap tests,

that test is shown in Figure I where one can see the series: donor, gap,

acceptor, common to all such tests. Table 1 tabulates the differences in

design of the tests with which its results are to be compared. Test 1 is

the NOL large scale gap test (LSGT); Test 2 is the same with slightly

different diameter and aspect ratio and without the steel confinement.

That is an important difference because confinement decreases the effective

critical diameter. An3ther comparison will be with the LANL LSGT (Test 3);

it is unconfined and also uses a different attenuator: Dural instead of

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). The final comparison is between the NOL

LSGT and a new test developed by Forbes and coworkers, the IHE gap test

(Test 4). As you can see in the table, this latter test has a diameter

about one third that of the former, and although the steel cylinder

containing the acceptor is thinner than that of the large scale gap
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DETONATOR
HOLDER (WOOD) DETONATOR

PENTOLITE .1...,,,,.,..,,,,.

DONER
PELLETS
(d.08 DIA.
2.54 THICK) F •-

Po 1.56 g/cm 3  4.- CARD GAP

3.65 CARDBOAP.D

CONTAINER

D, • TEST CHARGE

STEEL TUBE
AIR

GAP-- T- •----SPACER

,095

.10.16 WITNESS
PLATE

DIMENSIONS IN CM

FIG. 1 CROSS SECTION OF GAP TEST ASSEMBLY FOR NOL LSGT
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TABLE 1

GAP TESTS FOR WHICH RESULTS ARE COMPARED

Diameter Aspect
or ID Ratio Confinement

Test Title cm t/d Attenuator cm

1 NOL LSGT 3.65 3.83 PMMA 0.56 Thick Steel

2 Unconfined LSGT 3.81 3.67 PMMA None

3 LANL LSGT 4.13 2.46 DURAL None

4 IHE Gap Test 1.27 4.00 PMMA 0.318 Thick Steel

1.59 Thick PMMA

Witness is steel plate or block for each test.

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM CONFINED
UNCONFINED NOL LSGT

50% GapI

Material g/cm2 Confined Unconfined
in. x 102

DINA-c 1.60 279 226

Comp B-c 1.70 201 143

TNT-c 1.61-2 135 73

Pentolite-c 1.67-8 273-301 255-266

RDX-p 1.64 323 285

test, its ratio wall thickness to ID, is 1.6 times grPater. Table 2 and

Figure 2 show the comparison between standard LSGT results and those from

the non-standard, unconfined test. As Figure 2 shows, there is a definite

correlation between the 50% gaps for the five explosives (4 cast and 1

pressed) that have been run in both tests. Table 3 and Figure 3 show a

similar correlation between NOL LSGT values (L) and LANL LSGT (L') values

for cast and plastic bonded HE despite the differences in test dimensions
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FIG. 2 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR CONFINED & UNCONFINED LSGT
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TABLE 3

LSGT 50% GAP VALUES FOR

CAST AND PLASTIC BONDED HE

NOL LANL
P0  LSGT1  LSGTk

HE .gcM 3  L, cards* L m mI -

Baratol-c 2.62-2.63 <123a 27.30a

Comp A-3 1.63 240 54.51

Comp B-c(A) 1.70-1.74 204.5 43.2

Conip B-3-c 1.70-1.72 213 50.3

Cyclotol-c 1.74-1.76 186 44.3
75/25

Octol-c 1.81-1.83 >217b 47.32
75/25

Pentolite-c 1.70 273 64.74

TNT-c 1.62 129 28.30

PBX-9404 1.85-1.87 2 3 8 b 55.86

aBa(N0 3 )2 content 27% and 24% at NSWC and LANL, respectively.

bpo = 1.78 g/cm3.

*All values corrected to current pentolite donor.

and shock attenuator. (There is no similar correlation for pressed

explosives, possibly because of differences in preparing pressed charges

at different laboratories).

Table 4 and Fiqure 4 show the linear correlation between the IHE gap

test and the NOL LSGT values for the three explosives that have been run

in both tests. Evidently, the IHE gap test covers the same shock sensitiv-

ity range as the NOL LSGT, but with only 4.4% the amount of test explosive.

Proper test design - in this case, choice of test dimensions and confinement,

can reduce the amount of explosive needed for relative shock sensitivity

testing. This brings us to a related question: what is the need for

larger tests?
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TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF NOt LSGT RlESIULTS WITH THOSE

OF THE IHE GAP TEST

Do3 in." LSGT1
g/cm3 in. in. x 102

TATB 1.83 0.92 78-84*
TNT-c 1.61 1.30 124-135

TNT-p 1.57 1.92 193-198

*Hiyher value from G. T. West,"Classification of Explosives,"

Apr-June, 1976. Pantex Plant MHSMP-7630K.

To illustrate this problem, Figure 5 shows two fictitious curves of

required 50% gap pressure (Pg) vs. charge diameter for two HE, A and B.
Moreover, 2dc(A) = dc(B); dc, the critical diameter, is that diameter
below which propagation of steady-state detonation is impossible. My

drawing leaves much to be desired, but it does show that initiation is
impossible until d Z dc and that the curve is very steep at diameters

juit slightly greater than dc. That is why gap tests are only valid for
d Z 3dc so that the very steep portion of the curve is never used in a
comparison. For example, if we use the results at 3dc(A) = 1.5dc(B) for
both HE, we get a APg value much greater than if we use a diameter of
6d,(A), i.e., both explosives are at d a 3dc. The smaller di-ference

is far more representative of the infinite diameter value. In other
words, there is an infinite diameter value of gap sensitivity just as

there is an infinite diameter value of detonation velocity D.. In both

cases, the values measured nc.- 6- are very different from the ideal or
infinite diameter values.

The use of Pg as a relative shock sensitivity measurement is an

approximation of course. In the first place, it approximates Pi, the

actual initiating pressure transmitted to the explosive. Secondly, it

omits the effect of the pressure-time history of the shock. But whatever

criterion may be used tc estimate initiation conditions: P, PnT*, or

mass velocity u, pressure is the dominant variable.
T is approximate duration.
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It follows from the illustration of Figure 5 that the demand for

larger diameter gap tests is to allow HE of large dc to be tested at 6
d k 3dc. Here dc refers to effective critical diameter not to the dc

we measure on unconfined charges. Hence, we may decrease the effective
dc by confining the charge as well as by increasing the test charge

diameter. With the objective of testing IHE in the proper diameter range,
DDESB asked the. Center (NSWC/WO)to design a larger test than the standard-

ized NOL LSGT. We designed a gap test for which the acceptor and its

confinement were scaled up by a factor of 2. Howevever, because of the

manufacturer's availabie molds, the donor was scaled by only a factor of

1.875. Results from this test, the expanded LSGT, were reported at the

March meeting of the JANNAF Working Committee on Hazards. 4 Figure 6

shows the two assemblies that were compared and Figure 7 gives the approxi-
mate equivalency curve found for the two tests.

You will note: (1) we have not drawn a straight line as in the other

3 correlations I have shown and (2) within experimental error, we could

have drawn a straight line. As was pointed out in the original paper, the

uppermost and lowermost points are not as well established as the two.

mid-points. Until this is done, we shall regard this approximate curve as
more general than a straight line.

The scaling up of the NOL LSGT by a factor of two is about the practical

limit of increasing the test size. As it wvas, the witness plates were

scaled in thickness but not in length x width because they were then too

heavy to handle. Nevertheless, there is a much larger gap test developed

at Eglin AFB and reported at the previous DDESB Symposium and also at

the 8th Symposium (International) on Detonation last year. This test,

called the "super" gap test 5 , is compared to the NOL LSGT in Figure 8

where both configurations are drawn to scale. This emphasizes the jump

in magnitude of the dimensions.

Table 5 lists the results of the "super" gap test and those of the

corresponding NOL LSGT. The latter value for tritonal was listed incorrectly

in Reference 5. The 50% "super" gap values were obtained from the text of

Reference 5 but the computed pressures (Pg) were taken from a chart

displayed at the 8th Detonation Symposium. Reference 5 contains a
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TABLE 5

CONPARISON OF VALUES FROM "SUPER" GAP TEST

WITH THOSE OF LSGT

"ur" GanL LSGT
Cast p 502 Pointa po 50% Point P

HE g218 3  in. klar in. kr
Comp B 1.69 7* - 8 12 2.01-2.07 19.7-18.5

Tritonal 1.73 5 - 6 15 1.00-1.01 55
80/2C

TNT/Wax 1.69 5* - 6 16 Not Tested
95/5

TNT/NQ/Wax 1.61 2* - 3 40 Failed
60/35/5

a. Values found in text of Ref. 5; values with asterisk closer

to 50% gap value.
b. Values read from chart displayed at 8th Detonation Symposium

calibration curve (Reference 5, Figure 13) of Pg vs PMMA thickness.
However, this curve gives no ,;alues for Pg < 30 kbar, but Figure 10 seems
to extend the computed values to the pressures transmitted from the PMMA
through the 0.5 in. steel confining the acceptor charge.

Not only is the scale of the "super" gap test much greater than that
of the more widely used tests, but its purpose is also different. It is
to "screen for an explosive's propensity to detonate or react violently
as a result of shock induced sympathetic detonation of large ordnance
such as general purpose bombs" (100 - 1000 kg HE). The more commron gap
tests are concerned with relative shock sensitivity, an explosive property.
Some industrial laboratories classify their tests as property tests or
use tests; in the present gathering, we call the ltter 4.ulnerability
tests. Such tests are carried out when the available basic information is
insufficient to permit a realiable prediction by any set of computations.
This is essentially the case for the "super" gap test; I consider it a
good field test for its specific purpose. Having said that, I will add
that use of field tests will continue to demand large charges, but not
necessarily rn',y shots.
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By way of sumary, we have found that three pairs of gap tests of
very different design give the same relative shock sensitivity ratings

for a number of explosivesk The number of data points were 3 - 9, too
few, of course, to generalize. But in view of the differences in ratings
I have seen from tests coming out of different laboratories, I shosdr
not have expected the linepr correlations we saw. Despite these,

Liddiard and I drew the approximate equivalence curve between the NOL
LSGT and the ELSGT as non-linear because it is more general. than the
straight line and so must stand until better data are available.

Finally, anything larger than the ELSGT should be considered a use or
field test designed to address a specific problem rather than a test for

general application.
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at= V3RWITM IMPACT UMITIVITY OF I
00 NZRCIAL SW AN' W!=h.•XOh EXPLOSIVES

• e phenomenon of high velocity impact initiation of

coewrcial explosives was modelled numerically by means of a

reactive hydrodynamic code in conjunction with the Forest fire

model. Coefficients for the Forest fire toodel were determined

from the Pop plots resulting ftom a series of wedge tests for

each explosive investigated. Data for the reactive

hydrodynamic code include the RON equation of state parameters

and Hugoniots.

Predicted results for projectile impact wero compared 4
with the experimental results obtained for the same explosivi

composition:. For a given projectile the agreement between

the predicted values of impact velocity beyond which

detonation would occur and the observed experimental values

was gool..
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INTRODUCTION

Safety is a major concern in the area of commercial

explosives. From the beginning of their development effort

was directed towards the manufacture of safer products.

However sensitivity in poorly understood and poorly defined.

High velocity projectiles can be used to assess the impact

sensitivity of cormmercial products. At the same time

numerical techniques can be used to improve the understanding

of the transition from impact to detonation.

Many models have been introduced to describe the

initiation of heterogeneous explosives. The first attempts of

modelling were made by Eyring[1 ) who developed his grain
(2)burning laws. Later Cook and Bauer modified Eyring's

theory to model the burning in liquid explosives containing

bubbles. Nader used Arrhenius kinetics and finite

difference techniques to study the interaction of shock waves

with density discontinuities.

The previous models although able to demonstrate the

concept of the hot spots, were unable to model the initiation

of practical explosives. To this end several attempts have

been made. Such attempts are:

(a) The p 2 t criterion by Walker and Wasley( 4 ). According to

this criterion a certain critical energy per unit area is

necessary for the shock initiation to lead to detonation.

(b) The ignition and growth model by Lee and Tarver 5. This

model is based on the Wilkins equation of state and the
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ZollovJng equation tor the reaction rates

a F = z (1 - r)x%' + G(1 - r)xrYps
a t

with m Vo

where F is the fraction of the explosive that has

reacted. t is the time and V. is the initial

specific volume of the explosive, V1 is the

specific volume of the shocked unreacted

explosive, P is the pressure and 1, x, r, G, y and

a are constants. These parameters are however

unknown for most explosives and the technique

to obtain tha is not readily available.

(c) Feng and Hanaski(11) .1eveloped a hydrodynamic model using

an equation of state proposed by Tait. Later, Fong et

al(12) improved the model by using & different equation

of state to describe the temperature of air bubbles

contained in liquid explosives under dynamic loading. It

was proposed that the Forest Fire Model(13) should be

used \to describe the decomposition rate of the explosive

as a Junction of pressure.

(d) The Forest Fire model( 6 ) which was developed by Charles

Forest of the Los Alamos Laboratories. The Forest Fire

technique describes the decomposition rate of the
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explosive as a function of the experimentally measured

distance of run to detonation vs. shock pressure (Pop

plot) and the reactive and unreactive Hugoniot. It is

based on the single curva buildup principle and it has

been used with success for the modelling of the behaviour

of military high explosives.

Data for the model are the Pop plot, the Hugonio'ý. of the

explosive and the HON equation of sýate parameters. This

approach was adopted in this study as it was the most

promising.

The Forest Fire model was selected to provide the

decomposition rate as a function of pressure for the case

of commercial slurry and emulsion products. The reaction

rate vs. pressure relationship was used in our

hydrcdynamic model "HYDREL" to predict the initiation or

failure of the explosive due to impact.
EXPRRIMENTAL

In order to obtain Pop Plots and Hugoniot relationships

for commercial rxplosives wedge tests were conducted. The

wedg, tests are named for the wedge shaped explosive which is

shocked by a plane wave generator - booster - attenuator

syster.. The explosive is wedge shaped so that the shock or

detonation moving through it is visible through the slant

face.

The slant face is usually covered with glass

microballoons. Moreover the slant surface of the wedge is
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covered by a very thin plexiglas sheet so as to create a

narrow gap between the explosives and the plexiglas. When the

microballockas and air gap are compressed suddenly they flash

brightly. A streak camera is set up with the slit parallel to

the base of the wedge. The experimental technique is shown in

Figure 1. A typical streak record from a wedge experiment is

shown in Figure 2.

The shock which enters the wedge must have a high degree

of planarity so that the point at which the shock wave becomes

a detonation wave can be located. Moreover the planarity of

the wave which impacts the wedge affects the measurement of

the shock velocities before and after the detonation. For

those reasons the shock which impacts the wedge must be

produced by an accurate plane wave generator.

The system consists of a 12.7 cm plane wave generator, a

pentolite (50% RDX, 50% TNT) booster, a plexiglas attentuator

of various thickness and an explosive wedge. The wedge is

placed at the centre of the attenuator plate in order to avoid

edge effects which will affect the planarity of the wave at

the sides.

The experimental results were analyzed by using the

reflected Hugoniot technique.

The resulting Pop Plots are presented in Figures 3 - 7.

Emulsions A and B are #8 blasting cap sensitive products

containing 3% and 5% Aluminum. Emulsion C is a large diameter

non cap sensitive product containing no aluminum. Slurries A
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and B are small diameter I8 blasting cap sensitive aluminized

products.

In order to examine the impact sensitivity of the

explosives experimentally the following three techniques were

used.

a. Large Projectile Impact Test

In this type of test aluminum projectiles wejce fired from

a cannon towards an explosive target. A series of tests was

conducted b" varying projectile velocity and diameter. The

projectile diameters were 2.5 cm, 5.1 cm, 10.2 cm and 15.2 cm.

Usually the explosives were tested unconfined. However in

some cases the explosives were confined in order to evaluate

the effect of confinement. Confinement was achieved by

placing the explosive in schedule 40 steel pipes. The

projectile velocity was calculated by reading the time

interval for passage of the projectile between two light

sensors placed a known distance apart in front of the target.

The experimental set up is shown in Figure 8. The impact

was observed by a HYCAM high speed framing camera having a

writing speed of 3000 frames per second. Thus the detonation

or failu:e can be detarmined by the review of the film. The

result can also be characterized by the deformation of the

projectile after impact.

Moreover the result can be characterized by the remains

of th,. target exp1osJve. In case of a detonation alo remains

of the target explosive are found.
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The results of the cannon tests are presented in Table 1.

b. High Velocity Small Projectile Tests

For the case of the #8 cap sensitive emulsion explosives

small projectiles wore used. Small projectiels can travel

fast enough to initiate most of the commercial products. The

projectiles were made of brass and had a diameter and length

of 13 mm. The experimental layout is shown in Figure 9. The

velocity of the projectile in measured by using photocells.

The results of the tests are shown in Table 2.

c. Flyer Plate Impact Tests

For the cap insensitive emulsion a flyer plate test was

designed. The flyer plate can be more effective than metal

projectiles for the following reasons:

1. It: can obtain higher te'tninal velocities. Therefore it

can produce shock pulses of higher amplitude in the

explosive target. According to the p2 t criterion for the

impact initiation of explosives the amplitude of the

shock pulse is more important than its duration.

2. The flycr plate introduces essentially a one dimensional

pulse when impactibg the material. This diminishes the

action of side release waves which can quench the

detonation.

The flyer plates were made of aluminum and were driven by

detonation waves at tangential incidence. The experimental

set up is shown in Figure 10. The velocity of the plate is

calculated by using the Richter equation:
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EXPLOSIVE PROJRIMILE PROJRCTILZ RESULT
DIAMETER X LENGTH VELOCITY

(cm) (We/)

SLURRY A 2.5 x 5.0 431 FAILED
2.5 x 50 43i FAILED

447 DETONATED
454 DETONATED

SLURRY A S x 10 146 FAILED
152 DETONATED
194 DETONATED
208 DETONATED
239 DETONATED

SLURRY B 2.5 x 5.0 286 FAILED
347 FAILED
444 DEWONATED
537 DETONATED

SLURRY B 2.5 x 5.0 277 FAILED
CONFINED 286 FAILED

337 DETONATED
356 DETONATED
363 DETONATED

SLURRY B 5 x 10 344 FAILED
347 FAILE'
347 DETONATED
350 DETONATED

SLUP•RY B 10 x 13 337 FAILED
344 FAILED
350 DETONATED

15 x 15 219 FAILED
344 DETONATED
36-26 DETONATED

TABLE 1: PROJECTILE IMPACT TEST RESULTS FOR SLURRIES.
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PHOTOCELLS

TIMER

FIGURE 9: EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR THE HIGH VELOCITY
SMALL PROJECTILE IMPACT
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EXPLOSIVE PROJECTILE VELOCITY RESULT

EMULSION A 8156 DETONATED
757 DETONATED

745 DETONATED
711 FAILED
707 FAILED
674 FAILED
663 FAILED

ElMULSION B 858 DETONATED
830 DETONATED
802 FAILED
800 FAILED
752 FAILED

649 FAILED

,EM4ULSION C 1067 FAILED
1283 FAILED
1316 FAILED

TABLE 2: RESULTS OF THE SMALL PROJECTILE IMPACT TESTS.*
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,=a + b (p/Me)

where 8 is the turn angle (rads) a, b arn constants

determined for a given explosive metal plate

combination and Mp/Me is the mass of the plate to

mass of the explosive ratio.

The constants a, b in the above equation for the system

aluminum metal plate driven by a plastic explosive called
(7)

Detasheet C have been determined by Belanger and Matte by

using flash x-ray techniques. According to them a and b are

1.42 and 3.79 respectively.

The results of the flyer plate impact tests are shown in

Table 3.

THE REACTIVE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

The hydrodynamic model "HYDREL" is a two dimensional

finite difference Lagrangian code. For the calculations the

material is divided into small cells by mneans of a grid. A

typical grid describing the impact of a flyer plate on an

explosive target is shown in Figure 11. The computations

proceed by stepping forward in time in small increments. At

each increment (cycle) stress, velocity, displacements and

energies are calculated at each cell and coordinate point.

For the reactive part the Forest Fire technique is normally

used. However other types of burn are available such as the

Arrhenius burn and the sharp shock burn. A simplified flow
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ALUMINUM LAYERS TURN ANGLE MP/ME CALCULATED RESULT DIAMETER
PLATE DETASHEET OF PLATE WEIGHT PLATE OF

THICKNESS DETERMINED RATIO VELOCITY CHARGE
BY RICHTER

EQUATION
(rm) (number) (degrees) (m/s) (ft/s) (mm)

3.2 1 10.2 .98 1230 4020 FAILED 75

3.2 2 15.1 .49 1820 5960 DETONATED 75

9.5 5 13.8 .59 1660 5450 DETONATED 75

a
TABLE 3: FLYER PLATE IMPACT RESULTS FOR EMULSION C.
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chart of the program is given in Figure 12.

The Forest Fire rate is programmed as a function of

pressure. The logarithm of the rate is expressed as:

ln(rate) - A1 + A2 P + .. + A nPn

The logarithm of the rate is fitted to the pressure by

the above equation for different pressure ranges in order to

minimize the error by approximation. By adopting only one fit

the technique i~tight fail especially in the low pressure range.

Moreover the rate is set to zero if the pressure !s leso than

the minimum pressure in the fit. The burning is conpleted

once the pressure reaches or is greater than ths C-J pressure.

The equation of state used in the program is the KOM

equation of state. For the explosive HOM has two parts; one

for unreacted material and one for reaction products. For the

inert materials HOM uses only the part for unreacted

materials. HOM calculates the pressure and temperature given

the internal energy, the specific volume and the fraction of

the unreacted material. The HOM parameters for the unreacted

explosive were measured (Hugoniot, density) and the parameters

for the detonation products were calculated by using the TIGER

code. In the calculation the C-J point was found and then the

products were allowed to expand isentropically.

RESULTS

The predictions of the hydrodynamic code "HYDREL" were.
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Im c

compared against the experimental observations. "HYDREL" can

produce pressure-time and mass fraction of unreacted explosive

time histories for any point of the grid describing the

impact. A buildup in pressure and fraction of reacted

material in successive points in the explosive indicates

events leading to a detonation while decreasing pressures and

fraction of reacted explosive indicate a failure.

Table 4 presents the calculated results for some

commercial explosives tested. Figures 13 - 16 pre3ent the

pressure-time and mass fraction of unreacted explosive-time

histories for a typical case of a cap sensitive emulsion

explosive. The K's represent points along the axis of the

charge with the larger K being closer to the interface between

impactor and explosive. The larger K = 30 is at the

interface. Figures 13, 14 indicate a failure when the

projectile travels at 700 m/s while figures 15, 16 indicate a

detonation with the projectile travelling at 800 mi';. Runs

were also conducted for the case of aluminum projectiles and

emulsion A. The critical velocity in this case was incrbased

by a factor of 1.2 which is consistent to quantitative(9) and

qualitative experimental observations that aluminum

projectiles require higher velc-ities to initiate an explosive

target, compared to higher density metal projectiles.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the comparison between experimental and

calculated results it follows that the numerical model
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E-XPLOSIVE TYPE OF DIMENSION4S Oy' VELOCITY OF RESULT
IMPACTOR IMPACTOR IMPACT

(m/sec)

EMULSION A BRASS PROJECTILE DIAMETER 13un 700 FAILURE
LENGTH 131m 750 DETONATION

ALUMINUM DIAMETER 13mm 850 FAILURE
PROJECTILE LENGTH 13mm 900 DETONATION

EMULSION B BRASS PROJECTILE DIAMETER 13mn 800 FAILURE
LENGTH 13ro 900 DETONATION

EMULSION C BRASS PROJECTILE DI.METER 13Mn 1330 FAILURE
LENGTH 13,m

ALUMINUM FLYER THICKNESS: 3.2nmn 1230 FAILURE
PLATE THICKNESS:3.2mn 1820 DETONATION

THICKNESS:9.5mm 1660 DETONATION

SLURRY A ALUMINUM DIAKnETER 25mm 320 FAILURE
PROJECTILE LENGTH 50mm 440 DETONATION

DIAMETER 50m 300 FAILURE
LENGTH 100ram 350 DETONATION

DIAMETER 100 m 200 FAILURE
LENGTH 130mm 250 DETONATION

SLURRY B ALUMINUM DIAMETER 25nm 400 FAILURE
PROJECTILE LENGTH 50sm 500 MARGINAL

DIAMETER 50mm 300 FAILURE
LENGTH 100mm 350 MARGINAL

400 DETONATION

DIAMETER 100=m 250 MARGINAL
LENGTH 130ram 300 DETONATION

TABLE 4: CALCULATED RESULTS FOR THE HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT OF
COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVLS.
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"'HYDUEL" reoroduceG the mkin characteristics of the

initiation of the coveraial explosives tested. The code

predicted the impact initiation with sufficient accuracy.

Moreover it demonstrated the dependency of the initidtion of

the various explosives on the material and geometric

properties cr ':he impac t or.

It was found that materials of high density (e.g. brass)

initiate explosive targets easier than materials of lower

density (e.g. alumin!im).

The diameter of the pVoJectile was shown to be very

important -when dealing with small projectiles. This is

expected, however, because initiation is influenced by the

dimension~ality of the experiment. When the diameter is

smaller the effect of side rarefactions becomes more obvious.

In the calculations, in cases it was observed that when the

projectile diameter was small and the impact velocity high,

initiation occurred almost immediately on impact. However if

the projectile velocity was not high enough, detonation did

not propagate but was quenched by the action of following

rarefactions.

Flyer plates because of their large area of impact impose

a one dimensional impact and initiate the explosives easier.

This was demonstrated in the case of Emulsion C. Flyer plate

data which were obtained for the cap sensitive emulsion

products demonstrated the same effect. These data however were

not used in the quantitative comparison beca'ise of
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inaccuracies in the calculation of the plate velocity caused
by possible spalling of the metal plate. In the case of a
slowly moving explosive driven metal plate, spalling is
possible due to insufficient thickness of driver explosive

behind the plate.

Blasting cap sensitive emulsion and slurry products are
similar with regard to their safety at high velocity impacts.
However drop weight tests have shown emulsion explosives to be
safer. Therefore thp drop weight test should not be used as a
single criterion to evaluate impact sensitivity of commercial

products.

Another interesting result- of the investigation of
commercial products Is that they were found to be more
sensitive than cast military explosives such as Cast TNT and
cast Com3osition B. Cast TNT and cast Composition B are not
cap sensitive though. it appears that there is a close
relationship between cap sensitivity and impact sensitivity.

With regard to the modelling code the most important
information is the Pop plot. It was found that Pop plot data
could be obtained more easily for emulsion than for slurry
explosives. Emulsion explosives consist of a more homogeneous
mix containing small liquid droplets sustained in a continuous
liquid matrix and nmicroscopic miocroballoons. In slurries the
mix is crude containing liquid with large solid object'-
(prills, pieces of gum etc.) and large voids. These
discontinuities can be detrimental in the determination of a
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Pop plot. Slurri C which is a slurry containing TNT prills in

its mass was a typical extwaple of a product in which the

discontinuities pzoduced a very significant scatter of data.

As a result it was impossible to obtain a Pop plot for this

product. It is rather obvious that Pop plot work is

recommended for products which contain small size grains and

chemical ingredients uniformly distributed inside the mass of

the explosive.
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Ino EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN

o BLAST RESI3TANT STRUCTURES

BY FRANKLIN P. EPPERT
BOOKER ASSOCIATES, INC.

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

ABSTRACT

ne of the often overlooked elemcnts in the design of a

structure to resist the effects of an accidental detonation of

high explosives is the mounting and support of the wide range

mechanical and electrial equipment installed in the facility.
IThis paper atechniques that should b considered in

Thes papertn addresses theh ca niqelectra l e e and, in

the mountlng of mechanical and electrical equipment and, in
particular, will address specific designs which have been

utilized in buildings with multiple bays where a detonation in

one bay could affect an adjacent bay. In such a facility, the

detonation of a high explosive material in one bay could cause

injury to personnel and loss of the use of the adjacent bay in

spite of the fact that the structure is designed to protect

personnel and equipment in those adjacent bays.
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INTRODUCTI ON

When a blast resistant structure is called upon to protect

personnel from the effects of a nearby accidental detonation,

these *effects not only include excessive pressure, thermal

effects,, and fragmentation but also flying and falling objects

from within the protected space due to the externally applied
loading. Typical structures in which this situation1 might occur

include control rooms,, adjacent production bays, H.E. storage

facilities, an~d similar types of structures.

CONSIDERATIONS

In determining the need for special considerations in equipment

mounting, the first step involves the examination of the

structure to establish the displacement that is likely to occur
during an excursion of the structure caused by an adjacent or
nearby detonation. For example, the reinforced concrete

dividing wall between two explosive handling bays is in place to

protect personnel on either side of the wall from the effects of

an explosion on the opposite site. In Figure 1(a) the
deflection of such a wall is shown. During the design of this

wail and based on the maximum credible incident on the opposite

f ace, it can be determined -what deflection is anticipated. on a

typical wall the deflection may approach 4 inches at the center
of the wall. This maximum deflection will occur in 25-30 milli-

seconds after the structure begins to deflect. The movement of
the wall will very closely follow that shown in Figure 1(b)
where the velocity versus time history for the center of the
wall is shown. The wall is initially at rest and is accelerated

to some maximum velocity and brought to rest at a point in time

corresponding to the time of maximum deflection. The challenge
is to determine the maximum acceleration at which an object
might dislodge from the wall and become a projectile. once this
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maximum dislodging force is determined, a supporting system can

be designed to withstand that force such that the object will be

either held in place or the supporting system will fail at a

level that would prevent the device from becoming a missile

within the protected space.

Another consideration is that as the mounting location is moved

from the center of the wall to the edge, the displacement and

acceleration decreases to a theoretical zero at edges. This is

shown in Figure II, where acceleration contours are plotted.

Regardless of the type of mounting system proposed, it is

beneficial to locate wall attachments as close to the edge as

possible. The ultimate solution, of course, is to not mount any

devices on a wall that is subject to deflection due to an

adjacenit bay detonation. Referring to the photograph, the wall

at the f ar end of the room shown is such a wall. Note that

there are minimum mechanical and electrical devices mounted on

the wall.

In those instances where it is not possible to avoid mounting on

a wall subject to deflection, the decision then is whether it is

possible to design a mounting system to withstand the

acceleration and forces developed in the supportive device or

whether it might be better to develop an isolated mounting

device to absorb those forces.

ALTERNATIVES

The concept of isolating the install~ed equipment from the

structure can be effective and in many designs a simple method

of achieving this can be determined. One approach to isolation

would be to construct a frame system within a blast resietant

structure which would be totally isolated from the walls and
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roof which experience deformation. This, of course, would

require additional space within the strurnture resulting in

higher construction costs and increased square footage require-

ments for the facility. Simpler and less costly approaches are

to utilize mounting methods and materials compatible with the

expected acceleration and forces., The following mounting

methods are presented as possible solutions; however, each

individual case needs to be evaluated to determine the need for

protecti~ve mounting and the level of protection desired.

Overhead Supports: Typical devices to be supported overhead

include light fixtures and overhead cranes. In considering such

installations, it is -important to note that the supporting

device must be able to support the equipment while it is in

normal use and be able to respond to accelerations caused by

deflection of the structure following an adjacent bay or

exterior detonation. For overhead mounted equipment, the

excursion of the structure can be either horizontal as in the
case of an adjacent bay detonation or vertical if due toe
externally applied forces. A simple technique for mountinga

lighting fixture, for example, is shown in Figure III. An

explosion proof lighting fixture can weigh as much as 100

pounds; consequently, the mounting device, in this case, a bent

plate, must be able to remain in its original shape while

supporting the light fixture in order that the fixture performs

its designed task~. However, when subject to an acceleration

force, the plate can be designed to experience plastic

deformation such that the movement can be withstood and the

fixture remains in place. Figure IV depicts a crane rail mount,

again affixed to the ceiling of a structure. The sacrificial

plate concept as shown can be designed such -that the plate

experiences plastic deformation at a loading in excess of the

dead weight of the crane when fully loaded and in operation.
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The bolts which extend through the crane supporting beam serve
as a safety backup feature in the event the sacrificial plate
fails due to fatigue should the structure experience several
cycles of excursions due to the adjacent detonation. Figure V
indicates alternating mounting methods for other ceiling hung
equipment. The top method consists of springs which is3late the
load from the structure and can be used where the load on the
springs is more or less constant and movement of the device

during operation is not a concern. The method shown in the
lower half of the Figure utilizes the bent plate concept in
which the load is held in a fixed position under normal
operation and the plates would only deform in the event of an
adjacent bay or exterior detonation causing the ceiling to

deform.

Wall Hung Supports: Mounting equipment on walls which are

subject to deformation following an adjacent bay detontion
require somewhat different considerations. Figure VI shows a
typical mounting for duct work, in this case installed on an
angle projecting from the wall ard held in place by a metal
strap. The angle would need to be mounted to the wall with

sufficient strength to remain in place during deformation of the
wall with the strap installed in such a manner that the duct can
move within the strap to a limit equal to the anticipated wall
movement. In this way, since the duct is not otherwise
connected to the angle, the angle can slide to the right as the
wall deflects and the duct would only move due to the friction
between the duct and the angle. Note that the space for
movement is allowed on both sides of the duct since the wall
will initially accelerate and then decelerate as it achieves
maximum deflection. This phenomenon goes back to the velocity
versus time curve that was originally shown in Figure I. The
installation of lighter pieces of equipment such as conduit can
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be accomplished as shown in Figure VII. In this particular
case, the clamp and anchor bolt need to be designed with
sufficient strength to hold the conduit in place. An important

consideration is the gap as shown between the conduit wall and
the concrete. Recalling again the curve shown in Figure I,
there is initially a high acceleration rate as the wall beginq
to deform. This gap permits the wall to move sufficient'.y that
the rate of acceleration has decreased and the conduit hanger
then would be able to withstand the forces applied without also

deforming to any great extent. The amount of space required and
the strength of the supporting strap can be determined utilizing
theoretical approaches. In the case of multiple conduits and
pipe being mounted on unistrut, a different approach would be
required. This is shown in Figure VIII. The weight of the

system is such that a direct connection to the defle~cting wall
would not be desirable. The bent plate method again is
applicable in that the bent plate can be designed to support the
conduit/pipe system during normal operations but would provide
the plastic deformation required to protect those systems in the
event the wall begins to d]eflect.

The photograph shows lighting fixtures and overhead cra.ae rails
which have been installed utilizing a bent or sacrificial plate
system in a faci'lity where the ceiling of the room is subject to
vertical movement due to an adjacent bay detonation.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper has been to present some ideas
relating to installation of mechanical and electrical devices
within blast resistant structures. As can be noted f rom the
material presented, there remains to be a number of areas that
need to be explored in greater depth before any general
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solutions can be offered. It is important to recognize the need

to install equipment in order that it not become hazardous to

occupants of. the protected space and each individual case needs

to be considered on its own mearits. Any comments or suggestions

relating to tqis approach are welcome.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

TWENTY-SECOND EXPLOSIVE SAFETY SEMINAR

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

CONSTRUCTABILITY OF LACED REINFORCED
LC CONCRETE BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES0

BY THOMAS C. WUENNENBERG

BOOKER ASSOCIATES, INC.

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

ABSTRACT

Saced reinforced concrete blast resistant structures have been

designed and constructed for many years. Advancement in the

state-of-the-art design of these facilities has surpassed

advancement in the state-of-the-art in construction of the same,

because qualified designers can be selected whereas the

selection of contractors is left up to the free market system.

To assist contractors through the learning curve of this unique

type of construction, certain additional requirements must be

built into the contract documents. This paper addresses a

number of additional requirements which should be implemented in

order to enhance the constructability of laced reinforced

concrete structures.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In today's construction environment, change orders and

requests for extra compensation are the rule rather than

the exception. It has become imperative that a quality

buildable set of contract documents be developed. What

makes it even more imperative is the fact that laced

reinforced concrete construction is not "normal"

construction. Even if you prequalified the general

contractors and required that they demonstrate past

experience in construction of laced reinforced concrete,

there is no guarantee that the ironworkers or the

concrete workers have had any experience relative to the

demands of this unique type of construction. Therefore,

certain construction requirements must be built into the

contract documents to avoid impossible situations and

enhance the quality.

Impossible situations are those circumstances in which no

clear blame can be placed for a specific deficiency and

yet further construction progress requires a compromise

in the quality of the project. It is analogous to the

general contractor driving down the road on a dark night.

He has the owner, the resident engineer and the designer

in the car with him. All of a sudden they come up to the

end of a dead end road. Noboby in the car knows where

they made a wrong turn or how they got there. But the

f act is that they are on a dead end road. Anyway they

turn, they collectively, will lose time and money.

The purpose of this paper is to suggest some ways one may

be able to avoid some of these impossible situations in

the construction of laced reinforced concrete
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construction. This paper discusses nine areas where we
can enhance the constructability of a project can be
enhanced. The first three are basic design
considerations and tne last six are construction phase
considerations.

2.0 KEEP THE REINFORCING STEEL RATIO NEAR THE MINIMUM

With laced reinforced concrete construction there is

enough inherent congestion, simply with the types of bars
that must be placed: horizontal and vertical flexural

bar#, horizontal and vertical diagonal bars, tension bars
and lacing (see Figure-1 and Photo-i). When going
through the iterative design process, one should think of
increasing the thickness of the concrete before
increasing the steel ratio. With the present relative

cost of steel and concrete, one will always end up with a
more economical section if the steel racio is minimized.

In addition to the first cost design benefits,
constructability is greatly enhanced, because fewer and
smaller bars can be placed and there is more space

between the bars to place the concrete.

3.0 USE OUT TO OUT REBAR RIB DIMENSIONS

The intersections of walls, floor, and roof are very

busy. Every set of bars that passes through or

terminates at an intersection has to have its own plane
or layer. The summation of the layers at any
intersectiori cannot exceed the repetitive spacing. This

seems to be fundamental, but many intersections which are
niarginally acceptable using nominal bar diameters are not

acceptable for construction. Murphy's Law comes into
play here and somehow the ribs of all of the bars manage
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to line up, and the intersection becomes physically

impossible. The layering of the. reinforcing steel at

intersections must be checked during the design phase

using the out to out diameters of the bars. It is also

advisable to allow an extra inch of free space to account

for irregularities in the fabrication of the bars.

4.*0 STANDA'RDIns BAR SPACING THROUGHOUT THE STRUCTURE

Standardizing the bar spacing is a feat-are that isn't

adequately appreciated by most designers. In

conventional construction, structural engineers are

conditioned to optimizie the spacing of the bars, such

that the steel can be minimized. In so doing, a variety

of spacings results, none of which have a common

denominator. However, field conditions are such that

minor adjustments can be made to avoid interferences.

Unfortunately, in laced concrete construction, we don't

have that luxury.

It is more important to make the structures constructable

than it is to shave a f ew pounds of steel. Since wall

bars have to mesh with roof bars, ficor bars and other

wall bars, it is very important to have compatible

spacings. It is strongly recommended that the designer

establish a standard spacing for the entire structure

such that bar systems will mesh. It is also recommended

that as large a bar spacing as permissible be used, in

order to facilitate placement of the concrete. Twelve

inches is suggested as a minimum spacing.
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5.0 REVIEW OF SHOP DRAWINGS

Design plans contain most of the important design and
construction requirements, but designers still cite

standards like ACI or ASTM for standard practice and
routine details. The shop drawings are the designer's
last chance at reviewing the materials which are to be
supplied. Of particular concern are the reinforcing
steel shop drawings.

These documents need to be reviewed with an eye for

constructability. Naturally, the contractor is
interested in providing as few pounds of steel as
possible if he is operating under a lump sum contract.
There is a tendency to eliminate lap splices if possible,
but in some cases, it may hinder constructability. No
one is more familiar with the design than the designer
himself and he must visualize assembling the rebar cage
and suggest locations where splices would be advisable
and permissible.

6.0 REI.NFORCING BAR TEMPLATES

As a part of the contract documents, it is advisable that
a requirement for reinforcing bar templates be provided
for field inspection. The fabricator should be required
to spray paint the end of a bar in the bundle o! bars
which he certifies as most clcely corresponding to the
geometry defined on his shop drawing. The General
Contractor should also be required to field compare the
remaining bars in the bundle to the template in the
presence of a government inspector. bars which do nov

correspond, within defined limits, to the template bar

shall be returned to the fabricator.
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wnis procedure accomnplishes two things:

1) it alerts the fabricator to the fact that quality

control is being taken seriously on this project, anid

he may make a little more effort in producing a

quality product.

2) It also assures that the bars, to be placed, are

within the required tolerances before they are

assembled.

Beginning the rebar cage assembly with bars that you know

are going to work is very important. The assembly of

laced reinforcing cages is a very labor intensive job.

in the case of the lacing bars themselves, it is

extremely difficult to detect which ones are out of

alignment until the contractor is ready to place the

forms. At this time, it becomes very apparent which bars

protrude excessively from the cage. If the contractor is

directed to correct the problem, he may have to

completely disassemble the cage to remove the defective

bars. In some instances, this may not be possible as the

lower lacing bars have already been cast in the concrete

floor slab.

The requirement of usring rebar templates cannot be left

up to the good judgment of the contractor and inust be

included in the specifications.

7.0 CONCRETE WORlKING PADS

The most applicable design document, TM 5-1300, suggests

the use of optional working pads under the rebar cages.

It is further suggested that working pads be made a

contract requirement for a couple of reasons:
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1) The rebar cages are usually quite heavy and may take

several weeks to fully assemble. With this length of
time, there is ample opportunity for Mother Nature to
disrupt the support of the cage.

2) A working slab under the entire floor slab is even
more desirable if a capillary water barrier and vapor

barrier are to be provided. During the assembly

time, the vapor barrier can be punctured or torn.

Once torn, adequate repair is difficult due to the

presence of the reinforcing steel. The working slab

can also serve as anchorage for sway cables for the

wall bars (see Photo No. 2).

The added expense of the 3 to 4 inch working pad is not

as great as it would appear. With the presence of a

continuous working slab, the required concrete cover for

the floor slab can t decreased, essentially trading part

of the floor concrete for the working pad. The working

slab doesn't need to receive any labor intensive finish.
A screed finish is all that is necessary.

The added expense of the working slab is money well spent
on quality control. One can refute this statement by

saying it is the contractor's responsibility to deal with
acts of God, but acts of God seldom help you get a
project back on schedule.

8.0 REBAR CAGE ASSEMBLY

For the most part, the designer can't be so specific that

he tells the contractor how he is to assemble the cage,
but some helpful hints at the preconstruction conference

can prove beneaicial. For example, many contractors are
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accuntome6 to assembling bar cageýs horizontally on the
ground wiring up every joint and then lifting the cage

vertically. Due to the nature of thene cages, it is best

if the cage is assembled in place. It is also not

advisable to wire up every interzection until the entire

cage has been assembled. Frequently, bars have to be

shifted back and forth to accommodate the insertion of

other bars. This is especially true at junctures between

two walls or a roof and a wall.

Recognizing the fact that these bars have to be shifted

back and forth, it is especially desirable to proceed

with construction in a manner which will allow this
flexibility. Visualize a wall placement which needs to

be accomplished in two concrete lifts as in the case of
Photo No. 3. If the second concrete lift is placed prior

to assembling the roof steel, there will be no

flexibility in the wall bars which are anchored into the

roof. Therefore, they are fixed in whatever spacing they
were in when the toncrete was cast. Quite often, a

so-called 12 inch spacirg will vary plus or minus an
inch. The intersection between a roof and a wall is so

congested that this inflexibility will bring about some
impossible situations. (Photo No. 4 shows a -Ritoation
where the roof bars were placed, after the second lift on
the wall was cast. The number of people required to
place these bars is a sli7ht indication of the degree of

difficulty.) These same vertical wall bars are usually
large bars, if not bundles of large bars. These large

bars are not meticulously fabricated and 90 degree bends
are not perfect 90 degree bends and are not parallel with
the 90 degree bend at the other end of the bar. If the
wall concrete is cast to the top, there isn't any
flexibility to persuade the bent bar into a compatible

orientation with the horizontal roof bar.
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Depending upon the complexity of the rebar design# it may

be advisable to contrictually obligate the contractor to

set his formwork and place the roof steel prior to

casting the last wall lift.

9.0 BACKUP EQUIPMRNT

Placing of the concrete is another critical step in the

construction process. The location of construction

joints is an important consideration ia the design

process and the conatruction needs to be continuous

between these predetermined locations. To assure this

kind of continuity, certain provisions need to be made in

the contract document~s:

1) If the concrete placement equipment can break dow,

backup equipment needs to be on hand. For example,

if a concrete pumper is used e. backup pumper should

be on site for the day of the placement. This is not

as expensive as it may seem. As backup equipment,

only one equipment crew needs to be present, which

makes the rental rate lower. If a crane is alreadyK on site and the job can be accomplished with a bucket
and tremie chute, the backup equipment for the pumper

could be the addition of a bucket.

2) The contractor should be required to supply in

writing his plan for providing the concrete material

to the site prior to the concrete placement. This

may seem rather fundamental, but in the heat of the

construction effort, it may not get adequate thought

and one doesn't want any miscommrunication between the

contractor and the material supplier to occur. if
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you kr&Qw in advance that there in going to be a batch

plant on the site,, it may not be an serious of a4
requirement.

3) Other additional backup equipment needs to be on hand

like additional vibrators, or a backup power source

for the vibrators. It has been known to happen that

Svibrator has become hopelessly tangled in the

rebar, cut off and abandoned in place.

10.0 CONCRETE PLACEMENT TECHNIQUES

Properly placing the concrete within the forms and

between -the bars is a difficult task. Normal concrete

wall construction with temperature steel on both faces

will run approximately 75 pounds of steel per cubic yard

of concrete. In laced reinforced concrete construction,

the ratio may be as high as 450 pounds of steel per cubic

yard of concrete. Tension bars down ýhe middle, diagonal

bars at the corners, lacing bars and 45 degree cants at

the corners are all unique to this type of construction

and contribute to the complexity. Proper delivery of the

material and adequate vibration are the most challenging

tasks.

The delivery system most frequently chosen by a

cont~ractor is pumping. This is a good choice because the

space between the bars is minimal and the smaller 4 inch

diameter hose can physically fit. The material is under

pressure and will flow at a desirable rate. If a bucket

and a 4 inch tremie hose was Used, the concrete might set

before it flowed by gravity through the hose. one

problem with the pumping system is that the flexible

rubber hose isn't always cooperative and wants to go
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sideways as it is snaked down between the upper wall

bars. When placing the first lift in a wall placement#

the delivery system# or hose,, really needs to get past

the floor diagonal bars such that the 45 degree cants

become completely filled.

A recommendation for this dilemma is to preset 4"

diameter pipes at 4 to 6 foot spacings within the rebar
cage down. to the desired level and prior to erection of

the last wall f orm (see Figure No. 2). These pipes can

be used to convey the material to the bottom of the forma

and be retracted as the placement progresses. A not

quite as effective alternate to this approach is to

attach a rigid section of pipe, say 10 feet long, to the

end of the pumper hose. This will greatly assist in

inserting the hose in between the rebar.

Once the concrete has been placed at the desired levels,
W it needs to be adequately vibrated. It has been observed

that no less than 4 vibrators and operators are necessary

to keep up with one pumper placement in a wall. The

concrete should not be placed in lifts greater than 2

feet and each lift has to be vibrated. The lowest lifts

are the most difficult to vibrate and are the lifts that

need it the most because of the congestion and the 45

degree cetnts. The problem primarily arises from the fact

that the vibrcator cannot be moved laterally along the

length of the wall becatcse of the shear reinforcing,

whether it be lacing or stirrups. The vibrator needs to

be lifted -iertlcally the full height of the placement and
lowered in between each set of vertical bars. After a

while, this becomes very fatiguing for the laborer and

unless he has a backup, he will start looking for corners
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to cut, and not do as effective a job as he should.

Without adequate vibration, honeycombing most certainly

will occur.

Another problem associated with placement of the concrete

is control of the depth of each concrete lift. As

concrete is being placed in the forms, the inspector hasd

a difficult time gaging the depth of each lift. Unless

you have predetermined aarks on the rebar cage, the field

inspector doesn't have any active leverage with the job

foreman. One suggestion is to have a prepainted #3 bar

placed horizontally in the rebar cage to designate each

permissible lift.

11.0 SUMMARY

The construction of laced reinforced concrete structures

differs sufficiently from conventional construction in
that additional considerations need to be added to the
contract documents and.further quality control measures
taken during construction to assure a quality, finished

product. Among these considerations are the following:

,) The designer needs to proportion his sections to

minimize the steel ratio.

2) Intersections need to be checked for interferences
using out-to-out bar diameters.

3) The designer needs to standardize the bar spacings
throughout the structure.
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4) The reinforcing steel shop drawings need to be
reviewed with insight towards the ability to assemble
the complete rebar cage.

5) The contract documents should require that the
fabricator designate one bar in each set as a
template to which the remaining bars are to be

compared. This field check of the fabrication of the
bars should be performed in the presence of a field
inspector. Bars out of tolerance shall be returned
to the fabricator and proper bars used.

6) Serious bonsideration should be given to requiring
the contractor to provide concrete working pads
underneath the walls and floor slabs. It shonld not
be left up to the judgment of the contractor.

7) Serious consideration should be given to presenting
an orientation session to the contractor a' the
preconstruction conference on the problems and
advantages of uertain rebar cage assembly techniques.
For structures with heavily reinforced walls and

roofs, consideration should be given to making it a
contract requirement to absemble all of the roof
steel prior to placing the last concrete wall lift.

8) Since it is very important to maintain continuity
between designed construction joint locations, backup
equipment such as spare concrete pumper, spare

vibrators and auxiliary power, must be on hand during
the concrete placement. The only way to assure this
is to place the requirement in the contract

documents.
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t)) Placement of the concrete is a critical step in the

construction process and it has one of the greatest

time constraints. Delivery of the concrete to the

proper level within the forms and the subsequent

adequate vibration can be very difficult tasks. A

minimum number of vibrators (4) and operators should

be specified. The designer should consider other

means of assuring that the concrete can be

transported to the appropriate level within the forms

and describe those means in the specifications.

Construction of laced reinforced concrete structures is a very

difficult task for even the most knowledgeable contractor. it

is believed that incorporation of the above suggestions will

certainly enhance the quality of the finished prodLý:t, and stem

some of the construction change orders.
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EFFECTS OF STIRRUP DETAILS ON LOAD-RESPONSE
BEHAVIOR OF SLABS

S. C. Woodaon and S. A. Kiger
U.S. Army Engineer Waterway3 Experiment Station

P.O. Box 631
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180-0631
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PI;PCTS OF STZRIRUP METAILS ON LOAD-RESPONSE
BEHAVOfR OF SLAWS

a. C, woedaon and S. A. Kier
U.S. Army •ngineer Waterways ExpAriaent Station

Viowabg,' Mississippi

Ton one-way reinforced concrete slabs were testod, primarily to
invastigate the effects of shear sLirrupa mid stirrup details on the load-
response behavior of th. slabs. T1e slabs were rigidly restrained at the
supports and utre loaded with a uniformly distributed prw',re. Support
rotations between 13 and 21 degrees were observed. The test ,ri_ was unique
due to the unirora loading and the large support rotations experien0ed for the
sonventionally reintrcerd 0onorete ole-W&y slabs. The results of these cts
indicate that criteria on shear reintoroement round in current blast-resisti~nt
desig manuals are overly oonservative.

IWrROMUCTION

The test series discussed was a part of the Keyworker Blast Shelter
Research Program conducted at the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station (WES) and sponsored by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). At the time this study was Initiated, civil defense planning called
ftor the evacuation of nonessential pereonrel to safe (low-risk) host areas
when a nuclear crisis is probable snd the oorstrucLion of blast shelters to
protect the key workers remaining in the high-visk areas. Structural deslnas
for 150-psi shelters with capacities between 100 and 400 people were dev-
eloped. The results or this study significantly influenced the design of the
blast shelter's roof slab, resulting in a more cost-efriolent design.

Woodson [1] reviewed past research on testing one-way slabs and beams and
found that experimental research using uniformly loaded beams or one-way slabs
is very limited. Kiger and others [2) and Keenan [3) each tested one surface-
flush, restrained one-way slab with a slowly increasing, uniformly distributed
load. The slab tested by Kiger was one of a series investigating the effects
of soil cover on the static and dynamic capacity of earth-oovered slabs. The
slab tested by Keenan was one of a series investigating the behavior of laced
reinforced concrete slabs subjected to static and dynamic loads. Keenan's
test series also included thrze restrained one-way slabs tested under short-
duration dynaoic loads and the results indicated that structural response
modes were similar for static and dynamic loading.

The slab tosted by Kiger contained 0.25 percent shear reinforcement in
the form of closed rectangular hoops. The slab was loaded to collapse at a
suppoi t rotatii of approximately 20 degrees. Keenan's slab contained dia-
gonal lacing bfrs that were bent around the exterior face of the transverse
reinforcement in a grid system. The principal tension and compression rein-
forcement ware placed to the interior of the transverse reinforcement. Safety
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limitations of the loading device prohibited testing of the slab to collapse.
ani the support rotatin measured at test termination was approximately 9.2
degrees.

Based on point-loaded beam tests reviewed by Woodson [1], numerous
researchers agree that closed hoops help increase the ductility or a rein-
forced concrete member by confining the concrete core. Large support
rotations were experienced in Kiger's slab test [2), possibly due to the use
of closed hoops. Keenen (3) reported that the diagonal lacing bars confined
the core and increased the ductility of his slab. Prior to this study, a
thorough investigation of the rotation capacity of conventionally reinforced
one-way slabs and of the effects of hoop or stirrup details on the rotation
capacity was not available in the literature. The construction of slabs using
lacing bars is labor-intensive and costly, and is not considered to be
conventional construction practice. Considerable effort is also required to
place closed hoops throughout a reinforced concrete slab. Because of the lack
of research in this area, laced reinforcement, closed hoops, or closely spaced
stirrups are usur'lly recommended in blast-resistant design. A knowledge of
the effects o'. stirrup details on slab behavior will help optimize one-way
roof-slab designs for structural response and allow for more cost-effective
designs.

OBJECTIVES

Three objectives of the study were to investigate the effects of the

following parameters on the behavior of one-way reinforced concrete slabs-
(1) stirrup configurations as presented in Figure I, (2) stirrup spacing, and
(3) the interaction of the stirrups witH the two principal reinforcement bar
spacings shown in Figure 2. Types Iý II, and III stirrup configurations
consisted of a U-shaped double-leg stirrup with 135-degree bends on the ends,
a single-leg stirrup with 135-degree benda on each end, and a single-leg
stirrup with a 135-degree bend on one end and a 90-degree bend on the other
end, respectively. An analysis based on three empirical relations for
rotationral capacity was used to deteý,mlne the stirrup spacings to be investi-
gated. The relations were derived fi-om point-loaded beam tests and will be
discusseO in this paper. Stirrup spacings of 0.75, 1.5, and 3.0 inches were
selected with the antiocpation that the behavior of the slabs with the 0.75-
Inch spacings would be considerably different from slabs with the 1.5- or 3.0-
inch spacings. A slab without stirrups was also tested. Two principal steel
spacings, 1.75 and 3.75 inches, were used to investigate the critei,'ion given
by Keenan and others E4] that restricts the bar spacing to a value less than
the effective depth, 1.9 inches.

SCOPE

Ten slabs were tested under a slowly increasing uniform load in the Small

Blast Load Generator (SBLG) test facility at WES. All slabs were 24 inches
wide by 36 inches long with a clear span of 24 inches and a thickness of 2.3
inches. Grade 60 deformed wire and 4,O00-psi design strength concrete were
used. The slabs had span-to-effective-depth ratios of about 12, and principal
reinforcement ratios were about 0.008 in each face. Transverse (temperature)
reinforcement was space1 at 3 inches on-center to the interior of the princi-
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pal reinforcement in each face. 7n slabs having btirrupe spaced at 3 inches,
the combination or temperature steel and stirrups (particularly Type I
stirrups) resembled a closed .ioop. Each slab was inhtrumented for strain,
displacement, and pressure measurements. Table 1 presents the construction
parameters varied in this study for each slab.

The o'caotloti struoture used in the test series Is stiown in Figure 3. The
slabs were clamped to thG threaded rods to prevent rotation and translation.
Fisur*e ' shown the test chamber, which consists of *A serics of staoked vings
with a 3-foot 10-3/4 Inch inside diameter and an elliptical dome top called a
"bonnet." Static pressures of up to 500 psi can be generated by forcing water
in the bonnet to load the test specimen. A waterproof membrane is umed to
separate the water from the test specimen.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 is a gosttest view of the underside of the stirrup slabs. In
general, the slabs responded in flexure in a three-hinged mechanism. The
ultimate load resistance of the slabs was approximately 1.4 to 1.7 times the
yield-lina value. Compressive membrane theory closely predicted tie ultimate
load resistance of the slabs. The load-deflection curve in the tensile mem-
brane region initially followed the slope derived from criteria by Park [5) in
most slabs, but rupture of principal reinforcement prevented pure tensile

"membrane behavior from developing. The degree or a combined bending and
tensile membrane response varied among slabs depending on stirrup details.

Figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively, present the midspan load-deflection
data for stirrup Slabs 1 (no stirrups), 2 (closest stirrup spacing), and 8
(double-leg stirrup configuration). The effects of stir*.up spacing were less
in slabs with the 1.75-inch principal steel spacing than in slabs with the
3.75-inch spacing. The greatest tendency for tensile r mbrane behavior among
the slabs with the 3.75-inch principal steel spacing was observed in Slab 2.
Stirrups were spaced at 0.75 inch in Slab 2, and the load-carrying capacity in
the tensile membrane region reached a value equivalent to the ultimate resis-
tance. The principal steel spacing of 1.75 inches resulted In ductile
behavior at stirrup spacings of 0.75 and 1.5 Inches. The slab having Type I
stirrups (Slab 8) experienced slightly greater tensile mambrane tendencies
than the slabs having Type II or Type III stirrups. No significant difference
was observed in the behavior of slabs with Type II and Type III stirrups.

The rotation of the hinges at the supports when the tests were terminated
(anticipated incipient collapse) are presented in Table 2. Table 2 also gives
the percentage ratio of maximum attained midapan deflection (a ) to the
clear span length (L). The rotation capacity of the plastic hMes is dir-
ectly related to the ductility of the slab. Fipure 9 presents the results of
calculations using empirical relations developed from beam tests by Corley
[6), Mattock [7], and Baker and Amarakone [8] for plastic hinge rotation. Tht
significance of Figure 9 is that it shows an increase in rotation capacity
when closely spaced stirrups are used. The vertical dashed lines in Figure 9
indicate the spacings used in this test series. The empirical expressions are
for design purposes and tend to be conservative. Corley's relation yields a
value of approximately 4.8 degrees for plastic hinge rotation in the slab with
a 0.75-inch stirrup spacing,.
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Based on beam test data, Keenan and others 'I4] stat.3 that reinforced
concrete members with compression steel can reliably maintain their ultimate
ioment resistanoe to support rotations of up to 4 degrees, provided the orm-
pression bars are confined by effective ties and q S 0.114 where q is the rein-

forcing index defined by:

(pf -p f)q . . .y

C

where

p - tension steel ratio

fy - yield strength of tension steel
y

p - compression steel ratio

f - yield strength of compression steelY

f - compressive strength of concreteC

Assuming the stirrups act as effective ties, the slabs in this test series
meet Keenan's criterion, except for the sldb without stirrups. Keenan states
that if the slab i., . restrained, deflection of the member induces
membrane forces and the rn.ber may develop substantial resistance to maximum
support rotations exceeding 12 degrees. ý.nother design manual fur blast-
resistant structures [9) requires that stirrups be spaced a distance not
greater than one-fourth the effective depth :zf the slab when inelastic
response is predicted. Slab 1 contained zio stirrups and maintained its yield-
line resistance of about 42 Dsi up to support rvtations of approximately 16.3
degrees. The results of • tests indicate that crit~ria concerning shear
reinforcement 'n current biast-resistant design manuals are overly conser-
vative and snould be revised.

SUMO'ARY AND CONCLU'SIoi:

Ten one-way reinfo.ced concrete slabs were statically tested under a
uniform load to large deflections. The effects of stirrups on the load-
response behavior of roof-slabs were investigated. Results indicate that
ductile behavior is increased by construction details that help confine the

concrete core of tae slab (i.e., closely spaced stirrups, Type I stirrups, and

closely spaced principal reinforcing bars). However, the increase tn
ductility of one-way slabs resulting from special reinforcement details does
not, in general, justify the expense of the special details. For e*ample,

single-leg stirrups were nearly as effective as eoublb-leg stirrups in
contributing to ductile behavior. Closely space' single-leg stirrups were
,ffective in significantly improving the ductility of the slab, indicating

that closed hoops are not needed. Spacing the principal reinforcing bars a
distance less than the effective depth as recommended by Keenan and others [41
did :rprove the ductilIty of the slab and is a relatIvely cost-effective
construction requiremert.
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A major contribution of this test series to the state-of-the-art in
blast-resistant structural design is the finding that a conventionally rein-
forced, restrained one-way slab without. stirrups or ties can maintain its
yield-line resistance up to support rotations exceeding 16 degrees. The
results of these tests indicate that criteria on shear reinforcement found in
current blast-resistant design manuals are overly conservative. The data show
that laced reinforcement, closed hoops, or closely spaced st.irrups are not
necessary to induce a ductile response with large support rotations in one-way
roof slabs.
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Table 1. Slab Characteristics.

Stirrup Stirrup Principal
Configuration Spacing Steel Spacing

Slab Type in. in.

I No Stirrups -- 3.75

2 II 0.75 3.75

3 II 1.5 3.75

4 II 3.0 3.75

5 II 1.5 3.75

6 llI 1.5 3.75

7 lII 1.5 3.75

8 i 1. 5 3.75

9 II 1.5 1.75

10 II 0.75 1.75
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Table 2. Maximu Support Rotoations.

Anmax

Rotation L
Slab d percent

1 16.3 14.6

2 20.6 18.8

3 14.0 12.5

"4 13.1 11.7

5 15.4 13.8

6 14.0 12.5

7 14.5 12.9

8 14.0 12.5

9 16.3 14.6

10 18.4 16.7
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b. 1-3/4- INCH SPACING

Figure 2. Principal Reinforcement Details.
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Figure 5. Posttest "iew.
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Figure 6. Slab 1 Midspan Load-Deflection Curve.
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IthPHGVW rJ)I1W6# GM.I;ULAitON AND~ UAYI:4U (. HIGHILY

U ~Lay ;4. A~kknn

Rouert h. Leir
Eadie Sot~nson

Pint bitaT Araeiril
ID ~~Pine bluff±, Arvknnsaj Y1(O2-95UU)

lFreu HcIricyre

£ CoaWu-Or Sciencts Corp.

A safer and more efficienlt .;aethWof' :mixinjL, Lranulatin6 anaury-inL

reporteQ. The process uses a P~aGfiAD imixer/jgranulatror tha-i was tailorea Lc
inix, 6rartuiste arao ory 3 pyrxot#-chnic ma~terial (20-40 lbs.) wi~.iin a sin6.ie
nixin, chawiber. Features of t,,e prncess incluce rurnote 1 '0uinG anu
Lm10OUi1- rewacec. solvent, shorteneci rauixiný; cycie (W~ rianui~es),
in±'inirtei~y vairiabie speej co~ntrol ofr' aixlný, ýru &r-anulatinj, ime..Lers,

u~iltl-in state-of-tae.-art ifire cietection/ st~ppressi~ot (U'--:WLSq li-IOUS)l

explosion ventinLs 0eated-cnharer, va;-uum Jlryiný,, t'emQL-e/ pro&ratwaule
comvrois,, arnc reraote rixer cleanu.- using, energy ý,'tne raixer. Th ix ijrL
proces3 wiil 6e evaj-uated i-or preparatio~n of Z.oiie -A4 pyrozectindc
comnixsitions for fiv e Arseaus/Armno Lce~in; P1 an ts. h.3zaruzý
Ciass'.t'icat-ion Safet~y Dat~a Sheets were prepareo f or tne 24 pyrotiecarnic
comp~ositions arno will be report~ed al.ong wim-1c re~ultant -hkysical
prcperý.es of' tne cuiapleteQ cornpsi~cdofls.
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Manufaoturinki Methoa•s an Tecology Project 562/31YO9: Improvea

Processing of 1yromixtures, was zfinde bry the Munitions Production 8a8e

Mocernization Ai;ency to aevelop better am safer ways to prepare Class 1.1

pyrotechnic muixtures. Project responsibility was a~signeu to Pine Biufz

Arsenal, with t.. technology oeveloped to oe sharea with tne tour other

installations wiý.ain the Anny's Armament, hmitions and Chemical Call, no

woi manuiacture py technic munitions. These installations are Longhorn
Army Anmunition Plant, Lone Star Army Amnunition Plant, Lake City Army

Ammunition Plant and Crane Army Ammunition Activity. The new

manufacturing technoloa is Lo oe implenented thru modernization projects

at the five installations, to assure safer ano better manufacturinG

proceOures for highly energetic pyromixtures.

D;FTNIT1ON OF THE PROMLE24

A ±•ct finoinL trip was mace to each o" the five installatiomn

ei*.aAged in proouction of pyrotechnic munitions. Although the pyromixturez

maue at each plant are Fenerally cift"ereant, the similarity of problms at

tne f'ive plant3 was surprising. The basic problem was too mach exposure

of operators to We hazaros oif pyromixture proauction cue to the riultiple

processine; steps involveo. Typical procesing steps f'ollow:

1. Load raw vaterials into mixer

2. Mix tne pyromixtures

3. Un.lca* mixer ano manually lceao granulator

4. Granulate pyramixture

5. Hanually lco pyromixture into dryer

6. Manually unload oryer

Withn the basic problems identified, a set of project goals was

established. (Figure 1)
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A search was conructea to icentiri 4 mixer that wculd ensure proper

mixing, granulation and vacuum dryinai of Wrotechnic powoers and lenu

itself to restructurini/tailorir, for acciplish-wer.t of project ioels.

Ite mixer 3elected was %he 30 liter branoy glass shaped "Dry Disperser

Mixer/Granulator" maue by Baker-Perkins Ciemical Machinery Ltd., a British

firm. The mixer was ntarketea in the Unitec State3 by Jay~o, Inc. The

basic mixer is shown in Figure 2. The mixer has two hydraulically Griven

impellers. hixing is acaamplishea by the mixing impeller located in the

bottom of the mixer, while granulation is achieved ow the Cranulating

impeller, or chopper, locatea in the side of tho mixer. The hydraul'

motors orive the impellers in infinitely variable speeds z'rom 0-650 RPM

(mixer) ano 0-1000 (chopper). The mixine bowl is jacketea to permit

cooling or heating and should meet ASHE VIII, Division I (internal working

pressure 170 psiL). The mixer is equipped with a hyoraulically' activatea

dischar~e valve that allows automatic ano remote unloding of the mixer.

Auxiliary equipment was oQoea, as show in Figure 3, to permit

accompli&.,nent of project goals. Auxiliary equipment consisted ot" the

f ollowing:

1. A mixer extension with entry ports for adoing dry

raw materials, liquid binders, and deluge water.

2. A rupture cisc (10 psi ratea) to close tne mixer.

3. A vent stack to vent any unsuppressed fire.

4. Powder otanpers and hopper for remote raw material

loading.

5. Hot ano chillea water circulation systems for bowl

heating/coolirg.

6. A vacuum. pump ano rez'rigeratea vapor condense. to

remove ano collect solvent.

7. Tamperature sensors to measure temperature of tne

product ana the air above the product.

8. Piping/valvitg for mixer washdown and cleanup.
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Finally, a lire aetection/3uppre3Sion system was adea to achieve tna
fastest possible respon,. time (10-50 m3) in tne event of' a fire. Tne

cmapleta mixer with cuilt in fire detection system is shown in Figure 4.

The 1'ir* oetection sensors consift o' infrarea raolation 3neaor, pressure

sensor (4 pi rated) anu tmperature (2100'/990 C rated) installed

airectly in the mixer extension. Ultraviolet radiation sensors monitor

the operating bay anm the vent stack. Deluge water is uelivereo

inoepenuently through a primac valve and preprireo oelu~e lines, and

through a pressurizea water storage reservoir and explosively actuated

deluge valve located at the mixer.

NIXER CPATILITTFSR

The mixer, as uescribea above, performs three flunctions. It mixcZ,

granulates anci arys pyrotechnic mixtures witUhn a single piece .f
equipment ano wit•hout intermediate hanoling steps. This new mixin6 system

was given the rtme MGMAD System. MIGU•D. is an acronym for

bIxer-Oariultatr-Ilryer. Features of the mixer are listed in Figjre 5.

Figure 6 iiSts the key mixin& variables for the iRIGEAD Process.

Proper balance anu control of these variables results in a well mixed,

granular pyromixture. Coisistency •'rom batch to batch can be achieved by

using a promrawmable controller to control the interrelationship of

variables 'once zhe proper relationship has been extablished

experimentally.

The steps in preparation of a typical pyromixture batch are shown in

Figure 7. Figure 8 is a plot of temiperature and vacuum vs. time for a

typical inert starter mix batch. In this plot, dry mixing was

accomplished at 50-60°F (10--0C) for about 3 mianutes at which time

binder was added ano -ranulation achieved about seven minutes into the

cycle. Water at 1500F t650C) was introduced to the mixer bowl jacket

ana vacuum at 20 in. H6 (252 MM H6 Abs) was started at the end of'

granuldtion. There was a rapid increase in product temperature and the

air temaperature above the product for the next live minutes. Vacuum was

allowed to increase rapidly 12 minutes into to cycle. There was an
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inmmediate decrease in proc'uct temperature aue to the cooling effect of thi-

evaporatinG solvent (acetone), The product temperature reached its lowest

point sixteen minutes into the cycle. Most of che solvent Lad been

removed about 22 minutes into the cycle as evidenced by the vacuum level

becoming constart at about 29 in. Hg (23 W, hg Abs). Dryina was complete

when product temperature and air temperature above the product flattened

out and the •wo temperatures were about ILC"F (-11 00 apart. The

volatile content was 0.O24 and the granulation is shown in Figure 8.

Figures 9 and 10 show batch data plots for typical Starter Mix XXV and

Delay Mix VII Pyromixtures.

SAFETY CERTIFICATION TESTS

Tests to characterize the 24 iy,'omixtures used in thie study were

conducted at the hazaros Test Range located on the National Space

Technology Laboratory grounds, NST'L, NS. Figure 11 shows the Hazards

classification tests and full scale blending tests conducted on the 24!

pyromixtures. Pyromixture safety data, which includes paranetric,

stability, sensitivity ano output test results are reported in Table 1.

Key safety aata are reported in Table 2. Colutan 1 of this oata snows the

burning rate in sec/cm of loose pyrmAixturea in a Vee Block .,st device.

Pyromixtures with burn times less than 0.06 sec/cm shoula be treaten with

care and concern. Six pyromixtures had burning rates faster than 0.06

sec/cm. Colurn 2 lists cle-trical spark sensitivities in joules. Those

pyroimixtures that ignite with less than one joule of electrical energy are

considered very sensitive to electrostatic charge. Four pyromixtures fell

in the sensit.i&ve category. Column 3 lists impact sensitivities using the

Bureau of Explosives test device. The 11 pyromixtures that exhibited a

reaction at a drop height of 3.75 inches are considerea impact sensitive.

Column 4 presents friction sensitivity data generateo on the Roto-friction

device. Pyromixtures with Eq valves less than 100 ft - 1b2 /sec are

friction sensitive. Nine pyromixtures fell in the sensitive category.

"olumn 5 lists pressure rates of rise in psi/sec. Those with readings

greater than 200 psi per secuno build pressure at a rate that demands

close examination of the ventinS system in case of an unexpecteo ignition

ano deluge system failure.
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Based on these key safety data the Safety Consultant and Co-author,
Mr. Freo McIntyre, has recomenoed aaainst use of the MIGHAD Systeai for
four pyromixtures, for reasons as follows:

4OHI1 Ignition Mixture - Fails all five tests (new ignition

mixture is being developed)

Fuel Mix VI - Fails all except impact

sensitivity test

IM-26 Incendiary Mixture - Fails all except electrostatic

sensitivity test

M22 Flash Mixture - Pressure rate of rise exceeds

mixer's ability to vent

The 24 pyromixture formulas are shown in Figure 12.

The tGRAPD System nas aesign and construction characteristics th3t

permit mixing, Granulatinb and caryinr of a pyromixture within a sinrle

vessel. It has the capability for remote loaoing of raw materials into

the mixer and remote discharge of the completed raix batch. It has a

built-in fire detection 5ystem and tailor-maoe fire suppression systen

that represent the "atest state-of-the-art in fire protection equipment.

The system az'ffors maximum operator protection.

Safety cata characterizing the 24 pyromixtures Lo be used in the

study provide the basis for decision making with regard to the on-going

raixing process development studies.
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I

i. PLACE PREWEIGHED RAW MATERIALS IN DUMPERS.I

.2. PLACE BINDER IN BINDER TANK

3. REMOTELY LOAD RAW MATERIALS INTO MIXER
(DUMPERS PLACE kAW MATERIALS INTO FEEDER
HOPPER)

4. DRY BLEND THE RAW MATERIALS FOR 3 MINUTES
(UNLESS SAFETY CONCERNS PROHIBIT DRY
BLENDING)

5. ADD BINDER AND RUN CHOPPER TO ACHIEVE
GRANULATION

6. INTRODUCE :10T WATER INTO MIXING BOWL
JACKET AND VACUUM TO THE MIXING BOWL

7. CONTROL MIXING SPEED, TIME, TEMPERATURE
AND VACUUM UNTIL DRYING IS COMPLETE

S8 . O P E N D I S C H A R G E V A L V E T O D I S C H A R G E M I X T U R E
INTO AWAITING CONTAINERS

9. CLEAN MIXER BY FLUSHING WITH CLEANING
SOLUTION

FIGURE 7: STEPS IN PREPARING A TYPICAL

PYROMIXTURE
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QFLAY MIXTUrE VII MG. NO. CM4-12-5

1HDLM HATERIAL SffECIFICATION ECU-

Silicon MIL-S-230 15.00
Rea Leac fT-H-191 Q5.00
Binders O-A-51/ KIL-N-244 1. 0
-Nitrocellulose/Acetone 8/92% added by dry weight.

FIkSI" FIRE VI MIXTURE DWG. NM. B141-Q-2

Silicon KIL-5-230 33.00
Red Lead T-H-191 55.00
"Titanium -- 12.00
Binwerw 0-A-51/MIL- N-244 1 .80
uNitrocelloluse/Acetone 6/92% aaced by cry weight.

EIRST FIRE NIXTIJRE VII DWG. NO. Bj14j-c,...j

Silicon MIL-S-23G 25.00
Red Lead 17-R-191 25.00
Titanium MtL-T-13405 25.00
Iron Oxide (Rea) TT-N-244 25.00
Binoer- 0-A-51/MIL-N-244 3.00
uNivrocelloluse/Acetone 8/92% aoded by cry weight.

40-raM IGNITIOJiIXTURE LWG. NO. 9122180

Potassium Nit.rate hlL-P-156 10.00
boron KIL-B-51092 21.00
Barium Chromate MIL-B-550 65.00
VAARw MIL-V-50433 4.00
*Acetone can be adoed in sufficient anounts for proper consistency.

STARTER IUXTURE XXV MJG. NO. BI•-19-9fi

Silicon MIL-S-230 26.00
Potassium Nitrate MIL-P-156 35.00
Charcoal JAN-C-17b 4.00
Iron Oxide (Black) FjIL-I-275 22.00
Aluminum FIL-A-512 13.00
Binders O-A-51/HIL-N-244 3.00
"-litrocellulose/Acetone 8/92'1 added by dry weight.

FUEL ljIXTURE VI DWG. NO. B141-10-1

Potassium Clorate MIL-P-150 42.00
Sugar JJJ-S-791 28. 00
Magnesium Carbonate MIL-M-11361B 30.00
Binders 0-A-51/KIL-N-244 3.40
-Nitrocellulose/Acetone 8/W26 added by dry weight.
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SW522 SK)KE MIXTURE DWG. NO. 19200-933,'192

Zinc Dust FIL-Z-365A 40.00
Potassium Perchlorate HIL-P-217, GR A, CL A 20.00
Potassium Nitrate MIL-P-156, CL 2 20.00Aluminum MLIL-P-14067, Ty1pe 11 20.00

MK-16 IGNITION MIXTURE DWG. NO. 10001-2113767

Aluminum MIL-P-14067, Type II 15.00
Boron KIL-B-51092 5.10
Potassium Nitrate MIL-P-156, CL 2 35.00
Acetone 0-A-51 10.60
Hexane WS-7692 31.60
Binaer- DWG 2151330 2.0L
*Copolyner cut into smaller pieces.

MK-117 FIRST FIRE jIXTJURE MG. NO. VaL-STD-720A

Barium Nitrate MIL-B-162 50.00
Te'ranitrocarbazole MIL-T-13723 10.00
Zirconium Hydride MIL-Z-21353 15.00
Silicon MIL-S-230, GR B, CL B 20.00
Catalyst (Lupersol DDM) MIL-STD-708
Resin (Larinac 4110) - MIL-STD-70b 5.00

N1b-O ILLUI4INATING MIXTURE NMG. NO. 10001-2151714

Magnesium MIL-P-14007 60.00
Sodium Nitrate NLIL-S-322, GR B, CL 2 35.00
Flare Binoer Systemw 5.00
wEpoxy resin 70% Dow Chem Co-DER-321 CIBA Prod. Co-ARAlidite 507 Polymide
Curring Agent Dow Chem DM-14 Gen. Mill-Versamid 140

M549 DELAY IGNITION MIXTURE DWG. NO. U2S3983

Zirccnium KIL-Z-390 65.00
Iron Oxide MIL-I-7U6 25.00
Diatomaceous Earth 10.00
VAAR ML-V-50433 1.00

M53 DELAY MIXTURE IiG. NO. 9231376

Silicon MIL-S-230 lb.35
Red Lead Oxide IT-R-191 73.31
Binders 6.34
-Binder: Nitrocelloluse 985, Ethyl-Centralite 2%, Acetone.

M13 (R506 TRACER) MIXTURE DWG. NO. 11738112 HCSDS NO. 321 Rev

Strontium Nitrate MIL-S-20322 44.00
Magnesium (100/200) MIL-P-13067 21.00
Magnesium (200/325) MIL-P-14067 21.00
Dechlorane 1MG. NO. 11736314 1.00
VAAR MIL-V-50433 7.00

Figure 12: Pyrotechnic Formulations (Continued)
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PELLET MIXTURE £-1-6 DWM. N 657421

Potassium Nitrate FIL-P-156 70.Y0
fo-on (Amorphous) 051166 23.70
Binerw 5.60
wLUiminac Resin 96; Lupersol DDN 2%, Acetone.

-136 IGNIJTION MIXTURE DWG. NO. BI0522417 HCSDS NO. 1114 ey

Calcium Resinate tvL-C-20470 10.00
Strontium. Peroxide MIL-S-612 90.00

I548 IGNITION MIXTURE DWG. NO. B11O7S772 HCSDS NO. 1ý1" Rev

Strontiun Peroxide VIL-S-612 65.00
Calcium Resinate FiL-C-204k70, Type I 13.00
Calcium Resinate MIL-C-20470, Type II 7.00
Magnesium FLIL-•-3d2, Type III, Gran II 15.00

IM=2b INCENDIARY MIXTURE DWG. NO. BIO522394

Barium Nitrate MIL-B-162 40.00
Potassium Perchlorate MIL-P-217 20.00
ela6-Aluminum Alloy JAN-K-454 50.00

R25 !A•A•E DXRE DWG. NO. B1052177S HCSDS NO. 1356 Rev

Strontium Peroxide NIL-S-612 26.70
Strontium Oxalate MIL-S-12210 5.00
Calcium Resinate MIL-C-20470, Type I 6.70
Calcium Resinate MIL-C-20470, Type II 1.60
Strontium Nitrate NlL-S-20322 33.30
Magnesium MIL-M-38l2, Type III, Gran II 26.70

R284 TRACER MIXTURE l•AG. NO. B10922416 HCSDS NO, 10207 Rev B

Strontiun Nitrate KIL-S-20322 55.00
Magnesiun MIL-K-382, Type III, Gran II 26.00
Polyvinyl Chloride MIL-F-20307 17.00

RSfO' TRACER MIXTURE IWG. NO. C1107S777 HCSDS NQ. I345 Rey

Strontiun Nitrate MIL-S-20333, GR A or B 42.00 (Min)
Calcium Resinate MIL-C-20470, Type II 20.25 (Max)
Magnesium MIL-M-3b2, Type III, Gran II 25.00
Oxamide MIL-0-60663, GR B, Note 4 13.12 (Max)
Polyethylene L-P390, Type I, GR 2 3.75 (Max)

M22 FLASH MIXTURE DWG. NO. 11749641

Magnesiun (200/325) MIL-P-14067, Type I 75.00
Polytetraftlourethylene L-P-403, Type IV, Class 1 10.00
Fl ouroelastoner 117949634 15.00

Figure 12: Pyrotechnic Formulations (Continued)
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.IJJU .NAIJT FIXTURE MeG. NU, S8d446 HCSDS NO. Q77 J P.VL

Fia6nesiun (30/50) MIL-P-14067 51.00
Soiaun Nitrate DWG. NO. 9216973 (prilled) 42.00
Ebinaerw 7.00
-Epon '820 25.5%, Polysulfide LP-33 71.4%, Haroner DEH 24 3.1%

W4QA1 TRIP fLA& E MIXTURE L)IG. NO. q269024 HCSDS NO. 1081 Rev

Magnesiun (20/50) MIL-P-1406( 40.00
&,dium Nitrate MIL-3-322 49.00
Binoerw 11.00
wLandirac 4116 98.61, Lupersol DDM 1.3%, Cobalt Waphenate 0.01%

LQAM IGNITION LIXTURE DWG. NO. q260025 HCSDS NO. 147 Rev D

Sooium Nitrate MIL-S.-322 45.90
Magnesium (30/50) MIL-P-14067, Type IV 49.40
VAAR MIL-V-50433 4.70

Figure 12: Pyrotechnic Formulations (Continued)
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}, • VENTED SUPPRESSIVE SHIELDING
IN

(V PYROTED N IS C OPERATSI ONS

0 BY

SM. 0. Hudson and C. Will lam3

Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Maryland

haand

D. J. Katsanis, Phb, and W. P. Henderson
T & E International, Bel Air, Maryland

',,, SYNOPSI S

'9chno-licaIcl advances In propulsion system design and corresponding demands
for more energetic Igniter materials have pressed the capacity of rocket
Igniter manufacturing facilities at the Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head.
A survey of operations was made anu methods of enhancing space utilization
and safety were nvaluated. The vented suppressive shielding technology was
selecte. Application of this technology permits handl Ing of increased
pyrotechnic quantity and reduces non-productive personnel movement with
Improved safety. Design considerations and testing results are presented.'_-_
(The complete engineering analysis and test results are to be publ Ished as'a

.NAVORDSTA, Indian Head technical report.)
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I. INTROI TION

Manufacturing requirements for rocket igniters were exceeding the
capecity of existing facilities of the Ignition Devices Branch,
Manufactu'lrg Technology Division at the Naval Ordnance Station, Indian
Head. Enhanced productivity was required without compromising safety. This
problem was approached and resolved by the fol lowing actions.

First, manufacturing operations were surveyed to Identify hazards and
to analyze operation functions, material flow and proceas stations,
equipment, and Igniter compositions used.

The survey was followed by the decision to use vented suppressive
shlielding to Improve utilization of space and safety. Vented Suppressive I
Shielding (VSS) Is a form of barricade developed to protect personnel and
equipment from the effect of accidental explosions.

The decision was Implemented by contracting with T & E Internaticnal of
Bel Air Maryland to design, fabricate and test several VSS. These have been
Installed at NOS Indian Head. This paper reports rasults of the survey,
describes the VSS designs, presqnts the test results and explains briefly
the NtjS implementation In the rocket igniter manufacturing area.

II. SURVEY OF OPERATIONS

Rocket Igniter manufacturing operaf!ons were surveyed. The objective
of the survey was to gather the data necessary for space util ization
improvemtnts In the following categories: physical measurements, operations
aid functions, work stations, material flow, equipment and facilities.
Floor plans and buildings were reviewed to determine type of structure,
dimensions and services available.

a. Operations

Typical Igniter manuficturing operations were Investigated and analyzed
in the survey. Standard Job Procedures (SJPts) were studied and classified
according to the type of Operation. Several of these (SJPts) were analyzed
to develop general categories of manufacturing functions. Irow. this
analysis, seven classes of ranufacturing functicns were obtained and every
(SJP) was then reviewed to prepare a manufacturing function ma t rix for the
18 Items currently manufacturqd In the facility. The seven classes of
manufacturing function. Ide ;fled were:

Setup of equipment

Preparation of material and parts

Loading of pyrotechnic material

Assembly

Packout

1
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OiDfassemnbly for rework

Repair

b. Material Flow

The objective of the material flow syston iL to have the work flow
"safely and smoothly from one station to another through the facility with a
minimum of wasted space and effort. Work In the rocket Igniter facility is
primarily product oriented, although certain specific operations, such as
soldering, painting, gluing and welding must be fxed fr. place for health
and safety reasons or because the process equipment is not easily moved.

When process equipment and In-process storage Is placed In a layout,
Its location is usually optimized to minimize material handling and space
demands. However, tLa optimum operation layout is not the same for all
igniters and Is not always practical because of constraints for safe
operation and storage of hazardous material. Because of the variety of
products manufactured and the limited quantities produced, facilities had to
be flexible and dedicated manufacturing lines were not feasible.

Analysis of the survey Information resulted in several recommendations
to improve space utilization and operational efficiency. These
recommendations were to use VSS for the following:

1. Shielding barricade

2. Mobile vented shielding storage cart

k 3. Vented shielding test chamber

T & E InTernational, Inc., accomplished this survey and was further
contracted to design, fabricate and proof te't the VSS equipment required.

iii. VENTED SUPPRESSIVE SHIELDING

VSS was developed as a p.;rt of the U. S. Army Manufacturing Tecnnology
Program to protect personnel and equipment from explosive incidents. The
development of VSS has been reported In prior publications such as nOD
Explosive Seminar minutes.

The VSS concept essentialiy was Interlocked angle iron for fragment
shielding and perforated steel plates and cc,,:per screen for heat abrorption
as shown in Figure 1. This combination allows explosion gas oressure to be
vented at a controlled rate and cooled to limit thermal hazard.

The five suppressive shield group designs approved by the Depcrtment of
D~fense Explosives Safety Board (Groups 3, 4, 5, F and 81-mm) have been
designed to meet requirements for most applications of ammunition load,
assemble, and pack (LAP). However, speciric shield requirements will vary
with other applications and, even with LAP applications, design details will
vary from plant to plant and betweer munitions or different operations on
the line. It is necessary to modify the approved shields to adapt them to
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tht operation under consideration. A modified group 5 design was appi led to
the NOSv Indian Head rocket Igniter manufacturing operations.

Evaluation tests were conducted In a test fixture, shown In Figure 2.
This fixture alluved for variation In shielding to evaluate different
structural materials and arrangements.

IV. DESIGN OF YSS EQUIPMENT

rhree Itwns of equipment were designed. These were an Igniter
continuity test chamber, a mobile storage cart and a shielding wall for an
Ign;ter soldoring facluity.

a. Continuity Test Chomber

The continuity test chamber designed by T ElI is vented on three sides
with sol Id =-teel plates or top, bottom, and door. Hot jaseou1 products of
combustion are vented through th&i hree VSS s!de panei5 and dire;ted away
from the operator st tion 4n frorf of the sol Id steal door. The YS$ chamber
vents the products 6f combustion, re4uces their prossire and tmperature,
confines hot per*ivcles and metal fragnents, and permits water f;-om the
deluge system to enter. The test chanber Is shown In Figure 3.

b. Hobile YSS Storage Cart

The mobile wheeled storage cart was designed with drawers using the
vented shield concept. This cart Is shown In Figure 4. The cart was
6esigned so It can be wheeled In position convenient to the manufacturing
operations and can permit the operators to move quantities of ccwrple'led and
in-process Items to other operations and/or holding bays. The operational
concept Includes a cart with in-process Igniters in tre drawers at a work
station and the completed devices in iihe drawers of another cart. An In-
process igniter component Is removed from the drawer by an operator, the
operation is performed and the completed device Is placed In the drawer of
another cart. When the drawers in a cart are filled with completed work,the cart with In-prccess Igniter components Is empty arnd Is taken to b4

refilted. The -art tilled with completed Igniter devices Is wheeled to a
staging or storage area for packaging and shipment. Use of the VSS cart
minimizes the handlilq of components and completed Igniters and allows
Increased quantity of materlil at a work station witt.out Increasing risk,
The cart Is shown in Figure 4.

c. Labvrlnth VSS Wall

A VSS labyrinth wall was designed for an Igniter Induction soldering
operation. This shield allows The operator to remain in tne same bay during
the soldering operation and Improves space utilization. This shielding
Installation Is shown In Figure 5 The wall was designed to the standards
for Type 5 shielding app.roved by The ODES8, consequently, no proof tests
were required for the !ab'yrinth shield.
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V. TESTING PLAN

The engineering design and proof tests týd the fol lowing three major
purposes;

a. Demonttrate omplrically that the suppressive shield panels reduce
the hazardous effects of fragtents, hot particles, flame, heat flux, and gas
pressure to an operator safet level.

b. Determine by test the maxlmum temperature., force, hot particle
Impact, and fragment Impact which a given VSS panel will withstanO.

c. Obtain and rerd data for su~ppression and containment of the
h.-zardous flame, metal fragments, hot particles, and pressure effects from
cchvbustion of up to 2250 grams of Igniter material such as, MTV or BKN03
within the continuity test equipment. The purpose of this data, obtained
from igniter quantities which are 25 percent above the design charge Is to
justify safety for use with 1800 gramns.

A test fixture was fabr icated to permit empirical evaluation of design
variables. Proof tests were performed on the test chamber and the portable
storage cart. Instrumentation for blast pressure, temperature, strain and
heat flux was provided for the testing. Photo and video documentation was
obtained on the tests. The testing was conducted for T & E Internaflonal by
the Wright-MIIat Test Facil itv In New Nork.

VI. TEST RESULTS

A total of 18 tests were conducted In the tcst program for the test
fixture and continuity twst chamber. The first nine exploratory, open air
tests established the Ignition method and provided a photographic and video
base for visual comparison of supprossion effects. Seven spwcial panel
tests provided data for determination of vented suppressive shield cart
(VSSC) panel component material, panel structure, and a maximum ignIter
charge weight that -iould not plastically deform the panel components. Two
proof tests verified the VSS equipment was adequate for use with Igniters
with one pound of BKNO or NTV material.

3
The evaluation tests are shown In 7able 1. Sum'mary of Tests. High

speed motion picture and v!deo-tapes provide a comparlsoit of unsuppressed
(open air) and suppressed (in the vented shielding) burning of the -est
materials. Data from the pressure, heat flux and thermal Instrumentation
have been studied by T & El and significant features are reported.

Design engineering analysis Indicated that the maximum prossure
expected within the vented suppressive shield equipment (VSSE) would be 72
psi and pressure within the vented suppressive shield test fixture (VSSF)
would be 170 psi with an Igniter charge of 100 grams of BKNO3. This
ane'vsis assumed that the Icniter material burned before any gas vented
t:,rough the panels. However, from the tests, it Is clear that the products
of combustion were venting through the panels as the BKNO3 is burning. For
chf ! weights up to 454 grams BKNO3, no measurable pressure b'iilds up in
elth. the VSSF or the VSSE (continuity test chamber). Consequently, no
measurable blast pressure is produced outside of either the VSSF or VSSE.
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Testiag with MTV revaes that It Is herdar to Ignite and, at
atmospheric pressure, Is slower to burn that, BKNO3, therefore, Internal gas
pressures wllh MTV also did not build up to a measurable love;.

Noise and smoke from audio and visual observation demonstrate turbulent
gas flow as the MTV products of combustion a,-e forced through the VSS panels
with a pop and a hissing sound. A rsmarPable result of burning MTV is
combustibie products of combustion. These do not oxidize completely In the
oxygen deficient atmosphere within the test fizture of U$SE, but are forced
through the VSS panels end Ignite In the ambient air. This phenomena is
seen In the tapes and high speed films 4f the tests, and was clearly evident
in observation of the test. Study of the chemical reactions which occur in
burning MTV Indicate Intermediate products which are toxic as well as
cosobustlble. It is possible to reduce the heat content of the vented gases
by redesign of tho penais, and it may be possible to reduce the heat to such
a degree that the Intermedlate products of combustion will not burn.

Data on fragments, particles, and smoke were obtained from high speed
motion pictures, video tapes, and observation of the test. Since the first
nine open air tests were conducted with the charge In paper cups, fragments
other than the electric match remnants were not expected, but smoke and
flying burning grains and pellets were expected and were seen. Many burning
14TY gruins were thrown more then 10 feet from the Ignit!on point and, In the
high speed motion pictures, burning BKNQ3 pellets were seen elying several
feet from the Ignition point.

Every test released quantities of smoke. A short, brilliant flash and
quickly dissipating white smoke accompanied burning BKNO3, but thick black
billows of smoke and flame from burning NTV lasted about 5 seconds. Heat
flux from test. In the VSSF are listed In Table II.

Heat flux and temperature data for Test 10 Indicate values well below
threshold for Injury when 125 grams of BKNO3 are Ignited and burned In the
VSSF with panels which consist of six aluminum porforated plates, five
copber wire cloth sheets and no angle units. Hwever, the thermal effects
data from Test 11 Indicates marginal protection for personnel when 125 grams
of MTV are Ignited and burned in the VSSF with the aluminum perforated
plates, copper wire cloth, and no angle units. Subsequent to Test II, the
level of suppression of the VSSF was Increased by substituting an angle unit
for two of the corrugated perforated plates and, to combat the melting,
steel components were substituted for aluminum. The angle units used were
fabricated from 1/? inch angles. Thermal data from Test 14 with MT show
the heat flux and temperatures are reduced below the maximum allowable level
as expected with the Increased suppression.

After the tests at the 125 gram proof charge level demonttrated
successful suppression of therral hazards, the tes+ plan was foli•owed to
Increase igniter charge weights and explore the limits of protection and
strength of 1he panel layers In +he VSSF. Ac:•rdlngly, Igniter charge
weights were Increased stepwise to 454 grams, at which point protection
limits began to appear. Table III lists tests with 454 grams of igniter
material and shows heat flux at the allowable limit when BKNO3 is burned in
the VSSF configured with four perforated steel plates, ive :opper wire
cloth sheets, and an angle unit with 1/2 Inch steel angles. The data elso
snow the expected Increase In thermal suppression when the Internal volume
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Is Increased from 1 cu. ft. In the VSSF to 3.4 cu. ft. In the VSS continuity
test chamber.

Since the data on thermal effocts showed the ailowable !imit had been
reached and burning time data from the light sensor Inside the VSSF showed
decreased burning time which Indicates the onset of pressure confinement
effects, the test were concluded at the 454 gram level.

V I. I MOBILE YSS CART TEST RESULTS

A total of 6 tests listed In Table IV were conducted to evaluate the
mobile VSSC. Three open air tests toere conducted to provide a photographic
and video base for visual comparison of suppression effects between the open
air and In-cart tests. Three In-cart proof tests were conducted to evaluate
the design and fabrication techniques of the cart. These proof tvsts
"verlfled the adequacy of the cart for use with 16 WK287 MO0-O Igniters dnd
with open pan quantities of BKN03 and MTV up to 5 lbs. Heat flux tests from
the cart tests are presented In Table V.

The criteria necessary to design an operational shield rhlch will
protect personnel from thermal, pressure, and fragment hazards resulting
from detonation of explosives or deflagration of propel lants and Igniter
compositions are given In UO0 ML. SITD - 396, "Shields, Operational for
Ammunition Operations, Criteria for Design of and Test for Acceptance, "
dated 5 Nov. 76. Allowable heat flux Is determined by:

0.*7423
f - 0.062/t S2
f - heat flux in cal./cm - sec

t a total time In seconds that a person Is exposed to the radiant
heat

Thermal effects constraln,-s require that: (a) all operating ii•rsonnel

be located at a distance from the shield that assures their exposure is less
than the flux determined by the above equation, and (b) the upper torso of
an opera+or's bcdy shall not be subjected to any visible fire or flame.
Flam. Impingement upon the lower portion of the body may be permitted
provided that the heat flux specified above Is not exceeded,

Video tapes and high speed motion picture photographs of the VSSC
Indicate no visible flame at the operator's position In front of the
drawer,. Visible flame extended less than 3 feet to the side of the cart
aad 4 feet above. Measured duration of heat flux was in every case less
than 1.25 seconds. From the equation above allowable heat flux would be
0.53 cal./cm2 - sec. The measured values of heat flux at the operator's
station. which Is 30 Inches from the VSSC In front of the drawers are below
that limit. Consequently, visible flame, not heat flux, Is the determining
factor for personnel safety. Operators In front of ine drawers would not be
subjected to visible flame., Casual visitors who pass by within I foot of
the VSSC side panels during burning would be exposed to heat flux above the
threshold for burns on exposed .ikin. At 5 test from the side panels, the
heat flux Is below the threshold.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the test resulti, for thermal and pressure exposure proves
that the VSS continuity test chamber and the Mobile VSS Storage Cart will
suppress the hazardous effects resulting from unintentional Ignition of
pyrotechnic material and devices during manufecturtig operations up to the
dosign quantity. Modifications to the cart dssign are being considered to
reduce weight and possibly Increasc suppressive capability.

The VSS continuity test chamber and Mobile VSS Storage Cart are being
Incorporated Into Igniter manufacturing operations. A labyrinth VSS wall
has been Installed to al low rocket Igniter assembly and Induction soldering
In one bay for productivity enhancement. The operation arrangement is
Indicated In Figure 6.
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TABLE i. SUMMARY OF VSS TESTS

,zw Tha1 . M±ater. I IantiL± Olxtta rurk

I BKNO3 50 gms. Open Air For fireball evaluation

2 BKNO3 100 gms. Open Air For fireball eva!uation

3 BK403 125 gms. Open Air For fireball evaluation

4 MTV 50 gms. Open Air No test, did not
Ignite*

ignite*

6 MTV 50 gins. Open Air For firebal I evaluation

7 MTV 100 gms. Open Air No test, did not
Ignite*

8 MTV 100 gms. Open Air For fireball evaluction

9 mTI 125 gms. Open Air For fireball evaluation

10 BKNO3 125 gms. Test fixture Smoke, no damage
aluminum panels

1' MTY 125 gins. No angles Melted Inner aluminum
perforated plate.

BKNO3 125 gins. Open Air Demonstrations for
NOSIH personnel

- MTV 125 gins. Open Air Demonstrations for
NOSIH personnel

12 BKNC3 250 gms. Test fixture Smoke & flash no damage
steel panels

13 BKNO3 454 gms. Test fixture Smokb & flash no damage
steel panels

14 MTV 125 gms. Test fixture Smoke & flash, no
steel panels damage

15 MTV 250 gms. Test fixture Smoke & flash, no
steel panels damage

*Difficulty was experienced in developing a reliable method for !gniting the
MTV.
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TABLE II. HEAT FLUX FROM TEST FIXTURE (VSSF)
Test Material Quantity Gage Heat Flux Remarks

10 BKNO3 125 gms 1.0 ft. 0.331 Six aluminum per-
2.5 0.056 forated pIates,
5.0 0.002 no angle units

11 MTY 125 gms 1.0 Off scale Six aluminum per-
2.5 0.023 forated plates,5.0 0.026 no angle units

14 MTV 125 gins 1.0 0.030 Four steel per-
2.5 0.013 forated plates,2.0 0.003 1/2 Inch steel

angle unit

TABLE Ill. HEAT FLUX - PROOF TEST RESULTS

Test Material Quantity Gage Heat Flux Remarks
ft.. LQ2flIm~ CLILL 2-se
13 BKNO•3 454 gins 1.0 ft. 1.9 Test fixture with

2.5 2.3 4 steel perforated
5.0 0.5 plates and 1/2 inch

angle unit
16 MTV 454 gins 1.0 0.6 Test fixture with

2.5 0.4 4 steel perforated5.0 0.1 plates and 1/2 Inch
angle unit

17 BKNO3 454 gms 1.0 0.3 Igniter electrical test
2.5 0.6 chamber proof
5.0 0.1 test

?4ý NTV 454 gms 1.0 0.3 Igniter electrical
2.5 0.1 chamber proof test
5.0 0.1
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TABLE IV, SUMMARY OF VSS CART TESTS

K, Test Test Quantity Test Remarks

SJI MQ tLtL on

1 Bulk 5 lbs Open air Material in metal can, open
BKNO3 at top

2Bulk 5 lbs Open air Material In metal can, open
MTV at top

3 Igniter 1 Open air One WK 287 MOD-O for
unsuppressed effect

4 Igniters 16 In cart 9 WK 287 MOD-O igniters In
second drawer. Seven IW< 287
MODO Igniters In top drawer

5 BKNO3 5 lbs In cart 9 pans in one drawer and 9
pans in next drawer above

6 MTV In 5 lbs In cart 9 pans In one drawer and 9
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FIGURE 3s CONTINUITY TEST CHAMBER
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FIGURE 4s VSS CART
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FIGURE Ss LABYRINTH WALL ENTRANCE
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ULTRA HIGH SPEED DELUCE SYSTEMS
(DOESS SEt41W)

1. "re-primed ultra high speed deluge systems are used to protect personnel,
process equioment, and buildings from the fire and thermal hazard presented by
muittki cperations suc.h as weighing, pressing, pelletizing, propellant
loading, m•.elting, extrusion, mixiny. blending, screening, sawing, granulating,
drying, and pouring. An ultra high speed deluge system is designed to apply
large volumes of water in an extremely short (milliseconds) period of time A
pre-primed ultra high speed deluge system utilizes the following componentrK.,

- Flame detector (ultraviolet or infrared).

- Controller.

- Valve (squib or solenoid operated).

- Piping.

- Nozzles.

2. When a flame detector senses the radiant energy of a flame or fire within
its field of coverage, it will respond within milliseconds sending a signal
to the controller. The controller in turn sends a signal to the valve to
open. Opening of the valve permits line water pressure to be applied to the
prining water already in the pipe behind the nozzles, causing water to flow
from the nozzles. At the same time, signals are sent to operate alarms and q
shut down process equipment. Approximately 500 pre-primed ultra high speeddeluge systems are used within the Army Ammunition Plant Complex.

3. In Oct 84, the U.S. Army Armament, Muiitions and Chemical Command's Safety
Office sponsored a seminar on Rapid Action Deluge Systems. The seminar served
as a medium for the exchange of information on rapid action deluge systems
used in munition production, maintenance, and demil operations. The purpose
of this paper is to present the highlights of that seminar, summarize what has
occurred since then, and look at areas requiring additional attention.

4. The DOD Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards (DOD 6055-STD) defines
what is an acceptable level of exposure:

- 2.3 psi overpressure or less.

- Fragments less than 58-foot pounds.

- 0.3 calories per sq cm/second or less.

Other publications such as the AMCR 385-100 (AMC Safety Manual), NAVSEA OP 5
(Ammunition and Explosives Ashore), DOD 4145.26-M (Contractor's Safety
Manual), MIL-HDBK 1008 (Fire Protection for Facilities Engineering, Design,
and Construction), and the National Fire Codes also provide guidance on ultra
high speed deluge systems.
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5. The hazard to be protected must be accurately defined. The following
factors should be considered.

- Quantity of exposed material.

- Initiation sen-itivlty.

- Heat output.

- Rate of burning.

- Potential ignition and initiation sources.
- Personnel exposure (including protective clothing).

- Frequency of operations.

- Munitions configuration.

- Process equipment and layout.

- Building design and construction.

6. A hazard analysis should be prepared defining the hazard in terms of
hazard severity and haWard probability. The factors listed above should be
considered. This could be either qualitative or quantitative. MIL-STD 882
(System Safety Program Requirements) and other publications provide guidance
on the preparation of hazard analysis. A potential fire and/or thermal hazard
whose level of risk is unacceptable (as determined by the 000 Component)
should be mitigated by an ultra high speed deluge system. Once the hazard has
been accurately defined, the system can be properly designed.

7. Response time criteria should be realistic, and defined in a manner that
will permit meaningful testing of the completed installation to ensure the
performance criteria was met. It must be recognized that the bigger the
system, the longer the response time. Response time criteria and met;iods of
measuring it will be discussed in more detail later.

8. The water density required will depend upon the type, quantity, and
configuration of energetic material involved, process layout, and whether the
goal is extinguishment, prevention of propagation, prevention of injury, or a
combination of these. 0.5 GPM/ SQ FT is a commonly used density for
preventing propagation and structural damage. The protection of personnel and
process equipment as well as the extinguishment of pyrotechnic fi!'es requires
significantly higher density rates. These may be as high 3.0 GPM/SQ FT for
area converage or 50 GMP/nozzle for point of operation coverage. Tests have
shown that fires involving some pyrotechnic materials being mixed require a
water flow of 200 CPM or more to extinguish. Other papers will discuss the
extinguishment of pyrotechnic material fires.
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9. An estimate of the maximum flow rate and pressure required by the deluge
system should be made to determine water supply requirements. The
capabilities of the existing water supply and distribution system to meet
these requirements should evaluated. A static pressure of 45 to 50 PSI at thebuilding is needed. T* the required flow rate and pressure is not adequate, "

arrangements must Le made to provide it. The water pressure required for
proer fun~ttioning of an ultra high speed deluge system must be available
instantaneously, usually from an elevated tank or pressure tank- The
instantaneouts flow cannot be produced by starting a fire punip or jockey pump;
however, a fire pump can be used to provide the required flow and pressure
after the system has started to operate. Response time is directly related to
water pressure. For most applications, the water supply should have a
duration of at least 15 n.inutes. Water sepply requirements for other deluge
and sprinkler systems must also be considered. Since fires involving
munitions are not normally fought, no allowance is required for fire
department hose lines. However, the need for hose lines to protect nearby
buildings for fires involving Class 1.3 and 1.4 material and during cleanup
shoulV be considered.

10. Two types of detectors are commonly used in ultra high speed deluge
systems - ultraviolet and infrared. The ultraviolet (UV) detector senses
electromagnetic energy in the UV spectrum. UV detectors are best suite4 for
area and point of operation coverage. The infrared (IR) detector senses
electromagnetic energy in the IR spectrum. IR detectors are best suited for
use in closed process equipment, vessels, and covered conveyors, and
operations shielded from natural and artificial light sources. The detectors
should be constant scanning and capable of respwnding and signaling when a
flash or flame is detected. IR detectors respond more quickly than UV
detectors and can usually see through a reiter degree of contamination
(either on the lens or in the atmosphere). IR detectors caln be used in open
areas, but to eliminate false activations, the signal from the detector must
be processed (filtered). This increases response time.

11. In the future, we can expect to see dual IR-UV detectors and dual IR-IR
detectors which will look at two separate bands of IR and/or UV radla-ti."
There will also be cross-zoning and matrixlng of detectors. This requires a
combination of detectors to see a fire or flame before the controller
activates the deluge system.

12. To establish and maintain an acceptable level of deluge system
performance and minimize rroblems such as false activations, the following
items s;ould be consio'ered:

a. People, communication, and training.

(1) The technical organization responsible for deluge systems must be
identified and maintained to ensure deluge systems are adequately designed,
installed, and maintained. Army ammunition plants that have established and
maintained such a group have reduced their problems with false activations and
problems with deluge systems.

(2) Continuity with outside agencies involved with deluge system
design, installation, and maintenance should be maintained.
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(3) Training of technicians and engineers is vitdl. They must be
sent to vendor schools on a periodic basis to keep abreast of new developments
and changing technology.

(4) Transfer of information between "sing installations and vendors

is vital so they can learn from each other's experience.

b. Design and installation.

(1) The pipe diameter, length, number of bends, and friction
coefficient contribute to the volume of water that can be transported at an
efftctive pressure through the piping system. Pipe runs and bends should be
kept to a minimum, and all horikontal runs should be sloped at least 3/4 inch
per 10 feet of run, with air bleeders at all h-gh points. Removal of ali
trapped air is very important. An air pocket of 5 oercent of the total system
volume can increase response time by 100 percent. The main water supply line
and pilot line (for solenoid operated valves) should have strainers.

(2) Specifications and contract documents should not go into detailed
designed of the system, but should clearly define the performance criteria and
how they will be measured. These should include:

(a) Detection system.

- Areas to be viewed.

- Source of flash or flame to be detected.

- System logic required.

- Supervisory requirements.

- Testing requirements.

(b) Extinguishing system.

- Area to be protected.

- Water application rate or density.

- Testing requirements.

(c) Other needed information.

SApproximate location of connection to water supply
system.

- Water supply line layout and valvw.. locations.

- Location of control panel.

- Available static and residual water pressure (at the
minimum required flow rate).
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- Need for emergency power.

- Remote ý.,iqnal requlrements for alarm systems anJ process

equipmfent shutdown.

- Required response time.

(3) Failure to follow vendor giidelines during design, installation,
and maintenance crauses an increase in false activations and related problems.

(4) Limit the overall sire of the system (both detertori and nozzles)
to smallest practical size possible. This should be below the vendor
recommendation maximum. This tends to increase system stability and minimizes
false dctiva•ions and related sy;tcm prob.ems as it degrades through normal
aging and during la)away.

(5) Design changes shou'd be ma(*,e vary cautiously and field tested on
a prototype system. Because there are so many variables, this permits the
evaluation of one or two variabies at a time.

(6) A complete set of detailed shop drawings, hydraulic calculations,
operating instructions, and similar material should La provided by the contractor.

(7) A component Government inspector should verify the doluge system
is being installed IAW contract requirements.

(8) Controllers shoule be located in separate enclosures tu rcduce

false activations due to RF energy generated by other electrical devices.

(9) The controller must be programmed for the number of detectors to
'e used. Failure to do so can affect the internal test features and
reliability of th; t.ontrcIler.

(10. Frocess equipment should be interlocked through controller fault
circuitry.

(11) Conduit carrying detector cab!e and detector tubes should be
iealed. Failure to do so will permit moisture in the detectors and conduit
causing false activations and system problems.

(12) Automatic inspection featureR built into detectors and
controllers are cost effective because they help identify problems and faults
in !. more timely manner and mandate a better preventive maintenance policy.

(13) UV detectors for ultra high speed deluge systems should be
located tc provided two levels of protection. One or more detectors should be
placed as close as ptysically possible to the most likely source(s) c0f
ign.tion. They should be located so the detector's field of view is not
blocked by shield, equipment, or personnel. One or more additional detecto;-s
should be located to provide general area coverage of the cubicle or bay, on
the assumptioi that an igniticn could occur at other points within the area.
UV and IR detectors are optical dovices, and as such respond to the atttenua-
tion laws of optics, doubling the distance between the detector, arid the flame
will reduce the radiAtion perceived to one fourth; conversely, reducing the
distance by one half results in four times more radiation to the detector.
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(14) UV detectors are sensitive to weld arcs, lightning, x-rays
(gamma radiation), cosmic and background radiation, and high electrostatic
charges. They should be located away from the horizontal plane, nor should
they be aimed toward doors or windows.

(15) UV radiation will not transmit through smoke, water vapor,
acetone, regular glass, plexiglass, or oil.

(16) Detector cabling should 5e the shielded type and placed in
conduit separated from all other wiring. Ensure that detector cabling and
cable shielding are installed and grounded eccording to vendor
specifications. Proper cable installation arid grounding minimize system
problems and false activations.

(17) Deluge valves should be located as close as possible to critical
nozzles to reduce response time.

(18) Critical nozzles should be located as close as possible to.the
hazard. The water travel time from the nozzle to the target is the longest
component of response time.

c. Maintenance and testing procedures.

(1) A good preventive maintenance program is required. Experience

has shown that increasing the time period beyond 4 to 6 weeks results in a
significant increase of false activation and other system problems. A tri-
service niirual entitled Mainterance of Fire Protection Systems (TM 5-
695/NAVFAC MO-117/Air Force AFM 91-37) provides guidance on the inspection and
testing of fire protection systems. The following items should be considered
when establishing maintenance procedures:

(2) System checks.

- Measure all voltages.

- Pull all controllers and check for loose wires and or
relays.

- Clean all dirt and debris from console.

- Relamp console.

- Spotcheck conduit fittings for moisture and or loose
wire nuts.

- Spotcheck squib operated valves for dampness or moisture
(wet primers).

- Check OS&Y Limit Switch.
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(3) Detectors.

- 'Remove each lens and clean.

- Remove each barrel and check grounding springs, when used.

- Tighten each terminal screw in sensors.

- Clean and inspect all optical integrity rings.

- Check for moisture and or corrosion inside sensor housings.

- Check each sensor for proper alignment.

- Check housing for continuity.

- Relamp all controllers.

- Reactivate system and check for problems.

(4) Flow tests should be conducted.

-Annually for active systems.

-After major maintenance or modification.

- After reactivating an inactive system.

13. There is no common agreement on the definition of deluge system response
time. This has caused confusion and prevented the development of a
performance type specification. This precludes the effective evaluation of
deluge systems. The AMC Safety Manual (AMCR 385-100) d~efines response time as
the time from the sensing of a detectable event to the beginning of the flow
of water from the deluge nozzles. This definition is a marked improvement
over the definition that appeared in earlier editions of the safety manual.
It was previously defined as the time from ignition to a fully developed flow
Pattern of water being applied to the hazard.

14. In order to more precisely define response time requirements, it is
necessary to understand the interrelation between development of an incident
and deluge system functions. The following outlines a way of breaking down
the fire dynamics and deluge system functions into understandable segments:

i. Ignition Time - TO: Ignition time is defined as the start of
ignition. Ignition of an item is defined as self-sustained deflagration.

b. Ignition To Sensing Threshold Time - Ti: Ignition to sensing
threshold time is defined as the time from ignition until the buildup of
energy reaches the sencing threshold of the sensor. This is dependent upon
the configuration of the item being protected. For example, the ignition of
propellant from the bottom of a hopDer may require more than a second to reach
the surface of the propellant where it can be st:nsed by a detector. If
ignition or-curred on the surface, the ignition to sensing threshold period
wculd be much less - in the millisecond range.
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c. Ignition To Sensor Response Time - T2: Ignition to sensor response
time is defined as the time from ign-ition to transmission of the signal to the

* controller.

d. Ignition To Controller Response Time - T3: Ignition to concroller
response time is defined as the time from ignition to transmission of signal
to deluge valve squib or solenoid.

e'. Ignition To Valve Opening Time - T4: Ignition to valve opening time
is defined as the time from ignition to the opening of the deluge valve
permitting water to flow.

f. Ignition To First Water at the Nozzle Time - T5: Ignition to first
water at the nozzle is defined as the time from ignition to the first flow of
water from the critical nozzle(s). This is usually the nozzle(s) closest to
the hazard or as determined by a hazard anialysis.

g. Ignition To First Water on Target Time - T6: Ignition to first water
on the target is defined as the time from ignition to the first drops of water
to strike the target from the critical nozzle(s). There is usually an, initial
stream of water, followed by a break in the flow, followed by a full flow
pattern.

h. Ignition To Full Flow Water On Target Time - T7: Ignition to full
flow water on target is defined as the time from ignition to a fully developed
spray of water strikes the target area.

i. Extinguishment Time - T8: Ignition to extinguishment is defined as
the time from ignition to termination of the deflagration.
15. Deluge system response time 5hould be redefined as Total Response Time.
This is the total time lapse from sensor response to full flow of water on the
target area (T2-T7). Total Response Time should then be divided into two
segments - Electrical /Mechanical Response Time (T2-T'5) and Water Travel Time
(T5-T7). The total response time must be considered when designing deluge
systems. However, for specifying performance in contract documents, only
Electrical/Mechanical Response Time should be used. This will also provide a
baseline for checking system response time during the annual flow tests and
after a system has been inactive for an extended period of time, or a system
has been modified.

16. Two methods frequently used to check response time of ultia high speed
deluge systems are a digital timer and a high speed video recording system.
The digital timing system consists of a circuit connected to the digital
timer, a flow switch, valve solenoid or squib, detector, and controller. The
high speed video system consists of a high speed camera and recorder. The
camera can record a frame every 8 milliseconds. The digital timer can only
measure Ele'-trical /Mechanical Response Time, is well suited for use by
maintenance technicians at ammunit-ion plants, and is much less expensive than
the high speed video system. The high speed video recording system is very
expensive to purchase ($35-80,000) and requires a skilled technician to use.
it is the ideal tool for determnining tota.l system performance, compliance with
performance criteria specified in contract documents, evaluating n~ew or
modified systems, and determining Total Response Times.
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17. Presently, deluge systems are assembled rather than designed. There is
some engineering skill,, some black art, and lots of luck involved. Once it
has been decided to install a deluge system, design is accomplished by
selecting the components based on personnel experience and position them as6
best as possible to deal with a hazard that is not completely defined. Many
of these problems could be solved by developing a computer model for ultra
high speed deluge systems. The variables listed in paragraph 5 and those
listed below should be considered:

-Water flow rate.

-Time to detection.

-Extinguishment time.

-Water pressure.

-Pipe size.

-Pipe configuration.

-Number of nozzles.

-Nozzle design.

-Deluge valve location.

-Pressure rise of the energetic material.4

-Change in temperature.

-Process equipment layout and-_shape.

-Packin~g density ef the energetic material.

-Volume of energetic material.

-Heat of combustion.

-Grain shape and size.

-Water travel distance from the nozzle to the hazard.

18. The need for a "portableu deluge system has been identIfied by several
Army commands and is being evaluated by the U.S_ Army Armament, Munition and
Chemical Command's Safety Office. Two configurations appear to be needed.
One tiiat is compleztely self-contained with its own UV detectors, nozzles, and
water supply. The other would have the detectors and nozzles but would require
water from the building water system. These systems could be used~ where the
installation of a permanent deluge system is not feasible or cost effective.
The protection provided by a "portable" deluae is very limited and is not a
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substitute for permanently installed systems. Inspection, maintenance, and
renovation operations taking place in depots and field locations would be
prime candidates for portable deluge systems. A presentation by Automatic
Sprinkler, Inc., will deal with portable deluge systems in more detail.

19. The following areas require additional work and effort:

- Computer modeling.

- Development of a "portable" deluge system.

- Technical guidelines and performance specifications.

- Performance evaluation procedires.

- Determining causes of false activations.

- Information exchange between vendors and users.

- Evaluation of new deluge system technology,

20. These actions can best be accomplished by:

- Updating technical manuals and regulations.

- Formation of an informal working group.

- Holding seminars and workshops on a regular basis.

- Having a central organization be responsible to monitor developments,
oversee research programs, develop a data base, and pass information
to users and vendors.

21. Other papers presinted during this seminar will deal with various aspects
of deluge systems in more detail.

22. The technital reports in Appendix A and the references in Appendix B were
utilized in the preparation of this paper. Additional technical material was
provided by the following persons:

a. Mr. Louis Joblove and Mr. Manuel Avelar, Amman and Whitney Consulting
Engineers.

6. Mr. James Brazell, Mr. Stanley Straker, and Mr. Mervin Opel, ICI
Americas, Inc., Indiana AAP.

c. Mr. Gene Burns, Cay and Zimmerman, Inc., Lone Star AAP.

23. POC - Robert A. Loyd:

a. HQ, AMCCOM, ATTN: AMSMC-SFP, Rock Island, IL, 61299-6000.

b. AV 793-2975, FTS 367-2975, COM (309) 793-2975.
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APPENDIX A

TECHNICAL REPORTS ON DELUGE SYSTEMS

I. Design of a Deluge System to Extinguish Lead Azide Fires, No. AD-E400 204,
Aug 78, approved for public release (APR).

2. Evaluation of Pyrotechnic Fire Suppression System for Six Pyrotechnic
Compos itions, No. AD-E401 306, Mar 85, APR.

3. Engineering Guide for Fire Protection and Detection Systems at Army
Ammunition Plants, Vol : (Selection and design), No. AD-E400 531, Dec 80, APR.

4. Engineering Guide for Fire Protection and Detection Systems at Army
Ammunition Plants, Vol II (Testing & inspection), No. AD-E400 874, Dec 82,
Distribution limited to U.S. Govt Agencies only - contains proprietary
information.

5. On-site Survey and Analysis of Pyrotechnic Mixer Bays, No. AD-E401 141,
Feb 84, APR.

G. Feasibility Study to Develop a Water Deluge System for Conveyor Lines
Transporting High Explosives, Tech Rpt No. 4889, Aug 75, APR.

7. Development of a Water Deluge System to Extinguish M-1 Propellant Fires,
No. EO0 217, Sep 78, APR.
8. Design of a Water Deluge System to Extinguish M-1 Propellant Fires in
Closed Conveyors, No. AD-E400 216, Sept 78, APR.

9. Fire Suppression System Safety Evaluation, No. AD-E401 083, Dec 83, APR.

10. Dynamic 4odel of Water Deluge System for Propellant Fires, No. AD-E400
315, May 79, APR.

11. Deluge Systems in Army Ammunition Plants, prepared by Science Applications.
Inc., for the U.S. Army Munitions Production Base Modernization Agency,
30 Jun 81.

12. Minutes of the Rapid Action Fire Protection System Seminar, U.S. Army
Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command, 23-24 Oct 84.

Most of these reports can be ordered from the Defense Technical Information

Center, Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA, 22314. Their telephone number is
AV 284-7633.
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APPENDIX B

WERENCES

1. AMC Safety Manual, AMCR 385-100, 1 Aug 85.

2. DOD Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards, DOD 6055.9-STD, Jul 84.

3. Maintenance of Fire Protection Syýtems, TM 5-695 (Army)/FAC MO-117
(Navy)/AFN 91-37 (Air Force), Oct 81 with Change No. 1.

4. Military Handbook - Fire Protection for Facilitics Engineering, Design,
and Construc+ion, MIL-HDBK-1008, 30 Apr 85.
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A New Explosio. Test Facility at NSWC--The bO-Pound Bombproof

by

Mitchael M. Swisdak, Jr.
Phi I t p J. Peckham
Patrick F. Spahn

Richard Bendt

(%J Naval Surface Weapons Center
SWhite Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 2J9U3-bOOU

C IA ABSTRACT
Anew test facility was recently dedicated at the Naval Surface Weapons

Center, White Oak Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland--a bombproof with a 50-
pound TNT equivalent explosive limit. Details of the facility concept,
design, and construction will be presented. Before the facility was put into( use, a series of validation tests were performed. These tests included test
firings over the explosive weight range of 1 to 50 pounds of TNT. The
following measurements were undertaken: fl) wall strains,12) wall
displacements, *3) floor vibrations,_14) explosion-produced'noise both inside
and external to the facility, and (5? gas leakage both into the work areas
surrounding the facility and into the atmosphere outside the facility. The
results of these measurements will be presented and summarized. Finally, a
description of the capabilities and specialized equipment dedicated to this
facility will be discussedB G

BACKGROUND

The Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) operates several explosion
containment test facilities at its White Oak, Maryland site. These facilities
range in capacity from a few ounces of energetic material (propellant,
pyrotechnics, or explosive) to five pounds of energetic material. All of
these facilities are over 30 years old. In the 30-years since their
construction, the nature of the surrounding community has changed
significantly--from a lightly populated rural area to a moderately--densely
populated urban area. No explosion facility at White Oak is more than about
2000 feet from civilian residenccs.

Since the early 19bO's, when the other facilities were constructed, the

nature of the experimental programs being conducted have developed to the
point where energetic material limits greater than five pounds are required.
One of these drivers has been the development and usage of ammonium
perchlorate, metallized-type explosives, as well as other highly insensitive
energetic materials, which require the firing of larger charge sizes in ever
increasing numbers. The tests are required to develop the basic data and
knowledge concerning thesc materials, so that sound judgements can be made as
to their suitability for specific weapons applications. This testing requirtes
the full-time, year round usage of any new facility.
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After a' series of trade-off studies, it was decided that the new facility
should be capable of containing the consequences of a detonation of a 50-pound
(TNT equivalent) fragmenting charge, at the rate of a-' least one per week, or
any number of smaller detonations. Moreover, because of the nearby urban
residential area, the facility should minimize noise and ground shock
transmissions to -.he surrounding areas and also meet all local, state, and
federal pollution requirements.

With these and other requirements, the frin of Amann and Whitney studied
and developej the concept for the facility. Their proposal was c{mpleted in
August 1 9 8 0 .' Drawings and specifications were released in 1982, and the
facility was accepted on 28 September 1984. Validation testing began shortly
thereafter in December 1984, and the official dedication took place in July
1985.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The facility, as constructed, consists of an instrumentation and control
building with four auxiliary structures. The important building is the
Instrumentation and control building, and this is what will be described in a
subsequent section.

Figure 1 is a plan view of the instrumentation and control building. The
building contains a gwn room for two guns--a high pressure helium gun and a
powder gun, a mechanical room containing all the HVAC (heating, ventilation,
and air contditioning equipment), a control room, an instrumentation area, and
a blast containment chamber. Figure 2 presents two additional views of the
building-- a side view looking north, and a side view looking east.

The heart of the structure is the blast containment chamber. The chamber
is octagonal in sectioii and has plan dimensions of approximately 20 x 20 feet,
and is 16 feet high. The volume of the chamber is approximately 6200 cubic
feet.

The chamber is constructed of reinforced concrete having a minimum
compressive strength of 4000 psi at 28 days. The reirforcing material
consists of deforwged billet steel bars conforming to ASTM A615 grade 60 except
grade 75 is used for size 11 bars. The minimum concrete thickness is five
feet. The blast chamber ýnterior is lined with removable one inch thick steel
fragmentation shields. The blast chamber is completely isolated from the
surrounding building. In addition, efforts were taken to decouple the chamber
from the soil beneath it. The chamber rests on a layer of polystyrene. Below
the polystyrene is a layer of lean concrete, which, in turn, is supported by a
four-foot layer of crushed rock. Below the crushed rock is natural soil.

The outside of the blast containment chamber is covered with corrugated
metal siding attached to the chamber by steel channels and holts which are
embedded in the concrete and anchored around the reinforcement. This metal
siding acts as a spall shield to protect personnel from flying fragments
produced by the disengagement of portions of the concrete cover on the
exterior of the five foot thick containment walls, should it ever occur. (No
evidence of this has occurred to date.)
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Blast pressure relief within the chamber is provided by an exhaust stack
above the chamber roof. A muffler is attached to this stack to achieve noise
attenuation.

0Access to the chamber is via a single, h)Jraulically-operated door. The
Ooor is not solid--rather, it has an inner face (towards the inside of the
rhamber) of three inch thick high strength pressure vessel steel alloy. The
outer surface is a thinner version of the same alloy. The total weight of the
door is approximately 9600 pounds. The door hinges are only intended to
support the door weight--not the blast loading. The blast loads are
transferred from the door into the door frame. The frame is constructed of
structural steel and Last into concrete. Steel stiffener plates and
reinforcing bars welded to the frame provide positive anchorage. The door is
sealed by a continuous elastomeric gasket adhered into a groove with a machine
finish.

FACILITY VALIDATION

After the facility was accepted, but before it was placed into
operational use, it was determined that a series of validation tests should
and would be performed. These tests were designed with several functions in
mind:

(1) To determine if the building could, indeed, safely contain the
effects of the detonation of up to 50 pounds nf TNT.

(2) To determine if the deto-,ation of materials within the blast chamber
produced any adverse effects either on personnel or equipment contained within
wthe facility.

(3) To determine, as far as possible, if the detonation of materials
within the blast chamber produced any adverse effects on the environment

surrounding the building.

With these goals in mind, a series of TNT charges with weights ranging
from one to 50 pounds were detonated and their effects in, on, and around the
facility were measured. The TNT charges were rignt circular cylinders, placed
cn a wooden table, four feet above the floor in the center of the chamber.

The measurements undertaken included strain in the exterior walls of the
chamber, wall displacement, floor motion, carbon monoxide levels in the
instrumentation 3rea, and sound pressure level, both inside the building and
at several locations exte nal to the building. These results are reported in
detail in NSWC TR 85-385 and will be summarized below.

Wall Strain

Strain measurements were made at three locations on the exterior walls of
the blast containment chamber. Each position used two gauges, measuring
vertical tnd horizontal strain. Each gauge was mounted directly on the
concrete wall. Figures 3, 4, and 5 summarize the measured strain data. The
maximum strain recorded was approximately 350 micro-strain on the 30-pound
shot. On the 50-pound, it d~opped back to about 200 micro-strain.
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WIll Transient Displacements

Transient wall displacements were measured on all four blast containment
chaiber walls. The transducers were capable of measuring *0.250 inch of
displacement, with a resolution of 0.001 inch. Figure 6 summarizes the
results obtained for all four walls. The maximum transient displacement was
approximately 0.06 inches. All four walls exhibited an interesting
phenomena. The displacements produced by the 30-pound charge were
considerably less than those produced by either the 20- or 50-pound charges.

Floor Vibrations

Floor motion was monitored in one location in the instrumentation room--
10 feet from the north wall of the blast chamber. A three component velocity
gauge was utilized. Measurements were made in the vertical, transverse (east-
west), and radial (north-south) directions. Figure 7 presents the peak-to-
peak velocities recorded for each charge size. Figure 8 presents the
predominant frequencies associated with the motions presented in Figure 8.

Noise fledsurements

Sound pressure level measurements we,-e made at several locations both
inside the facility and on the grounds outside. Within the instrumentation
and control rooms, both time-resolved pressure instrumentation and peak
holding meters were utilized. Peak holding meters were used outside the
facility. All peak holding devices were set to record peak flat sound
pressure levels. Figure 9 shows the measurement locations inside the
chamber. Figure 10 presents the results recorded at each location. Figure 11
presents similar results recorded outside the facility. Figure 12 presents
pressure-distance information for the 50-pound charge size. The predominant
frequency for the noise recorded in the instrumentation area was 100-170 Hz.

Carbon Monoxide Levels

Carbon Monoxide (CO) gas concentration levels were monitored both in t~s
control room and in the instrumentation area. Within the control room, carbon
monoxide levels above background were recorded only on the 20-pound shot.
Even here, the CO level only went up to 10 parts per million (ppm). Excessive
(greater than the allowed level of 50 ppm) levels of CO were recorded in the
instrumentation area on both the 30- and 50-pound shots. The CO levels
recorded in the instrumentation area are shown in Figure 13. Once the chamber
and instrumentation areas were properly vented, the recorded levels went down
to zero.

VALIDATION TEST SUMM ARY

These validation tests showed that, indeed, the new facility could safely
contain the effects of a 50-pound TNT detonation. Based on the measurements,
it is felt that equipment within the instrumentation area or personnel within
the control room, should suffer no adverse effects from a 50-pound detonation.
The amount of pollutants (noise and gaseous) released into the surrounding
environment are in total complia.ice with all existing environmental
regulations. 4
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FACILITY CAPABILIi Y/INSTRUHENTATIOI

0 itData Collection:

The Building 327 complex is equipped with various data collection systems
including:

1. Lecroy Digital Oscilloscopes
2. Nicolet Digital Oscilloscopes
3. Tektronix Logic Analyzers
4. HP7912, and HP7612 Digitizers

All of these systems are connected/controlled by an HP9020 computersystem. The computer system consists of eight stations with a printer, plotter
and terminal emulation/communication capabilities. This computer is used as acontroller, word processor, database filing system and terminal emulator. Itis also used to perform data analysis and hydrocode work.

The following equipment either has been or is currently being installed
in the Building 327 complex.

Laser Interferoaeter - Visar - The Visar interferome~er uses dopplershifting of coherent Tser lit off of a reflective surface in order to
establish the acceleration and velocity profiles nf the reflective surface;The reflective surface may be a gas gun projectile, an aluminized free b'rfaceof an explosive, or a k~pton flyer on an insensitive high explosive "slulpper"
detonator.

Laser Interrerometer - Fabry Perot - An inexpensIve version of the"Visar," the Fabry Perotaw11 be used with a fiber optic bundle to record
laser light shifts on an image converter streak camera.

Microwave Interfe-ometer - The microwave intcrferometer works similar toa laser interferometer, the only difference is the wave length of the proberadiation. Explosives and propellants are largely invisible to microwaves;
however, microwaves are easily reflected and doppler shifted by a detonation
front. Thus, burn rates and detonation velocities can be directly determined.

Laser Raman Spectrosco - This technique will be used to determine what
types Of free radicals an ions are formed within the detonation zone.

Laser Schlieren Photogrephy - Laser schleiren methods will be used to
photograph shaped charge jet stretchinq and erosion within a water cavity,The coherent, single band light which is cavity-dumped will, theoreticclly,
allow closer study of jet/water interactions.

Imacon 790 - This image converter camera uses photo-multiplier tubes tophotograph low light level events at 20 million frames/sec (16 frames may be
recorded) in the framing mode and 1 amm/ sec in the streak mode. It can also
be used in conjunction with fiber optic probes and laser interferor, etry.
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Three other types of optical cameras will also be available: Cordin 375,
Cordin 121 , and Cordln 132. The Cordin 375 can recnrd a total of •00 frames
at rates up to 2OWT5T1OiO_7es/sec. rhe Cordin 121 can take up to 25 frames at
rates up to 2.5 million frames/sec. The rordin 132 is a 70-mm format streak
camera.

Flash X-rays - The explosive facility is equipped with several 30() KV and
one 2-- HeYflash x-ray tubes for radiography. These are usec to study
fragmentatinn patterns, shaped charge jets, and other events %ith contrasting
density gradients.

SUMMARY

The new 50-pound explosion test facility at NSWC has becolze a unique
3sset both to the Navy and the free world. Its eer-increasing capabilities
will place it at the forefront of detonation research.
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22ad Explosives Sufety Seminar

26-28 August 1986, Anaheim, California (USA)

.Desi of A glg~ftent facility for terminal bal ligt

by A.Haruanny, W.Karthaus and G. Opsohoor

Prin- Maurits Laboratory TNO

IDP.O. Box 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk
o The Netherlandso

1. Introduction

For the furtherance of the researoh at the Prins Maurits Laboratory

on both internal and terminal ballistics a fully closed test

facility has been designed. This facility will afford an

opportunity for the dyramic testing of shells and for firing

projectiles on exp'osive targets, while also static detonation

trials are possible. Performing tests like these in the open air

oauses a lot of trouble, especially in a crowded eountry like

the Netherlands, with respect to safety distances and noise

pollution. Fundamental research on ballistics requires accurate

measuring which is hardly po3sible in the open air.

The facility will, basically, con•-ist of a gunroom and a target

room. interconnected by a tunnel. Measuring rooms hiave been

projectad alsongaide the gun and target room and also on top of the

target room. From these rooms it will be p-ssib1. to observe and

study the experiments v-ith the help of high-speed and X-ray

photography. For that purpose a few closable windows are needed in

the walls and roof. The major problem in the design was the lay-out

of the target room. This room should be able to withstand a very

severe explosion and impact loading, while on the other hand

film-windows were needed at a rather short distance from the

explosion point as well as a large door to a!.low the passage of

target plate arrays:

This problem was solved by adopting a rather unuasual shape for this

building, which will be di.scussed now.
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Although &any details had to be solved for the constitution of a

closed test facility in this ptpor only some attention will be

given to the determination ot the internal loading and the

anchoring system of the wall-cladding.

2. Requirements

The main requirements that did affect the final design of the

facility were:

- The target room must withstand an unlimited number of explosions

of 25 kg of TNT equivalent without any damage.

- If a projectile of 35 - hardcore accidentally misses the tar•et

it may not perforate the wall of the target room.

- Guns with calibres up to 76 a will be used in the gun room.

- The entrance to both target and gun room has to be at least

3 x 2,5 m

- During a test the facility should be fully closed.

- After an experiment the facility has to be vented very rapidly,

so that it can be entered after about 5 minutes.

- Muoch attention has to be given to safety. So, for instance,

special precautions are required to ensure that every door is

looked before an experiment can be executed,

- No nuisance should be caused to the surroundi.-s. Therefore

special attention has to be given to noise pollution.

3. Lay out of the target room

Most structures designed for explosive loadings are very rigid.

More recently, however, there is a tendency to make these

structures flexible, in oeder ot absorb a lot of energy by

(plastic) deformation. This can be illustrated with the help or a

one-wass-spring-system, loaded by an impulse i. The kinetic energy

transferred to the structure is:

8 k = 12 /2m

This haM to be oonverted into the deformation energy Ed. which

equals the areu under the load deflection curve of the system. So

for elastic behaviour:

Ed 1/2 q . x
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and for plastic behaviour:

l.d q. x

where q is the maximum resistance and x the maximum deformation of

the system.

Therefore it yields:
12 a m.q.x (elastic) or 2.m.q.x. ,'plastio).

From these equations it is clear that, for a given loading, the

strength that is needed can be reduced by increasing the mass

and/or the deformation capacity of a structure.

The loading is determined by the amount of high explosive and the

inner dimensions of the target room. The desired distanc.o between

experiment and wall Is more or less fixed at a value which is a

compromise between the need for enough room for big targets on the

one hand an the wish to make accurate photoga-aphs from the

measuring roams on the other. As the design load has to be

withstood many times, plastic deformations of course are

unacceptable. However, also the elastic deformations have to be

small as they do influence the accuracy of the measurements.

The desired strength of the structure can therefore only be reduced

by increasing the mass of the structure. This is also favorable for

the reduction of the noise and for fulfilling the demand that a

projectile may not perforate the wall.

So a very rigid and heavy structure is needed. The rigidity of a

structure is not only influenced by its dimensions but also by its

shape. The rigidity is highest if the shape is chosen such that no

bending occurs but only pure tension or compression. For a

structure that is loaded internally therefore the optimal shape is
a cylinder or n sphere. Too meet the strength and stiffness

requirements a rather thin steel wall might be sufficient, but this

does not have enough 2ass. Therefore it is preferable to use heavy

walls of, for instance, reinforced concrete. Hence, the ideal

solution is a thick-walled cylinder or sphere of reinforced

concrete. The explosion point then should be in thb centre of the

sphere or somewhere on the axis of the cylinder.
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After the decision was ma*e to opt for a spherical or cylindrical

room the major problem was where to position the entrance. A big

hole somewhere in the spherical or cylindrical wall would disturb

the force distribution in an unacceptable way. Besides, in a

spherical room the door would be very near the explosion point and

therefore be submitted to an enormous loading. The beat way is to

position the door in one of the end-caps of a relatively long

cylinder. The cylinder then has to be in a horizontal position.

Since a structure with curved walls and floor is far from ideal to

work in the circular cross-seotion was approximated by an octagon.

The final plan is shown in Figure la, with a cross-section in

Figure lb.

860857

explosion poir.t I
S ftunnel

Longitudinal section target room

cross- section target room

Figure 1: Shape of the target room
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The wall thickness of the octagon is 1 m. This thickness in

relation to the diameter makes it possible to draw a circle which

is invariably in the central third part of the octagonal wall, of

Figure lb. The reinforcement will also be given a circular zhape.

Therefore it may be assumed that the octagon will behave almost

like a cylinder.

This assimption was checked with a finite-element calculation

(paragraph 5). As can also be seen in Figure lb the bottom part of

the octagon will be filled with sand novered by loose plates. This

has the advantage that the remaining room is much more convenient

to work in. Another advantage is that the floor can readily be

required if it is damaged: the plates can be replaced. A

disadvantage, of course, is that this disturbs the uniform loading

on the walls.

As to the plan: Figure la shows the entrance relative to the

explosion point. It leads into the tunnel which interconnects

target and gun room. In the side-wall of the tunnel there is the

main entrance.

There are two transverse walls thougt in the target room that have

to protect the entrance door against both direct shook wave

impingement and fragments.

In the wall near the explosion point there are a few small windows:

about 0,5 m square, which can be covered on the inside with steel

plates. Just beiind the first transverse wall a small door for the

entrance of personnel has been projected.

4. Determination of internal blast load

The first shock wave that hits the ,,all nearest to the explosion
point can be calculatid with the help of the literature by assuming
a free air explosion 4t this distance.

The repeated loading here, as a consequence of multiple
reflections, can only be estimated from the literature. The loading

on the transverse walls and especially behind these walls and near

the entrance cannot possibly be predicted. Therefore it was decided

to do some tests in a scaled model. For the sake of simplicity a

steel cylinder was used instead of an concrete octagcn. In this

cylinder an amount of sand was brought and covered with tiles to
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simulate the loase floor plates. Thick steel platen were welded

inside the cylinder te simulate the transverse walls. As a scaling

parameter th4j sQure romt of the ratio in orosa-seotional area was
used, which resulted in a factor of 6.2.

In this model a few tests were performed. Some results are given in

Figure 2.

jo 0- 860858
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Son the wall, near the explosion point

O400J

300-

200-

1 00L

0.000 0.00Z C 004 0.006 0.008 0.010

Time (S)

b near the entrance

Figure 2: Overpressure-time relations measured in

the scaled model
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Figure la shows the overpiessure as meisured on the wall very near0 the explosion point. Two strong tsoak waves can be distinguished.

The overpressure in the first one corresponds to the reflected

overpres-are in a free-alr burnt at this distance. The time between

the two waves in 1.2 me. In this time lnterva! the shook wave will

travel abu-ut In. Thereroat. the second shook wave aunt be the

reflected shook wave from the opposite wall. Figure 2b shows the

overpressure as measured near the entrance. It in clear that the

transverse walls reduce the overpe•sure oo nlderably. besides the

shook wave loading also the static overpreasure that will result

aettr the dampin•L out of the shook waves has to -be taken into

account. This static overpressure only depends on the loading

density and will be here about 0.3 MPa.

Because of the great differenoe in ugnitude between the shook

waves and thit; static loading it Is very difficult to measure them

both with the same transducer in "he same test. Since there is no

reason to doubt the static values as they are given in literature

no attempt has been made to determine the static overpressure

experimentally.

In the model tests also strain meaeurements were performed on the

cylindrical wall. Same typical results are given in Figure 3.

860859
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S1000o
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Time [5;1

a. above the sand
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o. i .6 . .6oa. 60 6os 0.6 6 o.60

t. below the sand

Figure 3: 3trains as a function of time measured on thM steel

ayllnd&

The first short pelak are electromagnetic pulses from the explosion

that are received by the strain gauge ubich serves a: an antenna.

This is proven by the time base: the peaks start before the bhook

wave reaches the wall as can be seen when oamparlig Figures
2a and 3. As an extra check an additlonal strain gauge van used

which was not cemented to nhe cylinder and therefore should not

measure any strain. With this gauge the same typical peaks were

measured. The strain meaauremevta can be uoed to galn an Impression

of the influence of the tiles-on-sand filling on the ideal

cylindrical behaviour. The period of the varatlon corresponding to

this ideal behaviour can be calculated to be 0.6 ma. It is clear*

especially ,trm Figure 3a, that this vibration dominates the

resoinse. In Figure 3b the vibration shows considerable damping.

Therefore the main influence of the filling on the response of the

structure was the damping or the vibrations. The fillirg did not

intro( ,ce much bending in the cylinder. As the steel model is much

more slender than the real structure this last conclusion will hold

even more for the real structure.
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.*inite-alement oalculations

The response of a oclinder under an equally distributed dynale

loading can be calculated vary easily because the structure may be

a&Iqiftid into a oe-maa-aprilg ayates. In order to gain more

Insight Into the behaviour or the real octagonal structure some

calculations were made with the finite-element oo4. LBAQU3. As an

example the results are shown tar the structure under an equally

distributed imulse loading.

For reasons ot symetry only one sixteenth or the structure has to

be calculated, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: fart nt the structure to be calculated

The impulse loading In taken into account as an initial velocity.

The material behaviour, tor this calculation was linear elastic.

Results are given in Figure 5a tor the displacements and in 5b and

5o as contour plots oa the principal strassea.
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Figure 5: Results of a response olculatIon With

finite elmets

The mifiam principal stresses ar. of the order of about one

percent or the uzan principal stresses and therefore neglegible.

Fram Figure Sb it 1I olear that the maim.I stress Is more or leos

constant In most of the elements. As can be expeated devia•i•ns

ooour mar the oornare. Rspoecally In the right-haM bottom oorner

there Is considerable stress ooncetration.
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6. Wall-cladding

In most of the existing facilities for tests with high explosives

the walls are covered with steel plates. Normally these plates are

not in direct contact with the (concrete) walls: between the plates

and the walls often wood ls applied, either concentrated in a

number of beams or distributed over the entire wall. Instead of

wood also rubber is applied sometimes.

A major problem is always the connection of the steel plates with

the wall. After - number of exper.irents often the anchor bolts

gradually begin to loosen. Here, for the target room elso steel

cladding is considered. The problem of preventing the anchor bolts

from loosening was tackled by studying the origin of the high

forces on the bolts and searching for means to reduce them. The

cladding was simplified to a one-mass-spring system. Its mass

consists mainly of the steel plate, together with some of the

baokfilling material. The spring stiffness under compression is the

stiffness of the backfilling, together with the bending stiffness

of the steel plate if it is not supported uniformly. Under tensile

loading the stiffness is only 2aused by the anchor bolts. This is

schematically drawn in Figure 6.

P 860864
tension

Xc XC displacement X

comflpression

Figure 6: Spring characteristic for wall cladding
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In general, therefore, the stiffnesses are different for tensile I
and oompressive loadings. If the system is loaded by a shock wave

the baokfiliing material ij compressed. This is indicated in

Figure 6 by a displacement xc. corresponding to a pressure p.. The

amount of deformation energy in the system equals 1/2.xc.Po: the

shaded area. Because the loading is dynamic the system starts to

vibrate. This may lead to tension in the system. The tension is

maximal when the loading is impulsive. Then all the energy absorbed

during the compression phase will be set free and has to be

absorbed again in tension. This is indicated in the Figure by pt

and xt. The deformation energy now equals 1/2.xt.pt.

As the amounts of energy have to be the same this results in:

xe • PC - xt " Pt

With this expression the problems with the anchor bolts can be

explained. If, as a backfilling, wooden beams are used the

displacement x. is at least several millimetres. In order to

prevent the loosening of the bolts often very strong and stiff I
bolts are used. Therefore xt is very small. This will lead to an

enormous tensile loading pt on the anchor:.ng system, which can be

much more than the loading pc with which the steel plates were

compressed against the wall.

It is therefore much better to reduce the flexibility of the

backfilling system and to make the bolts as flexible as possible.

The most rigid structure is a direct contact between steel plate

and concrete walls. However, this could cause damage to the

concrete if the steel plata were hit by a fragment. Therefore a

rather thin backfilling of plywood was chosen. The necessary

flexibility of the bolts will be reached by using very long bolts

that are screwed into soc:kets cast deep into the concrete. Another

possibility is the use of spring washers) but with the calculation

method outlined before it could be proven that this was not

necessary.
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7. Conclusions

S1or the furtherae of the research at the Prins Maurits

Laboratory-TNO on both internal and terminal ballistics a fully

closed test facility has been designed. On the basis of various

requirements it is shown that the optimal shape for the test

facility is a thick-walled cylinder of reinforced concrete.

However, for practical reasons, an octagonal cross-section has been

selected for the finaY. design of the test facility.

The design study was supported by the results of experiments with a

scaled model to estimate the internal loading on the walls of the

target room. Further finite-element calculations have been carried

out to determine the dynamic response of the structure.
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EA\M IN E 2IM

9 Catain David A. Mendoza;V United States Air Force; Eglin AFB, Florida
Joseph H. Berk; Aerojet Ordnance Coqirr; Downey, California
Gary L. Raney; Aerojet Ordnance Company, Downey, California

SOAerojet Ordnance Company develops and manufactures medium caliber ammunition
N and air-dispensed munition, To support the development and manufacturing

S efforts, the company is heavily involved in ordnance testing. Although
many of the safety problems associated with ordnance testing are similar to

n those found elsewhere in the defense industry, there are also unique safetyO consideratir~s.
O
0m In the past, almost all of the safety analyses performed on ordnance systems

have focused on either the ordnance device or the manufacturing facility.
While these analyses are certainly necessary, a third important area
requiring at least as rigorous an analytical effort is frequently given
less-than-adequate attention. This is the ordnance test program, which
usually consists of the following efforts:

Development Testing. These tests are conducted to demonstrate
concept feasibility, verify compliance with performance
requirements, and define performance characteristics. Such tests
normally occur during the engineering development phase of the
system life cycle.

Accepance Testing. These tests are conducted to verify the
ord•ance system is ready for production (preproduction or first
article acceptance testing), or that manufactured hardware is
acceptable for delivery to the government (lot acceptance
testing). Such tests normally occur at the start of and during
the production phase of the system life cycle.

Long-Tgrm Storage Surveillance Testing. These tests are
conducted at regular intervals to verify that hardware has not
deteriorated during storage. For example, the firing circuits of
rocket motors stored in government inventories are typically
tested every one or two years. There is a trend to warrant
conventional munitions systems, which will require live testing
of ordnance systems pulled from long-term storage facilities.
Such tests will normally occur during the storage phase of the
system life cycle.

Operational TestinM. These tests validate the entire ordnance
system (including procedures, delivery conditions, and hardware)
using operational personnel and equipment. The Initial Opera-
tional Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) is a test that validates the
design prior to production. Follow-on Operational Testing and
Evaluation (FOT&E) is a test that validates the procedures and
hardware prior to deployment.
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As can be seen from the above, there is a significant level of activity
associated with testing ordnance systems. In fact, most conventional
ordnance systems see more use in the test environment than in any other.
Due to the fact that unsafe test hardware, fixturing, procedures, or
location can have disastrous consequences, application of rigorous system
safety engineering techniques to all activities associated with ordnance
testing is essential.

ardmre Safety alysis

In an ordnance test environment, one must be concerned with the safety of
the item being tested, the test fixturing, and hardware used to dLspose of
the test item. In most cases, the ordnance device is externively analyzed
as a normal part of the system safety program (preliminary hazard analysis,
failure modes and effects analysis," fault tree analysis, etc.).

Safety analysis of test fixturing (including instrumentation) is equally
important, yet it seldom receives the same depth of analysis. The analyses
prepared for the ordnance device should be used as a starting point to
familiarize the engineer with the conditions required for arming and
detonation, and how the device might behave under unusual conditions. Once
this is done, the same types of analyses prepared fcr the ordnance device
should be prepared for the test fixturing. Fault tree analysis, in particu-
lar, is strongly recommended to identify the required conditions and
probability of occurrence for such events as inadvertent arming .ir detona-
tion, failure to function, loss of control of the ordnance device, and
explosive residue.

The fixturing (or lack of fixturing) used to recover and dispose of any 4
explosive residue is another critical hardware analysis area. The explosive
residue could be as small as a detonator, or as significant as a dud
submunition from a cluster bomb unit (see Figure 1). Since personnel are
normally involved in the disposal of explosive residue, the equipment used
for this purpose should be included in the safety analysis.

While pursuing traditional hazard identification methods (location of all
energy sources, consequences of improper assembly, out-"of-sequence operator
actions, etc.), the analyst should review the history of similar weapon
systems. Although the state-of-the-art in ordnance system and test fixture
design is contirially evolving, many, of the likely hazards have been exper-
ienced on earlier systems. A review of this fail ure history will provide
valuable design guidance for both the ordnance system and the test
fixturing.

Design reviews should be held for the test fixturing just as they are for
the test item. Senior members of the teL1inical staff as well as qualified
system safety engineers should participate in the review. The temptation to
assess the safety of test fixturing based solely on the opinion of the test
engineer or technician must be resisted. A recent quote in
Hazard Prevention best explains the reason for this: "... repeated
uneventf'il experilnce with a hazard may reduce disproportionately its
perceived risk ... 0
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ordae test engineers and technicians frequently develop a disregard for
the severity of a hazard for this exact reason. Further, relying solely on
the judmeent of those required to perform-the test places these people in
an awkward position. Ordnance test personnel may feel that their
capabilities or dedication to the job will be compromised if they questicn
the safety of a test.

Depending on the complexity of the test fixturing, the fixturing design
review can sometimes be combined with the test review. The test review will
be described in the next section.

Proceftrai Safety Analysis

An operating and support hazard analysis (O&SHA) of the test procedure is
critically irportant to the conduct of a safe test. Tbe O&SHA should draw
upon all of the safety analyses described above, as well as the test
procedure. The O&MSA should include a time line analysis and a walk-through
of the test procedure to determine if the required steps can be safely
accomplished within the ordnance device's timing constraints. During the
walk-through, all required protective equipment (face shield, gloves, flak
jacket, etc.) should b-- worn to identify ary human factors considerations
that might not otherwise surface. On one such racent test, a walk-through
identified a hazard that was adequately controlled through a procedural
chune (see Figure 2).

This example concerns the Combined Effects Munition System, which, Aerojet
Ordnance Company is currently producing and testing for the L. S. Air Force.
CBU-87/B Lot Acceptance Flight Testing is conducted at the Aerojet test
facility at Hawthorne, Nevada, while Follow-on Operational Test and Evalua-
tion is being conducted by the 57th Fighter Weapons Wing at Nellis Air Force
Base, Nevada. Prior to Aerojet's actual conduct of the first full-up high-
explosive drop, table top reviews, simulations, walk-through-talk-throughs,
and one complete dry run using inert items were conducted to verify the test
plan and the procedures that suport the plan. An historical perspective on
the Lot Acceptance Flight Test procedure was provided by discussion and
observations of how the LL S. Air For'e was conducting Follow-on Operational
Test and Evaluation tests at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada. Several areas
of concern were identified and corrected. For example, the review found
that the run-in line to the release point for the delivery aircraft went
over a mountain which was 200 feet higher than the release altitude. The
aircraft flight path was modified accordingly.

In addition to uncovering hazards inherent to the conduct of the test, the
O&SHA should assess the clarity, adequacy, and accuracy of the test
procedure. If the procedure is difficult to understand or must be worked
around, it should be rewritten. The use of universal test procedures (ie.,
those containing information designed to allow the test technician to
perform any of several tests by tuning to selected pages, or those written
in generp! terms and intended to allow operator latitude) is strongly
discouraged. The procedure should contain adequate warnings that are
clearly visible and appear prior to the affected operation. The O&SHA
should also check for and assess the steps to take in the event of any
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unsual oc~rnces. Pinally, the OQSM should review existing procedural
chacklists, and reommend any other required checklists.

When prqearing the O&S3A# the system saety engiret should be sasitized to
the differmeces between developmeat testing and occeptance/sureeillance
testing. In development testingt a very small number of specimens is
usuakly tested. Just the opposite is true during first article, lot
acoeptance, or long-term surveillance testing. Oun~.dra of samples MW be
randomly selected. For such a test,, r3quired operator actions mayv easily
(and surprisingly) number A the tens of thowimis. Since h•umn error rates
generally range from .10- to 10-3, it becomes obvious that special
procedures, checklists, and training will be required to limit the number of
operator error Figure 3 shows the human crror ratas experienced during
acceltance testing of a recent prockictiun progr=. 7he results of hardware
and procedural analyses should be documented as part of the safety review,
and changes made to appropriate test plans and CDRL items wherever
deficiencies are noted.

(rce the above analyses have been completed, a test review should be. held.
The test review is similar to the design review in that it includes senior
technical personnel wao are not directly associated with the project. ihe
test review should identify the teat objectives, how the test will be
performied, and all associated hazards. The test review committee members
should agree on the safety of the test before it is performed.

~kganizaimal Qlltrmle

The eftects of the hardware and procedural analyses on safety is frequently
a function of the quantity and seriousness of management emphasis pleced on
the subject, and the resulting organizational culture. As is the case in
all industries where hazardous operations are verformed6 incorrect safety-
related opinions are occasionally expressed. In the ordnance ind.stry,
these erroneous concepts generally take the form of the following four

v- 'Accidents will always occur ... it's just a
rLuestion of spreading out the time between them ...

A statistician may argue that in a pure technical sense the above statement
is correct. Unfortunately, this attitude has no place in the ordnance test
enviro•mvent. T.e goal should be to have IV accidents. With proper test
fixturing, procedures, and personnel protection, such a goal is achievable.

Eth 3ý. 01: wYcu ha'ie to prove the test is dangerous before
we'll carcel it ... "

Just th- oWposite is true. Proper analysis must be performed to verify that
it is safe to proceed with the test, rather than simply proceeding blindly
unless someone can show that an unconcrolled hazard exists.

khk ._•jt: 'You have to be willing to accept risk ...
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AcceptIng risk Is a basic Pcept of doing bi4es•m Ho•wver wquuntified
risk (srtioalray when the s could be injury or deat) must neverbe acqed.

b le a .Jibt i "If the ordnance test technician is willing to do
it, then it must be safe ... "

For rem=w explained earlier#, ordnance test tickiciam and test engineers
sbould not be the final authocity to pms judgement on the safety of a teat
(unlems they feel It is too dogerous to proceed). If theme eqmets feol it
is safe to proceed with a test, their opinions should be augmented with a
sound systea rvaety Cosemmnt.

Several safety-related peculiarities have been mentioned in the preceding
paragraphs. Others that bear mention include test site location, crowd
control, personal protective nrt, adequate pre-explosive test and analysis,
reduced explosive component testing, and electromagnetic interferewe/elec-
trostatic disd~arge (NMtI/=) protection.

stt Sit ea n

Tiest site location is criticl to the safe coait of any explosive testing
to allow for proper test conducts, monitoring, and observation based on a
prudent safety plan. An Operating and Support Hazard Analysis (O&SHA)
should be condcted on the testing location to assure the test location will
not prevent safe co0pletion of tke test. This analy"is can draw upon or be
part of the other safety analyses describd earlier.

Cro xtOAr

Due to the often spectacular nature of an ordnance test, many people will
want to attend. If spectators will be present, there should always be a
designated spectator area located far enough away fros the immediate test
area to assure personnel safety under all aonditions. Only those personnel
necessary for Lhe conduct of the test should be present in the immedi ite
test area. Video camera coverage can allow those interested in the ordnejre
test to view its wrKdct. During acceptance testing of the GATOI mine body,
for example# the mine was fired at high velocity into a particle board (see
Figure 4). Even though no high explosives were present, resultant sabot
debris required keeping personnel at a safe distance.

pftvaimi protective Ger

If it is necessary to handle an armed ordnance device during the conduct of
a test, protective gear should provide adequate protection (based on the
assumption the ordnance device will fire while being handled). This is true
for small detonators only, and not for high explosive charges. If
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protective gear will not provide adequate protection in the event of a
dmtmwtotn the test nut be dne remotely.

Whenever possible, all test items should be handled remotely. During
development effoits (where only a few items are built), this in often not
feasible. Routine acceptance testing, however, generally occurs often
enough to Justif remote handling equipment. On one cluster munition
program, sutmtnition fumse are tested entirely by remote handling equipment
(see Figure 5).

The use of robots in ordnanoe tW-O applications should be considered. As
robot techuoloW continues to improve, remotely-controlled roboft will he
used in more applications, partict4arly in recovery and disposal of teat
residue. Most large metropolitan police departments own robots for disposal
of explosive devices, and their experience is often applicable to the
requirimnts discussed in this pqper.

eMiwA Aa nalysis

Warheads mounted on flight platforms should not be flight-tested until the
stability of the vehicle ha been dmontrated. Also, trajectory analysis
should be performed to verify range safety of the proucts of high explosive
warheads. In [articular, attention should be focused an the possible fields
of fire for the carrot from a shaped-charge warhead, and the slug from a
self-forging frapmet warhead.

Sed Qxploiwe OEmid* Teting

"As a general rule, ordnance tests should be conducted with minimum explosive
oponentsAd •duate istem performance lnfoniat•in can usually be obtained
without the use of the main high-explosive chargae 'Tis approacb has the
added advantage of eliminating special range requirements. If a failure
does occur, the explosive ordnance disposal requirements are greatly
simplified, and there is generally hardware left to analiae.

The hardware safety analysis for the teat device should identify the
explosive items that might remain after a test. Even reduced explosive
componexat testing can leave an explosive hazard. During Follow-on
Operational Test and Evaliation testfng of the Combined Effects Munition
System# BLU-97/B suk-munition kixlosive components axe reduced to allow
confirmation of function (the BLU-97/B submunition contains a full fuze.
but an inert bomb body is used Vwth a foil disc to indicate propet
function).
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HWT/W Prtoection

Everything associated with an ordnance test should be grounded to help
protect against electrostatic discharge. Thi.s includes fixturing, the
ordnance device, and the technicians and engineers conducting the test.
Many detonators are extremely sensitive to electrostatic discharge, and even
when prop*r grounding procedures are followed, such devices will sometimes
be energized by ESD. The system safety engineer must be aware of charges
that can be generated in aii artea insulated from the ground plane. In one
test, a plastic mine body cont~.ned a detonating device held in place by
cellophan tape. Even though the technician anJ the mine were grounded, a
charge sufficient to ignite the detonator resulted when the tape was peeled
away from the mine body. The plastic mine body insulated the generated
charge from the groundwires.

The effects of electromagnetic interference should also be considered, and
protection provided accordingly. Test fixturing frequently contains long
power or signal monitoring lines that can act as antennas. Such systems may
be far more susceptible to EMI than the weapon being tested. The result may
be an inadvertent comnand to the test ii.em.

n the past, almost all of the system safety analyses done in the ordnance
industry focused on operational deployment or manufacturing of the weapon
system. Most ordnance systems see far greater use in the test envirorm.ent,
however, and greater safety emphasis is needed in this area. The analytical
effort should focus not only on the item being tested, but alse on test
fixturing and procedures. An engineering process very similar to that used
to verify the safety of the ordnance device should be used to verify the
safety of the test fixturing and procedures. This should include classical
system safety analysis techniques as well as independent senior technical
design and procedural reviews. Special cossideration should be 9iven to the
problems unique to ordnance testings
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CRITERIA FOR BLAST DAM1AGE FROM DISTANT GUN FIRE AND EXPLOSIONS

AMIL by

William J. Taylor

Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

0 Introduction

~~Activities on many Army installations involve the firing of guns and theI~ detonation o6 arplosives. These activities generate blast waves that
propagate-to neighboring communities and cause complaints of damage. This
paper describes the procedure for processing claims, reviews the types of
residential damage claimed, and describes the blast damage threshold criteria.~,

The eivergy releases that disturb communities emanate from a variety of
sources: muzzle blast from artillery and tank guns, blast from high explosive
(HE) roun~i fired-by these weapons, and charges fired above, on and below the
surface (se'c r~gure 1). As one miight expect, the large number of military
reservations in the US with a potential for causing damage, resulted in the
Army establishing a "regulation" to deal with complaints of damage. Army
Regulation 27-20 was established and requires that claims of iemage that
cannot be settled by the offending government agency must be -.rwarded through
the Staff Judge Advocate Office at Fort Meade, Maryland, to the Ballistic
Research Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, where they are co be

and/or settlement. If the claim is denied the claimant has the right of

appeal.

The clai.m file should contain statements by the claimant and reports by

the offending agency. The claimant's report describes the nature of the
damage incurred and the date of the occurrence. The spectrum of damage

3). he geny alege tohav casedthe damage prepares a report (with
photos) that describes the condition of the structure and highlights any
condition of the property that may have a bearing on the claim. In addition,
the agency report includes a map which shows the position of the structure
with respect tthexlsoorgnfiring point and a statement of dezails
on the explosions or firing activities at the time of the alleged damage. If
meteorological conditions at the time of the alleged damage are available,
they are also included in the report.

Determining the blast pressure that a structure experiences as a result of
these kiiids of energy releases is often not a straightforward procedure.
There are unknowns in the forcing function and unknowns regarding the response
of the structure to a forcing function. In order to resolve the claim,
assumptions have to be made that put the problem in a framework which allows
drawing from an established database. Some of the assumptions are minor when
considered in the light of the strong influence played by the atmosphere and
the characteristic lack of information on the atmospheric conditions
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prevailing at the time of the blast. Figure 4 shows typical missing
parameters.

Airblfst, not ground shock, is the most important factor to consider in 9
the claim evaluation process. Weak overpressures travel at near sound
velocity and hence their propagation velocity with respect to the ground is
significantly altered by temperatures and winds. For the charge weighto and
distances of interest, the travel time is relatively long and ene can expect
the atmosphere to have a strong influence on the pressure level. The missing
elements in Figure 4 may well become unimportant because of the strong
Influence of the winds and temperature.

Static Charge and HE Shell

There are data relatittg pressure and distance for charges detonated on'the
surface and in fcee air, but no data in the very low pressure region (<1034 Pa
or .05 psi), that can be used directly because of the strong influence of the
changing atmosphere. A free air, pressure vs. distance relationship was
established however, by a committee of the Acoustical Society of America [1].
It used a hydrocode to extend selected higher pressure data to the very low
pressure region. The equation and curve, Figure 5, are taken from reference
I. This curve is used in claim evaluations to determine a baseline pressure
which will be altered in some manner by the atmosphere. If the charge were
detonated on the ground, the curve indicated by 2 kg would provide a better
estimate of pressure in a standard atmosphere.

Chapter 5 of reference 1 contains a detailed description of the influence
of real atmospheres in the low overpressure region and the author of the
reference infers that pressure could be amplified by a factor of five under
unusual meteorological conditions. If the claim file does not include
pertinent meteorological data, the pressure obtained from Figure 5 is
increased by a factor of five to ensure a fair eva~'ation. It is felt that
the claimant should not be penalized because of a lack of specific
information.

A claim which involves a structure thaL is close to a bare static charge
allows the most accurate prediction of pressure. The atmosphere has had
little time to influence the wave and there has been only a mild excrapolation
of a rather extensive database. However, this case is rarely encountered
because Army proving grounds normally fire static charges in remote areas.
Accidental explosions could of course occur close to residential areas. The
detonation of an in-flight HE shell is a frequent scenario fGr provoking
claims of damage. For shell detonating in an impact area, one will not know
the height of burst or have accurate positioning of the round. The lack of
data on these variables is deemed not important for most cases because the
distance between impact areas and residential strusctures !s, by design,
substantial. The procedure is to assume a free-air detonation on the near
boundary of the impact area.

Muzzle Blast

Many claims stem from the muzzle blast of tank guns and artillery weapons.
These produce a non-symmetrical blast pattern that extends from the near field
to the far field. There is a directivity effect, an enhancement of the
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pressure in front of the weapon and attenuation toward the rear. The
theoretical treatment of muzzle blast in the far field is shallow, but there
are experimental databases. Schomer et al. [2) used pressure m.asurements
from gun firings to relate pressure to available propellant energy, gun tube
elevation and azimuth, and length of gun tube. Unfortunately, these
parameters are not usually included in the claim file. Pater [3j conducted a
study of blast from naval guns that was similar to the Schomer study. Both
coecluded that directivity can add as much as 14 db (a factor of five increase
in pressure). Luz [41 used the Schomer pressure vs. distance data to
determine the frequency of occurrence of disturbing pressures in communities
that border tank gun and artillery firing ranges taking into account the range
of meteorological conditions experienced in practice. Luz's work can be
plotted zo establish pressure vs. distance curves if a fixed frequency of
occurrence is maintained. Figure 6 shows the pressures that could be expected
to be exceeded by 1% nnd 5C% of the firings in the direction of fire of a 120
mm tank gun. The difference in pressure between the 1% and 50% curves is
attributed to changes in meteorological conditions. The plotting parameter db

Pa
is related to Pascals, Pa, by the equation db = 20 log - The data

20x10-
from the 120 mm sabot (KE) round waj 'elected as a baseline fqr scalkng
because it would minimize the chance of having a significant bow sho:%.
signature, and the cartridge contains a significant propellant load. It
should produce a maximum muzzle blast for its caliber. Figure 7 is a plot of
pressures expected for 1% exceedance of the firings in the front, side and
rcar of the gun. The pressure differences are not as great as those
attributed to meteorology and shown in Figure 6, but angle of fire can be
important.

Figure 8 is an estimate of pressure for 1% exceedance from 155 mm howitzer
firings. The projection was obtained by increasing the distance for selected
pressures by the ratio of diameters of the 120 mm and 155 mm guns. The graph
shows exceedance toward the front, side and rear of the weapon. The rate of
pressure decay for eI orientations is the same. Figure 9 is a similar plot
for the 3" howitzer. The projections may overpredict toward the front of the
weapons and underpredict toward the rear because of the presence of muzzle

brakes on many ertillery weapons. Artillery firing positions are often near
the military reservation boundary, allowing the weapon to fire to a rather
centrally positioned impact area. The figures show that rather high pressures
can be experienced within 5 km of large caliber guns when meteorological
conditions are unfavorable.

Criteria based on 1% exceedance do not account for the "unusual" day. In
other words, what actual maximum pressure could be expected when the value at
1% is exceeded. Recent firings at Aberdeen Proving Ground aftorded an
opportunity to obtain a rather unusual set of data that included what is
considered to be a maximum pressure. A 155 mm howitzer fired 100 inert rounds
on a day when no other guns were firing. This allowed one to associate the
pressure measured at a recording station with a specific gun at a specific
location. The propelling charge and angle of elevacion of the howitzer were
such that the projectiles traveled supersonically from the muzzle to apogee.
They did not exceed the speed of sound on their downward trajectory. The
scenario indicates that the pressure measured was from muzzle blast and not
the ballistic wave. Unusually high readings were obtained at one monitoring
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stition which was down range of the weapon and 39 degrees off of the line of
fire. A plot of sound velocity as a function of altitude in the direction of
the station within a few minutes of the high reading is shown in Figure 1Oa.
The plot inclu'es the added velocity due to the component of wind in the
direction if the station. Figure 10b shows the relative position of the
station and firing point. The sound profile plot suggests that strcng
pressure amplification could be expected in the direction toward the recording
strtion.

The recording station which is 8.3 km distant, showed a peak value of
126.7 db (44.5 Pa) which is higher than the pressure expected from the 1%
exceedance at that distance (see Figure 8). This value is plotted in Figure
11 and a line was drawn through the point with the same slope as the 1% value.

It represents the maximum expected value for muzzle blast from the 155 m-
howitzer. It is used as the upper limit, or rare event. An upper limit curve
for the 8" howitzer was scaled from the. 155 = data point. Measurements at 0
degrees from the angle of fire may show a somewhat higher reading but that
geometry is not considered to be a typical proving ground configuration.
Residential structures in the line of fire would not be close enough to
sustain damage.

Ballistic Waves rrom Projectiles

The ballistic wave or "bow" shock developed when projectiles exce3d the
speed of sound account for pressures thaZ are at times believed to be from HE
shell or muzzle blast. At angles close to the line of fire the pressure from
the ballistic wave can be higher than that from muzzle blast, but the
character of the wave is different. Bow shock has a sharp but short pressure
signal. Muzzle blast, having traveled a longer time has undergone more
distortion by the atmosphere. In most scenarios bow shock can be disturbing,
but not a damaging mechanism. An artillery shell, between launch .nd near
apogee will be supersonic and the bow shock will be directed upward. Some
projectiles will exceed the speed of scand as they fall toward their impact
zone, directing the blast downward. The distance between impact zone and
residential housing is most often sufficient to attenuate the bow shock to a
non-damaging level.

B- .ied Munitions

A large percentage of claims received involve damage from the detonation
f buried explosives. Explosivns that are buried to the extent that no
anting occurs (completely contained) will produce a very low grade "earth
.essure pulse" which is caused by the upward motion uf the ground over the

irge. It is unlikely that this pressure pulse will cause a problem. The
likely scenario occurs with charges that vent to the atmosphere and the degree
of venting will be unknown. Demolition activity most often involves several
hun :ed pounds of explosives placed in pits and covered with an unspecified
amo,..t of earth. Detonation of the explosives causes the earth cover to lift,
d&-ading the blast to some degree, but releasing substantial blast with the
po...itial to cause problems.

In 1982 the White Engineering Associates made airblast and ground shock
measurements from a series of typical DFMIL events at the MacAlester Army
Ammunition Plant in Oklahoma. Measurements were made close in and out to a
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distance of 17 km in all four compass quadrants. They derived an eouation
frnm the data and established a maximum probable pressure-distance
relationship. Figure 12 is a plot of that relationohip for 1 kg and for 227
kg (500 lbs.), the amount of explosives frequently detonated in a DEMIL. event.
There are indications that all DEMIL operations are no'c conducted with the
same degree of care. The most unfavorable condition would be no buriai at all
and no pit. If that were the case the charge weight would effectively be
doubled and the relationship in Figure 5 would apply.

Blast/Structure Interaction

The blast/structure interaction is very difficult to define in the low
pressure region. The blast from distant explosions is likely to be refracted
downward by the atmosphere to strike the roof and walls of the structure at
undefined angles, and the original sharp shock front has more than likely been
degraded to some form of a compressional wave. One must de~l with a structure
in a pressure "environment" rather than attempt to determine loading on the
different surfaces of a structute. Damage will have to be inferred from the
pressure environment.

A structure responding to the blast environment deforms in a complex
manner that depends on many factors that will not be available to the claim
reviewer. Experiments by Siskind et al. [5), showed that the measured
frequencies of residential structure3 and their midwalls were between 4 and
11, and 11 and 26 Hz respectively. Small explcsive yields will have greater
effect on midwalls than on the more massive structural sections. The miduill
response is responsible for pictures being knocked from walls and knickknacks
toppling from shelves. Siskind relates peak overpressure to midwall velocity
and shows that at very weak pressures, <69 Pa (.01 psi), midwall velocities
can exceed 51 mm/s (2 in/a). This can produce an acceleration of .5 g's which
is sufficient to cause noticeable rattling. Precariously placed items could
be knocked from shelves at this "g" level.

Airblast Damage Criteria

The low pressure region in which residential homes may experience light
damage has not been of interest to the military, hence there is virtually no
military data 1'ase from which to draw. However, in the early 1960's, the FAA
was interested in the effects of a "sonic boom," which would be generated by
the proposed flying of a supersonic transport (SST) across the country. The
sonic boot pressure pulse is a low magnitude pulse with a duration of tend of
milliseconds and, in that respect, it is not unlike the blast problems of
interest here. In those experiments, residential homes were instrumented with
transducers for the measurement of structural respense to the pressure field
imposed by a number of aircraft flying at supersonic speeds. The
FAA-sponsored experiments concluded that it was improbabli that a 144.7 Pa
(.021 psi, or 137 db) pressure pulse would cause even slight damage to a
residential. type structure [6]. The reference, authored by Wiggins,
summarizes much of the FAA-sponsored work and contains a chart showing minor
and major damage that could be expected at various pressure levels. Table I
is a reproduction of that chart with the pressure values converted from psf to
Pa. While the FAA experiments included aircraft of various weights flown at
different Mach numbers to vary tne duration of the pressure pulse, the
conclusion by Wiggins does not associate the damage level with the duration of
the pressure wave.
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In 1980, Siskind et al. [7] conducted experiments to det-rmine the
response of structure to ground vibration and atrblast from surface m.,,ing.
They link damage to residential homes to the type of home and the frequency
content of th? blast wave. With due consideration given to structural
response and frequency content of the blast wave, he suggests that at a scaled

distance equal to .32 km/kg1/ 3 , there should be no damage, if no consideration
is given to amplification by atmospheric conditions. This equates to 187 Pa
(.027 psi) which is consistent with the results of the "sonic boom" study.

The damage threshold criteria currently used in claim evaluations is 138
Pa (.02 psi). This value to 20 Pa less than the minimum value shown in Table
1. The lower value is an adjustment to account for structures that are
subjected to repeated blasts and for those with sub-standard design or
construct'ion.

Typical Damage Claims

Most claim files will state that explosions caused some type of light
damage such as broken windows, cracked plaster or knickknacks broken when
knocked from shelvts. This type of damage is wh.t one would expect from low
pressure blast. Many claims, however, will seek payment for concrete sl-bs
and masonry basement walls. Often the claimant hears the blast, hears a
picture or knickknack fall and then looks for further damage. He then finds
cracks In masonry and thinks the blast caused that as well.

Claims of damage are frequently received from owners of mobile homes.
Ofteýn these homes are made seti-permanent by supporting them with concrete or
cindir blocks. These are inadequate supports in many cases because too few
are Lsed, placing excessive or uneven loads on them. In time, uneven
settlement causes stresses to build to the point that paint may Click or even
a window may crack. A low level blast may well trigger damage if the
structure is already in a high state if stress.

This prestressing of a structure is not unique to mobile homes. Files
will show that homes of high value often have cracked foundations which will
cause misalignment of the structure to the extent that doors will not properly
close or windows become stuck. Photographs, often furnished with a claim
file, will at times show downspouts that empty directly to the soil in close
proximity to the area of d cracked foundation. More than likely the localized
high moisture content of the soil, coupled with freeze and thaw cycles caused
tne foundation to crack. It would be most unusual for one to evaluate a claim
wtiere airblast or ground motion would be high enough to damage a foundation.
Such a claim would also show substantial above ground damage. It is not
uncommon to review a claim where the government is blamed for causing below
grade foundation damage, but no window breakage or damage to objects being
knocked from shelves. This would be an obvious case of foundation damage that
is not related to explosive activity.

Ground Shock

The claim file will often state that damage was caused ;y ground shock,
but rarely will one encounter a legitimate ground shock claim. Wiggins [61
describes results of ionic boom experiments showing the ground shock developed
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by the sonic boom pulse striking the earth aid concludes that airbiast induced
ground shock is negligible. An extrapolation of the referenced data shows
that 137 Pa (.02 psi) blast would cause only .46 a (.018 in;s) particle
velocity in tue earth. Humans can detect movement at velocities as low as .25
r//s (.01 in/*) so they may sense the motion but it is not the damage
mecnanism. The Bureau of Mines (11 reports that earth particle velocities
less than 50.8 mm/s (2 In/*) will not cause damage. For the types of
explosions of interest here, those not completely confined, airblast effect
will override the ground shock effects unless the charge is heavily confined
and close to the structure.

Summary

Figure 13 Is a plot showing the distance at which damage could be expected
from typical ordnance activities on a day when meteorological effects would
provide a maximum Incredse in pressure. Such days are rare, but possible.
The plot for the 15S -m muzzle blast is the maximum muzzle blest plot shown on
Figure 11. The 8" muzzle blast plot is scaled from that. Muzzle blast from
the 8" howitzer could shake items from 3helvps in houses that are 7 km
distant. The blast from a 155 = HE round could do the same at the same
distance. Structures more distant than 5 km from gun firings, impact areas,
or properly executed DEMIL events would not expect structural damage. It
should be noted that normal testing events, following established procedures
will rarely cause structural damage to distant structures and that firings can
continue without incidence on days when meteorological conditions do not
enhance pressure.

""•This paper recommends afe from damage*distances for typical military
blast-producing events Your criticism of these distances and your
recommendations for i ved damage criteria is invited. The Army wants to be
fair to its neighbors an it wants iust and defensible criteria.
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Table 1. Maximum Safe Predicted Peak Overpressures for
Representative Building Materials and Bric-a-lrac Other than Glass

WHITE SANDS
MATERIAL MINOR MAOR

INTERIOR WALLS AND CEILINGS pa pa&
-------------- ----

PLASTER O WOOD LATH .................... 158 620

PLASTER ON GYPLATH . . . . .... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 358 765

PLASTER ON EXPANDED METAL LATH. .. • • . • .... . 765 765

PLASTER ON CONCREBTE BLOCKR • LC..•......•• ..... 765 765

GYPSUM BOARD (NEW) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 765 765

GYPSUM BOARD (OLD) . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213 765

NAIL POPPING (NEW) e . . . . .. ........ ..... 255 765

BATHROOM TILE (OLD) . ........ ..•. ... • 213 406

DAMAGED SUSPENDED CEILING (NEW) . .... .. . . . 186 765

STUCCO (NEW) . . . . . . . 234 765

------------------------------------------------------------- -

BRIC-A-BRAC

EXTREMELY PRECARIOUSLY PLACED OR UNSTABLE ITEMS . . . . . . . . N/A 144

NORMALLY STABLE OR PLACED ITEMS ........ .... .... N/A 26,

MISCELLANEOUS
- ----------------------------------------------------------

BRICK CRACKED .... ... . ................. 896 NA/A

GLASS DOOR LOOSENED ...................... 896 W/A

TWISTED MULLIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 417 N/A

POPPED MOLDING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 896 N/A
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6

STATIC CHARGE FIRINGS - ABOVE GROUND FOE. RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION

DEMIL OLD EXPLOSIVES I4 A PIT AND COVERED WITH EARTH

DF14OLITION - DESTRUCTION OF TOWERS, BRIDGE SUPPORTS, ETC. (OFF RESEtRVATION)

TANK GUNS - 105 14M AND 120 !M4 GUNS (MUZZLE BLAST, HE AND BALLISTIC SHOCK)

ARTILLERY - 105 MM1, 155 H4 AND 8 IN. HOWITZERS (MUZZLE BLAST, HE AND BW..LISTIC

SHOCK WITH SELECTED SCENARIOS.)

FIGURE 1. MILITARY ACTIVITIES PRODUCING BLAST WAVES
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COMPLAINT OF DAMAGE STRUCTURE IS INSPECTED

RECEIVED BY ARMY BY THE AGENCY RECEIVING

ACENCY (ALL STATES) COMPLAINT

AGENCY DECISION AGENCY EVALUATES

TO PAY OR DENY DAMAGE WITH RESPECT

CLAIM TO FIPING ACTIVITY

PAY DENY

CLAIM GOES THROUGH BALLISTIC

SJA AT FORT MEADE RESEARCH LAB (APG)

t
FORT MEADE EVALUATION

FIGURE 2. COMPLAINt PROCEDURE
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OBJECTS FALLING FROM SHELVES

MIRRORS AND PICTURES FALLING FROM WALLS

PAINT FLAKING

NAIL POPPING

DAMAGED SEALS IN THERMOPANE DOORS/WINDOWS

BATHROOM TILE

WINDOWS

BRICKWORK

FOUNDATIONS AND FOOTINGS

STRUCTURE MISALIGNMENT

PATIO/WALKS/SLABS

SWIMMING POOLS

WELLS

FIGURE 3. SPECTRUM OF TAk4AGE CLAIMS
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BLAST ANALYtSIS AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF CONTROL ROOMS

FOR THE ROCKET ENGINE TEST FACILITY AT NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER

Richard C. Dove and Sam A. Kigers

() U.S. Amy Engineer Waterways Experiment Statiun

Vieksburg, Mississippi

. ABSTRACT:

In support of plans to add a second control room to the Rocket Engine Test

( Facility at NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH, the existing control

room wa- analyzed to determine the most severe accidental explosion it could

safely withstand. This potential acident was used as the design threat to

develop a preliminary design for the now control room The analysis and

design calculations were based on procedures from the'Army Teoh.aical Manual TM

5-1300/NAVFAC P-397/AFM 88-22, "Structures toReisit the Effects of Accidental

Explosions," and the computer proogra-C•ARCS, which automates some of the

procedures in the manual.*o- evaluate the degree of conservatism in the

analysis, experimental data with charge weights and structural dimensions

similar to the )ontrl roaom's were selected and analyzed. Results Indicate

that the oxisting room will safely withetand an explosion equivalent to

1,000 lb of TNT detonated at the rocket test stand 20 ft away. To survive the

same accident, the new control room (to be consmructed on top of the old one)

should have 1-ft-thick walls (existing walls are 2 ft thick) with 0.33-percent

reinforcement (existing walls have 1.55 percent.). Comparison of data with

analysis indicates that an accidental explosion equivalent to approximately

1,800 lb of TNT will cause unacceptable damage to tnle control room This

analysis results in a much more economical design for the new contrbl room

than would have been achieved by constructing a new room identical to the old

control room. Also, comparing results of this analysis procedure with data

provided a good estimatp of safe operating criteria and the maximum capacity

for the control rooms.
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;NTROOUCT100:

In June 1985, the NASA Lewis Research Center began preliminary enginee:'ing

design work on the expansion or their Rocket Engine Teat Facility. One option

for this expansion is the construction o. an additional oontrol room on top or

the existing control room. Peoause of the proximity of the control rooms to

potentially high-explosive materials, it was decided that the existing control

room should be analyzed to determine its blast resistance. It was aso
decided that the proposed addittona3 room be designed with a compatible blast

resistance. NASA requested that the USAE Waterways Experiment Station (WES)

support this effort by providing a blast response analysis of the existing

control room and preliminary design r',oommendations for the proposed

additional control room.

SCOPE:

An analysis of the existing control room was accomplished using the

"Computer Program for Optimum Non' inear Dynamic Design of Reinforced Concrete

Slabs under Blast Loading" (CBARCS). This code was developed under the

sponsorship of the Office, Chief or gineers (OCE), US Army, as a part of the

Computer-Aided Structural Engineering (CASE) Projeot, and is available at the

National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA (Reference 1). Only

the wall directly racing the potential explosion position was analyzed, and

si .ce the penetrations in this wall were less than 5 percent of the wall area,

they were ignored. Enhancement of the reflected blast loading due to the

floor and wa'.ls of the test chamber adjacent to the control room was Mnoluded

in the analysis. The analysis determined the response of the wall under

various amourls of high explosive (HE) (TNT equivalent).

To evaluate the safety of the existing control room, data from recent

experimental concrete slabs loaded by explosives undcr conditions similar to

the existing and proposed control-room walls were examined. The.e data formed

a basis for judgment as to the conservatism of the analysis procedures used

The design of the additional control room was also accomplished using the

CBARCS program. Again, the wall facing the potential explosion p.'sition was

considered the critical structural element. The CBARCS program optimization

feature was used to iterate to a concrete thickness and a steel percentage

which resulted in the most cost-effective structure. The explosiýrn position

was simplified by making the*-conservative assumption tVat the explosion took

place at the elevstion of the wall.
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ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CONTROL ROOM:

The existing control-room wall was analyzed using the CBARCS program.

This program ,tses yield line theory to analyze concrete slabs under higa1-

explosive blast loads. The structwe is idealized as a single-degree-of-

freedom modal. The program is consistent with the Army Technical Manual

TM 5-1300, "Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions"

(Reference 2) and allows for the consideration of various slab edgo

conditions, penetrations, explosive types, explosive confinement, and

reflection loading. It should be noted thdt this program is to be used for

preliminary design and analysis only. Final design and analysis, including

reinforcing details, should be in accordance with TM 5-1300.

Figure 1 shows the wall configuration and explosion position input into

the CBARCS program for the existing control-room wall. The prugram output is

shown in Appendix A. Results from different explosive weights indicate that a

small increase in charge weight can result in a disproportionately greater

increase in the corresponding wall deflection. Figure 2 shows this

relationship and shows the charge weight which corresponds to various degrees

of structural damage, i.e., in. of deflection.

TM 5-1300 indicates that a concrete slab without laced reinforcing is

considered to fail at a 2-degree support rotation to avoid buckling of

compressive steel. According to the CBARCS program, this amount of rotation

takes place under an explosive load of 900 lb of TNT and is equivalent to

0.70-in. deflection. However, TM 5-1300 also states in Chapter 6,

Section 6-2, that a category-1 protection wall for personnel protection is

allowed a support rotation of 5 degrees for laced reinforcement. Past

experience at WES has shown that a concrete slab reinforced with cohventional

shear stirrups can sustain a support rotation of at least 5 degrees without

failure. This does not prove that the control-room wall in question could

rotate 5 degrees without failure, but it does point out the relative

conservatism of the 2-degree rotation criteria.
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COMPARISON OF ANALYSIS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The safety of the CBARCS analysis of the existing control-room wall can be

evaluated by using data frcm a recent series of experiments conducted by l

Mr. Mark McVay at WES. The purpose of these tests was to evaluate different

antispalling schemes for a concrete wall loaded by a cased TNT charge. Two of

the experiments closely simulate the conditions of the existing control-room

wall.

The first experiment was conducted at a scale of 1/2.8 of the control-room

wall, This scales up to a 24-in.-thick wall loaded by a cased charge of

444 lb of TNT at a range of 14.12 ft (Figure 3). The flexural steel ratio was

0.25 percent with a steel strength of 60,000 psi and a concrete strength of

5,200 psi. Shear resistance was provided by 0.152 in. per linear ft of

60,000-psi shear steel. This is comparable to the control-room wall with a

thickness of 24 in. and a steel ratio of 1.55 (considerably more than the 0.25

ratio in the test slab) with a steel strength of 40,000 psi and a concrete

strength of 3,000 psi. Shear steel consisted of 0.40 sq in. per linear ft,

40,000-psi steel for the control room. To judge the conservatism of the

CBARCS program, the program was used to analyze the experimental wall

(Appendix B). This analysis will be directly compared to the experimental

results.

The pressure history as measured at the bottom of the experimental wall is

shown in Figure 4. The total effective impulse calculated by CBARCS was

792.64 psi-msec, while the scaled impulse from the experimental wall, measured

at the position closest to the explosion, was 1,288 psi-msec. Because the

control-room wall has a natural period of 30.4 msec, the wall is impulse

sensitive; therefore, the loading by CBARCS is comparable to that of the

experiment. It should be noted that the CBARCS program applies a uniform

loading function over the entire surface of the wall. In the experimental

case, the pressure was seen to attenuate substantially at increasing distances

away from the source of the explosion. This indicates that CBARCS makes a

conservative estimate of the loading function. The CBARCS structural response

calculations are also shown to be conservative when the program predicts that

the experimental wall should fail in flexure, with a support rotation of

2.3 degrees. The data from the experiment shows that there was essentially no

damage to the wall (Figure 5).
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The second experiment was conducted at a scale of 1/4.47 of the control-

room wall. This scales up to a 24-in.-thick wall loaded by a charge of

1,755 lb of TNT at a -ange of 22.32 ft (Figure 6). The flexural steel ratio

was 0.25 percent with a steel strength of 60,000 psi and a concrete strength

of 4,000 psi. Shear Pteel consisted of 0.24 sq in. per linear ft, 60,000-psi

steel. The CBARCS program was again used to analyze the experimental wall.

This analysis showed that the wall collapsed with a support rotation of

12 degrees (Appendix C). The results of the experimental test were moderate

damage and flexural response oorresponding to approximately a 1.2-degree

support rotation (Figure 7).

The final conclusion as to the capacity of the existing control-room wall

is based on the CBARCS analysis and experimental data. The CBARCS program

Indicates that the control-room wall will withstand 900 lb of TNT before it

will fail in flexure. However, when shear is checked as per TM 5-1300, the

shear steel required is greater than that which exists in the wall. The

experimental data indicate otherwise. In both experiments, the shear steel

present was less than that in the control-room wall, yet diagonal shear

failure did not occur. This supports a perception widely held by WES

experimenters that the problem of shear failure is overestimated in TM 5-1300

and other similar blast-design manuals. Also, a comparison of the flexural

response predicted by CBARCS for the experimental walls and the actual

response of these walls shows the extreme conservatism present in the CBARCS

program (Figure 8). Therefore, it is recommended that based on the

experimental data the capacity of the existing control-room wall be considered

to be 1,000 lb of TNT.

DESIGN OF ADDITIONAL CONTROL ROOM:

The design of the additional control room was simplified by considering

only the wall facing the potential explosive (Figura 9). This wall was

designed using the CBARCS program and TM 5-1300. Tne structural optimization

feature of the CBARCS program was used to develop the least-cost wall to

resist the given load. A detailed explanation of the optimization feature can

be found in the CBARCS User's Guide (Reference 1). Briefly, the program takes

an assumed cost for steel and concrete; sets up a cost function; and with an

assumed starting point, increments the design variables until a minimum cost

is obt,ýined.
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The CBARCS program's input and output can be seen in Appendix D. A

concrete strength of 4,000 psi Pnd a steel strength of 60,000 psi was used.

No laced shear reinforcement was assumed; therefore, the 2-degree support
rotation failure criteria was used. In the first computer run, 1,000 lb of

TNT was assumed to explode at the elevation of the wall with no floor or wall

reflections. The wall was assumed to be fixed at all eupports. This resulted

in the computer iterating down to the minimum wall thickness of 12 in. and the

minimum steel ratio allowed by the program and recommended by TM 5-1300.

With these resulh*s, it was decided that a more economical design may be

possible. The preliminary design of the proposed control room assumed that

the wall facing the explosion hazard was tied into a floor slab to be

constructed on top of the existing control room. This would mean that the

roof of the existing control room and the new slab would have a combined

thickness of 3 ft of concrete. This is grossly overdesigned. If the existing

roof could be used as the proposed floor, a cost savings would result. There

is, however, no economical way to make a moment-transferring connection

between the proposed wall and the existing control room. This means that the

bottom of the proposed wall must be treated as a pinned connection or as a

free edge, if we are going to do away with the floor slab.

The CBARCS design program was rerun, assuming that the bottom was a free

edge (Appendix E). Again, the concrete strength was 4,000 psi, and a steel

strength of 60,000 psi was used. This resulted in a design which required a

'12-in.-thick wall with a vertical and horizontal flexural steel requirement of

0.33 percent on both sides. These are r.early the same requirements as for the

fixed-edge case above. In the actual design, it is recommended that shear

studs be provided to connect the proposed wall to the existing control room,

providing a pinned connection at that point. These shear studs must be able

to resist a shear of 13,100 lb per linear ft as per the shear present at the

bottom support in the fixed-edge computer run. Shear stud requirements are

dependent upon the stud layout and geometry chosen by the designers. However,

examination of the literature shows that a reasonable shear stud design is

possible for this loading. Diagonal shear reinforcement in the wall slab must

be provided at 0.22 sq in. per linear ft in both directions, with a minimum

spacing of 12 in. In this way, a safe design can be assured even though the

actual pinned condition falls somewhere between the fixed- and free-edge

conditions which were directly analyzed.
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CONCLUSION:

The analysis of the existing control-room wall using the CBARCS program

and TM 5-1300 resulted in a safe design load of 900 lb of TNT equivalent at a

range of 20 ft. This is a conservative estimate due to the 2-degree support

rotation requirement for unlaced concrete slabs and the conservatism of the

CBARCS program. This conservatism is exemplified by a recent experiment where

reinforced concrete walls under roughly comparable conditions showed no damage

after testing. Also, reinforcec. concrete walls tested under much more severe

conditions exhibited moderate damaga and indicated a maximum allowable amount

of explosive corresponding to about 1,800 lb of TNT at a range of 20 ft. The

experiments in question did not model the enhancement of the blast loading due

to reflection from adjacent walls; howevar, the moderate damage which resulted

allows us to recommend that a load of 1,000 lb of TNT should be considered the

capacity of the existing control-room wall.

Design calculations for the proposed additional control room using

1,000 lb of TNT equivalent indicated a required wall thickness of 12 in. with

a flexural requirement of 0.33-percent steel vertically and horizontally on

each side. The concrete strength was 4,000 psi, and the steel yield strength

was 60,000 psi with 3 in. of cover concrete. Shear stirrups are required at

0.22 sq in. per linear ft with a minimum spacing of 12 in. Shear studs are

required to tie the proposed control room into the existing concrete. The

studs must resist a shear force of 13,100 lb per linear ft.
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Figure 1. Wall and explosive position input into CBARCS for existing control-
room wall.
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Figure 5. Posttest damage to inside of test 4all, Experiment 1.
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Figure 7. Poattest damage to inside of te~st wall, Experiment 2.
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Figure 8. Comparison of CBARCS calculated def'lection to experimental data.
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Figure 9. Wall and explosive position input into CBARCS for proposed control-
room wall.
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INTRODUCTION

Historical records of explosion effects demnstrate that blast-

propelled glass fragments from failed windows are often a major cause of
itiuries from explosions. Also, failed '.lAdow &lasing often leads to
add~tional injuries as blast pressure can enter interior building spaces

and subject personnel to high pressure j.tting, xncident overpressure,

secondary debris impact and thronm body impact. These risks are height-

ened in modern facilities, which often have large areas of glass.

Guiaelines are prehented for the design, evaluation, and certifica-

tion .f fixed or non-openable windows to survive saiety a prescribed

blast environment described by a triangulat-shaped pressure-time curve.

Window designs usin3 monolithic (unlaminated) thermally tempered glass

based on tVeje guidelines can be expected to provide a probability of

faiiure equivalent to that provided by current safety standards for

afely resisting wind lais .

The 3uidelines are prelehtei in the form of load criteria for the

design of both the glass panes and framing system otr the window. The

criteria account for both bending and membrane stresses and their effect

on maximum principal stresses and the nonlinear behavior of glass panes.

The criteria cover a broad range of design parameters for rectangular-

sbhped glasa.pane.. Design charts are presented for monolithic thermally

tempered glazing with blast overpressure capacity up to 100 psi, at.

aspect ratio 1.00 1 a/b 1 4.00, pane area 1.0 S ab S 25 ftW, and nominal

glass thickness 1/4 S t 1 3/4 inches. An alternate method for blast

capacity evaluation by calculation is also presented. This can be nsed

to evaluate blast capacity of glass when interpolation between charts is

unadvisable, when design parameters are outside the limits of the chart

values, and to calculate resound loads. Presently, the design criteria

are for blast-resistant windows with thermally treated, monolithic

tempered glass. Further r-search is requireO to extend these design

criteria to laminaeed tempered glass.
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BACKGROUND

The design criteria cover monolithic thermally tempered glass

meeting the requirements of Federal Specifications DD-G-1403B and

DD-G-451d. Additionally, thermally tempered glass is required to meet

the minimum fragment weight requirements of ANSI Z97.1-1984,

Section 5.1.3(2).

Annealed glass is the most common form of glass available today.

Depending upon manufact-iring techniques, it is also known as plate,

float or sheet glass. Puring manufacture, it is cooled slowly. The

prncess results in vert little, if any, residual compressive surface

stress. Consequently, annealed glass is of relatively low strength when

compared to tempered glass. Furthermore, it has large variations in

strength and fractures into dagger-shaped, razor-sharp fragments. For

these reasons, annealed glass is not recommended for use in blast-resis-

tant windows.

Thermally tempered glass is the most readily available tempered

.glass on the market. It is manufactured from annealed glass by heating

to a high uniform temperature and then applying controlled, rapid cooling.

As the internal temperature profile relaxes towards uniformity, internal

stresses are created. The outer layers, which cool and contract first,

are set in compression, while internal layers are set in tension. As it

is rare for fla.s,'which act as stress magnifiers, to exist in the

interior of terpered glass sheets, the internal tensile stress is of

relatively minimal consequence. As failure originates from tensile

stresses exciting surface flaws in the glass, precompression permits a

larger load to be carried before the net tensile strength of the tem-

pered glass pane is exceeded. Thermally tempered glass is typically

four to five times stronger than annealed glass.

The fracture characteristics of tempered glass are superior to

those of annealed glass. Due to the high strain energy stored by the

prestress, tempered glass will eventually fracture into small cube-shaped

fragments instead of the razor-sharp, dagger-shaped fragments associated

-annealed glass. Breakage patterns of side and rear windows in American

automobiles are a good example of the failure mode of thermally or

heat-treated tempered glass.
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Semi.-tempered glass is often marketed as safety or heat-treated

glass. However, it exhibits neither the dicing characteristic upon

breakage nor the higher tensile strength associated with fully tempered

glass. Semi-tempered glass is not recommended for blast-resistant

windows.

Another common glazing material -s wire-reinforced glass, annealed

glass with an embedded layer of wire mesh. Its only use is as a fire-

resistant barrier. Wire glass has the fracture and low strength charac-

teristics of annealed glass and, although the wire binds fragments, it

contributes metal fragments as an additional hazard. Wire glass is

never recommended for blast-resistant windows.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR GLAZING

Specificd Glazing

The design of blast-resistant windows is currently restricted to

heat-treated, fully-tempered glass in fixed or non-openable frames

meeting both Federal Specification DD-G-1403B and ANSI Z97.1-1984.

Tempered glass mi..'ting only DD-G-1403B may possess a surface precompres-

sion of only 10,000 psi. At this level of precompression, the fracture

pattern is similar to annealed and semi-tempered glass. Tempered glass

meeting the minimum fragment specifications of ANSI Z97.1-1984 (Section

5.1.3(2)) has a higher surface precompression level and tensile strength

which improves the capacity of blast-resistant windows. Additionally,

failure results in smaller, cubical-shaped fragments.

Although thermally tempered glass exhibits the safest failure mode

of an,- glass, failure under blast loading still presents a significant

health hazard. Results from blast tests reveal that upon fracture,

tempered glass fragments may be propelled in cohesive clumps that only

fragment upon impact into smaller rock-salt-shaped fragments. Even if

the tempered glass breaks up initially into small fragments, sufficient

blast pressure can propel the fragments at a high enough velocity to

constitute a severe danger. Because of the high likelihood of multiple

edge and corner impacts by fragments of tempered glass, biomedical
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experts warn that the 58-ft-lb criterion for acceptable fragments should

not be applied. Because of these fragment dangers, blast-resistant

glazing should be designed to survive with high probability its design

threat.

Design Stresses

The design stress, the maximum principal surface tensile stress

allowed for the glazing, fu' is set at 16,000 psi. This correlates with

a probability of failure equal to or less than 0.001.

The design stress for blast-resistant glazing is slightly higher

than that commonly used in the design for 1-minute Vind loads. However,

this is justified on the basis of the short high stress duration (always

considerably less than 1 second) experienced by the glazing, This

beneficial effect of less ceramic fatigue has been confirmed by recent

testing by the National Research Council of Canada.

Dynamic Response to Blast Load

An analytical model was used to predict the blast load capacity of

monolithic (single sheet) tempered glazing. Characteristic parameters

of the model are illustrated in Figure 1.

The glazing is-a rectangular, fully thermally tempered glass plate

having a long dimension, a; a short dimension, b; a thickness, t; a

poisson ratio, v = 0.22; and an elastic modulus, E = 10,000,000 psi.

The plate is simply supported along all four edges, with no in-plane or

rotational restraints at the edges in accordance with observed window

edge conditions. The stiffness of the supporting frame members is

assumed to be infinite relative to the pane. Recent static and blast

load tests indicate that the design allowable frame member deflections

of 1/264th of the span will not significantly reduce pane resistance

from that predicted for an infinitely stiff frame.

The blast pressure loading is described by a peak triangular-shaped

overpressure-time curve as shown in Figure lb. The blast pressure rises

instantaneously to a peak blast overpressure, B, and then decays linearly
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with a blast pressure duration, T. The pressure is assumed to be uniformly

distributed over the surface of the plate and applied normal to the

plate.

The resistance function r(X) (static uniform load, r, as a function

of center deflection, X) for the plate accounts for both bending and

membrane stiffness. The effects of membrane stresses produce nonlinear

stiffening of the resistance function as illustrated in Figure 1c. The

design deflection, Xu, is defined as the center deflection where the

maximum principal tensile stress at any point in the glass first reaches

the design stress, fu' of 16,000 psi. Typically, as the deflection of

the pane exceeds a third of its thickness, the points of maximum stress

will migrate from the center of the pane towards the corners.

The model uses a single-degree-of-freedom system to simulate the

dynamic response of the plate, as shown in Figure ld. To be conservative,

no damping of tte window pane is assumed. The applied blast load, B(t),

is shown in Figure lb. The resistance function, r(X), is shown in

Figure Ic. Given the design parameters for the glazing, the design

stress, f , and the blast load duration, T, the model calculates ihe
u

peak blast pressure, B, required to exceed the piescribed probability of

failure of 0.001. The model also resLricts the center deflection to no

more than ten times the glazing thickness. This restricts solutions to

the valid range of the Von Karmen plate equations used to develop the

resistance function. for the glazing while also preventing edge disengage-

ment of the glass lite.

Design Charts

Charts are presented in Figures 2 through 22 for both the design

and evaluation of glazing to survive safely a prescribed blast loading

with a probability of failure no greater than 0.001. The charts relate

the peak blast overpressure capacity, B, of thermally tempered glazing

to all combinations of the following design parameters: a/b = 1.00,

1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 3.00, and 4.00; 1.00 ý ab ý 25 ft 2 ; 12 :

b 5 60 inches; 2 5 T 1 1,000 msec; and t = 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, and

3/4 inch (nominal). Thermally tempered glass up to 3/4 inch thick can

be easily purchased in the United States. Thicknesses greater Lhan
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3/4 inch can only be obtained by lamination. Research and blast load

testing are required to develop design curves with confidence for lami-

nated glass.

Each chart has a series of curves. Each curve corresponds to the

pane dimension shown to the right of the curve. Adjacent to the pane

dimension is the value of B (peak blast overpressure capacity) corre-

sponding to T = 1,000 msec. The posted value of B is intended to reduce

errors when interpolating between curves.

The charts are based on the minimum thickness of fabricated glass

allowed by Federal Specification DD-G-451d. However, the nominal thick-

ness should always be used in conjunction with the charts, i.e.,

t = 1/4 inch instead of the possible minimum thickness of 0.219 inch

used in design. The third column of Table 2 reports the minimum design

thickness used in place of the nominal thickness. The charts are created

by numerically integrating the equations of motion of a single-degree-of-

freedom system as modeled in Figurt ld. A Wilson-Theta technique was

employed with a time step correspoading to no greater than 1/25th of
each of the five increasing linear resistances used to model the actual

resistance function.

Alternate Design Procedure

The following design procedure can be used to evaluate design blast
capacity, B, of monolithic tempered glass when interpolation between

charts is unadvisable, when design parameters are outside the range of

parameters i.4 the design charts, or when calctlating rebound loads. By

iterating on trial pane sizes, this procedure can also be used for

design. It is recommended that the design charts be used to make an

initial guess at the glass thickness. The procedure also calculate the

parameters required for rebousd calculations.

This section imparts how to calculate design resistance, r u, design

deflectioL, Xu, the effective elastic static resistance of a equivalent

liniear responding pane, reff, effective pane stiffness, Ke, and the

fundamental period of vibration, T . With these parameters calculated,

the presented response charts can be used to calculate dynamic response
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under blast load and design blast 'capacity. Table 6 reports the funda-

mental period of vibration, Tni and Equation 7 reports the effective

elamtic static resistance, reff, for most dimensions of glass panes. In

gwny cases, especially if interpolating between design charts, these

values can be read directly froi their respective tables. The single

equation in Step 10 of the Alternate Design Procedure can then be used

directly to compute blast overpressure capacity, B.

Step 1. Calculate whether the glass pane will beLave as a linearly

responding plate under its design load.* If the ratio of the short side

of the pane, b, to its actual or design (not nominal) thickness is less

than the maximum in the second column of Table 3, then simple formulas

can be ured to calculate the parameters needed to enter the dynamic

response charts. Only glass panes of the encompassed dimensions and

thicknesses above and to the left of the stepped line in Table 1 will

qualify. If the glass pane has a b/t ratio less than that specified in

Table 3, the glass will behave in a nonlinear manner with membrane

stresses induced by straining of the neutral plane or axis of the plate.

Proceed to steps 2 through 9 for a simplified procedure for calculating

Aey parameters of this nonlinear plate behavior.

For glass panes qualifying as behaving with a linear response, the

following formula can be used.

For a lineraly. behaving pane, both the design static and the effective

elastic static design resistance, reft, is defined as:

rff : r = Cr(t/b) 2 , psi (1a)
eu r

The design center deflection of the pane can be calculated as:

2= CD b2 /t) (1b)

The coefficients for computing the effective design resistance, Cr,

and the design center deflection, CD, are listed in Table 3.

The fundamental period of vibration for the pane is calculated as:
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T n CT(b 2 /t) (2)

Coefficient CT is reported in the last column of Table 3. With

these parameters calculated,.proceed to step 10 to enter the dynamic

response charts to calculate blast capacity.

Ste• 2. For nonlinear behaving glass panes with a b/t ratio greater

than specified in the second column of Table 3, calculate the nondimen-

sional desi8r stress, SN, as:

S 0.0183(b/t) 2  (3)

where: b = short span of the glass measured between center lines of
the gaskets, inches

t = actual thickness of the glass in inches. The measured or
design thickness should be used rather than the nominal
thickness. Table 2 presents the design thicknesbes.

For values of a/b greater than 4, use a/b = 4.

Step 3. Enter Figure 23 with the value of SND and a/b. Read the
nondimensional design load, L•.

Step 4. Calculate the static design resistance, rU, as:

ru = 876,000(LN) Ct/b) , psi (4)

This value should be used in all frame design calculations. However,

the effective static design resistance, r eff, aefined in Step 7, should

be used for rebound design.

Step 5. Enter Figure 24 with a/b arl the value of LND and read the

nondimensional deflection X/t. The nondimensional deflection, X/t,

shall not exceed 10. If X/t exceeds 10, use the v~lue of LND corresponding

to X/t of 10 to recalculate ru using Figure 23.
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Step 6. Calculate the design center deflection of the glass pane,

as:

X (X/t) t, inches (5)

Step 7. Calculate the effective elastic static design resistance,

reff, of an equivalent linearly responding pane as:

reff 0. 4 (r + r 2  r 3 + r4 + 0.5 re), psi (6)

where: r 1 = resistance at 0.2 Xu

r2 = resistance at 0.4 XU

r = resistance at 0.6 X

r3 = resistance at 0. Xu
r4= resistance at 0.8XU

r = resistance at Xu (ru obtained from Step 4)

X = valuc obtained from step 6

Figures 24 and 23 should be used to calculate r 1 through r 4 . The equiva-

lent static design load is the resistance that a linear responding plate
would exhibit with the same strain energy as the actual nonlinear behaving

plate at the design, center deflection, Xu. It is always less than the
u

desigu static resistance, ru. By employing a linear equivalent system

for dynamice analysis, the linear response charts can be used with

reasonable accuracy.

Step B. Calculate effective stiffness, KE, as:

K = ref/X, psi/in (7)

Step 9. Calculate the fundamental period of vibration of the

glazing, Tn, as:
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T *2n

where K, is the load mass factor of the glass:

K 0.63 + 0.16(a/b- 1) 1 S aib S 2

0.79 a/b 9 2

The unit mass of the- glass, a, is:

2 3m = 233 t, lb-ms /in

Step 10. Enter the dynamic response chart in Figure 25a (identical

with Figure 3-49 of Volume No. 1 of NAVAC P-397 draft) with the ratio

of the effective duration of the blast load to the fundamental period of

vibration of the glass pane, T/T . Read the dynamic load factor, DF,

which is the ratio of the maximum stress produced by the dynamic peak

blast pressure to the maximum stress from a statically applied peak

pressure. The blast overpressure capacity, B, of the glass pane can be

.defined as:

B = reff/DLF (9)

For T/T ratios greater than 10, set D to 2. For ratios less
n Ithan 0.05, set DI, to 0.3.

REQUIRED DESIGI CRITERIA FOR FRAME

Sealants, Gaskets, and Beads

All gaskets or beads are required to be at least 3/8 inch wide with
a Shore "A" durometer hardness of 50 and conform to ASTh. Specification

C509-84 (Cellular Elastomeric Preformed Gasket and Sealing Material>.

The bead and sealant are required to form a weatherproof seal.
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Glazint Setting

Minimam frame edike clearances, face clearance:, and bite (illustrated

in Figure 26) are specified in Table 3.

Frame Loads

The window frame must develcp the static design strength1 of the

glass pane, ru, given in Table 1. Otherwise, the design is inconsistent

with frame assumptions, and the peqk blast pressure capacity of the

window assemblies predicted from Figures 2 through 22 will produce a

failure rate in excess of the prescribed failure rate. This results

because frame deflections induce higher principal tensile stresses in

the pane, thus reducing the capacity available to safely resist the

blast loading.

In addition to the load transferred to the frame by the glass,

frame members must also resist the static design load, ru, applied to

&11 exposed members. Maximum allowable limits for frame design are:

1. Deflection: No frame member should have a relative displace-

ment exceeding 1/264th of its span or 1/8 inch, whichever is

less.

2. Stress: The maximum stress in any member should not exceed

f /1.65, where f = yield stress of the members material.
y y

3. Fasteners: The maximum stress in any fastener should not

exceed f /2.00.
y

The design loads for the glazing are based on large deflection

plate theory, but the resulting transferred design loads for the frame

are based on an approximate solution of small deflection theory for

normally loaded plates. Analysis indicates t~his approat.h to be con-

siderably simpler and more conservative than using the frame loading

based exclusively on large deflection plate behavior, characteristic of

window panes. The effect of the static design load, r UO applied directlyU
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to the esposad frame mesmers of width, w, should &lso be considered.

The design load, ru, produces a line shear, V , applied by the long

side, a, of the pane equal to:

V = C ru b sin (n/a) + ru w, lb/in (10)

The design load, r , produces a line shear, Vy, applied by the short

side, b, of the pane equal to:

Vy = Cy ru b sin (Oy/b) + ru w, lb/in (11)

The design load, ru, also produces a corner concentrated load, R, tending

to uplift the corners of the window pane equal to:

R = CRrub lb (12)

Distribution of these forces as loads acting on the window frame is

shown in Figure Z7. Table 4 presents the design coefficients, Cx, Cy,

and CR for practical aspect ratios of the window pane. Linear inter-

polation can be used for aspect ratios not presented.

Although frames with mullions are included in the design criteria,

it is recommended that single pane frames be used.

Experience indicates that mullions complicate the design and reduce

reliable fabrication of blast-resistant frames. If mullions are used in

design, the ,ertification test must be required as the complexity of the

mullion cross sections may cause some of the assumptions standard in

structural anal'lsis to be unconservative relative to local shear and

stress concentrations. Also, economic snalysis indicates that generally

thicker glass will be more cost effective than the more complex mullion

frame. If mullions are used, the loads given by Equations 12, 13, and

1& should be used to check the frame mullions and fastekiers for compliAnce

with the deflection and stress criteria stated above. It is important

to note that the design load for mullions is twice the load given by

Equations 10 to 12 in order to account for effects of two pane. being

supported by a common mullion.
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Special design consideration should be taken so that the deflection

of the buildiag -#all will not impose deflections on the frame greater

than 1f.64th of the length of the edge of the pane. Where it is impos-

sible to achieve enough building wall rigidity, it is recommended that

the trams be pinned at the corners to the structure in manner to

isolate the frame from wall rotation.

Rebound

Response to the dynamic blast load, will cause the window to rebound

with a negative (outward) deflection. The outward pane displacement and

the stresses produced by the negative deflection must be safely resisted

by the window while positive pressures act on the window. Otherwise,

the window which safely resists stresses induced by positive (inward)

displacements may fail in rebound while the positive pressure still

acts. This can propel glass fragments into the interior of the struc-

ture. However, if the window fails in rebound during the negative

Isuction) phase of the blast loading, glass fragments will be drawn away

from the structure. If glass failure does not present a hazard to

personnel outside the structure, glass may be permitted to fail during

the negative load phase. Rebound will occur during the negative load

phase if the effective blast duration, T, is no greater than one half

the natural period of vibration, Tn* of the glass pane. For T > 10 T

significant rebound does not occur during the positive blast pressure

phase. Therefore, rebound can be neglected as a design consideration.

For 0.5 < T/7 < 10, the frame must be designel for the peak negative

resistance occur-ring during the positive overpressure phase. Table 6

reports T for all practical glass pane dimensions.n

As the rebound chart (Figure 3-268 in Volume II[ of draft NAVFAC P-397)

can be unconservative in predicting maximum rebound, r , dynamic analysis

using numerical integration will be required. In lieu of dynamic analysis,

it is conservative to set the maximum rebound uniform load, r , to the

static design load, ru. The resistance function required for this

analysis can be generated by using the Alternate Design Procedure. If

the glass pane has a b/t ratio less than specified in Table 3, the pane

will behave as a linear plate and Equations la and lb can be used to
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calculate r. and Xu and define the resistance function. If the pane has

a b/t ratio larger than specified in Table 3, use Steps 2 through 7 to
compute (r 1 , 0.2 Xu), (r 2 , 0.4 Xu), (r 3 , 0.6 Xu), (r 4 , 0.8 X) and (ru,
Xu) which define the resistance function. The negat~ve resistance,

sudeling excursions of the pane in the outward direction, is the mirror

image of the positive resistance function.

The portion of the frame outward of the glass must resist the
maximum rebound uniform load, r_- Equations 10 through 12 are used to
apply the maximum rebound load to the frame members. In some design
situations the resistance built into the member outboard of the glass to
resist the corner concentrated force, R (calculated in Equation 10)

during deflections of the pane inward will provide enough strength to

resist rebound.

ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION

Certification tests of the entire window assembly are required

unless analysis demonstrates that the window design is consi.stent with
the design criteria. All window assemblies using mullions must be
tested. The certification tests consist of applying static uniform

loads on at least two sample window assemblies until failure occurs in
either the tempered.glass or frame. Although at least two static uniform

load tests to failure are required, the acceptance criteria presented

below encourage a larger number of test samples. The number of samples,
beyond two, is left up to the vendor. Results from all tests shall be

recorded in the calculations. All testing shall be performed by an
independent testing laboratory certified by the contracting officer.

Test Procedure - Window Assembly Test

The test windows (glass panes plus support frames) shall be identi-

cal in type, size, sealant, and construction to those furnished by the
window manufacturer. The frame assembly in the test setup shall be
secured in a manner that simulates the adjoining walls. Using either a
vacuum or a liquid-filled bladder, an increasing uniform load shall le
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applied to the entire window assembly (glass and frame) until jailure

occurs io either the glass or frame. Failure shall be defined as either

breaking of glass or lose of frame resistance. The failure load, f,

shall be recorded to three significanu figures. The load should be

applied at a rate of 0.5 ru per minute which corresponds to approximately

) minute of significant tensile streos duration until failure. Table 1

reports the static design resistance, ru, for old tempered glass corre-

lated with 2 probability of failure to be no greater than 0.001 dad a

stress intensity duration of 1 second. However, the new glass in the

test procedure will be tested under % loading where the duration of

siRnificant net tensile stress will be about I minute. The longer

duration of loading will weaken the glass through ceramic fatigue, while

the use of na- glass will tend to induce failure at a higher load capacity.

To account for these variations from Jesign conditions, the static load

capacity of a glass pane for certification testing, r5, is calculated

as:

r = 0.876 r (13)s u

Acceptance Criteria

The window assembly (frame and glazing) are considered acceptable

when the arithmetic mean of all the samples tested, r, is such that:

r r I s a (14)

where: r = static load capacity of the glass pane for certification
s testing

s = sample standard deviation

a = acceptance coefficient .

For n test samples, ; is defined as:

ii (15)

n
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where ri is the recorded failure load of the ith test sample. The

sample standard deviation, a, is defined an:

; )2
1 i)(16)

The minimum value of the sample standard deviation, a, permitted to

be employed in Equation 18 is:

smin = 0.145 r5  (17)

This assures a sample standard deviation no better than that obscrved

for ideal tempered glass in ideal frames.

The acceptance coeffieient, a, is tabulated in Table 5 for the

number of samples, a, tested.

"."ýe following equation is presented to aid the tester in determining

if additional test samples are justified. If:

r r 9+ s (18)

then, with 90% confidence, the design will not prove to be adequate with

additional testing.' The rejection coefficient, •, is obtained from

Table 5.

Certification-for Rebound

The Acceptance Test Specification shall be performed for rebourd

unless analysis demonstrates the frame is consistent with rebound criteria.

All frames with mullions must be tested. Testing is performed by executing

the Acceptance Test Specification with the load appl-ied to the inboard

surface of the window assembly. The equivalent static rebound load, r

is substituted for the static design load, ru.
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INSTALLATION INSPECTION

A survey of glazing failures due to wind load indicates that improper

installation of setting blocks, gaskets or lateral shims, or poor edge

bite is a significant cause of failure because of the resultant unconser-

vative support conditions. To prevent premature glass failure, a strenuous

quality control program is required.

SAMPLE PROBLEMS

The following examples demonstrate the application of the design

criteria in the design and evaluation of wiadows to safely survive blast

overpressures from explosions.

Problem 1--Evaluation of Blast Capacity for Tempered Glass

Given: A control room at a bomb practice range has thermally

tempered glass windows meeting both Federal Specification DD-G-1403B and

the minimum fragment requirement of ANSI Z97.1-1984. The dimensions of

the pane are: a = 48 inches, b = 48 inches, and t = 1/2 inch. No blast

load will exceed 50 msec.

Find: Maximum blast load capacity of the windows.

Solution: Step 1: Tabulate the design parameters needed to enter

Figures 2 to 22.

a/b = 48/48 = 1.00

b = 48 inches

t = 1/2 inch (nominal)

T = 50 msec
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Step 2: Enter the bottom design graph on Figure 3 and find that

the design blast pressure is:

B = 3.85 psi ANS

Problew 2--Design of Tempered Glass Panes

Given: A nonoperable window having a single pane of glass. Glazing:

thermally tempered glass meeting Federal Specification DD-G-1403B and

the minimum fragment requirements ANSI Z97.1-1984. Dimensions of pane:

a = 54 inches, b = 36 inches. Blast loading: B = 4.5 psi, T = 500 usec.

Find: Minimum thickness of glazing required for a probability of

failure less than 0.001.

Sclution: Step 1: Tabulate the design parameters needed to enter

Figures 2 to 22.

a/b = 54/36 = 1.50

b = 36 inches

B = 4.5 psi

T = 500 msec

Step 2: Enter Figures 2 to 22 with thi design parameters from

Step I and find the minimum glazing thickness.

The top graph of Figure 10 applies for the given design parameters.

Enter Figure 10 and find the minimum glazing thickness required for

B =4.5 psi and T =500 msec:

t = 5/8 in. ANS
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Problem 3--Design of a Linearly Behaving Pane by the Alternate Design

Procedure

Given: A fixed window with a single pale. Glazing is thermally

tempered glass meeting Federal Specification DD-G-1403B and ANSI Z97.1

- 1984. The dimensions of the pane are: a = 18 inches, b = 18 inches,

and t = 3/4 inch (nominal). Blast loading: B = 45 psi, T = 10 msec

Find: The blast overpressure capacity of the glass pane.

Solution: Step 1: Tabulate the needed parameters.

a/b = 18/18 = 1.00

b = 18 inches

t = 0.719 inch (actual thickness from Table 2)

Step 2: Determine if the pane will behave as a linearly behaving

plate under the design loading. Calculate:

b/t = 18/0.719 = 25.0

Enter Table 3 and note the maximum b/t ratio permitted for a pane

responding as a linear responding plate to small deflection plate theory

is 53.6. The trial pane qualifies; note this paue size is also to the

left and above the stepped line in Table 1.

Step 3: Using Equation la, and coefficient Cr from Table 3, compute

both the static design resistance., r , and the effective static design

resistance, reff, as:

24 2
eff = r = C (t/b)2 = 5.79 x 10 (0.719/18) = 92.4 psi

The alternate design procedure will give slightly higher values

than Table 1 (91.6) due to slight approximations in the derivation of

its plate equations.
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Step 4: Calculate the natural period of vibration of the pane ,y

Equation 2 and coefficient CT from Table 3:

CT (b 2/t) = 5.21 x 10- (182/0.719) = 2.35 msec

Step 5: Calculate the ratio of the effective blast duration, T, to

the nataral period of vibration of the glass pane T

T/T = 10.0j2.35 = 4.25

Enter the dynamic response chart on Figure 25(a) (Identical with

Figure 3-49 of draft Volume III of NAVFAC P-397). Read the Dynamic Load

Factor, D:LF

DLF = 1.87

Step 6: Calculate the blast overpressure capacity of the glass

pane accoraing to Equation 9:

B = reff/DLF = 92.4/1.87 = 49.4 psi ANS

This is very close to the blast capacity reported in the blast

capacity chart (Table 4 - bottom)

Problem 4--Evaluation of Blast Capacity for Tempered Glass by Alternate

Design Methiod

Given: A tempered glass pane. Dimensions of the pane are:

a = 36 inches, b = 36 inches, and t = 1/4 incl.. The threat blast load

has a duration of 5 msec.

Find: Maximum blast capacity.
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Sol.ution: Step 1: Compute the aspect ratio, a/b, and determine if

the panevwill behave as a linearly responding pane under its design load

by computing the ratio of the short side of the pane, b, to its actual

(not nominal) thickness:

a/b = 36/36 = 1.00

t = 0.219 inches (from Table 2)

b/t = 36/0.219 = 164

As the bit ratio exceeds 53.6, the pane will behave as a plate

responding according to large deflection plate theory. Equations 3

through 9 must be used.

Step 2: Calculate the nondimensional design stress, SY, according

to Equati.oa 3:

SND = 0.0183 (b/t)2 = 0.0183 (36/0.219)2 = 495

Step 3: Enter Figure 23 with 5 = 495 and a/b 1.00, and read the @1
ND

nondimensional design load, LND.

LND = 3400

Step 4: Calculate the static design resistance, ru, according to

Equation 4 as:

r = 876,000 (LN.)) (t/b) 4 = 876,000 (3400) (0.219/36)4 = 4.08 psi

The value of r in Table I is 4.04 pai.

Step 5: Enter Figure 24 with a/b = 1.00 and LND = 3400, and recorJ

the nondimensional deflection X/t.

X/t = 4.1
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The design center deflection of the glass pane is calculated according

to Equation 5 as:

X = (X/t)t = (4.1)(0.219) = 0.898 inchu

Step 6: Calculate the effective ,tatic elastic resistance, rffP

of an equivalent linearly responding pane according to Equation 6:

re 0.4 (r 1 + r + r 3 + r• 0.r 5 )reff1 3 4 5

A table is often convenient for the calculation.

Effective Static Elastic Resistance Work Table

Center Ndi il Nondimensional Static tionCenter Deflection LDoeadcion EquationDeflectionDeflection D Load
Deflection (in) x/t LND (psi)

0.2 X 1 0.180 0.820 260 0.312 r
U 1

0.4 X 0.359 1.64 590 0.708 r2

0.6 X 0.539 2.46 1250 1.50 r

0.8 X 0.718 3.28 2150 2.58 r4

X _.8_9 4.10 3400 4.08 r

reff =44 (0.312 + 0.708 1.50 + 2.58 + 0.5 (4.08))

= 2.86 psi

Step 7: Calculate the effective stiffness, KE, according to

Equation 7 as:

Ke = reff/Xu = 2.86/0.898 = 3.18 psi/in

Step 8: Calculate the fundamental period of vibration o• the

glazing, T., as:
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T 2~

the Load mass factor of the glass, it:

= 0.63 + 0/16 (a/b - 1) = 0.63 + 0.16 (1 - 1) = 0.63

The unit mass of the glass is computed as:

m = 233t = 233 (0.219) = 51.0

With these parameters calculated, Tn, is calculated as:

T = 2n 0.63 (51.0)/3.18 = 20.2 msec

Step 9: Enter the dynamic response chart on Figure 25a (identical

to Figure 3-49 of Volume III of NAVFAC P-397 draft) with the ratio of

the effective duration of the blast load to the fundamental period of

vibration of the glass pane, T/T an

T/T n 5/20.0 = 0.25

DLF= 0.72

Step 10: The blast capacity of the glass pane can be calculated

according to Equation 9 as:

B = reff /DF = 2.86/0.73 = 3.92 psi ANS

This is close to the value reported (3.83 psi) in the b'ast capacity

charts (Figure 2 - top).

Problem 5--Design Loads for Window Frame

Given: A nonoperable window has a single pane of glass. The

glazing is heat-treated tempered glass meeting Federal Specification

DD-G-1403B and ANSI Z97.1-1984. The dimensions of the pane are:

a = 37.5 inches, b = 30 inches. Frame width: w = 2 incher. Blast

loading: B = 12 psi, T =,1,000 msec.
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Find: Thickness of glazing required for a probability of failure

equal to or less than 0.001 and design loading for window frame.

Solution: Step-1: Tabulate the design parameters needed to enter

Figures 2 to 22.

a/b = 37.5/30 = 1.25

b = 30 inches

B = 12 psi

T = 1,000 msec

Step 2: Select the minimum glazing thickness.

Enter the lower graph of Figure 7, which applies for the given

design parameters. The minimum glazing thickness required is:

t = 3/4 inch nominal ANS

StEE 3: Calculate the static ultimate uniform load that produces

the same maxiiAum frame load as the blast load.

Enter Table 1 for tempered glass with a pane size of 37.5 by 30 inches,

&/b = 1.25, and t = 3/4 inch, and find the static uniform design load

capacity of the glazing to be:

r U 24.6 psi

Thus, the window frame must be designed to safely support without undue

deflection a static uniform load equal to 24.6 psi applied normal to

both the glazing and exposed frame members.

Step 4: Calculate the design loading for the window frame.

Enter Table 4 with a/b = 1.25, and find by interpolation the design
coefficients for the frame loading to be:
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Cit a 0.077 AS

C X a 0.545

C = 0. 543
y

From Equation 12, the concentrated load in each corner of the pane is:

R (corners) = 0.077 (24.6)(37.5)2

2,660 pounds ANS

From Equation 10, the design loading for the frame in the long direction,

a, is:

= 0.545 (24.6)(30) sin (nx/37.5) + 24.6(2)

Vx : 402 uin (nx/37.5) + 49.2 lb/in ANS

From Equation 11, the design loadiug for the frame in the short direction, 6
b, is:

V = 0.543 (24.6)(30) sin (ny/37.i) + 24.6(2)
y

V = 400 sin (,ry/40) + 49.2 lb/in AN•S

Distribution..oZ-the design load of the pane on the frame is shown in

Figure 27.

As the fundamenLa. period of vibrat.,on of the pane, T is 8.74 msec

(from Table 6), the ratio of the effective blast dutration to the fundamental

period of vibration is:

T/Tn = 1,000/8.74 = 114

As this ratio exceeds ten, rebound can be ignored.



Problem 6--Desitn Loads for Hultipane Frame

Given: A nonoperable window consists of four equal size panes of

glass. The glazinX is beat-treated tempered glass meeting Federal

Specification DD-G-1403B and the minimum size fragment requirements of

ANSI Z97 .i-1 9 8 4 . Dimensions of the panes: a n 22.5 inches, b = 18 inches

The exposed frame width is 3 inches. Blast loading: B 14 psi,

T = 50 msec.

Find: Minimum thickness of glazing required for a probability of

failure equal to or less than 0.001 and the design loads for the framing

system.

Solution: Step 1: Tabulate the design parameters needed to enter

Figures 2 to 22.

a/b = ?2.5/18 = 1.25

b = 18 inches

B = 14 psi

T = 50 msec

Stei 2: Select the minimum glazing thickness.

Enter the bottom graph on Figure 6, which applies for the given

design parameters. The minimum glazing thickness required is:

t = 1/2 inch nominal ANS

Step 3: Calculate the static ultimate uniform load that produces

the same maximum reactions on the window frame as the blast load.

Enter Table 1 with b = 18 inches,a/b = 1.25, and t = 3/16 inch, and

find the static design uniform load capacity of the glazing to be:

r = 23,1 psi
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The window frame must be designed to safely support without uudue deflec-

tions a static uniform load equal to 29.1 psi applied perpendicular to

the Slating and to the exposed surface of the fraime memoers.

Step 4: Calculate the design loading for the window frame.

Enter Table 4 with a/b = 1.25. With interpolation, the design

coefficients for the frame loading are:

CR a 0.077

C z 0.545x

C = 0.543
y

From Equation 12, the concentrated loads in the corners of each pane

are:

2R (corners) = -0.077 (29.1)(18) = -726 pounds ANS

From Equation 10, the design loading for the long spans of the frame and I
mullions are:

V = 0.545 (29.1)(18) sin (nx/22.5) + 29.1(3)X

= 285 sin (Ytx/22.5) + 87.3 lb/in. ANS

From Equation 11, the design loading for the short spans of the frame

and mullions are:

V = 0.543 (29.1)(18) sin (ny/18) + 29.1(3)
y

= 284 sin (ny/18) + 87.3 lb/in. ANS

The design loads for the window frame are showr in the following figure

and table.
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Problem 7--Desiln Acceptance Based Upon Certification Test Results

Given: A window, 54 x 36 x 3/8-inch with a single pane of tempered

glass, is designed to safely resist a blast load, B, of 2.7 psi with an

effective blast duration, T, of 200 usec. Certification testing involved

-testinS three window assemblies (n = 3) to failure. Failure loads, ri,

were recorded at 14.0, 17.0, and 13.7 psi.

Find: Determine if the window design is acceptable based on results

from the certification tests.

Solution: S,•.l: Tabulate the design parameters needed to enter

Table 1:

b = 36inches

a/b = 54/36 = 1.50

t = 3/8 inch nominal

itep 2: Employing Table 1, select the static design load, rU
corresponding to the glass pane geometry.

r u= 6.90 psi
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Calculate the static load capacity of the tempered glass for certi-

fication from Equation 13:

r a 0.8 76 r = 6.04 psi

Stop,_3: Calculate the aritteetic mean, r, of all the samples

tested.

Using Equation 15:

i=1n (14.0 + 17.0 + 13.7)
i in 3 14.9 psi

Ste• 4: Using Equation 16, calculate the sample 'standard deviation, s:

s (n -

(14.0-14.9)2 + (17.0-14.9)2 + (13.7-14.9)&

(3-1)

= 1.82 psi

Step 5: Verify that the sample standard deviation, s, is larger

than the minimum value, smin, prescribed in Equation. 17.

s = 1.82 psi > smin

= 0.145 r
S

= 0.145 (6.04)

= 0.876 psi

Thus, s = 1.82 psi is the appropriate value to uve in subsequent calcu-

lations.
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Step 6: Using Table 5, select the acceptance coefficient, a, that

correlates with the three samples tested.H . Entering Table 5, with n = 3, find:

a = 3.05

Step 7: Verify that the window and frame passed the certification

tests by meeting the conditions of Equation 14:

r = 14.9 psi k rs + s a
st

= 6.04 + 1.82 (3.05)

= 11.6 psi

Therefore, the window assembly design is considered safe for the

prescribed blast loading.

Problem 8--Design Rejection Based Upon Certification Test Results

Given: A window, 30 x 30 x 1/4-inch with a single pane of tempered

glass, is designed to safely resist a blast load, B, of 4.0 psi with an
effective blast duration, T, of 200 msec. Certification testing in'olved

testing three window assemblies (n = 3) to failure. Failure loads, ri,
were 6.39, 7.49, and 8.47 psi.

Find: Detirmiue if the window design is acceptable based upon

results from the certification tests.

Solution: Step 1: Tabulate the design parametezs needed to enter

Table 1.

b = 30 inches

a/b = 30/30 = 1.00

t = 1/4 inch
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Steip 2: Employing Table I select the static design load, o

correspondin~g to the pane geometry.

r 5.53 psi

The static load capacity of tempered glass for certification testing,

r5 is calculate!d according to Equation 13 as:

r5 a a .876 r = 4.84 psi

SteP 3: Calculate the arithmetic mean, r, of all the samples

tested using Equation 15:

i= l (6.39 + .4 8.47) = 7.45 psi
n

Step 4: Employing Equation 16, calculate the sample standard

deviation, s.

The sample standard deviation, s, is calculated as:

S r 1
= ~(n'1

/6.39-7,45) 2+ (7.49-7.45) 2+ (8.47-7.45) 2

(3-1)

=1.04 psi

Step 5: Verify that the sample deviation, s, is larger thaa. the

minimum value, a min prescribed in Equation 17.

=1.04 psi >smi

=0.145 r
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= 0.145 (4.64)

a 0. 702 psi

Thus, s = 1.04 psi is the appropriate value to use in subsequent

calculations.

St1p_6: Using Table 5, select the acceptance coefficient, a, and

the rejection coefficient, 0, for n a 3. Entering Table 5 with n = 3,

find,

a = 3.05

= 0.871

Ste_ 7: Verify if the window and frame passed the certification

tests by meeting the conditions of Equation 14:

r = 7.45 psi < r + s a = 4.84 + 1.04 (3.05)S

r < 8.01 psi ANS

Therefore, the window assembly design does not satisfy Equation 16 and

is considered unsafe for the prescribed design blast loading.

Ste._8: Determine if the window design should be abandoned or if

additional testing is justified. From Equation 18:

=7.45 psi >r +r s = 4.84 + 1.04 (0.871) = 5.75 psi

Therefore, with a level of confidence of 90%, additional testing

may lead to acceptance of the window design. More samples may be tested.
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LIST Of SYMBOLS

a Long dimension of glass pine, in

B Peak blast overpressure capacity, psi

b Short dimension of glass pane, in

CD Coefficient for preuictions design center deflections, X ,
of linearly behaving panes

Cr Coefficient for prediction effective design resistance, reff
of a linearly behaving pane

Coefficient for prediction fundamental pertod of vibration,
T, of a linearly behaving pane

CxC Shear, coefficient for load passed from glass pane to its
support frame

CR Uplifting corner force coefficient passed from glass pane
to its support frame

D Modulus of rigidity of glass pane, in-lb

D LF Dynamic load factor

E Modulus of elasticity, psi

f u Design stress and allowable principal tensile stress in
glass pane for a probability of failure aqual to or less than
one per thousand, psi

fy Yield stress of frame. members and fasteners, psi

I Moment of inertia of window frame, in 4

KE Effective stiffness, pai/in

K LM Load mass factor of the glass pane

Numbet o • window assemblies tested

a Mass (lb-ms 2/in)

P Blast overpressure at any time, psi

P(F) Probability of failure of glass pane

R Uplifting no4al force applied by glass pane to corners of
frame , lb 666
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• •r •eeitiaucs, p~.i

Tost T l:ý.i at failure of frame or glass during certification
test:*, psi

mean failure load of a sample, psi

ref Efiective resistance, psi

r Static laad capacity of tepere4 glass fcr certification
testing, psi

r. Design static load capacity of the glass pane, p3i

r• Uniform static negative load capacity of the window assembly,
psi

8 Sample standard deviation, psi

Smin iNnimum value of sample standard deviation accepted in
Acceptance Test Specification

T Effective duration of blast load, maec

Ta Natural period of vibration of the glass pane, usec

t Nominal thickness of glass pane, in- elapsed time, maec

V xStatic load applied by glass pane to long edge of frame,
Wb/in

V Stittic load applied by glaca pane to short edge of frame,
lb/in

W Width of !xposed surface of window frame, in

x Distance from corner meacured along long edge of glass
pane, in

X Center deflection of pane, in

Xu Center deflectiot of pane wt r, in

a Acceptance coefficient

Rejection coefficient

Poisson's ratio
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2aM 1 Ssutt.a 3slip~ fttn th, %~ (Pat), for Taer, class*

IaW4gt"emote.s o GenPe"~ (1101);b -abonrt 4Iufeas t

glee. peas (. Le)

clas Urcate Ves~gn StrOWth (pst) for a WUbiw thtaikfAs, t, of

b It 4 3 /1 i. 31 * 1/2 In st oo S/14111 1/4to

Mail I"1 M1? 50.3 27.5 20ý2
LUS 176 10 74.7 162.4 230.9 1't.6

16R u 493 s 3 167 1 3*4
Vial7 103 70.. 143.7 25. a % 12.7

131 1.6 62.5 39.0 23.3 14.1 i.
M104 $2.2 54.1 35.0 1ia 34S lis1

I2t2c W42 50.7 U1.4 U.1 11.0
flan 67.) 46.0 28.4 17. 12.7 V.
I2~2 41.3 4109 60.4 16.3 n%6 9.20
23sts M61 34.3 14.4 1n.1 .11. lost
Man2 --ý7 -5 35.2 22.7 1A.) to.9 7?91
"anD 41.3 32.4 11.2 101el 7.43

M26,2 43. 30.0 .7 13.4 9.39 7Mc
27*27 40.7 27.9 13.5 1.2.9 6.60 6*62
26t*2 3T1.9 24.2 17A h.OP 6.26 6.22
2ft2t 3S.3 24.6 14.4 12.4 7.7n 5.86
30z 33.0 23.2 13.4 12.4 7.3 5 .33

3IR31 10.9 11.9 14.6 12.0 M.4 5.22
3202 11.0 -2 14.2 11.3 6.71 4.u4
Sull3 27.4 * 1.3.8 10.6 6.39 4.49
3SK35 24.3 17.3 13.2 9.50 5.77 4.23
36136 23.6 "Me. 12.6 9.05 SOSO 4.04

M, t3 22.5 16.1 11.7 3.43 S.24 3.164
)aS * 14.3 12.6 7.33 4.79 3.53

44M40 11.7 14.4 12.3 7%57 4.S4 3.39I4U-41 16.6 14.1 11.9 ? .30 16,39 3.23
44202 18.1 13.8 1U.4 I7.04 4.21 3.12
4~3" 17.3 1.3.5 10I9 6.80 4.05 3.600

"44 t..7 13.12 30,4 4.54 3.90 2.69
QUO U0 13.0 9.99 6.32 3.75 2.73

44*4 15.4 12.9 9.39 Goe6 3.62 2.66
47*4 T 14.9 12.8 9.24 5OFA 3.49 2.58
46346 1M.5 U.? 8.91 5.65 3.37 2.49
49R49 14.2 12.6 a."9 5.45 3.25 2.41
SORSC 14.0. 12.6 6.30 5.27 3S1S 2.33
51131 13.1 12.4 6.02 5.09 M&0 2.25
52*52 13.5 1..9 7.76 4.92 2.9" 2.13
53RSI 13.3 11.5 7.54 4.76 lo35 2.11
54K34 13.1 11.1 7.33 4.61 2.77 2.05
55*55 12.9 10.7 7.13 4.47 2.68 1.99
54.5 12.6 10. 3 6.94 4.33. 2.60 1.93
57U7 12.7 91W 6.76 4.20 2.53 1.67
56*56 U.7 9.64 6.59 4.06 2.45 1.62
59*59 12.6 9.33 6.40 3.97 2.38 1.7
66*60 12.6 J9.11 6.22 3.65 2.32 1.72

*Pmi to the right an below the steppd 4~i'edleg lime behave
aCCording1 to lare deflectimi Plate theorY.

(continued)
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too 4*umo lass pasft'.) U a *shrt flemmisem of

ASPICM PMf a 1,25

Class static Design Strokgth (pot) for a Wiumdw Thiebenos, t, of

b 3/4) in. SSin. 112 in. 3/6 in. 511.6 to, 114 in.

Mu 154 10S 63.5 37.3 20.3 1.
13a1L2$ 131 89.5 55. 32.0 11.9
140M17-3 113 77.2 48.1 27.4 U.0

W.405.7 W6. 47.2 41.9 24.0 14.2 t U%
IWAZO 46.6 59.1 36.8 21.1 L3.0 10.2
17221.2s 74.7 32.4 32.6 19.0 12.s 9.66
ISK22.S 66.4 "6.7 M9. 17.2 I .9.74
1f23.73 41.4 41.9 26.1 15.6 CF*- 9.72

SSA 5. 37.6 23.6 14.6 9."6 9.34
23A26.15 500.3 34.3 fl.4 13.4 s.7n 6.69
M2267. 43.6 31.3 19.?978 79

M*a" 311.3 20.3 17. 11.3 9.49 6.75
23"1.23 33'5 24.2 Is.# 1007 W.? 6.27
2"31.$ 32.6 14.4 14.9 3.0.2 SAA 5.63
2?aM.7 30.4 20.6 14.3 1.90 7.3? 3.A5

man5 26.3 M19.3 9.60 7.07 3.11
2%M3.25 26.4 1A. 4 - 9.79V 6.43 4.61
3ft3?.S 24.6 17.4 12.3 S.7" 6.23 4.54
S38.70 2.17 161 11.2I 9.n3 3.87 4.09
3V3'~1.25 20.4 1.4.90 10.7 9."2 52 3. 90
3"U4.5 19..4 1A.2 "03) 6.1 4.96 3.n1
35a43.73 18.3 13.6 10.1 6.24 &.74 L3.3
36"11) M7. 13.1 9.93 7.81 4.52 3.36

7262 . - 9.60 7.41 46.32 3.20
M247.5 16.1 a 9.79 ?.03 M.1 306

3%648.75 1..5 11.8 9.76 6.72 3.97 2.92
"on63 14.6 11.4 9.73 6.42 3.62 2.600
41z51.23 2A.3 11.0 9.71 4.1) 3.64 2.60
42232.3 13.6 10.6 S.6" 5.9? 3.11 2.37
432L53.73 13.4 .10.) 9.4? 3.63 3.37 2.47
"ass5 100 .2 9.06 3.A0 3.24 2.3'?
43a54.25 0 10.0 6.68 3.19 3.11 2.26
4It"57.3 1.3 9.87 6.32 3.00 3.00 2.19
Ov"5.7S 11.9 9.60 7.99 4.61 2.89 2.11
4WD( 11.3 9.79 7.67 4.64 2.78 2L03
42661. 25 11.2 9Me 7.37 4.49 2.46 1.9

sfG. 09 9.77 7.11 4.34 2.39 1.69
52143.7 10.6 9.74 6.65 4.21 2.50 1.63
52643 10.3 I 9.70 6.41 4.06 2.42 1.77
52664.25S 10.2 j 9. 67 6. 36 3.9% 2.3% 1. 71

*Panea to the right and belowi the xtepped dividing line behave
according to large deflection plate theory.

(contivned)
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Imble 1. Coattvrae

I& -u IW4mOam! -%141480 Pa" (M..) b a shor dimmoton of

1142 i9.1 SO7t.2 31 2".I4 i l Sn n 14. . in.2
1an5. 41.2 831. 2 9. I.1 31.), 21.14
hl?~%. 154 R7.4 23S1.5 13.3 loss
14421. 9.06 33.4 20.3 22.0 23 14
12432 Gi.2 30.2 29.3. 16.4 W* it.7
Ml?. $40.1 27. 1.7.1 10.4 7.3147%

11203 49.0 33A42. 14.2 7277 4.45

24M 40.7 11. 131 7.77 .9

ISOLS. U3.3 19.3 12.4 3.54 7.43 5.50
24339 24.2 17M U.7 3.24 M.'9 5.10
27uA0. 24.3 14.4 110 7.34 4.59 41.74,
22"41 12.4 1.5.4 10.4 7.35 4.24 4.42
2920.35 21.0 14.4 1.49 7.35 5.33 4.34
30it 19.7 13.4 7.1 .3 5.47 3.33
323x4.3 1844 12.3 So 7.33 54,13 3. (A
32a" 17.3 12.2 3.91 7.31 4.33 3.43
31"9.3 14.2 11.6 3.55 7.72 MS5 3.27
3WI3 35.3 1.1.1 3.34 7.42 4.30 3.13

*W-52.5 14.4 10.5 L"0 7.13 4.07 3.00
3"354 13.5 10.2 se0t C.9O 3.35 21.87
3?a55.5 1.3.0 9.73 79 .55 3.66 2.74
3w?58 U2.0 9.42 7.4 .22 3.47 2.41

7.U 1. 193 3.92 3.33 2.30
4WO5 11.6 7.91 5."4 31.21 2.39
42x51.5 11.2 3.32 7.33 5.33 3.09 I.29
42263 10.3 3.60 7.I5 5.13 2.96 1.19
4u4.S 10.4 8.35 ?.77 4.91 2.3Is 2.10

MAG 10.1 3.12 7.59 4.70 2.7? 2.02
45a47. 9.71 7.0 7.2 4.50 2.66 1.94
4GR&9 9.42 7.69 7?35 4.31 2.54 1.34
47a70.5 7.62 7.05 4.14 21##7 1.79
4"172 H * I 7.55 4.73 3.97 12.20 1.73

*Payme to the right and below the atepped ditviita lI te behave
according to lare. deflection plate theory.

(continued)
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IW4 dft"I of lessPm p(Ia.)3 b aabo dift"Lneu of

AV=U PAM! a 1.73

statt Desgn f"Mat ("dow a Vtfdm Thickness, to, of

(t. 3,4 to. 5,0 In- In is. 314 in. Stu1. is. 114 in.

I- -C__S
13.21 109 7402 4.3 26.5 14.4 10.2
13.22.75 92.3 33.2 39.4 22.36 12.3 0.91
14R24.5 79. 34.5 34"0 19.5 10.6 0.01
13.23.2s 39.6 47.5 "96 17.0 9.4&A
13.20 3121 41.7 23.0 U6.9 lost2
1?129.?3 So4.2 37.0 23.0 1321 ?465 3.36
10a1.3 40.3 33.0 too$ 11.0 7.30 5.92
19u33.23 43.4 29.6 no$. 10.3 I S.6 .736
2(3S 39.1 2311 13.7 9.71 * ?3.

So 3.273
3"23.02 29.3 loll 11.6 ?.08? 113

*26a4 27M 16.A .1.1 5.71 s5 .27
2A.43.7 23.1 17.1 1037 Goa 3.70 4.00
2?%.IS 2. 13:0 11.37 4:01 5:39 4.3S
31149 20.0 13.3 0.43 Ca~ 531" 4*
am3.75 16.4 1t.7 9.N 5So" 5.21 3.79
3fm52.3 174 11.90 4.01. 5.02 4."6 3.53
31u5#. is 13.3 11.1 S.3 ft7 4.10 3.3x
3AM5 13.3 10.4 5.73 4,43 3.17
33s.57.7 14.4 9.93 6 s.71 4117 3.00
3439.312 IL3.S 9.02 3.37 5.9 3.73 lo72
34359.23 12.6. 9.43 3.09 5.70 3.94 2.05
36933 12.1 8.62 3.4 3.37 3.54 2.30
37.367311.n U.4 8.30 3.24 S.63 3.37 2.49
38z.53. 10.0 8.00 3.0 3.44o 3.21 2.3?
3f30.13 10.3 ?.?3 5607 5.23 3.06 2.26
4000 9.91 7.4? 5.00 3.09 2.93 2.13
43105.7 9.52 7N 5.74 4.93 2.02 2.03
42073.5 9.15 7.9 3.72 4.71 2.71 1.97
43.75.25 0.01 3.S4 3.70 4.30 2.31 1.09
"a??7 0.50 6.73 5.39 4,30 2.31 1.61
4U5.70.7 0.24 Go35 M.7 4.12 2.42 1.74

'lPanee to the right and below the stepped dividint line beoas"
according to large deflection plate theory.

(contined)
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table 1. 010101011I
to Un .Smaiastm et Ielm pm OA.. dmwt dimelem of-tm pm a

~r SutaU Desp Uhtmr^ (pat) fo9 Vtod aU~~ lakmea. t .t*

"126976 "A6 41.5 236 1.0 9.01
U1I 06.1 M6.7 33.4 :03 11.0 7.81
M4an 71.7 46.9 30.5 17.5 9.52 6.67
Lun3 63.4 42.6 26A6 15.2 6.31 1.2
loan2 Shoo 37.5 23.4 U..3 7*43 n

173)4~~~~' 48 31 0. 1. 67

271A #46 266 1.8 .1 U 49.7 46%7 low9
UNIX6 24.4 16.4 no$. U6.3 6.55 $43
IWO3 22.5 6.5. 16.5 96.0 LIS7 CH3IGRO 20.8 42%* 1419 % 4.31 4.26
IIAM Slo. no 13 1.2 7.73 5.9 .3 3441
2A429a6 1.0 19*.4I 7.2? 5.7 .3 35
23R" 2156 10.7U0 6.84 38 4.36 31.26
32a4 34.4. 9.s$ 06.5 4.67 4.25 3.49
3?ISl 13.7 9139 ..32 4.5 4.362.9
I2666 1#*3 6.60 44.52 3o3 .39 2.08
29,4 a66 12.2 .1 ?*' S.o? *3.4 3,,1*

"" n?11.5 7.91 5.66 4.41 3.4 2.51
30L40 . 10.3 7.1 5.19 ol 4.39 .1 2.2S
3A647 13.0. 7.5' 5.7 4,40 3.16 2.39
Su" 9..9 ISO .9 4.37 3.64 2.06

.3."124 .4:311 4.36 97" 2.18
46.60 6.6 6.42 S.61 4.41 2.L #A.96I 96 .37 6.23 4.06 4.30 2.40 1.69

4284603 6.05 4.60 4.25 2.50 log60

*Pawsu to tb6 right wA beiw* the stepW divtding line bebowe

(contimmae)
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Table 1. Continued

(a a long dimension of glass pane (in.); b a short dimension of
glass pane (in.))

As?=RTI un 3.00

itloStatic Design Strength (pal) for a Vindow Thickness, t, of --

b x a 1 .n, 518 in. 112 in. 3/8 in. 5/16 in. 114 in.

12a36 t". 554 34.5 19.8 10.8 7.53137,39 69 1 47.1 29.$. 16.9 9.18 614i
iU42 59.6 40. 254.8. 2 5.57

15x45 51.9 35.4 22.1 12.7 6.90 4.94
16O48 45, 6 31,2 19,4 1 6.06 4.42
17x51 40.4 27.6 17.2 9.86 $143 3.98
IgR54 36.1 24.6 15.3 6.79 4.92 .1
19R57 32.4 22.1 13.8 7.89 4.482
20260 29.2 19.9 12.4 7.12 4.10 3.01
21x63 26.5 18.1 11.3 6,46 3.77 2.80
221t" 24.1 16. 10.3 5.88 3.48 2.61
23R69 22.1 15.1 9.40 5.44 3.22 2.44
24372 20.3 13.8 8.63 5.06 2.29
25075 18.7 12.8 7.95 4.71 * 2.15
26x78 17.3 11.8 7.35 4.40 2.66 2.08
27x81 16.0 10.9 6.82 4.13 2.51 2.0128x84 14.9 10.2 6.34 3.88 2.38 1.95
29x87 13.9 9.48 5,91 3 2.26 1.89
30a90 13.0 8.86 5.56 2.14 1.83
31x93 12.2 8.30 5.26 3.25 2.08 1.80
32R96 11.4 7.79 4,98 3.08 2.03 1.78
33a99 10.7 7.32 4.72 2.93 1.97 1.76
34x102 10.1 6.90 4.48 2.80 1.92 1.77

a - iong dimension of glass pare (n.); b - short dimension of
glass pane (in.)]

ASPECT U•TIO - 4.00

0lae' Static Design Strength (psi) for a Vindow Thickness, t, of --
Size, _____ __

bx a, 3/4 in. 5/8 in. 1/2 in. 3/8 in. 5116 in. 1/4 in.

12x48 75.7 51.7 32.2 18.5 10.1 7.02
S13352 64.5 44.0 27.5 15.7 8.57 5.99
14x56 55A6 38.0 23.7 13.6 7.39 5.16
1Sx60 48.5 33.1 20.6 11.8 6.43 4.52
16x64 4266 29,1 18.1 10.4 5.66 3.99
I17x68 37,7 25.8 16,1 9.20 5.01 3.56.
15a72 33.7 23.0 1%.3 8.20 4.49 3.19
19x70 30.2 20.6 12.9 7.36 4.05 2.87
2WU8O 27.3 18.6 11.5 6.65 3.67 2.60
21W.84 24.7 16.9 10.5 6.03 3.34 2.37
22X88 22.5 15.4 9.59 5.49 3.06 2.18
23x92 20.6 14.1 8.77 5.03 2.81 2.02
24x96 18.9 12.9 805 C 463 2.59 1.88
25x100 17.5 11.9 7.42 4.28 2.39 1.76
26x104 16.1 UM.0 6.96 3.97 L23 1.66

I 27x1N8 15.0 10.2 6.36 3.70 2 1.57
28&112 13.9 9.49 5.92 3.45 1.96 1.49I29x~l16 13.0 8.85 5.52 3.22 1.84 1.41
30z120 12.1 8.27 5.15 3.02 1.75 1.34

*Panes to the right .utd below the stepped dividing line behava
acccraiaS to larst deflettion plate heorTy.
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Table 2. Minimum Design Thicknesses, Clearances,
and Bite Requirements

Glass Actual Glass A "W"
MinimumMinimumThickness Thickness For Edge Nominal Face

(Nominal) Design, t Edge Bite Clearance
in - (in) (in) ,in) (in)

5/32 4.0 0.149 3/16 1/2 1/8

3/16 5.0 0.180 3/16 1/2 1/8

1/4 6.0 0.219 1/4 1/2 1/8

3/8 10.0 0.355 5/16 1/2 3/16

1/2 12.0 0.469 3/8 1/2 1/4

5/8 16.0 0.594 3/8 1/2 1/4

3/4 19.0 0.719 3/8 1/2 5/16
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Table 3. Maximum (b/t) Patio for Linear Plate Behavior
Under Blast Load and Coefficients for.
Resistance and Deflection and Fundamental
Period of Simply Supported Glass Plates
Based on Small Deflection Theory
(No Tensile Membrane Behavior)

Design Coefficients

Aspect Maximum Fundamental
Ratio, (b/t) Design Design Period of
a/b Ratio Resistance, Deflection, Vibration,

Cr CD CT

4 =,-1.0 53.6 5.79 x 10 2.58 x 10 5.21 x 10

1.2 59.0 4.42 x 104 2.72 x 10-4 6.30 x 10-3
1.4 63.9 3.68 x 104 2.83 x 10"4 7.21 x 10-3

1.5 66.2 3.36 x 104 2.88 x 10"4 7.60 x 10.3

1.6 67.9 3.22 x 104 2.91 x 10"4 7.99 x 10.3

1.8 71.3 2.91 x 104 2.98 x 10-4 8.65 x 10"3

2.0 74.7 2.72 x 104 3.02 x 10-4 9.23 x 10-3

3.0 84.3 2.32 x 104 3.12 x 10-4 10.12 x 10-3

4.o 89.4 2.24 x 10 4 3.15 x 10-4 10.36 x 10"3
489.4 2.24 x 104 3.15 x 10 10.44 x 10-3
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Table 4. Coefficients for Ferpme Loading

a/b C C C

1.00 0.065 0).495 0.495

1.10 0.070 0.516 0.516

1.20 G~.074 0.535 0.533

1.30 0.079 0.554 0.551

1.40 0.083 0.570 0.562

1.50 0.085 0.581 0.5?t4

1.60 0.086 0.590 0.583

1.70 0.088 0.600 0.591

1.80 0.090 0.609 0.600

1.90 0.091 0.616 0.607

2.00 0.092 0.623 0.61

3.00 0.093 0.644 0.65

4.00 0.094 0.687__I_____
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Table 5. Statistical Acceptance and Rejectfon Coefficients

Number of Vindov Acceptance Rejection

Assemblies, n Coefficient, a Coefficient,

2 4.14 0.546

3 3.05 0.871

4 2.78 1.14

5 2.65 1.27

6 2.56 1.36

7 2.50 1.42

8 2.46 1.48

.9 2.42 1.49

10 2.39 1.52

11 2.37 1.54

12 2.35 1.57

13 2.33 1.!8

14 2.32 1.60

15 2.31 1.61

16 2.30 1.62

17 2.28 1.64

18 2.27 1.65

19 2.27 1.65

20 2.26 1.66

21 2.25 1.67

22 2.24 1.68

23 2.24 1.68

24 2.23 1.69

25 2.22 1.70

30 2.19 1.72

40 2.17 1.75

50 2.14 1.77
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Table 6. Fundamental Period of Vibration, T , for ?tnolithic Taempred
Glassn

Aspect Ratio a 1.00*

Cmas Fmdamtal Period of Vibration (Nec) for Window
Dimenstosn Thick"esses, t, of --

Uin-)

b a 314 in. .3/8 in. 112 in. 31/ in. 3/16 in. 1,4 in.

12 12 1.05 L,27 1.61 2.13 2.83 3.31
13 13 1.23 1.49 1.89 2.50 3.29 3.93
14 14 1.43 1.73 2.19 2.89 3.76, 4.50
s5 15 1.64 1.99 2.52 3.30 4.39 5.09

16 16 1.87 2.26 2.87 3.72 4.95 5.68
17 17 2.11 2455 3.23 4.17 5.53 5.27
18 18 2.37 2.86 3.63 4.63 6.12 6.64
19 19 2.64 3.19 4.02 5.10 6.71 7.42
20 20 2.92 3.54 4.43 5.77 7.30 8.08
21 21 3.22 3.90 4.86 6.32 7.89 8.76
22 22 3.53 4.28 5.30 6.09 8,44 9.45
23 23 3.86 4.68 5.75 7.48 9.06 10.2
24 24 4.21 5.07 6.23 6.07 9.72 10.9
25 25 4.56 5.47 6.70 8.65 10.4 11.6
26 26 4.94 5.89 7.40 9.25 U.1 12.3
27 27 5.32 6.33 7.94 9.84 U.a 13.1
28 28 5.72 6.7? 8.50 10.4 12.5 13.8
29 29 6.12 7.23 9.07 11.0 13.2 14.6
30 30 6.52 7.70 9.65 11.5 14.0 15.3
31 31 6.93 8.17 10.3 12.2 147 13.61
32 32 7.A6 8.64 10.8 12.8 15.4 16.9
33 33 7.80 9.41 1.4 13.5 16.1 17.8
34 34 8.24 9.95 12.0 14.2 16.9 18.6
35 35 8.70 10.5 12.6 14.9 17.7 19.4
36 36 9.17 11.1 13.2 15.6 18.4 20.2
37 37 9.64 11A. 13.8 16.3 19.2 21.0
38 38 10.1. 12.2 14.3 17.0 20.0 21.9
39 39 11.0 12.8 14.9 17.7 20.9 i,•
40 40 11.4 13.4 15.5 18.5 21.? 23.6
41 41 12.0 14.0 16.1 19.2 22.5 24.5
42 42 12.5 14.6 16.8 19.9 23.3 25.4
43 43 13.1 15.2 17.4 20.6 24.1 26.3
44 44 13.6 15.8 18.1 21.3 25.0 27.2
45 45 14.2 16.4 18.8 22.1 25.8 28.1
46 46 14.8 16.9 19.5 22.8 26.7 29.0
L7 47 15.4 17.5 70'2 23.6 17.5 29.9
48 48 16.0 18.1 20.9 24.4 28.4 30.8
49 49 16.6 18.7 21.6 25.2 29.3 31.7
50 50 17.2 19.2 22.3 26.0 30.2 32.6
51 51 17.7 19.8 23.0 26.6 31.1 33.5
52 52 18.3 20.4 23.8 27.6 32.0 14.4
53 .53 19.0 21.1 24.5 28.4 32.9 35.4
54 54 19.5 21.8 25.2 29.2 33.7 36.3
55 55 20.1 22.4 26.0 30.0 34.6 37.3
56 56 20.7 23.1 26.7 30. 1 35.5 38.2
57 57 21.3 23.8 27.4 31.1S 36.4 39.2
58 58 21.8 24.5 28.1 32.5 37,3 40.1
59 59 22.4 25.2 28.8 33.3 38.2 41.1
60 60 23.0 25.9 29.6 34.1 39.2 42.1
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Tablt 6. FuwnaSumntsl Period of Vibration, To for tmollthic Tomred
CGlSs (Continfe4)

Aspect Ratio - 1.23

c1las Fumdmental Period of Vibration (mec) for visnon
(in.) Thiesses, t, ot

b a 314 in. 518 in. 112 it. 3/8 in. 3116 in. 1/4 in.

12 15 1.40 1.69 2.14 2.83 3.82 4.39
13 16.25 1.64 1.99 2.31 3.52 4.41, 5.04
14 17.5 1.90 2.30 2.92 3.85 5.03 5.99
15 18.75 2.18 2.64 3.35 4.42 5.66 6.77
16 23 2.49 3.01 3.61 3.03 6.61 7.57
17 21.23 2.81 3.40 4.30 5.61 7.36 8.34
16 22.5 3.13 3.81 4.82 6.21L 8.14 9.06
19 2?.7S 3.50 4.24 5.37 6,b3 &.% 9.68
20 23 3.68 4.70 5.95 4.4 9.72 10.6
21 26.25 4.28 3.18 6.56 8.12 10.5 .1.5
22 27.5 4.70 5.69 ?.14 9.19 11.2 12.4
23 28.73 5.14 6.21 7.73 9.93 12.0 13.3
24 30 5.59 6.77 8.34 10.7 12.7 14.3
25 31.25 6.07 7.34 8.96 U.3 13.6 13.2
26 32.5 656G 7.94 9.6M 12.3 14.3 16.2
27 33.75 7.08 8.56 10.3 13.1 15.5 17.2
28 35 7.61 9.13 10.9 13.9 16.4 16,2
29 3M.25 6.16 9.71 12.1 14.6 17.3 19.2
30 37.3 6.74 10.3 12.9 15.3 16.3 20.2
31 38.73 9.33 U.0 13.6 16.1 19.3 21.2
32 40 9.94 11.6 14.4 16.8 20.3 22.3
33 41.25 10.5 12.2 13.2 17.7 21.3 23.3
34 42.5 11.1. 12.9 16.0 18.6 22.3 24.4
3S 43.75 11.7 13.5 16.8 19.5 23.3 25.3

.• 36 45 12.3 14.8 17.6 20,4 24.3 26•6
37 46.25 12.9 15.5 18.3 21.3 25.3 27.7
38 47.5 13.5 16.3 19.1 22.3 26.3 28.8
39 48.75 14.2 17.0 1918 23.2 27.4 29.9
40 50 14.8 17.U 20.5 24.2 28.4 31.0
41 51.25 15.5 18.6 21.3 25,1 29.5 32.2
42 52.5 16.1 19.4 M.0 26.1 30.6 33.4
43 53.75 16.8 20.2 22.8 27.1 31.7 34.4
44 53 18.2 21.0 23.7 28.1 32.8 35.7
45 56.25 18.9 21.8 24.6 29.1 33.9 37.0
46 57.5 19.7 22.5 25.5 30.1 35.0 38.2
47 58.75 20.5 23.3 26.4 31.1 36.2 39.4
48 60 21.2 24.0 27.4 32.1 37.3 40.6
49 61.25 22.0 24.8 28.3 33,.1 38.5 41.8
so 62.5 22.8 25.5 29.2 34.1 39.6 43.1
51 63.75 23.6 26.2 30.2 35.2 40.8 44.3
52 6' 24.4 27.0 31.1 36.2 42.0 45.6
53 66.25 25.2 27.8 32.1 37.2 43.2 46.8
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Table 6. ?undamental Period of Vibration, T., for ?onolithic Tmpered
Class (Continmted)

AIspet Riatoio 1.50

Class Fumdswntsl Period of Vibratic" (ame) for Window
Dimensions Th1kt Oges, t, of --

(in.)

b 314 in. 5/8 in, 112 in. 3/8 in. 3/16 in. 1/4 in.

12 18 1.59 1.92 2.43 3.22 4,38 5.09
13 19.5 1.86 2.26 2.86 3.76 5.12 5.83
14 21 2.16 2.62 3.3. 4.36 5.84 6.61
15 22.5 2.48 3.00 3.80 5.03 6.5 ?7.79
16 24 2.82 3.42 4.33 3.72 7.32 8170
17 25.5 3.19 3.86 4.89 6.46 8.09 9.63
"3 27 3.57 4.33 5.63 7.23 9.37 10.5
19 26.5 3.9 4.82 6.10 7.93 10.3 U.3
20 30 4.41 5.34 6.76 6.65 11.2 12.1
21 31.3 4.86 5.89 7.46. 9.40 12.1 13.0
22 33 5.34 6.46 8.18 10.2 13.0 14.1
23 34.5 5.83 7.06 3.94 10.9 13.8 15.1
24 36 6.35 7.69 9.71 12.4 14.6 16.2
25 37.5 6.69 8.34 10.4 13.3 '.5.5 17.3
26 39 7.46 9.02 11.1 14.2 16.5 28.4
27 1.0.5 8.04 9.73 11.9 15.1 17.6 19.6
26 42 8.65 10.5 12.6 16.0 18.6 20.7
29 43.5 9.26 11.2 1.M 16.9 19.7 21.9
30 45 9.93 14.0 14.2 17.8 20.8 23.1
31 46.5 10.6 12.7 14.9 184. 21.9 24.3
32 48 11.3 13.4 16.6 19.3 !3.1 25.5
33 49.3 12.0 14.1 17.5 20.2 24. 26.7
34 51 12.8 14.19 18.4 21.1 25.4 27.8
35 52.5 13.5 15.6 19.3 22.1 26.6 29.0
36 54 14.3 16.4 20).2 23.2 1.7.8 30.3
37 55.5 15.0 17.2 21.2 24.3 26.9 31.5
38 57 15.7 18.0 22.1 25.3 3Y.2 32.8
39 58.5 16.4 18.7 22.9 26.4 31.3 34.1.
40 60 17.2 20.5 23.8 27.5 32.5 35.4
41 61.5 17.9 21.4 24.5 28.6 33.7 36.7
42 63 18.6 22.3 25.3 29.7 34.9 38.1
43 64.5 19.4 23.2 26.2 30.8 36.1 39.4
44 66 20,2 24.2 27.1 32.0 37.4 40.8
45 67.5 21.0 25.1 28.0 33.1 38.7 42.2
46 69 21.7 26.0 19.0 34.3 WC.0 43.6
47 70.5 22.4 26.9 30.0 35.5 41.3 45.0
48 72 24.5 e7.6 31.1 36.7 42.6 46.4
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Table 6. wasnaPeidof Ytbiratieom Ta for 4wotthic Toepared

mess Aspect Ratio 0 1.75

CISMIOS Fw~amutsil period of WY1bvsttem (mase) for Uloda.

b a 3A In. S1l to. 1/2 in. 3/OAis. 3/1U il. I^in..

12 21 1.69 2.04 2."9 3.42 4.6) 5.52

13 22.75 1."0 2.40 3.04 4.01 560A 6.37

13 31.53 2.64 0 4.0 4 S.026 L6S 9.0520.
p19 3325 3.00 3123 4.49 .0.5 11.2 1.20

1? 39.5 4.69 01 5.6 719 9.41 12.3 13.9
i1 34.75 5.1? 4.10 7.92 ?.69 1.4 14.?
i2 33025 54?2 $6.2 6.70 11.2 14.5 15.0

23 40.25 6.20 7.51 9.51 12.1 15.6 16.0
24 42 6.75 8.17 10.4 13.0 18.6 18.0
25 43.75 7.33 1.37 11.2 13.9 M7. 19.1
26 45.5 ?.92 9.59 12.1 15.5 1IM 1063
27 47. 25 0.54 103 12.9 16*6 19.6 21.6
23 49 9.1 11S .1 13.3 17.7 20.7 22.9
29 50.?S 9.34 11.9 14.7 13.0 21.0 24.2
30 52.5 10.4 12.3 15.6 19.0 23.0 25.5
31 54.25 U1.3 13.6 16.3 20.9 24.2 26.9
32 54 12.0 14.5 17.5 22.0 23.4 20.2
33 57.75 12.0 13.4 12.3 22.9 2607 2M.
34 59. 13.6 16.2 20.1 23.9 20.0 30.9
335 1.25 14.4 17.1 21.2 24.9 29.4 32.3
36 63 15.2 17.9 22.3 25.9 30.7 33.4
37 64.75 16.1 16.4 23.3 27.10 32.0 35.0
r 64.5 16., 19.0 2U.4 20.1 "A. 36.5
39 60.25 1?M 20.'9 25.5 29.3 34.7 38.0
%0 70 10.6 21-6 26.6 30.4 34.1 39.5
41 71.75 1$.5 22.5 27.7 31.5 37A4 40.9
42 73.5 20.3 24.4 2n.7 32.8 30.6 42.5
43 75.25 21.2 25.4 29.7 3#4.0 40.2 44.0
44 77 22.1 26.5 30.7 35.3 41.6 45.5
45 70.75 23.0 27.6 31.7 36.4 43.0 47.1
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Table 6. Fwtamdmtal Period of Vibration, 7n, for 1omoltthic Tempred
class (Coettmae4)

Aspect ptatte a 2.00

(as*$ ftaimatal Period of Vibration (amu) for Window
~tmstoma Thiek"IeGoa to of -

b a 314 tS. 513 ito. 1.12 18. 3/3 tn. 3116 ito. I/## to.

1.2 24 1.76 2.16 2.7S 361 4.39 v.6
13 26 2.09 2.53 3.21 4.24 5.74 6.32
14 232.43 2.%4 3.72 4.91 6."6 ;.84
Is 30 2.79 3.37 4.27 S.4 7.63 1B."
16 32 3.17 3.63 4.46 6.42 3.62 IM9
17 34 3.56 4.33 5.46 7.24 9.64 U014
IS6 36 4.01 4.65 6.15 3.12 10.7 12.7
110 30 4.47 5.41 &M3 9.35 11.8 13.9
20 40 4.93 5.99 *7.39 10.0 13.3 13-2
23. 42 5.46 6.61 6.37 11.09 14.5 16.4
22 #A 5.99 7.25 9.16 12.0 U15.7 17.6
23 #A #L.5S 7.92 10.0 13.0 7.0 13.8
24 44 7.13 6163 m0. 14601 16.3 19.9
25 so '.73 9.36 11.9 13.2 19.5 21.1
26 52 8.37 10.1. 12.3 16.2 200' 2L2.
27 54 9.02 10.9 13.6 11.9 21.9 23.5
26 56 9.70 11.7 14.31 19.1 23.0 24.9
29 so 10.4 12.6 15.3 20.3 24.1 26.4
30 60 11.1 13.5 16.3 21.6 25.3 27.9
31 62 11.9 14.4 17.6 22.9 26.4 29.3
32 64 12.7 15.3 186.9 24.1 27.7 30.8
33 66 13.5 16.13 20.0 25.! 29. 32.3
34 6P 14.3 17.3 11,17 26.6 30.5 33.6
35 70 15.2 16.3 22.1 27.3 32.0 34.3
36 72 16.0 19.2 24.0 28.9 33.3 36.6
37 74 16.9 20.3 25.2 30.1 35.00 3.
33 76 11.9 21.3 26.5 31.2 14. 40.0
39 78 13.3 22.3 27.7 32.4 00.9 41.6
40 to 19.8 23.4 293 33.65 39.4 43.2
41 32 20.8 24.5 30.3 34.1? 40.9 44.9
42 34 21.7 25.6 31.5 35.3 2. 4A. 6
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Toll.e.G N"40nmtal Parted of Vibration, f~ or ehoo1itth1e Temperd
Class (oamtitemm

Glass PAJmuwaal Period of ftbrtiam o w us) for Winds,

b a 34in. 518 In. 1/2 ft. 319 In. 3116 Wr. I^4 in.

12 3 2.02 2.45 3.10 W 4.10 so$$ 6.64
13 39 2.37 2.67 3.64 4.61 6.51 M.I
14 42 2.75 3.33 4.22 5.56 ?. 55 9,02
u5 45 3.16 3.83 4.84 6.40 8.67 10.3
if 48 3.60 4.35 5:51 ?.b 9.87 1.6

IN 54 4.55 5.11 6.90 9.22 12.14 A'S
1t 5-P 5.07 6.14 ?.?1? 10.3 13.? 16.4
20 60 5.62 6.61) 6.81 1.4 13.1 IR.1I
21 63 6.19 7.50 9.50 12.6 116.6 19.8
21 666.60 6.23 10.4 1m.a 14.2. 21.6
23 Go 7.43 1.9" 11. 13.0 20.1 21.A
24 72 G.0l 971" 1204 16.3 21. 6 25.3
is 75 so7$ 20.6 13.5 1I.M 23.5 27.2
26 ?a 9.49 1165 1406 19.0 2530 ".
2? 81 10.2 12.4 15.7 20.4 AM. 3160
23 04 11.0 13.3 18.9 21.3 23.9 32.9
29 37 11.6 14..* 18.1 23.3 30.6 24.9
30 s0 12.6 15.1 19.3 24.3 32.3 36.6
31 93 13.5 16.3 20.6 26.9 340? 31.7
32 96 14.4 17.4 21o.1 28.6 36.5 40.5
33 IS. 153 16.5 23.2 30.3 364A 4"e3
A4 102 '16.2 19.7 24.6 32.0 &0.4 4A.1
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table 6. Fuedfmatal Nrert of Vibrotto., Tng for Monolithic To~ove4
01a" (Costimied)

DIMýIfts mimustl Petred of libratito (as..) for Vindow
(toa.) Thickmaseee, tj,of -

1' a 314 too. S in,5 112 too 3/S In*. 3/116 in. 1/4 In.

12 482.09 2.5 3.21 4.24 5.75 6.6?
13 32 2.44 2.97 3.?? 4."5 6.74 1.07
14 36 loss 3.45 4.37 S.77 .732 9.36
is 60 3.27 3.96 5102 4.6.3 4.9 10.7

43.72 4.31 3.7 7.54 10.2 12.21? IS4.20 5.09 44I 51 U.S "*.?
is5 72 401 5.70 ?,22 9.54 12.9 13.3

19 76 5.25 6.35 4.05 10.6 14.3 V7.0
21 so 4.1 72 .74 fi.63 ' 13.1 17. 2.9
210 84 b.4 SG 7..91 1.1. 15.9 16.9
22 a8 7.06 6.51 10.5 14. 3 19.1 22.4
23 92 ?.69 9.31 11.8 13.6 20.6 24.6
24 6 6. 3? 10.1 12.6 11.S 122.S 21.9
25 100 9.09 11.0 13.9 16.3 24.7 29.1
26 104 9.63 11.9 13.1 i19. 21.6 31..ý
2? 306 I1C.6 12.6 16.3 21.3 20.6 33.5
26 112 11.4 13.6 17. 22.9 30.? 33.8
29 116 U6.2 14.6 16.0 24.5 32.8 36.2
30 120 13.1 15.s 20.1 21.2 35.0 40.6
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Table 7. Iffectiv. tlastie Static 1stetine, rat
Aspect Satto a 1

Cat.as Hfu f e.;; sUslue 5:::! ' Resitancme (Pat) for
(1..afs fA) ClaS8 Th~te~jmeae to Of -

b 3Ais SI. W lit. sI , 34te $1 n 1 n
- - ---- -

U2 12 maO 60?. SO.) 1M7.3
13 13 119 u 70.7 41.6 23.9 16
1A 14 131 16% 84.5 34.9 21.1 14.2
is 13 131 "0.1 34.1 32.1 17.3 22.7
16 16 113 M9,1 49.3 1a.3 13.3 11.6
17 17 102 70.1 43.7 2353 13.6 10.?
is is 9106 61.3 $940 23.1 12.6 10.3
19 19 02.2 34.1 33.0 21.0 11.7 9.73
20 20 7##.1 30.? 31.6 1U.0 11.0 4076
21 21 M73 46.0 28.6 16.4 10.4 7.9
22 it 61.3 41.9 26.4 13.1 ?0. 710
13 23 s6.1 30.3 24.4 13.9 1. St 60.37
24 14 31.3 i. 1. 22.7 11.9 M.1 6.01
23 as 47.3 32.4 11.2 11.1 s.01 3.4C
24 26 43.9 2340 10.6 a1.5 7Ms 3.19
*7 27 40.7 17.9 17.3 11.0 6.03 410?
:01 to 3V.9 26.2 16.1 10.3 6.33 4.33
19 29 35.3 2416 13.1 10.3 3.09 4.23
30 30 33.0 23.2 14.2 10.2 5.33 3.90
31 31 30.9 21.9 13.4 9.61 3.21 3.74
32 32 19.0 10.0 X2.8 9.00 4693 3.31
33 33 17.4 10.3 11.2 0.43 4.66 3.3
316 34 24.0 17.3 11.7 7.93 4.42 3.14
33 33 24.8 16.6 11.3 7.069 4.12 1.O0
36 36 MG. 15.? 10.9 7.O6 3.6" 2.02
37 3? 22.3 14.9 10.3 6.67 3.73 2.67
38 30 21.3 14.2 10.4 ;. 31 3.37 2.54

3w1.4 1. 10.3 3.96 3.39 2.41
0 01. 1.0 10.1 3.70 3.24 2.30

41 41 17.6 12.6 9.39 3.43 3.09 2.19
42 42 .iA.6 12.1 9.12 5.22 2.36 2.09
43 43 16.1 11.7 8.69 5.02 2643 2.000

44413.4 11.4 6.29 4.03 2.70 1.91
45 43 14.0 11.1 7.92 4.63 2.39 1.84

44414.1 1.0.0 7.57 4.43 2.48 1. ??
47 it7 la.6 10.3 7.24 4.25 2.38 1 70
48 44 13.2 10.4 6.93 4.06 2.29 1.64
49 49 U2.S 10.3 4.64 3.92 2.120 1563
30 so 12.4 10.2 6.37 3.77 2.11 1.32
St1 51 12.1 9.96 6.11 3.63 2.04 1.47
32 i2 11.7 e. SG 5.67 3.50 1.9 1.42
S3 33 U1.4 9.19 5.67 3.37 1.90 1.36
34 34 11.2 3.84 5.46 3.26 1.63 1.33
33 33 10.19 8.32 5.30 3.15 1.77 1.29
$6 36 10.7 6.21 3.14 3.0S 1.72 1.2S
37 37.. 10.3 7.92 4.9" 2.93 1.66 1.21
30 30 10.4 7.64 4.83 2.83 1.61 1.17
39 39 'ýC.3 7.4 4.70 2.76 1.36 1.14
60 60 10.2 7.1 41.53 2.67 1.52 1.11I
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Tale 7. E~ftctiw Elastic ftatic Flasistauc, re.f (Ontivnae)

Aspeci Watto a 1.23

Oat&" LI eeiii. clastic katie Resistance (Pat) for
01000419" (in.) Clabs Thickimem, t, of -

b a 314 to. SIG to. 1/2 Ux. 3/6 in. 3/11 tn. IA4 in,

it 13 154 105 63.3 37.5 20.3 13.2
13 18.23 131 W9. 33.6 3210 17.9 13.3
14 3.71S0 11.3 77.2 44.1 27.8 is's 11.10
13 12.7 96.3 87.2 41.9t 24.0 14.2 1."4
1.8 20 868. 39.1 38.6 21.1, 11.9 6.91
17 21.23 78.? 52.A 32.A 19.0 10.0 6.36
is 22.30 6.04 "1.7 29.1 17.2 9.79 4112
19 23.73 81.4 41.9 28.1 13.6 a,99 7.86
20 23 35.4 37.6 23.8 141.8 6.30 ?.49
21 28.23 30.3 3403 21.4 13.8 se19 8.73
2t 27.130 43.6 A.13 19.7 11.8 61.07 8.11
23 24.75 41.9 23.8 1942 11M. 7.79 3.3?
24 30 34.S 26.3 17.0 10.1 7." 3.09
23 11.23 33.3 24.7 li.e 9.40 .63.8 4.68

:8.$.0 32.6 a. 14 14.9 8.09 8.27 4.31
27 13.73 30.4 20.6 141. 6.53 3.79 4.00
2S 35 28.3 015. 13.4. 8.23 5.37 3.73
29 34.25 28.4 1864 11.7 8.14 4."9 3.49
10 37."0 28.6 17.4 1.100 6.016 4.83 3.208
31 39.73 13.1. 2..4 10.4 7.32 .4.3 3.09
32 40 21.7 15.8 9.91 7.82 4.07 2.92
33 41.23 20.4 14.9 9.41 7.21. 3.064 ).7
34 42.30 19.4 14.2 a,"9 8.73t 3.62 2.161
33 43.73 iý. 1.3.6 i.70 8.33 3.43 2.41
36 45 17.8 12.0 6.43 S."9 3.28 2.34
37 46.23 1686 Iles 6.23 3.68 3.10 2.22

A47.30 1.8.1. 11.0 6.18 5.33 2.96 2.12
39 46.7 15.3SI 10.8 6.09 5.07 2.89 2.01
40 A0 14.6 10. 1 7.96 4ý61 2.89 1.91
41 31.23 14.3 9, 70 7.31 4.57 2.37 '1.820
42 52.30 13.6 9.34 7.88 4.34 2.45 1.74
43 33.7 13.4 9.ul 7.43 4.14 2.34 1.8"
4L 55 11t6 6.76 ?. 0 1 3.%8 2.23 1.59
45 56.2S 11.4 .37S 8.72 3.79 1.2.8 1.52
46 57.50 11.0 6.38 8.42 3.63 2.07 1.4"
47 58.73 10.6 8.24 8.14 3.49 1.96 1.40
46 60 10.3 6.17 S.88 3.38 1.9 " .IM
49 61.2s . 9.93 $111 5.63 3.23 1.83 1."9
s0 62.50 9.10 8.06 3.39 3.12 1.78 1.15
51. 63.75 9.29 7.93 5.186 3.01 1.89 1.20
52 65 4.02 7.60 4.97 2.90 1.83 1.2.8
53 66.25 8.62 7,68 4.76 2.80 1.57 i
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Table 7. Effective Ilastic Statie Resistance, rf (Continued)

,, .Aspect Ratic - 1.50

Class tffective Ilastic Static lesistsanc (psi) for
Dimensions (in.) Class Thickeaes3, t, of --

b a 3/4 in. 5/8 tn. 112 in. 318 in. 5/16 in. 1/4 in.

12 16 123 as'8 52.3 29.9 16.3 11.9
13 19,n 105 71.4 44.5 2355 13.9 10.5
14 21 90.2 61.6 38.4 ý21.0 12.3 9.43
1i 22.50 78.6 53.6 33.4 19.2 11.1 i.86
16 24 69.1 47.2 29.t 16.6 10.1. 7.16
17 25.5f 61.2 41.8 26.0 14.9 9.31 6.56
1i 27 54,6 37.3 23.2 13.3 7.83 6.25
19 28.50 49.0 33.4 20.S 12.3 7.24 6.30
20 30 4".2 30.2 18.8 11.4 6.71 6.23
21 31.50 40.1 27.4 17.1 10.6 6.37 5.91
22 33 36.5 24.9 15.6 9,86 6.16 5.36
23 34.50 33.4 22.8 14.23 9.32 6.35 4.86
24 36 30.7 21.0 13.1 7.99 6. 2- 4.44
25 37.50 28.3 19,3 12.4 7.56 5.94 4.08
26 39 26.2 17.9 11.7 7.1" 5.51 3.75
27 40.50 24.3 16.6 11.0 6.75 5.06 3.47
28 42 22.6 15.4 10.4 6.46 4.68 3.21
29 43.50 21.0 14.4 9.89 6.28 4.35 2.9
30 45 19-7 13.4 9.42 6.18 4.05 2.79
31 46.50 18.4 12.8 9.16 6.33 3.78 2.61
32 48 17.3 12.2 7.90 6.32 3.54 2.45
33 40.50 16.2 1U.6 7.57 6..1 3.32 2.33
34 Si 15.3 11.1 7.24 5.92 3.12 2.21
35 52.50 14.4 10.6 6.94 5.59 2.93 2.10
36 54 13.6 10.2 6.66 3.24 2.77 2.00
37 55.50 13.0 9.78 6.46 4.9 2.62 1.90
38 5. 12.5 9.42 6.32 4.67 2.49 1.61
39 58.50 12.0 9.21 6.20 4.42 2.38 1 °:
40 60 11.6 8.03 6.22 4.19 2.28 1.64
41 61.50 11.2 7.78 6.33 3.96 2.18 1.57
42 63 10.8 7.52 6.36 3.78 2.09 1.49
43 64.50 10.4 7.26 6.20 3.60 2.01 1.42
44 66 30.1 7.02 6.0i 3.43 1.92 1.36
45 67.50 9.71 6.79 5.91 3.77 1.84 1.30
46 69 9.42 b.57 5.65 3.13 1.77 1.25
47 70.50 9.25 6.45 5.39 2.99 1.70 1.20
48 72 8.12 As.33 5.14 2.86 1.63 1.15
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Table 7. Effective Elastic Static Resistance, reff (Continued)

Aspect Ratio - 1.75

Glass Effective Elastic Static Resistance (psi) for
Dimnesions "in.) Class Thicknesses, to of --

b a 114 in. 518 in. 1/2 in. 3/8 in. 5116 in. 1/4 in.
- - - -- - - - -

12 21 109 74.2 46.3 26.5 14.4 10.2
13 22.75 92.6 63.2 3c.4 22.6 12.3 8.91
14 24.50 7".9 54.5 34.0 19.5 10.6 8.01
15 26.25 69.6 47*5 29.6 17.0 9.46 7.32
16 28 61.2 41.7 26.0 14.9 8.52 6.20
17 29.75 54.2 37.0 23.1 13.2 7.85 5.65
18 31.50 46.3 33.0 20.6 11.7 7.30 5.19
19 33.25 43.4 29.6 18.5 10.67 6.27 4.89
20 35 39.1 26.7 16.7 9.71 5.79 4.70
21 36.75 35.5 24.2 15.1 8.96 5.38 4.64
22 38.50 32.4 22.1 13.8 8.36 5.05 4.50
23 40.25 29.6 20.2 12.6. 7.87 4.84 4.31
24 42 27.2 18.6 11.6 7.43 4.70 4.02
25 43.75 25.1 17.1 10.7 7.11 4.65 3.79
26 45.50 23.2 15.8 9.97 6.17 4.54 3.51
27 47.25 21.5 14.7 9.37 5.82 4.41 3.24
28 49 20.0 13.6 8.83 5.52 4.19 3.00
29 50.75 18.6 12.7 8.38 5.23 3.96 2.78
30 52.50 17.4 11.9 8.01 5.02 3.77 2.60
31 54.25 16.3 11.1 7.66 4.86 3.53 2.43
32 56 15.3 10.4 7.35 4.73 3.30 2.29
33 57.75 14.4 9.93 1.11 4.68 3.09 2.16
34 59.50 13.5 9.46 6.27 4.64 2.90 2.05
35 61.25 12.8 9.02 6.00 4,56 2.73 1.94
36 63 12.1 8.62 5.74 4,46 2.58 1.85
37 64.75 11.4 8.30 5.51 4.36 2.44 1.76
38 66.50 10.8 8.00 5.30 4.18 2.32 1.67
39 68.25 10.3 7.73 5.10 4.01 2.21 1.59
40 70 9.91 7.47 4.97 3.86 2.11 1.51
41 71.75 9.52 7.26 4.85 3.72 2.02 1.44
42 73.50 9.15 6.51 4.75 3.53 1.93 1.38
43 75.25 8.81 (.29 4.70 3.36 1.85 1.32
44 77 8.50 6.07 4.67 3.20 1.78 1.26
45 78.75 8.24 5.86 4.64 3.05 1.71 1.20
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Table 7. Effective Elastic Static Resistance, reff (Continued)

Aspect Ratio - 2.00

Glass Effective Elastic Static Resistance (psi) for
Dimetnsions (in.) Glass Thicknesses, t, of --

b a 3/4 in. 5/8 in. 1/2 in. 3/8 in. 5/16 in. 1/4 in.

12 24 97.6 66.6 41.5 23.8 13.0 9.05
13 26 83.1 56.7 35.4 20.3 11.0 7.81
14 28 71.7 48.9 30.5 17.5 9.52 6.87
15 30 62.4 42,6 26.6 15.2 8.31 6.29
16 32 54.9 37.5 23.4 13.4 7.43 5.81
17 34 48.6 33.2 20.7 11.9 6.72 4.98
18 36 43,4 29.6 16.5 10.6 6.26 4.54
19 38 38.9 26.6 16.6 9.49 5.86 4.19
20 ,O 35.1 24.0 14.9 8.56 5.12 3.93
21 42 31.9 21.7 13.6 7.85 4.72 3.74
22 44 29.0 19.8 12.4 7.25 4.40 3.59
23 46 26.6 18.1 11.3 6.73 4.11 3.48
24 48 24.4 16.6 10.4 6.39 3.92 3.42
25 50 22.5 15.3 9.56 6.08 3.75 3.33
26 52 20.8 14.2 8.84 5.79 3.62 3.24
27 54 19.3 13.2 8.23 5.15 3.51 3.04
28 56 17.9 12.2 7.73 4.85 3.45 2.81
29 58 16.7 11.4 7.27 4.58 3.40 2.61
30 60 15.6 10.7 6.86 4.36 3.32 2.42
31 62 14.6 9.98 6.57 4.15 3.25 2.27
32 64 13.7 9.36 6.32 3.99 3.10 2.14
33 66 12.9 8.80 6.08 3.86 2.90 2.02
34 68 12.2 8.31 5.87 3.74 2.72 1.91
35 70 11.5 7.91 5.66 3.64 2.56 1.81
36 72 10.d 7.53 5.07 3.56 2.41 1.72
37 74 10.3 7.18 4.84 3.49 2.28 1.63
38 76 9.73 6.86 4.64 3.45 2.17 1.56
39 78 9.24 6.62 4.46 3.41 2.06 1.48
40 80 0.78 6.42 4.30 3.36 1.97 1.41
41 82 8.37 6.23 4.14 3.30 1.88 1.34
42 84 8.03 6.05 4.02 3.25 1.80 1.28
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Table 7. Effective Elastic Static Resistance, reff (Continued)

Aspect Ratio a 3.00

Glass Effective Elastic Static Resistance (psi) for
Dimensions (in.) Glass Thicknesses, C, of --

b a 3/4 in. 5/8 in. 1/2 in. 3/8 in. 5/16 in. 1/4 in.

12 36 81.1 55.4 34.5 19.8 10.8 7.53
13 39 69.1 47.2 29.4 16.9 9.18 6.41
14 42 59.6 40.7 25.4 14.5 7.92 5-57
15 45 51.9 35.4 22.1 12.7 6.90 4.94
16 48 45.6 31.2 19.4 11.1 6.06 4.42
17 51 .0.4 27.6 17.2 9.86 5.43 3.98
18 54 36.1 24.6 15.3 8.79 4.92 3.61
19 57 32.4 22.1 13.8 7.89 4.18 3.15
20 60 29.2 19.9 12.4 7.12 4.10 2.86
21 63 26.5 18.1 11.3 6.46 3.77 2.64
22 66 24.1 16.5 10.3 5.88 3.48 2.45
23 69 22.1 15.1 9.40 5.44 3.08 2.25
24 72 20.3 13.8 8.63 5.06 2.84 2.08
25 75 18.? 12.8 7.95 4.71 2.66 1.92
26 78 17.3 11.8 7.35 4.40 2.49 1.82
27 81 16.0 10.9 6.82 4.13 2.34 1.74
28 84. 14.9 10.2 6.34 3.88 k.18 1.66
29 87 13.9 9.48 5.91 3.65 2.04 1.58
30 90 13.0 8.86 5.56 3.44 1.91 1.51
31 93 12.2 8.30 5.26 3.11 1.83 1.47
32 96 11.. 7.79 4.98 2.93 1.76 1.43
33 99 10.7 7.32 4.72 2.78 1.70 1.41
34 102 10.1 6.90 4.48 2.64 1.63 1.39
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Table 7. Effective Elastic Static Restsunce, reff (Wontiiued)

Aspect Ratio - 4.00

Glass EfEectivw Elastic Static Resistance (psi) for
Dimnaions (in.) Glass tiic 1nesss, t, of --

b a 3/4 in. 5/8 in. 1/2 in. 3/8 in. 5/16 in. 1/4 in.

12 48 75.7 51.7 32.2 18.5 10.1 7.02
13 52 64.5 44.0 27.5 15.7 8.57 5.99
14 56 55.6 38.0 23.7 13.6 7.39 5.16
is 60 48.3 33.1 20.6 11.8 6.43 4.52
16 64 42.6 29.1 18.1 10.4 5.66 3.99
17 68 37.7 25.8 16.1 9.20 5.01 3.56
18 72 33.7 23.0 14.3 8.20 4.49 3.19
19 76 30.2 20.6 12.9 7.36 4.05 2.87
20 80 27.3 18.6 11.6 6.65 3.67 2.54
21 84 24.7 16.9 10.5 6.03 3.34 2.30
22 88 22.5 13.4 9.59 5.49 3.06 2.10
23 92 20.6 14.1 8.77 5.03 2.81 1.94
24 96 18.9 12.9 8.05 4.63 2.52 1.79
25 100 17.5 11.9 7.42 4.28 2.32 1.67
26 104 16.1 11.0 6.86 3.97 2.15 1.56
27 108 15.0 10.2 6.36 3.70 2.00 1.46
"28 112 13.9 9.49 5.92 3.45 1.88 1.38
29 116 13.0 8.85 5.52 3.22 1.76 1.30
30 120 12.1 8.27 5.15 3.02 1.66 1.23
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A- edge clearance
B - birg

C - face cleaamnce

Figure 26. Edge, face. and bite requirements.
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N MISSILE TEST CELL DESIGN LOAD
AND SAFE SIUING CRITERIA

by

James E. Tancreto
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory

Port Hueneme, CA

a 1.0 INTRODUCTION

S1.1 Background

4 he reliability of today's highly sophisticated weapons systems is

dependent on simulation tests. These power-on, all-up tests are required

prior to delivery tZ the fleet and periodically during the life of the

missile. The tests must be conducted in hardened missile test cells

(MTCs) to prevent comminication tf an accidental explosion to ordnance

outside the cell and to limit leakage pressures in adjacent occupied

areas to less than 2.3 psi

1.2 Problem

Operational requirements make it highly depirable to locdte the

MTCs directly adjacent to the Assembly Building work bay. In most cases,

the Assetably Building is an existing unhardened facility with lightweight

metal roofing and walls. To locate the MTC nearby the Assembly Building,

the new MTC must be designed to limit the effects of an accidental explo-

sion to less than 2.3 psi on the unhardered building. At the desired

short separation distances, and with the preseait technology, the MTC

would be required to almost completely contain the explosion and the

resulting long duration gas pressure loads. The excessive cost of a

complete containment test cell has made it necessary to develop new con-

cepts for reducing the effects of a contained explosion.
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1.3 Potential Solution

Recent tests conducted by the Terminal. Effects Research and Analysis

Group (TERA) of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro,

NM, for the Naval Civil Engineering Lzboratory (NCEL) and the Naval Sur-

face Weapons Center (NSWC) have indicated that vented areas with frangible

surfaces (i.e., a surface that is designed to fail in an explosion and

vent the internal gas pressures) reduce the shock loads outside a

containment cell. The reduction has been so dramatic that it should be

possible to design a frangible panel with sufficient area and mass to

adequately vent gas pressures while greatly reducing external shock

pressures. The frangible panel must remain in place long enough t,

reflect shock waves back into the containment cell, but it must also

vent the gas pressures quickly enough to keep the gas impulse inside the

MTC to a manageable level.

1.4 Purpose

In December 1985, NCEL conducted tests at TERA to determine the

blast environment inside and outside a scale model missile test cell.

The tests are part of a program to develop Naval Facilities Engineering

Command (NAVFAC) standards for missile test cell designs that meet

operational, requirements of the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) and

the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR). Test data are presented and

used to develop design load and siting requirements for NAVFAC MTCs.

2.0 TEST PROGRAM

The t.st structure was a 1:2.6 scale model, reinforced concrete,

arch-shaped "horseshoe" structure. Dimensions are shown in Figure 1.

By volume, the test structure is a 1:2.54 scale model of a rectangular

NAVFAC Type I MTC. The important constant parameters were the vent area,
2 3 2/

A - 32 ft , and the volume, V - 920 ft . The scaled vent area was A/V 2' 3

- 0.338. Scaled vent areas greater than this would result in greater
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pressures and impulses outside the NTC, while a smaller scaled vent area

would reduce the blast environment outside the MTC. The values of fixed
H- •. parameters in the test 3tructure are as follows%

Parameter Test Structure

Internal Volume, V (ft ) 920

Vent Area, A (ft ) 32

Scaled Vent Area, A/V2/3 0.338

Floor W'dth, LS (ft) 9.72

Floor Length, LL (ft) 15.42

LS/LL 0.63

Initial Vent Area, A (ft 2
No Vent Cover (A o A) 32
With Vent Cover 0 0.442

Scal 2 13Initial Vent Area,
I A/VNo Vent Cover (A 0 b) 0.338

With Vent Cover 0 0.0047

I Variable parameters in the test program included the TNT equivalent
explosive weight, W (pounds), the vent cover weight, w (psf), and the
zecess of the vent -o-;er, x (feet). The scaled parameters using these
variables are the scaled distance (Z - RNW1/ 3), the charge density (W/V),

the scaled coves. weight w wW1/3 ), and the scaled cover recess
1/3Gx - x/W3), The rarge of paraweters in the test program were:

Range of Parameter
Parameter Values for Model

Test Structure

Explosive Weight, W (lL TNT) 4.52 to 40.7

Scaled Weight of Vent Cover, w/W1/3 (psf/lb 1/3 0 to 40.6

Scaled Recess of Vent Cover, x/W1/3 (ft/lb 1/3) 0 to 0.88
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: •: i2; /2/3
All vent covers included a 9-inch-diameter (A0 - 0.442 ft As/V

- 0.0047) cutoUt to account for uncovered openings in the MTC cover.

Table 1 summarizes the test program and the variables in each test.

The arch cross section should not be a factor in applying the test

results to rectangular structures provided the aspect ratio of the floor

is cloae to that of che model.

3.0 TEST RESULTS

3.1 Exterr..l Loads

The incident blast environment cutside the MTC was measured at the

ground locations shown in Figure 2. Gages are designated by a letter

code for direction ("F" - Front; "S" - Side; "D" - Diagonal; "B" - Back)

and a number code for range (the number corresponds to one-tenth the

range in feet: R/10). For example, the gage designation F8 indicates a

gage to the front of the MTC at a range of 80 feet.

Digitized data results are summarized in Tables 2 through 8. These

tables show peak pressures and scaled impulses versus gage location and

test variables (e.g., w &ad x). Eacb table is for a constant W and W/V.

All tests used a vent area of 32 ft2 but varied the mass and recess of

the vent cover.

Two pressure-time plots at gage 2 for Test 10 (without a cover) and

Test 13 (with a cover) are shown in Figure 3. The two plots show the

variations in pressure histories that are possible at the same location

and for similar peak pressures and impulses. Use of an equivalent tri-

angular load-time history is generally conservative and is sufficient

for all the data used in this report.

The data in Tables 2 through 8 are plotted in Figures 4 through 19.

Ee-1h figure includes the hemispherical surface burst curve for compari-

son. Figures 4 through 7 show the directional effects of the MTC on the

blast environment with no vent cover (w- 0). Figures 8 through 10 show

the effect of charge density, W/V, on peak pressures and scaled impulses

with w - 0. Figures 11 through 19 show the effect of vent cover weight,

w, and recess, x, on the blast environment.
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The test results show that the tested TfC geometry and vent cover

had the following general effects on the external blast environment

compared to that from an unconfined hemispherical surface burst (the

basis for NAVSEA OP-5 quantity distance relationships):

1. Front Direction - significant increase in pressure and impulse
(over that of an unconfined hemispherical surface burst) without
vent cover; increase in scaled impulse but no change in peak
pressure with vent cover.

2. Side Direction - significant decrease in pressure and impulse
without vent cover; variable effect with ve,.t cover although
usually small for W/V > 0.015.

3. Back Direction - very significant decrease with or without cover;
the decrease with cover was less (except for heavy covers and
large clarge densities).

3.2 Internal Gas Pressure Loads

The internal gas pressure loads were measured by gages Gi, G3, and

G4 located inside the MTC (Figure 1). Digitized data results are sum-a-

rized in Tables 2 through 8. The data results include peak gas pressure

and scaled impeilse. The scaled Impulses, shown in these tables for

comparison only, were scaled by the TNT equivalent weight for shock

(W - 1.13 x weight of C4 explosive). Scaling by the gas pressure equiv-

alent weight would require a variable factor as determined by the proce-

dure in NAVFAC P-397. See Section 7.2 for determination of design gas

pressure loads. The test results show that, as expected, the peak gas

pressure is a function of W/V, and the scaled gas impulse, given a con-

stant vent opening, depends on the mass of the cover, w, and its recess,

x. The rcsults show that the procedure in NAVFAC P-397 for determining

gas pressure and impulse applies to MTC design. See Section 7.0 for the

internal design gas pressure and shock loads.

4.0 SITING C.ITERIA

For the remotely controlled testing in a MTC, NAVSEA OP-5 requires
1/3

a scaled separation distance of 24 ft/lbI. This is the scaled dis-

tance at which a hemispherical surface burst produces a peak incident
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blast overpressure, Pso, of 2.3 psi. Because of the directional effects

of the MTC on the external blast environment, the scaled distance to the

back of the MTC where Ps, is 2.3 psi is significantly reduced from that

for a surface burst. "b" direction overpressure data are plotted in

Figure 20 for tests trlthout vent covers (G 0). An average slope of

the data was determined from best fit power curves using data nearest

2.3 psi and for 0.015 9 W/V 6 0.045 lb/ft 1 /3. The data for W/V

0.005 lb/ft3 were not used because the overpressures were too low

(• 0.5 psi). Data uaed a:e identified in Figure 20 by the solid symbols.

The average slope was then used to derive the upper bound straight line

relationships shown in Figure 20. As can be seen from the surface burst

curves in Figures 4 through 19, straight line relationships (on log-log

plots) are accu.rate for interpolation ot free-field overpressure data

over full cycle (factor of 10) ranges of P so' The Z values corresponding

to 2.3 psi from these upper bound curves are considered reasonable and

safe for developing the siting criteria for points to the back of the

MTC.

The upper bound Z values corresponding to P P 2.3 psi and no vent

cover are plotted against W/V in Figure 21. In order to safely account

for the effects of pressure reflections from vent covers, worst case Z
3values from al'l cover tests at W/V values of 0.015 and 0.045 lb/ft vere

obtained from the test data. The following table shows Z values with

and without vent covers and shows their ratio, F . Fr was calculated

from worst case test data for W/V - 0.015 and 0.045 lb/ft3 . F for
r

W/V - 0.025 lb/ft (for which there were no data with vent covers) was

obtained from linear interpolation between the other F values, and a
r

resulting Zr, with cover, was calculated.
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0W/V & Zr Fr

0.015 6.45 a.0a 1.24

0.25 8.8 11.4b 1.30'

0.045 10.0 14.2o 1.42

1° - Z for 2.3 pal; 0, from Figure 20

Zr - Z for 2.3 psi; vorst cas for all and x

Fr r /Zr0

aFrom teat data.
bCalculared from Zr - Fr x Z
cFrom linear interpolation between other Fr val'es.

The Zr values to limit Pon to 2.3 psi to the back of the MTC are

plotted in Figure 21. The relationship applies to the following ranges

of parameters:

0.015 s WfV S 0.045 lb/ft 3

0 S :;S 40 pef!/b]'/

2/33

0S -x S 0.88 ft/lbll

ANV2/3 < 0.35

Ls/LL 0.63 (t1OZ)

where: Ls - short floor dimension

LL - long floor dimension

and vent in short wall

For the NAVFAC Type I MTC, W/V - 0.02 lb/ft', and from Figure 21,

the safe Z or P 0 - 2.3 psi to the back of the NTC is 9.7 ft/lb1/3

With a rated capacity of 300 pounds, the safe distance to the rear is

9.7 x 3001/3 65 feet measured from the outside of the vented wall.
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5.0 DESIGN EXTUNAL LAST LOADS

Neawwred blast loads were used to derive design blast loads in each

direction outside the NIC. Results are shown in Figures 22 throuh 25.
3

The design blast loads are based on data for 0.015 s W/V S 0.045 lb/ft

Design curves are summarized in Figure 26 for the design peak incident

overpressuv, ,P and in rgore 27 for the design scaled incident

impulse, i /W/. The design curves apply to a NTC for the sawe range

of palraaeters listed above for siting the Missile Processing Building.

Note that siting criteria separation distances (Section 4.0) are erpres-

sad ts a function of churge density (W/V), whereas design load relation-

shirs are conservatively based on worst case results for all parameters,

including W/V.

5.1 "F" Direction

The blast loads to the frcnt of the 4TC ("F" Line in FigurQ 2) are

enhanced by the focusing of shock waves escaping through the frout wall

vent. The effect is especially app'nrent without a vent cover. Peak

overpressures, however, were essentially equal to those of a heMispher-

ical surface burst for all tested vent covers (9 S ; S 40 psf/lb1/3 and

0 S i 4 0.9 ft/lb /3). Figure 22 shows worst case data and the upper

bound peak overpressure design curves recomended for points to the
1/3

front o! a MTC. When a vent cover with 9 S w 9 40 psf/lb is used,

the P relationship for a hemispherical surface burst may be used.so

Scaled impulse datat were also higher with no vent cover. Therefore, in

Figure 23, two scaled impulse design curves are shown for two ranges of

scaled cover weight (G).

5.2 "S" Direction

Worst case peak overpressure and scaled impulse to the side of the

MTC ("S" Line in Figure 2) are plotted iin Figure 24. Peak overpressures,

from all tests (with and without vent covers) are adequately described
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by the hemispherical surface burst relationship. The upper bound envelope

for scaled impulse, hewever, deviates from the surface burst relationship,

at Z c 40 ft/lb1/3, as shown in Figure 24.

5.3 Directim

The blast loads to the back of the I4TC are less than those of a

hemispherical surface burst. Worst casn peak pressure and scaled impulse

data are plotted in Figure 25 for tests with and without vent covers.

Recommended design load curves are also shown in Figure 28 which, for

all but a single point, are upper bounds on the pressure and impulse

data.

5.4 Design Loast Summary

Figures 26 and 27 summarize the design loads outside a HTC.

Figure 26 presents the design peak incident overpressure, Pso, in the

three major dL'ectious from the ZTC. The range, R (ft), is measured

from the ortside center of the vent cover In the front wall. The miad-

range curve is identical to the hemispherical aurface burst relationship

for P50 and applies to the side direction for all w and to the Zront
1/3.direction for 9 5 w S 40 psf/lb ts shown by the curve., the blast

environaent Is greatest in the front direction with 0 S w < 9 pef/lb1/ 3

and the least in the back direction with or withotit a vent cover.

The scaled incident impulse design Lurves are shown in Figure 27.

Two curves, for different ranges of ;, are required to show the design

relationships to the front of the NTC. The relationships for the side

and back directions apply with or without vent covers. The hemispherical

surface burst curve is shown for compariscn.

The load relationships in Figures 26 and 27 ar, limited to the

ranges of parameters stated in the Figures and in Section 4.0 above.
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6. 0 MIMAITLM 3I'IIDIM QUANTITY-DISTANCE RJtQUIRE4ENTS

PIblare 26 In used to def ine the inhabited buildint distance (IBD)
ia each direction from RA•FAC Type I (or similar) TCs. The ISID io the

dIstance corresponding to Pie - 1.2 psi. The safe distance to public

traffic routes is 602 of IOD, in accordance with NAVSEW OP-5. From

Figure 26 you obtain the following values for K:

K (ft/lb1/3)a.for !nhabited Building Distance

IkontI

Side Back0 S• 9 9 s v< 40

62 40 40 24

apublic traffic route quantity--distance requirements are 602

of IDD requirements.
bpragment8 and debris from vent will require at least

1,250 feet within a 60-degre:t coua to front for inhabited
buildings and 750 feet to front for public traffic routes.

7.0 DESIGN INTEAL LOADS

The MTC must be designed to contain the design explosive weight of
the Maximum Credible Event (HCE) from a warhead detonation. The rein-

fo~ced concrete roof, sidewalls, and ba,_kwall must be designed to safely

withstand the loads from a warhead detonation. The design loads consist

of the initial shock wave loads from the e-plosive detonation and the

long duration gas pressure load-, caused by the containment of the products

of detonation.

7.1 Shock Loads

Shock loads are determinLd with the computer program IMPRESS.

1l4PRESS, developed by Ammann and "ihitaey ConultLiu& Engineers for

ARRADCON, is the basis for the internal shock loads provided in the

revised NAVFAC P--397 Design Manual. The MTC geometry and envelope of
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MCE locations are used to determine the critical location of the explo-

sive. The TNT equivalent explosive weight for shock pressure is deter-

mined and a 1.2 factor of safety is applied to obtain the explosive

weight:

WDESIGN - W x TNT Equifalency x 1.2

IMPRESS or NAVFAC P-397 may be used to obtain an idealized triangular

design shock load with peak pressure B1 and duration T1 as shown in

Figure 28.

7.2 Gas Pressure Loads

Containment of the products of detonation creates a relatively low

pressure and long duration gas pressure loading. NCEL has developed a

computer program using theoretical and empirical methods to determine

the gas pressure loading. The computer program, REDIPT, is described in

a paper presented at the 21st DDESB Seminar: "Effect of Frangible Panels

on Internal Gas Pressures," by J.E. Tancceto and E.S. Helseth, August

1984. The revised NAVFAC P-397 Design Manual uses data plots from REDIPT

as the design internal gas pressure loads for containment structures.
The TNT equivalent explosive weight for determining gas pressures

is calculated from the ratios of heats of combustion and heats of detont'-

tion as shown in NAVFAC P-397. A 1.2 factor of safety is applied when

determining structural design Icads. The design equivalent weight for

gas pressure loads is calculated from the product of the actual explosive

weight, the TNT equivalency, and the factor of safety, as in the equation

given above for shock pressure design explosive weight. The design charts

in NAVFAC P-397 are then used to calculate the idealized gas pressure

loading with peak pressure B2 and duration T2 as shown in Figure 28.

7.3 Combined Total Internal. Design Load

Due to the methods used in experimentally measuring gas pressure,

the shock and gas pressure triangular load-histories should be merged,

as shown in Figure 28, rather than added. A bilinear load function
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results with a maximum pressure = B1 at T - 0 and a duration of T2 . The

intersection of the shock and gas pressuze triangular load functions is

at the Bi, Ti point:

(B 1 - B2 ) T1 T2
Ti (B1 T2 - B 2 T1 )

B -B1 •(1

or

B B 1  (BB1 - B2) 2
1 i-B 1 T 2  B2 T 1

I7
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Table 1. I4TC Test Parameters

NCEL w W/V w -a 1/-b /
Test No. (lb) (lb/ft') (psf) (psf/ib1) (ft) (ft/lb 1 /)

101 4.52 0.005 0 0 0 0
2 4.52 0.005 31.25 18.90 0.0625 0.03
3 4.52 0.005 31.25 18.90 0.79 0.47
4 4.52 0.005 31.25 18.90 1.45 0.87
5 4.52 0.005 67.2 40.64 1.45 0.87

6 13.56 0.015 0 0 0 0
106 13.56 0.015 0 0 0 0
18 13.56 0.015 31.25 13.10 0.0625 0.02
19 13.56 0.015 31.25 13.10 1.66 0.69

7 13.56 0.015 47.7 20.00 0.094 0.03
8 13.56 0.015 47.7 20.00 1.05 0.44
9 13.56 0.015 91.4 38.33 2.1 0.88

109 22.6 0.025 0 0 0 0

10 40.7 0.045 0 0 0 0
11 40.7 0.045 31.25 9.08 0.0625 0.01
12 40.7 0.045 31.25 9.08 1.66 0,48
13 40.7 0.045 67.2 19.53 0.135 0.03
14 40.7 0.045 67.2 19.53 1.66 1%48
17 40.7 0.045 134 38.96 1.66 0.48

S- w/Wl/ 3

b- - 1/3

CZero indicates uo cover over vent opening.
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Table 2. Peak Pressurp (W m 4.52 1b; W/V - 0.005 lb/ft 3)

Scaled- Peak Pressures (psi) for NCEL Test Nos.--
Gage Distance, Z

(ft/l.b 1/3 101 a 2 b 3 C. 4 d 5 e

-External Incident Pressures, P so

F1 6.06 43.4 11.5 9.35 21.9 18.4
F2 12.1 18. ' 6 4.39 3.96 9.58 7.41
F3 24.2 3.92 1.17 1.1 0.85 0.63
F8 48.5 0.93 0.58 0.57 0.47 0.44
F12 72.7 0.47 0.42 0.34 0.29 0.31

Sl 6.06 8.86 4.63 5.13 21.5 20.8
S2 12.1 4.14 2.55 2.46 14.3 11.1
S4 24.2 1.01 1.18 0.69 1.0 1.08
S8 48.5 0.49 0.31 0.3 0.37 0.54

D2 12.1 1.18 1.35 0.92 1.37 1.62
D4 24.2 0.44 0.73 0.41 0.53 0.57
D8 48.5 0.22 0.3 0.23 0.24 0.27

B2 12.1 0.52 0.67 0.58 0.67 0.5-5
B3 18.2 0.42 0.49 0.48 0.53 0.4
B4 24.2 0.25 0.3. 0.4 0.33 0.28
B8 48.5 0.21 Mi 0.35 0.23 0.2

Internal Gas Pressures, P 9

G1 f 31 41 46 49 48
G3 f 24 - 45 44
G4 f 26 38 41 48 47

aNo cover.
b-w 18.9; x - 0.04.
C_
w 18.9; x - 0.48.

18.9; x - 0.88.
e-
w - 40.6; x - 0.88.

f Internal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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Table 3. Scaled Impulse (W 4.52 lb; W/V = 0.005 lb/ft )

Scaled Scaled Impulse (psi-ms/lb1(3)

Gage Distance, Z for NCEL Test Nos.--

(ft/lb1/3) 1 0 1a 2 b 3c 4 d 5 e

External Incident Impulse, /

F1 6.06 51.65 17.53 16.32 59.27 41.73
F2 12.1 26.61 7.31 9.07 31.45 30.84
F4 24.2 9.07 3.02 3.20 3.32 3.14
F8 48.5 2.96 1.63 1.75 1.66 1.69
F12 72.7 2.41 1.02 1.14 1.08 1.02

S1 6.0§ 7.01 7.37 9.67 36.89 30.84
S2 12.1 5.56 4.53 5.92 26.00 18.99
S4 24.2 3.08 2.54 2.47 2.29 1.69
S8 48.5 1.51 1.08 1.14 1.08 0.90

D2 12.1 2.72 3.02 2.84 2.90 2.05
D4 24.2 1.75 1.75 1.63 1.57 1.33
D8 48.5 0.96 0.96 0.90 0.90 0.78

B2 12.1 1.99 2.35 2.05 2.17 1.63
B3 18.2 1.93 2.05 2.41 2.35 2.11
B4 24.2 1.27 1.93 1.75 1.63 1.39
B8 48.5 0.84 1.08 1.02 1.02 0.78

Internal Gas Impulse, i /W1/ 3

g

G1 f 115 549 682 780 986
G3 f 191 .... 702 898
G4 f 215 505 641 721 961

0No cover.
b-w - 18.9; x - 0.04.

w M 18.9; x - 0.48.
d-w - 18.9; x - 0.88.

e- - 40.6; x - 0.88.

fInternal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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Table 4. Peak Pressure (W - 13.56 lb; W/V - 0.015 lb/ft 3)

Scaled Peak Pressures (psi_) for NCEL Test Nos.-
Gage Distance, Z

(ft/lb 1/3) 6 a 106a 18 b 19c 7 8e 9 f

External Incident Pressures, Pso

Fl 4.19 103.7 83.9 31,9 19.9 27.1 26.4
F2 8.38 39.5 46.5 13.3 6.43 9.07 7
F4 16.8 8.47 9.35 3.74 3,28. 2.87 3.34 4.39
F8 33.5 2.56 2.63 1.33 1.04 1.11 1.23 0.93
F12 50.3 1.45 1.55 0.75 0.63 0.69 0,65 0.68

S1 4.19 24.5 27.0 17.7 18.2 23.i 13.1
S2 8.38 8.09 8.86 13.7 9.75 8.57 12.9
S4 16.8 2.16 1.63 2.3 2.39 2.23 2.27 2.7
S8 33.5 0.79 0.86 1.06 1.26 0.86 1.33 0.94

D2 8.38 2.4 2.48 3.38 2.69 4.16 3.45 3.24
D4 16.8 0.84 1.0 1.54 1.57 1.48 1.7 1.6
D8 33.5 0.4 0.41 0.68 0.65 0.54 0.72 0.64

B2 8.38 1.29 1.66 1.38 1.38 2.17 1.96 1.78
B3 12.6 0.99 0.97 1.05 1.18 1.25 1.33 1.11
B4 16.8 0.78 0.65 0.96 0.97 0.98 1.01 0.77
B8 33.5 0.48 0.47 0.71 0.63 0.5 0.73 0.46

Internal Gas Pressures, P

GI g 56 61 76 90 82 89 --

G3 g 59 56 76 85 -- 75 --

G4 g 48 53 70 86 71 87 --

aNo cover.
b-w- 13.1; x " 0.02.

C - 13.1; x 0.69.

dw- 20; x - 0.03.

ew- 20; x- 0.44.

w- 38.33; x - 0.88.

gInternal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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3Table 5. Scaled Impulse (W * 13.56 lb; W/V 0.015 lb/ft3)
IVI

Scaled Scaled Impulse (psi-ms/lb 1V 3 ) for NCEL Test Nos.-
Gage Distance, Z

(ft/lb1/ 3 ) 6 a 10 6 a 18 b 19c 7d 8  9f

External Incident Impulse, 1 /W1/ 3

F1 4.19 75.30 62.47 28.25 25.99 27.79 27.12
F2 8.38 30.56 29.18 11.06 10.77 12.,`9 13.66
F4 16.8 14.04 14.42 5.19 7.50 5.24 7.21 12.20
F8 33.5 6.24 6.07 2.68 3.22 2.59 3.27 2.68
F12 50.3 3.60 3.64 1.67 2.01 1.71 1.97 1.59

Si 4.19 9.55 10.69 17.23 15.47 16.43 16.10
S2 8.38 7.92 8.00 11.57 13.87 13.08 12.07
S4 16.8 3.81 3.56 4.06 3.77 4.19 4.06 3.98
58 33.5 2.13 2.18 1.97 1.92 2.01 2.01 1.88

D2 8.38 3.56 3.31 4.94 4.19 5.11 4.73 4.73
D4 16.8 2.22 2.18 2.85 2.68 2.85 2.80
D8 33.5 1.29 1.29 1.59 1.46 1.59 1.59

B2 8.38 2.09 2.64 3.98 3.60 3.68 3.89
B3 12.6 2.76 2.47 3.64 3.52 3.94 3.56
B4 16.8 2.13 2.22 3.22 3.18 3.10 3.27
B8 33.5 1.25 1.34 1.92 1.84 1.88 1.84

Internal Gas Impulse, 1 N1W3

Gi g 382 411 758 1006 782 1048 --

G3 g 382 361 670 946 -- 933 --

G4 g 306 346 675 902 709 925 --

aNo cover.

w 13.1; x - 0.02.
C-- 13.1; x - 0.69.
d-w 2G; x - 0.03.

e--
e 20; x - 0.44.

f--

w 38.33; x - 0.88.

glnternal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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Table 6. Peak Pressure and Scaled Impulse
(W - 22.6 lb; W/V " 0.025 pcf)

Scaled Peak Scaled Impulse

Gage Distance, Z Pressure 1/3

(ft/lb'/ 3) (psi)

Inctdelt.'Preesure, P and Impulse, i /W1 "3

F1 3.513 121.3 87,.72
F2 7.0'7 65,7 35.33
F4 14.1 12.5 17.68
F8 28.3 .3.47 7.64
F12 42.4 1.76 4.42

S1 3.53 34.6 11.67
S2 7.07 11.8 9.48
S4 14.1 2.04 4.45
S8 2R.3 1.13 2.61

D2 7.07 3.5 4.06
D4 14.1 1.37 2.61
D8 28.3 0.56 1.48

B2 7.07 2.36 3.11
B3 10.6 .1.92 3.32
B4 14.1 1.26 2.75

28.3 0.93 1.69

Gas Pressure, P and Impulse, i /W1W 3

G1 b 86 532
G3 b 65 482
G4 b 66 392

a w 0; x 0.

lnternal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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Table 7. Peak Pressure (9 40.7 lb; W/V 0.045 pef)

Scaled Peak Pressures (psi) for NCEL Test Nos.-
"Gagt Distance, *Z

"ft/:b1/ 3 ) 10" 11b 12? 13d 146 17

External Incident Pressures, P

F1 2.91 182.0 45.3 41.1 48.5 26.2 30.9
F2 5.81 72.8 18.6 13.3 14.2 15.8 16.0
F4 11.6 17.5 6.04 5.53 5.22 6.22 6.37
F8 23.3 4.36 2.54 2.51 2.19 1.91 1.45
F12 34.9 2.37 1.44 1.57 1.34 1.07 0.71

Sl 2.9i 40.3 2o.9 30.3 22.5 25.2 14.9
S2 5.81 15.9 26.8 21.2 23.3 16.2 12.1
S4 11.6 3.03 5.11 4.24 2.56 3.91 4.26
S8 23.3 1.53 2.64 2.39 1.96 1.81 3.06

D2 5.81 5.66 8.83 5.01 5.24 5.75 3.39
D4 11.6 1.99 3.24 2.33 2.86 2.35 2.47
D8 23.3 0.97 1.32 1.1b 1.2 1.33 1.07

B2 5.81 4.11 6.96 3.33 3.55 3.13 2.85
B3 8.72 2.57 3.79 1.82 2.16 2.02 1.8
B4 11.6 1.47 2.56 1.66 1.51 1.43 1.48
B8 23.3 0.98 1.73 1.35 1.13 1.74 0.93

Internal Gas Pressures, P

G1 g 103 140 172 161 218 -
G3 g 92 - 140 137 199 194
G4 g 102 148 148 146 173 185

aNo cover.
b-

w 9.08; x = 0.01.
C - 9.08; =0.48.

-w 67.2; x - 0.03.

e- 672w 67.2; x - 0.48.

w -134; x = 0.48.

glnternal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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Table 8. Scal .d Impulse (W * 40.7 lb; W/V - 0.045 pif)'

Scaled Scaled Impl3, (pi-mil 1 1 3 ) for NCEL Test Nos.--
Gage Distance, Z

(ft!lb 1/3) 101A l1lb 12 13 d 14e 17 f

ftterm]l Incident Impulse, i /W'113

F1 2.91 54.06 57.55 27.64 19.47
F2 S.81 35.17 17.76 17.58 12.73 16.65 10.02
F4 11.6 22.38 10.29 11.33 7.81 10.66 9.30
F8 23.3 9.09 5.52" 6.01 4.47 5.43 4.53
F12 34.9 5.61 3.45 4.04 2.90 3.25 2.84

SI 2.91 12.52 14.33 14.21 15.29 13.69 13.72
S2 5.81 8.72 18.72 16.16 17.09 14.73 14.56
S4 11.6 5.05 2.47 5.43 6.39 5.98 6.25
Se 23.3 2.73 2.93 2.79 2.99 3.02 4.18

D2 5.81 10.05 6.97 6.42 6.54 5.90 5.63
D4 11.6 3.19 4.21 3.98 4.30 3.77 3.66
D8 23.3 1.91 2.20 2.18 2.44 3.54 2.12

B2 5.81 3.83 5.52 5.14 4.82 4.44 4.30
B3 8.72 4.15 5.84 4.97 4.68 4.30 4.18
B4 11.6 2.84 4.91 4.41 4.15 3.92 3.69
B8 23.3 1.94 2.79 2.67 2.50 2.41 2.32

Internal Gas Impulse, i /W 1 / 3

Gi 8 671 997 1345 1171 1581
G3 9 510 - 1052 996 1343 1630
G4 g 435 814 1044 1024 1364 1611

alNo cover.

b- = 9.08; x -0.01.

-w- 9.08; c - 0.48.

d-w - 67.2; x - 0.03.
e-

e- 67.2; x - 0.48.

f- 134; x- 0.48.

glnternal gas pressure gage on wall. Distance not a factor.
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BLAST LOADS SEHINO VERTICAL WALLS

by Mary E Sayer

Naval Citil Engineerong Laboratory

Port Hueneme. California 93043

1 0 PURPOSE

--- his paper presents preliminary design criteria for

vertical cantilever blast deflector wells intended to reduce the
blast environment from explosions detonated immnediately behind
the walfs. The design criteria relates the peak blast
overpressure, total blast eonpulse, and effective duration of the
overpressure in a format that facilitates the design of blast
deflector walls and the prediction of the blast environment
behind the walls The preliminary criteria presented in this
paper were dqrilD'* from high explosive tests completed in 1980
(qeference I and 2). Additional tests are scheduled for
September 1966 (Reference 3), and final design criteria will
then be developed.

2.0 PROBLEM

Vehicle bombs are a major terrorist threat to the security
and safety of inhabited facilities. One possible plan to reduce
the danger of the vehicle bombs is to construct a vertical
cantilever wall at a safe distance from the nearest people and
property, The wall is designed to stop the vehicle and to
prevent breaching of the wall from detonation of the bomb. The
wall serves to detonate the vehicle bomb a safe distance away
from the inhabited facilities.

The procedure for designing the wall to survive the vehicle
impact and bomb explosion is undefined. Some criteria exist.
but the reliability of the design process decreases with
increasing vehicle strike velocity and bomb size, and decreasing
distance between the wall end point of detonation. The barrier
could be a solid reinforced concrete wall, a composite wall of
sand Oetween two reinforced concrete wells connected by shear
diaphragms, or a solid reinforced concrete wall backed by a
massive earth berm (retaining wall).

One problem in the design of a vehicle bomb barrier is
determining where to site the wall relative to the buildings to
be protected. Criteria exist for predicting the damage to
buildings. given the blest environment at the building.
However, no criteria exist for predicting the blast environment
behind a vertical wall. Based on the present technology. the
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site location must neglect any benefits from the wall on
reducing the blast environment. Theoretical ly, the wall serves
as a blest deflector shield which reduces the blast environment
behind the wall. The effectiveness of the wall in suppressing
"the blast environment depends on the wall height, and the
explo-sive size and location as illustrated in Figure 1.

The blast environment behind the wall may ba further
suppressed by locating a canopy near the top of the wall on the
loaded side of the wall, as shown in Figure 2. This concept
assumes that the canopy would focus shock waves in a safe
direction. The canopy co'ild shatter, and be blown away by the
force of the explosion, but it would probably remain in place
long enough to m. tigate the shoc, waves spilling over the wall.
The effectiveness of the canopy depends on its mass, surface
area, and locAtion.

Blast pressures measured in high-explosive tests of
cubicles by NCEL (Reference 4) demonstrate that reductions in
the blast environment behind walls do occur. However, these
tests dio not simulate the condition of a bomb located adjacent
to a long vertical wall deaigned to prevent shock waves from
clearing around the ends of the wall.

Design• criteria for the blast trnvironment (including peak
blast overpressure, total blast impulse, and effective duration
of the overpressura), behind a wall would allow site planners to
account for any benefit from the wall on the safe distance
required from a vehicle bomb barrier to an inhabited building.
The design blast loads must be related to the criti,;Al

parameters associated with the characteristics of the wall,
bomb, and the point of interest behind the wall, as illustrated
by the curves in Figures 1 and 2.

3.0 rESTS

3.1 bi ec tiv

The objective of this test program was to obtain blast
overpressure data from high-explosive tests, using a small scale
wall, to empirically derive criteria for the design blast
loading at any point behind a veltical blast deflector wall.
The criteria will express the pea% blast overpressure, B (psi),
blast impulse, i (psi-msec), and effective load duration, T
(msec), as functions of the net explosive weight, W (lb TNT
equivalent), wall height, H (feet), wall length, L (feet),
distance to point of interest behind wall, R (feet), elevation
of point of interest behind wall, h (feet), charge-to-wall
distance, r (feet), elevation of charge above ground, z (feet),
canopy widih, L' (feet), caiop• elevation above Cround H'
(feet), and canopy mass, w (ib/ft ).
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The measurod blest environment behind the wall will be
compared with existing relationships for a surface burst without
a wall. The benefits of a vertical well and a vertical wall
plus canopy in reducing the blast environment will be assessed.

3.2 LiLt Aetup

The wall tests were performed at the Terminal Effects
Research and Analysis Group (TERA) of the New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology in Socorro. New Mexico. The test
schedule is shown in Table 1.

The test structure was a vertical cantilever wall, 2.26
feet high and 28.67 feet long. The wall was constructed oe
steel armor plate as shown iv, Figure 3. This test structure is
a one-sixth geometric scale model of a 13.5-foot-high by
172-foot-long cantilever wall.

The canopies used for tests 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 were
six-guage or twelve-guage steel sheet metal. Three canopy
designs were used in the testing (width = 1.0 feet and density =
4.38 psfi width = 1.0 feet and density = 8.13 psfi and width =
1.5 feet and density = 8.13 psf). The length of each canopy was
ten feet. The canopy mass was chosen to represent the
equivalent of a 4-inch-thick reinforced concrete slab. The
canopies were attached to the wall by a series of tack welds.
The tack welding provided the support for the canopy to keep it 6
perpendicular to the wall, but did not prevent the canopy from
being blown off the wall when the explosive charge was
detonated. For tests 9 and 10, the canopies were supported by
several rebar tack welded perpenlicular to the wall-; the
canopies used in tests 9 and 10 were not attached to the wall by
any welds.

The test program involved three charge weights (W = 1.0,
8.0, and 15.0 pounds C4 explosive). The explosives useg in the
tests were spherical composition C4 charges. Each explosive
charge was placed in a lightweight chee3ecloth pouch and
suspended by string from a rebar welded perpendicular to the
wall. The distance from the center of the charge to the wall
snd to the ground was one foot. Conversion of charge weight
from composition C4 to TNT was made using an equivalency value
of 1.,29 (1.129 pounds of TNT is equal to 1.0 pounds of C4,
Reference 5). According to modeling laws, detonating a
1.0-pound test charge adjacent to the scale model wall is
equivalent to detonating a 244-pound charge adjacent to the
prototype wall, and detonating a 15.0-pound test charge (maximum
test charge) adjacent to the scale model wall is equivalent to
detonating a 3.660-pound bomb adjacent to the prototype wall.
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3.3 Test an Procedure

Pressure transducers were locateJ along two horizontal gage
lines emanating from the charge as shown in Figure 4. One gage
iine was set up normal to the wall, and the other was 45 degrees
to the wall. Each gage line had transducers located at 'both the
ground surface (h = 03, and at the elevation of the wall (h = H
= 2.25 feet). The elevated gages farthest from the wall were
4.5 feet above the ground surface. The transducers normal to
the wall were located at R = 2.25, 4.5, 6.75, 9.0, 13.5, and
18.0 feet from the wall. This corresponds to 1H, 2H, 3H, 4H,
6w. and 8H, with the distance from the transducers to the wall
given in multiples of the wall height. The gages at 45 degrees
to the wall were located at R = 4.5, 9.0, and 18.0 feet from the
wall. This corresponds to 2H, 4H. and 8H, with the distance
from the transducers to the wall given in multiples of the wall
height. This arrangement required eighteen transducers in each
test. Based on the one-sixth scale model, the measurement
points correspond to full-scale 13.5 1 R ( 108 feet and 0 S h _

13.5 feott (h = 27 feet for the two elevated gages farthest from
the wall).

Gage mounts for the elevated gages were stainless steel
disk baffles supported by steel gage stands oriented in the
direction of the charge. The surface gages were installed flush
with the ground.

Analog pressure data was electronically recorded on
magnetic tape using two tape recorders.

3.4 Test Results

The analog data obtained from each test was digitized, and
computer plots of the pressure-time history at each pressure
transducer were prepared. The plots showed the peak blast
overpressure and the total impulse measured at each gage. The
peak pressure, total impulse, and gage locations for each test
are summarized in Tables 2 through 11.

In order to compare the test results with the blast
environment produced from an explosion without a wall, values
for the peak pressure and total impulse were required for the
detonation of 1.0. 8.0, and 15.0 pound charges with no blast
deflector wall. These values were obtained using the
hemispherical surface burst graphs in the revised NAVFAC P-397
Volume I1I (Reference 6). The calculated values of the peak
pressure and total impulse resulting from the detonation of a
charge without a wall are given in Table 12.

The barricade was not damaged in any of the ten tests. The
canopies were all completely blown away from the wall.
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Peak pressure and scaled impulse were plotted against
scaled ground distance for each charge weight, showing results
for each test with and without canopies, and the calculated
values for surface pressure with no wall. These plots are given
in Figures 5 through 10. Sepaiate plots were made for the
results from the elevat3d gages and the surface gages, and for
the '45 degree gage line and the 90 degree gage line.

In general, there was a reduction in peak pressure and
impulse behind the wall when the test result3 are compared to
the calculated values for the blast environment produced from an
explosion without a wall.

3.5 Additional Testing

From the results of the tests in October 1985, it was
determined that additional testing would be required before
blast load criteria could be developed. Values for the peak
pressure and total impulse resulting from the detonation of a
charge without a wall were calculated using the hemispherical
surface burst graphis in the revised NAVFAC P-397. Additional
tests are planned to provide data to compare with these values
from P-397. Also, blast overpressure data from tests using the

small-scale wall are planned for validation of previiou s results.
The test schedule for these tests is given in Table 13.

4.0 PRELIMINARY DESIGN CRITERIA I
Presented in Figures 11 through 15 are preliminary design

criteria for the blast environment behind vehicle bomb barriers.
The criteria are considered to be preliminary arid will require
further test validation.

Use of the criteria requires interpolation between values
corresponding to the curves in Figures 11 through 15. Linear
interpolation on a log-log scale is recommended for obtaining an
intermediate value of any parameter, using either mathematical
relatic'nships or log-log graph paper.

In Figu 1 3  11, the blast overpressure, B, and scaled
impulse, i/W1/3 are plotted as a function of the scaled
dis119ce, R/W , for several values of the scaled wall height,
H/W Each curve is for the results from the surface gages,
for tests with no canopy.

In Figu 1 3  12, the blast overpressure, B, and scaled
impulse, i/W are plotted as a function of the scaled
di 03". RW , for several values of the scaled canopy mass,
w/W Each curve is for the results from the surface gages,
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for tt As with the scaled wall height, H/W1/3 equal to 0.88

In Figui7 3  13, the blast overpressure, B, and ecaled
impulse, 1/W1/3 are plotted as a function of the scaled
disInce. R/W , for several values of the scaled canopy mass,
w/W Each curve ic for the tesults from1 )ge surface gages,
for t, s with the scaled wall height, H/W , equal to 1.0e
ft/lb

In Figu 1 3  14, the blast overpressure, 8, and scaled
impulse, i/W are plotted as a function of the scaled
disl ce, R/W , for several valuos of the scaled canopy mass,
w/W Each curve is for the results fromM e surface gages,
for tj s with the scaled wall height. H/W , equal to 2.16
ft/lb

In Figu 1 7 3  15, the blast overpressure, B, and scaled
impulse, 1/W 13 are plotted as a function of the scaled
di sli ce, R/W 3 for several values 0f the scaled wall height.

H/W . Each curve is for the results from the elevated gages,
for testa with no canopy.

5.0 FUTURE WORK

Additional explosive tests are planned for September 1986.
These tests are considered important to validate the results of

the previous test series, and to prov-de data for blast
overpressure with no blast deflector wall. The test results
will be combined with previous results to empirically derive
design criteria for the blast environment behind a vehicle bomb
bar r ier
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7.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

B. Peak Blast Overpressure, (psi)

i : Blast Impulse, (psi-msec)

T Effective Load Duration, (msec)

W 2 Net Explosive Weight, (Ibs TNT equivalent) I
WC4 = Net Explosive Weight, (Ibs Composition C4 explosive)

H Wall Height, (feet)

L Wall Length, (feet)

R Distance to Point of Interest Behind Wall. -, eet)

h Elevation )f Point of Intorest Behind Wall, (feet)

r - Charge-to-wall Distance, (feet)

z = Elevation of Charge Above Ground, (feet)

L' Canopy Width. (feet)

H' Canopy Elevation Above Ground, (feet)

w Canopy Mass. (Ib/ft )

Z = Scaled Distance to Pcoint of Interest Behind Well, RW/
1/3

(feet/l 
)
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TABLE I. TEST SCHEDULE CC9*MJl2_L.f._ft-.j.

TEST WC4 H/W 1 1 3  w w/W 1 / 3  L ' r z

NO. (Cbe) (psf) bt) ft) (ft)

1 1.0 2.16 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

2 1.0 2.16 4.38 4.21 1.0 1.0 1.0

3 1.0 2.16 8.,3 Va1 1.0 1.0 1.C

4 8.0 1.08 0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0

O 8.0 1.08 4.38 2.10 1.0 1.0 1.0

6 8.0 1.08 8.13 3.90 1.0 1.0 1.0

7 8.0 1.08 8.13 3.90 1.5 1.0 1.0

8 15.0 0.88 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

9 15.0 0.88 4.38 1.71 1.0 1.0 1.0

10 1 .0 0.88 8. 13 3.17 1.0 1 .7 17.0
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TABLE 2. TI I tfSULIS
Charge Weight 1 ,2 lb*
No Canopy

Gage Range Elevation Peek Side-on Total impulse
No. a h Overpressure (pse-mtcc)

(ft) (ft) (as $)
Fl- 2s 0 16.72 13.0
FI- 4  2.25 2.26 16.0S 9.0
F2-1 4.60 0 8.32 9.0
F2-2 4.50 2.25 6.28 8.0
F3-I 6.75 0 7.06 0.0
F3-2 6.76 2.25 3.23 4.0
F4-1 9.00 0 6.42 6.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 3.00 6.0
FP-1 13.60 0 3.52 6.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 1.01? 5.0
F0-1 16.00 Z 3.60 6.0
F8-2 16.00 4.60 2.31 4.0
S2-1 4.50 0 13.29 9.0
S2-2 4.60 2.25 9.46 1.0
84-1 9.00 0 7.63 6.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 3.06 5.0
S6-I 6.000 0 2.9? 4.0
S8-2 18.00 2.25 1.53 4.0

TABLE 3. 7EST 2 RESULTS
Charge Weight 4 1.0a lbs Canopy Weight * 45,5 lbs
Canopy Size 2 12 1S6" x 10' 314" x 0.108"

Gage Range Elevation Peak Side-on Total impulse
No. R h Overpressure (psi-meet)

(ft) ft) (psi)
Fl-I 2.25 0 6.44 10.0
F1-2 2.25 2.25 6S.? 7.0
F2-1 4.50 0 3.89 7.0
F2-2 4.60 2.25 2.8? 5.0
F3-1 6.;S 0 3.66 6.0
F3-2 6.76 2.25 2.55 5.0
F4-1 9.00 0 3.66 5.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 2.40 6.0
F6-1 13.50 0 2.66 5.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 L172 5.0
F8-1 16.00 0 2.52 4.0
F8-2 11.00 4.50 2.39 4.0
S2-1 4.50 0 4.95 7.0
S2-2 4.50 2.26 4.28 6.0
S4-1 9.00 0 5.68 6.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 2.51 5.0
SB-1 18.00 0 2.96 4.0
56-2 18.00 2.25 1.34 3.0
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TABLE 4. 1KILT 3 LE.IULU
Charge Weight 2 1,02 Tbe Canopy Weight ?8.5 lbs
Canopy $#ae a 11 7/6I" u 10' 314" x 0.1960

Gage Range Elevation Peak Gode-on Total ImpulseNo. a h Ovei t surve (pat-moeo)
(ft) Uft) (psi)

FI-I 2.26 0 6.40 11.0FI-2 2.26 226 6.23 0.0
FI-I 4.50 0 3.64 7.0
F2-2 4.60 2.26 3.20 6.0
F3-1 6.76 0 3.36 7V0
F3-2 4.16 2.2, 2.61 6.0F4-1 9.00 0 3.40 6.0
F4-2 9.00 .25 2.?3 6.0PG-i 13.60 0 3.05 5.0
F6-2 13.60 2.25 1.34 5.0
FA-1 18.00 0 1.86 4.0
FS-2 16.00 4.50 1.42 4.0
32-1 4.50 0 4,91 7.0S2-2 4.60 2.25 4,6? 7.0S4-1 9.00 0 5.57 6.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 2.21 4.0
SB-I 15.00 0 2.96 4.0
SS-2 16.00 2,25 1.26 4.0

TABLE S. TEST 4 RESULTS
Charge WeiJght a 5.0 lbs
No Canopy

Gage Range Elevation Peak Side-on Total Impulse
No. R h Ovftrpreseure (psl-msec)(ft) (ft) (psit)
F1-i 2.25 0 29.64 36.0
FI-2 2.25 2.25 29.57 22.0
F2-1 4.50 0 36.00 29.0
F2-2 4.50 2.25 21.83 23.0F3-1 6.TS 0 26.85 32.0F3-2 6.75 2.25 13.98 28.0
F4-I 9.00 0 16,31 25.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 7.05 20.0
F6-I 13.50 0 9.70 20.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 6.79 20.0
FS-I 16.00 0 1.45 18.0FlC-2 18.00 4.50 5.68 18.0
S2-1 4.50 Q 28.39 37.0
S2-2 4.S0 2.2s no data no dataS4-I 9.00 0 24.40 25.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 24.59 2b.0$8-1 18.00 0 1.80 14.0
S6-2 18,00 2.25 5.57 16.0
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TABIIE 6. TEST s RESULTR
Charge Weight a 9.0 lbs Canopy Weight £ 46.6 lbs
Canopy also a fl" x 10' 112" x 0,106"

Gaoo Range Elevation Peak Sie-On Total Impulse
No. R h Overpr3esure (P04-msec)

(ft) (ft) (046)

FI-I 2.25 0 19.74 30.0
P1- a2.25 20.91 26,0
P4.-' 450 0 22.26 31.0
FI-2 4.SO 2.26 1194 24.0
F3-1 6.7S 0 1?.32 29.0
F3-2 6,?7 2,26 9,71 29,0
F4-1 .00 0 13.94 21.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 5.45 14.0
P6-I 1.50 0 9.33 1?.0
F4-2 13.80 2.26 5.65 15.0
F4-1 10.00 0 569? 15.0
FP-2 10.00 4.50 4.86 13.0
82-1 4.50 0 16.64 27.0
82-2 4.30 2.26 19.45 25.0
S4-1 9.00 0 18.79 10.0
84-2 9.00 2.26 27.41 21.0
SO-i 11.00 0 6.92 10.0
S8-2 10.00 2.25 3.90 10.0

TABLE 7. TEST 6 RESULTS
Charge Weight a 8.0 Tbe Canopy Woi~ht a 79.6 lbs
Canopy Size a 12" x 10' 314" 0 t.18g"

Gage Range Elevation Peak Sile-on Total ;Mpulse
No. R h Ovep-ressure (psi-msec)

(ft) (ft) (psi)

F-I ;-,26 0 13.70 16.0
FI-2 2.25 2.25 18.17 21.0
F2-1 4.50 0 15.46 34.0
F2-2 4.50 2.25 8.02 26.0
r3-1 6.75 0 1S.67 32.0
r3-2 6.75 2.2S 10.57 29.0
F4-1 9.00 0 14.10 22.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 7.12 15.0
F6-1 13.50 0 8.41 17.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 6.91 16.0
FS-1 18.00 0 6.52 15.0
FS-2 18.00 4.50 6.75 15.0
S2-1 4.S0 0 15.96 29.0
S2-2 4.50 2.25 17.93 27.0
S4-1 9.00 0 16.30 18.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 23.94 22.0
Se-i 18.00 0 6.Se 11.0
85-2 18.00 2.2K 90 11.0
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TABLE 8. TEST I RESULIS
Charge Weight a 8.0 lbs Canopy Weight * 119.0 lb3
Canopy Size a 18" x 10' 3/4" x 0.189"

Gage Range Elevation Peak Side-on Toutal impulse
No. R h Overqressurq (psi-msec)

(ft) (ft) (psi)
F1-i 2.25 0 12.93 26.0
F1-2 2.25 2.25 12.61 25.0
F2-1 4.50 0 10.60 2T.U
F2-2 4.50 2.;5 6.98 23.0
F3-1 6.75 0 9.64 26.0
F3-2 6.75 2.25 8.13 25.0
F4-1 9.00 0 8.38 19.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 5.13 13.0
F6-1 13.50 0 7.57 15.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 4.88 14.0
F8-1 18.00 0 7.56 13.0
F8-2 18.00 4.50 5.07 13.0
S2-I 4.50 0 13.99 25.0
S2-2 4.50 2.25 10.80 24.0
S4-1 9.00 0 13.23 15.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 16.18 18.0
S8-I 18.00 0 5.62 10.0
S8-2 18.00 2.25 3.86 10.0

TABLE 9. TEST 8
Charge Weight 15.0 lbs
No Canopy

Gage Range Elevation Peak Side-on Total impulse
No. R h Overpr's,-Are (psi-msec)(ft) (ft) (psi)
Fl-1 2.25 0 39.34 35.0
F1-2 2.25 2.25 no data no data
F2-1 4.50 0 39.30 33.0
F2-2 4.50 2.2V 20.94 50.0
F4-I 6.75 0 31.11 29.0
F3-2 6.75 2.25 no data no data
F4-1 9.00 0 23.08 30.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 8.38 27.0
F6-1 13.50 0 14.20 25.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 7.80 23.0
F8-1 18.00 0 9.14 22.0
F8-2 18.00 4.50 6.00 21.0
S2-1- 4.50 0 41.65 39.0
S2-2 4.50 2.25 no data no data
S4-1 9.00 0 31.16 32.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 36.33 37.0
S8-1 18.00 0 11.45 19.0
S8-2 18.00 2.25 7.41 17.0
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TABLE 10. TEST 9 RESULTS
Charge Weight = 15.0 lbs Canopy Weight 45.5 lbs
Canopy Size a 12" x 10' 1/4" x 0.105"

Gage Range Elevation Peak Side-on Total impulse
No. R h Overpressure (psi-msec)

(it) (ft) (psi)
F1-I 2.25 0 33.14 32.0
F1-2 2.25 2.25 37.t5 75.0
F2-I 4.50 0 26.48 18.0
F2-2 4.50 2.25 47.63 88.0
F3-1 6.75 0 23.76 18.0
F3-2 6.75 2.25 no data no data
F4-I 9.00 0 13.16' 25.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 4.91 19.0
F6-1 13.50 0 7.53 21.0
F8-2 13.50 2.25 5.16 20.0
F8-1 18.00 0 5.89 21.0
F8-2 18.00 4.50 4.87 19.0
S2-1 4.50 0 36.50 36.0
S2-2 4.50 2.25 53.30 80.0
S4-* 9.00 0 26.18 24.0
S4-2 9.00 2.25 32.07 28.0
S8-1 18.00 0 11.63 16.0
S8-2 18.00 2.25 6.2:' 14.0

TABLE 11. TEST 10
Charge Weight = 15.0 lbs Canopy Weight 79.5 Ibs
Canopy Size = 12" x 10' 3/4" x 0.189""

Gage Range Elevation Peak Side-on Total impulse
No. R h Overpressure (psi-msec)

(f t) (ft ( p 3i)

F1-i 2.26 0 13.71 27.0
FI-2 2.25 2.25 27.74 31.0
F2-1 4.50 0 24.67 40.0
F2-2 4 50 2.25 38.14 52.0
F3-1 6.75 0 22.44 38.0
F3-2 6.75 2.25 no data no data
F4-1 9.00 0 11.95 26.0
F4-2 9.00 2.25 5.21 19.0
F6-1 13.50 0 8.05 23.0
F6-2 13.50 2.25 5.36 21.0
F8-1 18.00 0 8.00 22.0
F8-2 18.00 4.50 6.86 19.0
S2-1 4.50 0 35.52 37.0
S2-2 4.50 2.25 36.93 29.0
$4-1 g.00 0 22.26 23.0
$4-2 9.00 2.25 34.21 31.0
S8-1 18.00 0 11.06 16.0
S8-Z 18.00 2.25 6.26 15.0
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TABLE 12. CALCU1.ATED SURFACE PRESSUR--' NO WALL) FROM P-397

W- -1.13 lb H/W 1/3 2.16

R B i Z
1/3

(ft) (psi) (psI-MseC) (ft/Ib1/

3.71 33.3 22 3.56
5.96 30.1 13 5.72
8.21 15.1 . 10 7.88

10.46 9.3 8 10.04
14.96 5.0 6 14.36
19.46 3.3 4 18.68

W 9.03 lb H/W1/3 1. 08

R B i Z

(ft) (psi) (psi-msec) (ft/lb 1/3

3.71 388.2 42 1.78
5.96 149.0 53 2.86
8.21 77 0 39 3.94

10.46 -41.5 30 5.02
14.96 18.2 22 7.18
19.46 10.7 17 9.34

W 16,84 lb H/W1/3 0.88

R B Z
1/3

(ft) (psi) Cpsi-msec) (ft/lb 1

3.71 662.0 46 1.44
5.96 231.0 60 2.32
8.21 119.0 61 3.19

10.46 71.5 46 4.07
14.96 28.8 32 5.82
19.46 16.,4 26 7.57
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TABLE 1'. T..TSCHIEkJbLE (SEPTEIMAA 1i8s PLANNED COMPL[T'f OpALEj I
TEST * WC4 (Ibs) Sc6led Walt r z

Height (ft) (ft) (ft)

1 1.0 2.16 1.0 1.0

2 1.0 2.16 2.0 1.0

3 6.0 108 1.0 1.0

4 8.0 L.0S 2.0 1.0

5 15.0 0.86 -1.0 1.0

6 15.0 0.68 2.0 1.0

7 45.6 0.63 2.5 1.23

a 45.6 0.63 2.5 1.23

9 1.0 0.0 5 1.0

10 1.0 0.0 * 1.0

111 8.0 0.0 , 1.0

12 8.0 0.0 " 1.0

13 16.0 0.0 2 1.0

!4 15.0 0.0 2 1.0

F •or the tests with no wall, the charge will be positioned
relative to the pressure transducers.
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THE PRICE OF SAFETY

! appreciate the oppor unity to speak to you today at this 22nd Explosives
Safety Seminar. It is an ho or and a privilege to address such a distinguished
gatheriig. The diversity of e attendees, representin , as you do, United States
military services, private ind try, and academia as well as the counterparts from
many other nations is truly imp ssive.

Safety, particularly explosiv safety, is a very real and constant part
of my duties. Among my responsibil ies are the operation and management of
AMCCON's production base, the arsenal Nnd ammunition plants, and the contracts
we have with man_.ý. tu-;our indust al facilities.

I was askedb a "- e to consider wo contrasting viewpoints regarding
explosives safetW First, safety as a stumbY'ng block to readiness, and second,
safety as an enhancer of readinesso c. ,49- ,..e

Let me_- tIrpruapos.-n-p to that safety is a stumbling block to
readiness. afety is expensive. First there is the cost of the safety personnel
themselves In AMCCOM we have not onlj the-g-ygprnr nt safety sta~ff, but also
the staffs Wiof tiheincirto -thaWoperate our amumunition plant,-.ASecond, are
the facility and equipment costs. When dealing with explosives and the other
hazardous materials that are involved in the production of ammunition we have
costly electrical equipment approved for use in hazardous locations, Operations
are often conducted remotely decreasing the production rate and increasing the
cost of equipment required. Barricades and portions of buildings are constructed
of specially designed steel reinforced concrete, and the buildings are separated
From each other by distances that greatly increase transit time and costs, not to
mention utility runs and energy costs The equipment often has redundant controls,
guards, and shields decreasing rate:Aýd increasing cost.

Safety reviews of project designs, hazard aialysis of proposed or ongoing
operations significantly delay the start of projects and frequently result in
additional costs to address conditions noted during the reviews and analyses.
Opera~tonally,•sety procedures are often elaborate, requiring adherence to step-by-step direcatonl, permitting none of the "field fixes" or changes that can be
used to speed up the work.

Safety is often not popular with the general public or with those concerned
with the opinions of the body politic. Buffer zones for quantity distance are
encroachments on what could be public lands used for recreational or other pur-
poses. If you are in private industry, these real estate requirements have a very
real dollar and cents impact. In developed nations, the contest between opera-
tional necessity and public desires or needs is never ending and never easy.

I could gc on, but.I believe you recognize what I'm saying and could add
examples of your own.' Safety is expensive and time consuming. In a period of
shrinking resources, the need to commit every defense dollar to those activities
that most enhance readiness is paramount. Often the questions must be asked.
"What can we afford?", "What can be triimnd from this project?", mHow can we
speed it up?", or, again, "Is it too expensive?"
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The answer to those questions, as they apply to safety, ind the response
to the proposition that safety impedes readiness is contained in the logical ex-
tension of the old saying, "Experience is the best teacher." Yes, experience
is the best teacher. Her lessons are swiftly delivered and strongly etched on
our memories. It is Just that we cannot afford the tuition she charges. 'ru-itlion
is paid in units of accidents. Accidents have surcharges of deaths, injuries,
damages and mission degradation. Accidents are the price of short changing
safety at various decision points in a process or project.

Each of us has our own accident reporting systems that record the costs of
accidents, but many indirest costs never make these reports. Let me give you an
example for which my people were able to supplement the normally recorded infor-
mation. This accident was the February 1985 explosion in the nitration house
of the batch type nitration system at our Radford, Virginia ammnunition plant. Two
of our people were killed and the nitration house was completely destroyed. Other
personnel received m~ore minor injuries and there was damage ranging from severe
to mild to other facilities on post. The quantity-distance relationships adhered
to resulted in the damage being no more severe than Is normally associated with
the separation distances. It is, however, sometimes difficult to explain to those
less skilled in explosives safety than yourselves, that intraline distance only
d2fines the degree of damage antic~pated in the event of an explosion. It does
not mean that damnage will be limited to the structure in which the explosion occurs.

The officially recorded cost of the accident was $1,926,000 in property
damages. Although no an'ount of money can componsate for the loss of life, for
statistical purposes, the loss of a life is given a dollar value.4 Thus the direct
cost of the accident was just short of $2 million in property damage and $350,000
in injury costs.

The accident was investigated by a select Army team of six military and
civilian personnel. These individuals werp assisted by three consultants from
industry and universities and the now retired chairman of a prevlous board of
investigation. An additional six individuals met with the investigation board
for a r'horter period. The period of the investigation extended from 6 Feb 85 to
19 Apr 85, although the board was not in contInual session. This amounts to ap-
proximately $80,000 in salaries at government pay scales for the government inves-
tigation team and the supporting consultants. Transportation and per diem costs
for the government members were approximately $24,000. Not included are any costs
associated with the individuals who met with the board for shorter periods.
Similarly, we do not have any means of estimating the impact on the organizations
from which the board members were drawn. All had regular assignments that had to
be accomplished by others in their absence.

An investigation of this magnitude requires considerable installation sup-
port. At Radford, a contractor operated facility, most of the support require-
ments were levied on the contractor staff. The contractor involvement included
personnel in technical services in hazard analysis and testing ($71,000), engineer-
ing ($102,000), chemical process ($47,000), and maintenance ($600,000). Administra-
tive support including $2500 in labor and materials in for photographic coverage
and reproduction of the final report.
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The repairs to the other structures, beyond the manpower cost I mentioned
amounted to $96,000 for the materials. Considering the nitration building itself,
it had a book value of $848,000, signifying that it cost about that in 1940, when
constructed. To replaCe it in kind was estimted at $1,900,000. Re-examination
of our needs and our desire to provide the best protection possible for our.work-
force, following studies of nitroglycerine facilities worldwide, has resulted in
the design of a modernized facility costing nearly $10,000,000. This new facility
will, of course, be much more than a replacement of the lost facility.

With this facility out of action, it was necessary to buy nitroglycerin and
premix from conmnercial sources to stabilize production and emrployment. An
additional $925,000 was required for the purchase and transportation of these
materials. Despite these efforts to stabilize the situation, as many as 500
personnel were furloughed at various times following the accident.

There are additional costs, both tangible and intangible that are more diffi-
cult to calculate accurately. These include the impact on the confidence of the
workforce, our neighbors in the Radford community, and with the state and federal
legislators, the lost productioi, opportunity and the time value of money. Even
without these areas of impact, the cost of accident is now over 4 million dollars,
double the cost based on conventidnal measures.

I realize that not all accidents are of the same magnitude or consequences.
Unfortunately, there is no fixed ratio between the consequences of an accident
and what we are able to learn from It. We pay dearly for what we learn from the
major accidents. Taking the "adford example, what would 4 million dollars have
bought in terms of readiness? What is that in M483 projectiles? In RAAP (rocket
assisted projectiles)? In small arms? (See viewgraph)

Balanced against the cost of this and other accidents is the cost of safety
itself. When I briefly examined the impacts of safety on readiness earlier,
many areas of cost were indicated. Collectively, these costs could be considered
to be the preventive costs. I had intended to contrast the cost of safety with
the cost of accidents. I am unable to do so, and upon reflection, I'm pleasec I
cannot. The cost of accidents can be specified, if only imprecisely as in the
example above. Safety, however, is so thoroughly ingrained in the structure of
AMCCOM, that only in certain areas can the cost of safety be separated from the
overall cost of performing the mission. The cost of the AMCCOl safety staffs
can be determined precisely. The cost of their activities, in designs for projects
for new or modified facilities, could be extracted from the over all project cost
only with great difficulty. I can, with precision, list the cost of each manu-
facturing methods and technology project (MMT) that was accomplished solely to
answer a pressing safety need, but I cannot assess the time spent by my subordi-
nate commanders and managers on safety, mnd yet that is a chargeable responsibility
for each. I can tell you that AMCCOM is pressing ahead in exploring new areas to
increase the expertise in safety. le are now looking at virtually every accident
involving energetic material that results in measureable damage or any degree of
injury. We are in the process of establishing a special center within the command
to be a special safety resource to serve our production base installations. We are
conducting special reviews and studies of phenomena related to explosives accidents
and are sending special teams to investigatt a greatly increased number of accidents.
This year saw the first of a series of projects specifically oriented toward the
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elimination of deviations from regulatory safety requirements (we have already
cut these by more than half) and to remove the man, our operating personnel, from
exposure to explosives. These are tough challenges, but we have begun.

I cannot put a specific cost on these initiatives, or many of the othet
aspects of an aggressive safety program. Nor do I have to. AMCCOM has answered
the question - Can we afford safety?" - with a resounding - "Yes."

I would like to leave you with a challenge. It seems 0nt after too many
of our accidents we find that the cause was a relatively simple thing or series
of simple things. In other cases, regretably, the cause may be found to be
literally "dumb" mistakes. We use the techniques of hazards analysis to examine
our processes and equipment. We train both supervisors and employees to
recognize hazards and to follow procedures. We repetively inspect, review and
test. Then we do it again. Still, although with decreasing frequency, we ex-
perience accidents.

What can be done to change that old Pennsylvania Dutch proverb, "Old we
get too suon, and smart we get too late."?
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ABSTRACT

1. For many of you not familiar with life 'Down Under, I will

explain a little of our geographic location twixt Indian and Pacific
oceans. Australia Is a large country somewhat similar ir sine to the
continental portion of the United States, however, our population is a
sparse 15 million mainly concentrated around the south-eastern seaboard.
Accordingly our limited defence forces and in particular the Navy have a
vast area to cover. Traditionally the Navy has operated from its main
base in Sydney, however, strategic and operational considerations now
dictate that this operating pattern should be reviewed. Our Prime
Minister, Mr Hawke, made an announcement in November last year on the
planned relocation of Naval armament facilities from Sydney to Jervis Bay
by 1992 and for an examination into the relocation of %.h* fleet base,
submarine and mine warfare bases over the next 20 years. He also
emphasised the need to build up ship numbers in Western Australia which
may give rise to a Two Ocean navy concept.

2. It is against this background that he Royal Australian Navy iu
about to embark upon a major constructgn project foi a central
ammunition depot to replece existing facilities in eastern Australia.
These will be used for a variety of storage, test and maintenance
functions for RAN conventional ammunition of all types. The facilities
will embrace latest design criteria with building being undertaken by the
Department of Housing and Construe'N;.

INTRODUCTION

3. The history of the storage of munitions on Australian soil is
as old as recent history of the country. The first fleet was led by HMS
SIRIUS a frigate of 540 tons, she was fitted with 6 carronades and 14 six
pounrders. Shortly after her arrival in Sydney Cove in 1788 eight of the
six pounders with 24 rounds of shot for each, plus 20 half barrels of
powder were landed at Dawes Point and held there in a redoubt. This is
now the site of the southern pylon of the harbour bridge. The first
permanent magazines ashore were established at Goat Island in the early
1800's and a powder magazine was constructed at Spectacle Island in
1865.

4. In the 1870's negotiations which had long continued between the
Admiralty and the Colonial Government concerning the site for a Naval
depot had reached an impasse, which centred upon the desire of the Naval
authorities to have Garden Island but Commodore Goodenough, who was then
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in command of the Austrajian Station, reported that the inhabitants of
Sydney would strongly object to the stowing of powder so near to the
town, and he advised the retention of the Naval magazines on Goat
Island.

S. It was not long, however, before the Navy found the need for
additional storage and the first explosive storehouse was built at

eouebush Bay (APMAD NIEWINGTON) in 1896. There was gradual davelopment of
this site w1th aubetantial works occuring during NWII, which mainly
centered around the storaqe of ammunition for the 'American and British
Pacific Fleets. In fact a number of the magazines are of USN
construction. Aeso developed during WWII was the RAAF Central Ammunition
Depot which in shared with Havr as TtANAD KIIWSWOC'D.

WHY MOVE

6. The present arrangements for ammunitioning and deammunitioning
ships in Sydney through ringswood, Nevington and Spectacle Island,
utilising water, road and rail transport have many inadequacies. These
azo time consuming and labour intensive and, as a result uneconomic.
There are a~lso many difficulties in meeting the safety requirements for
the transportation and storage of explosives. The facilities, especially
those at Newington, are antiquated and in need of replacement.

7. There is an overall desire to remove naval activity from the
Sydney foreshore where this is incompatible with other forms of
development. For many years strong pressure has been exerted by State
and Local Government for Navy to move from Newington. Pressure to move
from Kingswood has been minor, but must increase as the metropolitan area
creeps inevitably westwards.

WHY JERVIS SAY

8. Studies for the relocation of Naval armament facilties have
been conducted over a number of years and all heve concl-i~dd that the
only suitable site that is readily available on the NSW coast is at
Jervis Bay. A zone planning exercise has also been undertaken to
consider all RAN long term plans in the *ervis Bay region to ensure that
the armament depot proposal is compatilbe with other requirements.
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9. An essential feature ts for the depot to be within "saonable
transit of the refitting and support facilitlet that exist in Sydney, as
it Is nornessary to disembark ammunition outfits prior to ships entering
refit er routine docking, It As also desirable for the depot to be I
located iloos to the main Naval exercise areas thus avoiding long
transit* and lo3s of valuable exercise time. Until reiently the RAN has
not had the ability to conduct underway replenishment of munitions and
even with the commisioni: V of DNAS SUCCESS this will remain a limited
capability.

10. The greatest single factor in planning has been finding a site
for the explosives wharf. Owing to the relatively large area required to
seat quantity distances and the need not to compromise other possible
developments the only suitable sate for a wharf appears to be at Green
Point on the feecroft Peninsula. Siting of the depot posed another set
of problems and 9 potential sites that could link with the wharf were
considered. A preferred site clear of all major constraints has now been
selected in the Currambene State Foredt.

THE REQUZRM•EK•T

11. The project seeks to establish P wharf to cater for all MNA
Ships and commercial vessels up to 30, 000 DWT. The sine of the depot has
been predicted upon the forecast composition of the fleet for 1990, in
catering for ship's outfits plus support outfits and practice
allowances. The first stage of development involves the closuze of
Newington and at a later stage t:.e transfer of missile and torpedo
maintenance from Kingswood. The total area required to accommodate these
facilities is:

wharf 2450 Ha

depot 1S0C Ha

12. The requirement ic based upon two essumptions.

a. The RAN will continue to maintain its main bases,
dockyards and refitting facilities in south-east
Australia, and centralisc stockholdings in this area.
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b. The project will proceed with the co-operatlen of the NM.
Government. and that additional land requiruments will be
purchased by the Commonwealth.

SITE COfuIDSRA!ZCHS

13. The site for an armament vharf at Green Point is fortunately on
Commonwealth oned land. The area mainly comrise unused bush, however,
being on the crowded coastal belt there are many environmental iisues.
The region inclue8s a nlmber of divurse plant communities consieting of
rain forest, mangroves, s*amp and heath. the layout, and construction
will therefore need to tVke account of the ecological and hydrological
aspects of the area. "he entire Deocroft Peninsula has been listed on
the Register of the Nationel Ftaete. accordingly the proposal will
4"quire consideration by the Australian Heritage Commission as wall as
the Department of Arts, Heritage and Environment., An environmental
Impact statement is therefore required and cuisultants &r* expected to be
commissioned for this purpose In September this year.

14. From the fxuictional viewpoint colocation of the wharf and depot

is highly desirable, being both operationally efficient and cost

effective. Site options I and 2 for the depot are on Commonvealth
property on the Beecroft Peninsula, however, the quantity distances
invoved border the village of Currarong and the Naval bombardment
range. There is little room, therefore, for expanrion and for safety
reasons it is prudent to move the depot from Beecroft.

15. All lands adjacent to the wharf of sufficient area to
accommodate an armament depot have been considered and a number rejected

for environmental reascne or because of incompatibility with possible
future developments. The first suitable area that is clear of all known
restrictions is some 16 Kos from the wharf. While distance reprements a

disadvantage, this site is believed to provide the best solution to the
overall requirement- As the depot site embraces State Forest, Crown Land
and public property, negotiations are underway between the Commonwealth
and State Governments for the eventual transfer of this land.
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POLZUCAL MND PUBLIC PRYaSUM

18. As Come•0oe Soodenough observed there If no reat enthusiasm
amngest the general poplace for arsuaet depots. this Is despite the
fact that such facilities are benIfn In their scope of activity and
furthermoe are likely to preserve the pristine nature of large tracts of
land in its original state. It to of interest that the NIWINOS•M
armament depot contains the only significant stand of trees In the
central western suburbs of Sydney that can be said to be representative
of the area at the time of the firat white settlement. Naturally there
is public concern to safety through accidental eýplosion and the creation
of a possible target. Armament facilities should, therefore, be sited
well clear of habttation end public property. Thic is ctsuzod at the
proposed depot *It* and ts no explosives will be permanently retained on
the wharf, the problem is of a temporary aberration In that loca.ity.

17. The prolect teas has boen conscious nf public opinion and
political nuances. There are benefits to the local area which aunt be
capitallsed, theme are main1? economic in terms of increased oaplovmk.t
oppwrtunitie8, the injection of additional income to the local community
end the potential market for the infrastructure to support tie
construction and operational phases of development. Zouiel benefits wi l
also flow In Improved transportation links and the s"cial, ,,ulteral and
educational services required to cater for an enhanced population base.
A public information campaign has been developed and there are regular
visit to discuss ip.ues with the local residents.

CONSTRUCTION AND COMIISSIONING

18. As a preliminary to the major construction it will be necessary
to con4uct substantial advanced works comprising:

Xxternal Services

upgrade or replace approximately 20 km of public road

provide 4lectrical power

provide mains frcsh water
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Interalwr vics

internal roadvorks

reticulation of services

surface drainage

sewerage drainage

sewerage facilities

security fencing

fire breaks

19. The initial stage of construction will comprise a wharf,
missile and torpedo storage, explosive and non-explosive storehouses for
conventional ammunition, explosive and general engineering workshops, a
container handling area and administration building. The user
requirements have been validated against experiences gained through
studies from overseas sources. Theses studias have demonstrated a need
to standardisi designs, accordingly US criteria has generally been
adopted as a design philosophy and a technical support case has been
sought through the USN to provide oversight to the design. However,
there Nre certain home grown characteristics to be considered; for
example the workshops are likely to be constructed on rocky terrain,
therefore tests will need to be conducted to ensure inter-magazine safety
distances meet our specifications.

20. The new facilities which are due to commission in 1992 will be
subject to intensive scrutiny through an Environmental Impact Study and
by fhe Parliamentary Works Committee prior to Government approval. The
Jervis Day Armament Depot project will provide contemporary facilities
and through considerable economics of operations make better use of
limited resources.
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TRAINING FOR SAFETY IN TIM MILITARY ENVIRONMENT
PRESENTATION BY BRIGADIER M C OWEN,

DIRECTOR OF LAND SERVICE AMMUNITION
AND CHIEF INSPECTOR OF EXPLOSIVES FOR THE BRITISH ARMY

FOR AMERICAN TRIP

1. The military environment places exacting and often conflicting demands on ammunition and explosives and on
the men who handle and use them. In peacetime, large stocks must be maintained to allow for rapid mobilisation
when required, but financlil constraints permit only a small proportion of these to be turned over during training.
The remainder axe expected to be stored for several years, often in extremes of climate, and yet remain safe for
!mmediate use anywhere in the world without detriment to their performance. At all times the stocks must withstand
transportation by land, sea and air, by a variety of unforgiving means. In combat they must endure small arms fire,
explosions, high velocity fragments, chemical attack and a wide spectrum of radio frequency hazards, yet still
function perfectly when required. At all stages, safety is of paramount importance and, even in combat conditions,
it is preferable that the ammunition kills foes not friends.

2. Such an environment clearly demands high standards of safety among the soldier technicians responsible for
the ammunition throughout its Service life.

3. My appointment as Director of Land Service Ammunition and Chief Inspector of Explosives for the British
Army makes me responsible for the safety, proot, test, inspection, repair and disposal of our ammunition throughout
its Service life, and often beyond. I, and members of my staff, represent the Army in the ammunition technical field
on tri-Service committees and working parties which meet with other agencies such as the Explosives Storage and
Transport Committee, known as ESTC, and the Defence Explosives Safety Authority, DESA. The latter provides the
interface between the Health and Safety Executive - the authority for enforcing the Health and Safety at Work Act,
and the Defence Services. My responsibilities are exercised through the Ammunition Technical Officers (ATO) and
Ammunition Technicians (AT) of my Corps - the Royal Army Ordnance Corps, and by the publication of
Ammunition and Explosive Regulations (A and ERs) which provide guidance and direction to my technical
personnel. I
4. Everyone who handles or uses ammunition has a responsibility for safety. For example, a tank crew must
follow certain laid-down gunnery drills lest they commit an indiscretion. However, this presentation will concentrate
on skills within my area of influence; the training of our Ammunition Technicians. Our Ammunition Technical
Officers, commissioned officers, receive similar training but, as it is the Ammunition Technician the non commissioned
technician, who lives with ammunition throughout his career, I will concentrate on him.

5. Ammurition Technicians, and indeed Ammunition Technical Officers, receive their professional technical
training at the British Army School of Ammunition in Warwickshire. The School also provides a wide range of other
courses for both technical and non-technical personnel covering the full spectrum of ammunition duties from
Ammunition Familiarisation courses for fighting units, to seminars for the operators of sophisticated equipment in
operational bomb disposal teams. Whatever the course of training, the nature of ammunition and explosives demands
a constant emphasis on safety throughout. Students from some 88 countries have attended courses at the School.
The voices of America1a students are heard throughout much of the year.

6. The aim of all training Is to bring a student to a desired standard of job performance by instruction and
practice. Before designing any course of instruction it is therefore essential to analyse the job to be performed and
specify the standard to which the student must be trained. At the School considerable effort is put into ensuring
that the right calibre of student is selected for Ammunition Technical training and that students then achieve the
training objectives set out for each aspect of the course. Where an objective Is directly concerned with safety, failure
to meet the standards laid down means failure on the particular phase of instruction, so that the student must be
retested or rejected.

7. 1 will now proceed to look more closely at the work of the Ammunition Technician and the training required
to prepare him for this work throughout his career.
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8. The technician's work covers 4 broad areas; the storage and movement of ammunition whether in depots or
units or in the field; the surveillance of ammunition to ensure safety during its storage and handling and its correct

functioning when required for use.

9. To prepare him for this wide range of responsibilities the Ammunition Technician must have a thorough
undeiatanding of the theory of explosives and the principles of ammunition design. He therefore spends the first 5
weeks of his basic Ammunition Technician course at the Royal Military College of Science in Wiltshire, the Army's
University, where he gets instruction in the basic scientific principles of ballistics, explosive chemistry, polymer
science, mathemnatics, nuclear physics, metallurgy physics, electronics and mechanical design. Student Ammunition
Technicians attending this phase of the course are the only non-commissioned students to receive instruction at the
College which is otherwise a seat of learning for officers and equivalently graded civilians. I should point out that our
Ammunition Technical Officers undergo a far more in-depth study of these subjects over a period of 6 months -t the
College before moving to the Army School of Ammunition to complete their technical training.

10. Or, arrival at the School the student Ammunition Technician spends several weeks in the classroom, studying
the make-up and functioning of every nature of Land Service Ammunition. This includes Guided Missiles currently
in service, including Milan. Instruction during this period is punctuated by regular examinations to ensure that all
essential safety factors have ceen thoroughly assimilated and the student is able to use the volumes of technical
manuals available to hi~n as and when required, However the student is not confined cntirely to the classroom during
this phase. Once the essential theoretical knowledge for cad& nature has been understood he spends time in the
School's own Ammunition Process Building, known as workshops, inspecting and handlng the live ammunition
under the very watchful eye of experienced instructors.

11. Having thus learnt to relate his scientific education to the practicalities of ammunition, the student goes on !o
learn the regulations and principles governing the storage and movement of ammunition and the procedures for in-
service proof. This is followed by a 5 week period of practical ammunition and repair in the workshops. Instruction
during this phase is necessarily detailed because it is in the workshops of major ammunition depots that the young
technician will usually spend the first few years of his service.

12. To complete his first course of technical training the student spends one week learning the basics of EOD
procedures on demolitiomi and burning grounds, and a further 2 weeks learning to handle the explosives and
equipment he will meet as an assistant on a bomb disposal team.

13. Before he returns to the School to attend the next stage of his technical training, he will have gained at least 2
years practical experience and the rank of Corporal. It is essential to understand that a most important aspect of
training for safety is leadership training. It is vital that, in performing a potentially dangerous task, the man in charge
is in firm control of the situation~. Otherwise, short cuts will be taken, vital safety factors will be overlooked and
accidents will happen. The Ammunition Technician is first and foremost a soldier, so during the first 2 years, and
indeed later years he will undergo regimental training to develop his leadership skills. This, combined with expertise
of progressively higher levels of responsibility, ensures that he is capable of control in a safety aware environment.

14. After this initial 2 year period he will attend his 12-week Technical Upgrading Course which will build on this
experience and expand his knowledge of all aspects of his trade. The instruction is geared towards the management
of surveillance and repair tasks, and supervision of demolition and burning grounds, and will prepare him well for the
responsibilities he will meet as a Sergeant Ammunition Technician. Before qualifying for promotion he must also
qualify as an intermediate bomb disposal operator and gain cert 'ificates of military education and proficiency.
Although this ends his formal technical trainin- he will return for updating, briefing or special training, inclue,.ng
advanced bomb disposal, whenever his assignments require this. fie Is also likely to join the staff of the School as an
instructor at a later date.

15. From this brief outline of Ammunition Technician training it should be clear that we cannot produce instant
ammunition experts. Over the years our technicians have acquired an excellent reputation for expertise and safety.
Our training system is geared to ensure that this reputation will be maintained by future generations of talchniclans.
The system is founded on 4 main pillars; personnel selection, comprehensive instruction, constant monitor~ng and
progressive training and I shall consider each briefly in turn.
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16. 'Pint, perscamel selection. It is essential to ensure that the right calibre of student is selected to undergo
traiig, Academia. prowess should be tempered with sound practical ability and a good measure of commonsense
and level-headedness. No student can begin Ammunition Technical training at the Scho,)l unless he has been
recommended as suitable after a searching series of psychometric. pratical and academic tests.

17. Second, comprehensive instruction. Students must be given a detailed theoretical understanding on which to
base their knowledge of regulations and procedures. Rigid drills must be taught where these are essential for safety -

on the demolition g.ound for example - but the student must be fully aware of why they are necessary.

18. Third, constant monitoring. Instruction should be progrssve, start-ng with the theory, progressing to practice
and inert stores where possible, and finally on to practice with live ammunition. Student performance must be
closely monitored at each stage to Identify any weaknesses before they can become a danger. 1"his can only be
achieved by regular examination and practical assessment, often with a one-to-one ratio of instructors to students.
This process is time consuming and manpower intensive but the consequences of inadequate monitoring are
potentially disastrous.

19. Finally, the training given should be progressive thrc ghout the man's career, with ample time allowed to rein-
force the instruction with practical experience on tie ground.

20. This progressive pattern of career and training development ensures many advantages including the technician
building and developing sound technical knowledge, which is not merely theoretical but is reinforced at every stage
by practical experience, gained both during and after training. We believe our system succeeds in achieving the right
balance of academic and practical skills. Also, the finished product is not just a technician, but also a leader. His
training and experience in organising and controlling tasks combine to ensure that the non-commissioned officer
Ammunition Technician and, indeed the Ammunition Technical Officer have the ability to command a situation,
execute a thoroughly professional job, ensure a safety conscious environrmaent, reduce the chances of accidents and
produce a man who since 1969 has received 230 awards for gallantry and distinguished service.

21. Our training may seem to be manpower intensive and, therefore, costly. It would be possible to train the same
number of men with less resources but we give such a high priority to the maintenance of safety standards in the
military environment that we are not prepared to take short cuts in training. Gentlemen, I am sure you will agree,
there can be no compromise on safety, and we Certainly approve the product of our system - he's done us proud.
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SUM14ARY

" 0 n the paper the objectives of the Klotz-Club tests performed in Sweden are
described. The main purpose of the tests is to give data on debris and frag-

ment throw from detonations in ammunition storages in rock. The installation

is described and results from four of the tests are given•

1. INTRODUCTION

The Klotz-Club has its origin in 1966 when a group of people discussed the

possibilities of reducing the blast effects from accidental explosions in

underground ammunition magazines with a large closing device, a block (in

German: Klotz).

Theoretical and experimental studies were followed by a successful "full

scale" proof test in 1973. The - by that time fou, - participati,,g countries

decided to continue a fruitful cooperation within the fields of explosives

safety. A number of efforts have been made within the frame of the Klotz-Club,

. cfr /1/.

In October 1985 the now seven participating countries - the Federal Republic

of Germany, France, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United
States - decided to make a test series in a joint installation to be built at

ArtSS, Alvaalen, Sweden. The objectives of the tests were to give data on

- deoris and fragment dispersion

- blast propagation

- influence of gecmetry or, debris flow and blast propagation

- groundshock effects

- TNT-equivalence for artillery rounds

- degrading effe'ts of detonations on e.g. shotcrete.

For details see /2/.
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2. BACKGRPOUND

The hazards in the vicinity of an ammunition storage in rock are mainly from

blast, fragment and debris and from groundshock.

The airblast from a detonation in an underground installation is given in

design manuals e.g. the Swiss TLM 75, /3/.

The distance, d, with the overpressure, p, outside a tunnel with the over-

pressure in the entrance, p0 - presuming that the rock cover does not break

- is

d - .= o09

where D is tunnel diameter in the entrance.

The results from this formula can be compared with test results e~g. /4/ and

/5/. Especially for low pressure levels the Swiss formula gives conservative

values as can be seen in figure 1. This is due to the fact that the exponent

0.9 has been chosen instead of the theoretical value 2/3, cfr /6/. The test

results in /4/ are condensed into the formula

d - 1.17(P) 0.74 D.

p

31- 1" 150 131

Figure 1. Comparison of different formulas for the overpressure outside a
tun ne l entr ance from /3/ , 14 / an d /5/ .
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For debris and fragment throw very few reliable data excist that can be used
for design purpose or risk analy~is.

Again, the TIO 75$ /3/, has stipulated hdzardous zones outside the tunnel
entrance basically according to figure 2.
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For debris and fragment dispersion models can not be used easily for predict-

ions due to substantial scaling problems e.g. air resistance and gravity.

Especially, when a mrre sophisticated concept for desing codes, like risk E
analysis, is to be adopted a more compre'ensive database on debris and frag-

ment throw is mandatory.

The main objective of the initial tests at the installation was to study

debris.

The velocity of debris can be calculated, theoretically, e.g. according to the

model in figure 3.

;UO

t ~x

Figure 3. Simplified model for calculation of debris velocity.

The dynamic pressure, qt, is calculated from

q = Pt(u - vt) 2 where

air density

u air particle velocity

v debris velocity
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For debris

- Apt 2 30 where

C. drag coefficient

A drag area and

M mass.

A solution of this equation has been used in a computer program fnr the pre-

calculations of debris velocities, /7/.

3. INSTALLATION

As the main objective with the installation was to make multiple tests with
debris a site had to be selected where large amounts of explosives could be

detonated without impairing the community, where c,)mpetent rock with adequate
rock cover coull be found and at the outside of which a surface suitable for

collecting fragments and debris could te arranged.

Thi, led to the shooting range at ArtSS, Xlvdalen, Sweden, very close to where

the original large Klotz-Club test was made in 1973.

The rock at the selected site consists of porphyritic granite, poor in puartz,

/8/.

Outside the entrance cutting a surfacQ. from which debris and frigments could

be collected was made. The area in the form of 3 sector was close to flat up

to 150 m from the entrance and then steeper to form a target area in total

more than 300 m from the tunnel.

Figure 4 debicts the geometry outside the installation.
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09 V

Figure 4. Geometry at the test site.

The tunnel in the rock was made with a crossection of 6.3 mi2 The walls were

shotcreted. In the end of the tunnel was a chamber w~th a crossection of 12
M2and a volume of 300 m 3 e.g. a length of about 2S ?,,. In 45* to the tunnel

another tunnel with the same crossection was built. At the end of one end of

that tunnel a rhamber 17 m long with a volume of 200 m 3 was made. The other

end of that tunnel was m'ade 10 m long with the purpose of collecting debris

and fragments coming out of the 200 m3 chamber.

The tunnels and the chambers were bolted. Tne entrance part was made of rein-

forced concrete to ascerttin that the geometry of the entrance would not
change during the test series. Also to facilitate comparison with other test
data a well defined geometry was needed.

The installation was niade dur-ng the winter and early spring, 1986.
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4. WASUREMENTS

measurements were rade of blast, debris trajectut-ies and groundshock. The
groundshock ".asuremnts will not be given in this paper, however.

The Wlest was measured in the chambers, on different locations along the

tunnel and outside and even above the installation. As the dynamic blast
pressure is of interest e.g. for the studies of the drag forces on ejecta not

only the static pressure was measured but - in front of the tunnel where it

was significant - also the stagnation pressure. The placing of pressure gauges

is shown in figure 5.

A Stagnation pressure
N Side,-on --

De~bris trap
I A

Figure 5. Blast measurement points.

To facilitate the measurements of the traje>Žtories of the ejecta the area out-

side the tunnel was prepared with timber logs laid down perpendicular to the

tunnel axis at 10 m distances across the sector and vertical poles for refer-

ence placed along the tunnel axis.

High-speed cameras and videocameras were placed perpendicular to and along the

tunnel axis as can be seen in figure 6.
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"~- -" re

Figure 6 Highspeed cameras and TV during the test. The cameras along the

tunnel axis were used only in tests 1-3. I
5. TEST EXECUTION

The initial ?,st program comprises six tests:

- 1. 10 kg TNT in chamber A

- 2. 10 kg TNT in chamber B

- 3. 1000 kg TNT in chamber A

- 4. 'O00 kg TNT in chamber B

- Artillery rounds -iith net explosive wei;ht 1000 kg inc hamber A

- Dittn chamber B

Of these the first four will be commanted subsequently. The last two tests in

the program - among cther things to give data on fraqment dispersion and on

INT-equivalence - will be described in another paper.
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The tests I and 2 mainly for calibrating purposes were made with the charge

placed in the middle of each chamber. No debris was included in these tests

and only blast measurements in the tunnel system and just outside the instbll-

ation were made.

During the tests 3 and 4 1000 kg of TNT in the shape of a cubicle was placed

in the middle of the chambers respectively.

Artificial debris in the shape aiid with the mass approximateiy like the

a-tillery rounds for the final two tests were used. These debris were 680 mm

long 160 mm diameter steel pipes filled with concrete. The mass was 47 kg.

These tubes were placed in the chamber standing on the floor behind the charge

(4 of them) and lying and standing in front of the charge on the same level

(16 of each). In the tunnel system pairs of cylinders were placed on the floor

on the three locations were pressure gauges were installed. At test number 3 a

pair of cylinders was also placed in the short access tunnel to the cha~mber.

Spheres of reinforced concrete approximately 110 mm in diameter (mass appr. 2

kg) were placed on top of the cylinders in the tunnels.

Figure 7 shows the location of the artifical debris.

II * II

LYING STANOING STANOINCG

Figure 7. Artificial debris in test 3 and 4.
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6. RESULTS

The overpressure at the entrance of the tunnel, which is used for calculating
the blast outside the tunnel according to chapter 3 was measured to

Test Pressure (kPa)
1 23
2 25
3 850

4 700.

The measured pressure outside along the tunnel axis are shown in figure 8

together with the calculated values according to /3/ and /4/. The measured

values differ slightly from the calculated values according to /3/ and /4/
which, as is to be expected, gives conservative estimates. As the testing
range was not made to be ideal for blast propagation studies a detailed
comparison of precalculations based on ideal conditions with the actual
measurements are not justified. This is especially true for measurements in
other directions than the tunnel axis.

As the length of the crosstunnels in the installation is small their inifluence
on the blast pressure outside the tunnel will be minor, /9/.

PSho0t ,2 7 :
IkPa] 3 30

10
9
8
71

6 \ /31/

0 A .t .-- -........ -.--

5'0 100 150 [ '

Figure 8. Measured overpressure outside the tunnel entrance
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At the tests the blast was followed by debris at high velocity and then large
amounts of black smoke came out of the entrance to the installation.

Figure 9. Fragments impacting the debris trap and smoke coming out of the
entrance.

The artificial debris were found in the tunnel system and in a sector less

than -10° from the tunnel axis.

The debris close to the charge in the inner end of the chamber were all found

remaining in the chamber after the test - though deformed.

In shot 3 the artificial debris were impacting on the chamber and tunnel walls

and some of them stopped. Other went out of the tunnel. Most of the artificial

cylinder shaped debris were recovered and identified. The velocities of the
debris were measured from high-speed films. The maximum velocity measured was

120 m/s appr. 100 m outside the tunnel.

Shot 4 showed the debris trap to be efficient. Almost all debris were found in

the tunnel system after the test while the artificial debris placed in the

tunnel were thrown out. All debris were recovered and identified.
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The debris trap would have been ever more effective if it had been wider.

The maximum debris velocity at shot 4 was measured to 135 m/s. I
According to the precalculated values debris with velocities up to 150 m/s at

the tunnel entrance are to be expected. For large debris like the artificial

ones used in the test the air resistance does not lower the velocity very

quickly in this range, /10/.

In figure 10 the location of debris after the tests 3 and 4 are shown.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The installation at ArtSS has shown to be a versatile tool for the measuring

of the debris throw out of ammunition storage in rock. The tests performed so

far have shown that the dpbris will fall in a narrow sector from the tunnel

axis. The velocity of the debris is in correlation with precalculations.
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part of cylinder or sphere

F , Figure 10. Debris postshot. test 3 (above) and 4 (below).
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F: List of Symbols

--Cross section area (=2)

Cn - Constants

D - Eqtuivalent tunnel entrance cross section diameter
(AA/v)0-5 (m)

De - Equivalent storage chamber cross section diametev
(4A/0)O. 5 (m)

Dt - Equivalent tunnel cross section area (A/v)0 .5 (W)

an - Inhabited Building Distance based on test results (W)

dn - Inhabited Building Distance, Recommended (m)

Ka - Constant for angular attenuation

un,r - Exponents

P - Pressure at some distance outside an underground ammunition
storage (bar)

Pa - Ambient pressure at sea level (bar)

PO - Tunnel entrance pressure (bar)

Q - Explosive quantity (kg)

QT - Equivalent TNT explosive quantity (kg)

t - Duration oa pressure wave (9)

Vc - Storage chamber volume (m3)

VT - Total volume of magazine (m3)

w - Explosive energy (J)

ao - Sound velocity in ambient air (m/s)

- Angle from the centerline of the tunnel

S- Ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for air

Po - Ambient air density (kg/m 3 )
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COvr the past A.5 years, several experimental programs and studies have

beant undertaken to euveetLatc the effects of accidental explosions in

u•derground ammunitio stortage magazines.

Since 1973, a substantial part of this work has been coordinated

throutag, and also performed by. the Klotz-Club (Ref. 1).

work has covered most of the problems related to the

quantity-distance determination (also denoted as Inhabited Building

Distance) from blast waves originating from the tunnel exit. Also,

investigations of required depth of rock-cover above an underground

amanition storage matauine have been performed %gE-ti-

Zver. so, the number and the extent that the various)parameters may vary

outside the limits of already est!-heduirmw i•-a equations are numerous.

So far, -he most valuable result has been the verification of scale

modeling techniques as a means of establishing Inhabited Building Distances%- ,

a fact reflected in the NATO Safety Principles AC/258 - D/258 Part TI1, -•

which recommend that Inhabited Building Distancesl*ý determlned by means of

model testing for each specific underground storage site.

Also, computer codes that can handle these problems have been

developed, some based on empirical equations (e.g., INBLAST) and some

utilizing theoretical physical equations (e.g., HULL and TUTTI). The

INBLAST code is one dimensional, which limits its ability to handle problems

that cannot easily be described in terms of volumes and vent areas (e.g.,

long tunnels). Nevertheless, it is a tool that can be used as a means of

indicating an approximate value for the tunnel exit pressure. The INBLAST

code is fast, easy, and inexpensive to run.

Computer codes like HULL and TUTTI can be very accurate, but they
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require highly specialized personnel and are relatively time-consuming end

expansive. However, In most cases, these two codes are probably not as

expensive as the extra land required, which becomes necessary if

quantity-distance tables from national regulations are used.

All three cruputer codes described here have been used in a program to

determine the quantity distances for a magazine concept very similar to the

one presented in Reference 1 (the only difference being that the "Klotz" and

the constrictions war* deleted). The HULL code calculations on this concept

are being pre.ented in another paper at this seminar.

The results show fairly good agreement with 1/100-scale model tests of

exactly the same geometry. So, for the future, with less expensive and

faster computers, it seems likely that quantity distaaces will be

established by means of computer mofeling of each specific underground

storage site. At present, however, the least expensive and fastest way to

establish the quantity distances is by means of model tests.

The concept presented in Reference 1 (with its large single chamber)

requires that mixing of compatibility grottps be accepted to make it

cost-effective.

Tn 1982, when a need arose for construction of new storage facilities

in Norway, more ex:ansive mixing of compatibility groups in a single cham'ber

was accepted by the user nation than had previously been the case. This

resulted in further development of the concept presented in Reference 1.

The only difference in the facilities actually constructed is the

exclusion of the "Klotz" and the inclusion of a turnaround. The turnaruund

was included to allow trucks to unload in tne expansion chamber without

having to back out again. 1/100-scale model tests of this concept have been

performed. Also, 1/100-scale mudel tests, where the expansion chamber and
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the turnarorAd were we luded, hae been performed to verity the extra cost

of the expanuion chamber. In these later te&.s, the cross-tectIonal area of

the e*it tunnel was varied tu invwntigate the posible effcet of reducin

the cross section.

The rest of thin paper presenL* the methods by which these magazines

and the explosives were modeled, an analysis of the results, and, finally,

retommended Inhabited Building Distances for the various confipurati~no.

2. TEST DESCRIPTION

2.3 •iodehinz TechVjge

The validity of scale model testing ot underground ammunition storage

magazines has been proved In previous teat programs (Ref. 3 and 4).

A dimensional analysis of important paramieters leads to the

nondimensional relationship for distance versus pressure outside the tunnel

entrance:

2 1/3 1/3d/D - f(P/Po0, Wia 2 PO V'Dpo /W , 0ot/D,.) (1)

(See list of symbols for parameter definition.)

This relationship is used as a basis for the construction of models and

in the analysis of tesults (Section 3).

Typical magazine layouts to be Investigated at this time are shown in

Figures I and 2.

The terrain in front of the tuanel entrance was modeled as a horizontal

smooth surfacs so as not to introduce attenuation of the blast wave, which

may not be present at the full-scale sites--a conservative, or safe,

approach.

The magazines were modeled in steel in 1:100 scale (Figures 3 and 4.)

The storage chamiber concisted of a detonation chamber with Inside
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diameter of 106 we end lengthi* varyina from 617 to 1180 mm for the various

deed volame..

The tunnel sections were rectangular steel tubes with different

cross-sectional areas.

For the msaezine with en expansion chamber as a blast trap, a separata

section wa3 made in which the expvnaion chamber was a 420-ok-lonp tube with

an inside diameter of 87.7 me, giving an equivalont full-scale volume of

2540 a ,

The turnaround was modeled by welding two 50- by 60-.m tubes to the

expansion chamber, which was connected to the storaivu chamber by a

409-=m-long tunnel having an InsLde diameter of 63 sm. In this tunnel, two

5O-•m-long constrictions with 45-imu diameters were mode. ad. The detonation

(storage) chamber was vertically connected to the expansion chamber to

simplify the loading of explosivos. The justification for this solution is

the fact that the blast wave must do a 90-degree turn in nny case.

2.2 n•nstrumentation

The terrain model in front of and at tho sides of the tunnel entrance

was instrumented with six Cel.)sno LC 31 pressure gages at distances shown in

Figuro 5. The tunnel sections were instrumented with Kistler 603 B pressure

gages at locations shown in Figures 3 and 4.

2.3 Explosives

All explosives were Coop. A-3 in cylindrical 14.15-S pellets. Desired

explosive quantities were made by taping the pellets to a rod. On acme

charges, a few grams of Comp.C-4 was added in order to get the exact desired

quantity. All charges were initiated with a VOWEL No. 3 detonator, which in

turn was initiated by a No. 8 electrical detonator. The VOWEL detonator had

a 75-ms delay tr separate the blast wave from the electrical detonator and
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tb blast "Sve escaping From the tunnel entrance,

IT the satling &,MO in the analysis of results, a TNlT oquivalancy of

1.09 was used for the CoWp. A-3 explosive.

2.4 Alyogherlbic €oditis

All results obtained during the test series and reported here have been

sealed to ambient pressure at sea level (P [?(60 song)).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Mejtia e with ixoansb M . Chamber

The important model date for this configuatlon are summarized in

Table 1, Figure 3. and Figure 5.

Figures 6. 7. and 8 are diagrams of the external pressure versus

full-ncale dlitsnce from the tunnel entrance for the three different

goametries tested. In Figure 9, these results are scaled with tunnel

diameter &M tunnel entrance pressure.

The data reduction of tunnel entrance pressures showed relatively poor

consistency of the peak pressure from test to test. Instead, the blast

velocity was taken from the blast arrival times to measuring points HP 2 and

UP 3 (see Figure 3). This blast velocity was then used to calculate the

peak inctident pressure close to the entr&nce with the ideal gas equation (2).

21 ( 2) :
P /P (K2 - 1) (

o a + 1

The tunnel entrance pressures found in this way show tmch better

consistency.

Compared to previous tests with underground ammunition storago

magazines, this configuration is very complex and special. It was therefore

regarded as most correct to treat this configuration separately in the

analysis of results leading to empirical equations giving tunnel entrance
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pressure and Inhabited Building Distance.

The following empirical relationship was found for the tunnel entrance

41*
pressure:

P 0 5.6 • (QT/VT )0.54 (3)

Based on a reduced version of Eq. 1, the distance 3n to where the

pressure is P was found to be:

d /D X 1.84 • (p /P) 0 .70  (4)

Here, K is the factor for angular attenuation and is 1.0 for the

00 to 300 sector.

At 600, K was found to be approximately 0.67. This fits well

with previous results for the angular attenuation factor. Thus, the

previous results for K will-be the basis for Inhabited Building Distances
n

fo: different sectors (Section 4).

The reduction of Eq. 1, leading to Eq. 4, will be further discussed in

SAction 3.3.

3.2 Wagazine with Straight Tunnel

The important model data for this configuration are summarized in Table

2 and Figures 4 and 5. Figures 10 through 15 are diagrams of the external

pressure versus full-scale distance from the tunnel entrance for six of the

gcmetries tested. In Figure 16, these results are scaled with tunnel

entrance pressure and diameter.

As for the magazine with expansion chambers, poor consistency in tunnel

entrance pressures was observed for this concept, too. The same procedure

for the definition of P , as deucribed in Section 3.1, was then used for

this concept as well, r'sultlng in the following relationchip for the tunnel

entrance precsure:
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Po0  16.4 *(QT/VT)0.54 (Dt/Dc)0. 24 (5)

The relationship for the distance Fn to where the pressure is P,
using the reduced version of ' .71, was found to be:

dn/D = 0.77 * (P//P) (6)

As for Eq. 4, Kn is equal to 1.0 for the 00 to 300 sector.
0U

At 60 , K is 0,74 (see Figure 16). This is higher than 2/3 but close

enough to indicate that the angular attenuation previously found is valid.

Recommended Inhabited Building Distances for different sectors for this

configuation are presented in Section 4. Section 3.3 contains a more

detailed discussion of the results.

3.3 Discussion of Results

As mentioned in Section 2, the relationship of pressure attenuation to

distance outside an underground ammunition storage magazine generally is

described by Eq. 1:

d/D = f(P/P0, W/a0 PO VDp a' 3 /W 1 3 , a t/D, e) a

For practical purposes, this equation is too complex, and many

underground ammunition magazines often have geometrical variations that

cannot be covered in a single equation.

This leads to the conclusion that for each concept of magazine layout.

a separate set of equations should be determined. As a result, some of the

dimensionless terms in Eq. 1 can be singled out:

* All the different tests with underground ammunition storage

magazines sdow that the distance to where the pressure is P strongly

depends on the turnel entrance diameter and on the tunnel entrance

pressure. The tunnel diameter and the term P/P are thereforeo

essential for the definition of safe ranges outside a specific

magazine.
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"" The term a t/D describes the duration of the blast wave escaping

from the tunnel entrance. Unpublished analyses of the influence of

the duration (or impulse) of the escaping blast wave on the safe

range indicate an exponent on the duration equal to 0.15 + 0.02.

This means that for a specific magazine concept, where the stored

explosives quantity varies within a factor of perhaps 2 to 3, the

impact on the safe range will be the explosive quantity to a power

of approximately one-third times 0.15. Within a factor of 3 on the

explosives quantity, this means that the error on the calculated

safe range will be not more than 6% (30.3300.15) and for

practical purposes can be ignored.

* The nondimensional loading density, W/a p2 V, in Eq. 1 is a

function necessary to describe the tunnel entrance pressure P

Since P0 will be used in the reduced version of Eq. 1, this term

will be used insted to define P in a separate equation.

* The term Dp o/3/W 1/3 is the scaled diemeter of the tunnel

entrance relative to the amount of energy passing through. This is

a term that, for each specific magazine concept, is taken care of by

some constant or related to the size of the storage chamber in the

definition of P.

* To describe the angular attenuation of the escaping pressure wave,

the angle a was chosen to represent different sectors, where each

sector is given an empirically determined attenuation factor in the

final eqttation.

Eq. 1 thus reduces to:

2 1/3 1/3
d/D f (P/P) f (W/a PoVDp /W , at/D) f (a) (7)

1 a 2 a0 0 0 3
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where f 2 (.......) reduces to a constant C1 for each specific magazine

and f 3 (a) reduces to the constant I%. rMpirically, it has been found

that f (P/Po) is best represented as a power curve within the limits of

dMd of practical interest; thus:

d/D C I(P /P)n (8)

The exponent n has been defined for a large number of different tests,

ranging from shock tubes to underground ammunition magazines and blast

leakage into rooms. Preliminary analysis of such data indicates that n

typically varies between 0.67 and 0.9, with most of the resul%.s between 0.7

and 0.8. Another observation is that n tends to increase for decreasing

pressure P, which also can be observed in the lower region of pressures for

an unconfined charge. Indications were also found that n increases with

decreasing duration on the escaping blast wave P .0

Since these factors for different magazine concepts are mixed, it is

natural that n will change from concept to concept.

The constant, C1 , will naturally vary considerably, but mostly as a

result of varying exponent n, since the range of P /P of intercst usually0

is on the order of 500 to 5000.

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, Eq. 8 is given for the two magazine concepts

described in this report (Eq. 4 and 6).

The tunnel entrance pressure P0 is, as described, a function of the

scaled loading density and the tunnel diameter and can be wsritten in the form:

P° a C2 (QT/VT)m (D /D)r (9)

For simpticity, the explosive energy W is replaced by the equivalent

TIlT charge weight QT' the storage chamber volume by the total volume, and

the scaled tunnel diameter by the ratio between tunnel diameter and storage

chamber diameter.
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In Section 3.2, Sfq. 9 is given for the miagazine concept without

expansion chamber (Eq. 5).

In Section 3.1, Eq. _9 to given for the magazine cuncept with expansion

chamber (Eq. 3). As can be seen, Eq. 3 is in an even more reduced form 'than

Eq. 5. This is a result of the complexity of this magazine concept, which

means that the geometrical ratio D t D cis not sufficient t~o represent

the variations in layout~ possible in this configuation. Instead of just

D t/D C one would need factors describing size of expansion chamber,

length of tunnel. between storage chamber and expansion chamber, number and

sizes of constrictions, and length and angle of turnaround tunnel. It was

not within the scope of this test. series to investigate the influence of

variation of these parameters; thus, all geometrical parameters were put

into a single constant except for the total volume- -meaning variation in

storage chamber volume and to a certain extent in tunnel length. Eq. 3 is

therefore valid for a magazine with layout as shown in Figures 1 and 3, with

possible variations in storage chamber volume. explosive quantity, and

tunnel length.

The results for the tunnel entrance pressure P 0are, as described in

Sections 3.1 and 3.2, obtained from the blast wave velocity close to the

entrance. This was done to obtain pressures that were consistent from test

to test and not Influenced by reflections inside the mi-gazlne.

Typical recordings from the pressure transducers In the tunnel showed a

large number of reflections with increasing magnitude over time and often

with a "plateau" between them. Thus, P 0reptesents the first peak

pressure arriving at the tunnel entrance and was judged to be the "driving"

force for the peak of the blast wave at distance d outside the magazine.

I , This finding is based on a close examination of the pressure-time histories
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reeorded outside the magazitne comperwd to those recorded st the tunnel

entrance.

Reflections of pressure higher than P0 , recorded at the tunnel

entrance, could easily be retrieved from the pressure-time history

recordings taken from measuring points outside. This means that the

reflectIonn did not coalesce wilh the first peak, which would have resulted

in enhancement of the peak pressure outside. These observations are valid

at least out to ranges where the pressure is decreased to less than 50 mbar.

4. RECOMNODED INMABITED BUILDING )ISTAMCES

The Inhabited Building Distance outside an underground aimmw;utinn

storage magazine is defined as the distance from the tunnel entrance to

where the pressure is 50 mbar. (AC/258-D/258 and TFF 738, Norwegian

national regulations).

The equations presented for dn represent curve fits for data

obtained from tests (50 confidence level) and should not be used ditectly

for the determinaton of Inhabited Building Distances, since they do not

include any safety factors (except for a safety factor resulting from the

fact that the models have smooth tunnel walls, while most real magazines

have more or less rough tunnel walls). AC/258-D/258, Part III, Section IV,

para 235, does not give any eecoimmendations for the data reduction process

or evaluation of results obtained from model tests, but D/258 Part I

requires a 90% confiaence level.

Reference 5 recommends using test results (90% confidence level) with a

20% Increase to account for the small scale used. TFF 738 also requires

adding 20% to the 50-mbar distance as a safety factor. Since the number of

test results is too limited to establish a 90% confidence level, it was
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instead recommended to assume that a 107 increase to the curve fits (50%

confidence level) is equivalent to a 901L confidence level.

Thus, recommencied Inhabited Building Inhabited Distances dn are the

distances found with the equations for an times 1.1 times 1.2 a 1.32.

Equations 3 through 6 define the pressure attenuation outside two

different underground magazine concepts. Inhabited Building Distance

equations for these concepts are thus defined, usi.ng P - 50 mbar and the

folloring factors for angular attenuation K :

Angle Eauation

00 to 300 Kn = 1.0
300 to 600 Kn - 0.89
600 to 900 Kn - 0.67
900 to 1200 KI - 0.5
1200 to 1800 Kn = 0.25

The chart below stummarizes the necessary equations to define Inhabited

Building Distances:

Hagizine Magazine without Magazine with
type expansion chamber expansion chamber

0.77 0.TO
d5 = 7.7 * D P d5= 15.0 * D * P 0

Test result P0.7? 0.70a = 6.9 * D a = 13.3 * D - P
50 mbar 4 o 0 o

Po0.17 0.70da3 = 5.2 * D • d 3 = 10.0%DeP
3 oo

Distance, an a - 3.q e D * P 0.77 = 7.5 a * Po0. 7 0

() 2 o 3 o
0.77 0.70

S1 = 3.8

Tunnel Po = 16.4 • (QT/VT)0' 5 4  Po = 5.6 - (QT/VT) 0 "5 4

entrance
pressure, PO " Dt/Dc)0"24

(bar)

Recommended
Inhibited
Building dn - 1.32 iin
Distance, dn

(a)
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These equations are valid for the following:

Explosives quantity: 150.000 kg < QT < 450.000 kg

Loading density: 15 < QT / VT < 50

In Figure 17, a comparison of the 50-mbar distances, an for the

00 to 300 sector for the two magazine concepts, is presented.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Model tests for the two different concepts were successfully performed,

resulting in determination of relationships for the definition of Tnhabited

Building Distances for the two magazine concepts ;ested.

"+ The test series clearly demonstratedNthe need to perform model tests when

magaxine concepts differ from previously tested magazine concepts.

The tests also demonstrated the advantage of the expcnsion chamber as a

means of reducing the Inhabited Building Distance. For a typical situation with

an explosive quantity of 300,000 kg, the area within the Inhabited Building

Distance increases by almost 1301 when the axpansion chamber is deleted•
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Table 1. Data for the 1:100 steel model of magalzne
with expansion chamber. (See Figure 3 for
further detail* of aeasuremente.)

27 - 29 30 31

Storage chamber
volume,V (dW3) 8.65 5.97 5.97

Expansion rhamber
voLume (dm3) 2.54 2.54 2.54

Total volume
of magazinep
VT (dm3) 17.10 14.42 14.43

Tunnel entrance
cross section, 40x40 40x40 50x60
h x b Cmmxmm)

EquivaLent
tunnel entrance 45.1 45.1 61.8
diameter, D (mm)

Charge weight,
Q (g camp. A-3) 285 228 228

EquivaLent TNT-
charge weight, 311 249 249

QT (g)

QTIV (kg/m3) 35.91 41.63 41.63

Q T/VT (kg/m3) 18.17 17.23 17.22

0
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Table 2. Data for the 1:100 steel model of magazine
without expansion chamber. (See Figure 4
for further details of measurements).

32 34 36 3? 38 39

Storage chamber
volume, V (dm3) 10.41 10.41 10.41 10.41 10.41 10.41

Tinnet voLuse, V.(dm3u. 4.15 2.21 1.08 1.08 0.55 4.15

TotaL voLuso
of magazine
VT (dm3) 14.56 12.62 11.49 11.49 10.96 14.56

Tunnel Pross
section
h x b (m x mm) 50x60 40x40 28y28 28-t8 20x20 SOx60

EquivaLent
t unne L
diaemeter, Dt
(mm) 61.8 45.1 31.6 31.6 22.6 61.8

Storage chamber
diameter Dc
(mm) 106 106 106 106 106 106

0 /Dc 0.583 0.425 0.298 0.298 0.213 0.583

Charge weight,
Q (g Comp. A-3) 193 193 193 389 193 389

EquivaLent TNT-
charge wieght,
QT (g) 210 210 210 424 210 424

Q T/V (kg/m3) 20.17 20.17 20.17 40.73 20.17 40.73

QT/VT (kg/m3) 14.42 16.64 18.26 36.87 19.14 29.12
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", -. SHOT , 27-28 29-39

r6 0.99 m 1.51 m

r7 4.05 m 5.0 Mn
I's~••• 8.04 m 9.87" m
r;• eO 1,0 M 1.02 m

rII 2.95 M 4.01 m

02 6.02 a 8.01 m

Distance to measuring points

r6 NP6

NP1 r• 12

1600 A .ht1
e - ill

ir '

entrance

II

Figure 5. Plan view oE measuring points
outside tunnul entrance.
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0.0.01 ..- I
d a_-,€ 4 6 ,.4

': (bar)

100 1000 d (a.' 000 o

Figure 6. U&SMa in. with 8650-4n3 stouege chamber
and 2540-03 expansion chamer, 16-a2
constrictirn at entran*o. Q - 311,000 kg

S•d "69.1 p-,()?4 ---

(bar) d 46

0.01 100 4.000 d (a) 1000

Figure 7. Magazine with 5970-0$ storasg chamber
and 2540-m:3 expansion chamber, 16"2
constcriction at entrance, Q , 249,000 kg.

0.100.0117 .

d 122 10Pi o.r. 8. _aaiewt stoa ge chamber . n

' '• .d •34,9 p094

(bar) •

0.01
100 1000 d Cn) 10

Fig',re 8. Magax~ne wit~h 5970-03 storageI chamer and

2540-m3 expansion chamber, 30.m2 entrance
cross section area, no constriction, Q - 249,000 kg. j
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(bar)wI

1000 dcc) 10000

Figure 10. Magazine wift 10,410-a3 storfe. theber
and no oxpeason cambose. Tumna" cross
section varea 30 ak Q *210,000 Its.

0.1i d85IP06
d all ,5'!

(bar)

O-luI OFd(m) 10000

Figure 11. magazine with 10,410-03 storage chamber
and no expansion chamber. TUnnel Cross
section aeae 16 u2. Q.210,000 kg.

- *~"-x a2.6P 0 .7 9 ::

(bar)I\IEN

1000 d(m) ao

Figure 12. Magazine with 10,410-m3 storage chamber
and no anincabr uietos
section area -a 8 2. Q - 210.000 kg.I
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Figure 15. Magazine with 10,410O-*3 storage chamber
and no expansion chaimber. Tunnel cross
eacttio area. a 30 2. Q 240,000 kg.
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Figure 16. ft4axin. without expansion chamber, scaled
distance versus scaled pressure.
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Lyn T. InIT
EMIM D. SUEZDU

mIium 1. MMKUA

(A Divivioa of Maxwel Laboratories. inc.)
NM G l5 Marble AWSme. I.

Albaqurqn. W-87110

4 * storage of unwitiems In undergroud tacilitMU prOTHde a oeet
hazard to mrrodin g buildings or pulatioam. Curreat plaoseent of suh
facilities relative to above-ground structUres is based an log stading
curves and scaling ralatious for the peak airblast over&prIsree as a function
of wei1t of Texplosives and -8istance &M aool reltive to th* tuml ope-
ing. The suggested scalir4 relation for a 50 ubar safety criterioa is

00
.- J d D-F* 0"•

where d is the distance to 50 abat (a)
D is the amt" tunnel diameter W
Po is the gas pressue In the win passageway (bars)

and F in a tabolated directicnal factor.

->This relatiouM p in based on a variety of explosive weight-to-volme
ratios. However. recent storage designs call for larger amounts of eplo-
sives and lovrw eTlosive storage dem•ities than wre considered in develop-
ang the relatioAip. It has not besn demonstrated that the same relation

holds for these new conditions.-- In addition, the high cost of real estate

*This work was sponsored by the Norwegian Defence Construction Service
(NDCS). Oslo. Norway. and the Depart-uit of Defame Kiplosives Safety Board.
Alexndria. Virginia.
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Tip"e 1. Photopaph of the 0DC Scaled Test Model.
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The calculation was dons In four consecutive phases. whicb are described

I& the net four sections. Codes used were lULL, •a to or three-dimensional,
state-of-the-art, finite difference fulerian hkdrodynamic flow program; SAP
(Spheical Air PUM). a one-dimunsional, spherically-smmetric version of

MUL; and EAIS, an acoustic wave propagation code. Using multiple phases in

tis way. efficiancy of computer time is maximized hile essential features
of the result are retained. This summary report provides a description of
the calculation and presents the results that wore obtained.

Il. PH= 1: DETONATION AND IMUTU10 PIOPAGATION

The first phase of the calculatioa Included detonation of an explosive in
an enclosed region which was designed to simulate the interior tunnel complex

of the VN)CS test model. Propagation of blast waves in the enclosed chambers
and exit of blast pressure at the tunnel mouth were monitored from time zero
(initiation of the detonation) to 4.24 usec after detonation.

The calculational configuration rsed for this phase is illustrated in
Figure 2. The calculatiooual mesh is a rectangular grid in two-dinsions.
The BULL code was ue for this phase. as fll asf or Ph"e 2. In orderto

simulate the three-dimensional test chamber in two dimensions, it was neces-
sary to change the orientations of the detonation and expansion chambers. In
the test configuration. the entranceay and expansion chamber are oriented so

that their long axes are horizontal and perpendicular to each other. The

explosive chamber axis is vertical. In the calculational configuration, the
right angle orientations are retained, but i11 chambers lie in the sane
plane.

Also because the coordinate system in rectangular while some of the test
chambers have circular cross sections. it was necessary to adjust the Aimen-

sions slightly in order to maintain the appropriate cross-sectional areas and
chamber volues. If the unit depth (into the paper in Figure 2) is annsmed
to be 5 ca. then all of the chamber cross sections and volusae are the same
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as for the test configuration. The total internal volume of the complex is

17,212 cm3 . Dimensions of the undeton&ted explosive were also adjusted so

that, using the sane 5-cz depth and a density of 1.66 gas/ca3 , the mass of

the charge was 200 gs. corresponding to that used in the test. The explo-

sive equation of state used was that for pentolite.

Grid size for this calculation Le approximately 0.5 ca vertically by

0.6 cm horizontally, although adjustments were made so that cell boundaries

would coincide with the previously determined material boundaries. There are

70 x 376, or approximately 26,000, calculational cells in the grid.

The calculation was begun time set arbitrarily to 10 #sec. At this

time, the calculational zone at the right-hand edge of the explosive was

considered to be detonated. The detonation wave progressed through the

explosive from right to left as the calculation proceeded.

Two types of graphical output are routinely provided by HULL, and

selected examples are included in this report. The first is "contour* plots,
in which isograms of any of the hydrodynamic variables are shown throughout
the reglon of interest. Figures 3 through 10 are contour plots of pressure

and energy at, four different timas during the interior calculation. In Fig-

ures 3 and 4, at 100 peec, it can be seek that the explosive is detonating

but the energy has not yet started to escape from the explosive chanDer.

Pressure and energy values iv the chamber are very high.

In Figures 5 and 6, at 300 #sec, a shock wave has traveled through the

narrow passageway, reflected from the left-hand side if the vertical chamber,

and is moving downward. Pressures are high at ;he top and left-hand sides of

the vertical chamber where the flow has stagnated, and reflected shocks from

the corners are visible in the explosive chamber.

The next two figures, 7 and 8, illustrate tIe situation at 60C #sec. At

this time, energy is moving down the long entrance tunnel. The interesting
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point about the flow in this region is that the energy contours are not per-
pendicular to the tunnel walls. Because of the right-angle bend, energies
are higher near the bottom of the tunnel.

"The last set of contour plots was made at 950 psec, and is shown in Fig-

ures 9 and 10. In this set, the shock has reached the tunnel entrance and is

expanding as it moves into the exterior space. Density contours and velocity

vectors are given instead of pressure and energy contours in thin case. The

interesting thing about Figure 10 is that motion is shown curling back toward

the wall near the top of the plot.

The second type of output is probably of more immuediate interest in this

application because it in directly comparable to experimental results.

"Stations' are predetermined locations in the calculational grid at which

hydrodynamic data are monitored as functions of time. For the interior phase

calculation, tations werc placed at measuring points corresponding to those

in the NDCS test. These ara the points labeled 1 through 5 in Figure 2.

Additional stations were positioned at the tunnel entrance and at other

points throughout the calculational grid. Stations 28, 29 and 30 are of

particular interest because they are the ones used to drive the second phase

of the calculation. Their locations are also shown in Figure 2.

Figures 11 through 16 are overpressure versus time records at Stations I

through S. The first three, which are in the explosive and vertical chambers

and the connecting tunnel between them, show a large initial spike followed
by many smaller peaks. The latter are due to reflections from the chamber

walls. Stations 4 and 5, for which the overpressure records are shown in

Figures 14 and 15, are located in the entrance tunnel. The records show many

sharp spikes, which are a result of the mixture of air and detonation prod-

ucts flowing in this region. The maximum overpressure in the entrance tunnel

is about 80 bars. In Figure 15, an experimental record from Measuring

Point 5 iv also shown (the dashed line), but the maximum measured overpres-

sure value is only about 58 bars.
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NORWEGIA N UG AMMO STORAGE
CALCULATION, EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

OVERPRESSURE VS TIME

8.0

LEGEND
440.0110

6.0 .'.1. _ .

s.0

3.0

2.0

0.0 0 0.5 .0 1.5 2.0 2.5 .3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

TIME ,MS
440,0110 5; COORD; 2.330E+01 4.OOOE-01 FT; TOA: 6.600E-01 MS

NDCS MPS, TOA: .35 MS

Figre 15. Overpressuxe versu, Time Record at Measuring Point 5,
with R einmntal Data (Dashed Line).
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Parsastars at thoe %=&*el trw-e (Station* 28, 29 and 30) are shown in

FiIIum 16 throno 21. For theou stations, the horizontal flow velocities

versus tim are givm ea vll as the oerqressuro. Note that then veloci-

ties are negative because flow throg the portal is in the -x" direction.

III. PMASS 2: EXPANSION IWrO lEOR RoEIMi

In order to odel the exterior regieo, a couptatimal mesh wes set up

using cylintrical coordinates. The nesh consists of 182 x 178 zone. for a

total of 31.304. ThMoverall grid dimniona are 6.9 a by S.99 . A

100 z 100 cell subpid. in, which the size of each cell is xrominately

0.49 x 0.8 ca. was defined on the cylindrical axis at the tunnel openg.

Beond the subtrLd. dli size is ezpanded by about S percent per cell in each

direction. Stations were located at intervals along radial lime fron the

tunnel exit.

The configuration is illustrated in Figure 22. For this phase, a plane

through the axis of xymetry, which can be thought of as a flat. perfoctly

reflecting surface, become the ground plane. The tunnel openIng and cliff

face becomc cylindrical sectious vheA converted .1rom Cartesian to cylindricAl

coordinates. The radius of the opepJng was adjusted so that the cross-sec-

tior.al area of the half-disk opening in cylindrical coordinates is equal to

the rectangular 6 c tmne oping f Phase 1.

The cliff face was modeled by placing a row of "islandw cells along the

bottom of the aesh. in island is a non-compressible, reflective cell of the

sam type as was used in Phase I for th'b tunnel walls. Tke configuration, it

should be noted, is rotatod ly .0 degroed from -'hat of Phase 1. so that

directlon of flow in upward in Figure 22.
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1A!

:~II ISLAND

-,. - , mesh
boundary

Figur 22. Calculational Comfiguratico for Phase 2.

The calculation was initiated at 0.7 mc by setting the hydrodynamic
parmters in the eolls at the tunnel opening to thoee read from the station

records of Phase 1. To perform the transformation, the *-x' velocities of
the Phat.4 1 Rtation records become the 14y" velocities of the Phase 2 driver
cells. and Wy's became ÷x'8. Interpolation was performed to drive the cells
at locations between stations at appropriate values.

The second phase calculation was run to 3.1 asec after detonation of the

explosive. By this time. the shock wave sea-ling from the tunnel opening ad

traveled a distance of 1.76 a (5.74 ft) along the axis and had decayed to an
overpressure of approximately 1.0 bar (14.5 psi). Figares 23 through 28
illustrate the pressure. densiýy. and energy at two diiferent tines (1.6 and
2.3 asec) during the calculation. An interesting feature shown by the pres-

sure and density plots is the development of a Mach-stem-like structure at
the interaction with the cliff face. The structure, usually obseervd only
with height-of-burrst detonations, is an indication of flow toward the surface
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(downward in the picture) as well as parallel to the surface. An indication
of this kind of flow was seen in the vector velocity plot of Phase I
(Figure 10).

IV. PHASE 3: ONE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS

Phase 3 consists of a series of one-dimensional calculations along lines
radiating from the tunnel entrance. The Phase 3 calculations were done using
SAP (Spherical Air Puff), S-CUPED's version of the one-dimensional Eulerian,

spherical-symmetry hydrocode originally developed at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFUL).

At 3.1 msec, as previously mentioned, the Phase 2 two-dimensional calcu-
lation was terminated. It was replaced by a series of one-dimensional calcu-
lations along the lines A through G shown in Figure 29. The initial

0 deg 1

30

45

Position of Shock
Front at End of
2-D Phase F

CV4B

Figure 29. Calculational Configuration Showing Lines Along
Which One-Dimensional Calculations Were Perfoi'med.
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conditions for each Phase 3 calculation were obtained by "cutting" through
the Phase 2 calculational mesh at 3.1 msec. Energy, density and velocity
values were read from zones through which the lines passed. Interpolation
across four adjacent zones was performed in order to obtain values along the
lines. Also, the component x and y velocities were combined to determine the
appropriate velocity in the direction of the line cut. Phase 2 contour plots

at 3.1 msec, which were used to provide the initial conditions, are given in
Figures 30 through 33. The lines along which the cuts were taken (approxi-
mately every 15 deg) are shown in Figure 30.

As each of the SAP calculations proceeded in time, the waveform defined
by the cut was allowed to propagate outward. The innermost cell was contin-
ually reset to conditions from the late-time record for Station 29 (Phase 1).
The one-dimensional calculations were continued until a shock front peak
overpressure of less than 250 mbar, or 3.62 psi, was reached. This or -rred
at times between 12.0 and 12.5 msec. After 4.2 rsec, when the StatioL. "9
record ended, constant values of the parameters equal to those at the last
time for Station 29 (4.2 msec) were mainttined at the inner edge of the SAP
grid.

Figures 34 through 40 are overpressure versus range plots, one for each
of the seven SAP calculations, at the final time for that calculation. These
range plots provided the waveforms from which inputs for NLAWS, the acoustic
wave propagation code used in Phase 4, were defined.

V. PHASE 4: NONLINEAR ACOUSTIC WAVE SOLUTION (NLAWS)

NLAWS is a code which treats the airblast waveform as an acoustic w.ve.
The code assumes an ideal triangular weveform input with an infinitely sharp
rise to a positive overpressure and then a monotonic decay to zero. The
triangular wave is then propagated acoustically until it has attenuated to
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25-_ .0 . . . CYCLE = 5 2 .0i MAX - 2.45 r1

S .jMI j15.
20.0 ..................

Lii
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Figure 40. Overpressure versus ange Plot Dwing Method of
Determinig Triangular Wave Inpa'. for LAWS.
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the deired lwenl. AIA was written as the Al r Force Ieapose Laboratory and
Is wsed to tied %be, peek ovrrsaeand velocity at rgans. below approzi-
mately UD obar (4 psi).

The MAU progrmm wwv run for each of the ose-diawislomal calculations,
beginning at tM last time from the SUO calrulations of fhase 3. The objec-
tile was to, detemine, a rang at which the peak overpressure, would have
atteamated to 50 abar. Because, the, input wavefora f or LA~ must be triaap
lar. wavefcms from the SUP oese-dimunionam calculations had to be modified.
This was dame In the following mamer. Firt. a vertical line was drawn
through the aid-point of the first rioe on the UAP waveform. In Figure 40,
"*his line is deinae LINK 1'. Second, a representative slone was chosen
on the fallin portion an the wava. and a Line was drawm tangent to the slop-
ing portion (illustrated by 'LINK 2* in Figure 40). These two lines defined
a peak overpessure and a positive phase duration for input to NLAIS
Because there was some uncertainty about the choice of the tangent liae, a
second line (LINE 3) was chosen and a second ELAIS calculation was performed.
Choosiug the input waveform in this manner eliminates numerical shock-front
smearing and any numerical overshoot, from the hydrocode results. The two
different ULItS calculations provide an estimate of the iccumacy of the
results.

The procedure described previously was applied to each of the seven wave-
forms from the SAP calcL~ations given in the last section. In cases such as
that for the 45 dog line (Figure 37).* in which the waveform consist-ad of two
distinct pulses. only the first (and largest) was used. Under acoustic con-
ditions. all parts of a wave propagate at the same speed. thus there is no
overtkn of the front-running portions by those following.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The peak-overpress~ure versus range listings generated by MLAiS as
described in the previous section were Interpolated as necessary to determine
the range at which this peak falls below 50 sbars. Because two sets of input
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conditions we defined, a spread in range was obtaim- at each angle. The

results are hohm in Figure 41 (outer curve). As can be seen. for positions
directly in fronmt of the tunnel entrance (0 dog), a distunce of 17 meters is
reqired to assure that the peak overpressure experienced will be less than
50 abars. For off-axis positions. 16 moter. is rufficient at 15 and 30 dog
and 14 moters at 45 dog. At angles of 60 dog or greater, only 11 meoters i
required. For the full-scale situatiop in waich 2000,000 kgn of
explosive are detonated. all distances would be scaled up by a factor of 100.

The inapr curve in Figure 41 iu:Jiee the 200-abar peak overpressure

distances. This curve was determined in exactly the smac way an the 50-abar
curve, ezcept that in this case the results were taken from the early part of
the NLAIS run or. at wevoral of the angles, directly from the SAP results.
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INTRODUCTION

\The purpose of this report is to present direct-airblast

casualty criteria for persornel in the open and in foxholes. The

criteria relate the incident blast overpressure required to pro-

duce 1-, 50-, and 99-percent incidences of casualties as a func-

tion of the overpressure duration. Hopefully, the information

presented will contribute to estýlishing safe limits for per-

sonnel.

'-ýnjuries from the direct-overpressure effect are usually to

the hollow or gas containing organs of the body. The lungs are

considered to be the target organ because their disruption by the

blast permits air to enter the circulation leading to an early

death from cvronary and cerebral air embolism. Associated with

lung hemorrhage are bloody froth in the upper respiratory tract

and an increase in respiratory rate. Contusions in the lining of

, the gastrointestinal tract and perforations at higher blast

levels are common features of direct-blast effects. Hearing loss

from eardrum rupture and neurosensory lesions in the inner ear

are the more far reaching direct blast effects

DEFINITIONS OF A CASUALTY

There are several definitions of a casualty. One is death or

a person incapable of performing any task. Another is a person
reduced to below 50 percent of his undegraded performance level.
Still another is percent incapacitation, which relates the per-

cent that the man's performance is degraded. In this report, a

casualty is defined as a combat ineffective (CI), a person who
can not perform his assigned task at 5 minutes.
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Human incapacitation is almost always influenced by sub-

jectivity and by the circumstances of the casualty as well as the

severity of the trauma. The only available dlrect-alrblast

criteria are based on the severity of the observed injury in

animals, and it is necessary to define incapacitating lesions as

injuries which, had they occurred in man, would almost certainly

produce a casualty. Once the criteria are formulated, one then

looks for information from accidental explosions to evaluate

them. Unfortunately, well-documented cases of human exposure to

blast are rare--that is, the weight of the explosive and the

exact distance from the explosion and, also, the explosions

usually occur inside structures or it may not all detonate at

once,

Recently, the need arose to evaluate existing direct-blast

criteria for persornel and, if need be, formulate ncw ones.

Blast criteria have not been scrutinized because for conventional

ordnance fragments provide the dominant effect. Because of their

very short duration, blast waves of very high overpressures (that
occur close-in to the charge) are required for blast injuries.
In the case of nuclear blasts, having very long-durations, much

lower overpressures can inflict injury. However, other effects

usually override direct-blast such as nuclear, thermal, and blast

displacement.

Kokanakis at BRL reviewed the state-of-the-art for blast

incapacitation and concluded that existing criteria were too

stringent, Reference 1. He suggested that the LD 1 lethality

curve is too severe a measure of incapacitation aiid would under-

estimate casualty production as well as the effectiveness of

blast producing weapons. The LD1 criteria state that fifty

percent of the personnel exposed to a one-percent lethal airblast

overpressure would hecome casualties from lung hemorrhage. The

lung hemorrhage would be severe enough to produce bloody froth in

the trachea, mouth, nose, and increase the respiratory rate.

Exertion could be fatal. This LU1 curve reported by 3owen,
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Reference 2, was based on the dose-response curves of about a

dozen species of animals exposed to blasts of different positive

durations from high explosives in the open and in shocktubes.

Actually, more than three quarters of the animals given an LD1

level of blast sustain severe lung injury.

Kokanakis proposed relating the blast overpressure required

to produce threshold lung injury to 99 percent incapacitation

(defined as the percent degradation in performance). He also

proposed blast overpressures for a 50-percent incidence of

eardrum rupture as the threshold for incapacitation, Figure 1.

For our purposes, we did not consider threshold lung injury

as incapacitating. At threshold levels, the lesions consist of

petechial hemorrhages (pinhead sized) which we find have no

atfect on respiration or blood gas concentrations. Although

eardrum rupture may result in hea.'ing loss and, thus, correspond

to a casualty by definition (unable to hear), we would only

consider severe ear injury as possibly casualty producing, i.e.,

eardrum. completely destroyed and disruption of the ossicular

chain that occur at the higher overpressures.

ONE-HALF LD50 CRITERIA

The newly proposed direct blast criteria relate a 50-percent
4ncidence of combat ineffectives (CI) to one-half the LD5 0 blast

level reported by Bowen, Reference 2. It assumes that 50 percent

of the personnel exposed to LD5 0 /2 airblasts would become CI from

lung hemorrhage... A review of pertinent blast-dose response data

from animals supports this assumption. There was sufficient lung

damage to increase the Ibng weight, produ.e bloody froth in the

upper respiratory tract, and increase the respi,-ator•, rate. At

LD5 0 /2 blast levels, the animals also sustained contusions of vhe

gastrointestinal tract and ear 'jury of a severe form in about

half the ceses. A 99-percent incidence of CI was set at the I1.

I level and the Ipercent CI level was found by extrapolation
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downward using the average slope taken from the animal dose-

response curves, The LD5 0 /2 blast curve is about 30 percent

lower than the LD 1 curve and about twice the lung threshold

curve*

Figures 2, 3, and 4 present the percent-CI curves as a

function of maximum incident overpressure and duration of the

positive pulse. Basically, the curves are those from Bowen,
Reference 2, with the 50- and 1-percent CI curves added. Figure

2 applies to man standing or prone broadside to the blast wherein
the dynamic pressure was added to the incident side-on over-

pressure. Figure 3 gives the percent-Cl curves applicable to man

prone end-on to the blast where the incident overpressure alone
represents the airblast dose. Figure 4 shows the incident blast

overpressure required for the indicated percent CI for personnel

against or close to a reflecting surface oriented normal to the

wave. In this instance, the reflected overpressure represents

the airblast dose, Over the 1- to 10-msec curation range, the

incident overpressure associated with C15 0 decreases by a little
over a factor of 3 for the broadside and reflecting geometries of

exposure. Over the same span of durations, ýhe CI5 0 for the
end-on situation drops by a factor of 5. All these curves apply

to blast waves that have the maximum overpressure at the leading

edge of the wave. They should be used with reservations to esti-
mate man's response to more complex blast waves that occur within

enclosures.

The threshold lung injury curve in the figure was set at

one-fifth the LD50 and was based on the aforementioned inter-
spec;es studies. As already mentioned, the threshold lung injury

was a trivial lesion. However, at overpressure levels required

for this lesion, one would expect a high p-obability of ear

i nj u ry.
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DIRECT BLAST CRITERIA FOR PERSONNEL IN FOXHOLES

Curves showing the incident overpressures necessary to

produce 1-, 50-, and 99-percent CI for personnel crouching in

foxholes as a function of the duration of the incident wave is

presented in Figure 5. The curves apply to a standard two-man

open foxhole (2x6x4.5 ft deep) oriented side-on to the blast.

These curves are based on the data points showing the response of

animals exposed to blast in the standard foxhole or ones of com-

parable geometries. The datum point for man was estimated for

long-duration waves, Reference 3. Data points for sheep in the

standard foxhole were obtained with 64-lb and 1-ton charges, Ref-

erence 4. Those for goats in open trenches side-on were from a

test using 0.75 tons, Reference 5. The other datum point for

goats, at 100 msec-duration, was obtained on a 100-ton shot with

subjects in the open portion of a half-covered foxhole, Reference

6. Dogs were in the standard foxhole side-on to the blast from a

4U-kt shot, Reference 7. The 50-percent CI curve was first es-

tablished from this data and then the 99-percent and 1-percent CI

curves were drawn 30 percent above and below it. The 99-percent

CI curve is equivalent to an LD1 curve.

In the side-on orientation, this foxhole affords more

protection from the blast than when it is end-on. Little pro-

tection is provided to the occupants when the incident shock has

a high angle of incidence. A crouching position is better than

prone because the highest overpressures occur at the bottom of

the foxhole.

DISCUSSION

A review of the pubiished and unpublished information on

animal response to an airblast indicates the LD5 0 /2 direct

airblast criteria is sound. Data for sheep exposed to airblasts
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of short durat'on (3-5 msec), Reference 8, intermediate durations

(15 msec), Reference 9, and dogs givan long-duration blasta (400

msec), Reference 10, all support the proposed criteria. A well-

documented case of iuman exposure to the accldentil detonation of

a 3.5-1b uncased charge indicates that casualty predictions by

the criteria are assured, Reference 11.

6
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

SFigure No. Title

Figure 1, Lethality and Damage/in•Jury Curves Predicted for a

70-lb Man Applicable to the Freestream Situation

(from Ref. 1). The "A" curve indicates 99% in-

capactation and the "B" indicates the threshold

for incapacitation.

Figure 2. Direct Blast Casualty Criteria Predicted for Man

Where the Long Axis of the Body is Perpendicular

to the Direction of the Blast.

Figure 3. Direct Blast Casualty Criteria Predicted for

Man Where the Long Axis of the Body is Parallel to

the Direction of the Blast.

SFigure 4. Lirect Blast Casualty Criteria Predicted for Nan

Where the Body is Against ; Reflecting Surface

Perpendicular to t,)e Incident Wave.

Figtgre 5. Direct Blast Casualty Criteria Predicted for Man

in an Open Two-Man Foxhole (2x6x4.5 ft) Side-On to

the Blast.
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FIELD TEST TO VERIFY THE COBURN - FORSTER - KANE EUATION

O I~. UAWKROUND

"--T oxic gas tests of weapons when fired from vehicled are part of the mission
of the U.S. Army Combat SystemI Test ActivitV. (USACSTA) at Aberdeen Proving
Ground (APG), MD. Th. e results ýo~ te-se tests are usually included in the safety
evaluation of a new or modified systems weapon, or round of ammunit xion

At APGSour primavy tcxic gas compounds are measured during weapons firings
fro vehicles including carb~n monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (Ný), ammonia
(NHI), and sulphur dioxide (SO). The principal toxicant threatening operating
crews is CO. The gas is odorless, colorless, and tasteless. Episodic CO
exposures whi' may be tolerable from health and safety viewpoints may actually
be threateniný. to health and/or mission accomplishmant (performance
considerations) "en these exposures occur repeatedly. Simply stated, the
explanation is that CO has an affinity for blood hemoglobin such that it combines
with it very rapidly but is extremely slow in being eliminated from the blood by
the body. Accordingly, the net effect is that CO reduces the oxygen carrying
capa,:ity of th3 blood which can result ultimately in health and performance
impairment or even death a* a function of the numerous factors affecting the
severity of the exposure(s). r

Coburn-Forster-Kane (C-F-K) Equation: During 1976,Ahe U.S. Army Huslan
Engineering Laboratory-- -&)-undertock a critical examination of the standards
and methods used by the Army for evaluating human exposure to gaseous CO which
results primarily from firing weapons from enclosed combat vehicles Both
transient and steady-state exposures were considered during the study f this
issue, but the brief, high-level transient type exposure, typical of mop combat
situations, was of principal interest. As a lirect result of study and
subsequent coordination with various activities of the 1',,S. --A-kj Surgeon General

(SG), the materiel deveiopmen. C S -AaewyT-aining and Doctrine Coamand
(USATRADOC) and USATECOM, •he CO exposure standards of MIL-STD-1'"72 and the
evaluative procedures of MIL-HDBK-759A were adopted by the military services to
reflect a more realistic approach to the issue of CO exposure than was applied
previously. The new evaluative procedure involved the prediction of blood
carboxyhemoglobin (CGIb) levels in exposed soldiers by using an empirical
equation developed by researchers more than a decade earlier. The predictive
technique involves the knowledge of CO exposure level, its time duration and the
level of physical exertion of the exposed person during and following exposure
transients typical of training or battle scenarios Because the standards and
evaluative procedures governing CO exposure • ted in lQ81 were based
exclusively upon laboratory research with humans, both ere considered as interim
and subject to periodic revision 'henever justified by data obtained through
either continuing laboratory research or substantiation of changes to the C-F-Y
algorithm constants through actual field trials in realistic environments.

Some evidence suggested that the C-F-K equation (published in modified form
in MIL-HDBK-759A) was overpredicting COHb blood levela significantly:
(a) occupational medicine residency project; (b) unpublished data gathered by
the Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine (DCIEM-Canada), and
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(c) rewiw meetingu/ discussion among specialists representing USAERA, Medical
Research and Dwvelopunt Coonand, and DCIEM (Cauasa). Two actions resulted from
the misting evideu:e and dicussions:

a. The empirical constants of the C-I-K algorithm were revised to -orrect a
fundamental error in the units and the equation vas revised as follows:

Z COffbt- X COEbo [exp (-t/A)] + 218 [1 - exp (-t/A)] [1/B +. ppuCO/1403] (1)

where

Work Work
Effort Effect

ScalaiL± A ialuo XVAU

1 Sedentary 425 806
2 241 1421
3 Light Work 175 1958
4 134 2553
5 Heavy Work 109 3144

b. A field test protocol was drafted, approved, and implemented (app A),
which had the principal goul of verifying the predictive quality of the C-F-K
equation as used in the evaluations. This report presents the major findings of
the field trials completed during June and July 1985. The individuals'
participation vere completely voluntary as outlined in the protocol. All
participants were attached to the Military Support Division, U.S. Army Combat
Systems Test Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

2. CSIETlYES

This rc iearch is categorized as a group of field experiments which, for this
study, used a safety certified M60A3 tank. As previously indicated, the r~search
is intended to provide sufficient data to:

a. Verify that the modified C-F-K equation, as used currertly, is
overpredicting the percent COfib blood leve's of ground combat vehicle crews
exposed to CO emissions resulting from weapons fire.

b. Assuming that the hypothesis is confirmed by the test results, modify
the C-F-K equation, publisbed in FkIL-HDBK-759A to predict COlb blood levels of
crewmen conservatively, a.;:ý-.rately, reliably, consistently, and realistically.

3. SMAYO RCDR.

a. Safety Procedures. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Test
Operating Procedurea (TOPs) were used during this test. Procedures rertaining to
ýhe volunteers participsting in the study were controlled by the USACSTA Field
Test Protocol (app A) which was approved by the Department Gf the Army, Office cf
the Surgion General, Human Use Review Office (app A).
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b. The policies and procedures of AR 70-25 governing the use of volunteers
at~ subjects in Department of the Army (DA) research applied to the protocol for
this study only in the following manner. The subjects were biologically
monitored isupervised by a physician who also obtained blood samples at required
intervals during the test. The vehicle/equipment us.ed in the test had previously
been safety-certified and the participants were not experimental subjects in the
context of AR 70-25. The N60h3 tank was selected as a test bed (fig. 1.3-1) for
this investigation. The results of this tact are independent of prior toxic gas

tests-'per~formed on this 'rehicle and/or weapon system.

9.

Figure 1.3-1. M60A3 test bed.
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The 38 participants were encouraged to ask questi'ons of the principal
investigators or the medical surveillance offA.cer on all matters pertaining to
test procedures and equipment. Each participant was informed of the results of 6
monitoring and its significance. Appropriate entries were made in the health
records of each participant :and all data collected for each individual was
treated with confidence. This tist was supported under contract by The Johns
Hopkins University, Center for Occupational and Environmental Health.

c. Test Procedurt: Prior to arriving at the test site, the participants
were divided into tank crews of three individuals: loader, gunner, awd commander.
The only restriction placed on the crew selection was that the loade- had to be a
qualified tanker and familiar with the M60A3 system and the M240 coax machin;gun.
This was necessary because the individual in this crew position was required to
operate the macLinegun and the tank's main armament weapon system (fig. 1.3-2).
Each ind'ividual was briefed as to the importance, objectives, procedures, and
potent-al benefits of the test. All participants were volunteers who completed
v-.. signed a Volunteer Agreement Form and a Consent Explanation Form (app A)
along with a demographic questionnaire. Physical examinations were given to each
crew member at the U.S. Kirk Army Health Clinic (tVSKAHC) located at APG.
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Figure 1.3-2. Loader chambering the dummy 105-mm HEAT round.
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?vo firing sequences pe. day were cooduoted (fig. 1.3-3): one in the morning
and one in the sfturnoon. Calibration burets were firad by civilian personnel
prior to each Lot trial to verify burst length. time of exposure expected. and
CO concentration. When each tank crew arrived at the site, a spirometry test
(fig. IS-4) was pertoiued as was a belium dilution lung volume test. blood
pressure and pulse were recorded and CO~b was determined with a co-oximeter
(fig. 1.3-•) at the site from dram blood samples (fig. 1.3-5). and two alveolar
air samples (fig. 1.3-7) were taken.

Figure 1.3-3. Participant entering the K60A3 tank for a firini, sequence.
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Figure 1.3-5. Blood '.amples being drawn fromi participant.
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Figure 1.3-6. On-site blood co-oximeter far COHb levels.
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Figure 1.3-7. On-site alvtolar sample to measure COtb.

CO concentrations inside the tank were monitored continuously using the
instruments contained in a van (fig. 1.3-8). Prior to each trial, the ammuuition
ready box for the M240 machinegun was loaded with the required quantity of
rounds. When the prefiring measurements and checks were completed and the CO
concentration in the tank was zero, the crew entered the tank, and all hatches
were shut. The loader then fired the complement of amunition (fig. 1.3-9) in
short bursts of five ruunds every 3 or 4 seconds. When the ammunition was
expended, the loader chambered and extracted a full weight dummy 105-urn high
explosive antitank (HEAT) round five times to simulate the physical effort during
a firing episode. At the end of tuis ea:ercise, the crew was sedentary until the
end of the test period. Data acquisition began when the first round was fired
and continued until the ventilation blower was turned on at the conclusion of the
test trial. All hatches were then opened. The tank crew was in constant
communication with USACSTA personnel in the instrumentation van ant outside the
test vehicle during the test trial. The latch on the small ballistic cover in
the larner loader's hatch had been modified so that it would close securely but
the cover was operable from the outside. This featuri permitted personnel
outside the vehicle to extend one hand inside and open the loader's hatch in an
emergency.
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Figure 1.3-8. Instruments mounted in instrumentation van.
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4,, ANALYS IS

a. Demographic and Phvsiologic Data &n&1Vjj

The average soldier in this study was a young (mean age 22.8) male smoker
(66%) averaging 69.8 inches tall and weighing 177.6 pounds. The mean pretest
COHb and alveolar CO were 3.6% and 17 ppm respectively. The smokers averaged
about 17 cigarettes per day with the last cigarette smoked about 50 minutes prior
to the test exposure. The mean initial COHb level for the smokers (n - 25) was
4.6% (SD - 2.0) and the mean for nonsmokers (n a 13) was 1.6% (SD - 0.4). The
% CO~b ranges for each group wera 1.2 to 2.5 and 1.2 to 8.6. respectively.
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b. Co Level Oredictin sling trho C-F-K EQuation

(1) Agelsead Madlfigd SmquAtign.

(a) The most recent version oi the equgtion currently used by the Army is
the revised version released for field use in February 1985. This equation has
been included in the 'atest revision of MIL-aDBK-759.

(b) As a result of the demographic and pretest physical data, it was
discovered that the average 'initial COlb level for the population vis 3.6%.
Furthermore, the lowest level measured was 1.2%. The initial Z COfb value to be
used for predicting COfib blood levels should be addressed as an issue for future
study. For the purpose of this analysis, the actual measured initial CoHb was
used to predict final COHb levels for each soldier. The average CO levels (table
1.5-1) were used for the calculations.

(2) Revised modMfid equation vernus modified C-F-K equation
fMIL-STD-759A). The predicted rise in COlb levels from each of the two equations
were compared at work effort levels 2, 3, and 4. It was found that the modified
equation predicts significantly higher levels than the revised eqiation. This
verifies the hypothesis that the modified C-F-K equation overpredicted.

(3) Ijniial Z COfb value used in tht± C-F-K eunation. MIL-STD-1472C stqtes
that an initial COfb val-e of U shall be assumed for all estimates while using
zhe C-F-K equation to predict final COlb levels. The data presented in this
study, which Ai' based on a population sample of 38 male soldiers, indicates that
Lhe 1% value is not a reasGnable estimate. The average pretest % COlb level for
the whole population was 3.6% (SD - 2.2%). The pretest level for nonsmokers was
1.6% (SD - 0.4Z) and 4.6% (SD - 2.0) for smokers.

Accordingly, a linear regression analysis was performed to compare the
predicted % COlb levels, using the revised equztion with COHbo 1 and work
effort level 4, with the actual Z COfb levels. The slope of the plot is 1.16
with a correlation of 0.746. This is further assurance that the predictive
equation, as presently used, is overpredicting actual measured values
significantly.

(4) CCMparison of the risn in CO1b between the loader position and the
commander -unnpr _ositions. Figure 1.5-1 isolates the data for the lcader and
commander. The revised Pquation was used for this plot. Due to the location of
the loader, in the tank, in relation to the commander and gunner, the loader was
exposed to lover CO concentrations than the other two positions. Hoveve:, based
on the available data, the trend is for the equation to overestimate the levels
of COeb for sedentary persons while underestimating lower levels for working
persons. It would seem then that a greater emphasis for persons physically
stressed should be applied in any evaluations involving prediction of CO~b
lev.1s.

Figures 1.5-2, -3, -4, are graphs which compare the rise in COHb of the
predicted leveli versus the actual measured levels. The revised equation at work
effort levels 2, 3, and 4 was used to plot these graphs. Table 1.5-2 shows the
slopes and ssandard deviations associated with these plots.
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POST TEST BLOOD -THEOR.. S COHbI
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TOLE1 1.5-2. RISE IlN Z COnb (TUIORItTICAL VERSUS HUSURED)

work
k fort SD

Za J~w.LmuL .1aL.

Comander 2 &1.33 1.46
3 bl.7• 1.98
4 b 2 . 2 2  2.5)

Loader 2 `00.84 0.79
3 01.13 1.06
4 bj.46 1.36

aSlope not significantly differeat from 1.0 at the 0.05 level.

bSlope significantly different from 1.0 at 0.05 level.

Based on these data it seoms that work effort level 2 beat approximates the
actual I CO~b in the blood of sedentary personnel for this population. At work
effort level 2, the slope does differ from 1.0 but is not significant. Because
the slope is greater than 1.0. the equation tends to overpredict the Z COeb for
sedentary personnel. A slope of less than 1.0 would indicate an under prediction
with no margin for error. Consequently work effort levels 3 and 4 tend to
significantly averpredict for sedentary personnel so that neither value is
considered a reasonable approximation.

The work effort dewonstrated by the loader tends to produce a higher rate in
the rise of X CODb than the other two positions. This is clearly indicated in
the ploas of Figures 1.5-2, -3, and 4. At work effort level 2, the slope (0.84)
is loes than 1.0. While this is not significantly different, it indicates that
no margin for error would be involved for the loader. At work effort level 3,
the slope (1.13) is greater than 1.0 (though not significantly) indicating that
same error margin is involved. Consequently it would seom that the revised
equation at work effort level 3 is the preferred value of physical stress for the
loader. Eowever, it shzuld be pointed out that the loader was not exposed to CO
dosoges greater than 8000 ppm-uin. It is not known therefore that the predictive
values above the 8000 ppm-sin dosage would continue to be the best
approximations. Only further testing above those levels would resolve which work
effort level should be used. The slope at work effort level 4 was significantly
different from 1.0 at 0,05 level. The equation significantly over predicts at
this level.

(5) Zroeagu~ra (inatrum tn~a fr mehpflin& I CO-h X•.v*1* . The CO~b
measurements were performed on site before and after each firing episode. The
blood samples were run in duplicate on an Instrumentation Labozatories
CO-oximeter, kodel 282 and the alveolar air -amples were measured on a Mini CO
Brand portable CO analyser which wee calibrated against XBS gases before and
after each test trial.
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(6) Alvelar Z Sm amiL I COlb. Figure 1.J-5 is a graphical
representation of alveolar versus CO•b blood levels for the combined pro- and
poet-test data. The fi.U-4re includes the regrmesion equation for the data as well
a: the regression standard deviation and correlation coefficient. Figure 1.5-6
is a similar grsp~.ca) representation as the pre%ious figure but em ludes one
outlier data point. -,oh regression lineo indicate that the two methods(alveolar -ersus blood), for seesuring X COEb blood levels, differ significantly.

Figure 1.5-7 presents a graph of the incremental increase in blood CORb
levels comparing pre- and post-test measurements for bath alveolar and blood
methods of measurement. A significance test on the slopes indicate that they are
not significantly different from 1.0 at the 0.05 level. While the two methods
differ with respect to determining absolute CO~b blood levels, they do not differ
with respect to determining incremental increases in Z COHb levels.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

a. This study was implemented to answer the question: Is the C-F-K
equation as currently used by the US. Army overpredicting increases in COfb
blood levels for combat crew members exposed to weapon fire in enclosed ground
combat vehicle? The results of this study support the hypothesis that
overprediction is occurring.

b. A comparison of the predicted change in % COHb versus the actual
measured charge in COHb indicates that the predicted increases are
significantly higher at work effort levels 3, 4, and 5.

c. The mean initial Z CO~b level for all participants was 3.6% with a
standard deviation of 2.2 and a range of 1.2 to 8.6. The use of 1% as the
initial CO~b level for calculating absolute % COHb is questionable.

d. The revised modified C-F-K equation indicates that WEL 3 best
approximates the actual % CO~b change for the loader's position and WEL 2 best
approximates the actual % COHb change for the remaining two positions rather than
wVEL 4.

e. It is suspected that the incremental increases in % CO~b are greater for
nonsmokers than for smokers.

f. The alveolar % CO~b measurements are slightly higher than blood
measurements.

g. The increment of % CO~b levels as measured by the alveolar method are
not significantly different than the blood measurements.
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USACSTA FIELD TEST PROTOCOL

A. DESCRIPTIVE INFOLflATION:

1. Project Title. Field Experiment in Support of Verifying t-.e
Predictive Quality of the Coburn-Forster-Kane (CFK) Euatior.

2. Principal Investigator(s): Martin Mossa (STECS-SO-S) (X34756)
Thomas Lucas (STECS-DA-I) (X33133)

Associate Investigator(s): C. Herud&L. Brown (STECS-EN-PC) (X33165)

Consultant: Sy Steinberg (AMXHE-CC) (X35956)

Medical Surveillance Officer: Dr. Melvin Tockman
JHU COEH WPHS Building 6
3100 Wymar, Park Drive
Baltimore, MD 21211

3. Study Start Date: Following protocol approval and to be submitted for

renewal bi-annual ly.

B. BACKGROUND:

1. During CY 1976, MEL undertook a critical examination of both the stan-
dards appliEd and methods used by the Army in evaluating human exposure to
gaseous carbon monoxide (CO) for transient and steady state type exposures. Of
particular concern was the brief high-level transient exposure typical of
firing weapons from enclosed ground combat vehicles. As a direct result of
that study I and subsequent coordination with various activities oZ the
Army Surgeon General, the Development Ccmmunity, TRADOC and TECOM, t:he ex-
posure standards of MIL-STD-1472C and evaluative procedures of
MIL-RDBK-759A (ref 3) were revised to reflect a more realistic approach to the
problem. The new approach involved predicting percený carboxyhemoglobin (COlb)
in the exposed persons blood by using an empirical equation developed
ý.y researchers several years earlier. The predictive technique used by the
Army is described in detail in reference 3; following the prediution of COlb
blood level, the values are then compared with the standards specified in
HIL-STD-1472C to determine whether any hazard exists and the extent of the
bazard, if applicable.

2. The researchers (Coburn, For-ter, Kane) (CFK) relied exclusively upon
laborator, results. Although the empirical equation which the researchers
developed was based exclusively upon measurements of the exposed subjects' COHb
blood levels by both alveolar air and blood-sampling analyses, and although
only infividual episodic exposures were involved in the experiments, the equa-
tion was accepted by the Army medical community as applicable for use with mul-
tiple exposures typical of the exposure scenario in live-fi.e training or in
actual combat.
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3. The CFK equation has not been verified by data obtained from actual
field tests and although the modified CFK equation mf MIL-HDBK-759A that the

Army now uses is applied conservatively (i. e., ventilation rate of exposed

persons ft intentidnglly assumed to be high), there is a pressing need to quan-"a

tify the predictive quality of the CFK equation since Ve are using it to assure

an appropriate evaluation of the tcxic hazard for each system. A positive

means of doing that is to collect actual CO exposure data in a field setting

and compare these data to modified CFK equation predictions.

4. Recently, an occupacional medicine residency project was completed

(ref 5) which suggested, in part, that the modified CFK equation may be sig-

nificantly overpredictirg the CO~b blood levels of exposed occupants of ground

combat vehicles (prototype LAY, M60A3, M109). In addition, unpublished data

(rei 6) obtained by the Defence and Civil Institute of EUvironmental Medicine

(DCIEZ-Canada) lends credence to the belief that these overpredictions may be

as much as 40 to 50 percent. Finally, researchers at the Health Effects

Research Laboxeatory (EPA) at Chapel Hill, NC, also support the thesis of CFK

equation averprediction based upon their recent findings in conducting a

research program uhich they and the Army Medical Bioengineeringl esear~h and

Development Laboratoray (Ft Detrick) jointly sponsor.

5. Based on the i.bove, it would be advantageous to obtain sufficient data

to verify' statistically the degree to which overpredictions are now being made

in evaluating CO exposurm and to adjust, as required, the modified CFK equation

empirical constants to i-crease the potential of predicting CORb blood levels

realistically. Not to obtain such data risks the potential of obtaining

results of toxic fumes tests; this could result in erroneous rejection of valid

hypotheses made before testing (,e., rejection of a system as unsafe which is,

in fact, safe).

6. The data obtained would be used to revise, as required, the modified

CFK equation given in Reference 3 (MIL-RDBK 759A). Any necessary revision of

the equation would be acted upon by HEL. and coordinated with responsible ac-

tivities of the Army Surgeon General and TECOM, pursuant to soliciting the
necessary approval for revising MIL-UDBK 759A.

C. OBJECTIVE:

1. The proposed research is categorized as a g&oup of field experiments

which use ground combat vehicles already safety-certified. As indicated

previously, the research is intended to provide sufficient data to:

a. verify that the modified CFK equation as now being used is over-

predicttng the percent COHb blood levels measured in subjects exposed to CO

emissions resulting from ground combat vehicle operations including weapons
fire, and

b. adjust the CFK equazion given in MIL-HDBK-759A to predict reliably,

accurately, consistently, and with rsalistic conservatism, the CO1'b blood
levels of exposed soldiers, assuming that the hypothesis of a. above is
;onf irmed.
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D. METHODOLOCY:

1. Participants: The participants will consist of litary/civilian est
personnelel, oraninatiqnally tied.to the US Army Combat Svstens Test Activity at

Aberdeen Proving Ground, whose job function is to act as crew mencers curin;
developsent or special testing of combat vehicle sysrems already safety-
certified and specl'ically during weapon-firing episodes. It is not necessary
that they be siperieiced other than to perform the casks for the specific test

being conducted, and that they be willing to both act as supporting sub-

jects/participants in pursuit of the test objectives noted above. They must

also be willing to be subjected to biological monitoring which, in part, will
include periodic drawing of blood samples from their arms and oreathing into

and air bag.

2. Test Apparatus:

a. Due to the limited financial resources available for these proposed
series of field tests, the plan is to implement this program by obtaining the
needed data during tests of major combat vehicles (e.g., M1, BFV, LAV, M109,
NlZl, M60 Series) when each is scheduled specifically for live firing tests
that provide safe, high-level transient exposure to gaseous carbon monoxide
(CO) to on-board crew membzrs. Firing of the main/auxiliary weapons under a
variety of test conditions (hatches open and closed, engine on and off, vehicle
stationary and moving, varying race of fire) will provide the needed variation
of CO exposures. Essentially, theta tests are "piggyback" variety.

b. The major i-astruzentation to be used consists of the following:

(1) Ambient crew space and alveolar CO concentrations i.ll be obtained as
iollows:

(a) Ambient Crew Space CO Conceutration: During mobile tests, a
Leybold-He:aeus Binos dual channel nondispersive infrared carbon Zkonoxide
analy-er (full scale range is 2500 ppm CO) will be mounted in the crew compart-
ment to monitor CO concentrations at two positions within the test vehicle.
During stationary tests, Leybold-Heraeus single channel, dual range (full scale
ranges 1,000 and 10,000 ppm), nondispersive infrared analyzers mou;ted in a
mobile toxic laboratory and connacted to the test vehicle by Teflon tubing will
be used to monitor CO concentrations at four positions within the test vehicle.
Test data will be recorded on eithev Metrosonics dl-331 digital daca loggers
(mobile) of Nicolet 4094 oscilloscopes (stationary).

(b) Alveolar CO Concentrations: For all tests. a Bechman Model 865
triple range nondispersive infrared analyzer will be used to analyze the
samples col'acted in evacuated polyethylene baZs. Test data will be recorded
on Nicolet 4094 oscilloscopes.

(c) All analyzers will be calibrated with zero a•r and appropriate range
span gases. Analyzers used for crew space monitoring ;ýill be calibrated at 0,
5.O, 1,000, and 2,500 ppm (nominal). Analyzers use6 for alveolar air monitor-
ing will he calibrated at 0, 25,'and 50 ppm (nominal). All calibration gases
will be analyzed and certified by the supplier and will be checked against NBS
Standard Reference Materials by gas chromatography. These devices/recorders/
supporting items will either be installed in the vehicle or in an accom-
partying instrumentAtion van, as appropriate.
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(2) Alveolar CO specimens will be collected in evacuated polyethylene
bags, each equipped with a three-way valve and disposable mouthpiece. The col-
lection Lachnique (Stewart et al (ref 7)) will be followed and aiveolar Co con-

centrations deterainedt imediacely afterward with the instrumentation specified

in the preceding paragraph.

(3) Blood samples, for determining the percentage COHb, will be obtained

beEord and atter completion of each uenicoring scenario. The blood will be
draum into evacuated tubes containing ethylene-disamin-tetraacetic acid (EDTA).
According to Collison er al (ref 8), these blood samaples may be shipped or
stated in stoppered test tubed at refrigerator tpmperatures for at least !0

days without significant lose of CO~b concentratioa. Blood COBb concentr2tions

will be determined by spectophotometeric methods on a CO-Oximeter follo.ring the
procedure developed and standardized by the Armed Forces. Institute of Pathology

(uapiblished). Iven though the precision of CO-Oximettr results is reduced

(+/- 0.2Z) from that obtained by the gas chromatograpb, the precision is

adequate for biologic monitoring applications. it is expected that the blood

specimens will be analyzed for COlb content by the laboratory at Johns Hopkins
Hospital surervised by Dr. R~chard Traystman.

(4) Blood for hemoglobin electrophoresis and complete blood count will be
dravn before CO exposure and submitted to the Kirk Hedical Department Activity
at APG for analysis. The submission of the specimens will be in accordance.
with the SOP at the clinic.

c. Procedures:

(1) The experimental scenario will be a function of the qpe of firing

* test scheduled by USACSTA as indicated above in subparagraph Za.

(2) The test crew for each field test will be briefed as to the test
purpose/objectives/procedures.

(3) Other than a practice session during which the crew will be taught

how to breath into the polyethylene bag for collecting the alveolar CO

specimens, no training of personnel will be necessary.

(4) Data-collection procedures are summarized as follows:

(a) Following an explanation of the purposes/o jectives of the test

program, each participant will be asked to complete/sign the "Consent
Explanation Sheet and Volunteer Agreement" form

(bW A demographic questionnaire (Appendix B) will be administered to all

test participants before resting by a test tefm member who will instruct the

subjects in the proper technique of providing valid alveolar CO specimens.
Appendix C provides the detaiied procedure to determine the COHb level from the
alveolar specimen;

(c) For each crew member, an alveolar CO specimen and blood sample will
be obtained before a firing sequence or anticipated episodia exposure. Both

alveolar CO and blo-d specimens will be collected outside the test vehicle;

(d) In addition to CO~b determinations, blood specimens will be obtained

for hemýglobin eiectrophoresis and a complete blood count (total hemoglobin,
red cell indicieo, and white cell count with eifferential); 6
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(e) CO levels viii be monitored and recorded continuously during the

scenario. Air samplings will be obtained from the breathinc zones of all crew
membet5.-Wherever practical, analyses and recording equipment will be located
in the crew cmpartmeat; remote monitoring/recording will be employed when
either the scenario or space prevents the equipment from being placed in the
vehicle; and,

(f) additional data to be obtained include test conditions, configura-

tion, meteorological conditions, personnel participating, test conductor, ect.

E. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:

1. On the basis of the details presented in the preceding paragraphs, no

experimental design is unique to theme series of proposd. field tests. As
stated in paragraph D2a above, the specific vehicle tests to be selected will

involve major vehicle systems, already safety-certified, which are s;heduled
for live firing tests where the exposures to CO emissions are expected to be
both of the transient type and of fairly high level, typical of firings 'ith
the main or auxiliary weapons. Acco-dingly, the scenarios for each test may
vary significantly, but the ceonality that exists will be evident in that
vehicle crews will have been exposed to various levels of CO, and that thesa
personnel vill be biologically monitored to determine, by two independent means
(alveolar CO and blood specimens), the percentage of COHb in their blood.

F. DATA ANALYSIS

1. Description:

a. In accordance with statements made in the BACKGROUND Section
(Paragraph B) of this protocol, it is suspected that the CFK equation (ref 3),
as the Army is nov using to evaluate the criticality of human exposure to CO,
is overpredicting significantly (to 50 percent) the peraentage COHb in the cx-
posed person's blood. This belief results from several sources of information
including the data presented in Figure 1 the results
pesented in Reference 5, and in personal discussions with the author, and
preliminary results of the multi-year research program sponsored jointly by the
AMBRDL (Ft Detrick) and the FIERL (ERA at Chapel Hll, NC). Also, the tequired
ventilation values for crew members, now used in the modified CFK equation (24
and 18 liters for firing and nonfiring episodes, respectively) may be overly
conservative and contribute significantly to overpredicting percent COHb blood
levels.

b. It is intended to develop plots of Alveolar CO (ALCO) versus percent
COHb (fis blood specimens) versus CrK equation predicted percent COHb level
for each vehicle tested. Linear regression techniques will be employed, in-
cluding the calculation of 95 percent confidence bands, correlation coeffi-
cient, and regression standard deviation. Composite plots composed of test
data obtained from all vehicles will be similarly treated and compared to the
individual plots. The results of this type analysis should be a recommendation
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whether a revision to the modified CFX equation is necessary. Any
recommeOadation for revision that results from these investi4ations will be
€ootdina~ed with the appropriate activity(s) of the Army Surgeon General.

c. umTWA USI:

I. lisk: The risk for participants is rinimal as all vehicles intended
for use in the field tests will already have been safety-certified. The risk
for participanrD should be less than ordinary since they will be medically
monitored 4uring the tests. This would probably not have been the case if the
firing tests had been performed apart from the subject at this protocol.
Although the collection of ALCO and blood specimens dces pose some element of
risk to the participant from a vievpoint of a slight invasion of his physical
being, competent medical personnel will be in attendanc& during the testing,
and the individual's patticripation is completely voluntary*

2. Safety Proceiires.

a. SOP 385-67 (ref 10) other pertinent SOP's as veil as TOP 2-2-614
will be adhered to during all testing. furthermore, safety releases issued

for specil.c test items will be strictly cbserved.

b. The policies and procedures of AR 70-25 govetning the use of
volunteers as subjects in DA research apply to this protocol only in the sense
that the subjects will be biologically monitored/supervised by a medical of-
ficer who will also be obtaining blood samples at appropriate intervals duiing
th- testing. It is e-phasized that although the civilian and military par-
ticzpants will be exposed to toxic gases, the vehicles/equipments used in the
taste have already been safety-%ertified and the participants are not ex-
perimental subjects in the context of AR 70-25.

c. While the risks are determined to be minimal, in the event of an emer-
genct, medical personnel vxil. be available on site to administer emergency
treament. Appropriate medical facilities will be available to administer such
treatment as 100 percent oxygen. Arrangements will be made in advance to fly
p•tential victims to the Shock Trauma Unit at University Hospital if conditions
v3rrants

3. Participants will be informad as to the results of monitoring and
their significance. Appropriate entries will be made in their health records.
The data collected will respect the confidentiality of i.adividuals.

4.ý. Pertinent questions by the research subjects may be submitted to the
principle investigator or the medical uurveillance officer.
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Currnt Fearn

CONWSENT EX•PLANAWAVTION AND VOL.VZNTN:EnIR

ACDmEEMEN•T

DATE- TIME

ONAIIZATIOh: US Army Combat Systems Test Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD.
'1o.5-sos

PROTOCOL TITLE: Data for Empirical Modificoton of the CoburnoFors~er-Kane Equation
PRINCIPAL INVVSTIGATOR(Sb Nesors Martin Nosse (STECS-SO-) (X3475) and Thomas Lucas
(ITECSoDA-M) (X=I=h

ASSOCIATE INrVKIOATOR(S3k Messrs. C. Herud and L Drown (STECS-EN-PC) (X33165)

COWSVLTANr Mr.. S. Steinberg (ANXIE-CC) (X35954)

MEDICAL SURVEILANCE OFFICERI(S: Dr. Melvin Tockman and Dr. Richard 0. Dockins

PARTICIPATION INFORMATION; We are seeking volunteers to participate in a research
study conducted by the US Army Combat Systems Test Activity at Aberdeen Proving
Ground in conjuotion with th* Johns Hopkins Center for Ocoupational and Environmental
16ealth. It is very important that you understand the following general principles which
apply to all participants in the studios we conduct.

a. YOUR PAITCIPATION IS ENTIRELY VOLUNTARY.

b. YOU MAY WITHDRAW FROK PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY OR ANY rORTION OF
THE STUDY AT ANY TIME

Furthermore, withdrawal from the test will not prejudice any condition of
employment or result in any adverse personnel action. Also. non-particteation or
withdrawal will not atfect your ability to receive care at the Johns Nopkins medical
institutions and will in no way affect the quality of care you might receive.

c. AFTER YOU READ THE EXPLANATION. PLEASE ASK A4;Y QUESTIONS THAT WILL
PERMIT YOU TO FURTHER CLARIFY EITHER THE NATURE OF THE STUDY OR SEGMENTS
WHICH ARE NOT CLEAR.

Your participation will b* limibed to one exercise involving approximately one
to two hours of your time whereby you will be monitored for carbon monoxide exposure.

NATURE OF TXE STUDY: This study is being conducted to monitor the exposure of crewmen
to carbon monoxide under a variety of test/operational conditions. If you agree to
participat,, we will monitor your exposure to carbon monoxide during live fire exercises
where the production of carbon monoxide is considered rt.presentative of expected
operational situationL Your exposure to carbon monoxide will be monitored as follows:
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consen9 term

a Sampag fo•r arbo monoxide ia the air you breathe.

I& Nessuig oahbon monoxide in the air you exhale into a plastic beg.

a. Measuring the level of oarboxyhemoglobin in your blood both before and after
the test. This will require drawing two samples of blood totaling about 20 milhlhters
(about 4 teaspoons)

In addition to measuring the levels of carbon monoxide in your blood and breath
you will be asked to have a physical examination prior to the test exposure and a
lung function test will be deone. Also, 4ust prior to the test you will be asked to complete
a questionnaire containing questions about smoaing. previnus lung problems and
consumption of alcohol (all of which are tought to affect the levels of carbon monoxide
in the blood). Of course, if ynu feel a question is too personal or sensitive you have
the right to refuse to answer. However. all information collected on these questionnaires
will be held in strictest confidence.

Also, while you are in the test vehicle you will have a microphone attached to
your throat to measure your breathing rate and you vill have pads placed on yoea

chest to monitor your heart rate.
BENEFITS: Although there is no direct benefit to you personally, the information obtained
from the study will enable the Army to validate the standards now ased for exposure

O, to cArbon monoxide and may help enhance crew safety.

RISKS, INCONVEIIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS: There is a risk involved with exposure tn
carbon monoxide. However, the risk for participants in this study are minimal because
all the vehicles being used have already been safety certified, Some participants will
feel discomfort when stuck by a needle to draw blood and may have a small bruise

at the puncture sate.

NU•EDRS OF PARTICIPANITS IN THE STUDY: 39
CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS: Results of this test wail be part of published reports.

!'articipants will not be personally identified in these reports. You will be infcrmetd
of the results of this test and their significance. All personal information collected
will be confidential and will respect your privacy.

COMPENSATION AND MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR INJURIES/ILLNESS: In accordance with AR
?0-25, you are authorized all medical care for injuries or diseases which are the proximate

result of your participation in this study. For information related to the rights of
research subjects, contact the Post Judge Advocate General's office.

FOR FURTHER l1FORNATIOI RELATED TO TESTING PROCEDURES: Please contact any of
the above listed persons for additional information.
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Ixplosives Safety Seminar

S tX ald handling of Hvdrazing

SiD.R. Simpson

Olin Research Cent er
'Cheshire, CT

C_ •ydrazine products are videly used as chemical building blocks

oxygen scavengers, chemical explosive intermediates,

monopropellants and bipropellants. Although these forms of

hydrazine have had a long history of safe and successful use,

hydrazine has recently received much attention due to its toxic

properties.

The latest toxicological information on hydrazine and the

regulations governing its use are reviewed. Hydrazine's nature,

what to do abcut personnel exposure, how it can be absorbed into

the body and what effects exposure may create art all discussed.

Discussion will focus on how employee exposure to hydrazine can

be minimized by simple and effective engineering controls,
supplemented by mandatory use of protective equipment and proper

handling procedurer. Training of employees to recognize the
hazards involved and safe procedures to be used is the mc.t

important element in minimizing the hazard potential with any

chemical.
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Rydrasinela original use was an a rocket fuel in the ME-163

German fighter plane during World War II. Today, hydrazine

propellants include anhydrous hydrazine (AH), monomethyl

hydrazine (hMH) and unsymmetrical dixethyl hydratine (UDMH) and

the 70% aqueous hydrazine (H-70) product. Hydranine fuels have

been historically used as bipropellants with nitrogen tetroxdie

and as a monopropellant. Rydrazine's use as a monopropellant, is

by its decomposition over a suitable catalyst to producn gaseous

products to provide attitude and in orbit control for satelites

and spacecraft. Hydrazine is also produced and sold as aqueous

solutions (64, 54.4 and 35 weight percent solutions) for

applicatien as a corrosion inhibitor/oxygen scavenger; and as a

chemical building block for agricultural products, chemical

foaming agents and explosive intermediates along with many other

uses. A number of hydrazine derivatives including the simple

perchlorate, nitrate and azide salts are explosives. Hydrazine

derived aminoguanidine derivatives, including 5-aminotetrazole,

guanylaz.i^', and tetracene are explosives with tetracenc used as

an ammunition primer component.

Hydrazine is an important industrial chemical whose historical,

present and projected uses are based to a large extent upon its

high degreo of reactivity. This same property, however, has in

the past given hydrazine the raputation of being an unstable and

hazardous chemical.
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Misapprehension concerning the nature of hazards involved in

handling hydrazine started before the compound was isolated, and

has continued for years. Curtius (1), who first prepared

hydrazine in solution, expressed the conjecture that "the free

base is so unstable that it can not exist in the free state."

The prediction of Curtius was later proved erroneous by Labry de

Bruyn (2), who isolated the anhydrous free base, and reported

that "it is a very stable compound, and in contrast to hydrogen

peroxide, not Qxplosive. It can be heated above 300 0 C tYithout

being dacomposed." Despite this observation, and in spite of

other experimental evidence to the contrary, the idea of inherent

instability has continued to persist. Although hydrazine

products have a long history of safe and successful use,

hydrazine has received much attention recently due to its toxic

properties. The American Conference of Governmental Industrial

Hygienists (ACGIH) and the International Agency for Research on

Cancer have listed hydrazine as a suspect carcinogen. Hydrazine

products are indeed hazardous commodities, but so are a great

many of the chemicals , industry routinely handles. If people

are aware of the properties of hydrazine so they can separate

facts from misunderstandings and become knowledgeable in the best

way to handle hydrazine, then it's safe use can be assured.

Hvdrazine Properties

An attempt is made here to summarize some of the available
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information pertinent to- hydrazine' sate a handling. For this

purpose information dealing with anhydroushydrazine and the

aqueous solution products will only becovered. More detailed

inf6rmation is covered in a number of excellent references (ý-7).

.Anhydrous hydrarine (N 2 I4) is a highly polar,,

hygroscopic liquid that will absorb CO2 or oxygen from the,

atmosphere. It melts at 2.0°C azad bolls at 113.5°C

00

(760 im Hg). Since its density as a solid (I.146/-5°c) is

higher than as a liquid (1.024/20C), there is no danger of

rupturing containers under freezing conditions.,

Vapor pressures for anhydrous hydrazine are represented by

the following empirical equation:

logl 0 P(mm Hg) -7.80687 -1680.745/(t + 227.74)

Above the atmospheric boiling point, data is less reliable due to

thermal decomposition. Hydrazine and water form an azeotropic

mixture which boils at 120.3 0 C (760 mm Hg) containing 58.5 mole %

N2 H4 . Freezing point (Table I) data on the N2 H4 .H2 0 system show

the compound N2 H4 .H2 0 to be a stable solid phase iaelting at

-51.7°C. Eutectics exist at 29.5 mole % (-88 C m.p.) and at 56
0mole % (-53.5C Cm.p.).

C From a strictly chemical standpoint, hydrazine is

classified as a very strong reducing agent, and a mildly alkaline

base. It reacts readily and exothermically with most oxidizing

agents, and mineral acida with the speed of reaction depending
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upon concentration, temperature,, and catalytic conditions.

Examples of oxidizing agents include not only the electronegative

elenents and highly oxidized compounds, but also lower oxides of

some metals and even certain metal ions. Hydrazine may be liquid

or vapor, concentrated or dilate, free or in combined from.

Principal products are usually N2 and H2 0, but in some cases

substantial amounts of NH3 are produced. Typical reactions

include reduction of salts of oxides of copper, iron, silver,

mercury and many other similar metals. Reaction MoO031 Fe 20 3,

Mno 2 , FHgo, CuO, PbO2, Cr03, AgNO3 and Cu (NO3 )2 may be
particularly violent with anhydrous hydrazine, although less so

with the aqueous hydrazine solutions (ie) 35% hydrazine.

As with many chemicals certain precautions must be observed when

handling hydrazine propellants and products. Acids such as

hydrochloric, sulfuric, and nitric, and oxidizers like

hypochlorites, hydrogen peroxide, permanganates, chromates etc.

should be avoided in areas where hydrazine is handled or stored.

Again, it is important to recognize that the intensity of the

reactions of hydrazine with oxidizers or acids is dependent upon

the concentration of the reactants. The lower the hydrazine

concentration, the milder the reaction.

Flammability. Liquid anhydrous hydrazine is very stable and

non-explosive. In the absence of decomposition catalysts, it has
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ftne-hMt4 'boV* 500 F with Very little decomposition.

Uyra~ -aor.howerd present a hazard. Mixturesn of

-hydrostine. vapor. ih air are flammable between the limits of 4.7%

and,10% hydrauine .by volume. The flamability of hydrauine

vapor in decreased by the use of any of several diluents.

nitrogen is gererally recommended due to ready availability and

cost. The lower explosive limit of a hydrazine-nitrogen-air

mixtare is a straight line function between 4.7% for air and 38%

for nitrogen at 228* to 2340F.

In contrast to most other chemicals, hydrazine has no upper limit

to the range of explosive concentrations. Combuction of cold

liquid hydrauine is difficult to initiate. Ignition occurs only

when the teprature has been raised above roug'hly 1260?, the

fire and flash points for hydrazino. When bur-ning freely in air,

hydrazine behaves much like gasoline. However, at elevated

temperatures it burns fiercely.

Water solution@ of hydrazino at any concentration below 40%

cannot be ignited. A 50% solution will burn only near its

boiling point, with increasing concentration the burning

temperature decreases to about l260F for the anhydrous product

(see Figure 1 and Table I). Water is the best means of combating

fires, as it has the combined effect of cooling and diluting the

hydrazine below its combustible limit.
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Stjbj3.itX Anhydrous hydrazine and aqueous hydrazine solutions

under normal conditions are stable and insensitive to shock and

friction. It presents no explosive hazard ani storage tests over

extended periods have shown negligible decompositions of the

products. Decomposition of hydrizine is caused by elevated

temperatures and the presence t catalytic surfaces or ion

impurities.

At increased temperatures, hydrazine will slowly decompose to

yield nitrogen and ammonia. Studies at temperatures up to E000F

have shown that most of the decomposition takes place in the

vapor phase, and that the rate of decomposition is a direct

function of temperature. No rapid decomposition has been
0observed, even at 500 F, in the absence of c&talytic agents.

Certain metallic ions and metallic oxide surfaces exhibit a

marked catalytic effect upon the decomposition of hydrazine.

Laboratory studies have shown that chromic, ferric and cupric

ions catalyze decomposition of hydrazine at reflux conditions

under a nitrogen blanket. At ambient conditions there is no

noticeable effect from dissolved ions. A surface area catalytic

effect occurs when molybdenum, iron, Raney nickel, rust, copper

oxide or cobalt in finely divided form come into contact with

hydrazine. A film of hydrazine on iron rust will burst into

flames if ventilation is inadequate to keep it cool.
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2gnition has also been observed with asbestos, expanded

Vermiculite, sawdust, rags, paper and gone metal powders whenSmoistened with hydras ine and exposed to the atmosphere at room

temperature. The phenomenon is similar to the spontaneous

ignition of drying oils, starting with slow oxidation under

conditions that prevent the dissipation of the heat as fast as it

is liberated, and nreceding faster as the temperature rises until

the ignition temperature is reached. The effect of the porous

solid may be either catalytic or simply that of a barrier to

dissipation of heat.

Health -Hazards

Although anhydrous hydrazine and aqueous hydrazine solutions have

a long history of safe and successful use, hydrazine received

much attention recently due to its toxic properties. The

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)

and the International Agency for Research on Cancer have listed

hydrazine as a suspect carcinogen. Hydrazine solutions are

indeed hazardous commodities, but so are a great many of the

chemicals industry routinely handles.

Questions of occupational safety and health are never solely a

matter of the toxicity of a chemical. They should be a matter of

selecting and adopting the proper handling methods. Use of

mandatory protective equipment is prudent and appropriate in view

of the toxic and physical/chemical properties uf the
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chemical. No chemical is completely safe unless it is properly

handled and, it is well known that comparatively hazardous

chemicals can be handled safely. Training of employees about the

hat*Las involved and safe procedures to be used is the most

importtnt element in minimizing the hazard potential.

Hazardous exposure of personnel to hydrazine should only occur

through asidents, since the precautions established for proper

handling and storage would protect workers under normal

non-accidental conditions. The two types of exposure are:

1) acute, short-term, high-dosage exposure resulting from a

massive spill, truck accident or tank rupture and 2) chronic,

long-term, low-dosage exposure. •ydrazine if directly contacted

can cause burnn to the skin, eyes and is highly irritating to the

mucous membranes. The products Naterial Safety Data Sheet and

label as required by the OSHA Hazard Communications standard

should be consulted for the most up-to-date and complete

information on health hazards.

Even though hydraaine can be absorbed into the body in toxic

amounts by either acute or chronic exposure, employee exposure toi

hydrazine can be minimized by simple and effective engineering

controls, supplemented by mandatory use of protective equipment

and proper handling procedures. What can be done to prevent

exposure to hydrazine? Most obviously don't drink it! Wearing
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of protective clothing is most important to prevent skin contact,

STable it illustrates preterred clothing items. It should be

noted that leather shoes are unsuitable since leaUer is not

resistant to hydrazine thereby presenting an exposure conscern.

Hydrasine cannot be removed from leather thus contaminated shoes

would have to be discardea. For different activities, less

equipment is needed since exposure may be different when working

in a storage area as opposed to the processing area. Finally, it

is extremely important that the workplace be well ventilated to

be certain ambient hydrazine concentrations in air will be at or

below acceptable levels. If adequate ventilation cannot be

provided, then further means must be adopted to proviJe

protection against inhalation, such as using a closeA handling

system.

Exnosure Limits

Currently there are several hydrazine exposure limits in use, of

which the OSHA limit oJ 1 ppa is a required standard. Others

such as the NIOH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health) or ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental Industrial

Hygienists), are only guidelines. The OSHA Standard was

developed from ACGIH 1968 values. Table III illustrates these

exposure limits. ,•he ACGIN recommendation of 0.1 ppa is for

1985-1986 and is based on toxicology information gathered since

the establishment of the OSHA standard.
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The latest toxioological information on hydrazin* is cont;4eod in

the recently issued Air force Aerospace Research Laboratory

Report on the "Chronic Inhalation Toxicity of Rydrazine:

Oncoenic Iffects'". This study examined the exposure by the

inhalation route and used hydrazine, the free base, rather than

the sulfate salt of hydrasine as shown in Table IV.$ These

inhalation studies were performoAd in several species - rats,

mice, hamsters and dogs - to assess the canqer producing

potential of hydrauine. The inhalation exposures were conducted

on a six hour/day, five days/week schedule (to simulate an

industrial type of exposure) for a one year period followed by

an observation period. Results of the studies indicated that

hydrazine was a weak tumorigen capable of causing respiratory

tumors, primarily benign (non-malignant), at the OSHA P.rmissible

Exposure Limit (PEL) of 1 ppm.

Based on these results, the Air Force study concluded that the

OSHA Permissible Exposure LiMit expressed as an 8 hour

time-weighted average exposure of 1.0 ppa hydrazine is

unsatisfactory, while the American Conference of Governmental

Industrial Hygienists (Ar7IH) recommended Threshold Limit Value

(TLV) of 0.1 ppm appears to be a low-risk exposure level.

Given the results of the USAF study and the ACGIN recommendation,

it would appear that keeping levels of hydrazine at or below the
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LCGIN reommndation or 0.1 pNm for an a hour day tiae-weighted

average ever a 40 ho\ir weer, would provide an' adequa•.t -.armgt of

safety for the tumorigenic potential of hydrazine.

Detection of a hydrazine rdor (similar to that of anmonia)

indicates a vapor concentration of 3-5 ppm which is well in

excess of the allowable exposure limits.9 When ventilation or a

closed handling system is not feasible er when disposing of

significant spills, inhalation hazards should be controlled by

protecting personnel with a self-contained breathing apparatus.

Cartridge renpirators are not suitable for hydravine.

Routine air monitoring should be an integral part of any

hydrazine user's employee protection program. Sensory detection

of hydrauine odors at 3-5 ppm is not adequate.9 There are a

number of commercially available air monitoring instruments and

detection devices listed in Table IV. This information is nat

necessarily all inclusive and is not meant to be a recommendation

for certain commercial products but an attempt to aid hydrazine

users to develop necessary personnel protection programs. In

addition, there are NIOSH and Air Force approved methods for

determination of hydrazine compounds in air. These procedures

are based on a measured volume of air being drawn through a tube

containing an acid impregnated treated packing material to

chemically react with the hydraxine. The sorbent is treated to

desorb the hydrazine, and the concentration of hydra:ine

determined coloriaetrically with p-dinethylaninobenzaldehyde or
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gas chromatography.

0Use of proper protective equipeent viii prevent personnel contact

by any of the three routes of contacti desral, oral or

inhalation. In addition to having proper protective clothing,

proper care and observance of safety and cleanliness should be

observed by all workers. An important way to minimise exposure

to hydratine is by using a closed handling system, whether in a

batch or continuous unloading arrangement. Nitr~gen padding or

blanketing should be maintained to prevent air oxidation of the

hydrasine, and to raise the lower explosive limit to 38% for

nitrogon-hydrazine mixtures.

Handl ins Aceidents

From time to time, accidents not involving personnel exposure may

happsn such as spills or fires where hydrazino may be nearby and

emergency action is clearly necessary. All spills should be

iamodiately washed down with large volumes of water to prevent

exposure anc tir. neutralized prior to discharge. Water in large

quantities is the recomended method for fig'ht!ing ftr-a Involving

hydrazine. A -iarse spray is most wffective, since it gives an

immediate surface dilution offsct. In addition to extinguishing

the fire, a coarse water spray will cool adjacent drums and at

the same tims dilute the exposed solution to a less hazardous

conuentration, in terms of a Inihalation or fire hazard. If

clothing is involved, douse with water followed by immediate
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removal of any contaminated clothing.

Waste hydrazine from spills or process effluent presents a

problem of neutralization prior to discharge. Dilute aqueous

hydrazine solutions will react with the dissolved oxygen in

water and will eventually consume all of the hydrazine, producing

only nitrogen arad water. Use of a dilute oxidizer solution will

speed up the neutralb•ation reaction. An aqueous solution (3% or

leos) of sodium hypochlorite or calcium hypochlorite (prepared

from swimming pool dry chlorinator) or dilute hydrogen peroxide

may be used as illustrated in Table V. All neutralizations lust

be carried out using very dilute solutions (5% or less). To

insure neutralization, the discharge can be monitored for

residual hydrazine using a standard boiler water test kit

utilizing the p-dimethylanino bennaldehyde reagent. If an

available chlorine oxidizer had L en used then one could muasure

residual chlorine to insure neutralization. Finally hydrazine

should be disposed of in a manner approved by appropriate

Federal, etat and local regulatory agencies.

Hydrazine, along with many other industrial chemicals, is

classified as a hazardous material. It is reactive, the property

which makes it an effective propellant, chemical intermediate and

oxygen scavenger, but it is toxic. Therefore, it is necessary to

protect the operator to avoid skin contact, ingestion and to
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provide adequate ventilation. It in also necessary to store

hydraz ine properly, avoid contact with heat. Like any other

industrial chemical, reasonable prevautions permit hydrazine to

be stored, handled and dispensed safely. The successful

preparation and use of hydraz ine for boiler water treatment and
for the governm~ent's space programs for almost 30 years is

testimony to the fact thiat hydrazine can be handled safely on a
daily basis.
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J\ SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER COMMIAND DESTRUCT SYSTEM HAZARD STUOY

Michael 1. Swisdak, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center
1001 few Hiimpshire Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

ABSTRACT

Since the original hazard st wes were performed for NASA, there have
been significant changes botr in theNSoqXid Rocket Booster (SR8) and in theLi Command Destruct System. Specifically new case material, filametit wound

O graphite, will be utilized on certain 17iniches. The Linear Shaped Charge
O• (LSC) of the destruct system has also been changed from 750 grains/foot HlX

with an aluminum liner to 1000 grains/foot HMX with a copper liner. Because
Sof these changes, NASA requested the Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) to

determine experimentally the effects of the Command Destruct LSC on the SRB
case/propellant. This paper will summarize the variou' work elements and
their specific findings.

The LSC activation tests d~d not produce a eotonation of the propellant
on any of the tests. '44F*ei-, ie most severe reaction was a rather mild
burning with no propellant yieltd. The mdterial response studies indicated
that xhe formation of a porous bed was highly unlikely. The Shock
Sensitlvity/Detonabllity Studies indicated that direct shock initi&tion of
detonation by the LSC is impossible-6oa.they ind cated that a
Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DOT) wound not occur Based on the
results of the study, the conclusion was that activation c he Command
Destruct LSC would not cause a detonation of the SRB prope la t. At nost, a
rapid burn is expected.

BACKGRO|1ND

The Command Destruct System on the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) of the
Space Shuttle utilizes a Linear Shaped Charge (LSC) located in a cable tray
running approximately 75% of the length of the SRB. Upon activation, the LSC
is supposed to cut open the SRB case to terminate thrust without producing a
major reaction in the SRB propellant.

TIe Naval Surface Weapons Center (iSWC) performed and documented the
original hazard analysis for continge~c, aborts of the space shuttle using the
range safety Command Destruct System."' Since the publication of these
studies, there have beer several, possibly significant, changes in the SRB and
in the Command Destruct System itself,ý Specifically, the SRB casý. material
was changed from D6AC steel to either D6AC steel or filament wound graphite
and the LSC fý'om 750 grairih'foot HMX with an alumiium liner to 1000
grairs/foot HMX with a copper liner. For reference purposes, thi Solid Rocket
Booster propellant is a composite material designated TP-H1148, manufactured
by horton Thiokol.
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Because of tho changes, it was felt that an expevimental deterMination of
the effects cf the Comand Destruct LSC on the SRB case/propellant should be a
performd. The estimated critical diameter for the SAB propellant Is on the
order of several feet. Testing with charges of this size was not within the
scope of this effort. Instead, investigations of specimens with dimensions
below the critical diameter were planned a4,i conducted.

The program had as its goal the determination of the type and severity of
reaction caused by the Coimmnd Destruct Linear Shaped Charge on the Solid
Kocket Booster propeliant. All of the testing, both in the field and in the
laboratory, has been directed to this end.

The experimental effort was incorporated into a program entitled "Solid
Rocket Booster Hazard Study--Revised Phase I." This effort had the following
work elementi:

(1) Linear Shaped Charge Performance Tests
(a) LSC/Propeilant Slab Tests
(b) LSI./Prope. lant-fil led Cylinders

(2) Material Response
ýaj Uniaxial High Strain Rate Tests

Characterization of Damaged Propellant
(c) Characterization of Propellant Simul&-t

(3) Structural Response
(a) Fragmntation Evaluation of Filament Wound Case q

Solid Rocket Booster
(b) Airbiast Re-evaluation (if required)

(4) Detonability/Shock Sensitivity Studies
J)l Large Scale G&,p Tests
b Aquarium Tests

(c) Granular Bed Tests
(d) LSC/Inert Propellant Simulant Tests

(5) Fi.•al Report

Elements (1) and (2)--Linear Shaped Charge Perforinance Tests and Material
Response will be distussed in this paper. Element 4--Detonability/Shock
Sensitivity Studips Is the subject of a separate paper at this symposium.
Each of the work elements will be covered in dptail in a series of NSWC
Tecnnical Reports to ba published shortly. These are summa'rized in, Table 1.
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TABLE I REPORT SUMARY

Element NSW TR
Number Number Title Author

I 8S-62" Space Shuttle Command Destruct Swlsdak A Peckha'm
System/Solid Rocket booster
Propellent Interaction

85-346 Solid Rocket Booster Command Peckham
Destruct System Hazard Study:
Volume 2, Propellant Cylinders

2 85-350 Solid Rocket Booster Command Bazil
Destruct System Hazard Study:
Volume 4, Mechanical Properties

3 85-352 SoliA' Rocket Booster Command Hinckley
Uettruct System Hazard Study:
Volume 5, Fragmentation

4 85-348 Solid Rccket Booster Command Tasker
Destruct System Hazard Study:
Volume 3, Shock Initiation Studies

5 85-344 Solid Rocket Booster Command Swisdak
Destruct System Haz&rd Study:
Volume 1, Summary

* Publ'shed 21 January 1985; all others to be published

LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE PERFORMANCE TESTS

The purpose of these tests was to determine if the activation of the LSC
would cause significant propellant reaction (in this scale of tests). Two
series of tests were conducted: Series I, utilizing propellant slabs weighing
approximately 90 pounds and Series 11 utilizing propellant cylinders
containing approximately 20 pounds of propellant. The Series I tests haa
actual case material (either steel or filament wound graphite ) bonded to one
surface. The Series II tests utilizeO cylinders of both case materials,

At the start of this testing, it was felt that if a violent reaction
occurred during the testing of these sub-critical diameter speLimens, then a
reaction of at least comparable violence would be expected at full scale. If
no reaction, or a mild react 4on occurred, it did not, necessarily, mean that
such a mild reactioq would bc expected in the full scale (though this later
was shown by Taskeri to be the case).

LSC Description. The LSC used on the Shuttle Is Jet Cord Model HC-1000-J.
This contains 1000 grains per foot. of HMX in a copper liner. Figure 1 is a
sketch of a sample of the LSC. The spacing between the LSC and the SRB case
is specifi.ld to be between 1.00 and 1.20 inches for the steel case and 0.85 to
1.35 inches for the filament wound case.
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Shuttle-typo LSC material was used in all tests. LSC retainer brackets
wueo used to maintain a 1.1-inch spacing between the LSC and all target
materials.

_Prellant Slab Cescrigtion. The Series I SRS case/propellant specimens
were slabs (sanwchess) of case/liner/propellant with nominal dimensions of
24* x 7" x 12* (L x W x T). The nominal propellant weight was 90 pounds. The
propellant used for all of these tests was a coMosite material, TP-1I148,
mnufactured by Morton Thiokol Inc. Two case materials were utilized: (1)
D6AC steel, i.48N thick and (2) filament wound graphite, 1.14" thick. Both
case thicknesses are representative of what etither is flying (steel case), or
wtlVi'je flying (filament wound case), on the SRB. Figure 2 is a sketch of
both types of samples. Figure 3 shows photographs of one of the slabs prior
to firing.

Pr llant ýrlinder Description. The Series 11 specimens were cylinders
of casellncr material Tilled with propellant. The cylinder internal diameter
(propellant diameter) was 6.0 inches in each c4se. The cylindrical wall
thickness was either 0.48" of D6AC steel or 1.14" of filament wound graphite.
Each cylinder was 14.0 inches long and contained approxlm.tely 20 pounds of
material. End closures were formed from 1/4-inch aluminum plates held
together with threaded-rod. Figure 4 shows sketches of both types of
cylinders. Figure 5 shows photographs of one of the cylinders prior to
firing.

Test Results--Series I. The LSC functioned as designed and clearly cut
each case. The LSC Jet did not penetrate the full 12-inch depth of the slab
(no exit evidence in the high speed photography). No spalling, other than at
the corners, was observed during any of these tests. The jet penetration did
cause spalling at the rear face corners of the samples.

The LSC activatiun appeared to cause no significant, prompt propellant
reaction. Pieces of both burning propellant as well as un-ignited propellant
were thrown several hundred feet. The bulk of the propellant slab appeared to
remain intact and was thrown between 30 and 80 feet to the rear, where it
landed and burned. The location of these impact areas was consistent from
shot to shot.

The high-speed photography showed tie bulk of the propellant slab being
translated at 60 to 80 feet per second on each shot. These velocities are
consistent with the location of the impact areas.

Figure 6 Is a sample of the case material remaining after a Series I
test.

Detailed pressure-time data were r.corded on each test. Based o, this
data as well as the evidence from high speed photography, there was nothing to
indicate any propellant yield (i.e., the only airbiast pressure was that
produced by the LSC, itself).
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Test Results--Series 11. The Series II tests were designed to invest 4 gate
the effects of geometry and mild confinement on the LSC-propellant interaction.
It was felt that the change to a cylindrical geometry, which more closely
modeled the real world, might produce a different reaction than that observed
on the Series I tests.

The results were similar to those obtained during the Series I tests.
The LSC octivation produced burning in the propellant. It aIso appeared to
pressurize the cases which had the effect of blowing off the end plates. On
two of the tests, the burning appeared to be of an oscillatory nature; tbe.,
the intensity of the burning was varying with timc. The airblast
Instrumentation recorded nothing which could not be attributed to the LSC
itself--i.e., no measurable increase in pressure. Hence, no propellant
contribution.

Figure 7 is a sample of the case matei-al remaining after a Series 1!
test.

Again, based on all the available evideice, the LSC produced no yield

from the propellant.

MATERIAL RESPONSE

The testing of the live SRB propellant was perfo-med at strain rates of
0.7407, 7.407, 74.07, and 740.7 inches/inch/minute at 77*F. Two samples were
tested at each strain rate; prior and subsequent to the testing, routine
dimensional checks and sample weighings were also performed. The reason for
this was to detect friability through the loss of material under test.

Table 2 gives the test data generated by the 770F tests. A follow-on
test (Table 3) was performed at -65*F to see whether the material would be
friable below the glass transition temperature of the propellant. The results
of the weighings showed no discernable change in weight of the live
propellant, regardless of the test conditions. This indicates that the
propellant remained bonded and would probably not form a bed necessary for the
propagation of a DDT reaction. Figures 8 and 9 reflect tbe change in rupture
modulus as a function of load rate and temperature. While the low temperature
(-65*F) condition revealed the expected high rupture modulus, the prnpellant
still did not undergo brittle failure.

Mechanical testing was also performed on an inert SRB propellant
simulant, designated H-18 (supplied by rh;okol). The mechanical
characteristic- of this material are given in Table 4. A comparison of the
live versus the inert r'jpture modulus is given in Figure 10. As can be seen,
the inert material is softer and hence less susceptible to friability. This
corroborates the data generated by Thiokol regarding the critical impact
velocity shown in Figure 11.

MORPHOLOGY STUDIES

Propellant fragments which were retrieved after the Series I LSC tests
were microscopically studied in order to determine their morphological'* characteristics.
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Stereomicroscopical analyses Indicated that a majority of the propellant
fragments lid not show any indication of melted oxidizer particles. However,
the oxidizer particles in most of the fragments were fractured to a depth of
at least three centimeters. The phenomenon suggests spvere compressioa of the 6
crystalline ingredients due to.- reaction Oich was caused either by
initiation of the LSC, by impact oiY the fragments to the ground, or by a
combination of both mechanisms. There Is insufficient evidence to establish
the true cause.

SUWlARY

The Solid Rocket Booster Hazard Study has been a parallel effort whose
goal was the determination of the effect of the Command Destruct LSC on the
SRB propel 1ant.

Orsed on testing of propellant/case slabs weighing about 90 pounds and
propellant/case cylinders weighing about 20 pounds, the activation of the LSC
produces no undesired effect. It opens the case and causes the propellant to
burn. It does not cause prompt detonation.

The material properties of the shuttle propellant indicate that it is not
likely to form a porous bed.

The question remained, however, that there might be a chain of events
which could lead to a delayed detonation. This was addressed by Tasker in his
portion of the study, which will be reported in a subsequent paper.

When Ta;ker's results are included, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

Based on tht mechanical testing and the propellant slab tests, LSC acLi4n
doe.s not appear to be ablo to form the necessary porous bed. Moreover, the
LSC/propellant slab tests indicated that any induced burping does not
accelerate. The laboratory testing has shown that the p t stimulus generated
by the LSC is too low to detonate the porous bel. Since the porous bed cannot
detonate, neither can the solid, undamaged propellant (under the same
stimulus). Thus the chain is broken in several places, leading to the
fol•owing conclusion:

The action of the Command Destruct Linear Shaped Charge on
the SRB propellant Is highly unlikely to cause a propellant
detonation. The most likely occurrence is a mild pressure
burst in wMich the region of damage ad.acent to the LSC will
burni rapidly. The bulk of the undamaged propellant will, then,
burn slowly.
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TABLE 2. MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SRB PROPELLANT
(770 F TEST TEMPERATURE)

STRAIN RATE STRESS ELON3ATION STRESS ELONGATION RUPTURE
RATE -MAXIMUM MAXIMUM RUPTURE RUPTURE MODULUS

(IN/IN/MIN) (PSI) (%) (PSI) (%) (PSI)

.7407 118.9 36.0 103.8 44.4 233.8

11,4.0 32.8 98.9 42.4 233.3

7.407 149.4 42.4 133.5 48.2 276.9

147.4 38.4 125.4 50.5 248.3

74.07 203.9 45.6 189.7 57.0 332.8

206.9 40.8 180.9 56.9 317.9

740.7 293.6 69.1 286.7 77.8 368.5

294.2 56.2 273.5 71.0 385.2

TABLE 3. MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SRB PfnOPELLANT
-65°F TEST TEMPERATURE

STRAIN RATE 74.07 IN/IN/MIN

STRESS ELONGATION STRESS ELONGATION RUPTURE
MAXiMUM MAXIMUM RUPTURE RUPTURE MODULUS

(PSI) (%) (PSI) (M) (PSI)

2085.7 3.2 2085.7 3.2 65178.1

TABLE 4. MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF H-18 INERT

STRAIN RATE STRESS ELONGATION STRESS ELONGATION RUPTURE
RATE MAXIMUM MAXIMUM RUPTURE RUPTURE MODULUS

(IN/IN/MIN) (PSI) (f) (PSI) (%) (PSI)

.7V07 74.6 35.9 62.2 56.6 113.9

70.1 2&.6 54.8 50.3 i09.0

7.407 104.5 41.5 88.2 56.8 157.2

109.0 42.2 90.1 61.7 145.0

74.07 158.3 47,4 126.7 68.6 184.7

148.3 47.2 120.1 66.9 179.5

7403 235.3 54.3 212.4 77.8 273.0

225.6 59,3 19P.2 84.0 232.4
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SNOCK INiTIATION STUDIES OF V!E NASA

... 1 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER ACONT SYSTEM

Naval Surface Weapons Center
White Oak

Silvpr Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

ABSTRACT

series of tests has been performed in order to ettimate the likelihood of a violent,
destructive event occurrin wheai the NASA Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRSB) abort system is
deplýyed. The system utilolies a linear shaped charge to cut open the rocket motor casin, A
complete analysis of the physical processes that occur between initiation of the linear &Wd
charge and reaction of thel11ant - 1 'ý, wSI ,, n,-.th.'bpe Of the
program ta also axce d-te curreo't understanding of shock to detonation mechanisms in
propellants. However,'¶a series of minimam requirements or critLria have been established that are
necessary for a deto"nAton to be initiated. All the laboratory tests described here have been
designed to obtain fundamental sensitivity data for the SRI propellant. These data are
independent of the size of the propellant grain. This represents a new approac;4 to the analysis
of the possible hazards associated with the accidental ignition of solid rocket propellants

INTRODUCTION

lit Command Cestruct System on the Solid Rocket Booster (SRS) of the space shuttle utilizes a
linear shap2d charge (LSC) located in a cable tray which runs approximately ?5 percent of the
length of the SRI. Upon activation, the LSC is supposed to cut open the SRI case to Zerminate
thrust without producing a major reaction in the SRO propellant.

The Naval Surface Weapons Center performed and documented the original hazard analysis for
contingetcy aborts of the space shuttle using the range safety Command Destruct Systems. Since
tVe publication of these studies, there have been several changes in the SRO end in the Command
Destruct System itself. Specifically, the SRB case material was changed from M6AC steel, 1Z.2m
thick, to filament wound graphite, 29mo thick, and tte LSC from 750 grains/foot tHU with an
aluminum liner to 1000 grains/foot (213 gla) WX with a copper liner met cord medl tiC --.
The Solid Rocket Booster propellant is a coeposite material designated TP-H1148, manufactured by
Norton Thiokol, 69.6 wmonium perchlorste, 16% aluminum and 14% PSAN (Polybutadiene Acrylonitrile
Terpolymer).

Because of these changes, it was felt that en experimental determination of the effects of
the command Jostruct LSC on the SRI case/propellant should be performed. The estimated critical
diameter for the SR$ propellant is on the order of meters. Testing with charges of this size is
not within the scope of this effort, Instead, investigat*ions of specimens with dimensions below
the critical diameter have been conducted.

A series of minimum requirements, or criteria, were established that are ne:-ssary for a
detonation to be initiated. If these criteria are not met, then detonation is not possible.

INITIATION CRITERIA

When the LSC of the space shuttle abort system is fired and the jet of copper ,)enetrates the
cese, the initial jet velucity is circa 2 km/s. Tha jet subsequently generates a shock wave in
the solid propellhnt and will eventually shatter the propellant bed if detonation does not occur.

The first question is then:

(1) Will the LSC-induced shock wave promptly detonate the solid propellant?

This is the only direct path to detonation. The alternative route is via a sequence of
steps. Each condition or step wist be satisfied.
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If dtonaton 11 not tfwIdn , then tM shattered propellant Could be induced to burn'

heM UP second criterion its

(2) Will the LSC cause the sbattered, pvrous propellant bed to burn?

Wet that prompt LSC shock initiation of the porous bed is discounted, the jet-induced
9h6k wave prceedst the 2%ettering of the p 1pellant, therefore the shock travels through
aodimaged p ellant; shattering occurs behind the shock wave in its wake "hea reflections produce
tensile stresses (See Figure 1).

(3) If burning has bee induced, will this burning accelerate?

If the burning accelerates, then the next concern is whether the porous bed will undergo
a burning-to-detooation or deflagration-to-detonation transitioN (001).

(4) Is a deflagration-to-etor, atio transition (OCT) procss possible?

To antwer criterion (4), we must consider whether it is possible to oetonate the porous
or solid propellant under any conditions. The following questions must then be answered:

(S) Can the porous bed sustain a detonation?

(6) Can the undamaged propellant sustein a detonation?

(7) Will the porous bed detonate?

(6) Will the solid undolaged propellant detonate?

(9) Can the detonating, daaged prwpellant initiate detonation in the solid prop.llant?

The sequences of events or pathways towards possible detonation are hown in Figure 2.

CRITICAJL. EMERIY FLUENCE

The shock sensitivity of the damaged and undamaged propellant must be d'irmined for the
vaeivus sequences of events between deployment of the LSC and final detonation. To this end the

t criterion, fitst proposed by Walker and Wasley, 2 has been invoked. The Op2 10 criterion is
used to determine the shock stimulus necessary to initiate detonation in an energetic material.
If p is the shock pressure, T the equivalent time duration of the shock, E the critical energ'
flyence and Z the shock impedance of the material that supports the shock When the criterions
usually expressed thus,

7 Ec

This has been extended beyond its original purpose to provide the critical stimuli required •or
dIflagration as well as for detonation; other work has shown that this is a valid technique. The
p T criterion is used here as an engineering guide, it is an extremely useful tool for the
estimation of the shock sensitivity of an energetic material but stould be used with caution.
Tjts is because in studies such as the one rteorted here the prissures and time durations are not
known with s.ffirient accuracy for an exact pfý criteria to be established. To be safe the shock
enrgy of any stimulus must be determined to be significantly less than the criticAl energy E
requirtd for initiation of a deflagration or detonatinn. To avaid Abiguity the p t results ire
quoted here in units of kbaw'2 Psec and not in terms of energy flumnce par unit area.

THE HEAS.RE1ENT OF THE LSC SHOCK STI1JULUS

Experiments weve performed in which the initial shock pressure generated by penetretion of
the SR8 casing by the linear shaped charge jet was measured, The jet wes allowed to penetrate
either water ur PWIA (Plexiglas) targets. The shock wave velocity C was obtained using high
srted streak photography. From this velocity the shock wave pressures could be obtained.
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From the laws of conservation of momentum and mass, it can be shown that:

P " p0 Upus (1)

where Po is the initial density and U the partacle velocity. In the absence of other data the
shock hugoniot data for FFP propellani was used to obtain the particle velocity.

The SRB propellant is Morton-Thiokol TP-H1148 with 69.6% AP (Ammonium Perchlorate), 16% Al
and 14% PB§N (Polybutadiene Acrylcitrile Terpolylmer) and has a theoretical maximum density of
1.774 kg/m . The shock hugoniot data for the two are unlikely to be identical but are believed to
be close enough to obtain order of magnitude estimates.

Hence the expression,

Us a 1.327 + 2.43 Up km/s (2)

was obtained for FFP and this was combined with equation 1 to obtain pressure. Corrections were
made to the calculated pressure fo;, the differences between the shock hugoniots of the propellant
and the PMMA or water using the conventional impedance mismiatch technique, see Table I.The shock
pressure was found to be a maximum of p - 40 kbars (4GPa). The shock duration could not be
directly measured in these experiment,; it can only be estimated to be less than 1 us, i.e.
1 < 1 us.

The p2 T criterion was used as an engineering guide to det rmine whether or not detonation was
possible. For p - 40 kbars, T < 1 us, we have p T < 1600 kbarl us. It will be shown later from
Aquarium test data that this stimulus is not sufficient to initiate prompt detonation; i.e.,
p T 6300 is required for even low order burning.

TABLE I
LSC SHOCK WAVE PARAMETERS

Test Target LSC LSC Initial Initial Transmitted
No. Material Standoff Jet Shock Particle Pressure

Air Fragment Velocity Velocity (kbar)
(in) Velocity (m/sec) (m/sec)

(m/sec)

1 Water 0 1880 3290 1030 40

2 Water 0 1802 3110 850 32

3 Plexiglas 0 - 3400 560 29

4 Plexiglas 1.10 3065 3610 650 31
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SHOCK SENSITIVITY TO DiFLAGRATION OR DETONATION

UNDERWATER SHOCK SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS; THE AQUARIUM TEST

To determige the shock sensitivity to deflagration or detonation the NSWC Aquarium test was
used, Liddiard. In this test, cylindrical samples of the propellant are susoended in water and
subjected to precisely controlled shock waves of known pressure and time duration. The samples
were protected with a thin coating of silicone water repellant. The response of these samples is
monitored by high speed framing cameras operating at speeds of circa 100 frames per second. An
exhaustive study was not undertaken; further work would be required to extend th? study to the
effects at very high pressure. However, the results obtained are sufficient for the analysis of
the initiation criteria described above.

RESULTS

The pressures transmitted to the propellant have been estimated by use of "he impedance
mismatch technique based on hugoniot data for FFP nropellant. Time durations were estimated from
computer code modelling of the test.

TABLE 1I

(kbars) (us) (kbar 2 - us) Response

7.0 30 1470 Very slight damage; no
burning, no deflagration
or detonation.

14.5 30 6300 Slight burning; no
deflagration or
detonation.

CONCLUSIONS

From these results, we can assess that, for any size charge, no deflagration (let alone
detonation can be induced for stimuli of less than 6300 (kbar)l Usec. Clearly criterion (I)
cannot be satisfied. The initiation of prompt detonation by the LSC is impossible.

SHOCK SENSITIVITY AND CRITICALITY DATA FOR THE DAMAGED PROPELLANT

BACKGROUND

In order to answer the questions of criteri,.. (4) and (5), we must establish whether the
porous propellant can detonate and, if so, what limitations are there on the detonation process.

It has long been known tbat porous propellants containing Ammonium Perchlorate (AP) and
Aluminum can detonate, Price. 0 However, solid propellants (of zero or low porosity) do not
readily sustain detonation, although pseudo-stable detonations can be induced (see below),
Experiments were therefore designed to determine how high the porosity must be (or how low the
density) for a stable detonation to be sustained.

EXPERIMENTS

A modifiud NSWC Large Scale Gap Test (LSGT) was employed, Liddiard. 7 In this modified test,
a steel tube of 47.6 mm O.D., 36.4 mm I.D., and 139.7 mm in length was filled with propellant of
known porosity. The porosity was controlled by cutting the propellant into chips of
1 1/2 x 1 1/2 an cross section and 3 mm length. The steel tube was loaded in small increments
with pre-weighed quantities of these chips. The chips were pressed to a pre-determined height to
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obtain the desired density or porosity. Plexiglas caps were emaployed to keep the compressed
materials in the tube; the cap adjacent to the donor was 1 aM thick and the other cap 6 mm
thick. Ionization gauges were inserted into the propellant through holes in the wall of the
tube. These gauges allow the progress of a detonation wave in the propellant to be monitored and
its velocity obtained. The propellant was shocked by a standard donor explosive charge of

pentoltte (50.amm diameter, 50.8 mm length) placed on top of the tube. (No attenuator, or gap,
other than the 1 mm cap was used, so that the peopellant would always detonate if detonation were
possible.) A steel witness plate was placed at the other end of the tube to provide additional
evidence that a detonation did or did not occur. Should detonation occur, a hole is punched
completely through the witness plate. The porosity oi the propellant was varied, from experiment
to experiment to determine the maximum density that would support a stable detonation in the
diameter of the test. The size of the chips was held constant.

RESULTS

The results are shown in Figure 3. It is clear that a stable detonation can be induced in
the Aropellant for densities up to at least 85% TMD theoretizal maximum density (TMD) or 1510
kg/in (fulfilling criteria 5 and 7). There is an apparent increase of detonation velocity with
loading density; within the scatter of the experiment, the slope ih not significantly
distinguishable from zero at the 95% confidence level. For all densities up to and including 90%
TMD a clear hole was punched in the witness plates (which is indica-ive of detonation). However,
the ionization oauges records showed wave instabilities above 85% TMh, so that the wave would
probably fail in a longer run length. Also shown is the measured detonation velocity of the 100%
TMD, 100 mm test reported below.

From these results, a pressing density of 85% TMD was selected. This density pr(vides the
largest simulus when the porous bed is detonated and therefore is the most likely to initiate the
solid undamaged propellant beyond the LSC damage zone.

At 85% TMD, the measured shock velocity (from the ionization gauge records) was D * 4.40
km/s. Hence using the 1-law equation of state for the detonation products

p =-0-•- 73 kbars. (3)

This is the maximum pressure to which the solid undamaged propellant is subjected. This is also
the pressure stimulus to which the damaged propellant is subjected and must therefore be
sufficient to initiate and sustain detonation in the 85% TMD bed (see below).

SHOCK SENSI!.VITY OF DAMAGED PROPELLANT

It is well known that the sensitivity of propellants or explosives, to the initiation of
burning, deflagration or detonation, is greatly enhanced by the presence of voids, flaws, defects,
or dislocations within the niatrix. A perfect, flawless eiiergetic materials, should it exist,
would be extremely difficult to initiate. For this reason the porous propellant (85% TMD) is
significantly more sensitive than the propellant in the undamaged state. Clearly the sensitivity
of this porous propellant can be treated as a worst case. If it can be demonstrated that the
porous bed will not detonate, then the undamaged prupellant cannot.

EXPERIMENT

The large scale gap test, described above, was used to measure the shock sensitivity of the
85% TMD propellant. This time a PMMA (Plexiglas) attenuator was used to vary the input
pressure. By varying the thickness of the attenuator and critical pressure for the i~iitiation of
detonation could be determined.

RESULTS

The results are shown in Figure 4. The shock initiation pressure for stable detonation is 73
kbars. The time duration is estimated to be 1 ps from other work.
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The critical energy criterior can be used to estimate the shock stimulus necessary to
initiated detonation. From the above results the necessary stimulus is

p 2t (732x 1) kbar 2  us - 5330 kbar 2- us.

The results of the previous section showed that the detonating 85% TMD porous bed generated the
same pressure of 73 kbars. These results are perhaps fortuitous, but the Implication is clear.
At 85% TMD, the detonation is just stable. The detonation wave generates just enough stimulus to
initiate the unreacted propel'ant ahead of it and, therefore, sustain detonation (criterion 5).
These results and conclusions apply to the propellant alone; they are not dependent on charge
size.

MODEL FILAMENT WOUND CASE EXPERIMENT

BACKGROUND

In the possible sequence of events, It must be shown that the porouý detonating propellant
can initiate detonation of the solid propellant (criterion 9). If the p - criterion is invoked,
then it must be shown that the stimulus ganerated by the detonating porous propellant is
sufficient to cause the solid propellant to detonate. The stimulus generated by the detonating
85% TMD propellant is:

2p T (73 kbar) 2 - 5330 kbar us.

The required stimulus to initiate merely burning in the undamaged propellant, is 6300 kbar 2 us as
determined by the aquarium test. Clearly, if r is 1.2 us or greater, then the oorous propellant
could initiate reaction nf the solid propellant. In the diameter of the SRB, r is likely to be
very much greater than 1.2 us. The ccnclusion is, therefore, that the porous bed will communicate
deflagration and perhaps detonation to the undamaged bed (criterion 9). To test this hypothesis
the fillowing-experiment was performed.

EXPERIMENT

The experiment is designed on the principle that the ph3sics of detonation is independent of
charge diameter. The only effect that conveys a size dependance is the time of arrival of lateral
rarefactions that propagate from the case/air interface of the side wall of a cylindrical
charge. These •arefactions limit the time duration of the detonation shock stimulus, T. If T is
too short the p r stimulus cannot initiate detonation. *r is directly proportional to charge
diameter,

The experimet is shown in Figure 5. A bed of 85% TMD porous propellant is detoated by a
plane wave booster assembly via a PMMA attenuator.

A plane wave booster generates a shock that is indistinguishable from that of a charge of
infinite diameter. This shock is known to detonate the porous bed, based on the LSGT sensitivity
results above. The resultant detonation wave was transmitted to the solid propellant under
test. The length-to-diameter ratio vf the solid was unity so that rarefactions could have minimal
effect and thus the response was independent of charge size. Ionization gauges monitored the
progress of the wave in the solid and a plexiglas (first test) or stee" (subs'4uent test),
detectea the witness plate resultant effect. The PMMA was used to facilitate assembly but could
not be regarded as a reliable "witness" of detonation. Improved methods of assembly allowed the
steel witness to be used.

RESULTS

Four tests were fired. in the first test the propellant appeared to detonate, as evidenced
by the witness plate and tube destruction, but ionization records were lost.
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The ionization gauge records for the second test are shown in Figure 6. A stable wave
propagation was established, and the linearity of the trace Is excellent. The witness plate was
punched so that there is strong evidence that the solid propellant detonated (criterion 7).

SLbsequent shots were fired in which steel witness plates were used to verify the findings.
The test conditions were. identical to those of the previous shuts. The porous propellant
detonated, but did not initiated detonation of the solid. The ionization gauge records were
ambiguous, so that their interpretation was meaningless; i.e., the switching times did not Ve on
a straight line. These records are typical of jetting between the FWC case and the propellant, a
phenomenon which occurs when the shock wave velocity in the case exceeds that of the propellant.
This can only occur if the propellant does ilot detonate. Moreover, the steel witness plates were
bowed but not punched. A steel containment vessel, used to minimize damage to the NSWC firing
facilities, was split into two parts by the combined effects of two tests. The vessel measured
20.5" O.D. and 15.0" I.D.; clearly, although the solid propellant did not detonate the event was
highly destructive. The results are summarized in the table.

TABLE III

MODEL FILAMENT WOUND CASE, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Test # Witness Ionization Gauge
Ve'oclty Data Response

18 PMM4A Poor records Deflagration or detonation
witness destroyed, significant
oam9ge

19 Steel 8,73 mm/us Detonation, witness punched
through

20 Steel No records Deflagration witness bowed,
significant damage

21 Steel No records Deflagration witness bowed,
significant damage

The fact that several tests failed suggests that although detonation can be induced, the
stimulus produced by the detonatinr porous propellant is barely adeqLate to do so. The hypothesis
that the detonating porous propellant stimulus could initiate detonation hes therefore been
Justified; clearly a violent, disruptive event would occur in any event.

LSC ATTACK OF MODFL MOTORS

In a series of tests reported by Swisdak8 at this meeting the effect of tie LSC on model
rocket motors containing TP-H1148 propellant was studied. Fu ther tests were also performed
against motors containing rn inert propellant simulant, H-l8. Based on these tests some useful
observations can be made.

The most important observation is that in none of the tests was anything more violent than a
slow burning initiated. The velocity of the deflagrations typically observed in a DDT process are
of the order of 0.1 km/s - 1 km/s. It can be inferred f.'om the Swisdak tests that the burning
velocities were less than 0.1 km/s to account for the effects observed. From these results it is
deduced that:

(1) The LSC will induce a low order burning, Criterion (2)

(2) There is no evidence of the burning rate accelerating to
deflagration velocities, Criterion (3).

These results are based on small scale tests, the question renains as to whether they are

4C= •
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re:)resantativs of larger charges, such as the SRB. Thea can be considered representative if the
dawage caused by the LSC is sifficiently localized that it does not extend to thr peripheries of
the model test charg. An ailelysis of the degrees of spallation and of jet penetration suggests
that these test results are representative of what would occur in larger charges.

The results obtained when the inert propellant simulant was attacked, by the LSC, support the
abuve conclusions. The damage in the inert witerial was highly localized, the material was broken
into relatively lame pieces and the LSC jet did not exit tthe slab. However great care must be
exercised here. The inert material cannot fragment in exactly the same way as the live propellant
for two reasois. Firstly, the material properties are not identical; secondly the combustion of
the live propellant, when initiated by the LSC. must modify the resultant fragmentation.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS RELATED TO MINIMUM CRITERIA

The LSC will not promptly detonato propellant based on shock sensitivity measurements and
model motor tests. The LSC will cause the shattered propellant to burn, based on model motor
tests. The burning of the propellant after LSC attack does not accelerate significantly.
Consequently the DDT process does not occur. The Acrous bed can detonate based on the shock
initiation studies and the undamaged propellant can sustain detonation, at least within one char~e
diameter of wcve propagation. The porous bed will not detonate due to the LSC shc:k stimulus as
the energy fluence is too low. Consequently the solid undamaged propellant will not detonate.
There is evidence that it thp porous propellant did detonate then the solid could detonate also.It
has been shown that the direct shock initiation of detonation by the LSC is impossible. There is
also no evidence that burning of the damaged prupellant will accelerate se that a deflagration-to-
detonation DDO transition is unlikely. These two findings alone are sufficient to rule out a
detonation due to deployment of the abort system.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

A complete detonation of the SRB is unlikely, even though it has been demonstrateJ that both
the solid and the porous propellant can detonate. The most likely occurrence is a mild pressure
burst in which the region of damage, adjacent to the LSC, will burn rapidly. The b4k of the
undamaged propellant will then burn slowly.

The work reported here respresents a new approach to hazards analysis. A series of minimum
criteria have oeen proposed that must be satisfied before a detonation is possible. The data
obtained were not dependent on the size of the propellant samples. Consequently this approach is
applicable to ene.-getic materials of any crtiioal 41-etpr, only laboratory scale tests need be
performed. Clearly much work must be done tu refine the test metnodb used and to obtain a method
for qt1antifying the statistical probability of a violent event And its magnitude.
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AN IhVESTIGATION OF THE SYMPATTII.TIC EXPLOSION OF

LOOSE LOADED TNT IN ,ARGE QUANTITY

Zhao Zhuangh%ý.a

Xi' an Modern Chemistry
Research Institute, ShsanxiChina

he sympathetic explosion phenomena of explosives, especially

of loo1 e loaded explosives, are very complicated. Thu most inve-

o stigations of sympathqtic explosions in the past wert made with a

S sdaller quantity at a higher density, -

We have determined the sympathetic explosion tiraes and the
shock velocit 4 es in the acceptors. By the sympathetic explosion
time, we mean the time inter-al from the time the shoc.k wave from
the detonation of the donor charge reaches the surface of the
acceptor to the time the acceptor explodes. For the purpose of

measurement, we have developed a kind of grate type probes. They
can send a signal at the moment of explosion of the acceptor

I. ~chare

Two groups of tests were conducted. One was in suall quanti-

ties. The explosive quantities in donor and acceptor charges were
the same, both in 0.3 or 0.5 kg. The other was in large quanti-
ties. The donor charges were 0.5 or 4 tons, and the acceptor

ch.- p war-" 47 kg in every trial. All of the charges were made in

the shape of a cylinder. The ratio of diameter to length is 1:1.
The grain size of loose loaded TNT we used was not controlled and
screened. The bulk density of charges is about 0.88 d/cml.
All of the tests were conducted at a flat field. The donor was
placed vertically and 4 acceptors were arranged surrounding the
donor at different distances with one end opposite tlce donor. A
grate type probe was set along the axis of every acceptor in
order to give a signal as soon as the acceptor explodow, and
another probe made of cupper foiles was set at tho surface of the
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A *P to ta 9nAJ31t" 2k . eUS MOut Of tha
arrival or the shook wave tfro the donor. These signals via a
&14nal convorter aere recorded by sow osoillographs or a multi-
ahannel ronometero On the other hand, in some tests., several

copper foil probes pere set in onG of the acceptors at different
distances frovA the auarfaoe in order to datermire the shook wave

velocity in the acceptort

The symoathetic explosion tiAss to that we have determinod

are in the ordor of several tenni AS to sevoral hund-oda•W• Thoy

are much longer than predicted. We have found that the sympa-

thetia explosion time quickly incret•ses with the increase of 1he

distanoe R of aceeptor from the center nf explosion. 1•. is so.

swmd that when t*.e distance of acoeptor from tho center of eo-
plosion 4.. ýnuaw to the rauiuz of donor Rn, then tS=O. The equa-
tion umaed for IXittIng the data Obtained is

bR- -Re=a exp(- )

where a and b are two empirical constants, which are different

with dItf'orent weights of donors. It is also aasumed tLht the
value of a + Ro is the critical distance R* of sympathetio ex-

ploion a-, that weight of donor W, So we can make a roglh et•-

timate of c.'i•tica dlutanoe of aMpathetio explosior •,•th on2ly a
few tests, even with one teat. This is convenient for explosion
tests with IImgo quantities of explosives. 1-he results obtained
agree with those obtained by other methods and are shown in fig.
1 and table 1. In table 1, the critical scaled distances K a
RW"0 with different weight of donor W are also listed. It can
be seen that the critical scaled distance of synmpathetic explo-
sion with le-',e quwntity of donor Is larger than that with small
quantity oe" Uonor. For engineering use, we propose the following
formula as a rough estimate of the critical distainco R w!.th a
large quant-fy of TNT

R"* 0.7 W+
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The results of the mauerements of the shock wave ve:locity
in acoeptor charges are shown in table 2.1t is found that the
shook wave transmitted in acceptor vwil change into deflagration
of about 4mm/"s at the middle of the acceptor charge it its
velocity is about 0. to 0.g9m/Ps. But while its velocity is
about 0,5mm/As or less, the shook wave will decline gradually.
By the visual examination at the site after tests, it is oOnm
firmed that in the former ease, the acceptors are really exploded
but in the laxtter case are not,

The following equation can be used as the Hugoniot of loose
loaded TNr - ,2 ):

D t O3 +1.7 u

where D is the shook velocity ( m/js ) transmitted into acoeptor
, and u is the partical velooity ( mm/lp ), The ahook pressure P
transmitted into acceptor can be estimated by the relationship

at the shoco front:

e P-. &Du

According to the results obtained, we may estimate that the
critical preAsure Of syMpatheto explosions of loose loaded TNT
at the bulk density about 0,88W/0m3 is about I to 2 kbars.
Generally, in the a-hock wave initiation experiments at high
density and small cuantity of charge, the critical initiation

pressure of .'NT is ,bove several kbars. It is reported by Cook
that ariticlr' precsure of shock initiation of T-%7 in smalL quan-
tity at density of 0.85 is about 4,5 kbar. l ) B L3ut the critical
pressure o! shock initiation of ltvrge qwuntity loose loaded TNT
must be some lower, as mentioned above.

The confidence interval of any sympathetic explosion experi-
ment data is very broad and the explosion experiment wlth large
quantity of explosives can not be repeated R lot. Therefore, the
related cratical val2es can cnly be estimated very roughly with
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Table 1. Critical DJtamoe of Symtathetio eUplosdon

Donor Veight Critical Diatance K - R* W+
W (k- R* (P.)

0.3 0.27 0.4

0.5 0.36 0.45

5.7 0.72

4000 10.4 0.66
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"Technical Investigation of 11 January 1985
PERSHING II Motor Fire

James A. Knaur
US Army Missile Command

Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

ABSTRACT

S4This paper describes the result of an accident investigatio erformed by

0 a technical team at the US Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenalf Alabama in

o support of the US Army Safety Command) Ft. Rucker, Alabama. I accident
occurred near Heilbronn, Federal Republic of Germany, on January 11, 1985. A
PERSHING II first stage motor burned as a result of efforts to remove it from
its shipping cnntainer and place it on an erector launcher (EL).

Several possible causes'of the motor ignition were cunsidered during the
_ course of the investigation. These were: crew error, incorrect procedures,

sabotage, failurc of mechanical parts, electrical short circuits, propellant
defects, failure of other components mounted in the motor, and electromagnetic
effects (radio frequency radiation, lightning, and electrostatic discharge
(ESD)) After an intense three month investigation involving many government
and private-IO6iEs an--e•-Yh- r-~ll of these possible causes except
ESD were eliminated from further investigation efforts because they were an
unlikely, highly unlikely or impossible cause of the accident Elimination of
a cause was based on the results of witness statementsl60), reasonable
experimental data, debris examinations, ¢compute-r--antiyses, and analytical
calcul~ations_

•-SD was determined to be the only plausible explanation for the
accidental motor burning Tests devised and conducted by the Electro-Magnetic
Effects (EME) Team to Nscover the source of electrostatic charges, the
migration of the charges to a critical location, and the effects of the
charges on the propellant system have confirmed the postulated scenario. A
series of tests designed to demonstrate and verify this conclusion has been
conducted, resulting in a more detailed understanding of the exact sequence
which resulted in the propellant ignition.

When the motor was lifted from the silicone foam rubber cradle pads, it
was charged to a hith, positive potential (with respect to the steel cradle)
in the region between 1300 to 1600 from top dead center. The cradle pad was
charge negatively in that region. Lifting the motor away from the cradle
enhanced the energy and resulted in a redistribution of the electric field
also into the propellant. Because the boom extension put lateral force on the
motor, once it was free from the front thrust groove, the motor moved up and
aft suddenly contacting the end cross beam at the end of the container with
the skirt and nozzle and also at the top of the cradle edge with the side of
the motor. This caused an arc discharge of the dielectric motor surface,
thereby generating very high transient electric fields within th_ propellant
chamber. This resulted in electric field stress breakdown of the
hydro::yterminated polybutadiene (HTPB) binder within the propellant,
activation of the oxidizer, and ignition of the propellant as the oxidizer
reacted with the fuel of the propellant. The stiffness of the propellant
grain and the case restricted gas expansion and created a high teaipertUure
region which supported further burning and pressure increase. After a
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relatively short period (approximately one second) the mechanical stress on
the grain from the high pressure pocket -aused a sudden collapse of the grain.

S BUI t, th. rapid decrease in pressure due to the sudden increase in volume was
. nsufficient to extinguish the fire. Collapse of the grain was such that it 6
bloock ed gas 'flow through the noazle, resultLng in increased pressure buildup

k and ignition of ao 1ncreasing sur-face of propellant. Soon the pressure was
above the limitsr of the strength of the case 'and the aft end of the propulsion
section was blown off. This violent rupture dismembered the lifting fixture
and threw lethal debris about the accident site. A large mass of propellant
was then expelled through the aft hole in the opened cylinder and the reactive
forces drove the remaining forward section, propellant, and container into the
Maschinenfabrik Ausburg-Ruremburg (M.A.N.) crane/tractor vehicte. Flying
debris and flame were responsible for fatalities and injuries suffered by
personnel assembled around the missile assembly site.

General Description of the PII First Stage Rocket Motor

A P1II missile is assembled from five major sections. The first stage
rocket motor is the largest and heaviest of the five sections. The first
stage rocket motor is 144.74 inches (3.63 meters) long, 40 inches in diameter
(1.02m) and weighs 9,145 pounds (4,148 kg). Most of the weight is the solid
fuel rocket propellant. The rocket motor case is made of Kevlar filament and
epoxy resin. Two cylindrical aluwinum sections attached to the fo>rward and
aft ends of the rocket motor case provide f.)ur hard points used in lifting the
section.

a

Figure 1. PERSHING II System fully assembled on the erector launcher,
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Sequence of Events for the Accident Motor

The motor was manufactured during the summer of 1984 at Hercules, Inc.
Magna, UT, accepted by the US Government on Ortober 29, 1984, and shipped to
Pueblo Army Depot Activity, Pueblo, CO, the same day. The aft skirt and other
Items required to complete assembly were installed at Pueblo, and the complete
rockct motor, serial number P/S 12037, was placed in a steel shipping and
storagA container. It was then shipped to Gerrany in early December 1984,
arriving at the "Ft. Redleg" complex on December 19. It was stored outside in
its shipping container in a holding area until January 9, 1985, during a
period of severe cold weather, with recorded night time temperatures below 00
(-17.3 0 c).

On January 9, 1985, rocket motor P/S t2037 was moved in its container
from the holding area to a training assembly area on the Ft. Redleg complex.

In a typical assembly operation, rocket motors in their containers are
placed side-by-siee on the ground in close proximity to the erector launcher
(EL). Next, the upper halves of thn containers are removed, hoisting beams
are attached to the sections and the sections are lifted out of their
containers in sequence and lowered in place on the EL for mating to complete
the assembly. Lifting is accomplished with a 10-ton hydraulic crane mounted
on the M.A.N. tractor, which also serves as the prime mover for the EL. The
M.A.N. tractor is positioned between the rocket motors and the EL during the
oprration.

Shortly before 2 p.m. on January 11, 1985, soldiers from a firing platoon
of "C" Battery, 3rd Battalion, 84th Field Artillery, prepared to lift the
rocket motor from its container to begin a missile assembly as part of their
rountine tr&ining. There were 10 soldiers .n proximity to the rocket motor,
including a Captain who supervised the operation. Other soldiers were
standing on the EL ready to receive the rocket motor for assembly. Assigned

W work was going on elsewhere in the immediate area by sollders not involved in
the a~sembly operation.

The container holding rocket motor P/S 12037 had been placed
perpendicular to the center line of the M.A.N. tractor with the aft end
(nozzle end) of the motor pointing away from the tractor. As a normal
procedure, another open container holding a second stage motor was beside the
container holding rocket motor P/S 12037. Hoisting beams had been attached to
both" motors. All mechanical and electrical support equipment needed for the
operation were turned on and were operating properly. The engine of the
M.A.N. tractor was running to nrovide power to the crane. A 30 kW generator
mounted on the tractor (used to provide power to the EL) was operating. Its
circuit breaker was properly set in the "Off" position and the generator was
functioning correctly.

The soldiers followed established procedures. Grounding connections were
in place. No nuclear materials were in the area since they are never carried
or present during training and field exercises.

Although it was not snowing, the ground was covered with snow and the sky
was overcast. The air temperature was about 20°F (-7 0 c), but the motor
temperature was about 10°F (-12.2 0 C).

At about 1:53 p.m., an attempt was made to lift rocket motor P/S 12037
from its container. A groove in the forward attachment ring of the rocket
motor fits over a metal flange within the shipping container to prevent fore
and aft movement of the rocket while being transported in the container.
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Unless the rocket motor is level as it is being lifted, binding can occur
between the container flange and the groove in tha forward attachment ring.
This happened in the first lift attempt. Although the aft end (nozzle end) of ,
the rocket motor lifted about 5 inches (0.13 m), the forward end hung up,
preventing the rocket motor from being lifted clear of the container. The
lift was halted and the aft ene of the rocket motor was lowered back into the
container.

The crane boom position was repositioned (extended) and a second lift
began. The rocket motor hung up momentarily, then released, causing the
forward end to rise about 7 inches (0.178 m). T'e motor moved toward the
starboard rear a few inches and the aft end bumped a steel cross member in the
container as the side bumpeJ the cradle. It was at this time, based on
witness statements, that the motor caught fire and burned.

Due to the abnormal burning, pressure in the motor case increased beyond
the strength of the case. The case ruptured in less than one second.

The aft dome of the motor (a hemispheri':al section of Kevlar), the nozzle
attached to it with bolts, and the entire aft skirt to which it is attached,
were expelled rearward together with numerous burning pieces of propellant.
The aft dome, nozzle and aft skirt were later recovered about 410 feet (125 m)
from the site of the fire.

When the motor case ruptured, it caused the hoist beam to fail, Aropping
the remaining forward portion of the motor into the container, where it
continued to burn. At the same time, the container was driven forward
approximately three feet (1 m) until it contacted the rear wheels of the
M.A.N. tractor.

A consequence of debris analyses, this sequence of events first suggested
the conclusion of the investigation that ignition was abnormal and occurred
near the outside surface of thi propellant grain (the portion nearest to the
inside wrll of the motor case) at a point about 94 inches (2.4 m) aft of the
forward end of the rocket motor, at a location in proximity to the rear
support cradle in the container. In a normal ignition sequence, the igniter
in the forward end of the rocket motor flashes fire down a lengthwise
cylindrical cavity through the center of the motor. The propellant then burns
from the center outward toward the case wall. The proof that this was not a
normal ignition is that the igniter was recoý.ered in an unfired condition.
The igniter had not been actuated.

Three soldiers, all in proximity to the motor when it caught "ire, were
killed. Nine others also in proximity were hospitalized. The heavy winter
clothing (gloves, boots, parkas with hoods, etc.) worn by the soldiers,
because of the cold weaLher, reduced the number and severity of burn injuries.

The second stage motor placed beside the first stage motor P/S 12037 was
exposed to the fire and sustained scorching and heat damage but did not burn.
The M.A.N. tractor was damaged. The EL was slightly damaged by impact from
the M.A.N. tractor which tilted into its aides.

Methodolo of the Accident Investigation

Elimination of Possible Cause

To determine the cause of this accident, all possible causes were
investigated, by using available records, witness statements, analysis of
recovered debris, and additional tests and calculations. The irvestigative
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technique used to accomplish this was by a fault tree analysis. The purpose
of a fault tree analysis is to dctermine the logical interrelation of possible
cause., (faults) that might have resulted in the undesied event. The go&l of
this analysis was to determine the parameters governing an undesired ignition
of the propellant and to list the possible causes in the order of the
probability of their occurrence. This approach quickly narrowed the scope of
the investigation. The srope and depth of this effort was reflected in the
cost-approximately Lix million dollars.

Propulsion experts with considerable experience in this field assembled a
list of all possible causes for the propulsion section malfunction. Using
this list, they systematically ronstructed a fault tree for use during the
accident, investigation. Supporting the fault tree resulted in documcnt
covering hundreds of tests and analyses. Through these tests, analyses, and
calculations certain possible causes were eliminated as unreasonable.
Chemical incompatability, abnormal motor manufacture and sabotage were
scrutinized but rejected as possible causes. Other areas found as not having
a sufficient rate uf energy density in this accident sequence were (1) heat,
(2) triction, (3) impact, and (4) electrical or electromagnetic sources --

other than ESD. Therefore, only mechanical and electrostatic effects remained
to be investigated. Simulated mechanical and thermal loads, as may occur in
the course of transport, storage, ani handling, were further analyzed,
including some additienal tests. Further testing and analyses confirmed that
the mechanical loads by themselves did not affect either the safety or the
functioning of the first stage rocket motor. Under the given circumstances,
purely mechanical causes were considered to be improbable and eliminated from
further discussion. Hence, ESD was intensively investigated.

The Root Cause of the Accident

Tne outcome of this investigative process resulted in ptagmatically
eliminating all known possible causes -- except ESD, i.e., a discharge of
electrostatic electricity, possibly in connection with mechanical effec *s in
the propellant grain. Proof of this outcome was obt-ined from subscale and
fullscale experiments, mathematical modeling, and analysis of the debris. The
following sequence of events emerged from this process.

Technical Sequence cf Events in tite Motor

The sequence of events was determined from debris analysis and laboratory
experiments, then further refined by observations made during demonstration
tesr. . This sequence is depicted by the series -f drawings shown in figure 2.

As the rocket motor was being lifted from the container, the separation

of the Kevlar rocket motor case from the silicone rubber pads resulted in the
creation of a static electric charge by a triboelectric process (see figure
la). The charge was localized on the motor surface in the area above the pads
and on the pads. In tests on tactical. full scale motors being separated from
a shipping container cradle it has been found that the high charge density
areas (hot spots) tended to be localized to the region between 1300 and 1600
from the top of the motor. Further, due to the fit of a specific motor into a
specific container, tnese hot spots tended to be repeatedly created in certain
areas. The deusity of the electrostatic charge has been shown to increase as
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the temperature and humidity decreased. The charge created by tri.boelectriti- •
cition of the polyurethane painted Kev.lar case does not dissipate rapidly.
Tnis is especially true in condetrons of low tea perature and low humidity.

This charge gave rise t ouiniderable electrial fields between the motor
surface and alec it the propellant grain. The motor moved up and back,
bu.mping the steel cradle, and resulted in an external ESD. As a result,
*ubsurface electric arc occuired in the aft lower portion of the propellart
resulting in propellant ignition as indicated by figures 2b and 2c. Such an
internal arc can take place without puncturing the motor case. Furthermore,
it was demonstrated by independent tests that the electrical field strength
and the total electrostatic energy accumulated in the whole system are
sufficient for electrical breakdown and/or ignition of the propellant.

The epicenter of the event was iocated eui-Len 1300 end 1500 of rotation,
and approximately 94 inches aft of the forward surface of the prorellant
grain. The fla&e otabilized in a gas pocket between the bond-line and the
grain, and the aft section of the grain started to implode. See figure 2c.
The flame spread forward and aft at a higher rate than the circumferential
rate. The stiffness of the propellant grain anI the case restricted gas
expansion and created a high temperature region which supported further
burning and pressure increase. The mechanical stress on the grain, froi, the
high pressure packet caused a sudden, partial collapse of the center bore of
the grain in the region cf the gas pocket. But, the rapid decrease in
pressure due to the sudden increase in volume was insufficient to extinguish
the fire. Collapse of the grain center bore progressed fore and aft, reaching
the aft end first, such that it blocked gas flow through the nozwle. This
resulted in an increased pressure buildup and ignition of an increasing
surface of propellant. Soon the pressure was above the limits of the strength
of the case (see figures 2d and 2e) and the aft end of the propulsion section
was expelled aft. At nearly the same time, the expanding gas pocket had
reached and broken into the forward cavity. Again, the decrease in pressure
was insufficient to exitinguisb the fire. The pressure built rapidly within
the forward cavity since the bore was completely collapsed causing abouL 4000
pounds (1800 kg) of propellant to be expelled approximately 50 meters aft of
the incident site where it burned. See figure 2f. The reactive force
simultaneously moved the head end nf the motor and container forward,
approxiuately one meter, to rest against the truck used in the assembly.



2a 2d

2b 2e

2c

Figure 2a-f. Sequence of events as PI1 first stage motor was being
removed from its shipping container which led to the motor fire and
damage. Figure 2a shows a positively charged patch on the outer
surface of the composite P11 motor case created by the silicone foam
rubber cradle pads of the container. An external arc discharge
resulting in the internal arc is shown in 2b. Figures 2c and 2d 3how
the progressive expansion of the localized high pressure area causing
case failure which resulted in the collapse of the grain, shown in 2e,
and the separation of the nozzle/aft skirt section. Figure 2f shows
the result of the high pressure pocket formed in the "P-groove" area
in trh front of the propellant grain.

Propellant Safety Assurance Prior to Accident and New Findinas

The Pershing 1I first stage rocket motor contains a customary ammonium
perchlorate RTPB propellant which - compared with other similar propellants -
is less sensitive to external stimuli. It will not detonate, but can and does
burn very rapidly. This burning can cause rapid over-pressurization of the
motor crase if abnormal burning occurs or the exit port (nozzle) becomes
blocked. This over-pressurization results in the bursting of the motor case
-- as occurve6 in this accident.
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Prior to the Pershingi 11 accident, extensive testing was done to ensure
system safety. Among these tests were those dealing with propellant
sensitivity. The propellant was characterised by the existing state-of-the-
art tests and deterained tu be insensitive to levels higher than those in any
eapfpcted adverse environment, including ESD. During the course of the

sccident investigatior, phenouena were discovered wu.ich have required the
propulsion commuoity to reassess and redesign testing techniques for
propellant. It has been found that: (1) an internal electrical breakdown of
the propellant, due to a transient electromagnetic field, can result in
ignition of this propellant; 4nd (2) it has been shown that propellant
tempetature and sample volume are critical to proper evaluation of its
response to LSD.

Knowledge or the presence of these phenomena ha, allowed corrective
actions to be taken on the present system and eliminate future accidents of
this nature on this and other designs.

Replication and Verifications Teets

To confirm that the propellant was most probably ignited by ESD phenomena
required evaluation bated on measurements of:

(1) charges and electrical fields generated during the lift.
(2) where the charges migrate and at what rate, and
(3) the response (sensitivity) of the propellant to ESt phenomena.

Replication tests were conducted to further investigate the ESD ignition
scenarios. These tests involved actual and simulated removal of a live
tactical propulsion section from its container. This motor was as nearly
identical in construction and history to the incident motor as possible. The
tests were conducted at temperatures as near as possible to those involved in
the acciaent. The relative humidity was also controlled to avoid frost
accumulation, which did not exist at the accident site. When the motor was
lifted from the container in the manner which resulted in the 11 January 1983
accident, generation of very high electrostatic charge densities was
confirmed. As predicted prior to the test, the motor did not ignite due to
the low probability of exactly duplicating ll of the necessery events of the
accident. Following the duplicatior phase of the test sequence, multiple
lifts were conducted to determine the possible build-up of charge due to
multiple contacts. In this phase, it was repeatedly shown that the charge
density did not significantly increase with additional lifts. Finally,
simulated lifts were conducted. This phase of testing provided more control
of the zharging, charge distribution, and discharging of the motor/cradle pad
interface area. These tests were also conducted at low temperatures and
relative humidities. When the motor pad was charged to a 50 kV potential with
respect to the contaiter structure and then discharged via an arc discharge,
the prorellant was ignited in the subsurface region of the grain. This
demonstrated the "sympathetic" ignition scenario wherein an external ESD arc
crmates an electrical arc in the propellant near the case bond interface
without penetrating the case.
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Conclusion,

In reviewiag the total, data be* generated in the investigation, the
critical events leading to the accidental propellant ignition were:

(1) Triboelectrification of the insulating motor case.
(2) Location of the charge distribution of the motor.
(3) Contact between the moter and the aft steel cradle at that location.
(4) An external BUD from the motor case to the container at the contact

point creating very high K-field stresses within the propellant.
(5) Sufficiently cold temperatures of t6e system such that:

a. charge generation of the motor case was enhanced,
b. charge retention was enhaced.
c. susceptibility thresholds of the propellant to both E-field and

energy was significantly reduced.

Hence, a duplication of the accident would require more than similar
conditions of temperature, humidity, and movement. It would also require
exact timing, motor positioning in the cradle to produce charging at a precise
location, aud finally speciiic novements of the motor to bring the charged
area within discharging distance of the steel container. Tests have confirmed
that if this scenario occurred, the propellant grains could be ignited with an
unmodified system. That all of these necessary conditinns would coincide at
one time was, indeed, a very remote possibility.
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OE[IS HAZARD AT A ROCKET
MOTOR TEST CELL FACILITY--

AN 0ACCIDENTAL" STUDY

by

Patricia Moseley Bowles

Michael A. Polcyn

Southwest Research InstituteSau, Antonio, Texas

AfSTRACT

\ • he 3-5 test cell at Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) is the only
natlonal facility for testing large solid-propellant rocket motors at

Ssimulated flight-altitude conditions. However, the cell was not sited to meet
the quantity-distance criteria required for testing motors containing
p ropellant equivaleAt to 20,000 lb of TNT. This motur and other motors
containing similar propellant amounts were being tested in J-5 using
explosives safety waivers since no other facility is available in which to
test them. Safety personnel concerned with the serious potential hazards for
other unique test capabilities at AEOC funded a study to examine the
distribution of debris and define the hazard at the J-5 test cell resulting
from accidental detonation of rocket motors containing propellant equivalent
to 20,000 and 30,000 lb of TNT. While the study was in progress, an actual
mishap occurred during a test of one of the motors being examined in the
study. The estimated sequence of events during the mishap and the
distribution of motor, test cell, end building debris after the accident as
compar•d with predicted debris arcs are presented in this paper
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1.0 INrPROOCTION

Southwest Retarch Institute (SwRI), a- a subcontractor to Lawrence
Livermore Oational Laboratory (LLNL), has been consulting ATold Engineering
Oevelopment Center (AECC) on potential debris distribution problems at the J-5
and proposed 3-6 rocket test facilities. The J-S test facility at AEDC, shown
in Figure 1, is the only large national facility for testing solid propellant
rocket motors at simulated flight-altitude conditions. However, some motors

currently in need of altitude testing and future motors to be tested exceed

the test capability of J-5 in nominal thrust and in the amount of propellapt

contained in the motors. Sam of these motors were being tested in 3-5 with

explosives safety waivers since the location of the facility does not meet

quantity-distance criteria required by safety regulations for the type and

am•nt of propellant involved. Safety parsonnel became concerned with the

potential debris hazard which may result from testing motors under safety

waivers.

In November 1985, SwRI was analyzing the distribution of debris which

would result from an accidental detonation of propellant equivalent to 20,000

and 30,000 lb of TNT in the J-5 test cell. On November 23. 1985, during a

qualification test of a rocket motor, a mishap occurred. At tht request of

LLNL and with permission from AEDC, an SwRI team was sent to investigate the

mishap site with special emphasis on collecting data on the distribution, size

and nature of the resultant debris created by tha event. This paper-

sumarizes Sw.I's investigation and post-mishap analysis results. Debris

hazard zones predicted for an accident at J-5 are compared to the actual

distribution of motnr, test cell, and building debris after the mishap.

2.0 ANALYTICAL DEBRIS DISTRIBUTION STUDY

The emphasis of the original analytical study of the rocket motor detona-

tion was the distribution of debris from the J-5 e.nclosure building, tho test

cell and the motor being tested, A previous study (Reference 1) conducted by

SwRI to analyticolly determie the debris distribution around an accidental

motor detonation indicated directional debris throw and the existence of some
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"relatively debris-free zones around the site. That study was for a proposed

large altitude rocket motor test facility (J-C facil-it.•; at'AEDC which con-

sists mainly of a large steel test cell and1a. steel fre,*. metal siding enclo-

sure building. Hazardous debri's densities were determined within various

zones around the test cell. ThC zone boundaries were based on the'shape and

position of the test cel.1 and on experimental work, examining debris dlstribu-.

tion from explosions in aircraft shelters (References 2 and 3) and in build-

ings (Reference 4). The horizontal position oF the cylindrical cell made it

reasonable to assume cell and motor fragments would be dispersed perpendicular

to the axial length of the cellwith a limited number of fragments thrown in4

directions normal to the endcaps. The, distribution of building fragments

would be concentrated directly out from the walls, with relatively debris-free

zones in directions abovt'45 degrees from the normals to the walls. Although

the supporting data were all for reinforced concrete structures, a similar

distribution was expected for an explosion inside a predominantly corrugated

metal structure.

Elevations of the J-5 enclosure building and an expanded detail of the

test cell are ihown in Figures 2-4. Since the J-5 test cell and enclosure

building are similar to the configuration described in Reference 1, debris
were expected to be similarly distributed in zones around the enclosure

building. The zones which were established for examining hazardous debris

densities are shown in Figure 5. Debris densities were estimated in zones 1,

3, 5 and 7 since the number of debris landing in the other zones was assumed

to be minimal. Building debris will be dispersed in directions normal to the

walls of the enclosure building. The heaviest concentration of motor casing

and test cell fragments was predicted in zone 5 because it extends perpendicu-

lar to the horizontal axis of the test cell. Approximately 70% of the total

fragments arnd debris will land in zone 5. Although zone 1 extends in the

direction opposite of zone 5, fewer casing and cell fragments will land there

since a 5 foot thick seismic mass (see Figure 2) supports the test cell on

that side. The seismic mass will stop all but high trajectory fragments.

About 20% of the total debris will land in zone 1. The remdining 10% of the

debris will be distributed in zones 3 and 7, with slightly more debris landing
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Test
Cel l

a) North Elevation

b) South Elevation

Figuro 2. J-5 Facility Elevations
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a) West Elevation

b) East Elevation

Figure 3. J-5 Facility Elevations
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in zone 3. The percentage of debris landing in zones 2, 4, 6 and 8 is insig-
nificant. It should be noted that while the percentage of fragments 'anding

in zones 3 and 7 is relatively low, the cell endcaps and hatch covers will

most likely impact in these areas. Thus, the damage potential of these large

debris is a more important consideration than hazardous debris density in the

immediate J-5 area. In summary, the distribution of fragments and building

debris was expected to be highly directional with haavy debris concentrations
in zones normal to the walls of the enclosure building. Debris paths and

concentraticns of major debris observed during the mishap investigation lend

new support to this theory.

3.0 MISHAP SITE INVESTIGATION

The test being conducted prior to the mishap involved a qualification

test of a large rocket motor containing Class/Div. 1.1 propellant. The
pressure inside the motor measured about 600 psi just before failure occurred.
The peak pressure of 740 psi was measured about 10 seconds into the test. It

was eittmated zhat approximately 1100 lb of the original 16,000 lb of propel-

lant remained in the motor when the failure occurred.

An AEDC mishap investigation team was immediately set to the task of

determining the cause of the mishap. Their activities included review of

manufacturing, shipping and test preparation records, a test procedures
review, review and analysis of physical evidence at the site, and interviews

of mishap witnesses. In addition to these activities, an SwRI team was

allowed to study the site and collect data related to the distribution of

debris caused by the mishap. Data collected included the type, size, and

origin of debris, along with the impact characteristics and angles of debris

throw. Althoiigh all identifiable motor casing parts were previously removed

from the site, SwRI was provided with a missile map (shown in Figure 6)

showing locations of retrieved motor casing fragments (numbered circles) and

unburned propellant (circles with an "X" in them). SwRI also used post-mishap
phutographs (including aerial shots) to help summarize observations on debris

and other physical evidence or damage indicators noted Curing the site

investigation.
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The hazardous zones predicted for a 209000 lb TNT equivalent propellant

detonation are shown in Figure 7A. The limit distances indicate the threshold
of hazardcus fragment density, defined as more than one fragment with kinetic
energy greater than 58 ft-lb per 600 square feet. Impact locations of a few
of the larger cell and building debris from! the mishap are shown in Figure 78.
The location of the impacts furthest from the test cell in each zone are
indicated on the figure. Note that these are locations of single fragments
and do not correspond to the limit distances for hazardous fragment density
for the mishap. The hazardous density for the mishap was limited to the
bermed J-5 area.

4.0 MISHAP DEBRIS/DAMAGF ANALYSIS

Observations of debris scatter at the mishap site revealed heavy concen-
trations of debris in directions normal to the test cell enclosure building,
establishing new evidence of the zone concept discussed in the J-6 debris
study (Reference 1). Figure 8 illustrates these observations. In addition to
providing general debris distribution information, the size and position of
some of the major debris and the shape and number of motor casing fragments
provided physical evidence of the type of explosion which occurred in J-5.
Other observed damage indicators were also used to determine the nature of
this mishap.

Observations of the test cell breakup pattern and the large size of test

cell pieces examined on the initial trip around the site indicated the failure
event may not have been a detonation, even though the propellant lia the motor
being tested was Cla..s/Oiv. 1.1 (mass detonating) propellant. Also, the small

amount of unburned propellant scattered about the site (see Figure 6) and the
varied sizes and shapes of motor casing pieces collected earlier did not seem
to agree with the initial premise that a detonation had occurred. The differ-
ence between a deflagration and a detonation, as it pertains to the J-.5
mishap, is that a pressure pulse for a deflagration would be characterized by
a smaller peak pressure and a longer duration than the pressure history for a
detonation. However, the impulsive load on the test cell and on the struc-
tural members of the enclosure build~ng could be just as great. With a
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detonatng, motor, the casing would tend to break into a large number of small

fragments. The casing pieces recovered at J-5 were not characteristic of a

detonating motor. Further analysis of the other physical evidence noted in

the investigation lends credence to a deflagration occurring in the motor.

Calculations were made to define the mishap sequence of events and to

confirm the amount of propellant involved in the final event. The approach

taken was to assuo* the reported conditions of the iaotor just prior to failure

were accurate and to calculate debris velocities and ranges and impulie

deflections based on a detonation in the motor. Assumed initial conditions at

failure were:

o the 1100 lb of propellant in the motor was equivalent to 1375 lb of

TNT,

o the motor had a diameter of 92 in. and a lengtii of 125 in.,

o the motor casing weighed approximately 1500 lb,

o the steel test cell had a 16 ft diameter, a length of 50 ft, and a

thickness of 0.5 in.

Results of the calculations were then compared with actual observatiors

(measured distances, deflections, etc.) to determine the nature of the mishap.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS - SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

SwRI was doing an analytical distribution study for the J-5 test cell at

the time of the mishap. Collecting data on the distribution of debris

following the accidental motor failure at J-5 proved to be very useful, as it

provided supporting data for the debris zone theory as presented in the J-6

study (Reference 1).

Once at the site, as much data as possible were gathered in the time

allotted, includirig not just debris range and scatter angles, but also any

other blast damage indicato.,s or physical evidence of the type of explosion

which had taken place in J-5. Based on observations, the test cell appears to

have ripped open into a few very large fragments. This fact along with the
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-sMll Wount of unburned propellant (10 lb) scattered about the %its and tht

characteristics of the recovered casing fragments indicate the mishap involved
only a portion of the 1100 lb of propellant present in the motor at the time

of failure, and a complete detonation of the remaining propellant did not
occur.

Based on the breakup of the motor casing and distribution of casing

framuents, SwRI believes something less than a co."lete detonation occurred

near the nozzle which caused a dynamic rupture of the motor casing anf

subsequent release of unburned propellant into thy cell. The further

confinement of the propellant within the cell and the increase in propellant

burn area caused a greater pressure buildup than the diffuser could handle,

resulting in the following events which are relevant to the distribution of

debris:

o The cell burst upon failvre.

o The pressure buildup caused the two large hatch covers to be

projected at high trajectories away from the cell.

o The cell endcaps blew off.

o The cell ripped open on the west side when it struck a stair railing
producing several largje fragments.

o The east side of the cell was deformed outward by the impact of

motor casing pieces and blast and was deformed inward when it struck

a bracket on the seismic mass.

o Unburned propellant was expelled from the cell.

o Blast loading inside the enclosure building blew out the metal wall

and roof panels.

All analysis of the debri3 throw and observed damage indicators supports

this theory. One uf the most important lessons to learn from the J-5 mishap

is the recognition of the types of events possible during a test of a motor

containing Class/Div. 1.1 propellant and the severity of either a deflagration

or a detonation. The observations of debris distribution and blast damage can

be applied to the siting of similar test facilities in the future.
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THE INCIDENT OF THE L&N TRAIN MISZILE HARDWARE LADEN'FIRE

* Dby

... Jack M. Pakulak, Jr.
Naval Weapons Center

Code 3265
China Lake,CA 93555-6001

Owen F. Allen
C STV/Seelye Stevenson Value & Krecht

225 Park Avenue South
g New York, NY 10003

ABSTRACT

his report describes the railoar fire that destroyed the
Ready Service Ring (RSR) used in the Mk 26 Missile Launcher System.
Events leading to and during the railcar fire are given in a
technical manner The incident was tried in Federal Court, but the
United States set led out of court for $1.4 million. The initial
offer from the rail ad was $2500.

I NTRODUCT ION

During the night of 13 September 1981, a fire involved a six-missile
RSR section, associated hardware, and packaging material that were loaded on
a DODX 39598 flatcar. The de criDtion of the events that led to this train
fire is based on various sou es of information. The "sources" were not
always in agreement.

The cause of the fire was a ýeed to by most experts from both sides
(the United States and the railroad The fire was caused by ignition of
the wood floor by the hot metal sparks conming from overheated brake shoes
and wheels How the brake shoes and wheels became overheated was the
technical qiueýb4n iO n the case. (The legal portion of the case is not part
of this report.) rhe two possible sources of hot brake shoes and wheels
were: Al) a hand brake that was left on at the last point -f departure for
this train; or V2) a hidden defect in the air braking sy3tem on this car
The position of the United States was that a hand brake had been left onl\_
and the position of the Louisville and Nashville (L&N) railroad (now
Seaboard) was that of a hidden defect in the car air-braking system. The
plausibility of other events causing the car fire was considered. These
events were evaluated and removed from further consideration because of the
fire pattern under the car, condition of the heated brake shoes and wheels,
train travel pattern, and time of day. (For example, spontaneous combustion
and sabotage were considered as possible events and eliminated.)
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A brief background to the series of events prior to and during the car
fire will be given, followed by a limited discussion of the two different
theories for tne ignition of this fire, and a story of what may actually
have taken place the night of the car fire. The story is based on
.ucuments, •-statements, depositions, and train records and charts, etc., from
L&N railroad.' When a conflict arose, actual records and charts were
considered first, then early statements, and last depositions.

EVENTS LEADING TO AND DURING THE RAILCAR FIRE

The Mk 26 Missile Launcher System was loaded on seven DODX flatcars at
the Northern Ordnance Division of FMC Corp. in Fridley, MN, for a final
destination of Pascagoula, MS. The seven DODX flatcars left Minneapolis on
about 6 September 1931, and arrived at the last departure point prior to the
fire on 13 September. This last departure point was the Howell yard,
Evansville, IN, where these seven DODX flatcars were part of Train 769
arriving from Woodlawn IL. At the Howell yard, one DODX flatcar was
separated from the other six DODX flatcars. This separation occurred
between a DODX flatcar with a high, wide load and DODX 39598. The DODX
flatcar with the high, wide load was to become a part of a different train
consist going a different route to the same final destination. The end car
was now DODX 39598. During the make-up of Train 717, the hand brake was set
on this end car to prevent car movement in this part of the consist. These
six DODX flatcars became part of Train 717, which comprised 149 cars; DODX
39598 was the 97th car ahead of the caboose. The DODX 39598 flatcar was a
50-foot car equipped with roller-bearing axles, high-phosphorus cast iron
brake shoes, and a wooden floor. There were spark shields over the first
axle only. The six-missile RSR section was located at the B end of the
plywood box. Two or four small boxes were located at the A end of the car;

these contained miscellaneous machinery. These small boxes did have wooden
bottoms and they were on wooden pallets for ease of fork lift handling. The
big box was attached to the car floor; except for a Jayer of Kraft paper, no
other material was used for the bottom. The make-up of Train 717 with its
149 cars was completed by 7:15 p.m. on 13 September 1981. Train 717 left
the Howill ya..^d at 8 p.m. on that day.

The course of Train 717 as it headed south from the Howell yard was
determined from tables of times of Train 717 on 13 September past stations
from Evansville, IN, to Nortonville, KY: from the CTC train graph and
dispatcher's log, and from calculated speeds derived from the times. For
comparison, data were collected on three other trains that were in that
track area during the night/morning of 13-14 September 1981. Trains 717 and
2/769 were headed south, and Train's X8025N and 792 were headed north. The
data on the four trains are given in Table 1. A plot of progress (time
versus distan,., .) of the four trains is shown in Figure 1. There are two
track paths :t thu Atkinson location; one path goes through the Atkinson
(Tridcnt) switch, Earlington, and the Morton cutoff, whereas the other path
goes through the Atkinson cutoff, the Atkinson yard, and the same Morton
cutoff. Train 717 is a daily southbound train; for comparison, Train 717 of
17 September 1981 is also ploti.to in Figure 1. Tzble 2 covers t0iie events
that took place during the time that the Train 717 of 13 September went from
the Howell yard to the switches at Kelly.
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TABLE 1. Time-Distance of Trains, 13-14 September 1981.

Time that caboose opened switch

Yard/location Mile post

717 X8025N 21769 792

How-il 321.8 E:00 p m. 9:50 p.m. 11:55

Henderson 31.7 8:16 10:19 11:05

Rankin 309,35 8:27.5 10:22 10:55

Robards
North end 302.2 8:36 10:34 10:42
South end 300.6 8:37.5 10:36 10:30.5

Breton
North end 293.5 8:50.5 10:50 9:b65

South end 292.2 8:53 10:52 9:56

Hanson
North end 282.6 9:04,5 11:08.5 9:42
South end 281.3 9:06 11:10.S 9:41

Arklow 277.5 9:12 11:18.5 9:34

Atkinson
Trident 276.6 9:16.5 ......

Cutoff 276.? --- 11:40 9:31

Earlington
North end 272.7 9:23.5 ......

Souriend 271.0 9:26.5 ......

Morton cutoff 268.0 9:31

267.0 9:32 1 1:r3.s 9:16
11:54.5 9:15.5

Nortonville
North end 266.2 9:33.5 12:02 p.m. 11:56 9:12.5

264.? 9:37.5 11:38 12:00 9:08
ICG crossiAgs (264.2) 9:37.5 11:36 12:00 9:07.5

264.? 9:41

Romney
148D 262.0 10:30* 11:33* 12:04* 9:05*
Siding 260.4 -10:32' 11:30* 12.06* 9:02*

Crofton

North end 254.1 11:15 11:20 12:18 8-52
South end 252.7 11:17 11:08 12:20 8:30

Kelly
North end 248.4 11:23.5 10:16.5 12:2) 8:43
South ead 247.2 11:25.5 10:15.5 12.29 8:42

Notes: The term yard or location is the name of the yard and/or switch location in regard to a giver mile post. rrack
switches are closed by the train engine when first contact is made and are reopened when the caboose (last car) has
crossed the switch. The data are recorded on a time-driven recorfler with an event marker for each switch. There c an be
more than one switch at a given location. The switches located at the ICG crossing are very close together (estimated at

aboutO.1 mile).
'Reported by the conductor of Train 717 as the time of the incident; assumed to be the time the caboose passed the
activated Romney hot box detector (HBD). L&N claimed no knowledge G; the fire before thiis.
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TABLE 2. Time-Distance of Trains, 13-14 September 1981.

Time Station log,

Location Mile post sheriff dept & Reference
L&N personnel"

Train 717 Train delay call/time/codeII

HOwell 321.8 8:00 p.m. (Operator: Prow)

Henderson 311.7 8:16

Rankin 309.5 8:28 5 min Fig. 1

Robards 300.6 8:38

Breton Breton Breton Breton

North end 793.5 North North end North end

South er• , 292.2 end South end South end
South

end

Hanson 281.3 9:06 Squad 4/8:40/10-8
Squad 4/8:43/10-97
Squad 4/9:13/10-98

Ar. low 277.5 9:12

Atkinson 276.6 9:12

Earlington 271.0 9:26

Morton's 26,1.0 9:32 Rash/-9:32/717 Rash

w Nortonville 266.2 9:34

Two ICG crossings 264.2 9:41 3 mm (717 stopped/backed up) Table 1

Squad 4/9:45/10 10

7171-9:55/fire call Dispatcher

MGFD/10:07/call
MGFD/10:10/10-8

Rash/- 10:24/10-97 Rash
MGFD/10:25/10-97

45 min Fig. 1

Romney

HBD 262.0 10:30 Conductor

Siding 260.4 62 min Conductor

40 min Dispatcher

-10:32 33 mmn Fig. 1
Crofton 252.7 1:17

Kelly 247.2 11:26 MGFDi- 11: 30/XB025N MGFD

MGFD/1 1:56110-10

12:00 (operator/Howell)

Note: The Hopkins County Sheriff Department operator was H. Prow until midnight and C. Howell after midnight:

Conductor u the Train 717 conductor. MGFD is Morton's Gap Fire Department.
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APPLIED HAND BRAKE VERSUS DEFECTIVE CAR AIR CYLINDER THEORIES

As background information on the two possible causes of the fire, a
Joint mechanical inspection was made on the DODX 39598 railcar by both the
par'ýies on 21 September 1981. Prior to this meeting, this DODX railcar was
moved back to the Howell yard, and the cargo was transferred to another
flatcar for shipment back to FMC Corp. The joint inspection on the car in
q,,estion after the fire revealed the following information, given here in
brief:

1. The slack adjustor was inoperative.

2. Brake shoes at all locations were worn to condemnable limits.

3. The AB reservoir was leaking in the center.

4. Angle cocks at the A&B end were leaking.

5. The combination cutout cock and di-t collector was leaking.

6. Wheels at all locations had been hot about 2 inches into the wheel
plate.

7. The deck was completely burned from the car.

8. Pistin travel was 91 inches; during an emergency application and a
20-pound reduction, the piston travel was 64 inches. The car brake
system requires 5 inches.

9. The last IDT of DODX 39598 was 7/21/81, B&N railroad. The car did
not pass L&N personnel on 21 September 1981 because of excessive
leakage.

10. The car was COT&S per Rule 2 of AAR Intei'change Rules.

11. Inspection of DODX 39598 revealed two spark shields in place.
(Cars ordered redecked on or after 1 August 1973 require spark

shieldL.)

These statements made at this early inspection were not fully accepted
by both parties.

The argument that L&N proposed was that a "hidden defect" was the cause
of the fire on this car, and this defect was in the air brake system of the
DODX 39598 car. For the defect to affect the brakirg system on this car,
the train air braking system would have to be activated at some point in
time after the train left the Howell yard and before it reached the Romney
HBD. According to the deposition of the train engineer, he did not use, or
was not sure that he used, any air reduction during the trip between Howell
yard and the point at which the fire may have started. The use of the
train's dynamic braking system in this case would have been sufficient to
control the train speed.
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Later, L&N claimed that heavy braking occurred after mile post 275,
causing brake shoe sparking and consequently the car floor fire. L&N
suggested that the heavy brake shoe sparking activated the Romney HBD. L.
Rash (L&U Railroad employee and also deputy sheriff that night) claims he
saw every car as the train went by mile post 268 (Morton's Gap). He further
claimed that he did not see any car fire or any wheel sparking on the train.
He estimated the train speed at 40 mph. The train conductor reported a
train speed estimated at 40 mph. The average speed was 36.7 mph for Train
717 from Atkinson (mile post 276.6) to Mortonville (mile post 266.2). For
comparison, another Train 717 on 17 September 1981 also averaged 36.7 mph
when covering the same distance (see Figure 1).

Train 717 of 13 September 1981 stopped after passing through the two
switches at the ICG crossing (mile post 2611.2) and backed through one ICG
switch, then cleared the switch at 9:41 p.m. According to the L&N records,
this train did not clear the Romney HBD (mile post 262.0) until 10:30 p.m
A fire call was made at 9:55 p.m. from the Atkinson dispatcher to Train 717.
The Hopkins County Sheriff Department contacted the Morton's Gap Fire
Department (MGFD) at 10:07 p.m. with a message to go to the Romney railroad,
"car on fir-e." MGFD was on its way at 10:10 p.m. and arrived at 10:25 p.m.
L. Rash and an L&N truck with yellow flashers and crew were also at the
Romney crossing. L. Rash also claims that he heard over the radio the call
from the train conductor abouL a fire having been caught by the hot box
detector and calling the operator at the Sheriff Department. He said the
operator was C. Howell; however, Howell did not come on duty -until after
midnight.

The unreleased hand brake theory is based on severalfactors, which are
as follow~s:

1. The DODX 39598 car had been traveling for several days with no
apparent air brake problems; then, suddenly, would it be likely to
have a massive air leak problem on an apparent single air brake
application.

2. The DODX 39598 car was the end car to a string of cars being put
together for Train 717 in the Howell yard.

3. The hund brake is usually set on the end car.

4. The literature has articles on the consequences of unreleased hand
brakes on 2reight cars. The probability of occurrence is up to
$o%.

5. Train speed and sufficient brake horsepower are needed to cause
heavy brake shoe sparking and ignition of the car floor.

6. The B end of the car is at the rear of the car and the spapks from
the first axle are directed downward, away from the floor; from the
second axle, the sparks are directed upward into the floor; from
the third axle, downward, as with the first axle; and from the
fourth axle, upward, as with the second axle. The second axle

, would help ignite the floor at the rear end of the train.
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7. The initial train spoed after leaving the Howell yard speed limit
of 10 mph was estimated in excess or 45 mph.

8. There apparently was a train stop for &bout 7 minutes between 6
Henderson and Rankin. is speculated that heavy wheel sparking

was noted, and the hznd brake was released. The floor fire could
already have started. Ignition of the floor can occur in a few
minutes.

9. A trair speed in excess of 50 mph at times would have helped the
floor fire under the car to continue.

10. The time needed to burn through the floor is about 10 minutes.

1. The fire under the car tends to die out in about 20 minutes. The
fire would spread on top of the car floor and'should spread f'rom
side to side in 15 to 60 minutes. Since there is no floor to the
big box at the rear end of the car, once the fire reached the walls
of the big box, then it would spread very quickly inside the bLg
box. The big box was made of very heavy plywood (estimated at 14
inches thick, and the fire inside would not be visible on the
outside.

12. As Train 717 passed by L. Rash at mile post 268, the fire under the
floor had died out, but the fire inside the big box, although
continuing, was not visible, nor was it visible at the A end of the
car because the wooe pallets under the small boxes would have
blocked Rash's view of the fire. a

STORY OF THE 717 TRAIN FIRE OF 13 SEPTEMBER 1981

Train 717 should have left the Howell yard at 7:45 p.m., but did not
leav• until 8:00 p.m. The train moved at 10 mph until it left the limits of
the Howell yard. The train then traveled at the maximum speed limit until
leaving the Henderson yard. Apparently, the fire and sparks from the DJDX
39598 car got somebody's attention, and the train waa stopped for a few
minutes to release the hand brake. Apparently, a fire was noted, since an
L&N truck was at the fire site and the train engineer changed the train path
to go through Earlingtor instead of going through the yards at Atkinson.
The yardmaster at the Atkinson yards was expecting this train and called the
train to determine where it was. It may be assumed that the train engineer
knew that a car was on fire and that he called a fellow L&N employee, L.
Rash, to do a visual inspection of the train as it went by mile post 268.
L. Rash did not observe any fire, since it was hidden inside the big box and
by the pa.llet blocks under the small boxes. The train went tnrough
Nortonville and stopped just past the ICG crossing. A fire at the rear end
of the car had already been reported at this time. The fire in the big box
was fought by L&N personnal from the L&N truck, by L. Rash, and by others.
The fire in the big box was reduced, and the train proceeded, with the
conductor calling the Sheriff Department for help and stopping the train
when the burning car would be at the Romney railroad crossing. This firea
was at the A end of the car where the small boxes were located. This fire
was put out by the MGFD, and it assumed that, since the fire had not reached
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the big box, the big box was not involved. When the car was seen again, the
fire in #,he big box had consumed the rest of the car.

SUMMARY

The United States case on the technical question of braking and hidden
defect of DODX 39598 was strong and was further strengthened by the
transcripts of L&N's experts. Had the court case continued, the United
States position would have shown that L&N's contention of a fire stemming
from atuck brakes after the engineer's use of the airbrakes to slow down at
Sebree (mile post 297) was completely unreasonable. This L&N position was
not in line with the opinion of its own experts, since conditions were
asserted that did not exist on Train 717 at the night of the fire. The out-
of-court settlement of $1.4 million, although far larger than the original
offer of $2500, was less than the estimated $6 million loss. A lesson
learned in this case is that the initial investigation, which dealt
primarily with the burned car, should perhaps have emphasized what happened
the niglht of the fire.
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Abs trac t

ý4his paper reviews the similarities between the above-ground
nagasite deflagratLon of 12 July 1985 at the Naval Surface Weapons
Center. Dahlgren, Virginia and those of 22 February 1979 and 13
September 1984 at Lake City Army Ammunition Plant (LCAAP).
"ZMissouri. Subsequent investigation of the incidents concluded
"that each was the result o9 a lightning discharge. In each case$
lightning was *in the areaa-but in none of the cases vas & direct
discharge in the immediate area confirmed by an eyewitness.

"OLeverpak.'.iberboard drums were being storGd in each of the
magaQines that deflagrated. In the Dahlgren incident, it was
concluded that the fire originated in an area in which a majority
of LevarPaks vere stored. Navy *.LeverPak'5•druus were subjected to
both direct and radiated _SD impulses with peak voltages of up to
400kV. Army 'QIsatherPak"!t drums -u7SaMdL, LC.-.r ware subjected
to similar radiated BSD impulses. Test results suggest that
internal arcing was fusing the top and bottom chimes to the
aluminum vapor barrier. This arcing could ignite any flammable
vapors or explosives dusts that may be in the vicinity of the arc.
"Navy" drums differ from ýArmy* drums by an internal 1-inch

aluminum foil strip bonding the top and bottom chimes.
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Ir*

On 22 February 1979 and 13 September 1984 separate above-
ground smokeless propellant magazinas in the 19-Area at Lake City
Army &Asunition Plant (LCAAP). Missouri deflagrated as a result of
lightning activity1l|{2i. The 19-Area magazines are located in a
valley on a dry lake bed. The magazinee are wood fTame structures
built on a concrete deck with torrugated asbestos siding and a
flat tar roof. They were constructed in 1941 and were equipped
with an integral lightning protection system (31 which received an
Underwriters Laboratories Master Label in 1947(11.

On 12 July 1985 Magazine IL4 at the Naval Surface Veapons
Center Dahlgren Laboratory deflagrated consuming its entire
contents of 170,900 pounds of smokeless propellant. Propellant
grains stored in the magasine ranged in size from 0.10 inches x
0.04 inches (20ma) to 1.20-inches x 0.50-inches (for S-inch
rounds)t41. Like the Lake City Army Ammunition Plant 19-Area
magasines, N$WC!Dahlgren Magazine IL4 was an above-ground magazine
(Class 11 as defined in XAVSRA OP-S. paragraph 4.9).151. However,
it was constructed of steel reinforced concrete walls sitting on
au elevated concrete deck with steel roof and ceiling frames and
corrugated asbestos roof and ceiling. A mast-type lightning
protection system was installed in 1941 (at the time of magazine
construction). The height of the masts was not adequate to
provide a zsone-of-protection' as currently required for these
type structures 151161171(81. However, the mast-type system did
meet the zone-of-protection requirements in effact at the time of
installation[91110).* I

None of the lightning protection systems for any one of these
structures met current lightning protection system requirements.
Specific deviations for each system will be discussed herein in
later sections along with any lessons learned.

The NSWC incident investigatioo identified a potential risk
associated with the design of one of the bulk propellant
containers stoaed in the magazine(11. This was thought to be a
msjor contributor in the deflagration (411121. A similar
configuration of these containers were stored in both Lake City

Reference 1101 was the oldest copy of LBAD 0J:15. a.cessible

to the NSWC Investigation Team. The edition in effect at the time
of construction was released in 192?. Since the June 1944
Revision to AURD. QP5 reflected the moat stringent zone-ot-
protection requirements in effect at the time it is highly
probable that the system met all previous zone-of-protection
requirements.
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AAP magazines. high-voltage R6D tests were conducted on both
configurations of 'LeverPak' containers. These tests are
discussed, in Section 5. They indicate that the resistance between
the top and bottou chinos of the LeverPak containers decreases
when subjncted to either direct or indirect current impulses.
Potential arcing can ignite explosives duset or Seaes trapped in
the containers. As a results the Naval Sea Systems Command has
directed that LeverPtak-type containers shell not be stored in
Class I1 sagazinesil3l. Justification for this decision is also
forwarded in Section 5.
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2'.1.1 LAIR-gillIM A MMDIIIO&LU. PLANT?_ fLCA)l-! I~hU

The, I9mA!.. magaziaee at Lake City Army Asmunition Plant are
wood frameds corrugated **beetos-sided flat roofed magasintes
constructed in 1941111. At Integral lightning protection system
was installed just after conateuction which received an
Onderwriters Laboratories Master Label dated 1947. A hot air
(*team) beating system vas installed in 195312)o The ordnance-1
g?@VL~ditng system was also installed at that time* (identified as
static grcound bus bar in the Army board of Investigation Report on
LCAAP Magazine 19LIZ)). The ordnance ground system consisted of a
I-iach by 1/4-inch copper bus bar completely encircling the
interior of the magazine I feet above the conductive floor. A
static grounding system. consisting of a conductive deck was also
installed in the 19-Area magazines. The static grounding systuam
was grounded independent of the lightning protection system. Army
Baplosive Safety Standards in effect in 1953 were not available.
but Navy Standards in effsect at the time did not require that the
lightning protection system be interconnected to any other
grounded systtmemsll. In 1978 the magazines were reroofed and the
lightning protection system was modified to provide 24-inch air
terminals Vicet the IS-inch terminals Originally installed. No
effort was made to bring the remainder of the system, up to current
standards.

The 19-Area magazines are lotated in a valley that was
formally a lake bed. Plant production buildings are built q'n the
hills surrounding the magazines. Bovever. the magazines ore
prominent in the large flat area which sakes them attractive
lightning termination points. This is evidenced by a visual
inspection of the magazines and cottonwood trees in the magazine
area on 7-8 Horeb 1966 revealing that both the tress and air
terminals on the existing magazines had been struck by
liahtsing(l41. Iven though not specifically addressed in my final
report 1!), the author has noted this evidence and documented it
in my trip report on the investigation (memo to files).

2.1.2 gaUCme CZM L

Naval Surface Veapons Center Magazine IL4 was an above-ground,
steel reinforced concrete magazine with a steel frame roof and
ceiling that had four symmetrically spaced copper ventilators
mounted on the crest of the roof. A mast-type lightning
protection system was ins 'talled at the time of construction
(1941). go utilities had been installed in the magazine

(electricity. water, fire alarm. etc.).
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An ordnance &roun41ng system was installed at the time of
construction. larlier in the summer of 1985 the ordnance
grounding system h&d been modified as & result of an informal

suggestion from a Department of Defens Explosives Safety Board
Inspection Toem.

The steam heating system was bonded to and grounded through
the static grounding system. *(,ordnance bus bar" and conductive
floor) which was grounded separately from the lightning protection
system. lovever, the vent pipe was bonded to the lightning
protection system at the roof level (possibly at the time of
reroofing). The lightning protection and static grounding systems
were bonded together only through this connection. The steam
pipes feeding the magaaines were not grounded except through the
magsainese static grounding systemil].

2 * 2 I~naidet a..Ll/1i

2.2.1 Lake City AAP Daflagration

On 22 February 1919 and 13 September 1984 an above-ground

magazine deflagrated at Lake City AAP. In both cases lightning
activity had been seen in the vicinity of the plant but in neither
case did an eyewitness see a strike in the magazine just prior to
the event (although eyewitnesses to the event were questioned).

The 19-Area magazines were routinely checked by Lake City AAP
security personnel. On 22 February 1979 Magazine 19L had been
checked approximately 20 minutes prior to the deflagration and no
abnormal conditions were noted. Some witnesses stated they had
seen lightning in the immediate area but others had not. National

Weather Service Severe Storm Warning Center in Kansas City,
Missouri confirmed that lightning activity was within 30 miles of
Lake City ALP at minimum. No dires;t strike to any of the
magazines was witnessed that nighti2|.

On 13 September 1984, Magazine 19S had been checked by
security personnel approximately 3 hours prior to the
deflagration. Excessive interior teaperatures were noted and
reported to the night goreman. The equipment room was inspected
approximately 2 1/2 hours prior to the deflagration and no
abnormalities were detected. There was lightning activity in the

area prior to the deflagration. Explosives operations had been

shut down up until approximately 15 minutes before the
deflagratioL was detectedill.

In both cases the magazines and their entire contents were
totally consumed.

* Unlike Navy documents. the Army Safety Manual 181 does not

recognize an ordnance and static ground system. In discussing the
Army grounding sytems the "ordnanca bus bar" refers to the copper
bus bar mounted on the interior wall of the magasine.
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2.2.2 IfIL flflaeiakiaa I
National Weather 8ervice weather radar echoes show that

intense store cells were beginning to build wet of Dahlgrea,
Virginia as early as 0300 on 12 July 1985. mail and severe
thunderstorms ware reported over a large area* Lightning activity
was reported in the area as early as 033014]. Electric field sill
recordings chow that electrit fields exceeded -5000 voltesueter as
early as 0300.

Eyewitnesses report that the majority of lightning activity
had passed over the Base. No cloud-to-ground lightning in the
vicinity of the lase was reported immediately prior to the
deflagration.
At 0503 on 12 July 1985. Magazine IL4 deflagrated. Subsequent
investigation revealed that the fire had probably started prior to
0500 in one of the containers and had propagated until some of the
emaller grain propellants were ignited. These small grains burned
at a much faster rate and was most probably the cause of the major
deflogration that resulted in the loud report and fireball that
went through Lhe roof.

The magazine is located in the rear of Magazine Area 1.
Security personnel do not normally check each of the magazines
unless the gates to the area are found open. They are not allowed
in the magaaine areas when thunderstorms are in the vicinity. For
this reason, the fire could have been burning for a long pcrioI I
prior to its detection. Based on the melting of a copper
ventilator, ziLe-coated steel pallets, and the varping of son..
beams in the roof frame iL is expected the fire was burning fore
some 30 minutes prior to its detection.

Fire protection personnel responded to the report of the
magazine fire but were not allowed into the arca to fight the
fire. The fire was allowed to burn itself out before anyone was
allowed into the area. A number of ýpopsr were heard while the
firs was burning; most likely due to the cookoff of the prorellant
in Nl 7 containers. The entire contents of 170.900 pounds of
smokeless propellant was consumed in the fire.

I
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3.

3 .1 Jightni 9aU1AA"9JUUna iaA

Integral lightning protection systems were installed to
protect the 19-Area magahines s' their time of construction
(1941). Underwriters Laboratories Master Labeis were acquired for
these protection systems in 1947(11. *A steam heating system was
later installed.

The steam heating system was bonded to and grounded through
the static grounding system *(,"ordnance bus bar." and ccnductive
£V'-) whic' was grounded separately from the lightning protection
system. However, the vent pipe was bonded to the lightning
protection system at the roof level (possibly at the time of
reroofing). The lightning protection and static grounding systems
were bonded together no other way. The steam pipes feeding the
magazines were not grounded except through the magazines static
grounding systemill

The magazines were reroofed in 1978 and the 18-inch air
terminals were replaced with 24-inch air terminals. No effort was
-%ade to the upgrade the remainder of the lightning protection
systems to standards in effect at the time.

A mast-type system was designed for Magazine IL4 in 1940
and installed in 1941. Mast heights were designed such that the
tip of each mast was 59 feet above deck level. Thi.s is exactly
twice the peak height of the structure (28 feet). The masts were
spaced 32 feet from the corner of the structure.

The masts were interconnected by a 2/0 stranded copper-
cable prinary ground girdle. Figure 1 shows the location of this
girdle and identifies the actual location of the 8 ground rods
bonded to this primary girdle. The girdle was buried a minimum of
2 feet below grade.

Unlike Navy documents, the Army Safety Manual 181 does not
recognize an ordnance and static ground 4ystam. In diicussing the
Army grounding systems the ."ordnance bus bar'" refers to the copper
bus bar mointed on tae interior wall of the magazine.
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Although not specifically required, the magazine was also
provided with a secondary ground girdle. The secondary girdle is
currently required to provide a common bond for all secondary
grounding systems (i.e., static grounds, ordnance grounds,
instrumentation grounds, etc.)(5i. Ea.ih steel trues was bonded to
the secondary ground girdle. A Ho. 4 AWC solid copper cable
bonded the trusses to a No. 2/0 stranded copper cable
approximately 3 'to 4 feet above grade on the rear and I to 2 feet
above the loading' dock on the front. The 2/0 cas1'es were it, turn
bonded to the secondary girdle at the front and rear. Each copper
ventilator was bonded to the nearest steel truss, wh.ch was in
turn bonded to the secondary girdle at the front and rear of the
structure. As mentioned above; doorm, dcvr frames, and all metal
flashing. were bonded as required.

Magazine 114 was also equipped with an ordnance ground
system to ground the propellant containers inside the magazine.
This -rounding system consisted of a I 1/4-inch wide copper mesh
cable running along the rear of the magazine (3 feet from the rear
wall), replacing the imbedded angle-iron originally provided,
bondeJ at both ends to the secondary ground girdle. A total of 13
rove of copper-mesh cables were connected perpendicular to the
ordnance ground bus.

3 . 2 LjjjU~jAZ~jX2.Liaj on..~~ni~~n

The 19-Area magazines utilized integral lightning
protection systems to protect the magazines from the effects of
lightning. These systems were installed at approximately the time
of construction and met the protection requirements in effect at
the time 19) as evidenced by the receipt of Underbriters
Laboratories Master Labels in 1947.

Hot air (steam) heating systems were installed in the
magazines in 195312]. At this time the lightning protection
system should have been upgraded to meet the requirements in
effect at the time. No evidence is available to indicate this was
considered although the only discrepancy noted by subsequent
inspection was in the bonding and grounding of the steam pipes.

1OT1: It could be interpreted that the protection
system met a liberal interpretation of the requirements
in effect durinn 1953. This will be discursed in
greater detail in Section 3.4.

The magazines were reroofed in 1978 and the 18-inch air
terminals were replaced with 24-inch terminals. No effort was
made to upgrade the remainder of the system to the standards in
effect at the time. A total upgrade was not required by the Army
Safety Manual (AMCR 385-100).
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3 .* 2 Re 2 I.aaijz.jL.Jjj jzmn.

The earliest copy of NAVSEA OP-5 aveilable to the
investigating team was BUORD OP-5 of 10 June 1944110]. Although
the structure was designed prior to this date (1940), it is4 thought that the earlier edition of the publication was similar.
The 10 Junie 1944 edition of the publication was the first
revision, s:ipe:seding OP-5 dated 1 Oct 1920.

BUORD OP-5, June 1944 required that all magazines be
equipped "'with an efficient lightning protection system.," Section
787 required that the primary lightning protection system,
designed to intercept direct strikes, "consist of four or more
masts each about twice the height of the building and placed a
minimum of one-half the mast height from the corners of the
building. A 2/) copper-cable girdle connects the steel masts
underground, laid not les1 than 18 inches below grade and
completely surrounding the building.,"

BUORD OP-5 (1944), Section 790 requires that each steel
column or truss be grounded at its lowest point. The ventilators,
flashings, and frames of metal doors shall be bonded to the
structural steel work, or connected to separate grounds. Number 6
AWG copper wire ic required for all secondary ground connections.
Bonding connections, from one grounded part to one to be grounded,
shall not exceed 40 feet in length. Where the distance exceeds 40
feet, separate grounds shall be provided. Metal objects within
buildings shall be grounded. Although a secondary ground girdle
is not specifically required, Section 790 requires that all steel
in the magazine be grounded and Section 791 discusses the
effectiveness of interconnecting additional rods. Section 792
discusses the use of a 2/0 secondary girdle where driving ground

rods is impractical.

Even though BUORD OF-5 (1944) does not address the number
of ground rods, NFPA Code 78 (1937) 19] (the standard in effect at
the time of both design and installation), Section 217 required a
ground connection for each down conductor. Section 215 of NFPA 78
(1937) required 2 separate paths from each air terminal (mast) to
ground. This was subsequently required by Navy Definitive Design
Drawings (NAVFAC P-272) 116J. BUORD OP-5 (1944), Section 793
required that "the lightning protection systems and the static
grounding system... be scrupulously examined semiannually, and
shall be kept in efficient condition. Once each year each system
shall be tested electrically and the results of these tests,
together with the description of the defects noted and the repairs
made, shall be submitted to the station safety engineer or the
person designated as responsible for the efficient operation of
the lightning protection system.!' The current revision of the
document, NAVFEA OP-5, Volume 1, Fourth Revision, Change 14 (5J,
Chapter 4-9.2.4 and 4-9.2.5 requires visual inspections every 7
months and complete electrical tests every 14 months. Test
results, any effect noticed, and repairs made shall be submitted
to the person responsible for the efficient operation of
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the lightning protection systems and shall be entered in the
activity records (NAVSBA OP-5. Volume 1, Fourth Revision, Change
14, 4-9.2.5). Chapter 4-9.2.4 requires that repairs of all
discrepancies found during inspections be made immediately.
Section 4.3 of this report discusses ground systems testing in
greater detail.

3.3 GXasi .d'

3.3 .1 Lake Cit' .AAP_ N*.*inpa

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1. the lightning protection
grounding system was isolated from the "secondary' or static
grounding system. However, in some cases (such as the heating
system vent pipe) metallic conductors were bonded to the lightning
protection system but grounded only through the static grounding
system. As a result, a lightning strike that causes substantial
current flow in the lightning protection system will create a
corresponding voltage differential between the ground systems
(since the grounding systems were not bonded at the ground level).
As defined by Ohm's Lav, the vent pipe will conduct a substantial
current pulse into the structure because the static Cround .'looks
like," a much lower impedance ground (the primary ground girdle
will be saturated at this time). Due to the bonding/grounding
technique used in the magazines, this surge current will likely
flow through the "ordnance bus bar,' to get into the secondary
grounds.

The secondary, 'static,," grounding system consisted of a
conductive deck and a !-inch by 1/4-inch copper bus bar running
along the interior wall, The steam pipes and heating system
hardware were also grounded through the "static,' ground system.
Fiually, the propellant containers were grounded through the
static ground system due to the fact that they were sitting on a
conductive deck.

3 .3 .2 .L-..&Aiis.L

Magazine IL4 was equipped with both primary and secondary
ground girdles. The primary ground girdle interconnected the
masts and provided paths to ground for lightning currents. The
secondary ground girdle interconnected all the conductors located
in or on the structure and provided a means by which the ordnance
stored in the magazine could be grounded.

3.*3 .2.*1 fxjAXy~ifjQ.S.X~dird I

The masts were interconnected by a 2/0 stranded copper
cable. A total of eight 10-foot long ground rods were installed
as part of this ground girdle; two for each mast. The girdle was
buried a minimum of 2 feet below grade. It has not bonded to the
secondary ground girdle.
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A secondary ground girdle was installed to provide a common
boad for all secondary grounding systems (static grounds, ordnance
grounds, structural grounds, etc.). This girdle consisted of a
2/0 stranded copper cable buried approximately 2 feet below grade
running 3 to 4 feet outside the perimeter of the structure. A
total of 6 ground rods were connected to the secondary girdle as
shotin in Figure 1.

The copper ventilators and steel trusses were bonded to the
secondary girdle by a No. 4 AWG solid copper cable running down
the exterior of the structure in both front and rear (4 a&) to
approximately 3 to 4 feet above grade. The No,. 4 ceble was then
connected to a 2/0 stranded copper cable that provided the bond to
the secondary girdle. Doors, door frames, and metal flashings
were bonded to these conductors.

An ordnance grounding system had also been installed in the
magazine. This consisted of a I 1/4-inch wide tinned copper-mesh
cable running along the rear of the magazine. A total of 13 rows
of these cables were connected perpendicular to the bus. The
ordnance in the magazine was grounded by sitting steel pallets (on
which the propellant containers were stored) on this conductor.
No "positive!' attachment to the propellant containers was
attempted. Any propellant containers that were sitting on wooden
skids were not grounded,

3 .3 .3 * rq 3 jjjj~AAt

3.3.3.1 Lake City &AP

Annual electrical tests were required for the grounding
systems protecting the Lake City AAP magazines. These test
results were not made available to the author but they were
thought to meet the minimum ground reaistance requirements of 10
ohms. However, the Lake City AAP engineering personnel conducting
the tests were unaware that the magazines' lightning protection
systems were equipped with counterpoisefý. The Army Board of
Investigation Team concluded that the grounding systems had not
been properly tested. Analysis of some of the magazines in the
area confirmed that corrosion and broken connections existed in
the areall].
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3.3.3.2 NAsC NaDa iAJ

Navy regulations have required both visual and electrical
testing of lightning protection systems as early as 1944 (10).
Although current regulations (NAYSEA OP-S, Chapter 4-9.2.4)
require 7 and 14 month test cycles vice the 6 and 12 month cycles
of earlier days. both require that any damage noted during the
tests be submitted to Lhe person responsible for the efficient
operation of the lightning protection systems and entered into the
station's records. Current regulations require that repairs of
all discrepaacies be made immediately.

Table I provides ground system test results for the required
ground sysLeu tests for the last 5 years. The grab bar#
identified in Table I are not required and had been removed at
least 5 years prior to the incident. Conversely, Test Point 3.
identified as missing for at minimum 5 years, was a necessary part
of the secondary grounding system and should have been repaired
inuediately. One of the six total ground rods for the secondary
girdle was located at the point that the missing bond tied into
the secondary girdle.

Even though the test technique utilized by HSUC in conducting
the required ground systems testing did not meet manufacturer's
recommended procedure as is currently specified by NAVSEA OP-S,
Chapter 4-902.5, it met the intent of HAVSZA OP-5. As can be seen
in Table *, the extensive interconnections of metallic objects
with the secondary ground girdle can mask any deterioration of the
grounding system when measured according to current requirements.
For instance, after taking samples of the secondary bonding
conductors for metallurgical evaluation (resulting in the
disconnection of the bonds to the steel trusses) and conducting
tests on the remaining girdle, it was found that one of the test
points shoved 120 ohms resittance when adjacent test points to
which it was to have been interconnected read 1.7 to 1.8 ohms.
The final entry in Table I forwards the values of the ground
system test conducted aZter the incident. As mentioned earlier,
excavation revealed that the secondary ground girdle was not
continuous and the test point exhibiting the out-of-spec readings
was found not to have been connected to the secondary ground
girdle.
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3,4 L Lg.hmtint P•cectlan Isates ARnAlyji

3,4,1 .ke Cts& AAR Analvpai

The ,119 Area, magazines were inspected on 7-S March 1984 to
provide Ceumente to &rmy and Ramington personnel (contractor at
the time of the incideats) on what specific modifications to the
syetems would be necessary to bring the grounding and lightning
protection systems up to current standards. Moinor differences
existed among the magazines inspected but generally the eotems
contained an excessive number of bends in the down conducto•8, the
steam pipes and vent pipe were not properly grounded and the
lightning protection ground girdle was not intercoanected with the
static grounds.

The osot wiJespread discrepancy identified in the N19 Area'
mag aines was the coursing of the down conductors. WFPA 78-1983
11, Sections 3-14 and 3-15 require that conductors maintain a
horixontal or downward course, frese from pockets. No bend of a
conductev shall form an inclu6.d cangle of less than 90 degrees nor
have a bond radius lees than 8-in:hes. A large number of the down
conductors which were looped around the eaves violated both
requirements.

The steam pipes were in most cases bonded to the lightning
protection system but in some cases were not grounded at that
point. They must be grounded ro the lightning protection system
at that point. In addition, some oi the cablkng used to bond the
steam pipes was too long. They should be mucb mote direct. If
not properly grounded to the lightning Frotection system's ground
girdle with as short and direct a cable as kraotical, the currents
induced on the steam pipes as a result of a t"far fiealA. lightning
or due to a direct strike to the protection system (because of the
bond) may instead flow through the static grounding vystem
(especially since the grounding systems are isolated) just as in
the case of the vent pipe.

The vent pipe coming from the equipment room penetrates the
roof leiel and is therefore bonded to the roof conductors of the
lightning protection system. Rowever, the pipe is never grounded
with the lightning protection system. Instead, it runs back.
through the equipment room. through the static bus bar and is
finally grounded through th..ý sotatic ground system. This is the
most cerious discrepancy noted during the inepection. Should the
magasine be struck by lightning &ome portion of the lightning
current would flow through P'he equipment room and onto the static
bus bar. Since tha jropcllant drums in some magasines were
stacked within inches of this bus bar, a potential for sideflash
exists. This sidef'nsh could be of sufficient energy to cause
arcing inside the dr.um, resulting i- a deflagration. Tests
conducted on LeverPak drums by NSWC aloo indicate that this
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internal arcing coull occur even without the sideflash. These

teats are discussed in Betion S. The vent pipe must be grounded
to the lightning protection system's grounding system at its
lowest external point.

Upon inspection of the lightning protection grounding system
much corrosion was noted at joints, especially those underground.
The integrity of the primary girdle should be confirmed ard the
static grounds as veil as railroad tracks should be bonded to this
girdle.

There were other minir discrepancies noted. The majority of
these can be summarited by bond wires that had come apart and had
not been replaced. In generals the Systems were not being
maintained properly. This was thought to be in part due to
improper training of the personnel conducting the inspections.
Those talked to during the inspection indicated they were not sure
what to look for when inspecting an integral lightning protectico
system. Ve recommended that, at minimum$ those tasked to insecct
the libbtning protection systems be trained in the inspection of
iutegral protection systems.

Finally, the inspection and background discussion revealed
that there was an in&aequate amount of coordination with the
person responsible for the efficient operation of the lightning
Iprotection system (LPS) when modifications were made to the
structure. This is evidenced by the &'act that the LPS wos not
properly bonded to the hot air heating system when installed.
Additionally, the system was not upgraded to remedy t~his condition
when the magazinee were reroofed even though the sir tarminal
heights were modified (which was not as serious a problem).

I.AA NSWG M &&nineJL4 L Aaia.U*&

As previously discussed, the mast-type lightning ptotection
system installed to protect the magazine was designed in 1940 and
installed in 1941. Mast heights were designed such that the tip
of each mast was 59 feet above deck level. This is exactly twice
the height of the strocture (28 feet). The masts were spaced 32
feet from the corner of the structure. Today's lightning
protection standards require that the masts be of adequate height
to provide a zone-of-protection based on a striking distance of
100 feet. The protection system _n use at the time of the
incident would not meet today's zone-of-protection requirements.

The masts were pioper)y interconnected via a 2/0 copper
ground girdle. However, when ex'cavating the ground girdle to
ensure there was no corrosion and that the system had been
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proper)y installed, it was found that approximately 20 feet of the
girdle wvs sissies. Visual inspection of the ends of the existing
table revealed that the conductor had been cut prior to the time
of excavations The secondary ground girdle was missing
approaimately a 25 foot section in this same area. It is assumed
that these girdles vere probably damaged when the railroad tracks.
installed at the time of construction were removed.

Curren: testing requirements are not designed to detect
missing sections .f couuterpoises. Any damage of this sort can
only be detecte.' visually And must be reraired prior to the
completion of any construction project associated with a magauine
or explosives-opecating building.

The structural steel in the roof was well interconnected.
The roof was designed to be bonded to the secondaTy ground
girdleat eight places, however two of these bonds were missing;
one on the front-left (undetected) end one on the rear-right
(detected). The propellant containers were located on metal
pallets and their tops were approximately 4 to 5 feet above deck
level, $epending on the type of container. The containers were
grounded through high inductance contact associated with the
containers sitting on palleto %-hich in turn were sitting on one of
the 13 rows of I 1/4-inch wide copper mesh cable. These cables
extended, parallel, 31 feet toward the front of the magasine and
were bonded to the ordnance ground running along the rear of the
magazine. The ordnance grounding system had beta recently
replaced and appeared to be in good condition in those places that
were not damaged by the deflagration. oswaver, upon investigation
of the ordnance grounding system it was found that the 'Vest bond
to the secondary ground girdle was broken and making minimum
contact at the connector. However, Navy regulations do not
requiru that the propellant contoinezs be grounded in a magazine
of this type.
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4. JITOI l~l~t

4. Lak. i.&A aa Iaa1L

The Army board of Investigation Report on the Deflatration of
Magaaims 19L examined five primary sources of ignition (2). Thoe&
werst

(a) 4baotage or Roman Error
(b) Electrical
(c) mechanical
(M) Chemical
(t) Atmospheric

Raah was investigated in detail and based on combined
eyewitness testimony, physical evidence, intervievs, records and
reports, the Board of Invesotigation concluded that a lightning
strike (possibly a direct strike) was the moat probable cause of
the fire on 22 February 1919.

4.2 Lkg. _ityLAAP Magatin.t 19

The investigation of the deflagration of Magaaine 198
examined the same five ignition sources as considered in the
investigation of the deflagration of Magaaine 19L because of the
similarities. In this case, lightning actý.vity was occurring
immediately before and after the fire even though reports differ
on the presence at the time of the fire. Operations had been
suspended because of lightning activity up until approximately 15
minutes prior to the diflagration.

4.3 341C Na8aain. LL&

Ragazine IL4 was not equipped with any type of electrical
services fire alarm system nor plumbing, etc. NOS/Indian Head
(161 tested samples of propellant lots stored in the magaaine and
found each to be stable* The structural steel in the roof trusss,•
were found to be magnetined after the event; unlike similar
structures checked at NOS/ludian Read. The most probvble cause of
this deflagration wys identified as atmospheric.

4.4 LaverPak Pho.Z l"lant onajLnerl

Each of the three magazines discussed in this report vas
storing propellant in LeverPak fiberboard drums. The LeverPak
drums consist of nine layers of I-ply Kraft Linerboard (45 lbs/
1000 sq ft) and one layer of aluminum foil vapor barrier. The
aluminum barrier consists of 0.0005 foil laminated with resin
adhesive between two plies of 23 lbs/000 SQ FT Kraft Linerboard.
The aluminum vapor barrier is located I-ply outside of the inner
well of the container. An aluminum foil liner disc is required on
the inside layer of the bottom of the drum. This liner disc must
be connected electrically to the bottom steel chime. A 1-inch
wide, S-ail thick strip aluminum foil tape is required in the
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•'Navy' drums to bond the top and bottom steel chimes. The
Levertak drums stored in the Lake City &AP magazine* did not have
this interior foil-boad. Navy requirements specify that the drums
not exceed $-ohes resistance between the top and bottom chimes at
the time of delivery. Nowever, those drums taken from RSVC earth-
covered sagasines exhibited much higher resistances between tho
top and bottom chimes (probably due to ozidati"n of the aluminum
surfaces).

Under current Lmpulse conditions the interior aluminum foil
#trip would probably vaporiae and internal arcing is also likely
to occur. Test* run at *IVC/Dahlgren, Virginia ropeatedly
vaporized this interior foil strip using only 50 amperes at (60
12) current 112.

upon axasination of the construction drawings and making some
OC-resistance measurementes NSWC Code 112 felt that the containers
may also be susceptible to internaQl arcing due to rapidly changing
(high dildt) currents as well as the high peak currents that would
vaporize the internal foil strip. As a result, eletLrtatotic
discharge (B8D) teats were conducted on the drums. The results of
thaes teots are forwarded in section 5.
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In an effort to investigate the significance of the presence
of LeverPak drums in both the February 1979 and September 1984
Lake City AAP incidents as well as the 12 July 1985 Dahlgren
incident, NSWC Code H12 conducted both direct electrostatic
discharge (ESD) and nearby ESD tests on a sample of 16 of the
LeverPak drums that were in use in NSWC/DL earth-covered
magazines. These drums were provided by the NSWC Ordnance Officer
(Code GOI/CDR T. W. Moore) for these follow-up tests as proposed
in NAVSWC Message 16190OZ September 1985 1171.

Lake City AAP also provided NSWC Code H12 with a sample of
the type of LeverPak drums that in both Magazines 19L and i9S at
the time of their respective deflagrations. These drums are
similar to the drums stored in the NSWC magazine with the
exception that the ."Army," druma have no aluminum foil bottom nor
aluminum foil strip bonding the top and bottom chimes.
Additionally, the Army containers sampled were in much better
condition than the drums pulled from NSWC magazines. Based on
resistance measurements made with a Beckman HD-O00 Digital
Multimeter (DMM), the Lake City AAP drums exhibited less evidence
of internal oxidation around the aluminum crimp points than the
older "Navy" drums tested.

In the remainder of this report the term "Navy" drum will
refer to the LeverPak drums which include both the foil bottom
(internal) rnd the internal foil strip bonding the tr" and boutom
chiAes. Correspondingly, che term "Army" drums will refer to the
LeverPak drums furnished by Lake City AAP which have the same
aluminum foil vapor barrier buried in the wall but do not have the
internal foil bottom nor the internal strip bonding the top and
bottom chimes.

The NSWC Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Test Laboratory
(Building 276) was used to subject the LeverPak drums to both
direct and radiated electromagnetic impulses (EMP) generated by a
high-voltage discharge from a Hipotronics Model IG400-4 Impulse
Generator. The Impulse Generator consists of a bank of 4 x 2000
picofarad capacitors charged to 100,000 volts DC (100 kV) while
interconnected in parallel and then switched to a series
combination immediately prior to their discharge (as per a Marx
Generator' resulting in an impulse voltage of up to 400 kV. The
output of the Impulse Generator is than connected across a 2000
picofarad capacitive divider for waveshaping and output voltage
monitoring. The load is then connected across the capacitive
divider.
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5a2 11.N~ v..Draums

A total of 16 "Navy-type" LeverPak drums were tested in a
variety of configuritions. The druwa were subjected to both
direct and nearby (indirect) ESD impulses. In each case the DC-
resistance measured between hhe top locking ring and the bottom
chime (using a Beckman HDIOO Digital Multi meter (DMM)) decreased
to a short-circuit value after a direct discharge as shown in
Table 2. This change ir resistance suggested that sparking was
present which ",v elded" a small contact area between the foil
strip or vapor barrier and the top and botvom chimes.

Another group of ."Navy." drums were subjected to radiated IMP
tests. The Impulse Generator was discharged through a 100-ohm
resistor terminated through approximately 4 feet of 1 1/4-inch
wide copper mesh vertical conductor. In most cases the drums were
isolated from the discharge circuit by one to two inches with the
largest spacing being approximately 5 inches. In all cases the DC
resistance decreased to a short circuit value after being
subjected to impulse voltages ranging in value between 36n and 400
kV.

In one case a drum was isolated from the vertical conductor
by a distance of 12o5 feet and "shielded" by a second drum only I-
inch away. The DC resistance of the drum decreased from
approximately 750 kiloohms to 44 ohms. After a second discharge,
also "shielded" by a second drum, the resistance of the drum
decreased from the 44 ohms to that of a short circuit. The EMP
produced by two separate discharges was adequate to short the drum
even though it was never closer than 12.5 feet to the impulse
source.

In another sequence of tests, a total of three drums were
isolated from the ground plane by I-inch by 1-inch wooden blocks
and then subjected to an impulse. The spacing between the drums
and the vertical channel was 2-inches in all. three cases, The
purpose of this sequence of tests was to determine whether the
arcing (or fuzing) was less likely to occur if the drums were not
grounded. In two of the three tests, the impulses resulted in the
shorting of the top anZ bottom chimes.

A final sequence of tests was conducted on some of the "Navy"
drums after removal of the interior foil strip. In each case the
drums were shorted even though the internal bonding strip had beev
removed. Such tests provided a possible link between the Dahlgren
and Lake City incidents and justified the decision to do a series
of tests on the "'Army" type LeverPak drums. Test results for the
radiated discbarge tests are forwarded in Table 3.

5.3 ••••••£ _£

Lake City Army Ammunition Plant shipped a total of twelve of
the "Army•' LeverPak drui.s to the NSWC/Dahlgren Laboratory for
electrostatic discharge (ESO) tcsting. Six of the drunis were of
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similar size as the drums in the Dahlgren magazine (27-inches tall
by 16-inches ir diameter). The other six were of similar design
to the other 'Army" units, but smaller in size (23-inches tall by
14.5-inches diameter).

The "Army" drums were in much better condition than the
"Navy." drums tested. The drums were electrically "new." although
they had been used and were scheduled for disposal. No evidence
of corrosion or oxidation could be detected in the "Army" drums.
Because of this, the DC resistance of the "Army" drums was
generally much less than that cf the "Navy" drums even though the
"Navy" drums had an internal aluminum strip bonding the top and
bottom chimes (which the "Army" drums did not have).

The "Army" drums were all subjected to the radiated ESD
tests. All dCums were placed on the ground plane, spaced 1-inch
from the vertical conductor.

Table 4 forwards the results of these tests conducted on the
"Army" drums on 27 and 29 November 1985. Drum sizz "A" refers to
the 27-inch tall drum with drum size "B.' referring to the 23-inch
tall drums. The pre-resistance (Rpre) values reflect the DC
resistance measured between the locking ring and the bottom chive
after the drum has been installed in the test cell, immediately
prior to the impulse. The post-resistance (Rpost) values reflect
the DC resistance measured at the same points as before the
impulse; taken prior to removal of the drum from the test cell.
These values reflect the resistance values after compensation for
any offset of the Beckman HLOO0 DMM used to make such
measurements.

The first series of tests (Tests 1-12) were conducted on the
drums as received. As shown in the table, each drum was shorted
after being subjected to a single impulse whose voltage peak
ranged in value between 350 and 400kV.

In an effort to determine the extent of internal fuzing,
shock tests were conducted on those drums previously tested to see
if an increase in resisitance could be achieved. The theory
behind such tests would be to confirm that the shorting of the
drums was due to internal arcing that fuzed the vapor barrier and
chimes together at a small surface area. If so, one should be
able to break this contact point with a proper amount of physical
shock. The drums were taken out onto a concreate dock and
"dropped" along the top and bottom chimes. In all cases the drums
increased in resistance after being subjected to physical shock;
and in all but one case the resistance was greater than or equal
to its original resistance value.
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TABLE 2

DI RECT DISCA &GEiI~.

S..,.R (ohm s. V V(ohm s) V sC" AA JL

1 10.5 0.0. 360kV & 400kV

2 20.2 0.0 320kV

3 0.3 0.0 200kV

1
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TABLE 3

RADIATED DISCHARGE TESTS ON "NAVY" DRUMS

(100 ohm Load Resistance with 1-inch Vertical Strap)

TEST # DRUM# GAP R PRE(ohms) RP(o hms) -DISCHARGE COMMENTS

1 3 i" 0.8 0.1 200kV & 200kV

2 4 i" 2.2 0.2 384kV & 200kV

3 13 1" 202 0.0 400kV

4 11 1" 256K 0.1 360kV

5 6 1" 0.2 0.0 400kV

6 6 1" 3.2M 0.1 384kV Removed in-
ternal strip

7 6 1" >20M 0.2 400kV "Banged 'ut"

7 15 12.51 lOM 10 400kV

8 3 2" 44K 26K 384kV Intern6.l
strip re-
moved

8 15 12.5' 8.4 0.1 384kV

9 7 1.5" 5-6M >20M 576kV Isolated by
1" wood
blocks

10 7 1.5" >20M 0.0 384kV On gnd plane

11 5 1"-2" 1.OK 0.2 400kV Isolated by
1" wood

11 7 2" 200K 0.1 400kV *Internal
strip removed

12 5 5" 17M 0.2 400kV Isolated

12 7 5" 440K 0.1 400kV Internal
strip removed

*RDRUM WAS SHORTED EVEN AFTER STRIP BROKEN. SHOCKED TO GET RESISTANCE > 0.
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TABLE 4. SUMIMARY OF ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE TESTS CONDUCTED
ON DRU14S FURNISHED BY LAKE CIýTY AýAP

TEST NO. DRUM NO. Sizea RPREC RPOSTc VDISCHARGE

1 Al A 0.4 0.0 400kV

2 A2 A 0.3 0.0 376kV

3 A3 A 9.2 0.0 368kV

4 A4 A 2.7 0.0 352kV

5 A5 A 0.3 0.0 400kV

6 A6 A 0.2 0.0 400kV

7 A7 B 0.4 0.0 392kV

8 A8 B 0.6 0.0 368kV

9 A9 B 8.8 0.0 384kV

10 A1O B 258 0.0 352kV

11 All B 0.6 0.0 368kV

12 A12 B 0.5 0.0 360kV

13 Al A 0.5 0.0 384kV

14 A2 A >20M >20M 400kV

15 A2 A >20M 0.0 360kV

16 A3 A 9.0 0.0 400kV

17 A4 A 54 0.0 400kV

18 A5 A 22.8 0.0 400kV

19 A6 A 1.1 0.0 400kV

20 A7 B 0.7 0.0 400kV
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AILA- t (continueld) RRMAIY O1 R LRCTROSTATIC DISCRA2CR ._2-
COlDUiCTlIM? 1 ODRUMI 1URNIAARD BY LAIR CtIY AAP

•.•:m IZ.J UU.U ,,1,i,1u11 I~.Ib e/L€ vl•~

21 As 5 0.6 0.0 400kV

22 A9 5 1.P 0.0 400kV

23 AI0 B 2.3 0.0 400kV

24 All B 0.8 0.0 400kV

25 A12 a 2.0 0.0 400kV

a. Size A- 27 inches tall x 16 inches dia, Size B - 23 inches
tall x 14.5 inches die.

b. ipre are resistance values recorded after the drum was
installed in the test cell just before the discharge.

ce Rpost are resistanct. values recorded after the discharge
prior to removal of drum from test cell. All values have been
compensated for any zero offset of digital multi-meter.

d. In conditioning of drums for recond test the drums were
dropped on the respective chimes. The locking ring on the top of
the drum was not removed.
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Tests No. 13 through 25 forward the results of this second
series of tests. In all but one case during this series of tests,
the drums were again shorted* Prior to Test No. 14, shorted drum
(A2) wus taken out ot the concrete dock and dropped on the top and
bottom chimes. As in each case during the second series of tests,
the drum was shocked with its top and locking ring attached. The
resistance of drum A2 was measured and found to exceed the limits
of the multimeter being used (20 megohms). The drum was brought
into the test cell, the resistance measured and found again to
exceed 20 megohms. After an impulse voltage of 400kV peak (1-inch
away) the drum still exhibited a resistance of greoter than 20
magohma. Between Test No. 14 and 15 the top of the drur was
removed and resealed, The locking ring was reinstalled, the
resistance again measured and found to be greater than 20 magohus.
Test No. 15 was conducted; subjecting the same drum to a 400kV
peak impulse. After this second impulse, Drum A2 was found to be
shorted.

5.4 SUMMARYQLiAJI ID ST nKSULXS

In summary, all drums tested in both h"Army" and "Navy."
configurations were decreased in resistance after being subjected
to two discharges from the Hipotronics 1C400-4 Impulse GeneraLor.
In most cases this shorting occurred after only a single impulse.
It is postulated that the decrease in resistance between the top
and bottom of the drums was caused by internal arcing between the
top chime and the vapor barrier buried in the wall of the drum and
betwee- the vapor barrier and the bottom chime. This arcing is
signiri.cant because it is most likely to occur in the creases
along the top and bottom chimes where axplosives dusts or
volatiles (ether. etc.) are more likely to be present. Hudson
1181 confirmed that explosives concentrations can be present in
the LeverPak drums. An Army study conducted for Indiana Army
Ammunition Plant identified that as little as 0.13 milliJoules is
required tr initiate vapor/air mixtures that could be present in
the LeverIax drums 1191. Both sources identified that aging of
the propell&nt and subjecting the propellant to temperatures
exceedin' 100'O were factcrs that would increase the concentration
of volar, tr in the container. In the Dahlgren incident there
wers sou. everPak drums that may not have been opcned for u- to
10 years. 3uring the survey of the .'19 Arco." magazines the author
noted temperatures exceeding 100o0 in a few of the magazines. The
Army Board of Investiga-io-i Report on the 13 September 1984
incident rep rted a temperature of 1050F in Magazine 19S the
evening of t..e incident (1). NSWC recomponded by message on 16
September 14P5 that LeverPak containers be removed from all Navy
above-grcun, magazines 117.J Test results support this
recommendation. It is even more critical that the drums be
removed from those above-ground magazines that have no lightning
protection or have an integral lightning protection system.
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6. A

After reviewing Army Board of Investigation reporti,
inspecting the lightning protection systems, and conducting high
voltage RSD tests on containers, we conclude that the 13 September
1984 and most likely the 22 February 1979 magazine deflagrations
were lightning--related. Lightn,.ng currents were induced onto the
integral protection system's grounding system either by a direct
strike or by the radiated electromagnetic pulse produced by nearby
lightning. The current impulse would be divided between the
primary grounding system and the static grounding system because
of the bond to the vent pipe (which was not grounded with the
lightning protection system). This current impulse would flow
through the equipment room and onto the static bus bar where it
would find "'ground,' (0-volt potential). NSWC tests have confirmed
that when impulsed the LeverPak drums would decrease in
resistance, implying internal sparking. With temperatures
exceeding 1O0OF in the magazine, it is concluded thrt an explosive
vapor would be present in the drumsa18J. The sparking could
easily be of sufficient energy to cause ignition of the internal
gases. The resulting deflagration could then occur.

Adequate data also exists to conclude that the 12 July 1985
deflagration of NSWC/Dahlgren Magazine 1L4 was caused by a
lightning discharge. A low-energy cloud-to-ground discharge
probably struck the second ventilator from the East wall. The
resulting return stroke was significant to produce a sideflash to
a LeverPak propellant container or produce magnetic fields of
significant magnitude to induce arcing inside a LeverPak
copntainer.

Sparking inside the LeverPak container probably ignited ether
gas or propellant dusts in one of the drums. A resulting fire
could cause a major deflagration.

In none of theP three incidents did an eyewitness report a
direct strike to the structure prior to its deflagration.
Sparking inside LeverPak containers would not require a direct
strike based on the ESD test data forwarded in Tebles 2-4.

The integral lightning protection systemF for the "19 Area'
magazines at Lake city AAP met the requirements at the time of
installation (besed on the UL Master Label). However, when the
hot air (steam) heating system was installed the steam lines and
vent pipe were bonded to the lightning protection system but not
properly grounded. Both the steam lines and vent pipe must be
bonded to the lightning protection system ground girdle as
identified in Section 3. Additionally, the railroad tracks must
be grounded as per AMCR 385-10018J, Chapter 8-17 and bonded to the
lightning protection ground girdle.
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The down conductors contained an excessive number of bends and
in many cases had pockets &s per APPA ?8-1983 Section 3-14 and
beands that contained bend radii much less than the 8-inch radius
specified. These discrepancies should be eliminated immediately.

The primary (lightning ptotection) ground girdle should be
verif-ed to be free of corrosion. A secondary ground girdle
should also be added to interconnect the structural grounds and
static grounding system. These two girdles must be tied together
when installed,

The inspection *1.Is revealed that those people tasked to

inspect the lightning protection systems were not properly trained
and were not sure what to look for when conducting the inspection.
These personnel must receive proper training in lightning
protection prior to their conducting any inspections in order to
ensure the systems are properly uaintaines;. This is especially
critical when inteLral protection systems are ured.

Neither the testing techniques recommended by HAVESA OP-5 151
nor A14CI 385-100(81 was found not to be adequate to detect broken
ground girdles or broken cables when the break is not visufl (such
as underground). The multiple number of bonds tc 'he girdle
provide many parallel paths to ground and can mask any open
circuits. Kowever, NSWC Magazine IL4 had one bond from the roof
to the secondary girdle on the rear that had been missing for a
long period. The conductor was identified as a test point on the
ground system test record. The records show the conductor had
been missing for 5 years and it had not been repaired; which is a
violation of HAVSKA OP-5. Chapter 4-9.2.5. The West bond between
the ordnance grounding system and the secondary girdle was broken
at the interconnection between the g€o. 4 AWG solid cable coming
from the interior of the magazine to the 2/0 stranded copper cable
that entered the &round and made contact with the secondary
girdle. The ordnance grounding system had been recently replaced
and had not been tested since completion of the task,

In summary, it must be emphasized that the required 7 month
visual tests on lightnina protection systems are as important as
electrical tests required every 14 months. It is also important
that all bonds accessible be physically shaken to ensure they have
not been broken. The test results must be forwarded to the person
responsible for the efficient operation of the lightning
proter.tion systems so repairs can be made. These repairs must be
made in a "timely," manner.

Finally, it was found during this investigation that, even
though not required, the majority of Navy facilities ground
propellant containers in magazines with ordnance grounding systems
which are designed to requirements based on production facilities.
In magazines with no electrical service it is recommended that
multiple bonds to the secondary girdle be made vice the single-
point grounding system specified by NAVSKA OP-S for production
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facilities. It is recommended that NAVSKA and the Army Materiel
Command review current napasine grounding requirements and clarify
to ordnance facilities whether containers in maganines should be
grounded and, if so, how.

6.2 Ieeommendatj

In order to adequately protect str.ctures housirg explosiveg
from the effects of lightning, the containers in which the
vxplosivea materials are stored must be considered. Some designs
of propeilant storage containers are more susceptible to radiated
magnetic fields than others.

Based on the results of KSD tests conducted on LeverPak
propellant containers, NSWC recommends that LeverPak bulk
propellant containers be gradually purged from the DOD inventory.
In the interim, we recommend that these containers be stored only
in earth-covered, Class I magazineull.

It is recommended that the Lake City AAP "119 Area.' magaaines
be protected with a mast or overhead-wire lightning protertion
system. By isolating the protection system from the structure,
the effect of the radiated EMP from the strike is minimiszd.
Additionally, the inspection of such a system is simpler and the
amount of maintenance is generally reduced.

A plant/base should identify a person as responsible for the
efficient operation of all lightning protection systems. This
person must he trained in the protaction of structures housing
explosives. Having eceived proper training, this person should
review all modifi.ations to/around a structure with a lightning
protection system to determine whether the modification will
affect the lightning protection of the structure and, if so, must
inspect the site during and after the modification to ensure the
protection system was not compromised.
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S• tPrepositioning and Rapid Deployment
New Challenges in Ammunition Storage

S.Thomas P. Lighthiser

Chief, Logistics Review and Assistance Office

SU.S. 
Army Defense umnunition Center and School

n ATTN: SNCAC-AV
Savanna, IL 61074-9639

I Prepositioning of ammunition in OCONUS locations and storage
of ammunition for rapid deployment represents a significant
departure from traditional storage configurations within the
continental limits of the United States and overseas as well.

Traditional storage facilities and procedures are contrasted
with recent requirements resulting fror. prepositioning and
rapid deployment

Good Afternoon. I am Tom Lighthiser, a Logistics Management Specialist
employad at the U.S. Army Defense Ammunition Center and School, Savanna,
Illinois. For the next 20 minutes I will briefly describe relatively recentS~changes that have occurred ina ammunition storage in the Army throughout the

world.

No country in the world, the United States included, can possibly produce,
ship, and'store all material required to support a conflict at all
potential locations. Although conflicts have prompted us to position
s.gnifitant force structure in Europe and Korea, the success of the hnited
States it the future may well rest upon the prepositioning of materiel and
the abilii-y to rapidly deploy our fighting forces.

In order to establish a baseline understanding of the more traditional
ammunition storage, I will first describe and depict wholesale and retail
ammunition storage in the United States followed by a brief discussion of
storage overseas. I will then briefly discuas prepositioning of ammunition and
storage for rarid deployment.

Army ammunition is stored within the continental limits of the United States at
12 PESCOM depots and depot activities, and numerous AMCCOM plants and arsenals
at which the ammutnition/explosives are produced. We refer to this as wholesale
storage, as the ammunition accountability is maintained by the respective NICP,
AMCCOM, OR MICOM, or remains in the industrial base. There are exceptions to
certain depots sto,1ng retail ammunition designated for rapid deployment. The
ammunition stored in depots and plants is characterized 'y large lot sizes and
standard storage facilities are used. Within the depot complex, we have in
excess of 10,300 storage facilities while the ammunition plants have
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approximately the same number. Over 2,000,000 S/T of ammunition is presently
stored in the wholesale storage base. The slides that follow depict typical
depot/plant ammunition facilities and storage:

Stradley Magazine
Above-ground Magazine
Navy 5" Gun Ammunition In An Army Igloo Magazine
AF MK84 2000# Bombs In An Army Stradley Magazine
Palletized Boxed Ammunition In An Army Igloo Magazine
155MM Projectiles in Navy-Type Earth-covered Magazine

Additional ammunition is stored at the posts, camps, and stations subordinate
to FORSCOM and TRADOC where it is used for training purposes, and to a limited
extent, consists of storage of unit basic load (UBL) ammunition, some of which
is rigged for aerial delivery and/or airlift. This ammunition is referred to
as retail in that the unit having custody of the ammunition is also accountable
for it. As you might expect, this ammunition represents much smaller
qilantiLies, and generally consists of a greater mix. The training ammunition

is tailored to the specific training requirements while the UBL is based upon
specific weapons, densities, rates, mission, etc. Ammunition storage facilities
in the posts, camps, and stations vary in size and construction from wooden and
metal magazines built prior to World War II to the latest magazire design. The
ammunition stored is generally limited to several hundred short tons represent-
ing the annual training requirement and UBL. The following slides depict
typical facilities and storage in the posts, ramps, and stations:

Non-Standard Earth-covered Magazine
Non-Standard Earth-covered Magazine
Underground Magazine Previously Used For Special Weapons
Boxed Ammunition In Wooden Magazine
Small Lots/Light Boxes
Unit Basic Load

The U.S. Army stores significant quantities of cnmunition outside the
continental limits in depots in Germany, England, Italy, Belgium, Japan, and
Korea. Although not wholesale stock, pc, se, the Army has wholesale-like
ammunition identical to the stocks stored in the CONUS depots and plants, and
it is characterized by large quantities and large lots. Unlike the uniforn.ity
in storage structures that exists within the United States, storage facilities
in overseas areas were often built by the host country according to their
specifications and are as varied as there are countries involved. The variety
of storage structures utilized in overseas depots is shown in the following
slides:

Type 16 Magazine - Germany
Aerial View Of CADA And U.S. Constructed AGM - United Kingdom
AGM CADA - United Kingdom
155MM Projectile Storage In British Box Magazine

AGM - Italy
U.S. Stradley Magazine - Italy
Prop Charges - italy
Boxed Amnunition In German Stradley Belgium
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Hillside - Korea
ECM - Korea
1950 Vintage Quonset Hut - Korea, most of which are rapidly

disappearing
New Stradley-Type Magazine - Korea
Cave - Japan
Cave - Japan

The ammunition overseas comparable to the retail level stock within the CONUS
at the posts, camps, and stations is stored in Ammunition Supply Points (ASPs),
Prestock Points (PSPs), Reserve Ammunition Supply Points (RASPs), Basic Load
Storage Areas (BLSAs), Ammunition Holding Areas (AHAs), Quick Reaction Sites
(QRSs), Forward Storage Sites (FSTs), etc., located at the various overseas
locations. This ammunition is very similar to the retail stock within the
CONUS excer, that much of it is UBL that is positioned at, or in close
proximity to, its potential point of use along the border in eastern Germany or
along tLe DMZ ir South Korea.

As indicated earlier, a great variety of structures exist in the overseas
theaters. In recent years, the United States has constructed numerous standard
magazines overseas and bas even developed specially designed facilities to
permit rapid re-supply in a forward area. The QRSs in Germany are
representative of specially designed structures compatible with specific
weapons systems. A self-propelled M109 155mm Howitzer is shown returning to a
QRS. The QRS consists of earth-covered magazines having a common headwall and
doors on both ends, whereas the smaller shed-type buildings were designed to
store specific unit loads of tank and artillery ammunition. The dock heights
are compatible with specific tracked vehicles and/or tanks.

The next series of slides will depict storage conditions for UBLs in Korea and
Germany. The UBL storage depicted are the same types of ammunition and
configurations that you will see later in rapid deployment UBL stocks stored at
various installations, both posts, camps, stations, and depots within the
continental limits. The primary difference, of course, lies in the geography
as the UBL ammunition overeseas is positioned near its anticipated point of use,
whereas the UBL in the CONUS is configured for rapid movement to any location
in the world where it may be required.

The slides that follow depict typical AHAs in Korea:

Tank Park
M113 APC AHA
Trailer Mounted UBL
Engineer Battalion UBL Trailer Mounted
155MM Howitzer AHA
155MM Howitzer AHA
ADA UBL AHA
Aerial View AHA
Aerial View ARA
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The nex, series of slides depict tank parks and BLSAs in Getmany:

Tank Park
Artillery BLSA UBL
Artillery Trailer Mounted
Artillery BLSA
Artillery BLSA
Bulk Storage
Open Storage UBL In Winter

The Explosive Safety Standards that govern ammunition/explosive storage
throughout the Army evolve from the DOD 6055.9 STD as shown in the slide. The
DOD standard is prescribed within the Army by AR 385-64 which is further
implemented by TM 9-1300-206, and AMC-R 385-100. In some areas, additional
criteria is used when required by the host nation, e.g., the NATO standards are
used in Germany. In racent years, the storage requirements at the retail
level, particularly as they apply to UBL storage, have been changed to reflect
criteria that is more permissive when operational considerations violate the
prescribed standard.

The pre-positioning of United States equipment in Europe began in the 60s in
response to United States and European concerns that forces in the theater were
inadequate to meet the WARSAW Pack Threat. The Army has met the threat with
heavy equipment for four divisions and supporting units and is currently
pre-positioning more materiel in the European area. The levels of
pre-positioned munitions, however, continue to fall short of objectives. The
United States' goal is to possess sufficient war reserve stocks to sustain
wartime activity until industrial production can provide the required support.
The long-range goal is to correct the NATO-WARSAW Pack sustainability imbalance
by the 1990s.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the revolutionary Iranian government's
seizure of American hostages in late 1979 called attention to the lack of
United States conventional military capability in the Indian Ocean area. This
situation contrasted with Europe in that there was no mainland base to
pre-position materiel.

The island of Diego Garcia offered a secure base of opevations, but fell short
of needed storage area to stockpile matcriel. Accordingl;, the following year
the Department of Defense established a pre-positioning force of merchant-type
ships to carry equipment, weapons, and provisions to supnort a marine-
amphibious brigade. The troops themselves woald be flown out to the area and
"married" with the equipment in a friendly port area.

Initially, seven ships (contract-manned and under charter to the Military
Sealift Command (MSC)), comprised what was to be called Near Term
Pre-Positioning Force (NTPF) and were located off the Island of Diego Zarcia in
July 1980. The force consisted of three RO/RO vehicle ships, two commercial
breakbulk cargo ships, and two commercial medium-sized tankers. NTPF was
established as a quick and efficient means of achieving dedicated sealift in
the Indian Ocean, a region without mainland staging site for military units.
Similar to the European rre-positioning plan, the Near Term Pre-Positioning
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Ships Program (PREPO) was designed to augment our reinforcement in the Indian
Ocean regions while minimizing the impact upon our strategic mobility
capability.

As PREPO, formerly referred to as the NTPF, gair.ed momentum as an effective
means to reduce sealift response time and provide increased presence in the
area, the number of ships and scope of the mission increased. The slow
loading/unloading breakbulk ship was replaced with the LASH vessel.

Included under MSC long-term charter are 25 ships of the Afloat Pre-Positioning
Ships (APS) Program. The program consists of two parts. The Maritime
Pre-Positioning Ships (MPS) Program and the Pre-Positioning (PREPO) Ships
Program (formerly Near Term Pre-Positioning Force) discussed previously.

The MPS Program is designed to combine the responsiveness of airlifted troops
with sealift delivery of pre-positioned materiel. The 13 ships involved in the
program will be organized into 3 MPS Squadrons that can carry equipment and
supplies for Marine-amphibious brigades.

The 12 PREPO ships are assigned to Commander, MPS Squadron Two and consist of
those pre-positioned cargo ships and tankers loaded with Army aad Air Force
equipment, POL, and supplies.

The Army has ammunition stowed on three ships in the PREPO Ships Program. Due
to the requirement that the ships'undergo maintenance at prescribed intervals,
it is necessary to return the ship to a port on a scheduled basis to permit
offloading of the ammunition prior to chips maintenance. During this period,
all ammunition is subjected to rigorous inspection to determine its condition,
and inventories are accomplished to verify the accountable records.
Maintenance, P&P, exchange of stock, etc., are also accomplished at the same
time. This fact, coupled with the need to provide safe and secure storage and
adequate space for staging for backloading, restricts the number of
installations at which the nperation can be conducted. Most have been
conducted at the U.S. Navy Magazine, Subic Bay. The slides that follow depict
some highlights of the NTPF operations from August 1980 to date.

Aerial view of Military Ocean Terminal Sunny Point, NC site of

1980 onload of first ship with Army ammunition:

First ammo onload of NTPF breakbulk ship SS American Champion.

Onload complete, the Champion is ready to deploy.

The Champion arrives at NAVMAG Subic Bay January 1982 for first
Army ammunition maintenance cycle which was the third NTPS
maintenance cycle.

This slide shows the considerable cargo lay-down area available
at Subic.

Download of ammo completed in nine days of around-the-clock
operations.
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With mission complete, SS American Champion departs Subic on
2 February 1982.

Inventory, inspection, P&P completed in 17 days. SS American

Spartan relieves the Champion on 19 February 1982.

Backload of the Spartan took 11 days.

During the fifth maintenance cycle, NTPF transitioned from
breakbulk to Lighter Aboard Ship (LASH). Here the SS Gulf
Shipper and

The USNS Southern Cross discharge ammo at Subic Lay in March
through April 1984.

LASH vessel SS American Veteran azrives Aith 63 lighters and
2i MSC vans.

Inventory, inspection, P&P, and maintunance complete,

backloading to LASH barges begins.

Typical LASH barge with cargo stowed in breakbulk fashion.

LASH barge with general supplies cargo mixture.

Aerial view of Camayan Pier, Subic Bay, showing 12 LASH
barges and the expanse of operations.

The previous slides depicted NTPF operations conducted at the U.S. Navy
Magazine, Subic Bay R.P. as indicated earlier. The ammunition ships in the
NTPF are based at Diego Garcia.

This is Diego Garcia, located in the Chagos Archipellago in tha
Indian Ocean. It is a 20 square mile island, forming part of the
British Indian Ocean Territory (B.I.O.T.), and serves as a base
for the U.S. Air Fotce, Navy, and MPS Fleet serving the Indian
Ocean area.

This slide shows the part of Diego Garcis. The air strip is in
the center and the pier is at right, extending into the harbor.

This is Central Gulf Lines' SS Green Harbour. This ship carries
approximately 48 (LASH) barges. Each barge containing Army
preposition stock on this vessel is 15 feet high, 30 feet wide,
and 60 feet long. Each barge is stowed in breakbulk fashion and
can be on/off loaded by the ship with a gantry crane. The
maximum stacking on the weather deck is two barges high and up to
four barges below deck.

Ammunition stored in the above-deck barges is exposed to a
temperature range of 75 0 F to 95 0 F with humidity levels
seldom going below 80%. All above-deck barges and barges stored
in the hold are individually connected to a dehumidification
system.
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In order to obtain-storage environmental data, five LASH barges
on the Green Harbour were inhLrumented at Subic Bay in November,
1985. Each barge uas gridded with a temperature and humiditysensor placed in each corner, mid-sidewall and center, in thr-ee

. layers from bottom, middle, to top. Airflow and temperature-

humidity probes were placed at the barge dehumidifier inlet and
exhaust. The probes are connected to a datelogger which
digitally stores data from all probes every half hour. Data
storage modules are changed out on a 3O-day basis. Data is being
collected as of I December 1985 and is an on-going process until
the next ship's maintenance cycle. At this time, an assessment
of the daiunition quality will be made to assess the effects of
the storage environment.

This slide shows a combination tetaperature-humidity probe
(the silver cylindrical housing mounted below the cross member),
a hot wire anemometer (pencil-like probe) mounted at art inlet
air duct of a LASH barge. The wires at right connect to a
datalogger.

These dataloggers were chosen because they operated from
standard "D" size flashlight batteries for a period over 30 days.

Each probe is read and the data recorded in the storage module
mounted on the water-tight enclosure cover (at left).

This slide shows a datalogger installation in the hold on the

Green Harbour.

This is a partially loaded LASH barge.

Our organization, USADACS, has beAn tasked by HQ, U.S. Mdrine Corps to
investigate thp effectiveness oZ vented containers in a controlled environment
in MPS Squadron 2. Eight MITVANs were instrumented on the MV Bonnyman
stationed at Diegc Garcia. Temperature and humidity are being monitored in
each MILVAN with selected ammunition items. This slide shows the probe in a
small arms MILVAN.

And this one shows prop charges. Probes are placed as close to the geometrical
center of the container as possible.

The dataloggers for this application operate on a five-minute interval and
record the average value ever) half hour. Four recording instruments are used
in a 60-day data recording cycle. Data recorded in storage modules are
transmitted to USADACS for processing.

The ability tu rspidly deploy ready forc:s anywhere in the world has resulted
in the necesiity to store USL in configurations that violate normal
compatibility standards for storage of ammunit4n. Due to the overriding
mission requirements for centralized storage of UbLs, compe:ibility
requirements have been somewhat relaxed.
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Rapid deployment scenarios envision the need for providing all classes of
supply as one package. This slide shows a contingency plan package pre-rigged
for air drop to support an airborne corps. This points out not only the
incompatibility amonp the Class V items but the obvious incompatibility with
other classes of supply. Operational requirements are overriding
c. nsiderations.

FPt OCONUS units, relaxation of normal requicements has been formalized in
Chapter 10 of DOD 6055.9-STD. Use of this criteria allows the responsible
major commands to fulfill their n.issions when requirements dictate the need to
keep their UBL aumunition within the boundaries of their barracks or in the
itmmediate vicinity thereof ir trucks, trailers, tanks, structures, etc. This
involves acceptance of greater-than-normal risks to unit personnel, facilities,
and equipment when permitted by host nation laws and/or status of forces
agreements. Essentially, this allows commanders to store up to 4,000 KG Net
Explosive Quantity (NEQ) in a BLARA, disregarding normal storage compatibility
r.equirements, while excluding propelling charges in Class/Division 1.2 and the
quantity of explosives in Class/Division 1.3 when determi'ing NEQ for
quantity-distance (QD) purposes. QD relationships in a BLAHA are prescribed by
a separate QD table applicable only to basic load Pterage ateas.

Rapid deployment of ready forces stationed in the CONUS presents another
situation requiring pre-configured UBL for eerial delivery. Pre-rigged UBL,
trailer mounted for airlift, also presents compatibility problems. Normal
storage compatibility requirements cannot be met when storage in a central
location is essential to meet rapid deployment time-workload constraints.

The following slides illustrate a typical magazine at a CONUS depot and
pre-rigged loads stored:

CONUS Stradley Igloo Magazine
Anti-Personnel Mines
Small Arms Ammo
Small Arms Ammo
Mixed Loads in Storage

Small Arms in Storage
Pre-Rigged Load

A point of interest is that compatibility within vehicles and on pre-rigged
pallets is consistenv with requirements of TM 38-250 for air shipment and DOT
compatibility requa.. .aents, but storage compatibility requirements are not met.

The next twi slides are typical of UBL mixes in storage for rapid deployment.

The first slide represents UBL pre-rigged on AF 463L pallets, stored in
earthcovered magazines. Note that Magazine A has a large quantity of
explosives with 25,590 pounds. Incompatibility is due to the presence of '90
pounds net explosive weight (NEW) of storage compatibility group (SCG) "G"
smoke grenades. These grenades are dispersed among several pre-rigged pallets
due to mission signalling requirements. The SCG "D" material is permissible
for storagw', !r;C. "C" -r Category Z. The incompatible SCGs are shown in
red.
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The next slide represents a typical UBL for a 155mm ready battery, palletized
and trailer mounted. In this case, the SCG "G" primers are not compatible with
SCG "D" items. Storage of SCG "C" and "D" is permissible under Category Z.
This storage configuration is similar to the complete round concept. While not
compatible for storage, this mix of SCGs is compatible for military air
shipment in accordance with TM 38-250.

The following slides show examples of UBL pre-rigged for airdiop and
trailer-mounted loads of ammunition palletized on AF 463L pallets for airlift.

Pre-Rigged for Airlift
Pre-Rigged for Airlift
Pre-Rigged for Airlift
Pre-Rigged for Airlift
Pre-Rigged for Airlift
Pre-Configured Load
Loaded Trailer
Load,:d Trailer (Inside)
Loaded Trailer
Loaded Trailer

During the previous discussion, I have attempted to describe the traditional
asmmunition storage environment, both wholesale and retail, in the United States
and oversaas. I then talked about the PREPO Program and storage of ammuuiition
for the rapid deployment force. As was evidenced du-ing the discussion, and
slides that were reviewed, the pre-positicning of ammunition and its storage
for rapid deployment represent many new challenges in ammunition storage.
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AUSTRALIAN CONSIDERATIONS OF RISK CRITERIA
AT JOINT USER AIRFIELDS

1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION IN AUSTRALIA RESULTED IN A NUMBER

OF AIRFIFLDS BEING JOINTLY USED BY MILITARY AND CIVIL

OPERATORS. THE NATO GUIDELINES FOR QUANTIIY-DISTANCE CRITERIA DO NOT

ADEQUATZ11 PROVIDE FOR JOINT-USER AIRFIELDS AND WE HAVE DETERMINED,

RELUCTANILYt THAT WE CANNOT TREAT CIVIL AIRCRAFT ON JOINT JSER

AIRFIELDS AS A TRANSIENT RISK.

WE HAVE ALSO CONCLUDED THAT WHILST WE SHOULD USE THE PUBLIC TRAFFIC

POUTE DISTANCES, THE MINIMUP DISTANCES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE

OVERPRESSURE GENERATED BY AN EXPLOSION. THESE DETERMINATIONS WERE

ARRIVED AT BY CONSIDERING THE NATURE OF THE CIVIL TRAFFIC LIKELY TO

USE THE AIRFIELDS, INCLUDING INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS, ANU THE

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CONDITIONS THAT THE PUBLIC TRAFFIC ROUTE

TABLES ARE MEANT TO COVER

AND THOSE THAI APPLY ON AN AERODROME.

2. WE INITIALLY ATTEMPTED A PROBABALISTIC APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

OF PROVIDING ADEQUATE SAFETY TO THE PUBLIC, WHEREBY WE WOULD DEFINE

THE PROBABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH AN ACCIDENT INSOFAR AS THEY RELATED

TO THE LIKELY PRESENCE OF CIVILIANS, AND ENDEVOUR TO QUANTIFY THE

RISKS FOR PARTICULAR SEPARATION DISTANCES. THIS APPROACH DID NOI

SUCCEED DUE TO THE LACK OF CREDIBLE DATA AND THE LARGE VARIANCES THAT

NEEDED TO BE APPLIED; WE HAVE SETTLED INSTEAD FOR A SUBJECTIVE

APPROACH WHEREIN WE CONSIDER THE ELEMENTS WITHIN THE PROBLEM AND

ENDEVOUR TO LIMIT THEIR CONSEQUENCES IN AN EXPLOSIVE ACCIDENT.

3. THE ELEMENTS THAI WE HAVE CONCENTRATED ON ARE:

A. FRAGMENTATION,

B. BLAST OVERPRESSURE, AND

C. PILOT REACTION.

WHAT WE WISH TO DO IN THIS PRESENTATION IS TO OUTLINE THE RATIONALE

WE HAVE USED TO ARRIVE AT THESE ELEMENTS, DISCUSS THE QUANTIFICATIONS
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THAT HAVE RESULTED FROM OUR CONSIDERATIONS AND DETAIL THE CONCLUSIONS

WE HAVE TENTATIVELY ARRIVED AT.

OBJECTIVES

4. THE PRIME OBECTIVE FOR US IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF GUIDELINLS

THAT DEFINE THE SAFETY PARAMETERS TO BE APPLIED AT JOINT-USER

AIRFIEtDS. THESE MUST BE IN ACCORD WITH THE POLICY THAT MILITARY USE

OF EXPLOSIVES MUST NOT ENDANGER THE PUBLIC, ýOT UNDULY INCONVENIENCE

NORMAL USE OF THE AIRFIELDWHILST NOT IMPOSING UNACCEPTABLE

LIMITATI&NS ON MILITARY OPERATIONS. WE HAVE AN ULTIMATE OPTION IN

TuAT WE COULD SIMPLY BAN CIVIL OPERATIONS THAT CONSTRAINED OUR

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS, BUT AS YOU CAN APPRECIATE, SUCH A STEP

COULD ONLY BE EASILY JUSfIlFIED IN A DEFINED EMERGENCY, OR IN A SET OF

CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE NORMAL OPERATIONS COULDNOT OTHERWISE PROCEED.

5. WE HAVE A NUMBER Or JOINT-USER AIRFIELDS WHERE WE NEED TO

OPERATE WITH AGREED GUIDELINES DESIGNED TO AFFORD

*O PROTECTION TO THE PUBLIC.

ASSUMPTIONS

6. A NUMBER OF ASSUPTIONS HAVL BEEN MADE IN THE EVOLVING OF OUR

RATIONALE, THESE ARE:

A. CIVIL AIRCRAFT ON TAXIWAYS AND R"ýNWAYS POSE DIFFERENT RISK

LEVELS WHEN EXPOSED TO THE SAME STIMULI,

B. THERE ARE FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CHARACTERISTICS

OF PUBLIC TRAFFIC ROUTES AND AIRCRAFT ON AIRFIELDS, AND

C. THE MINIMA SHOULD RELATE TO OVERPRESSURE LIMITS.

7. THE IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AIRCRAFT 0V TAXIWAYS AND

AIRBORNE IS THE CONSEQUENCES ARISING FROM A FRAGMENf STRIKE, THE

AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF AN OVERPRESSURE WAVE AND THE POTENTIAL CRASH

RISK ARISING FROM PILOT REACTION TO A DETONATIOi. IN EhC4 CASE THE

EFFECTS ARE POSSIBLY DRAMATIC WH!LST THE AIRCRAFT IS ATReORNE BUT MAY

BE OF LESSER CONSEQUENCE FOR AN AIRCRAFT ON THE GROUND. WE THEREFORE
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PROPOSE TO APPLY A MORE CONSERVATIVE LIMIT TO RUNWAYS THAN TO TAXIWAYS.

S. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AND AIRCRAFT ARE

REASONABLY SELF-EVIDENT, THE AIRCRAFT IS UNDER THE CONTROL OF A

TRAINED PILOT WHU, IN THE EXTREME CASES OF LARGE PASSENGER AIRCRAFT,

CAN REASONABLY BE EXPECTED TO ACT IN A COMPETENT MANNER. IN ADDITION,

ALL AIRrIELD MOVEMENTS ARE UNDER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SO THAT THE
CHAOTIC ELEMENT

ASSOCIATED W.TH PUBLIC TRAFFIC ROUTES IS ABSENT. AN AIRCRAFT HOWEVER,

TS RORE VULNERABLE TO A FRAGaLNT STRIKE AND IF DAMAGED $UCH THAT

EVACUATION IS REQUIRED THEN PASSENGER LIVES MAY INDEED BE AT RISK. Ow

BALANCE WE BELIEVE THAT THESE CONSIDERATIONS CANCEL EACH OTHER SUCH

WHAT WE WILL USE THE PUBLIC TRAFFIC ROUTE DISTANCE TABLES BUT APPLY

DIFiERENT FINIMA.

9. Of MAJOR CONCERN TO US IS THE ESTABLISHING OF AN ADEQUATE

MINIMA THAT ENSURES A HIGH DEGREE OF AIRCRAFT CONTROLLABILITY WHEN

BvFFETED BY THE OVER-PRESSURE WAVE BUT WHICH DOES NOT UNREALISlICALLY

LIMIT OUR ARILITY TO OPERATE FROM THE BASE. THE EMPHASIS ON OVER-

PRESSURE IS BASED ON OUR REVIEWS THAT SHOW THAT FRAGMENTATION DAMAGE,

WHILST IT CANNOT BE ENTIRELY DISREGARDED, WILL NOT NORMALLY BE A

PROBLEM; IN FACT, WHERE LARGE QUANTITIES ARE CONCERNED THE SAFETY

N): AN(.ES ADEQUATCLY CATER FOR IT. FOR SMALLER QUANTITIES HOWEVER,

THE MINIMUM SAFETY DISTANCE CAN BE MOST RESTRICTIVE AND THIS LED US

TO EXAMINE THE BASIS FOR THE DISTANCE MINIMAI THE OUTCOME IS THAT WE

HAVE REDEFINED THE BASIS FOR THE MINIMA TO ONE THAT IS IN TERNS OF

THE CVER PRESSURE THAT WOULD BE GENERATED . THIS APPROACtl AIMS TO

RETAIN AN ADEQUATE LEVEL OF SAFETY FOR THE PUBLIC, BOTH (IN THE GROUND

AND IN THE AIR, WHILST NOT UNREALISTICALLY LIMITING OPERATIONS.

I WOULD NOW LIXE TO DISCUSS THE ELEMENTS CONSIDERED IN OUR APPROACH

FRAGMENTATION

is. WE ARE AWARE 1HAT ThE DDESB HAS PUBLISHED A STANDARD WHICH

DETAILS US JOINT-USER AIRFI.LD Q-D CRITERIA. HOWEVER, WE NOTE THAT
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THE STANDARD USES A FRAGMENT DENSITY OF ONE HAARDOUS FRAGMENT PER

*6S SQUARE FEET AS THE CRITERION, WHERE A HAZARUOUS FRAGMENTIS

DEFINED AS ONE HAVING AN ENERGY OF 58 FT LB OR GREATER. WE FEEL THAT

THIS CRITERION IS NOT ENTIRELY SUITABLE AS

A. IN OUR EXPERIENCE, AN ENERGY OF 58 FT LB IS INSUFFICIENT TO

PENETRATE AN AIRCRAFT SKIN,

B.' THE POPULATION DENSITY OF A PASSENGER AIRCRAFT IS FAR GREATER

THAN THAT DETAILED IN THE DEFINITION, AND

C. PASSENGER AIRCRAFT MAY CONTAIN UP TO 290,90P LITRES OF FUEL.

THE LAST.TWO FACTORS MAKE THE POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES OF A FRA6MErET

STRIKE ON AN AIRCRAFT MOST PROFOUND.

11. INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED IN AUSTRALIA, INCLUDING A

COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENT SEARCH, INDICATED THAT A CRITICAL FRAGMENT

ENERGY LEVEL IS ABOUT 73 KG ( FT LB ). WHILST THIS LEVEL

UNDERSTATES THE PROTECTION AVAILABLE TO CRITICAL COMPONENTS, WE

BELIEVE THAT IT OFFERS A REASONABLE LEVEL FOR ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

WITH A BUILT-IN CONSERVATISM. BELOW THIS LEVEL, THE MECHANISM OF

PENETRATION CHANGES WITH ENERGY BEING ABSORBED BY PLASTIC DEFORMATION

OF THE AIRCRAFT SKIN.

12. WE HAVE NOTED ANOTHER FACTOR THAT RELATES TO CONSIDERATIONS OF

FRAGMENTATION i TRIALS CARRIED OUT AT VARIOUS FACILITIES INDICATE

THAT FOR SMALL QUANTITIES-UP TO ABOUT 4500 KG NEQ THE DISTRIBUTION OF

FRAGMENT: FROM AN EXPLODING BUILDING RESEMBLES SOMEWHAT OF A MALTESE

CROSS; SUCH A DiSTRUBION, IF CONSISTENT, MAY BE UTILIZED BY ALIGNING

THE BUILDINGS TO MINIMISE POTENTIA1. FRAGMENT ATTACK.

13. OVERRIDING ALL THESE CONSIDERATIONS IS THAT IF THE BASIC Dll

AND D13 TA3LES ARE USED.WHICH ARE OF COURSE BASE9 ON OVERPRESSURE

EFFECTS AND THE PES IS CONSIDERED INTERCEPTOR TRAVERSED,THERE IS LITTLE

S DANGER FROM THE EFFECTS OF FRAGMENT ATTACK. LARGE QUANTITIES REQUIRE

LARGE SAFETY DISTANCES, COMMENSURATE 'WITH THE HAZARD, WHEREAS
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SMALL QUANTITIES ARE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED AGAINST BY TRAVERSES.

OVERPRESSURE IS THEREFORE THE PRIME CONSIDERATION.

OVERPRESSURE

14. THE EFFECTS OF OVER-PRESSURE ARE NOT AS EASY TO OVERCOME AND

-ARE THE DRIVING CONSIDERATION FOR SMALL QUANTITIES. THE DDESB

6UIDELINES TO OVER-PRESSURE DAMAGE ARE DETAILED IN DDESB STANDARD DOD

6055-9, AND ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 1. WE HAVE USED THIS GUIDE, PLUS THE

GENERAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE UK ESTC LEAFLETS, AS THE STARTING PJOINT FOR

OUR CONSIDERATIONS OF REASONABLE OVER-PRESSURE LIMITS.

15. AFTER SOMEWHAT PROTRACTED NEGOTIATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF

CONDITIONS, WE HAVE SETTLED FOR FIGURES FOR GUIDANCE TO LICENCING

AUTHORITIES THAT ARE LOWER THAN THOSE IN THE DDESB GUIDE. THE LEVELS

WE HAVE SET ARE STILL SUBECT TO YET MORE CONSULTATION AND

CONSIDERATION BUT WE SEEM TO BE REACHING A REASONABLE COMPROMISE THAT

AFFORDS A HIGH LEVEL OF PROTECTION' TO CIVILIAN USERS OF JOINT-USER

AIRFIELDS, WHILSI NOT UNDULY AFFECTING NORMAL OPERATIONS.

16. THE LIMITS WE HAVE PRESENTLY SETTLED ON ARE THE D13 PUBLIC

TRAFFIC ROUTE DISTANCES WITH THE FOLLOWING MINIMA:

A. 50 MILLIBARS ( 0.72 PSI ) AT THE CENTRELINE OF THE RUNWAY, AND

B. 78 MILLIBARS ( 1.0 PSI ) AT THE CENTRELINE OF TAXIWAYS.

IN SETTING THESE LEVELS WE FULLY REALISE THAT WE HAVE MADE NO*'

ALLOWANCE FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS Of FIRE SERVICES, THE POSSIBILITY OF

PRESSURE REDUCING OR ENHANCING STRUCTURES, OR THE PRECISE INFLUENCE

OF AIRCRAFT TYPE.

PHYSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

17. WE KNOW OF NO STUDY THAT WOULD GIVE dS A GUIDE TO THE REACTION

OF PILOTS IN GENERAL TO AN EXPLOSION OCCURING IN THE VICINITY OF

THEIR AIRCRAFT. COMMON SENSE INDICATES THAT THERE WILL BE

CONSEQUENCES ESPECIALLY WITH PRIVATE PILOTS, BUT THAT AIRLINE PILOTS

ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE ABLE TO RAPIDLY ,REDRES.S DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS. 6
THE LIKELY REACTIONS DISCUSSED EARLIER IN THIS PRESENTATION HAVE BEEN
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BORN• IN MIND THROUGHOUT OUR DELIBERATIONS WITHOUT ANY ATTEMPTS BEING

MADE QUANTIFY THE EFFECTS FURTHER.

SUMMARY~~

18. -WAAoOPERATIONS AT SOME AUSTRALIAN AIRFIELDS ARE COMPLICATED

BY THE AIRFIELD'S JOINT-USER STATUS. WE HAVE ENDEVOURED TO STRIKE A

BALANCE BETWEEN THE LEGITIMATE NEEDS OF TP'E PUBLIC FOR SAFE ACCESS TO

THESE AIRFIELDS WHILST MAINTAINING OUR AIM OF ENSURING THAT OUR

OPERATIONS ARE NOT UNDULY AFFECTED OUR INITIAL ATTEMPTS TO UNDERTAKE

A PROBABALISTIC APPROACH FOUNDERE9ON THE LACK OF DATA, AND WE

RESORTED TO 01111 UrJHCTIVE APPROACH.

19. ý:>HE RISK PROBLEMS WERE ASSESSED AS DUE TO FRAGMENTATION, BLAST

OVER-PRESSURE AND THE PHYSCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AN EXPLOSION. OF

THESE, OVER-PRESSURE ASSUMED THE MORE IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION DUE TO

THE EFFECT OF THE IMPULSE WAVE ON AIRCRAFT. WE CONSIDER THAT WE ARE

APPROACHING REASONABLE LEVELS THAT ALLOW FOR OUR TWIN AIMS OF

MAINIAININU PIJBLIC SAFETY AND RETAINING OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

HOWEVER, WE DO NOT AT THIS TIME FEEL ENTIRELY COMFORTABLE WITH OUR

CONCLUSIONS AND WOULD BE MOST INTERESTED IN ANY THOUGHTS OTHER

NATIONS MAY HAVE ON THIS TOPIC.
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HAZEL - "A COMPUTERIZED APPROACH TO SYSTEM SAFETY"

KENNETH W. PROPER

U.S. ARMY DEFENSE AMMfUNITION CENTER AND SCHOOL

EQUIPMENT DIVISION

(SMCAC-DEN)

o SAVANNA, IL 61074-9639

- ~ EHAZML is a computerized approach to system safety,
I whose design incorporates the use of new concepts

for hazard evaluation of a system.

These concepts are based on the postulate
that an incident results when during the exposure
of a given hazard stimulus within a system, the
stimulus permits the conversion an6 release of
potential energy outside of the design parameters.
Depending on which set of events follows this
release of energy, one of several possible
consequences can result. The severity of this
consequence is dependent on which set of events
occurs. Further, it is possible that this set of
events could be a null set, producing no
consequences.

The goal of Systems Safety Engineering is to maximize the operational
effectiveness of a system by identifying hazards within the design of the
syetem, which will impair its operational effectiveness, in order to recommend
timely corrective actions which are cost effective Unlike other elements of
engineering, Systems Safety Engineering does not $rbduce absolutes but produces
reduced probabilities. Yet like other elements of engineering, Systems Safety
Engineering is faced with the same constraints - time, lack of personnel and
money.

Therefore to fulfill the goal of Systems Safety Engineering, the Systems
Safety Engineer must have tools which provide the project manager with decision
making information and solutions, not problems, in the most cost effective
manner.
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To provide the Ammunition Peculiar Equipment (APE) project managere at U.S.KArmy Defense Ammunition Center and School (U)SADACS), Equipment Division (mEM),
with decision making information and solutions, the concepts, hazard analysis
formats and definitions of Milit*ry 3tandard (MIL-STD).882A, System Safety
Program Requirements, 28 June 1977, were reviewed along with other literature
available on systems safety engineering. This review combined with the
experience gained in analyzing the safety of APE, lead to the development of
new concepts, definitions and hazard formats. The nucleus of this development
is a modification of the work of William T. Fine presented in his paper on
"Mathematical Evaluations For Controlling Hazards", Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Technical Report 71-31 of 8 March 1971.

The first step in developing a solution was to review MIL-STD 882A. the
standard recomiends the use of two classifications in determining the risk
involved with a system for a particuliar hazard -- the probability that a
hazard will result in a mishap and the worst potential consequence of that
mishap. The standard further recommends the use of six categories to define
hazard probability and four categories to define severity.'

Waiie the techniques of MIT,-STD 882A do provide for recognition of safety
deficiencies, it does not provide a realistic representation of the hazard to
mishap mechanism nor the mechanics necessary for safety personnel to be able to
make recomneudutions on which deficiencies are the most critical or how to
correct them in the most cost effective method.

The standard states that the severity of a mishap is not dependcnt on the
probability of the hazard, only on its consequences. Therefore even if the
hazard is removed from the system, the consequences are still the same,
although impossible to occur. Therefore, only the probability of the accident
can be dealt with by systems safety engineering and the project manager.

The standard defines a hazard as "an existing or potential condition that can
result in a mishap." In order for a hazard to result in a mishap, the hazard
must be considered capable of doing work. If it is capable of doing work, it
must then contain potential energy. Therefore, a hazard can be considered
potential energy existing within the system or its environment.

However, in order for a system to complete its mission, it must be capable
of doing work, and therefore capable r-f conv'orting potential energy into work.
Therefore, the presence of potential energy within a system alone, does not
cause a mishap. It is when the potential energy is converted to work and
released in an uncontrolled way that a mishap occurs. The more often the
potential energy is capable of being converted, the greater the likelihood of
it being released in an uncontrolled way.
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There ,"re, the potential energy is not the problem. The prot em i.s how
often that potential energy is present &nd how that potential energy can be
converted and released outsIde of the design pa.ramei:ers. From this rationale,
two new concepts were identified and defined. The first being STIMULUS and the
second being STIMULUS EXPOSURE.

Stimulus represents the mechanism through which the potential energy car,
be converted and released outside of the design parameters.

S.imulus Exposure is a measure of how often the stimulus is present within
the system or its environment.

From experience it can be seen that when potentisl energy is released in an
uncontrolled manner, it does not always result in a mishap. Often the release
of the potential energy will result in nothing happening or in a near miss.
Therefore, a mishap takes more than the uncontrolled release of potential
energy to occur. Not only must the potential energy be released outside of
design parameters, but a particular set of events or event must occu-. If a
given event or sequence of events does not occur, then a given mishap outcome
will not occur. From this, two additional concepts were identified and
defined, MISHAP SET and MISHAP PROBABULITY.

Mishap Set is the event or events whi:h must take place in order for a
given mishap to occur. Furthermore for any given uncontrolled release of
potential energy, more than one mishap set and outcome exidt.

Mishap Probability is the likelihood of a particular mishap sequen,.e
occurring to completion.

Based on the above discussion, the hazard-mishap mechanism can be defined
as follows and serve as a postulate for further development:

An incident results when during the exposure of a
given hazard stimulus within a system, the
stimulus permits the conversion and release of
potenticl energy outside of the design parameters.
Depending on which mishap set follows this release
of energy, one of several possible consequences
can result. The severity of this consequence is
dependent on which mishap set occurred. Furt1her,
it is possible that this mishap set could be a
null set, producing no consequences.

Once the postulate was stated and accepted, it became necessary to formally
define the new concepts and establish qualitative levels. The qualitative
levels a-e defined in Appendix A.
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Maximum Credible Mishap (MCM). The most credible catastrophic effect on
personnel, production activities, or facilities due to the occurrence of a
particular event or series of events. The 1CM has an occurrence probability of
1 if a given event or series of events occure.

StImilus. The mechanism through which potential energy, existing within a
system, operation, facility, or environment, may be converted and released
outside of uhe design parameters.

Stimulus Exposure. The likelihood, expressed in quantitative or
qualitative terms, that a given stimulus could be present within a system,
operation, or fpcility. The greater the likelihood of the stimulus, the
greater the likelihood of its associated potential energy being released. The
stimulus exposure is dependeat on the presence of the stimulus and is
independent of all other factors.

Mishap Set. A realistic statement of the sequence of events or event
which oust occur in order for the MCM to happen.

Mishap Set Probability. The likelihood, expressed in quantitative or
qualitative terms, that the stated 14CM Mishap Set can occur. The mishap set
probability is dependent on its likelihood of occurring and is independent of
all other factors.

Severity. A qualitative assessment of the degree of injury, occupational
illness, property or equipment damage associated with the MCM. Severity ic
dependent only on the MCM. Once established, it does not change, only its
Mishap Set Probability can change.

Criticality. A mai.hematical combination of the stimulus exposure, mishap
set probability, and severity. Criticality serves to facilitate the ranking of
possible recognized hazards to determine priority of action and allatment of
funds.

Safety Cost Factor. The estimated dollar cost of the proposed method of
eliminating, reducing, or controlling a safety deficiency. This value is used
in the Safety Cost/Benefit Analysis.

Degree of Safety Correction. The estimated reduction in the likelihood of
the stimulus exposure and/or the mishap set probability. This value is used in
a Safety Cost/Benefit Analysis.

Risk. The expected value of lose.
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Risk Acceptability. That level of risk which has been determined as
acceptable in order to fulfill mission requirements. It represents a level of
risk where either the output of resources to rectify safety deficiencies does
not result in a proportional increase in system safety; or so restricts the
performance of the system, it cannot fulfill its assigned mission. USADACS-DEH
uses a criticality of 10 or less as acceptable risk. Any risk acceptance
greater than a criticality of 10, requires a Safety Cost/Benefit Analysis to
document it rationale for acceptance.

Implementing this postulate of hazard-mishap mecha:tiism, allows a system to be
analyzed lisiog these new techniques:

1. Identify the types of potential energy which could exist as a
possible hazard within the system or its environment;

2. Identify what condition could convert this potential energy and
release it outside of the design parameters, stimulus;

3. Determine how often the stimulus is present with the system,
stimulus exposure;

4. Identify the most credible, catastrophic result from the release
of potential energy, maximum credible mishap;

5. Define the event or sequence of events which must occur for the
maximum credible mishap to happen, mishap set;1 6. Determine the likelihood of the mishap set occurring, mishap set
probability;

7. Rank the hazard with respect to the other recognized hazards,
criticality.

An additional technique provided the safety enginee%, once the criticality of
the safety concern has been established, is the capability of being able to
perform a cost/benefit analysis to determine if possible corrective actions are
economically beneficial and if they are, which has the greatest cost to benefit
ratio.

Justification - Criticality

Cost F.ictor X Degree of Correction

Once the concepts were identified, the terms defined, and qualiatitive levels
established, the next step was to devise hazard analysis formats which would
incorporate the use of the new concepts.

Pasc experience with the system safety of APE, had demonstrated that three
general types of hazard analysis had proven efiective.
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The first type was basically a preliminary hazard analysis type. DEN had
used four variations of this typa with etch variation providing a more detailed
review of the equipment. They were:

1. A preliminary type variation used at concept development;

2. A systea type variation used as the design progressed;

3. A sub-system type variatioa, if required by the complexitv of tie
APE, used as the system's design advanced;

4. A compo~tent type variation used when necessary for extremely
coisplex systems.

The second type of analysis which had proven effected was the Operation
and Support Hazard Analysis. This analysis had proven effective not only in
the analyse of the APE, but had, also, been used when developing Standing
Operating Practices (SOP) for engineering tests.

The final type of analysis was the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FNEA). The FMEA, while not as rigorous of analysis as a Fault Tree, does
provide results which are useful and can be completed with far less expenditure
of man hours, especially when production of only one of two units of APE is
involved. The April 1968 issue of "Discover" magazine contains a discussion on
FNZA and Fault Tree Analysis in an article titled "They Fly In The Face Of
Danger".

However in order to stay consistent with the criticality of other
analyses, the atethod of determining the criticality for the FMEA had to be
revised. This was accomplished by defining the criticality for the FMEA as:

CRITICALITY - Usage X Failure Rate X Replicaation Factor X Severity

where:

Usage is a measure of the number of times the component must perform
within the system;

Failure Rate is an assessment of the probability of failure during a
given time period;

Replication Fictor is a meabure of redundancy within thq system;

Severity is a measure of the consequencea of the failure.

The qualitative levels for each of the factors, used by DEN, are contained in
Appendix B.
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As a prerequisite, it was decided that the format should pro.ide more
information than was currently included on the hazard analysis formats, The
format should serve to document the complete history of the possible safety
deficiency - its status' what was done to correct it, vhat type of system
safety precedence should be used to correct the deficiency, and how this
effected its probability of occurrence.

Further, since the proposed information would provide more than just
the recognition of hazards, it was decided to call them "Safety Analysis".

In order to accomodate this information, it was realized that one page
would be required for each possible safety deficiency recognized.

Based on the aoove, a format was designed by DEN which provided one
page for each safety deficiency, and consisted of four sections of information:

1. Safety deficiency status information;

2. System information;

3. Safety deficiency information;

4. Disposition information.

The final formats for each of the diffetent types and variations of types are
contained in Appendix C.

s i The safety deficiency status information section composes the top
section of the page and remains constant for all the safety analysis formats
used. It contains the following information:

1. It contaius the date the page was last printed;

2. The page number of the safety analysis of which it was a part;

3. The date the safety deficiency was first recongized as possible and
opened;

4. The hazard tracking number, HAZTAC, fer that individual APE,
assigned when opened;

5. Indication whether or not the safety deficiency has been addressed
and closed, and if closed, has the correction been verified as incorporated
into the design and/or manual;

6. The AKE nuuber assigned;

7. The APE title assigned;
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8. The memo of the project i .nager assigned;

9. The name of the safety evaluator performing the safety analysis.

The next section of the page consists of the system inforuation. The
amount of information in this section varies depending on the tpe of safety
analysis being performed. However, the amount of informatio, provided is
consistent with the degree to ahich the APS is being analysed.

The third section documents dtie safety deficiency, which wes determined
could occur within the APE. iL, also, includes a possible solution which the
project manager can cousider in rectifying the deficiency.

The final section provides documentation of the corrective action
ultimately selected. It indicates what type of system safety precedence this
action represented, the effect its use had on the criticality, and the type of
result achieved.

While the new concepts, techniques, and safety analyses provided new tools for
use during the design of APE, along with couplete documentation of the system
safety effort, one of the original goals - cost effective and timely manner
- had not been achieved.

In order to achieve this gopi, a series of computer programs were
designed and written. These programs or modules where designed to be chained
together forming one large comp%,ter program, called HAZEL. HAZEL stands for
HAZard EvsLuatiomprogram. Using this technique, HAZEL could constantly be
upgraded by the addition of diff rent modules to meet future needs.

HAZEL was designed and written as a tool to be used for system safety.
Therefore, it was designed to be user frie.idly. This was accomplished through
the use of menu-driven programs (menus and program flow are contained in
Appendix D) which flow from one menu to another, always allowing return to the
previous menu, until arriving at the task to be performed.

To facilitate maximum use oil memory for each module, to permit use of library
routines, to provide maximum documentation in the program listing, and ';o
accomplish a faster execution time, Cbasic by Digital Research was selected as
the language due to it being a cospiler Basic rther than an interpretive
Basic. Further, Cbasic performs error checking on the source code before
translating the code into an intermediate program. This helps eliminate "bugs"
with in the program.

HAZEL was designed and written for the Kaypro II computer and an Epcon
FX-80 printer. However, Cbasic is available for computers based on the INTEL
8080, 8085 or the Zilog ZB0 microprocessors using CP/M, MP/N or CP/NET
operating systems.
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Currently, HAEML consitts of approximately 15 modules and has been in
use for six months. The major "bugs" have been worked out of the system.
However, a fey minor "hugs" my still exist within the system, which have not
yet been discovered.

HAZEL's programs are presently contained on two program diskettes. The
program indicate when to change from one disk to the other and incorporate
checking routines to insure the correct program disk is in place.

For each system )eing analyzed, HAZEL requires a maximum of eight
diskettes. Six of these diskettes are for each of the iix safety analysis
which can currently be done by HRAZL.

Zach analysis is contained on a separate diskutts. This was done to
allow the maximiu number of individual records for each safety analy!is file to
be created. The maximum number of hasards which can be currently addressed by
any one analysis is approximately 19!. However, future development plans call
for this number to be increased to 500 hozares per a-•alysia. This would allow
a total of 30,000 hazards per system to be recogniiid and tracked by HAZEL.

One of the two remaining diskettes, consist of a susary of each of the
safety deficiencies from the other six diskettes and is used to provide haaard
tracking of all recognized hazards.

The last diskette is used for gen3ral purpose files and the Safety
Assessment Report file.

However, only two diskettes are initially required by HAZEL when a
system file is created. They are the Safety Assessment File diakette, SAR, and
the hazard tracking diskette, HAZTAC.

During the design of HAZEL, it was decided to incorporate a hazard checklist.
The checklist used, was an extended version of the "Hazard Review Checklist"
from the appendix of Handbook Of System And Product Safety by Willie Harmer.
Hovever to allow greater flexibility, the checklist was designed with two
additional features and is contained on a separate diskette.

The first checklist feature allows each category of the hazard
checklict to be reworded to better describe the system under going 4nalysis.

The second checklist feature allows each category of the hazard
checklist to be expanded. This allows the checklist to grow based on insight
gained from experience and t.o be tailored to specific types of systems.

Another feature which was included in th.e design of the program was the ability
to produce labels. Ten different labels are produced by HAZEL when a new
system is started. The ten labels include one for each type of diskette used
by HAZE", plus one label to be used on the outside of the diskette container,
and one to be used on a file folder.
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Zn order to fulfill the goal - cost effective and timely manner, HAZEL prints
elkh page of every analysis, as it is perforaed. Therefore as each safety
deficiency is recoguised, it is do-umented 3n 8-1,2 by 11 continuous form
papet. This documentation can then ba Uiven to the project manager for his
disposition. Further, when the safety deficiency is addressed, an updated copy
of the safety deficiency page can be returned and used to update that page of
the analysis. This then produces a new page of documentation, showint vhether
or not additional cineidewation is required by the progsan manager.

Secondly at any give time, a HAITAC report can be produced for any
system, which ranks all safety deficiencies by their criticality. The report
isdicates which safc.y analysis indicated the deficianc.y, its status as to
open, closed or closed and verified, its page number, the type of haeard, type
of action used, &Mi result of that action used. Further, it provides a sumanry
of all the hazards.

This sumeary provides the numbers and parcontages for all the safety
deficiencies by four classifications of information. It fivet classifi.es the
safety .lf iciencies by whether they are open, closed, or closed and verified.
Then is classifies the safety deficiencies by the safety precedence used. The
third classification is by the type of result ebtained by the action used. The
final classification is by the type of action which should be used based on the
dejTee of criticality.

Two additional evaluations have been added to HAZEL, since its original denign.
They are evaluations of the electrtical environment and the APE's machine
safeguarding.

Due to the nature of APE, an evaluation was added which could be used during
the concept phase to classify and document electrical requirements for the type
or types of environments in which the APE would be perfroming. Thereby
reducing the cost. due to over designing of the electrical system.

This classification of electrical eoviroaments is based on the U.S.
Army Mat~riel Command's Safety Manuals, AI4C-R 385-100, Ernest C. MaSison's
book. Electrical Instruments In Hazardous L.ocations, and The National
Electrical Code Handbook.

The evaluation of the machine's safeguarding is based on a modified checklist
developed by the U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health
Administration and published in Concepts And TechLiques if Machine
Safeguardia, OSHA 3067.

This modified -hecklist is, also, included in a recently developed
inhouse nublication by this author, entitled Machine Safeguarding Design
Czit.•ia For Ammunition Peculiar Equipment. This publication was developed to
aid DI designers, so that safesuarding was done during the design process,
rather than as an after thought.
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A final feature which wee incorporeted into the development of HAZEL was
compatibility with two commercially available software packages which are
standard software on the Kaypro II. They are "Wordstar" and "The Word". "The
Word" allows HAZEL's files to be checked and corrected for spelling errors.
"Wordstar" provides capability to correct typographic.l errors, edit files,
and, also, to reestablish record's lengths changed by "The Word".

During the six mon~Us ýince the use of the new concepts, system safety formats,
and HAIEL in DEN, system safety has been able to be more responsive to the
needs of the program manager and the APE program.

The new concepts provide the program manager and safety engineer with
new tools to eliminate safety deficiencies with in a system. The safety
deficiency can now, either be eliminated by changing the exposure of the
stiu•ulus within the system or interrupting the mishap set to produce either a
null set or acceptable risk.

The use of criticality has provided a new tool in determining which
safety deficiencies are most likely to incur the greatest total loss over the
life of a system. Thereby, permitting allotment of funds proportionally.

HAZEL has eliminated the time-consuming hand writing of the analysis;
and then waiting for the draft to appear at the top of the clerical person's
pile, in order to have legible copies.

HAZEL takes advantage of what a computer does best - repetitive tasks
such as copying, filing, sorting, memorizing, and printing; while allowing the
user to think, evaluate and create.
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APPENDIX A

Definition of Qualitative Levels

STIMULUS EXPOSURE

The following qualitative levels were defined to express the likelihood
of stimulus exposure, along with its symbol used on tLhe analyses, and
contribution value to criticality.

1. The stimulus occurs continuously or many times daily. It is
assigned the symbol "A" and a value of 10.

2. The stimulus occurs frequently or approximately once per week. It
is assigned the symbol "B" and a value of 6.

3. The stimulus occurs occasionally or from once per week to once per
month. It is assigned the symbol "C" and a value of 3.

4. The stimulus is unusual or from once per month to once per year. It
is assigned the symbol "D" and a value of 2.

5. The stimulus is rare) but has been known to occur. Its assigned
symbol is "E" and a value of 1.

6. The stimulus is remotely possible but it has not been known to
occur. Its assigned symbol is "F" and a value of 0.5.

7. The stimulus cannot physically occur. Its assigned symbol is "G"
and a value of 0.0.

MISHAP SET PROBABILTY

The following qualitative levels were defined to express the likelihood
of the occurence of the mishap set, along with Its symbol used on the analyses
and criticality contribution value.

1. The complete mishap set is the most likely and expected result, if
the potential energy is converted and released by the stimulus. its assigned
symbol is "a" and a value of 10.

2. The complete mishap set is quite possible, not unusual, has an even
50/50 chance) if the potential energy is converted and released by the¶
stimulus. Its assigned symbol is "b" and a value of 6.

3. The complete mishap set would be an unusual sequence or
coincidence, if the potential energy is converted and released by the stimulus.
ILs assigned symbol is "c" and a value of 3.
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4. The complete mishap set would be a remotely possible coincidence if
the potential energy is converted and released by the stimulus. its assigned
symboll is "d" and a value of 1.

5. The complete mishap set has never happened after many years of
exposure, but is conceivably possible if the potential energy is converted and
released by the stimulus. Its assigned symbol is "e" and a value of 0.5.

6. The complete mishap set is practically impossible to occur, if the
potential energy is converted and released by the stimulus. Its assigned
symbol is 'T' and a value of 0.1.

7. The complete mishap set is impossible to occur if the potential
energy is converted and released by the stimulus. Its assigned symbol is Itg"i
and its assigned value is 0.0.

SEVERIrY

The A'ollowing qualitative levels were defined to express the severity
of the mishap, along with its symbol used on the analyses and its criticality
contribution value.

1. Catastrophe - Numerous fatalities, damage over $1,000,000. Its
assigned symbol is "I" and the value of 100.

2. Severe - Multiple fatalities; damage $500,000 to $1,000,000, or
loss of APE. Its assigned symbol is "IV" and a value of 50.-

3. Critical - Fatality, damage $100,000 to $500,000 or more than 30
days to repair the APE. Its assigned symbol i~s "III" an a value of 25.

4. Serious - Extremely serious injury (permanent disability), damaage
$1,000 to $100,000 oz repair of APE requiriag one week to 30 days. Its assigned
symbol is "IVP and a value of 15.

5. Marginal - Disabling injury (temporary total disability), .!arage up
to $1,000 or repair to APE requiring more than eight hours to one week, Its
assigned symbol is 'Y' and a value of 5.

6. Negligible - Injury requiring first aid or mintnr supportiiqe medical
treatment not causing lost work days or restricted work activities, correctable
end item damage, or damage to APE repairable in eight hours or less. Its
assigned symbol is "VI" and a value of 1.

7. None - No injury or damage. Its assigned symboll is "VII" and a
value of 0.0.

SAFETY CORRECTION FACTOR

The following qualitative levels were defined to express the safety
correction factor, along with its symbol used on the Safety Cost/Benefit
analysis and its contribution value.
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1. A reduction in either stimulus exposure or mishap set probability
resulting in one level of reduction. its assigned symbol is "I" and a value or
6.

2. A reduction in either stimulus exposure or misitap set probability
resulting in a combined reduction of two levels. Its assigned symbol is "2"
and a value of 5.

3. A reduction in either stimulus exposure or mishap set probability
resulting in a combined reduction of three levels. Its assigned symbol is "3"
and a value of 4.

4. A reduction in either stimulus exposure or mishap set probability
resulting in a combined reduction of four levels. Its assigned symbol is "4"
and a value of 3.

5. A reduction in either stimulus exposure or mishap set probability
resulting in a combined reduction of five levels. Its assigned symbol is "5"
and value of 2.

6. A reduction in either stimulus exposure or mishap set probability
resulting in a combined reduction of six levels. Its assigned symbol is "6"
and a value of 1.

SAFETY COST FACTOR

The following qualitative levels were defined to exprass the safety
cost factor along with its symbol used oa the Safety Cost/Benefit analysis and
its contribution value.

1. Cost estimated to correct is over $50,000. Its assigned symbol isI
"A" and a value of 10.

2. Cost estimated to correct is $25,000 to $49,999. Its assigned
symbol is "B" and a value of 6.

3. Cost estimatpd ta correct is $10,000 to $24,999. Its assigned
symbol is "C" and a value of 4

4. Cost estimated to correct is $1,000 to $9,99). Its assigned symbol
is "D" and a value of 3.

5. Cost estimated to correct is $100 to $999. Its assigned symbol is
"E" and a value of 2.

F. Cost estimuated to correct is $1 to $99. Its assigned symbol is "F"
and a value of 1.



APPENDIX B

DEFINITION OF FMEA QUALITATIVE LEVELS

V. Frilure Modee

The following failure modes are automatically considered during the
evaluation.

a. Premature operation.

b. Failure to operate at a prescribed time.

c. Intermittent operation.

d. failure to cease operation at a prescribed time.

e. Lose of output or failure during operation.

f. Degraded output or operational capability.

g. Other unique failure as:

Usage Rate Factor

The following qualitative levels were defined to express the usage of the
unit being evaluated, along with their symbol used on the analy.is, and value
contributed to criticality.

a. The mechanism is a safety device or life support system. Value is
10.0. Symbol used is SD.

b. The mechanism is used continuously, every system cycle. Value is 10.0.
Symbol used is i.

c. The mechanism is used frequently, every other system cycle. Value is
5.0. Symbol used is ii.

d. The mechanism is used ocras..onally, or at least once per day or eight
hours of use.Value is 2.5. Symbol used is iii.

e. The mechanism is seldom used, or only under special circumstances.
Valtie is 1.0. Symbol used is iv.

f. The mechanism is rarely used, or only used as back-up. Value is 0.5.
Symbol used is v.

g. The mechanism is never used, but does have a purpose. Value is 0.1.
Symbol used is vi.

b. The mechanism has no operational function. Value is 0.0. Symbol used
is vii.
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Failure Rata~ Factor

The following qualitative levela were defined to express the failure rate
of the unit being evaluated, along with its symbol used on the analysis, and
value contributed to criticality.

a. The mechanism will fail, at least once per shift or 8 hours of use.
value to 10. Symbol used is a.

b. The mechanism will fail at least once 'ner week or 40 hours of use.
Value to 8. Symbol used is b.

c. The mechanism will fail at least once per month or 172 h~ours of use.
Vilue to 6. Symbol used is c.

d. The mechanism will fail at least once per year or during the first 1040
hours of use. Value to 3. Symbol used is d.

e. The mechanism will fail at least once in 2 years or during the first
2080 hours of use. Value to 2. Symbol used is e.

f. The mechanism is extremely reliable, will last longer than 2 years or
2080 hours of usage. Value is 1. Symbol used is f.

S. The mechanism has never been known to fail, but failure is conceivably
possible. Value is 0.5. Symbol used is g.

h. The mechanism's design is such, that it is practically impossible for
it to fail. Value is 0.1. Symbol used im h.

i. The mechanism's designi is s'mch, that it is physically impossible for i.t

to fail. Value is 0. Symbol used is j.

Redundancy (R) Factor

The following qualitative levels were defined to expresE the redundancy
factor of the unit being evaluated, along with its symbol used on the analysis,
and value contributed to criticality. The values used when there is a
rediincant unit are based on a failure rate of 0.75. This was chosen to
represent a realistic, yet very conservative value.

a. No redundancy of mechanism. Value is I.C. Symbol used is 0.

b. One redundant mechanism is used~. Value of 0.0625. Sym~bol used is 1.

c. Two redundant mechanisms are used. Value of 0.0156. Symbol used is 2.

d. Three redundant mechanisms are used. Value is 0.0004. Symbol used is 3.

e. Mechanism eliminated by re-design. Value is 0. Symbol used is 4.
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Severity Factor

The following qualitative levels were eefined to express the severity of
the resultant effect on the system due tj the failure of the L.nit being
evaluated, along with their symbol used on the analysis, and value contributed
to criticality.

a. CATASTROPHE: Numerous fatalities; damage over $1,000,000; major
disruption of activities, loss of proditction facilities. Value is 100. Symbol
used is I.

b. SEVERE: Multiple fatalities; damage $500,000 to ý1,000,000 or loss of
APE. Value is 50. Symbol used is II.

c. CRITICAL: Fatality, damage $100,000 to $500,000 or requiring more than
30 days to repair the APE. Value is 25. Symbol used is III.

d. SERIOUS: Extremely sarious injury (permanent disability); damage $1,00
to $100,000; or repair of APE requiring one week to 30 days. Value is 15.
Symbol used is IV.

e. MARGINAL: Disabling injury (temporary total disability); damage up to
$1,000; or repair of APF requiring up to one week. Value is 5. Symbol used is
V.

f. NEGLIGIBLE: Injury requiring first aid or minor supportive medizal
treatment not causing lost workdays or restricted work activities nr
correctable end item damage or damage to APE accepted as incident to operation.
Value is 1. Symbol used is VI.

NONA. No injury or damage. Value is 0. Symbol is VII.
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APPENDIX C

SAFETY ANALYSIS FORMA"S
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... PRELIMINARY SAFIUT ANALYSIS

D~te:Pale

"t*e Opeawd:

RAZTAC No. STATUS CLOSED ( ) VEIFIED ( )

APE No. Title:

P.M. Evaluated by

System:

Hazard:

Stimulus:

Maximum Credible Mishap:

Mishap Set:

I 1

2
3

~*5
6

initial
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Recomended Cor-ective Action:

A-tual Corrective Action:

Final
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Type Action: DESIGN ( ) SAFETY DEVICE ( ) WARNING DEVICE ( ', PROCEDURE ( )

RESULT: ELIMINATED ( ) REDUCED ( ) CONTROLLED ( ) TRADE-OFF ( )
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SYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS

Date: Page

Date Opened:

RAZT&C No. STATUS CLOSED ( ) VERIFIED ( )

APR Ho. Title:

P.M. Evaluated by

System:

Rasard:

Stimulus:

Maximum Credible Mishap:

Mishap Set:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
81

In~itialExposure Probability Severity Criticality

Recoamended Corrective Action:

Actual Corrective Action:

Final
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Type Action: DESIGN ( ) SAFETY DEVICE ( ) WARNING DEVICE ( ) PROCEDURE ( )

RESULT: ELIMINATED ( ) REDUCED ( ) CONTROLLED ( ) TRADE-OFF ( )
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: IIUI-SflTIf ,M1E AMTAL"SIS

Date: Page

I* Date Opetked:o

tI: • NAZT&C No. STATUS CLOSED ( ) VERIFIED ( )

I APE No. Title:

P.M. RvaltLated by

System:

Sub-System:

Hasard:

Stimulus:

Maximum Credible Mishap:

Mishap Set:

I 1
t 2

3

56
7
8

Initial
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Recomaeuded Corrective Action:

Act.al Corrective Action:

Final
Exposure Prc.bability Severity Criticality

Type Action: DESIGN ( ) SAFETY DEVICE ( ) WARNING DEVICE ( ) PROCEDURE ( )

RESULT: ELIMINATED ( ) REDUCED ( ) CnNTROLLED ( ) TRADE-OFF ( )
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COMPON•NT SAIZYf AALYSIS

Date: Page

Date Opened:

ARAC No. STATUS CLOSED ( ) vuaivmD ( )

PENo, Title:

P.M. Evaluated by

System:
Sub-eyntem:
Ccuqsoeat I

saaard:

Stimalus:

Maxim CredibIe Mishap:

Mishap Set:

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
6

initial
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Recommended Corrective Action:

Actual Corrective Action:

Final
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Type Action: DESIGN ( ) SAFETY DEVICE ( ) WARNING DEVICE ( ) PROCEDURE ( )

RESULT: ELIMINATED ( ) REDUCED ( ) CONTROLLED ( ) TFADE-OFF ( )
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OMATM *AM SIJPW)&T SW!UTF *mLUU

Dute Page

* Date Opened:

""I&AC No. STATUS CLOSED ( ) VIRIPIRD ( )

APR NO. Title:

P.M. Evaluated by

Operation/Support:

Purpose.,

Eaeard:

Stimuluss:

Maximum Credible Mishap:

Mishap Set:

1
2
3

5
6

I 78

initial
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Recommended Corrective Action:

Actual Corrective Action:

Final
Exposure Probability Severity Criticality

Type Action: DESIGN ( ) SAFETY DEVICE C ) WARNING DEVICE ( ) PROCEDURE ( )

I RESULT: ELIMINATED ( ) REDUCED ( ) CONTROLLED ( ) "RADE-OFF ( )
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?AnMU t)U ARD EFFECTS AFITY AINALYSIS

Doate, Opeadz

MUATAC No. STATUS CLOSED ( ) VERIFIED ( )

AnP $0. Title:

?.i4, Evaluated by

Coup~onent:,

Purpoae:

pailure Node:

affect on component

Effect on Sub-systes:

Effect on System:

Ti-itial
UIaaeit Fail Rate: R.F.,: SEV: Criticality

Recommended Corrective Action:

Actual Corrective Action:

Final
Usage: Fail Rate: R.F.: SKY: Criticality

Type Action: DESIGN ( ) SAFETY DEVICE ( ) WARNING DEVICE ( ) REDUNDACY (

RESULT: (LIKINATED (DUCED ) CONTROLLED ( ) TRADE-OFF ( )
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE MENUS A•j) PROGRAM FLOW
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S t

* * $

tu S t

HAZard EvaLuation for Systea Safety rev 2.0

k w proper S6
ANY KEY TO CONTINUE USAqDACS-DEN

OPENING SCREEN

This section contains sample menus, shows how HAZEL flows from one menu toanother, and contains sample screens for starting a new file3 the Prel-minary

Safety Analysis and Failure Modes and Effects Safety Analysis.

The opening screen is shown above. This screen appears when the program is
first executed.
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What is your nase (RT> Ken

What, is today's date (RT) 19 Jul 86

NAME AN~D DATE SCREEN naeofte se adth

The second screen shown above, requests that the ae.ofteu ran th

current date be entered..

The current date is used for the opening date of the safety deficiencies

determnined, and) also, for the date printed on the different reports anid

analyses.

If the information is entered incorrectly, it can be reentered by answering

"N"or "n" for the prompt.
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1. Dirfetuu of proejcts
2. S~at a NEN Project File
3. UIMN a P•olj s File
4. EK•hUiTE a Peio t
S. UponI a Word alvsis
6. PRINT a leN bAmlvsis
7. RIA NAM8. SEMON NEWU9. QUIT

Entter Option desired C 1-9 1 ?.

MASTER MENU #1

This is the first master menu. HAZEL consists of two master menus at this
time; bowever, more menus can be added to her to increase the tasks she can
complete.

To go the second master menu, enter "8" as the option.

HAZEL will indicate the selection of "8" by placing stars between the "8"
and "SECOND MENU"; and then asking if this is the correct option desired.
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HAZEL

MASTER MENU # 2

I. Evaluate ElectricalI Environment
2. Do Safety Cost/Senefit Analysis
3. SORT by Hazard
4. Machine Guarding Anal'jsis
S. UNUSED AT THIS TINE
6. UNUSED AT THIS TIME
7. Yo.a End Report
8. FIRST MENU
9. QOUI

Enter Option desired r 1-9 1 7_

MASTER MENU #2

This is the second master menu. Option 5 and 6 are unused at this time are
available for future develoment.

To return to the first master menu, enter "8" as the option.
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2. am Stt a I Project Fill
3. UPATE a Pruscts File
4. EWMLIMTE a ProJct
. UPDATE a Hazard Amlysis

PRINT a Huazrd bAlysisM WATC
9. SECOD 11HU
9. QUIT

Is this correct CY/NH ?

SELECTION OF "START A NEW PROJECT FILE" OPTION

When the systim safety for a project is first begun, a master file for that
project muist be established. This is accomplished using option 2 of Master
Menu #1.
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LOADING MASTER FILE PROGRAM

TRANSITION SCREEN

The above screen is typical of the type of screen which appears when HAZEL is
moving from one program to another.
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FILE S Disk No. 4 1. Title

UU~ .AE3. JON 4.IWCO #$ •1E
$ S. Started S. Comp'd 7, Test,

t6. P. .
t Req Started Done t
t 9. Status: Concept B Purpose H N H S
t C urWiions N H H I

SA SAR 02plete HO 0 PSAH N H N
t E SSA N H N t
t F SSSA H N N S
t 6 CSA H H HSt
t H O&SSA H H N S

t RA NH N I

(ES0) TO QUIT

Enter number or at4ter ot item to enter ?

MASTER FILE SCREEN

This is the screen which will appear when a new project is being added to Lhe
file.

Each item can be entered by indicating the number or letter fox that item.
Each item can be entered as many times as desired, until the file dita is
correct.
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- LE XDisik No. 4 .. Title Sample for Display

.*,:**t* 2. APE 10 0. JON A87-628-0001 4. AMC I A86-8S9
* DATE
t S. Started 29 Jul 96 6. Comp'd unkn ?. Test unkn

t 8. P. H. Ken Proper d
Skeq Started Done I

t*9. Status: Concopt B Purpose Y H N It C Hunitions Y N N t
tA SARcompete NO 0 PSA Y N N t

* ESSA Y H N I
t FSSSA Y N N t

6 6CSA Y N N t
t H O&SSA Y H N *
t I FREA Y W N t

(ESC) TO QUIT'

Enter number or letter of item to enter ?"

COMPLETED MASTER FILE SCREEN

This is a sample of a completed Master File Screen.

This is, also, the same screen which would appear if the file was being
updated, using option 3 of Master Mer u #1.

Once the information is correct, use the "ESCAPE" key to go to the next
screen.
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_T•.• HAZEL MASTER FI'LE-

Y To Save Information.

N To Ignore a)ta.

Enter Y for Yes or N for No ?

MASTER FILE SAVE SCRW'N

This screen allows the data entered to be saved or not.

If the new or changed data is not to be saved, entering "N" will cause
HAZEL to return to Master Menu #1.

If the Update File option were used, the changed data 4ould be saved and
printed, and then HAZEL -,ill return to Master Menu #1.

6
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WMTE FILE SWTU

PLACE LAWES IN PRINTER

SPALE TO CONTINUE

I MASTER FILE SETUP SCREEN #2

This is the u~mt screen which would appear when starting a new project file.

I Once the labels have been placed in the printer, the pressing of the space
bar will cause them to be printed.

Ten labels will be produced.
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HASTER FILE SEUP

PLACE

t SAP, PURPOSE & NUHITIONS DISK t

DISK IN DRIVE B

SPACE TO CONTINUE -

MASTLR FILE SETUP SCREEN #3

Using this screen, HAZEL calls for a formatted disk to be placed in Drive B.

Once the disk has been inserted and the space Lar pressed, HAZEL will

create and write master files on this disk.
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I ~SYE3 FILE sETW

PLACE
S•U

I HATAC DISK t

DISK IN WDIVE B

SPACE TO CONTINUE -

MASTER FILE SETUP SCREEN #4

Using this screen, HAZEL calls for a formatted disk to be placed in Drive B.

Once the disk has been inserted and the space bar pressed, HAZEL will

create and write the files necessary for tracking all safety deficiencies found
by the safety evaluations completed.

After this has been completed, HAZEL will return to Master Menu #1.
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HAZEL
FIND PROJECT

Current system is Sample totr )isplay

0o you wish to change svstems Y/N ?

FIND PROJL r SCREEN #1

Whenever any option selected on either menu involves the evaluation, updating
or printing of a project, the above screen appears.

This screen allows changing from one project to another without having to

re-load HAZEL.

If it ii wished to continue with the current system or project then "N" or
"n" is entered; and HAZEL will continue with the option selected.

If it is wished to change systems then either a "Y" or "yv -.' entered; and

then HAZEL will present Find Project Screen #2.
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HAZEL
FIND PROJECT

D~o you kn.-w the DISK NUMBER of the FILE [Y/H '? Y

Enter the DISK NUMBER QRT 4

FIND PROJECT SCREEN #2

HAZEL will ask if the Disk Number for the system is known.

If not, HAZEL will request the Directory option be used to find it and

return to Master Menu #1.

If it is known, HAZEL will ask for it to be entered.

Then HAZEL will show the name of the project aad ask if it is correct. If
i * c~rrect, HAZEL will then load the option requested.
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HAZEL

HASTER NENHU I

1. Directory of Projects
2. Start a HEW Project File
3. UPDATE a Project's File
4. Mt$ EVALUATE a Project
5. UPDATE a Hazard Analysis
6. PRINT a Hazard Analysis
7. Run HAZTAC
8. SECOND NEHIU
9. QUIT

Is this correct [Y/N] ?

EVALUATION PROCESS

The following screens and menus will show the process of evaluating, updating
and printing for two types of Safety Analysis - Preliminary and FMEA.
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EVALUATION KEHU

1. Conduet a Pvrljminayi. Hazard knaI~sis
2. Conduct, 4 SVSt" Hazard Analysis
3. Conduct, a Sub-System Hazard Analysis

4. Conduct a Component Hazard Anai~gsj
S. Conduct, an Operating & Support Hazard ,
6. Conduct a Failure Modes &2 Ef~fect pniýj

Ent~er OPtion desired 11-7) 3

EVALUATItON NKNU

This menu allows selection of the type of evaluation to be conducted..
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VAULUrTION MENU 14
1. U$** Conduct a Preliminary Hazard Analysis

2. Conduct a System Hazard Analysis
3. Conduct a Sub-Svsta Hazard Analysis

4. Conduct a Component Hazard Analysis
S. Conduct an O4trating & Support Hazard Analysis

5. Conduct a Failure Nodes Effect Analysis

QUIT

Is this correct [Y/H3 ? -

SELECTION OF EVALUATION

Here the stars between "1" and "Conduct a Preliminary Hazard Analysis" indicate
Lhis option was selected.
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LOW ING
NMbLYZE

PRELININARY

SAFETY EU•ALUATION

CHANGING PROGRAM SCREEN

This screen indicates HAZEL is loading a new program.
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PLACE HAZARD CHECKLIST FILE IN DRIVE A

SPAE KEY TO CONTINUE

LOAD HAZARD CHECKLIST FILE SCREEN

HAZEL is requesting the Hazard Checklist File be placed in Drive A.

She will check to be sure the correct disk was placed in Drive A before
continuing.
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PLACE PSA SAFETY AHM.YSIS FILE IN DRIVE 0

SPACE KEY 70 CONTINUE

LOAD PSA DISK SCREEN

HAZEL vill then request the PSA disk to be placed in Drive B.

She will check to see the correct dick is placed in Drive B before
continuing.
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THIS IS NOT THE COUCi DISK

00 YOU MlSN TO USE THIS DISK (Y) OR CHNE IT (H) ?

WRONG DTSK SCREEN

Since the PSA disk has never been used and the disk in Drive B is a blank,
formatted disk, HAZEL is asking if this is the disk to be used in the !uture
for PSA.

If the answer is yes, then HAZEL will setup the correct files anJ continue.

If the answer is no, then HAZEL will wait for the disk to be changed and
rechecked until the correct disk is in place.
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PRELIMN',Y

-,i.e Title Sample for Display
Siubl e HW:ar: Acceleration

Is ,his Hazard present Y/N ?

PSA SCREEN #1

This is the first screen of the PSA evaluation sequence.

If the safety evaluation was a System, Sub-system, Component or Operating
and Supporc, HAZEL would have requested information above the item being
evaluated.

If this hazard were not present, a "W" or "n" would be entered, and the
next hazard would appear. This would continue until all hazards currently on
the list were evaluated. HAZEL would then ask if a new hazard was to be
entered, and if so, whether to add it to the permanent list for future use.

NOTE: At any time, pressing the. "ESCAPE" key will terminate the
evaluation process.
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PIELININAYDate 29 Jul ft 
PRLIM

AN No. 1W Title Sple tot Display
Possible Ward' Attleritton

Possible Stimulust Vhicle, body, or fluid bting set into motion or inceasint

Is this Stioulus present Y/N? -

PSA SCREEN #2A

The next step is to determine the stimulus through which the hazard would
manifest itself.

If this stimulus were not present, a "N" or "n" would be entered, and the

next stimulus would appear. This wculd Continue until all sLimulus currently

in the list were evaluated. HAZEL would then ask if a new stimulus w~s to be

entered, and if so, whether to add it to the permanent list for future use.

If this stimulus were present, HAZEL would continue with this screen.
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PRELININARV
"j ul 86 , 6t

NE So. 1808 Title SamPle for DisplaV
zossible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Vehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion cv,, irneii.:'
speed.

Is this Stimulus present Y/N ?
Do you wish to reword this [Y/HI ?

PSA SCREEN #2B

HAZEL would ask if this stimulus should be reworded.

If rewording is wished, HAZEL will a-k. for the rewording and then, ask i
the rewording is coreect. If not, hAZEL vill continue until the correc
rewording is entered. She still then continue with this screen.

If not, HAZEL will then continue with this screen.



paEL•z1'Y
Date 2 Jl 6 Pa
AR No. hIM fitle Sample top Displan
Possible Hazard: Acteleratio,

Possible Stimulust ehicle, bofd, or fluid being set into motion or increasing

EPOSUIME: The STNILMUS occurs CONTIMg!OSLY, or muft times daily. Value is 11.

Doe% this Euuosure apply Y'I N -

PSA SCREEN #2C

This portion of the screen allows selection of the exposure. All exposure
definitions will be presented and continued to be presented one at a tim-

until a selection is made.

Once selected, HAZEL will continue with this screen.
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SIPREL IIfNARY

Date Jul 8 Pp
AK No. I16 Title Saple for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Whicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increasing
speed.

Fossible HCH: Injury to personnel. A person may be hit by an object set in mot
ion by a sudden change in velocity.

Is this lH possible Y/N ?

0

PSA SCREEN #2D

The next step io to determine the MCM.

If this MCM were not possible. a "N" or "n" would be entered, and the next
MCM would appear. This would continue until all MCMs currently on the list
were evaluated. HAZEL would then ask if a new MCM was to be entered, and if so
whether to add it to the permanent list for future use.

If this MCM were possible, HAZEL would continue with this screen.
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Date 29 Jul 6 Pagen
PE No. IMI Title Sample for Displav

Possible Haard: Acceleration

Possible Stisuluss Vehicle, body, or fluid beiag set into motion or increasing

Possible INC: Injurv to personnel. A person sav be hit by an object set in mt
ion by a sudden chae in veloeitv.

Is this NCR possible YIN ? y
Do you wish to reword this (Y/I1) ?

PSA SCREEN #2E

HAZEL would ask if this MCM should be reworded.

If rewording is wished, HAZEL will ask for the rewording and then ask if
the rewording is correct. If not, HAZEL will continue until the correct
rewording is entered. She will then continue with this screen.

If no rewording is required, HAZEL will then continue with this screen.
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PRELIMINARY
Date 29 Jupl 86 Page 1
APE Hr. 1668 Title Sample for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Vehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increasing
speed.

Possible NCH: Injury to personnel. A person may be hit by an object set in %ot
ion by a sudden change in velocity.

Severity: CATASTROPHE: Numerous fatalities; damage over $1,888,888; major di:r.
ption of activitivies, loss of production facilities. Ualue is 188

Does this Severity apply Y/H ? 9

PSA SCREEN #2F

This portion of the screen allows selection of the severity. All severit3
definitions will be presented and continue to be presented one at a time, until
a selection is made.

Once selected, HAZEL will continue with this screen.
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PRELIMINARY
Date 29 Jul 86 Page 4
APE No. 1000 Title Samp!e for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Uehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increasing
speed.

Possible It: Irtjw to personnel. A person may be hit by an object set in mot
ion by a sudden change in velocity.

Enter mishap sequence I 1 of 8 or END to stop

9I

PSASCREEN #2G

The next step is to enter the mishap sequence.
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PRELIMIARY
Date 29 Jul 86 Page.
APE No. 1NS Title Sample for Display
%ossible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Uehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increai.ir.
speed.

Possible MCi: Inju;ry to personnel. A person may be hit bv an object set in tct
ion by a sudden change in velocity.

Enter sishap sequence # I of 8 or END to stop
? Staimment *1

Is this correct Y/H ?

PSA SCREEN #2H

HAZEL will ask if this statement is correct.
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PRELININARY

Date 29 Jul 86 Page
APE No. I Title Sample for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Uehicle, body, or fluid boi'ng set into motion or increasing
speed.

Possible OCR: Injury to personnel. A person may be hit by an object set in lot
ion by a sudden change in velocity.
Statement #1
Statement # 2
Statement 43

Enter mishap sequence 3 4 of 8 or END to stop
? End

PSA SCRFEN #21

HAZEL will permit the input of up to 8 lines of 80 characters for each mishap
sequence.

To end entering them, "End", "end" or "END" is entered.

HAZEL then continues with this screen.
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PffLININARY
Date 29 Jul 8S Page
4PE No. 1000 Title SMPle for Display
Fossible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Vehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increisin.
speed.

Possible MCM: Injury to personnel. A person may be hit by an object set in mct
ion by a sudden change in velocity.

I Statement #1
2 Statement 1 2
3 Statement #3

The complete accident sequence is the HOST LIKELY md exeted tsut.
Value is 10

Does this Nishap Probability apply Y/N ? -

PSA SCREEN #2J

This portion of the screen allows selection of the mishap probability. All
mishap probability definitions will be presented and continue to be presented
one at a time, until a selection is made.

10
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PRELINIHARY SAFETY ANALYSIS
Date 29 Jul 86 Page
APE No. ING Title Sawle for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Vehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increasing
speed.

Possible IfN: Injury to personnel. A person say be hit by in object set in moti
on by a sudden change in velocity.

Exposure A Prcbabilitv a Severity I Criticality l19M."
Exposure S Probability Severity I Criticality S.N
Enter solution (RT) -

PSA SCREEN #2K

If the criticality is greater than 10, then HAZEL will request a recommended
solution be entered.

If the criticality is 10 or less, HAZEL will indicate no solution is
required.
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PI•ELININAVY
Date 29 Jul 96 Page 1

AK No. IOM Title Sawle for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Vehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increasing
speed.

Possible NCN: Injury to personnel. A person may be hit by in object set in sot
ion by a sudden dbawe in velocity.

Exposure A Probabilitv a Severity I Criticality 18OO.O0

Enter recommweation; SOLUTION TO PROIEN

Is this correct Y/N 9

PSA SCREEN #?L

HAZEL will ask if the solution is correct, if not, she will allow it to be
reentered.

Otherwise yes is entered and a new screen appears.
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PRELIMINARY

. •SAVE and CONTINUE

2. SAWE and QUIT

3. IBM01 DATA and CNTIMJE

4. INOE DATA and MUIT

Enter option disired (I-41 ..

PSA SCREEN #3

This e.reen allows selection of how to handle the data entered.

If opt..on I or 2 is selected, the safety ?valuation page will be printec

Out.

If option 1 or 3 is selected, HAZEL will proceed to PSA screen #1. ThE
same bazard will be present which had just been completed, in case it can bt

manifested by more than one stimulus.

If option 2 or 4 is selected, HAZEL will proceed to PSA screen #4.
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PLACE HAZTAC DISK IN DRIVE A

SPA•E TO CONTIINUE

PSA SCREEN #4

HAZEL then requests that the HAZTAC disk be placed in Drive A and checks to
insure it was.

She then proceeds to update the HAZTAC file, with the new safety
deficiencies determined.
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PLACE PROMRA DISK ONE (1) IN DRIVE A

SPACE TO CONTINUJE

PSA SCREEN #5

After updating the file, she asks for the first program disk to be place in
Drive A.
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PSA SCREEN #6

She then loeda the main program.
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DIRECTORY PH"

s**M* PLACE DIRECTORY DISK IN DRIVE 8 11t$

Press SPACE to COHTIHUE

PSA SCREEN #7

She then requests and checks for the presence of the Directory Disk in Drive B.

Once in place, she updates the master 'ile for the system being evaluated.
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HAZEL

REVIEN/UPDATE

Review Preliminary Hazard Analysis

2. Review System Hazard Analysis

3. Review Sub-System Hazard Analysis

4. Review Component Hazard Analysis

Review Operating & Support Hazard Analysis

6. Revieu Failure Modes & Effect Analysis

7. QUIT

Enter Option desired [1-7] ?

PSA SCREEN #8

If the project were to be reviewed or updated, this menu would appear after
selecting the Review/Update option of Master Menu #1.
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HAZEL

REUIEN/UPDATE PRELIMINARY SAFETY ANALYSIS

Enter page number to UPDATE (RT) ?

PSA SCREEN #9

After ch:cking to see what system was being evaluated, and loading the correci
evaluation disk in Drive B, HAZEL would request the page number of the safetr
analysis to be updated.

If the safety deficiency has already been closed, HAZEL proceeds directl3
to screen #11, otherwise, she proceeds to screen #10A.
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Dae2 Jl8 PRELIMINARY SAFETY ANALYSIS pg

APE No. 1980 Title Sample for Display
Possible Hazard: Acceleration

Possible Stimulus: Vehicle, body, or fluid being set into motion or increasing
speed.

Possible NCR: Injury to personnel. A person may be hit by an object set in moti
on by a sudden change in velocity.

Exposure A Probability a Severity I Criticality 1,09sS.S
Exposure B Probability Severity I Criticality 0.60

Enter solution (RT) FINAL SOLUTION

Is this correct Y/N ? Y

I-EXPOSURE, 2-PROBABILITY, 3-FINAL SOLUTION, 4-DONE, Enter option ?.

PSA SCREEN #10A

This is the first of two screens required to update a safety analysis page.

HAZEL first requests the final solution -to be entered and then permits
selection of options to update.

To select the final exposure of the hazard, a '1" is entered.

To select the final mishap probability, a "2" is selected.

If the final solution requires change, then 'T' can be entered.

When satisfied with these entries, the next scree~n can be selected using
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HAZEL

REUIEM/UPDATE SAFETY ANALYSIS

I. CLOSE THE HAZARD

2. VERIFY THE HAZARD CLOSED

3. REUIEN DATA ENTERED

Enter the option [1-3] ?

II

PSA SCR•NEt #11

This screen allows the hazard to be closed or closed and verified.

It, also, permits return to screen #1OA if desired.

After this screen, HAZEL will request the HAZTAC disk to be placed in Drive
A, in order ro update its files and then load the master program.
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HAZEL

1. Print ALL pages

2. Print P9aes X thru Y ONLY

3. Print ONE Page ONLY

4. QUIT

Enter option vanted C1-4] ?.

PSA SCREEN #12

The above menu is for the print option. The same basic procedures are required
to reach it. However once the option is completed, this option does not
require updating of the HAZTAC file.

It can be used to print any page or pages of the selected evaluation.
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PLACE FREA SAFETY ANALYSIS FILE IN DRIVE B

SPACE KEY TO CONTINUE

FMEA SCRUEN #1

This is the first screen for the FMEA.

HAZEL would verify that the correct disk was placed in Drive B.

If the disk had not been used before, HAZEL would create the various files
required.
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FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS SAFETY ANALYSIS

Enter new COMPONENT: Unit 11

Enter Purpose of CORPOENT:
? Displav of FNEA Screens.

Is this Correct Y/H ((ESC0 to QUIT) ?

FMEA SCREEN #2

HAZEL then requires the item being evaluated and its purpose to be entered.

Once satisfied with the reslts and "Y" or "y" is entered, HAZEL proceeds
to the next screen.
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FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS SAFETY ANALYSIS
Zate 29 Jul 86 Page
PE No. l108 Title Sample for Display

Component: Unit #1

Purpose: Display of FMEA Screens.

Usae rate: The wthanils is a safety device ot life swort system. Value is

Is this Corret YAl ?

THEA SCREEEN #3

This screen determines the usage rate.

Once it is determined, HAZEL proceeds to the next screen.

1
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F*1LU I MW W EU CS SilM? AALMYSIS
t.29Jul% Pu6

W ft. IOM Title Saple t'r Displa-
uenent: unit 01

SPwpo.: Display of FHEA Sc•i s.

Redundancy: Ho redundancy, of sechanism. Value is 1.0

Is this correct Y/H ?

w6

FNEA SCftEN #4

This screen determines the R factor or redundancy for the item.

Once it is determined, 1WZEL proceeds to the next screen.
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FAILUE NOK ANM EFFECTS SAETY MYSIS

APE No, I0 Title Saple top Displav
CepeNt,: unit #1

Purpose: Displav of I•EA SCe .

Failure rate: The mechanist vwil fail at least once per shift or 8 hours of .,s
e. •alue is 1M.

Is this correct Y/H ?

FNA SCRRBN #5

This screen determines the failure rate for the item.

Once it is determined, HAZEL proceeds to the next screen.

0
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FAILUME ME W EFFECTS SETY MAYSIS
Date 29h•Jul S
AK No. IM Title Sample t Displav
Cospcemtl ,Nit #1
7ailurt Rode: Prtmature operation.

Is this Failure Node possible Y/N 9

FMA SCREEN #6

This screen representc the first of seven cycles which will be coupleted, one

for each possible failure mode.

HAZEL asks if this failure mode is possible.

If not, HAZEL will continue with the next cycle until all modes have been
evaluated.

If yes, HAZEL continuos with this screen.
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FAILURE ODE AN EFFECTS SAFETY AtNAYSIS
Date 29 Jul 86 Page
APE No. 180s Title Sample for Displar
Coeponentl Unit 11
Failure Model Preaturte operation.

Effect of failure on Coeoet,
"? Unit begans to operate.
Effect of failure on Sub-Systes

? Sub-sostem beins to operate.

Eftect or failVe m Sot"m
? %$stem starts.-

Is this Cowl4? VA

FNEA SCREEN #6A

HAZEL viii ask for the effect of this failure mode on the item, the sub-system
to which it belongs, and the total system.

Once completed, HAZEl proceeds to the next portion of this screen.
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FAILURE ONE me FFEC$s SAFETY ANALYSIS
-Pae 29 Jul Page
AN No. IiW Title Saple for Display
CompwnatI unit #1
Failure Node: Pw•eatu operations

Ei'elt of failure on System: System start

SEVERITY ON SYSTEM: CATASTROPs Muwrov fatalities; damae ovenr $1.N.MS;
major disruption of activitivits, loss of production facilities. Volve is 1W

Is this POSSIBLE YiK .

FMEA SCREEN #6B

This portion determines the severity of the failure on the total system.

Once completed, HAZEL proceeds to the next portion of this screeu.
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FAILLIKONE WS OEFECTS SAFETY NM.YSISDate n5 Jul 16 Po
AKE h. IMS Title Saple toet Oiplav
Compmentl unit 01
Failure "Io* Pemature seration.

Effect of failure on Systom: Systes start

CRITICALITY is 16,O80.0O

Ent er gecossended Corrective Action Solution.

Is this CORRECT Yell'

FMEA SCRFEN #6C

The criticality for the failure mode is displayed and if greater than 10, a
recommended solution is requested.

Once completed, HAZEL proceeds to the next screen.

0
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FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS SAFETY ANALYSIS

1. SAVE and CONTINUE

2.SAVE and QUIT

3. IGNORE DATA and CONTINUE

4. IGNORE DATA and QUIT

Enter option desired [1-4] ?.

FMEA SCREEN #7

This screen allows the data entered to be saved, and, also, offers the option

of quitting.

If option I or 2 is nelected, the data is saved and the the FMEA page is

printed.

If option 3 or 4 is selected, the data is not saved.

If option 1 or 3 is selected, the next failure mode iq considered.

If option 2 or 4 is selected, the HAZTAC file is updated as befc:e, and the

main program is loaded.
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FINAL NOTE

Not all menus or screens are included, due to the number involved.

The menus and screens selected, however, represent how HAZEL flows, the
built in check. incorporated, and how HAZEL interfaces with its user to allow
corrections and rewording during her use.
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